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tribute to
tMm
Princess

flag at Falkland House has been 
flying at half mast, and the win
dow display will be cleared on 
Friday cveningand will be replaced 
with a picture of the Princess, and 
a copy of the message sent to her 
Majesty on behalf of the Falkland 
Islands."

Ms Cameron goes on to say, 
"There has been a constant stream 
of people passing the office on 
their way to lay floral tributes at 
Buckingham Palace. The flower 
stand opposite the office had com
pletely sold out by 10.00am on 
Monday."

It is understood by FIGO that 
six Falkland Islands veterans are 
to attend the funeral service in 
Westminster Abbey on August 6. 
Falklands veterans will be repre
sented by Dr. Rick Jolly OBE 
(Chairman of the South Atlantic 
Medal Association and former Sur
geon Commander RN and OC Ajax 
Bay Field Hospital 1982). Denzil 
Connick (3rd Bn Parachute Regt 
'82, lost a leg during Mount 
Longdon action) Tony Davies 
MBE (RSM 1st Bn Welsh Guards 
'82) Steve Newland MM (Corpo
ral Royal Marines '82, injured and 
decorated for gallantry) John 
Phillips DSC W02 Royal Engi
neers '82, lost an ami while defus
ing bomb in HMS Antelope) and 
Andrew Lockett (Former royal 
Navy Lt. Commander, served in 
HMS Endurance '82).

IN COMMON with the rest of the 
world, Falkland Islanders have this 
week mourned the tragic loss of 
Diana, Princess of Wales, who died 
in a car accident in Paris, France on 
August 30

Following the Princess' death. 
His Excellency, the Governor, sent 
a letter of sympathy to Her Majesty 
the Queen, which expressed the grief 
felt by her loyal subjects' in the 
Falklands.

Individually, Islanders have 
been quick to express their affec
tion for the Princess and sadness at 
her death in an official Book of 
Condolence located atGovemment 
House Residents in the Camp will 
also have the chance to sign the 
book, as it is to be flown by the 
Falkland Islands Government Air 
Service to Fox Bay, Hill Cove and 
Port Howard next week

On Friday. September 5. a serv
ice in memory of Princess Diana is 
to be held in Christ Church Cathe
dral at 3pm. For those who cannot 
attend, the service is to be broadcast 
live on the radio; and at some time 
between 3.45 and 4.00pm it is hoped 
that all residents of the Falklands 
will join in a minute’s silence. At 
the time of the service the Book of 
Condolence will be available for 
signing in the Parish Hall

Writing from London, Sukey 
Cameron, the Islands' representa
tives at the Falkland Islands Gov
ernment Office commented, "the

P/ca "/Kajcsty'ii loyal subjects in and indeed, all residents o^ (Ac 
PalAdand 0elands learnt witA sAocA ucryiny on disbelief oj tAe un - 
timely dcatA oj "Diana Princess o£ "Wales in "Pads last niyAit "Wc 
share tAc yzic{ o)j tAc people o£ tAe "llnitcd Rinydont. and many 
countries o^ tAc world. at this trayedy. Our hearts ye oat especially to 
her two sons *7heir “Royal PliyAucsscs Prince "William and Prince 
Ptarny.

On behalf o)j tAe (jooewment and all tAie people o£ tAie palAdand 
‘Islands. and all manbers ofj Pier ")HajcStys forces sezoiny in tAc 
SoutA /Atlantic *1 send deepest condolences to Pier "?)iajesty "lAc 2ueen. 
Pi is Royal PhyAutcss 7Ac Prince o£ "Wades and Ais two sons. and tAc 
members o)j Diana . Princess o^ "Wales' tjOmily. 'plays in tAie palA - 
land ‘Islands are ^lymy at Aal£ mast as a mazA erf respect and sorrow. 

R P Ralph CM(p CVO
pooemor

Below: HE the Governoriligns the Book of Condolence
} "■'''

Dependent territories review should not to be seen as British change of heart over Falklands
FOLLOWING astatement from the Mercopress reporter that, "the proc- ish Government nor the dependent nation and its overseas territories,
Foreign and Commonwealth Of- ess should not be interpreted that territories citizens themselves were and give all parties a clear view of
fice that the results of a Dependent Britain is reconsidering its rights clear about the constitutional and the future."

of sovereignty over the Falkland moral responsibilities that Britain
Islands." has over its territories.

The spokesman explained that "The review," he said, "should

The DTA has commented that 
the FCO have declared that they 
look forward to full consultation

Territories Review would be an
nounced in February 1988. at the 
Dependent Territories Association
(DTA) conference, an FCO spokes- the recent Montserrat crisis had give everyone a chance to consider with the dependent territories dur-
^ has commented to a demonstrated that neither the Brit- the relationship between the mother ing the course of the review.man
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FALKLAND ISLANDS Jjf Rogers rappedWrite to Penguin News, Ross Road, 

Stanley, Falkland Islands
I SHOULD like to correct theSAC ’solutions'?

I RFAD Penguin News regularly you cannot al the same time claim 
a ,ninv its fortnightly arrival in an unrestricted right to sclf-deter- 

and enjoy its - mination. You have to take into
my|ama little concerned however account and respect the interests of
29thTonrthCeTouthAtlaynt^Coum May I make two additional

land^Optionsfor theVutuVe'"and ? The South Atlantic Council, of 
o„ what I said relating to the which l am the Honorary Score- 
memorandum in an interview with lary is limited to fifty members. 
Calling The Falklands. All its members are British. It has

With respect to the first, can I two associate non-voting members 
underline that the memorandum who are Argentines resident for 
docs not recommend any specific many years in Britain. It would 
solution It lists nine options that welcome - very much - participa- 
have been considered in the past non by Falkland Islanders who 
and goes on to say. in a key pas- share its objectives, 
sage, the following Its objectives are not. as is

"Some of the above options sometimes thought, to promote 
provide sharp alternatives to each better relations between Britain and 
other but they are not all mutually Argentina. They are to bring about 
incompatible. A simple orthodox a permanent solution, a fair and 
exclusive view of sovereignty does civilised solution, acceptable, and 
not offer a plausible solution, but we hope beneficial, to all the par- 
some form of permanent coopera- ties, 
tive arrangements between Britain 
and Argentina, combined with 
self-government for the Islanders 
is most likely to succeed."

With respect to the second. I 
was asked in the interview if I be
lieved in self-determination for the 
Islands. I replied, "up to a point".
Because you cannot have your 
cake and eat it. If you opt to re
main British and a British colony

company.
I may be out of touch but, in 

my book, the correct term for a 
genuine Islander is 'kelpcr' and 
'Benny' is a pejorative word coined 
by a few bored and disgruntled 
servicemen after the war in 1982.

More to the point is the impli
cation in Mr Rogers' letter that my 
criticism of John Simpson was 
motivated by self-interest.

I have no need to remind Is
landers of my commitment to their 
cause. My record stands for itself.
I have no desire to own any part 
of the Falkland Islands, but I have 
every desire to see that Islanders 
do. I am in the oil business to en
sure that Islanders get a fair slice 
of the cake - if cake there be.

The trouble with letters like Mr 
Rogers' is that the average reader 
in the UK assumes that it comes 
from a genuine Islander, and that 
it accurately reflects Islander opin
ion. I don't mind the slur on my 
character but I do mind the way in 
which it misrepresents the true 
feelings of Islanders.

Government does 

support sport
II WOULD be remiss of me, as 
Chairman of the Falkland Islands 
Overseas Gaines Association 
(FIOGA) not to respond to Jim 
Moffat s letter in Penguin News of 
31st August.

1 have no desire to criticize 
what Mr Moffatt wrote in any way, 
but I wish to point out that FIOGA 
has recently received more than 
generous support from the Gov
ernment. culminating in Council
lors making up to £15.000 avail
able to assist with the travel ex
penses for all the competitors who 
attended the recent Island Games 
in Jersey. This enabled all competi
tors, other than those who had 
sponsorship, to have 50% of their 
air fares and hotel accommodation 
funded by Government.

In the event just over £ 10,050 
was used, but Government agreed 
that of the surplus, £ 1000 could be 
used to purchase Falklands' flags 
which can be used at all interna
tional events.

I understand that around 
£8,000 was approved by Council
lors to assist the recent moto cross 
team members to compete in Brit
ain. so I think we can say that there 
is now an obvious awareness by

statement on the front page ofPen
guin News of August 22. that I had 
expressed 'shock and fury' at a re
cent article in the Sunday Tel
egraph.

Row Road. Sunln. Falkland Islands • Trlqdumr: 226S4 • lav: 2213S • Even Friday • Price: 60p

PAROCHIAL we may be. and perhaps open to the charge of being 
essarily insular, reporting as we do on the weekly lives of a miniscule 
slice of the world's population, but we are, nevertheless, still a newspa
per, and therefore by default part of a media which this week has come 
under critical scrutiny and earned considerable condemnation lor the 
part some of its less reputable members played in the subterranean trag
edy that resulted in the deaths of Diana, Princess of Wales, her compan
ion. Dodi al Fayed, and their driver, Henri Paul, in France last week.

Because of that guilt by association expressions of condolence from 
any newspaper, no matter how sincerely felt, might well seem to have 
the ring of the empty vessel about them. The easy course to take would 
evidently be in a direction immediately opposed to controversy, but it 
would also be ducking a responsibility to both the paper and the public.
It is my fervent hope.lhen. that when I, too, admit to sharing the feeling 
of loss that has resounded around the entire planet, and that my thoughts 
are predominantly with the bereaved families who. in individual ways 
known only to themselves, must leam to live in a world suddenly robbed, 
not of a glamorous icon or a fairy' tale Princess, nor a millionaire busi
nessman. or a chauffeur, but of a mother, a son and a brother, readers 
will take these words at face value, as they are meant, and not read into 
them some scurrilous hidden agenda.

Having said that, it is an over-simplification to claim that the so called 
'paparazzi', driven by the dollar, represent, for most in the profession, 
the unacceptable face of journalism. We should all be aware of the chain 
of demand and remember that the sad, and perhaps salutary, fact is, the 
'dollar' they are chasing will only come from that same newspaper world 
which now villifies them, and whose members constantly compete for 
circulation which means they, in turn, are funded by copy sales to a 
sometimes sensation-seeking public.******
THERE is a distinctly political flavour about this week's issue with the 
centre pages dominated by the Governor's report on the last ExCo meet
ing, and the Notice of Election published by the Returning Officer. Else
where you will find an outline of the achievements of the out-going 
Council, and there is a letter (this page) from Alastair Forsyth, the hon
orary secretary of the South Atlantic Council. For those who have thus 
far remained in blissful ignorance of the SAC and what they stand for. 
they are an unofficial body many of whose known members have, or 
have had in the past, business interests in Argentina. Mr Forsyth himself 
runs a small investment business dealing largely in Latin America, as 
does Lord Montgomery - another member - who has, in the past, been 
vociferous in his support of the Argentine cause.

Though it is tempting to think of the SAC as a fuzzy-thinking, do- 
gooding group with little influence and ideas borne from the highest, 
altruistic motives, the truth is their leaders are clever men, politically 
perceptive, financially astute, and, since Mr Forsyth became secretary, 
extremely active. Their membership includes several lords, their chair
man is an MP, they have produced the now famous 'memo', they are 
pressing Robin Cook for a meeting to discuss the issue further and they 
are planning to stage a seminar in December, ostensibly to bring SAC 
members up to date, but to which non-SAC members will be invited.

Mr Forsyth and the SAC speak (and write) with the voice (and pen) 
of apparent sweet reason. They couch their arguments in typically am
biguous language, but the bottom line is (as Mr Forsyth admitted in a 
radio interview with Patrick Watts this week) that the SAC do not be
lieve in the Islander's right to self-determination. As a colony, Mr Forsyth 
said, we have to lake into account the wishes and interests of Britain, and 
he quoted the example of his own situation living in a British village. "I 
can't do w hat I like, I have to respect the interests of the rest of Britain." 
The surreal absurdity of this argument left me breathless. Where is the 
parallel between a centuries-secure, sleepy Suffolk village and Stanley? 
Does Mr Forsyth's urbane manner conceal the heart of a revolutionary? 
Has he plans to invade the next village and claim a new' sovereign state?

There was much else to wonder at in that same interview. By his own 
admission, in the fifteen years he has involved himself in Falkland af
fairs Mr Forsyth has not once been to the Islands, though he has attended 
many conferences in Argentina. Mr Forsyth is not a politician but he 
seems to have mastered that profession's art of answering the question 
he wants to hear rather than the one he was asked. Patrick: What do you 
know about the Falklands and the people? Mr Forsyth: I was born in 
Hong Kong. At the end of the day we should be asking Mr Forsyth and 
the SAC the question: why are they trying to fix what ain't broke? The 
only problem we have in the Falklands is the spurious claim being pressed 
by an unwelcome neighbour. Perhaps the SAC should take their politi
cal pliers and their intellectual spanners and tighten a few diplomatic 
nuts in Argentina. In any event the- SAC and their machinations bear 
watching. We should not permit their initiatives to go on unchallenged.
The Editorial was written this week by Deputy Editor, Tony Burnett

nec-

In my letter to that paper I 
merely said I w'as surprised to see 
that such an experienced foreign 
affairs hand as John Simpson had 
been beguiled by Dr di Telia into 
believing that Argentina would 
settle for something less than sov
ereignty. I expressed neither shock 
nor fury. That was how La Nacion 
reported my letter in Argentina, 
where it obviously touched a raw

Councillors as to just how impor
tant is Falklands' participation at 
overseas international events.

I agree with Mr Moffatt that it 
would be most advantageous for 
Government to fund a four lane 
400 meters running track, which 
w'ould encourage many non-long 
distance runners to train in the 
middle distance and sprints events, 
while regular funding to bring in 
qualified coaches periodically, in 
all sports, and particularly before 
Commonwealth and Island Games 
Competitions would be most wel
come.

nerve.
Readers may be interested in a 

follow-up letter in the Sunday Tel
egraph of August 31. from one 
'Neil Rogers. Stanley, Falkland 
Islands', accusing me of having a 
thirty three per cent stake in De
sire Petroleum (I have one per 
cent) and asserting that, if oil is 
found. I will more than likely own 
most of the Falkland Islands, and 
that the only way the average 
'Benny' will get anything out of it 
will be through investing in my

FIOGA itself operates under a 
legal constitution drawn up by the 
Senior Crown Counsel, and demo
cratic elections are held every two 
years. The association current 
membership comprises the bad
minton, swimming, running, golf, 
rifle, gun. football, netball and 
squash clubs who each pay £25 a 
year subscription, while other 
sporting clubs are most welcome 
to join

I believe part of this solution 
has to be a permanent British 
committment to the Islanders, 
never without the agreement of the 
Islanders to be bargained away or 
compromised.

I also believe it is a good time 
to be working for this kind of a 
solution

Sir Rex Hunt

Visitors wedFIOGA is recognized interna
tionally as the Falklands' official 
representative sporting bodv.

PATRICK WATTS 
Chairman, FIOGA.

THE wedding took 
place at the Malvina 
House Hotel on Sat
urday, August 23, be
tween Chrissie 
McLean and Howard 
Duncan, and was at
tended by a small 
gathering of close 
relatives andfriends. 
The couple arrived in 
the Falklands earlier 
in the month as sur
prise guests for Billy 
(Howard's brother) 
and Rene's golden 
wedding. Howard 
left the Falklands 
some 39 years ago 
and made his home 
on the Isle of Mull 
where he met 
Chrissie.
Photo/Report 
Sharon Halford

Alastair Forsyth 
Hon Sec SAC

Argos trawler south 

bound to South GeorgiaOpen wide - again!
SOME of your readers of David 
Fyfe's article "Open Wide Sir!" in 
last week's issue will have 
bered dentist, Robert (BOB) 
Duncan from his time here in the 
1950's. My wife, Jane, and I have 
known Bob for many years, and 
you may be interested to know he 
is still

nying photograph, with Bob on the 
right, was taken at a reception 
kindly arranged for Jane and I. and 
shows four who have seen service 
in both the Seychelles and the Falk
lands - the fourth, probably not rec
ognised here by more than just a 
few, is Roy Fonseca, who was in 
the British SAS and landed with 
Lieutenant Hamilton on West Falk
land a month before the Task Force 
arrived.

Both were captured but Roys 
life was thankfully spared and he 
briefly met Robin Lee at P°r 
Howard when released.

PICTURED below is the Argos 
Galicia preparing for her south
bound voyage to South Georgia 
waters. The 1700 ton stern trawler 
has been chartered by the South 
Georgia Government for one 
month from Argos Limited, the 
Stanley based fishing company, 
moored this week at FIPASS 

Argos Galicia was expected to 
slip her moorings at FIPASS,

crew members and ten scientists 
from the Imperial College who are 
undertaking the month long mis
sion to gather data in what has been 
described as an 'exploratory fish
ing' expedition.

There have been similar under
takings in the past but this is the 
first time a commercial fishing 
vessel has been used.

remem-

practising dentistry on a 
group ol Islands having more than 
a few connections with the Falk
lands - the Seychelles.

We met Bob there in June last 
year and found him in very' good 
lorm - his practice is on the main 
island of Mahe, and we found it to 
be a very- busy one. The accompa-

Over seventy metres in length 
where she has spent much of this Argos Galicia has the capacity to 
week, sometime on Thursday, Sep- store up to 1400 tons of frozen

catch. On her return she will re-tember 4.
Aboard are some twenty two turn to normal fishing operations.

Graham France
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How did they do?
FOUR years ago, in 1993, the 
newly elected Council began life 
facing a hugely challenging 
in office.

Burning local issues included 
roads - then as now - the subject 
of much debate: the Constitution; 
housing; fishing stocks and 
enue; immigration; the lack of 
classroom space in the Infant/Jun-

Stanley Co-operative Society
The following are a small selection °^|,0(^SM^Ue *° 

arrive on board M.V. "Andreas y
Blue Dragon Coconut Milk 400g H/S Coi nfhkes
Steradent Tablets 30 tablets Camchy Bran 375g
Pear! Soap Pink, White 125g Shredded ieg
Carex Hand Wash 250ml Q»aker ,j/f| , R. ..
Lux Soap 125g Jacobs H/Bake Watei Biscuits
Office Devil Scissors 8" H/S Evap. Milk &
Pears Transparent Soap 12 5g Ideal Milk suiall
Shield Aqua 125g Wine Gums 2_7g
Knights Castile I25g Quaker Puffed Wheat
Sch. Tonic 500ml Twin Eng. Bieakfast Tea Bags 50 s
Sch. Dry Ginger Ale 500ml Bisto Gravy Granules 170g
Micro Noodles Pot Lion Pure Ground Garlic 40g
Micro Rice Pot Viota Dessicated Coconut 170g
El80 Video Tapes H/S Swiss Style Muesli 375g
Milky> Way Crispy Roll H/S Apple Juice I Itr
Wispa & Wispa Gold H/S Orange Juice 1 Itr
Mai-vel Milk 340g Opies Capers II3g
H/S Peas & Carrots 300g Jif Cream Cleaner 500ml
H/S Cut Green Beans 290g 1001 Spruce V Clean 550ml
H/S Tea Bags Fine Blend 80's & 160's Whitworths Marzipan 250gm

ior School; the Stud Flock; the 
Stanley Town Plan; conservation;
tourism; Bodie Creek Bridge; and, conducted by Penguin News to 
of course, the emerging prospect identify issues considered most 
of oil.

United Kingdom.
In a brief pre-election survey

From Legislative Council 
records, past editions of Penguin 
News, and other sources, the fol
lowing analysis of the 'progress' 
made in the years 1993 to 1997 has 
been compiled. It makes no men
tion of what might be called 'fail
ures', but is nonetheless interest
ing, and perhaps surprising read-

term

important by electors, sovereignty, 
Internationally we were watch- oil, unemployment and alcohol 

ing the renewed trading relation- consumption by the youth of the 
ship between Britain and Argen- Islands were the top four, 
tina carefully; and there were con
cerns over our public image in the has changed. Or has it?

rev-
So, it would seem, not much

ing.
PROGRESS - 1993 - 1997

1) POLITICAL (EXTERNAL)
* Successful lobby ing of Labour Party
* Publication of the 'Future for the 
Falkland Islands'
* Enhanced use of public relations
* Successful lobbying in the USA
* "Self-Determination” far more 
widely accepted
*The positive aspects of Chevening
* The Oil Agreement
’ Increased consultation from the FCO
2) POLITICAL (INTERNAL)
* Gradual evolution of democratic 
power:
- Revision of Constitution
- Enhanced Committee structure
- More consultation with public
- Emphasis emerging on Standards in 
public life
3) FINANCIAL
* Substantial increase in total reserves
* More sophisticated management of 
funds
* Gradual improvement in systems: 
-Computerisation
- Accrual accounting planned
- Internal Auditor

4) ECONOMIC
* Steady growth in economy
* Improved standard of living
* Thorough review carried out by 
Coopers & Lybrand
* Continuing growth in private sector
* Island-wide pension scheme planned 
St INFRASTRUCTURE
* Substantial expansion of roads in 
Camp
* Camp telephone system improve
ment
♦Standard Chartered Bank building

* Step change in computerisation
* Successful Census
* Re-vamp of Cost of Living index
* Waste Management issues
* Open government
* Geological map
13) ENVIRONMENT
* Ongoing funding for FI Conserva
tion
* Successful Baseline Survey work
* Appointment of two officers in EPO 
Department
* Consultation of Standring - legisla
tion coming
14) OTHER MATTERS
* The Falklander- reached a plateau?
* Tourism - developing
* KTV
* Museum/Archives/Archaeology
* Bodie Creek Bridge
* The MORJ Poll
* Fire Safety report
* Seaman’s Centre
* F1DF report
* Holiday Voucher scheme
* Immigration

* Junior School extension
* “Sites & Buildings” working group 
set up
* Abattoir - approved
* Air links with Chile - greatly im
proved
* East Stanley Development
* Murray Heights homes
* Transport Review
* Quarry improvements
* By-pass links
* Solved generator problem
* Improved Stanley water supply
6) OIL
* Successful launch and completion 
of Oil Licensing Round
* Creation of new Department of Oil
7) AGRICULTURE
* Greatly enhanced research pro
gramme
* Reconstruction of Agricultural Ad
visory Committee
* A second vet
* Sorted out the Stud Flock issue - 2nd 
Stud Flock
* Continuation of financial assistance
* General acceptance of diversifica
tion
* Future of FLH brighter than for years
8) EDUCATION
* Results highly satisfactory 
♦Relationship with and policy towards 
Peter Symonds improved
* Open university developed
* Renewed emphasis on Vocational 
Education
* Further development of Special 
Needs capability
9) FISHERIES
’ Highly successful maintenance of

income
♦ Enhancement of Patrol Vessel situ
ation
♦ Development of toothfish fishery
♦ Introduction of new Fisheries Policy
♦ Set-up of Fisheries Advisory Com
mittee
♦ Flagging of Falkland Islands vessels
10) MEDICAL
♦ Greatly improved Speech Therapy 
capability
♦ Psychiatric capability
♦ Dental care
♦ Mammography care
11) PLANNING
♦ Work on Island Plan begun
♦ Appointment of Environmental 
Planning Officer
♦ Stanley Town Plan
♦ PWD now planning thoroughly
12) GOVERNMENT
♦ Emphasis on training - especially 
Graduate scheme
♦ Benefits of Hay in structure and 
motivation
♦ Clear Energy Policy

Pictured (left) is Steven Davies, 
j son of Stanley couple, Jackie and 

'Taff Davies. Steven qualified 
^ last week as a Chartered Ac- 
l I countant. He has been working 
I ! with Accountants Hughes/Allen 

of Chelmsford but has now be
come an Assistant Manager in the 
Financial Business Unit of 
KPMG - one of the UK's "Big Six" 
practices.

•STANLEY
PPWgrowers

§05 MAINTAIN YOUR GARDEN THE EASY 

WAY- THROUGH OUR MACHINERY 

HIRE SERVICE:-
NURSERIES 4c GARDEN 

. CENTRE

^—rQ7?^lE'iifr

Tom Beattie diesElection is welcome challenge
live he turned to dairy fanning. 
Later, leaving their son to take over

TOM BEATTIE died on Thurs
day, August 21, aged 82 years.

Tom was brought up on a large the farm, the couple travelled to 
sheep farm in Cumberland before Colombia to head a mission of the 
winning scholarships to study Ag- Overseas Development Agency 
riculture at Durham University. with the objective of introducing 

In 1939 at the age of 24 he and sheep farming in the Andes, 
his wife, Ada, set out for the Falk- 
lands where they lived for 14 
years, Tom becoming a Stock In
spector, ajob he held for five years dairy farming. Finally the couple 
before returning to the United retired to live at Ivythom Farm, in 
Kingdom on leave. On arriving Street, Somerset, 
back in the Falklands Tom was 
appointed, by the FIC, to the post tion to world enlightenment about 
of manager at Port Stephens. the Islands with his book entitled

When he returned to the UK to Falkland Islands Interlude.

GARDEN CULTIVATOR: £4 HOUR - OR £20 PER DA Y

" SELF PROPELLED MOWERL5 HOUR 
LAWN SCARIFIER £5 HOUR

ALL INCLUDE FULL FUEL TANK, MINIMUM HIRE PERIOD IS 2 HOURS

PHONE 21498 LUNCHTIME OR EVENINGS

John Rowland (42) the newly ap- cillors can be accepted, 
pointed Registrar General is the There will be three Polling Sta- 
man tasked with orchestrating the tions in operation on October 9 - 
smooth execution of the forthcom- Goose Green, Fox Bay, and 
ing general election on October 9. Stanley, and mobile polling teams 

The run up to the election, as will be visiting other Camp sta- 
far as John is concerned, has al- tions courtesy of FIG AS. 
ready begun with the publication 
of the rules of the election and the 
opening of the period during which this early challenge in his career 
nominations for prospective coun- as Registrar.

17

The next stop was Turkey, 
where Tom helped implement a 
World Bank loan programme for

Despite the intensity of the situ
ation, John states he is enjoying

TO BOOK Tom made an early contribu-

Govemment House is looking for a freelance gardener to maintain 
three FCO staff gardens around Stanley. The contractor would be 
required to work approximately two hours at each property once a 
month in October, November, February, March and April and twice a 
month in December and January. Equipment will be provided but not 
transport and the hourly rate is £7.00. Any refuse is the responsibility 
of the contractor. Times of work are negotiable.
Could any interested persons contact Mrs Joanne Lawrence, Man
agement Officer at Government House on tel: 27433 during office 
hours.

« °F WALES’
6TH
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Governor’s report on the meeting of ExCo
resi2n from the Board of next few years

HAVING just returned from leave car- land-wide to upgrade their domes- pi,, . i mHhnldings A Council- Education -her this week. I chaired a meeting of tic electrical wiring. What the ^^^^^^He Board to represent ;T “V" further , iuSt
ExCo on Thursday 28 August. Of the amendment does is to allow a or '1 mpn,>s interest. CClUCatlOn poliev r rn also considered the results of
members, the Commander-was absent qualified electrical contractor, and the G . ,. As for Education, it becam^ he Questionnaire published not long
on duty in the UK. the Attorney Gen- not just PWD. to undertake this AgriCUIlUI recently that, although iKc °ar when members of the public
eral. who is also on leave in the UK. work, and to remove the require- stj|| on the subject of agriculture. Furlher Education poliev ih^ua 3-re given the opportunity to let us 
was substituted by Robert Titterington. ment for applicants to obtain a see- exc0 considered two interesting pa- ncver really been set out rii their views on a discussion
and Councillor Richard Stevens took ond quotation. People in Stanley produced by the Director ol writjng Executive Counril vin ,imminent on immigration policy,
the place of Councillor Norma and Fox Bay will be able to reclaim Agriculture. Bob Reid, describing the approved a paper adumhnti 0rc Eighty eight questionnaires were
Edwards, who is also away. We had payment tor final inspection by development of a pasture improve- a M so (hm a„ conc ‘tlAngsujh rccejvcd the vast majority from pec
an unusually long agenda to get qualified electrical contractors. ment programme, and a tree and slid- very clear where we stand an bc nle in the Islands. Most residents
through, and therefore went on until Mark-Up for ter belt scheme, on which the Depart- One particular point worth seemed to agree broadly with the
wd! into the afternoon The subjects r f . cfnres ment of Agriculture are working. ljoni is lhal lhc Government's^' general thrust of the discussion docu-
,n " hich readers w. be particularly Centra MOreS More work will need to be done on fcrrcd tjon for students nlf ment. though a significant number of
interested were as follows, in the or- Next Councillors approved pro- both of thcse schemes belore a lully acadcmj» courses wi|1 rnCn7m those who responded did not agree
derm which they arose. > posals giving the Financial Secre- cosled proposal can be pul to Execu- Pclcr Ss monds. College in W *!bc that we need a carefully considered

Government service lar>' limited discretion to modify tive Council, but it is good to know which wc continue m mTa policy to increase the population of
n.n,inn, ‘hc m»rk-up.°" sales L°1,hC PUb"^ *hal progress is being made in .hose ^ besl amiable boafdinfsls the Falkland Islands by a targe, fig-
pensions from Central Stores. The price at lw0 important areas. I am sure that form college However th.*r f X h ureofsuch and such each year.

First. Executive Council had an- the moment is set at cost ledger there is 0n_g0ing consultation be- cm' Most people seem to favour a
other look at the long standing issue value plus 33.3 percent stores over- tween the Department and the farm- studcntsmW'Sw11? ‘° natural "trickle" immigration policy,
of disparities between the level of Gov- head charge, r o reassure local me commumlv on these matters. Si? , C fur* Further work on this subject will now
ernment service pensions dating from businessmen. I want to emphasise " rnncprVQfinn cuucdiion college wno want to , wajl unll| afler [he election,
before the advent of fisheries related that such discounts will not affect Conservation do vocational courses ■ bvjously something which
prospenty. and that of more recent pen- other private suppliers of the prod- Some listeners may be wonder- In this, as in all other respects. . i epis]ative Council will
sions. on which we continue to receive uct. ing where matters stand on the ques- the policy paper is merely a restate- E nftftn»c«; nuite r»arlv on

tion of preparing modern legislation ment of the existing position w,sh 10 addrcSS quilC earl> °n
designed to protect wildlife, and to Socio-Economic 
address other conservation issues, in

GENERAL ELECTION 
OCTOBER 1997 

NOTICE OF ELECTION 
(Section 51 Electoral Ordinance 1988) 

STANLEY AND CAMP CONSTITUENCIESImmigration
mentioned immigration.

developments in relation to oil 
ering. amongst other things, the con
tract for an on-shore supply base, for 
which the closing date for tenders 
was 25 August; well site surveys; the 
drilling programme (which 
essentially unchanged); environmen
tal matters; survey work in the so- 
called special cooperation areas; and 
a Falk lands geological mapping 
project. As far as the special coop
eration area is concerned, we are 
bound to work within the parameters 
of the Joint Declaration between the 
United Kingdom and Argentina, but 
that doesn’t prevent us from under
taking some urgent environmental 
survey work of our own covering the 
Southwest shores and approaches of 
the Islands, on which I know there is 
considerable local concern about 
potential pollution hazards.

In conclusion
That concludes my report. As 1 

said at the beginning, this was indeed 
a long and rather meaty agenda, 
hence the length of this account. As 
listeners will know. 1 have signed a 
proclamation dissolving Legislative 
Council as from 1 September, with a 
view to holding a general election on 
October 9.

However. Executive Council re
mains in being, and there will be an
other regular meeting of ExCo in the 
second half of September, at which 
the three designated elected members1 
will be present So Government goes 
on, even during the election cam
paign, although one would expect to 
defer any major decisions, particu
larly ones with strong political im
plications, until the new Legislative 
Council is in place

cov-
I, JOHN CHRISTOPHER ROWLAND, returning Officer in respect 
of the Stanley Constituency and in respect of the Camp Constituency 
HEREBY GIVE NOTICE in accordance with Section 51 of the Elec
toral Ordinance 1988 as follows:-
(1) The number of persons to be elected as members of the Legislative 
Council, and as a consequence of the Writ of Election transmitted to me 
on the 1st day of September 1997 by the Governor, shall be -

(a) FIVE members in respect of the Stanley Constituency; and
(b) THREE members in respect of the Camp Constituency

(2) Nomination papers for candidates in respect of each of the above 
constituencies may bc obtained from and including today, the 1st day of 
September 1997 and until and including 17th day of September 1997. 
but not including Saturdays, Sundays, and public holidays falling be
tween those dates.
(3) The hours between which nomination papers may be so obtained 
from me on the days above-mentioned are -
(a) between 8.30 am and 11.45 am; and
(b) between 1.30 pm and 4.15 pm
While I am, at the request of any person, prepared to transmit nomina
tion papers by post or other means to any person requesting them, I 
cannot accept any responsibility for the safe or timely deliver)' or arrival 
of them. All persons are therefore most strongly advised that wherever 
possible they should collect nomination papers from me.
(4) The location of my office, for the purpose of collection of nomina
tion papers is the Court Offices, Ground Floor. Town Hall, Ross Road, 
Stanley (these offices are immediately to the west of the Legislative 
Council Chamber/Court Room). My telephone number at these offices 
is 27272 and my facsimile number is 27270.
(5) the last day for deliver)' of completed nomination papers to me will 
be Wednesday the 17th day of September 1997 and completed nomina
tion papers must be handed to me not later than 4.30pm on that day. at 
the Court Offices (located as stated in (4) above). While nomination 
papers may be sent to me by post or otherwise it is the responsibility of 
those nominating a candidate to ensure that they are actually received by 
me in due time and I draw attention to the provisions of Section 52(1) of 
the Electoral Ordinance 1988 -
"52( 1) Ever)' nomination paper shall be delivered or sent by or on behalf 
of the candidate so as to be received by the Returning Officer personally 
and shall be deemed not to have been received by the Returning Officer 
until it is received by him personally except that whenever a nomination 
paper is left at his office in an envelope addressed to him it shall (unless 
it is actually received by him at an earlier time) be deemed to have been 
received by him personally not later than half past four in the afternoon 
of the second business day following the day on which it was so left.
(2) No election shall bc invalidated by the fact that the Returning Officer 
is absent from his office on any day provided that he is in personal at
tendance thereat on the last day for deliver)' of nomination papers be
tween the hours specified pursuant to paragraph (0 of section 51(2) 
above."
(6) I shall be personally in attendance at the Court Offices to receive 
nomination papers between the hours of 8.30 am and 11.45 am and again 
between the hours of 1 30 pm and 4.30 pm on the 17th day of September 
1997.
(7) In the event that more than FIVE persons after the close of nomina
tions stand validly nominated as candidates for election in respect of the 
Stanley Constituency or more than THREE persons after the close of 
nominations stand validly nominated as candidates in respect of the Camp 
Constituency a poll will be necessary' in respect of the relevant Constitu
ency and will be conducted on Thursday the 9th day of October 1997 
("polling day"). The poll will be conducted between the hours of 10.00

and 6.00 pm on polling day (in the Stanley Constituency) and 9.00 
and 4.00 pm in the Camp Constituency at polling places to be ap

pointed not later than ten days before polling day by the Governor pur
suant to section 59( 1) of the Electoral Ordinance 1988. BUT SUBJECT
(a) in respect of the Camp Constituency, to any direction by the Gover
nor under section 60(1) of that Ordinance permitting electors in this 
Constituency, if they wish, to vote during the visit of a mobile polling 
team to any place in this Constituency during the five business days 
ending with polling day;
(b) in respect of both Constituencies, to the provisions of the Voting in 
Institutions Regulations 1993, which permit inmates at the King Edward 
VII MemoriarHospita! and the Jack Hayward Housing, Stanley, and 
certain members of staff employed in relation thereto to vote on polling 
day during a visit by an electoral team to those Institutions.

Dated this 1st day of September 1997 
JOHN CHRISTOPHER ROWLAND 

Returning Officer
Stanley Constituency and Camp Constituency

remains

representations. There are a number of 
undoubted difficulties about this; it is Occupational Keppel Island

pensions
The next point concerns the set- the Falkland Islands. I his of course

is the natural sequel to the Standring

For those interested in Keppel Is
land. ExCo approved a number of 

Turning to the Coopers and proposals flowing from a meeting of 
Lybrand study, members of ExCo all the interested bodies and people 
had a discussion of a number of as- setting out what we should do to pre- 
pects and options as regards the fu- serve and protect the historic build- 
ture development of the islands, mgs on the Island. Naturally we want 
w hether there is any oil or not. Ob- to work with, rather than against, the
viously one of the'most important owner of the Island. Mr Fell, who I 
issues will be the question of immi
gration and population increase 
Another is whether we should allow

not quite as simple to rectify as one 
might think. But we asked the Finan
cial Secretary to produce some con- ting up of an Occupational Pen-
crete proposals and options for consid- sions Board, as part of our updat- Report of mid-1995. on the basis of
eration by the next Executive Council, ing of occupational pensions leg- which a Green Paper was prepared
so I hope to have some more positive islation. The new Board will be re- and published. Briefly, we have by
news then. sponsible for running the scheme, no means lost sight of this, and are

The Economic Adviser. Richard anxious to press ahead with produc-
VVagner. will be chairman, and a ing legislation, the target date being 
number of other people from the early 1998. 
administration and the community Driving licences
will also be invited to participate ® ^

Sfanlpv Hmitp Changing the subject. ExCo ap-
ol41llcJ xiuuae proved in principle the introduction

Security opa new driving licence and
Parents of children at the !££ [?T1nSr^fmain ™.is.10 un

wanted to see the whole picture. The Stanley House Hostel will be in- cences bv computer ° m *" 
problem of course is that we simplv terested and. I hope, pleased to hear p; Y . ,.

that the establishment of a night rlSneneS - IlCenCCS
.... ________ .... . watchman post at the school hos- On the fisheries front. ExCo con-

a society want to do. so we really have l<r* wa£ approved to enhance secu- sidered and approved proposals bv
no choice but to employ consultants. niy. Recruitment will now go the Director of Fisheries relating to
though we need to be sparing about ahead in the normal way. licence fees and types for the first
this, and to ensure that we get the best Shearing gear seasonofl998 Details will be made 
possible value for money. Information hvaipnp rnlpc available to fishing companies and
will be published in due course show- 11J felc,lc « UIC» others, as in the normal way. Let me
ing exactly what we do spend our. or On the farming front. Council- simply say now that licence types 
rather I should say your, money on in lors approved new rules so that any will remain very broadly the same as
this respect, which I hope will do some- shearing gear brought in by over- in previous years; and we are not
thing to counter misapprehensions. seas based shearers w hich is found planning to change the existing fish

to be, or is suspected of being, con- eries policy, recognising the desir"
ExCo went on to confirm their ap- SSSSfiS’diSSfcSSS? Kh forthe and Predictability

provalofa gift of£400 towards a bench that most of the gear which come • fees wifi g^up"'& ^wfnm
by what sounds like a beautiful memo- in js lmmacu|ate, but we still need for loligo squfd ^ which'! !
nal m County Down, in Northern Ire- t0 Iake every reasonable measure as in the first season fo , oq7"?
land, to the 44 men of the Parachute t0 ensure that we remain free f shouI(J , sl ^on for 1998^ I

(as well as to the other 51 paras killed marginal . 9<:o/se r ^rom a^out
in Northern Ireland since 1969.) There land Sales 17* ,°0 . ^Effort-
will be a suitably engraved brass plate As regards FaIkland fisheries - science 
on our bench. ^ Landholdings, ExCo agreed in Execu L0”/?1® su.bJecl of fisheries,

Electricity grant principle that FLH could sell off anecut,f Counci1 also gave broad
scheme some mar8inal areas °f its land to proPosals that more ofseneme raise funds for reinvesti in th scientific work on our fisheries

ExCo then approved a slight change company's asset base. Details will hlch ,s currently done (and ,w 
to the Domestic Electricity and Instal- be released by the company in die ?****") by Imperial College in
1 ation Safety Improvement Grant course. i might just mention here ^uld bc done here in the
Scheme, which as everyone knows was too that the Chief Executive has ™k,and .Islajfos. Provided vve can
introduced to help householders Is- aiso now fulfilled a longstanding 'ecruit suitably qualified experts our

im wi be to phase this in over the

Study

Consultancy costs
Secondly. ExCo considered a pa

per produced by the Chief Executive 
analysing the Government's expendi
ture on consultancies of one sort or an
other over the past three years. I am 
aware of a certain amount of "consul
tancy fatigue" amongst mam1 Falkland 
Islanders about this, and Councillors

am sure shares our concern that these 
buildings, of such historic impor
tance. should not decay.

Oilin people to work at lower wages 
than Falkland Islanders are paid 

Since this is a very big subject. I
Last, but by no means least. ExCo 

took note of the usual monthly re- 
won't say anything further at tins port from lhe Department of Oil 
stage But the Coopers and Lybrand 
report, which we now' call the Island 
Plan, will now be published so that 
anyone who’s interested can see tt.
Copies will be available from the 
Secretariat, at a cost of £3 each H IE last General Purposes Commit- will be approved or not I don t know, 
commend it to you all It’s about your tec Meeting of Councillors in the life but I think we would quite welcome 
future. | the present Legislative Council some outside observers to see our

took place on Wednesday. August democratic process under way 
27, under the Chairmanship of Coun- We had a brief discussion about
c>llor Bill Luxton. Councillor Luxton Stanley Services, and then the Chief 

I might iust mention here that explained that a considerable amount Executive attended to report on a 
ExCo also approved the composi- | of time w as taken in discussions number of items he wanted to bring 
tion. and terms of reference, of an about Executive Council papers, bc- up.
UhnH Pinnnino rommittec to carr> iore ne went on to summarise other . _
forward work flowin® from the ttems of public interest discussed at reference to the South Atlantic Coun- 
r'llr wu°ndreoort- This the meeting. cil ‘s briefing paper - which they(the
Committee wilt be chaired by the "There were a few' 'tidying up' SAC) are calling 'a window ofop- 
Chief Executive and will naturally Items, * he said. "For example arrang- portunity \ and which is, of course 

well as a lngfor Executive Councillors to con- causing some consternation, what 
tinue in office, of course, even after sort of response will you r*}ape t0 
the dissolution. this? Will you instruct the Falkland

We will need somebody to look Island Government Office in London
after the office while Jenny Luxton's to oppose it, to ask for meetings, what 
away at the party conferences in Sep- is going to happen? Councillor 
tember. Luxton replied:

We also discussed the South At- "1 think we’ve suggested that in 
antic Council paper that was pub- the short term, as this council is be- 
"Shed recently, and decided how we ing dissolved, that FIGO should take 
would respond to that. the lead with this with Profile and

We did ask the Executive Coun- with the Falkland Islands Associa- 
cillors to take up the responsibility tion - there are some good people in 

. SOmc outside observers at our elec- the Association who can deal with 
10ns’ possibly members of the com- the situation in the immediate future 

m,ttee of 24 and so on, whether that until the new' council is elected.

associ-

on

General Purposes Committeedon’t have the necessary skills here in 
the Islands to do all of the w ork we as

Island Planning
Committee

When asked the question. WithPara memorial
am
am

include a Councillor, as 
number of other people. It wl 
port to Executive Council 

Let me emphasise that this
some insidious body intended njfe 
sert state control of all aspects 
in the Islands, nor have we an> • 
kering after a 'command econ 
It will be very much focused o ^ 
nomic development, its Pr,m?2. ap-
being to prepare proposals flt.
proval by Executive Councl‘- ce.
ters of such fundamental ,nlP nCy
there will be maximumlranSp ie of 
and consultation with the pe 
the Islands as a whole.

10% to



Penguin News
Information

Pulloutfi
August 6-September 12

LIBRARYCHURCHSERV1CES TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday ^"Friday 
08.45am - 12 noon and 
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
2pm-5pm

CATHEDRAL The times and heights of high and low tides (in metres) at Stanley. 
Time given is Stanley time.
ForCamp,makethe 07 0204
following changes:

SUNDAY: Sam Holy Commun
ion. lOam Family Communion (first 
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

0.6 WED 
1.5 10 0353 0.8SUN 0820 HOSPITAL PHARMACY1034 1.41423 0.5 Mornings 10am 12 noon 

Monday/Thursday
TABERNACLE- free church
Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm.
ARK Bookshop:
Saturdays 2-4pm 
St. MARY'S
SUNDAY: 10am 
(MPA 6.45pm).
Week days: 9am

1716 0.62048 
Sunrise0615 
Sunset 1726

1.4Fox Bay +2hr 30m 
Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m 
Port Howard +3hrs 19ni 
Teal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. + lhr I5m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
Hill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound +lhr 11m 
Port San Carlos 
+ 2hr 55m
Darwin Harbour -56m

Sunrise 0608 
Sunset 1730 2.30pm - 4.30pm 

Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesdav/Fridav
3.00pm - 5.00pm

11September
0.6 THURS08 0235

0006 1.2MON 0854 1.4
0456 0.91505 0.6
1148 1.32137 

Sunrise 0613 
Sunset 1727

1.3 MUSEUMSt. CUTHBERT'S (MPA) 1849 
Sunrise 0606 
Sunset 1732

0.6
TEL: 74350 -SUNDAY 8 am Holy 
Communion; 10.30am Eucharist/ 
Morning worship; 6.45pm Holy 
MassMONDAY: 6.30am Mass 
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion; 
8pm Bible Study

Tuesday - Friday
1030 -12 noon/2.00 - 4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY

09 0309
TUE 0936 

1600 
2243 

Sunrise 0610 
Sunset 1729

0.7September I 4 12 0135
0.6 FRI 0633

1.206 0138 0.5
0750 1.5

SAT 1348 0.5
2007 1.4

0.9
1308 1.41.2
2004 

Sunrise0603 
Sunset 1734

0.5 Monday - Friday
8am -12 noon/ 1.15- 3.00pmBAHA'I FAITH

Sunrise 0617 
Sunset 1724

For information on meetings please 
ring Tel: 21957 (evenings)

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
BADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ 
Thursdays 7-9pm Liz Burnett, 
Tci:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 

Dik Sawle Tel 21414 
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm. 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
tact Secretary G Cheek. 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowcna Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralcc 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singcrs/stagchands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KJD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall. Begin- 
ners Classes - Sun:6pm. Advanced 
Classes - Sun: 7pm. Club Night (All 
welcome) - Mon: 7pm. Contact 
Tricia Hanlon 21406 
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon- 
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

Contact

Leisure Centre Holiday Times Further Information/Bookings: tel 27291

Pool CourtsDay

Monday 12.00 - 1.00 
2 00-4 00
5.00- 7.00 
7 00 - S 00 
10 00 12.00
12.00- 1 00 
2.00-4.00 
5 00-7 00 
700-8.00

Lane Swimming
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Lanes
Public
Public
Ladies

10 00 - 9 00 Public

Tuesday 10 00-9 00 Public

12.00-1 00 
2 00-4 00
5.00- 7.00
7.00- 8 00 
400-7 00 
7 00-9.00
10.00- 11 30
12.00- I 00 
2 00-4 00
5 00 7.00
7.00- 8 00
10.00- 4.00 
4 00-5.00 
10 00 - 4.00 
4 00 -5 00

Lancs
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Private Hire
Parcms/Toddlcrs
Lane Swimming
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

Wednesday 10.00-9 00 Public

1030-12 00 
12 00-9 00

Thursday ParenisToddlens
Public

Friday

10 00 - 6.00 PublicSaturday

Public10.00-6.00Sunduy



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
7 25 EASTENDERS Family and friends join Tiffany and Grant as they 
celebrate the blessing of their marriage 
7 SS GOODNIGHT MR BEAN
8.20 AUTUMN ON BFBS AKinrRo
8;5?TTHE^R0\VGR0AD Prentice finally discovers Rory's secret about the

Io'oo’d'avI'dDIMBLEBY'S INDIA (New)
10 50 NEVER MIND THE BUZZCOCkS
11.20 TARTAN EXTRA

9.10 PLOTLANDS It's a year since Harry sold the first plot in Langton Hill, 
a good reason for a party.
10.00 LIVE AT JONGLEURS Presented by Rick Wakeman
10.25 BODYGUARDS (New) Drama scries about a police unit specialising
in personal security.
11.15 EDINBURGH NIGHTS

SATURDAY 13TH SEPTEMBER
10 15 PLASMO
10.20 MOONEY AND MAGEE
10.30 LITrLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE (New)
10.55 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
11 20 DAFFY DUCK 
1125 ELIDOR
11 50 RUN THE RISK (New)
12.15 THE O-ZONE
12.35 FRAGILE KINGDOMS
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including Men's international hockey front Milton 
Keynes where England face Australia in their second and final Test Match
6 30 TOP OF THE POPS
7 00 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN 
7 40 CONFESSIONS (New)
8.20 ONLY FOOLS AND HORSES
9.10 NOSTROMO When Sulaco is liberated and proclaimed an independent 
slate. Nostromo's thoughts turn to the silver thought to be lost at sea
10.35 INSIDE STORY The Cult: this programme investigates the Heaven's 
Gate cult. 37 members of which committed ritual suicide in San Diego in March

11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two recent FA Carling 
Premiership matches, presented by Desmond Lynam

SUNDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER
10.50 JULIA JECKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.30 HURRICANES
11.55 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE 
12.25 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.00 HOT GADGETS
1.30 THE CHART SHOW
2.20 BROOKSIDE How will Jacqui react to her new partner?
3.30 THE VOYAGE OF THE MATTHEW
4.00 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT from Warwick 
4.40 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE (New)
5.15 THE FA CUP CARLING PREMIERSHIP Liverpool v Newcastle
7.05 OH. DOCTOR BEECHING (New)
7.35 SURPRISE. SURPRISE
8.30 DALZIEL AND PASCOE
10.05 FRIENDS
10.30 BREAKING THE CODE One-off drama based on a true story. Alan 
Turing was the mathematical genius who cracked the German Enignma code 
and changed the course of the Second World War
12 00 IT'S NOT JUST CRICKET WITH RORY BREMNER

SATURDAY 6TH SEPTEMBER (Programmes subject to change out 
of respect for Diana. Princess of Wales)
9.15 PLASMO (New)
9.20 MOONEY AND MAGEE (New)
9.30 SOOTY & CO
9.50 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
10.15 ELIDOR
10.40 MASHED
12.10 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Goodwood: Athletics; 
and a full round-up of the rest of the day's sportina events
6.30 CARTOON TIME
6.45 TOP OF THE POPS
7.15 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN Concluding a two- 
part story-. The US is under the rule of the mysterious John Doe
8.00 THE OTHER HALF
8.40 THE EDINBURGH TATTOO
9.45 NOSTROMO
11.20 CRIMELINE
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two recent FA Carling 
Premiership matches, presented by Desmond Lynam

SUNDAY 7TH SEPTEMBER (Programmes subject to change out 
of respect for Diana. Princess of Wales)
10.55 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.15 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.40 ON YOUR MARKS Presented by Kriss Akabusi
12.00 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.30 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.05 SUMMER HOLIDAY
1.35 THE CHART SHOW
2.25 BROOKSIDE Cassie points the finger at Elaine and Mick, but will 
she tell the police?
3.35 THE VOYAGE OF THE MATTHEW
4.05 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT from Cornwall
4.50 SMALL TALK
5.20 WILDLIFE ON ONE The Otter
5.50 THE BEST OF LES DAWSON
6.20 SAVAGE SKIES
7.10 LAST OF THE SUMMER WINE Something horrible stirs in the 
woods
7.40 SURPRISE. SURPRISE
8.30 DALZIEL AND PASCOE Dalziel and Pascoe go on the trail of 
the 'Wetherton Choker' who ritually strangles his victims and then 
rings the local newspaper to quote from Hamlet
10.05 FRIENDS: US comedv series
10.30 500 BUS STOPS
11.00 ELVIS - A BEGINNER'S GUIDE Special tribute programme 
including archive footage of concerts and films
11.10 TOP OF THE POPS II Elvis anniversary special
12.00 TARRANT’S 10 YEARS ON TV

''10*C1 T3SE^ENCOUNT*ERjf*A look at how humans are helping to build up 
the bam owl population
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 HOME GROUND
3.25 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
3 SO ROOM 785 Starting with: OZZIE THE OWL
4 00 DR XARGLE
4.25 CAPTAIN STAR 
4.50 BRIGHT SPARKS 
5.20 ROUND THE TWIST
s 40 HOME AND AWAY Fisher gels an unexpected oiler 
6 00 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED
6.30 EMMERDALE Marlon enters the job market to find work
6.55 CORONATION STREET Natalie goes too far There is a shock 
announcement from Maureen
7.45 THE BILL Split Second. A would-be hero's intervention in an armed 
robber)- lands Page in a hostage crisis 
8.10 CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL 
8 40 FRIENDS
9.05 THE GRIMLEYS One-off comedy starring Nigel Planer. 14-year-old 
Darren Grimley has fallen in love for the first lime. The problem is. it’s 
with his English teacher, and he has a rival for her affections - the sadistic 
Digbv. part-man. part-PE teacher 
10 00 SKY NEWS
10.30 FILM: SEE JANE RUN (1995) Thriller starring Joanna Kerns and 
John Shea. A woman suffering from amnesia has premonitions of danger 
when she meets a handsome man who claims to be her long-lost husband 
12.00 MATCH OF THE DAYHighlights of two lop fixtures in tonight's 
Premiership games including Everton” v Manchester United at Goodison 
Park

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio _______

JYOURPROGRAMMESFROMF.I.B.S.
5.30OnStage: Suzzy Bogguss
6.30News and Sport
6.40 Weather. Flights, Annos
7.00 Memories are make of this - with

8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 RptNcws Magazine 
9.00The Human Child
9.30 The Comedians 
10.00News BFBS 
NVFDNKSDA YSentemher 10

B.F.B.S Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
5.30 Peatstock 1997
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 News and Sport
6.40 Weather. 1-1 ighLs.Announc-emenls 
7.00From IToplite to Harrier 2/10 
7.30The Grumbleweeds
8.00 News Desk from the BBC 
8.28Rpt Weather and Flights
8.30 BBC Story of Pop
9.30 Drama: Butterly wings and 
hurricanes
10.00 News BFBS
TUFSDAVScntcmber9
10.03 Morning Show
12.00News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements. 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Review of CD's of the week
5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6.00News Magazine 
6.30NcwsandSport
6.40 Weather,FlighlsAnitouncemenls
7.001n Concert -Rage against the 
Machine
8.00 News desk from the BBC

SATURDAY September 6
5.00News BFBS
5.30 Children's Corner
6.30 Weather. Flights. Announcements 
7.00kelper Style - Carol Stewart 
8.00 News Desk from the BBC 
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30 ! he Mastcrson Inheritance 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00News BFBS

Tony Burnett
8.00 News Desk from the BBC 
8.28 Rpt weather and Flights 
8.30 Pot Luck with Myriam

10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00Ncws BFBS
12.10 Lunchtime announcements, 10.00 News BFBS 
BFBS Programme FRIDAY September^ 12
5.03 The Archers 10 03 Weather & Morning Show
5.18 Late Afternoon Show 12.00 News B.F.B.S.
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt 12.10 Lunchtime Announcements,
6.30 News and sport BFBS Programmes
6.40 Weather.Flights,Annos 5.03 The Archers
7 OOJust a Minute 5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
7.30Sad Cypress 5.30 Calling the Falklands
8.00 News Desk from BBC 6-00 New;s Magazine
8.28 Rpt. weather & flights 6.30 News and Sport
8.30 Classic Concerts ~ 6.40 Weather.FligjitsAnnouncemcnLs
9.30 Listen with Les 7.00 Headbangers Ball
9 45 Music Fill 8.00 News Desk from the BBC
10.00News front BFBS 8-28 Rpt Weather and Flights

8.30 Rpt News Magazine
9.00 Announcer's half hour
9.30 Country Crossroads
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

THURSDAY IITII SEPTEMBER
2 10 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 THE CALL OF THE SEA
3.35 GLORIA'S TIME OFF WITH . Barbara Windsor 
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4.00 ROSIE AND JIM 
4.15THE TREACLE PEOPLE
4.25 DINOBABIES
4.55 THE BIG BANG
5.10 RETURN TO JUPITER
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Casey realises that her manipulative 
costing her friends
5.55 MASTERCHEF
as? AwSmc!??118 bel,s rin8 for Lord Alex Oak we 11
6.05 ANIMAL HOSPITAL REVISITED
Iam^STLE\!|DEi?S Il£iRifk£s big sPccdway race and as friends and family 
7 «TH!r CRPQT nrSA?iC,S-finds h,mse,f doubting his ability

m , r I AEINTIE'S NEW BLOOMERS with Ter'rv Wogan 
the0RivJ^t»SOmerV' 6 mvesl,Satcs violence surrounding elver fishing on

9.00 ALEXEI SAYLE'S COMEDY HOUR
10.00 SKY NEWS
being ™ngLIFE M',ly lhr°WS C3Ution 10 thc wind when E88 accuses her of

111° HORIZON (New) Psychedelic Science-
12.05 EUROTRASH Antoine de Caunes

FRIDAY 12TH SEPTEMBER
2.10 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
2.30 COUNTDOWN

i:ll aTooTTnthe'®sideME MIN1STER

4.10 RUPERT
j-55 TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP 
5T0 THE BIZEK °N NEWSR0unD

6 00 FAMN?iEvAcPnAWAY Shannon 
«:8 99r/,VESFA°VRETRUSNES
sckn/s^ftom^B^tl'sh AnLaicdw/°ChUmCnta^ Serics lonight fo"°WS
7.25 EASTENDERS Kathy i dc^ n^d'

wearing an iron mask 
8.45 MY WONDERFUL LIFE

Sl'NDAYSeptember 7
5.00 News: BFBS 
5.03 Music fill
5.15 Thc Archers
6.15 F1DF Sweepstake result
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements
7.00 Church Service- 
S.OONcws desk from thc BBC
8.30 Rpt Weather and Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.30 Juste: Shopping
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BF BS

MONDAY 8TH SEPTEMBER
1.40 25 YEARS OF THE TWO RONNIES 
2.25 COUNTDOWN
2.50 TRACKS Offbeat countryside stories 
3.20 GARDEN PARTY
3.45 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
3.55 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART
4.10 PHANTOM 2040
4.35 WOOF!
5.00 ACTIV-8
5.25FILM: TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES III (I992.PG)
7.00 CORONATION STREET Vera's anniversary present to Jack is 
enough to chill the blood
7.50 LENNY'S BIG AMAZON ADVENTURE Lenny Henry sets off 
for darkest Peru
8.50 IVANHOE Concluding this drama series based on Sir William 
Scott’s swashbuckling novel, starring Steven Waddington
9.40 FILM: MISERY (1990,18) Thriller starring James Caan and 
Kathy Bates. In a remote area of the Colorado Mountains, top 
novelist Paul Sheldon is badly injured in a car accident and taken in by 
a former nurse Annie Wilkes
11.35 PONDLIFE
11.45 OASIS - RIGHT HERE - RIGHT NOW Oasis have spent a year 
in tabloid hell. Now, back with a new album, the group give an 
exclusive account of the last year

TUESDAY 9TH SEPTEMBER
2.10 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 THE PRACTICE (New) Life in a busy doctor's surgery 
3.20 CHANGING ROOMS
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: TICKETY BOO
4.00 ZOT THE DOG
4.10 TO ME TO YOU
4.40 THE THUNDERLIZARDS
4.50 GET WET 
5.15 SNAP!
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Jesse tells Alf he can stick his partnership
6.00 BRUCE FORSYTH'S PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT
6.30 EMMERDALE Rachel offers Kathy a solution to her problem
6.55 TREASURE ISLANDS Wildlife documentary series

ways are
THURSDAYScptember 11
10.03 Morning Sh
12.00News B.F.B.S.
12.10 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programme 
5.03The Archers 
5.18 Music Fill

ow

MONDAYScptembcr 8 All programmes are subject to 
change. Any changes will be broad 
cast on FIBS

10.03 Morning show 
12.00News and Sport BFBS 
12.05 Lunchtime announcements

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.••••••
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola
2203News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903 Gold-Dave Windsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330 Sid Olivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY „ njnft xl f „
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason

OOOONews & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary King 0400 News & Bob Hams 0700 News & Weekend Gold
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueen 1003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News &. 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight
OOO^OLondon tonight continuedOlOO News & Gold - Dave Windsor 0200 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early breakfast from London 0600The Breakfast Show Dusty Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200News 
3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 1300 
Newsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News & Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight
TUESDAY

presents alternate European culture

UP!

moves in with Lachie

to get some answers from Phil as she
on

people of Wokenwcll are terrorised by someone



FIGFIG► Falkland Islands Company Limited ^ ►i
For the past six months we have been working with ROYAL INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE to introduce a brand 
new Falkland Islands Household Policy known as HOMESHIELD to replace the current Buildings & Personal 
Effects Fire Policy.
This new HOMESHIELD policy will give comprehensive cover for buildings, contents and personal possessions and 
will include damage by fire, smoke, riots, burst pipes, vandalism, storms and floods, in addition to theft, broken glass 
and sanitary ware, public liability, deep freeze contents, and accidental damage to TV's, radios, video players and 
computers Cover remains in place whilst the properly is unoccupied for up to 40 days

Fire Videos
Computers& .‘ts

||jj Royal InternationalSmoke

Storm TV's
Radios&

FOR BUILDINGS, CONTENTS 

& PERSONAL POSSESSIONS
Floods

Riots Deep
Freezer

Contents
&

’Vandal ism,

Broken GlassTheft Public
Liability

Burst
Pipes

&& Sanitary
WareLoss

HOMESHIELD policies will become available in the next few weeks as soon as they are received from the printer

Persons wishing to take out this HOMESHIELD cover will be quoted the most competitive rates upon completion of
a proposal form.

Existing policy holders will automatically be upgraded to the new HOMESHIELD policy upon renewal and will
obtain all the above cover at NO EXTRA CHARGE.

HOMESHIELD, without doubt, offers the most comprehensive cover available in the Falkland Islands.

If you require any further information please phone 27620 or call at our Insurance Department at Crazier Place.
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Doctor on Horseback...A true story of the FiilkUnul Islands in the 1940’s

Smoke signals and bare foot birthsInternational Tours and Travel Ltd ARRIVING too late was a com
mon enough occurrence. One day, 
[ received a message to say that 
three fires had been sighted from 
Saunders Island by a shepherd on 
the Hill Cove Station. There was 
no telephone and no wireless com
munication and the manager of 
Hill Cove told me that three fires 
signified a request for the Doctor. 
I asked, I remember, how many 
times the signal had been seen. 
Only once, 1 was told, since the 
wind had got up and no fires could 
be seen or contact with the Island 
made until the winds moderated

This Island was just about as 
far away from Fox Bay as it was 
possible to get and entailed quite 
complicated changesofguides and 
horses and at least one night-stop 
on the way.

I arrived at the manager's house 
in Hill Cove where, as always, I 
was warmly welcomed and invited 
to stay the night. Apparently there 
was no possibility of establishing 
contact with the Island because the 
wind was far too strong, so fire 
signals were not possible. I sug
gested that I should just go and not 
bother about any further commu
nication.

The manager grinned. "How 
do you reckon you are going to get 
there. Doctor?"

doctor. No one is ill." Then he lessons at school and everyone was dropped. So this was why they
paused. fascinated not only by her smart were marrying so young and this

Wait a minute, Jimmy Smith riding wear but also seeing some- was why she had spent the whole
did send a smoke signal three or body posting on horseback in the ofthe reception sitting down clasp-
four weeks ago but nothing hap- approved English fashion. ing a whacking great bouquet in
pened, so we assumed no one had "She can't keep that up very her lap. When I arrived some three 
seen the signal." long,Doctor,"saidoneoftheguides or four hours later, it turned out

So, what happened to Smith?" and, of course, he was right. After that the telephone eavesdropper
1 asked. about twenty minutes the posting was dead right. The baby, a full-

" Well, he had a bit of a fall and was abandoned. term bouncing boy, had arrived
said he thought he might have bro- Shirley rode Bachelor. He was ahead of me. When I saw the re
ken his leg. He limped about a bit the most comfortable and quietest lievedandsomewhattrcmulouspa-
but he was all right in a couple of horse we had. Unfortunately, he tient, I discovered that the after
days." constantly broke wind as he trotted birth had not yet separated, al-

"Do you realise I have come all along, so in this respect he was far though the child was some three
this way and been away now for from quiet and Shirley had to ride hours old I tried all sorts of things,
four days for something that never alone behind everybody else. but the blessed thing would not
really happened?" About a week after this event, shift. I remembered my old teacher,

"Well of course, Doctor, I am we had five rings on the telephone Greene-Armytage at Hammer-
very sorry about that: but it is so and here was the bridegroom in smith, telling us to avoid manual
nice to see you. We haven't had a urgent tones asking me to come at removal at all costs. This was in the
visit from the Doctor here before, once, his wife was in terrible pain days before antibiotics, and puer-
not as long as I've been here, any- and he was afraid she might die. peral sepsis was still a post-natal
way." Naively, I questioned him about hazard. I also remember him im-

This disarming remark couldn't the pain, its origins, whereabouts plying that, skilfully applied, force
be resisted, so I suggested that I and so forth. A voice broke in on was sometimes necessary. The up-
should meet as many people as I the conversation - shot was that I climbed on the bed
could. "She's pregnant, Doctor. Hav- and forced the placenta out with

"You can certainly see every'- ing the baby right now, I shouldn't the sole of my bare foot. Unortho-
one on the settlement, but there are wonder." dox, maybe, but I was mightily
only four families and not many in This indeed was the case and relieved at its arrival, 
thccookhouse. Astotheothershep- then, and only then, the penny Mother and baby did well, 
herds, they are too far away alto
gether. You see. here we have to 
think of the weather all the time.
You'll be all right until tomorrow 
afternoon, but any later than that 
we might not be able to get you to 
the mainland. 1 have had visitors 
stranded here for a week or more 
and, though we should love to have 
you. I know you might be needed in 
other places. In short, Doctor. 1 
would feel much happier if we could 
get you going by mid-morning to
morrow."

I agreed to this and spent a very 
interesting time visiting everybody 
on the station. As usual, there were 
very few problems or even poten
tial ones. My main interest was 
really focused on the pregnant 
mums, or potentially pregnant ones.
In these remote places, especially 
with first babies, it was always as 
well to ensure that adequate ar
rangements could be made for trans
fer to Stanley well before delivery 
was due. No ante-natal care could 
be provided, so it was sometimes 
necessary for the women to move 
three months ahead of time.

About this time, we were in
vited to a wedding on the other side 
of the Island, where a young shep
herd was marrying a very young 
girl. This was quite unusual since 
men would normally wait until they 
had saved up enough money to 
provide for a wife. They would also 
aim to marry someone who could 
cope with a shepherd's lifestyle, 
though I would guess they would 
goggle at the thought that the word 
"lifestyle" applied to them. On this 
occasion, we all rode over to Char
tres and stayed with the Luxtons 
for the wedding. Shirley didn't ride 
very often, but she had had riding

In the Beauchene Shopping Centre 

Tel : 22041 Fax : 22042

A new location to serve you better I 
Wow in the former Paper Box building at the 

Beauchene 5hopping Centre

We can arrange :
• World-wide flights
• Cruises
• Car-hire
• Package holidays - new selection of brochures just in
• Tailor-made itineraries (specialising in the Americas)
• Hotel reservations
• F1GA2 ticketing to main FI tourist destinations
• World-wide travel insurance

PRESS RELEASE
"Well," I said, "by boat. I sup- frompose."
"The boat has to come from the Cable & Wireless picIsland. We don't have a boat on the 

mainland, not here at any rate."
1 raised an eyebrow.
"You see, Doctor, I know it 

doesn't look far from the mainland 
to the Island, but it takes two men 
a good two-and-a-half hours to 
cover the distance in fine weather 
since there is a constant east-west 
current of about ten knots, which 
makes the passage impossible 
when the wind is blowing."

I began to feel frustrated not to 
say nonplussed.

"So what do I do?" I asked.

Public Announcement
Internet Tariffs

Cable & Wireless is pleased to announce the following tariffs for 
the Internet service to be launched later this year:- 

initial Registration Fee (once-ofl) £20.00 
Monthly Access Charge £10.00 

Connection Charge (per minute) £0.10 
The connection charge includes the current £0.05 per minute 

national call charge.

The above charges apply to a single PC connected to the network 
and includes one E-mail address. Additional E-mail addresses 

would attract a charge of £5.00 each.

Customers who wish to connect multiple PCs or LANs to the 
network should contact Cable & Wireless with their 

requirements.

An order form will be available as from 1st September 1997. It 
would be helpful to receive orders as soon as possible, to assist 

with final planning.

No payment will be required for orders placed at this stage.

Customers may require additional software and Cable & Wireless 
will endeavour to assist with the provision of this.

Any additional software costs will be for the customer to bear. 
Cable & Wireless plan to have suitable modems for sale, but 

customers may purchase their own if they wish.
A V.34 modem is the requirement.

Further announcements regarding the launch date and any 
other relevant information will be communicated to 

customers in due course.

Opening Hours - Mon - Fi-i: 0£00 - 1720 

Sat: 1000 -1200

Closing time for UnChile mail and freight: 
Fridays 1700

Official Sales and Passenger Handling Agent for

"Well, our shepherd will send a 
smoke signal just as soon as he can 
to say you are waiting to visit. 
When he gets a reply he can 'phone 
us here and you can then ride over 
to the pick-up point which you 
should reach about the same time 
as the boat arrives."

"How long will that take?" I

S

asked.

OLanChile "A day or two, maybe. You are 
very welcome to stay with us here; 
in fact, that's what you will have to 
do."

In the event, I waited three days. 
Eventually the boat was promised 
and I set out to ride over, met it 
exactly on schedule and, after a 
really difficult row, arrived at the 
settlement. The manager was po
liteness itself.

"We are delighted to see you, 
Doctor, but why have you come?"

I told him.
"We don't have any need for a

The Chilean National Airline

GO WITH THOSE WHO KNOW!
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News from 

south 

America
Diary of a farmer’s cat by Baldrick WilkinsonEmotive Argentine novel 

Echoes in the Mist comments 

on "unequal" war in Falklands
Definitely a furry little angel

THE Missus has been suffering 
from a wrist RSI (Really Stupid 
Injury). This has made her just 
about impossible to live with (as 
the Boss would no doubt testify if 
pressed) - 'cos the old bat isn’t able 
to spin, knit or otherwise waste her 
time. To quote Daughter (at a safe 
distance at the time) - the poor cow 
can't even sit and twiddle her 
thumbs. Now. sympathy I have. 
But not an inexhaustible supply. In 
fact, if the situation lasts much 
longer this moggy is gonna pack 
his bags - well his FIC carrier bags 
- and find a happier place to live..

1 thought this Diary was 
doomed indefinitely (I confess to 
needing some help with it on oc
casion.) But a bit of judicious 
blackmail got it sorted.

“Be a big (very big) brave girl.” 
I told her.

bird were out fora visit (Now back of gargantuan sushi bar. I could 
in the Yoo Kay, I understand) - camp out, sleep between binges,
which cheered the Missus up no and maybe invite a few friends to
end. Then a minister and his missus share in the bonanza, 
came to stay, which was nice. I had But then I noticed a greenish 
a leisurely stroll with them, and we pallor to the Missus’s face, and re
discussed a few things that inter- alised that the stranding had hap- 
est me. The meaning of life, for pened some time ago. The pong 
instance (or nine lives in my case), must be something horrendous by 
And why you never hear of furrv now, and the competition from 
angels... scavenging birds would be a bit

Left me feeling more peaceful, much for an carthbound moggy, 
though unconvinced. Let’s face it I’d hate to end up as a stinker’s 
-there must be mice in heaven, 'cos takeaway. Even if I did become a 
the little beggars get everywhere, furry angel in the process, 
don't they. Prolific isn’t the word. Talking of fur - but definitely 
(I blame Noah; saving two was a not angels - there are now just three

pups left. The rest have gone to 
new homes. The Missus makes

more than a determined moggy to 
sort those chaps out.

During these walks the Missus 
practises her whistling, which is 
enough to make more than a cat 
laugh, believe me. But the pups are 
an obliging lot on the whole, and 
pretend they hear her. Kate’s a bit 
slower coming to call than her half- 
sisters Trim and Jess, due more to 
her portly build than to direct diso
bedience. Her legs are a bit shorter, 
too; occasionally she gets herself 
beached on a clump of diddledee, 
with all four legs flailing desper
ately in mid-air. A few wriggles 
and she’s free again, galloping up 
to the Missus with eyes shining and 
tail wagging to show how clever 
she is. Why are puppies so darned 
nice when they’re small? Yuck. 
Makes me want to vomit. In fact I 
don’t really know why I still 
bother taking walks with the little 
creeps...

Talking of walks - you should 
have seen the Boss getting 
dogmeat in with Sam this week. 
The Boss trod on a nail the other 
day, so he’s limping, and Sam has 
somehow hurt a paw. At least, he 
says he thinks he’s hurt a paw. 
Knowing his sense of humour, he 
could just have been taking the 
mickey out of his lord and master. 
You should’ve seen the two old 
dears, hobbling back from the kill
ing-house together. Put me in mind 
of two middle-aged shearers at the 
end of the last spell of the season. 
Except that both Sam and the Boss 
have rather more meat on their 
bones than the average end-of-sea- 
son shearer...

Anyway, 'nuff from me. It’s 
' Walkies’ time again, and I’ve got 
to kick-start the Missus or she’ll 
stay slumped in that armchair in
definitely. The Boss is away for a 
few days and she needs winching 
out of the Slough of Despond.

Cheers, chays -
from your definitely furry and 

occasionally angelic friend -

Diana, Princess of Wales 
The death of the Princess has been 
the main news in all Mercosur 
countries for the last few days, and 
a surprisingly large number of 
mourners have queued up in Brit
ish Embassies to sign the Book of 
Condolence.

RETIRED Argentine Commo
dore. and Falklands' war veteran. 
Oscar Luis Aranda Duranona re
cently spoke in an interview with 
newspaper A mbit o Financiero of 
his novel based on the 1982 con
flict, Ecos en la Niebla (Echoes 
in the Mist). Aranda, says the ar
ticle. as well as having held com
manding posts during the war was 
in Stanley a month as a prisoner 
of the British troops. Echoes in 
the mist however, is described as 
'neither an essay nor a testimony, 
but fiction, about the drama of the 
South Atlantic war.'

The novel, explained Aranda, 
is about two friends who are sepa
rated because of a personal prob
lem and are reunited during the 
conflict; the first is reality and sec
ond. fantasy. The men. one of 
them the head of the Air Force in 
the Islands, and the other a pilot, 
experience their first reunion via 
radio-communications. The pilot 
later dies, and the remaining pro
tagonist feels that his dead friend 
is looking for him. "that he is 
reaching him." The plot continues 
with the dead man speaking to 
others who have died in the con

flict. including the Argentine pilot 
Jose Luis Ardiles, whose body was 
never found. Ardiles description of 
his single handed battle with two 
British aircraft illustrates the nov
els' theme of. "the unequal battle."

Aranda suggested that the 
unequalness he referred to was not 
only the technological gap between 
the Argentine equipment and the 
British, but also the difference in the 
use of it - "what we did have, we had 
no practise in using."

He also described how, when he 
was based at the Operations com
mand centre in Commodoro 
Rivadavia. his superior went to the 
Islands to inspect the defences. On 
his return the Commander said. "This 
is a big mess, they don't know what more open and balanced regional 
to do..."

Brazil purchase four British 
Type 22 Destroyers 

THE Brazilian Navy confirmed 
the purchase of four British Type 
22 destroyers, thus becoming, to
gether with countries such asAus- 
tralia. South Korea. Germany and 
the United States, one of Britain’s 
most important arms and defence 
systems customers.

Sir Charles Masefield (British 
Defence Sales Executive) said 
that Britain will only export arms 
for legitimate defence and deter
rence of aggression, based on ar
ticle 51 of the United States Char
ter which guarantees the. "right to 
self-defence."

During 1996. British arms ex
ports reached 5.1 billion pounds, 
still behind the United Stales, the 
market leader. France and Russia, 
which has made a strong come
back.

Chilean President visits japan 
for political support and to 

boost trade
CHILEAN President Eduardo 
Frei. who has recently been in Ja
pan for a five day official visit, 
advocated an end to the world's 
present "single" pole system, and 
invited Tokyo to join Latin 
America in the construction of a

mega mistake...)
- So it stands to reason that

moggy angels are needed in such a fuss of the bloomin’things, 
heaven. Well, someone’s gotta too. It’s totally unfair. When she 
stop all those harps getting takes'em for walks I go too, just 
chewed, haven’t they? to keep an eye on everyone and

make sure there aren’t any sneaky 
snacks being dished out. The

world order.
"The temptation of a single 

book criticizes the conflict, Aranda pole order docs not correspond to 
replied, "having taken us to an un- the political and economic reali- 
equal war, unnecessary, moved by lies of the end of the century." 
interests which were not justified by stressed President Frei. who added 
war." Also, at one point in the story, that, "all global and regional ac-
Aranda's character cries, "who on tors must play their role and as-
earth would want to defend the Is- sume international responsibil- 
lands with aeroplanes based 800 ity." 
kilometres away? A crazy man, a 
drunk..."

“Grit your teeth, bite the bul
let. and switch on the computer for 
me. Other wise Til have no choice 
but to call the gang off mousing- 
patrol duties.”

Worked a treat, as you can sec. 
Though I do wish she'd stop sob
bing...

1 rest my case...
Back to earth - reluctantly; The 

Boss and the Missus went on a beef Missus carries a funny sort of fold- 
hunt a few weeks ago, and came ing seat with her, 'cos she can’t
back with news. Seems they’d walk too far without a break and
found a couple of hundred the ground’s a bit soggy for sitting 
blackfish (pilot whales) stranded on. This device comes in handy for 
on a beach about four miles away, me, too. It means I can jump up on 
I thought briefly about walking out her lap whenever she stops for 
there for a good long nosh. A sort break, escaping from puppy paws

and jaws. Provided I remember to 
furl my tail, that is..

Generally I try to steer clear of 
the pups, otherwise I end up at the 
centre of a scrum, which can be 
painful. I then have to teach the lit
tle blighters some respect for their 
elders and (definitely) betters. A 
good bite to the jugular worked 
well until yesterday, when I nearly 
broke a tooth on Kate. She’s very 
furry, so I hadn't noticed she was 
wearing a collar...

The five of us usually take our 
exercise along the coast, where 
there’s plenty to see. There are 
hundreds of logger ducks rafting 
about - there’s heaps of 'em this 
year again - and all the other regu
lars. Sometimes there’s a sealion

When asked in what way his

British gift for Argentine 
Navy's training ship centenary 

celebration
BRITISH Ambassador David 
Marsden presented the com
mander of the Argentine Navy. 
Admiral Carlos Alberto Marron 
with a naval chronometer to com
memorate the one hundredth an
niversary of the launching of the 
former training clipperPresidente 
Sarmiento, moored since 1964 as 
a museum in the Buenos Aires 
docks.

Quite a bit has happened since 
my last Diary'. Middle Son and his

a
Frei’s message was interpreted 

as a strong criticism of Washing
ton's leading role in world poli
tics and increasing influence - in
terference - in Latin American 
trade and financial affairs.

"Japan has always been our 
friend." underlined Frei. who in
vited Japanese companies to keep 
investing in Chile, and remem
bered that Japan has become the 
country's largest trading partner.

The FIC are shortly holding a stocktake 
in all retail departments and store 

closings are as follows:

The West Store Foodhall, Fleetwing & 
Gallery closing days are Tuesday 9th 

September, Wednesday 10th September 
and Thursday 11th September as are 
Pastimes, the Warehouse & Spares 

Section. Opening times for these outlets 
will be announced over the radio when 

the stocktake has been completed.

Homecare will also be closed on the 9th, 
10th and 11th September. As Homecare 
will not be releasing stock during the 
closure customers orders and delivery 

requirements should be advised as soon 
as possible.

We very much regret any inconvenience 
caused to our customers during this 

period.

SA news provided by 
Mercopress, Uruguay.

Public Notice
It is notified for general information that Government clocks will 
be advanced one hour to summer time at midnight Saturday 13 Scp-New at Reflections coming on the 

ARETI next week. Public Notice
Applications are invited to fill the vacancy of Plant Operator in the 
Property and Municipal Section of the Public Works Department 
commencing as soon as possible.

Applicants should hold an HGV licence and have experience of
th^Enz^Cove Tip301 ^Ut'eS l^e Post wd* *nc'ude working at

Interested persons should contact the Works Manager. Mr Willie 
Bowles on telephone number 27193 for further details.

Application forms and a job description are available from the 
Human Resources Department and completed forms should be re- 
turned to that Department no later than 4 pm Friday 5th September

. . Public Notice
2Cna2sr j"vited 10 fil1" vacancy for a Customs and Immi
gration Officer in the Customs and Immigration Department.
shi^HH? AUSt be 5hys,Cally fil as the J°b requires climbing 
i^PlirlnrdJc ,0ften,-m. ad*er?c wealher condhions. A current driv- 
KevSrt «wnSSCnlJailaS IS.1 jC W1,lin8ness U> work unsocial hours. 
advMtage k Md knowledge of anolber language would be

per ™7m“uhT«nop ofcradil6 in Grade 0 and £Xtends 10'£16’740

tor of Cuitom^M0 dUlieS involved> Please contact the Collec- 
inonn™i^\Mr ?°bcrt }Clng. on .telephone number 27341 dur- 
are available / ln^K°ijS' APPbcabon forms and a job description 
romn ^^ 7an Resources Department, Secretariat,
thaTi OOdnf Tlh°ULd be retumed 10 lhat Department no later 
than 4 00 Pm on Thursday 11th September 1997

From Mountain Equipment: Leisure tops and 
Polar Tec jackets

or two, looking for a snack among 
the kelp. Now there’s someone I 
wouldn’t fancy being in a scrum 
with, mate. Gadzooks. It’d take BaL j kr / c.

From Arena Swim Wear: Ladies swimming 
costumes of various designs and sizes. Looking back on August

BirthsAlso arriving will be loads of western shirts, 
boots, buckles, boot straps, bolo ties and 

ladies western boots.
August 5: Kerena Mary Ann Stewart to Robert William Stewart 

and Irene Anne Stewart
August 15; Kieran Angus Roberts to Elizabeth Ann Roberts 

August 14: Zoe Leigh Taylor to Debbie Ann Hirtle and Graeme 
Alexander Taylor
Marriages

August 23; Howard Henry Duncan and Christina MacLean at 
Malvina House Hotel

August 2: Donnah Hutchinson and Paul Blake in Aberdeen

More silk shirts, tops and night dresses. an

Not forgetting the kids there will be a broad 
selection of toys. Deaths

August 1: Ernest Stanley Dixon died in hospital in North Shields 
after a long illness. (Son of Mary' and Ernest Vine Dixon, and bom 

in Stanley 5.8.25)And of course lots, lots more.



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
VACANCIESPERSONALFOR SALE NOTICES

Falklands Landholdings Limited 
Farm North Arm will have 
cancy at the end of Septembe 
1997 for an Agricultural worker 
cum Storekeeper. The job will re
quire general experience in stock 
handling with a range of mainte
nance skills To work three days a 
week in agricultural pursuits and 
have the ability to manage the 
store sales, ordering of stock, pro
ducing monthly records necessary 
in operating a retail outlet for tw 
days of the week For further de
tails about the job. interested per
sons should contact the farm man
ager in Stanley or Mr Pat Morrison 
the farm foreman at North Arm

We would like to extend a special 
thank you to all our family and 
friends, the management and stalt 
at Malvina House Hotel. JR for 
his first. Michelle for making the 
cake at such short notice. June 
for the lovely flowers and Nor
man and Nick for the Photos and 
video all of whom helped to make 
our wedding day so special We 
would also like to thank every- 

met for their hospitality 
during our very special holiday. 
Howard and Chrissie Duncan

For Sale by Tender: Landrover 
Tdi 110 Defender 1996 model. 
8500 miles, full service history'. 
Excellent condition. Tenders to 
be submitted in writing or faxed to 
32524 by 1700 hrs 26 Aug 97 
Viewing can be arranged with 
owner on 6758 or 4202. The 
vehicle is due out on an RAF 
freighter in Sept, unless a sale is 
agreed beforehand

We will have pups for sale off our 
Welsh dog and a good bitch at 
£25.00 each and off our Welsh 
bitch and Welsh dog at £50.00 
each, anyone interested please 
write or phone Lena and Lcs on 
42196

FALKLAND CRAFT FAIR 
20 & 21 SEPTEMBER in the F I 
Community School

a va-
r

From Ellen Davis - Orders are 
now being taken for Christmas 
Cakes. On phone/fax 21791

In an attempt to streamline our 
accounting procedures and make 
the system more user friendly the 
Department of Agriculture wishes 
to remind customers that we have 
introduced a system of cash pay
ment for Veterinary serviccs/drugs 
which will require payment at the 
time for consultation.
Customers arc requested to make 
sure they bring cash with them 
when they visit the surgery' Camp 
customers are also encouraged to 
send cash/chequcs where possible 
with orders for drugs, laboratory 
tests, account books etc., how
ever. in instances where this is not 
possible the usual billing system 
will still be used

one we

Nigel Knight and family would 
like to thank all those who sent 
cards during his recent sad loss. 
Thanks also to Grace for getting 
Keith fixed up with a flight at 
such short notice and FIGO for 
aranging his return flight Much 
appreciated

A special thank you to Mandy for 
the safe arrival of Dean Angus, 
and many thanks to family and 
friends for the lovely cards and 
presents Love from Janice

Congratulations. Janice on the 
birth of Dean Angus. He's lovely 
Loads of love from Mum and all 
the family

To Mum and all the family. A 
million thanks for all your love 
and support from Janice

We would like to thank most of 
Stanley for a great but hectic 
winter especially Davis Close. 
But please change that Gate be
fore next winter Also many 
thanks to the Taxi Drivers, the 
Upland Goose for all the great 
meals and jokes. Last but cer
tainly not least Lena and Les who 
made it all possible. Be warned, 
we will be back!
Cheers, Heather and Robin

Stanley Bakery has a vacancy 
for a baker or bakery' assistant. For 
further details contact Mick or 
Kevin at Stanley Bakery Tel 
22692 Fax 22694. or Mick on 
Tel 22310 evenings

Wanted for the 1997/98 
Shearing Season - 

Experienced Shearers 
Applicants must be: experienced 
& dedicated - able to shear a mini
mum of 220 sheep per day to the 
internationally recognised stand
ard - a team worker who is com
mitted to working the full season.

Experienced Wool Handlers 
Positions are available on a full 
time, full season basis or on a 
casual farm by farm arrangement. 
Further details can be obtained 
from the Contractor. Please phone 
21300 (evenings) or fax 22748 
for further details Applications 
for any of the above positions 
must reach Neil McKay Co Ltd, 
PO Box 203. Stanley no later than 
12 September 1997 Preference 
will be given to non-smoking,
house trained individuals

Foundation Blocks - 6" Blocks - 
UK specs only 800 left.
Sadolin Exterior Wood Paint - 
never needs stripping, just add 
more coats. White only. Please 
phone Barry' Elsby 21212

A 1964 model Triumph 650cc 
TR6 motorcycle, with a quantity 
of spares inch spare engine In 
running condition but needs at
tention. Offers to Kenneth Jaffray 
at 2 Dean Street. Tel 21564

PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Falkland Islands Defence 
Force will be exercising in the area 
to the West of Stanley, mlcuding 
the Two Sisters, over the period 6/ 
7 September 1997. This exercise 
will involve the use of blank am
munition and pyrotechnics

FIG FISHERIES DEPARTMENT 
INFORMATION NOTICE
Application forms and informa
tion relating to the first fishing 
season of 1998 in Falklands Con
servation Zones, are now avail
able. Anyone seeking a copy 
should contact Miss Glynis King 
at the Fisheries Department on 
Telephone 27260

12 Ficldhouse Close, consist
ing of master bedroom, four single 
rooms, kitchen, sitting room, 
bathroom. All fully central heated 
by kero burner. Electric cooker 
Working veg. garden. Offers 
around £36,000. Enquiries to A & 
L Lowe Tel: 31001

From Middleton's 13 McKay 
Close. New children's clothing on 
sale between 2-4 on Friday and 
Saturday. Please contact 
Stephanie on 21489 for further 
details We are devastated by the tragic 

death of Princess Diana. Our 
thoughts and prayers go out to all 
concerned, especially to Prince 
William and Prince Harry'.
Bill and Clara McKay

Panasonic Lap top word proces
sor and bubble jet printer. In very 
good condition. £200 Tel:22190

Late letter
Whilst I was in UK having my 
broken ankle repaired, someone 
removed the 2 metre antenna from 
our land rover, just whilst my hus
band ate his lunch. What kind of 
persons steal from a 74 year old 
pensioner? Living on our 
O A.Pension, we cannot afford to 
have a meal out, go dancing, go to 
a play, subscribe to KTV, buy news
papers, nor go to a pub. Our land 
rover is our one and only luxury, 
therefore, we appeal for the return 
of our antenna, please put it on the 
cabin doorstep near where our 
vehicle was, when you unscrewed 
the aerial, or please pay for it, 
through post box 19. Thank you, 
Clara McKay_________________

From Cherry and Mike of C & M Travels. As from Monday 8th 
September 1997 we will be ceasing to run the bus service. Our account with 
Standard Chartered Bank will remain open until 30th November 1997 so 
that all outstanding accounts can be paid. Aarron Stewart will be starting 
a new business from 8th September 1997. We would like to take this 
opportunity to thank you all for your valued support and custom over the 
past few years and hope you will support Aarron in the same way

WANTED
Wanted, house/flat/accommoda
tion. Needed from the beginning 
of September for a couple 
Please contact Lucy Ellis on 27355 
(W) 21939 (H)

Wanted to buy or rent: A piece of 
land to place a mobile home on 
Anywhere in Stanley area. Con
tact Kevin Duncan (Buckie) at 
Y.M.C.A. Tel: 25117 or 22671

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF BUSINESS 
As from Monday 8th September 1997 the business known as C&M 

Travels will commence operation as Falkland Islands Tours and Travel 
under management of Mr Aarron Stewart For bookings and enquiries 

please contact Aarron on tel/fax 21775.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Cherry and Mike for 

their excellent service provided over the past few years and wish them 
both the best of luck for the futureWanted to rent. House or fiat 

unfurnished for a period of six 
months only from 1st November 
1997. Fax/Tel 22450

Postscript from the Tabernacle
I his week has been a very sad week for many people. It has come as a 
great shock to hear that the life of a beautiful, young woman has so 
tragically come to an end. Each person, even though few ever really 
knew her, felt that in some way their lives had been touched by her.
She knew much sadness in her short life and as these times have been 
made so public, many can identify with her suffering. She has also 
reached out to others in their suffering and it is because of this that 
she won the hearts of so many. Jesus was a man of sorrow and knew 
what it was to suffer at the hands of others. We are told that his love 
for us is so great that he laid down his life for us, that those who 
believe in Him may have eternal life and that they will go to a place 
prepared for them with Him in heaven, where there will be no more 
death or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things will 
have passed away.
I feel confident that where ever she is at this moment she would want 
each and every one of us to turn to Jesus, who not only gives 'the 
peace of God' but also 'peace with God'.

Penguin News is primed at the Government Printing Office. Stanley and published for and on behalf of the Media trust (Penguin News). Stanley Falkland Islands from ofTiccs on Ross Road. Stanley. Falkland Islands. 
Telephone 22684/12709 Fax 22238 All words and photographs are copyright of the Media Trust (Penguin News) and must not be reproduced without permission Editor Lisa Riddell. Deputy Editor Tony Burnett 
Trustees Mike Rendell. Susan Morrison. Janet Pompert-Robcmon. Tom Blake and Stuart Wallace

Wanted Generator A.C. 1-2 Cyl 
lister. St. Type preferred. Phone 
22780

AVAILABLE
FROM

STANLEYSERVICES Fortherepairof: WashingMa- 
chines, Hoovers, Freezers, 
Power tools, Microwaves, Cook
ers and Electric motors, call 
Neil on 21041. Or fax: 22099. 
Spares for all appliances by 
speedy air-mail. None cheaper 
or better.

LTD
Tyres to suit all your needs 

for cars and 4x4 vehicles 
Fitting Service available 

Just installed....
Wheel Balancing Service 

Phone us on 22622 for quote
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Oil rig found for 

Falkland® waters
New direction 

for Fa/klunder
AFTER more than two years of 
continuous production, during 
which over five hundred sweat
ers were completed, the staff of 
the Falklander workshop in St 
Mary's Hall switched off their 
machines and lay down their 
scissors and needles for the last 
time at around 4pm on Friday. 
August 29.

But. though it's the end of 
the line as far as St Mary’s is 
concerned, the Falklander. 
originally conceived out of the 
television programme The 
Clothes Show in February 1995, 
will continue to be manufac
tured under licence by two sepa
rate Falklands' knitwear compa
nies. A and E Knitwear of Port 
Howard run by husband and 
wife team, Anne and Eddie 
Chandler: and KMR Knitwear, 
again a family run business un
der Pam and Nigel Summers. 
(continued on page 3)

OIL licence operator in the Falk
lands. Amerada Hess, has signed a 
three year rig contract with Norwe
gian based Dolphin Drilling Lim
ited for the Borgny Dolphin which 
will drill the first well in the Falk
lands in May 1998. The rig, an 
enhanced Aker H3 design, will go 
into a yard in Western Norway for 
the upgrades necessary to enable it 
to drill in w'ater depths up to 500 
metres, and for full recertification, 
in October this year.

Amerada Hess and three other 
operators in the Falkland Islands 
have signed the Falklands Offshore 
Sharing Agreement (FOSA) which 
sets out the principles of co-opera
tion in the planning and operating 
of all drilling and associated activi
ties The other operators will be 
assigned the rig after Amerada Hess 
and its partners. Fina Exploration 
Atlantic BV. Murphy South Atlan
tic Oil Company, Teikoku Oil (FI) 
Co. Ltd and Argos Evergreen Ltd., 
have completed the first well

Five wells are planned for the 
first phase of exploration, two to be 
drilled by Amerada Hess and one 
each by the other FOSA operators. 
The first phase of drilling w ill start 
in May 1998.

The rig is presently operating in 
the North Sea, and has eight col
umns on two pontoons and a main

Vico '97
REPRESENTATIVES ofFalk- 
land Islands fishing companies 
and the Director of Fisheries, 
Mr John Barton, are to attend 
the world’s largest fishery' exhi
bition to take place between 
September 17 and 21 in Vigo, 
Spain, the leading fishing port 
in Europe.

Mr Barton told Penguin 
News that as the Islands had a 
long association with Spanish 
fishing companies, "who have 
greatly contributed to the Falk
lands economy, it is important 
to keep in touch with them." He 
added that it w'as also valuable 
for the Falklands to be repre
sented in Vigo as it "helps put 
Falklands fishing companies on 
the world map."

Many of the Falklands com
pany representatives will use the 
opportunity to meet up with their 
joint venture partners at The 
Vigo 97 exhibition which will 
host the best of the international 
world of fisher>' with the par
ticipation of600 stands from 35 
different countries w-orld wide. 
The last staging of the show- 
look place in 1991 w ith a record 
attendance of 693 companies 
from 30 different countries.

deck of approximately 130ft long w-hich now is essentially electronic 
by 110ft w'idew'ith a'total operating and computer monitored, as op- 
crew-and support party of fifty men. posed to mechanical. The rig is 
Built twenty years ago it has an expected to be tow-ed to the Falk- 
excellent safety record and has been lands, a journey w-hich is calcu- 
constantly refurbished to keep up lated to take approximately ninety 
with the new- drilling technology davs.

Socio-economic study of the 

Falklands available to public
THE final report of the Socio- 
Economic Study of the Falkland 
Islands (by Coopers and Lybrand) 
became available to the public this 
w-eek. The report which is divided 
into two main parts including,Cur
rent Situation and Future Pros
pects Without OH, and Future 
Prospects and Policy Issues Aris
ing From Oil Development, con
centrates in the former section on 
the current state of the economy, 
cross-sectoral public policy issues 
(size and role of government, im
migration etc) constraints on eco
nomic growth, alternative non-oil 
scenarios for the Falklands 
economy, and possible govern

ment policy responses.
The five non-oil scenarios range 

from retaining the Status Quo' (de
pendent on a stable economy) to 
moving in an entirely 'New- Direc
tion', (heavi ly dependent on deregu
lation and privatisation).

The latter part of the report ex
amines oil development, the impact 
of oil on the Islands economy and 
possible government policy re
sponses to oil devolvement includ
ing the controversial subject of 
policy options for managing sur
plus funds. In this section the au
thors examine the pros and cons of 
such options as zero income tax, 
royalties to Islanders and paying

for the defence of the Islands.
The report is on sale at the 

Secretariat - cost £5.

LegCo
candidates

You are invited to submit a 
summary of your 

policies by September 22

SPACE and time constraints dic
tate that we must ask you to restrict 
the length of your summary to a 
maximum of 500 w-ords. Summa
ries received will be published in 
Penguin News on September 26.
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A date for your diary:Write to Penguin News, Ross Road, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands

Argos - a Falkland Islands 

registered company
atlSriSSWSE

News entitled. Argos Trawler rectors three are Falkland Islands 
South Bound to South Georg,a res,dents. Robin P.taluga ,s the 
FOR the avoidance of confusion Chairman of the Company and the 
m some minds I would like to writer is the General Manager and 
darifv the status of Argos Ltd. a Director of the Company.
Arsos Ltd is a Falkland Island 
Registered Company, wholly 
owned by seven British Citizens.

Falklands Conservation Beach watch (clean up) 
September 20, IOam at Whalebone Cove (Behind 

the Lady Elizabeth)Vernet's daughter 

first Malvina
Ross Road. Sunln. Falkland Ivlands • Triqibwr: 226S4 • Fax; 2HJ8 • Exrn Fridax • Prict: 60p

WFIILE the Coopers and Lybrand Socio-Economic study, as a whole.
will make interesting reading for many Islanders this week, (the report 
can be purchased from the Secretariat) it will undoubtedly be the five 
non-oil scenarios included in Section V and possible government policy 
responses, which will receive the greater attention from members of the 
public, as opposed to the later section, optimistically entitled Future 
Prospects and Policy Issues Arising from Oil Development. In fact, local 
scepticism regarding a scenario which involves the presence ol oil in 
economically viable amounts around the Falklands. was summed up ear
lier this week when an (ex) councillor suggested to Penguin News that 
there was probably little point in even reading the latter part of the re- 
port! ...

To continue this mood of pessimism for the moment, the Five possi
ble futures' - qualified not as predictions but as themes for debate only - 
suggested by the report in the event of no oil. make somewhat discom
forting reading (certainly for those as concerned for the social aspects of 
the Islands future as the economic) in that the reader is eventually left 
with the impression that 'what we want' is not entirely compatible with 
'what is on offer'.

In social terms, many Islanders would consider 'what we want', to be 
a future which includes, a good standard of living, controlled immigra
tion. re-population of the camp, low environmental impact and stable 
employment, to name but a few attractive factors. In economic terms, 
however, such society goodies, (indicates the report) must go hand in 
hand with broadly stable wool prices and fish licence revenue. Nothing 
we didn't already know of course, and there is little doubt the status quo 
could comfortably continue ad infinitum. What the report emphasises 
however, is that to depend entirely on it's perpetuation could be a recipe 
for disaster: If by contrast, fishing licence revenues decline gradually 
over the next ten years to only around half their current level in real 
terms by 2005/6 then: even maintaining public investment at 1995/96 
levels will ultimately)?ren>e unsustainable without higher taxes or cuts in 
other government spending, the result being an explosion of public debt, 
lower economic growth and lower employment..

An alternative then? Coopers and Lybrand suggest such options as 
Diversification (in agriculture, 'niche' manufacturing and private sector 
services, but with sheep farming and fisheries still remaining important) 
and far more radically. New Directions, (might involve development of 
a primarily service-led economy with a very much reduced role for agri
culture and fisheries, and a smaller public sector). Both of these options, 
which give at least the appearance of being favoured by the authors of 
the report, are however, not only not guaranteed to be successful, but 
undesirable - it could be argued - in terms of social impact in that they 
require accelerated immigration (Islanders prefer 'a natural trickle’), and 
will have a moderate to high impact on the environment.

Such details are, however, only a minute part of a very comprehen
sive report which one hopes will be read and debated by a wide cross 
section of Island residents, and not only those who already have com
mercial interests in Islands (Stanley based in particular) ventures, and 
whose attitude to various aspects of the report will be coloured accord
ingly.

THERE is a golden opportunity for of Falklands Conservation points 
you to combine your competitive out, "data collected from these 
instincts with your conservation- clean-ups goes a long way towards 
ist’s conscience in this year's Falk- identifying the sources of marine 
lands Conservation annual debris, and is the first step in tack- 
Beachwatch Clean Up, which will ling the heart of the problem." 
be held at Whalebone Cove on In addition to the Whalebone 
Saturday, September 20. Cove operation Jeremy Smith will

Spot prizes will be awarded for be leading a second team to Kid-
such uncommon achievements as ney Island (thanks to Polar Lim-
discovering the the biggest or most ited who are supplying the launch)
unusual piece of rubbish, and even where they will clear part of the
the most enthusiastic collector at shoreline, 
the event will not walk away Kidney will also be targetted 
empty handed. for Underwater Clean Up, in which

To make things even more at- Jeremy, assisted by South Atlan- 
tractive to those who are more usu- tic Marine Services, will attempt 
ally 'armchair' conservationists, to clear some of the submerged 
there will be a barbecue, manned debris that could eventually oth-
by the Stanley scout group, offer- erwise be deposited on the beach,
ing free food courtesy of local Again, rubbish found will eventu-
businesses, and the Military' are ally be analysed to ascertain the
chipping in with hot soup and source.
drinks - again all free to rubbish Just how serious the problem 
collectors. of marine debris is emphasised by

some of the alarming statistics 
published by the Marine Conser
vation Society. According to them 
an estimated one million seabirds 
and 100,000 marine mammals and 
turtles die each year from 
entaglement in, or ingestion of, 
plastics.

toon I FOUND very interesting Joan 
Spruce’s analysis of the origin of 
the first name "Malvina" published 
in the Penguin News edition of 
August 22. In response to her ques
tion. it seems to me that the first 
Malvina born in the Islands was 
Malvina Vernel. born at Port Louis 
on February 5, 1830. Her mother 
was Mrs Maria Saez de Vcmet, 
wife of the well known Louis 
Vernet. Mrs Vernet wrote a diary 
from her arrival at Port Louis un
til December 22. 1829 I found an 
edition of it at the British Library. 
There is another one. bilingual, 
edited by Malvina Vernefs grand
son. Mr Ernesto Grcenleaf Cilley 
Hernandez, in 1989. providing in
formation about the family, includ
ing a genealogical tree.

Malvina Vernet was married to 
Mr Greenleaf Cilley. an American 
citizen, and lived in New York for 
many years. Some of her descend
ants arc also named Malvina.

Does the discussion over the 
first name. Malvina, have politi

cal considerations? I do not think 
so. Indeed. I believe that the dis
cussion whether the Islands are 
called the Falklands or the 
Malvinas has no sense either. For 
the Islands' English name is Falk
land, the Spanish "Malvinas" and 
the French "Malouincs", irrespec
tive of the sovereign.

For instance, if one compares 
English and French maps, the 
(British) Scilly Islands are called 
lies Sorlingues" in French, and the 
French "lie d'Ouessant" is known 
as Ushant in English. Not to speak 
of the Channel Islands, called "lies 
Normandcs" in French. This has 
nothing to do with the question of 
who owns the Islands. The same 
can be said for the English Chan
nel itself, called "La Manche" in 
French and "La Mancha" in Span
ish. Examples of different geo
graphic names are numerous all 
over the world.

L J Butler 
Director/General Manager

Get your facts right!
tered the Cathedral, but half were 
left sitting and half standing when 
the Governor left the Cathedral.

Also if it is to be an interde
nominational type of service then 
surely the service should be split 
accordingly and not just three small 
prayers being given to each of the 
other clergymen.

The Princess of Wales was sup
posed to have been the Princess of 
Peoples hearts, but judging by the 
attendance in the Cathedral it 
would not seem so here in the Falk
lands.

WHEN you print your news, 
shouldn'tyou at least get the facts 
right. In last week’s Penguin News 
vou stated that Diana. Princess of 
Wales died on the 30th August. 
She actually died on the 31st Au
gust.

Also isn't it a pity more people 
from the Town did not attend the 
Memorial Service, as the film cov
erage shows empty seats!

All Government workers were 
given the time off with pay. so they 
could attend. I know the old and 
infirm can be excused, and also the 
Camp people, but surely more of 
the Town and indeed our promi
nent citizens could have attended. 
Also I think more protocol could 
be observed at services in the Ca
thedral; we were asked to be up
standing when the Governor en-

But with all the light-hearted 
party atmosphere the organisers 
are hoping to generate there are 
more serious aspects to the 
Beachwatch movement. The pri
mary aim is, of course, to make the 
world's beaches cleaner and safer 
for wildlife, but, as Becky Ingham

Dr M G Kohen 
charge de cours Professor 

University of GenevaKMPJ Ormand 
Stanley

(We apologise for any distress 
caused by our unfortunate 
error regarding the dale of 

the death of Diana, Princess of 
Wales - Ed)

Continued from front page
Ian Dempster, Assistant Man

ager of the Falkland Islands De
velopment Corporation, told Pen
guin News this week there are two 
main reasons for what he called 
"this change of direction."

The first is simple economics - 
income from the sale of sweaters 
has failed to cover overheads, and 
second, it has proved impossible 
to find an experienced manager to 
lake over from Margaret 
Humphries, who left the unit, 
ironically, to take up a position 
with the FIDC.

"The Falklander needs," he 
said, "to move onto the next stage 
in its development, which means 
external sales are now necessary' - 
probably to the UK market though 
not exclusively so."

He confirmed that A & E Knit
wear already has a link with an 
overseas company that has the ap
propriate marketing expertise and 
that FIDC are currently talking to 
another company which could be 
of benefit to KMR Knitwear

Both companies, he said, will 
concentrate on producing the 
Keppel Falklander (the least ex
pensive and biggest seller of the 
range) but will also continue to 
produce their own established 
product lines. Local retailer. Re
flections, will be handling sales for 
both companies, and is currently 
undergoing some internal modifi
cations to accommodate a dedi
cated sales area specifically for the 
Falklander.

Ian sees this new move in the

Shipwrecked 
Schinas set 
sail againTrainee Pilot

Falkland Islands Government Air Service 
The Falkland Islands Government Air Service is seeking applications 
for the position of Trainee Pilot

The successful applicant must have a genuine interest in pursuing 
a career in aviation and have the ability"to complete the extensive 
training required to qualify and obtain a Commercial Pilot’s Licence.

Persons applying for this position must be at least 19 years of age 
and hold a minimum of five GCSE or equivalent passes at Grade C or 
above. Passes must include Mathematics. English and a Science based 
subject.

The successful applicant will be required to pass a very thorough 
medical examination to the UK Class 1 standard or ICAO'equivalent 
before commencing training.

Training will be fully funded by the Falkland Islands Government 
and will be provided at an approved establishment in the UK. Whilst 
undergoing training the Trainee Pilot will be paid a training grant.

For more information about this position, the training involved 
and future career prospects, please contact the General Manager. 
rIGAS on telephone number 27220 during normal working hours.

Application forms are available from the Human Resources De
partment and completed forms should be returned to that Department 

later than 4pm on Wednesday 1st October 1997.

JILL and Nick Schinas, the cou- 
! pie many Islanders will remember 

as being lucky to be alive after their 
yacht, Maamari, capsized near the 
Falklands last year, are back at sea 

• according to a report in Britain's 
Daily Mail this week.

The couple, now with a second 
daughter, two week old Roxanne,

| as well as Matthew, 5. and Xoe, 4. 
sailed from Chichester in the 42 ft 
Maamari, insisting they had noth- 

' ing to fear from the sea. "We have 
had one bad experience, but hav
ing one car crash doesn't necessar
ily stop you driving," 41 year old 
Nick is reported as saying. "I am 
confident a two week old baby is 
safer at sea than on dry land - I'd 
be more worried living in Lon
don."

Reasons to be careful when voting in October. 
Do your preferred candidates display

100% commitment wm
Assistant Manager of FIDC, Ian Dempster, believes the Falklander 

can become a successful export product under the new licence 
arrangement with two local companies 

1996, the first month the facility 
was in use, sales revenue almost 
reached £9,000, more than twice 
as much as any previous month.

"It has been painstaking and 
time consuming to get where we 
are," Ian said. "Now we are plac
ing the future development of the 
Falklander in the hands of the 
licencees."

Ian ended by paying tribute to 
those who have been involved in 
the Falklander story'. "I want to 
publicly thank everybody who has 
participated in the project since day 
one, particularly the staff at St 
Mary'*s who have done a great job."

^■h,‘grSV, Falklander saga, with export sales 
a distinct possibility, as, "another 
building block in promoting the 
Islands."

"We have achieved a generic 
sweater design that will stay with 
us for generations," he said, "and 
we have proved we can produce 
high quality garments in the Is
lands."

no
According to the article the 

couple spent £8,000 towing the 
boat back to Chichester where the 
two wrecked masts were replaced 
and new rigging installed.

"1 suppose most people will 
think us mad after what happened 
to us," Jill (37) told reporters, "but 
this is the only life we know and 
every day is a real life geography 
lesson for the children."

The couple plan to head for the 
sun, and may also venture into the 
South Atlantic - "but it won't be 
just yet," added Nick wryly.

Public Notice
Applications are invited to fill a vacancy for an Engineman 
Power and Electrical Section of the Public Works Department to com
mence as soon as possible.

Applicants should be physically fit and willing to work night shifts 
on a rota system. Some mechanical knowledge and an interest in the 
operation of machinery' would be an advantage.

further details of the duties involved can be obtained from the 
hours'” Slal'0n 0n le,ePhone number 27149 during normal working

in the

A by-product of the Falkland- 
er’s commercial activity is a mes
sage that Ian was keen to get over 
to all businesses in the Islands. 
"The introduction of a Visa card 
facility," he said, "made a startling 
difference to sales." In February,

Application forms and a job description are available from the 
Re.sourjes Department and completed forms should be rc- 

tember^W1 Department no laler than 4 Pm on Tuesday 16th Sep-
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A date for your diary: Local artist, Mike Peake, will be exhibiting a series of paintings at 
the Pink Shop on Saturday, September 13, beginning at 10am.

They
WoA/erley
Cafey

€CI paint what I see
IF my paintings have a message 

it s nothing more than a request 
that people take a moment to ob
serve just how beautiful the Falk- 
lands really are." This was how lo
cal painter. Mike Peake, described 
his work recently, following a 
sneak preview by Penguin News 
of his latest series of paintings.

Colour, space and attention to 
detail are all key elements in 
Mike's work. Me makes no attempt 
to enhance his subject, but simply 
reflect it truthfully: "I don't need 
to improve on what we have in the 
Falklands." he says happily.

Mike Peake, came to the Is
lands over thirty years ago and is 
now the Falkland Islands Govern
ment's Computer Co-ordinator.
Painting, he says, is really just a 
hobby, I le paints for pleasure, and 
generally avoids commissions, due 
to the fear that pressure to please 
individuals' will affect his work to 
its detriment. Sale of work appears 
to be little more than an after 
thought, stimulated perhaps by the 
hope that his reflections will re
mind both locals and visitors of the 
beauty that surrounds them. He 
wishes to overcome both precon
ceptions and the blinkcring effect 
of over-familiarity.

Some Islanders may already 
own a Peake', his last exhibition, 
two years ago. sold out almost im
mediately. For those w ho have not 
experienced his work however, 
much of it is characterised by his 
fascination lor space and light.
Arguably, his most commented on 
works have been those which have 
skilfully captured the almost ago
raphobic inducing quality of such 
infinitely spacious Fast Falklands 
areas as Lafonia.

Colour is also of great impor
tance: "The casual observer of 
these Islands." says Mike, "will not

Below: Stanley sea front (painting owned by P. Gilding)

■ >4.:

Hot & Cold Snacks & Heals 

Tea, Coffee, Cappuccino, 

Espresso, Hot Chocolate 

Home-made Burgers

,v-
Above: Mike captures the infinite space of the Falkland Islands

Below: Oil Painting of The Sound House

Milk Shakes Above left: Local artist, Mike Peake 
since been carried to countless 
other countries around the globe.

While Mike’s subjects are var
ied, he counts the cliffs and rocky 
outcrops around the Islands as 
among his favourites. He is a con
servationist at heart and has a 
growing interest in capturing de
tails of the Falklands' past, particu
larly old houses and such sur
rounding detail as palinques and 
hitching rails for horses. "I really 
want to paint Gunhill Shanty at 
Little Chartres.”

Peter Gilding of Port Louis, 
who has long been a supporter of 
Mike’s work has invited him to 
capture parts of that historical set
tlement on canvas.

often look beyond the white grass 
and grey blue skies,” missing the 
myriad other colours which make 
up the sea and land. Mike aims to 
change that.

He inherited his skill from his 
father. Arthur Peake, a Yorkshire 
coalminer who in later life left the 
mines and became involved firstly 
in sign writing and house decorat
ing, and then moved on to creat
ing murals in the houses of the 
British aristocracy.

Mike came to the Islands at the 
age of nineteen, in 1959, arriving 
on the Darwin. His artist’s eye was 
not. however, as practised as it is 
now. "I thought Mount William 
was a peatslack." he commented 
wryly. Since then, he has painted 
almost 600 w orks, many of which however, is not to do it justice. In
still remain in the Islands, but many stead we recommend that you take 
others (including a painting of the the chance to observe this week- 
55 Great Britainas she lay in Falk- end the work of a man who 'paints 
lands waters) which have long what he sees’

We are in Waverley House 

Mext to Stanley Bakery 

Open From 9.20 Until 4-.20 

Telephone 227?Q To describe in words his work.

Saturday, September 13,10.00am.
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Listening Watch, is ®X]p3bgrire success
'1,S "re ill tlx capable /"""/;v ofthttfull <i'"c’professionals of the British

before, their members da „ ' ufSl^v vV T'0pkS heir military skills. Saturday, September 6, saw twenty four mem
bers of,he force head,,g ntollu hills » LStoJStang ,hc „hj^ ofpraclicing selting up operatl„g illlportiml tbservtt,ion
posts (OPs) With partial! / Penguin Y,. '?' "v% pre-set codes. The name of the exercise was “Listening Wotch ”,
and early in the morning of ‘ L ws 7ony B„r.IL,(t *joined the ‘enemy ’ patrol to see just how it all works.
SIX fifteen am on a raw Sunday ,olallv exposed OP. Marvin. Peter and their men will have . . .
morning m September a withdrawal under tin* i.,|L V lllc U's over in seconds, the OP is little problem in locating this OP , •
bouncing westward alongIht Vornoral Will, ,pCrshlP °r destroyed and the enemy pause to re- fades a little as their route lakes them '
1 wo Sisters track m m\ aguiij. 1 .1 1 L Goss, had in Ki magazines before pushing on to far to the right and past its position L NjS&frir- _ ski
which is uncomplaining but deserves been so lick the lour escaped with, where thev believe the next OP waits Bv the time'they have swung left to
better than the treatment it s getting out casualties and without betraying Ant|v stops to hold a short dc- follow the contour of the escarpment ? ■ ^
right now. , . . die pre ise posmon of the OP. brief with the defeated OP men. The Andy is wondering if they arc too far

Behind me Stanley sleeps on m a I hat had been earlier in the night pa|c pash that had given them away above the OP to see it.
reluctant dawn. Ahead the pool-pit- w ten temperatures lad fallen to mi- was the gleam of light on a lace as But then, with bewildering speed, comfortable. The snow flurries have reaction to this new threat is very 
ted track rises towards the uimel- nus tree or lour. Irost had crisped 0ne of the men had popped up to take T he patrol is charging downhill, lay- ceased and the sun is warming away rapid. Corporal Watson leads the as- 
coming peaks that are my destma- the grass underloot, and ice had been a look at what was going on outside. ing down a frightening blanket of fire the memory' of the cold night. sault on the machine gun. aided as
lion. When the light is strong enough thick on the stagnant pools. Around A very'real shame as otherwise the as they take the OP against some spir- The boom of an exploding he goes, by the fact that the enemy
I stop to get a long shot ol the far oil 3 am the still ol the freezing night site had been selected with great skill ited resistance from Corporal Paul thunderfiash is a sudden affront to has now run out of ammunition. On
town, but find it almost impossible had given way to a wind that had and cunning, and camouflaged like- Watson and his men. One of the the senses and freezes the force for a his final charge he is almost stunned
as the strong southwesterly buffets quickly escalated to thirty or forty wise Without that giveaway men'turns out to be Miranda Cheek, second. Then the hillside above us by an empty ammunition box as it is
the rover. knots, gusting up to fifty or sixty indiscipline they might have re- one of this y ear’s recruits who has erupts in gunfire and every soldier hurled out of the position at him It

I give up and jounce on. try ing. Andy and I arrive at the enemy mamed undetected - and alive quickly earned the sobriquet Com- dives for cover, shucks off his/her is the only thing the enemy. Marvin
simultaneously, to watch the track camp where they are preparing to But there is no time for a proper bat Spice'. I ler exploits as radio op- Bergen and fire back at the well en- and David Peck, have left to fire!
and scan the approaching slopes for move out and attempt to find and post-mortem. Two OPs are still op- cratoron this exercise have prompted trenched enemy. They're shocked
signs of the life I am supposed to be destroy the three OP s. The rigours (rational and need to be neutralised the second, slightly bawdier label of
meeting. I see nothing, though 1 of the night show in the faces of the by Marvin's men 0898 . both of which she tolerates
know there must be several vehicles men: John Henry leans momentarily As we cross another ridge I pause with affable ease
up there somewhere, and briefly I against a landrover. his eyes, close to reload my camera and discover my
wonder if the whole thing has been and he appears to be instantly asleep fingers are so cold they resemble fro- to go back to the CP (command post, runs. Smoke grenades add to the con-
called off and I am the only one who fora second or two. David Peck zen sausages. I fumble for five min- remember?) what looks like a harm- lusion People arc shouting, swear-
doesn't know. kneels as he loads magazines with utes and bless progress as, once the less mist creeps in a pincer movement ing, sweating.

As I arrive at Two Sisters Gate a blank rounds, his lugubrious humour reel is in place, the film winds auto- round the mountain on each side of
tall figure in camouflaged battle fa- still a defence against the cold, which matically to the first frame I run to us. In seconds we are engulfed in
tigues emerges from the landscape he is feeling most as he is just two catch up with the enemy patrol, now blizzard conditions. With several
and becomes WOII Andy Brownlee, days back from several months in the moving rapidly towards yet another kilometres to go I am hatless, glove- ,,
the man who has designed and writ- Northern summer ridge. The second OP is secreted fur- less, joyless, and I have also discov- to notice there were five ol them ear- truck, a kilometre away is completed
ten the exercise I am about to see. A last look round the camp and ther along this same ridge, and is one ered. to my great glee, that the ver- lier. As they consolidate their posi- in brilliant sunshine. 1 climb into the
and is now the observer I abandon Marvin uives the order to move off. that revealed its position by injudi- bal notes I have been making on my tion a machine gun suddenly rains welcoming comfort ot my 110 and
the rover and we trudge up the shoul- We climb, heading for the rim of the cious use of light during the night. tiny cassette recorder are virtually in- bullets on them. I hough they have rattle back down the track towards 
der of the mountain, apparently head- ridge that has been providing a de- The site chosen. Andy tells me, audible thanks to the ululating been slow to count the enemy dead. Stanley,
ing nowhere, w hile Andy explains gree of protection from the elements, is not ideal. They are in a fissure half- threnody of the wind against which
the situation. jusl jimv much becomes brealhtak- way up the rock face - the sort ol my voice has been unsuccessfully

top the ridge, position experienced searchers will competing.
examine first. It does have some ad- In the gloom ol the CP tent, hands 
vantages in that there is a steep climb cupped round the most delicious mug

of brew ever to come my way, Andy 
briefs me on the final phase of the

■ V.

■

‘V -

' r v-.

Above: The Command Post. Two camouflaged ‘rovers manned 
by John Honte-MacDonald, Katrina Stephenson, Brian Sum

mers and David Green. The tiny tent that sheltered me as / 
slurped the life saving tea can be seen close to the rocks. 

Below: The eyes have it! John Henry the morning after the first 
night he had ever slept outdoors. He was particularly ferocious

when attacking the OPs. 
Bottom: The enemy patrol after successfully routing the second 

obsen'ation post. L to r: Gerard ‘ Jed ’ Ford, Captain Peter Biggs, 
Corporal David Peck, Major Marvin Clarke 

and John ‘ Wayne ’ Henry

In quick time, now-, the force clear 
but recover quickly. While the cen- the enemy vehicles, parked 150 me
tre of the column continues to draw ires ahead, and then use them to
and return fire the fiankmen advance transport the wounded men to safety 

As Andy and I leave the third OP up the incline in a series of darting and treatment.
There is the shrill blast of a whis

tle and Andy declares “End Ex". In 
a debrief still to come back in Stanley 

The enemy are over-run and casu- the whole exercise will be analysed 
allies counted. One seriously and the important lessons that may 
wounded, one walking. All three of have already been learned reinforced, 
the enemy are dead. No-one seems The march back to the transport

Top: The enemy patrol
planning the assault on

Unconfirmed reports of enemy ingly obvious as we 
sightings in the 1 wo Sisters area, re- The wind is a giant hammer trying
ceived the previous day. have to knock us back the way we came . .
prompted immediate deployment of It eases slightlv as we drop down and up io it. and the third OP has a field
the Falkland Islands Defence Force troon tow ards'the West of vision covering it’s back door thus
Three observation posts (OP s) have The men move into arrow forma- preventing a surprise attack trom that exercise. 1 he personnel fi orn thebeen in position on',he hire,/flanks tion »ith the™ aS ^rock for- ^>er OPsuJ
of the I wo Sisters since late Satur- maiion ahoiu n kilometre ahead. Uut Us occupants have had an CP They will be told thc\ arc to act 
day afternoon w hile a command nn i a d i i r n* i «nlv The first uncomfortable niehl. The fissure has on new information and march, in (CP) has been e tabhshed amono^ 0/ " follow close vl he ^ a umge| have battle order round the mountain, to
rocks further East 8 , < ” d niaht) s suffered. The camouflage carefully attack an unsuspecting enemy

The op\ hT . k dllmm> al,ack dunng lhc, k fn he applied in the relative calm of the pro- Onlv the enemy is not only not
watching brief observxand'rennn C T*'° " r'g l it ' *»«s afternoon is now Happing unsuspecting, they have foreknowl-
enemy movements but do nm rocks’ 1 can n0 slgnS ol wildly and even I have spotted it froTn edge of the route the attacking force
unless emersTncv vvi h 1 , ngagc nellher can thc mcn . „n a lo"a w>ay off will take and are already tn position
is necessary8 y U llhdraual ac"on |cns'™ counts as we nios e 0^ ,|c js c|mically cffcclivc. to stage an ambush from an elevated

All through the iev niohi in - • Andy confirms to me tha c . from my own observation I doubt position. ... ,
emv (Maior Marv in rhr!h r ,L"' d?ne ltsJob m rePortmg ,h^ ^ds M»rvin’s enemy patrol would have It seems to me to be a diabolical.
Peter Biggs ComoraV navM pP T advan“,across the ground to«ar escaped without some casualties, and bushwhacking trick to play on a
and Privates Gerard m thcm; Wc arc cllmb,ng agal"rnass- certainly some of the occupants of weary group who have spent a bit-
Henry) have been activHv d i°hn men know the>'are m dang •, adis- ,he 0P managed a mini-withdrawal terly cold night out with little shelter
the hills for Signs o^ b»ynn?rChm! ,ng ,ho 01 w,lhoul sP0l"nf ","night imo the rocks above and behind, but and then had their butts kicked by an
some success Two oHh, ° S’ W,ll5 aslcr af,er nusllin8 d out last nig" supcrior and more mobile firepower apparently immortal enemy, but
their approximate nnlii1'"1 rKevealed And>'lells me lhe n8ht shank °f'ni ciu.ckly subdued them. Andy is unrepentant. "We want to
veiled lights loo ° b>'USmg arro'v formalion IS r,ve melr t .ndv Victorious, miraculously un- see how they react to surprise circum-
night sights AnHv^w genera,10n the OP and two men have alrc) scathed, and by now much warmer, stances."
good a match s,rill d To’ arC 50 passed il StiH H is inv,s,b C o ' of Marvin gathers his men at the base It is 90 mintes later The troops
away looks like a r.JJu n kllomelre Suddenly there is a pale Has (- ol the feature and they prepare to have all assembled and we re mak-

The third OP . something against the drab gr^vn ^ advance on the third and final OP. ing our way along the Southern face
an old trick Roii// sucpumbed to the ground ahead. For a mon^n ^ | |lis is somc clistancc awav underthe of the mountain in Indian file. I here
rough -fix’ on th* S ilcy lad a. seems only Andy and I have S^L rocky peak of the second Two Sis- is no talking and as the wind has died
had mounted ^ thc '°nemy' but then the tail end charhe s P*- ters mountain. Again the enemy have away a slightly eerie silence has de-
Thoueh thev uUrnmy assauh- shouts, points. He fires, the ■ . some idea of the OP's location be- scendcd. Andy is leading the lorce
wrong about thlrCo™ marginally the OP fire back. The enemy Pa r cause of Might’ indiscipline during to ensure we take the right route. In
had been Hoi , ° sPosllion lhey are too close for them to wi hdra lhc nighl llie belief the initiative belongs to
fouroccuonn,,;"01181110 Wiethe and swoop in pouring (blank) Andy’s initial confidence that them in this phase the group

occupants into returning fire and lets into the tiny space that is the n<w

the third observation post.
Peter Biggs keeps his head
down while Marvin gets a

fix with binoculars and
Gerard Ford points the

way to David Peck
Right: Jeremy ‘Spurs'

Henry complete with
Bergen on guard at the
Command Post prior to
being ‘ambushed’ by a

treacherous enemy
Below: Let battle com-

Survivors of theme nee.
ambush pelt uphill 
towards the enemy ,jj

.m+s+iN: . -seem
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CHURCH SERVICES
CATHEDRAL
SUNDAY: Sam Holy Commun
ion. I Oam Family Communion (first Thetimesand heightsofhighand lowtides(in metres) at Stanley. 
Sunday every month - Family Serv- Time given is Stanley time, 
iee) 7pm Evening Prayer

LIBRARYTIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday - Friday 
08.45am - 12 noon and 
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 1 Oam - 12 noon 
2pm-5pmWED

17 0641
0024 
1851 
0058 

Sunrise 0652 
Sunset 1842

ForCamp, make the 
followingchanges:

14 0434
SUN 1005 

1620 
2147 

Sunrise0659 
Sunset 1837

1.3 1.6
0.7 0.2 HOSPITAL PHARMACYTABERNACLE - free church
1.6 1.9Sunday meetings: I Oam and 7pm.

ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- Fox Bay +2hr 30m 
4pm Minister- Mike Mitchelmore Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m

Port Howard +3hrs 19m 
leal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. +lhr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
Hill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound+1 hr Uni 
Port San Carlos

I LL: 74350-SUNDAY Sam I Ioly + 2hr 55m 
Communion: 10.30am Eucharist/ Darwin Harbour -56m 
Morning worship: 6.45pm Holy 
MassMONDAY: 6.30am Mass'
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion:
8pm Bible Study

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Fridav

0.3 0.2

21787

18St. MARY'S
SUNDAY: 10am (MPA 6.45pm). 
Week days: 9am

15 0524
MON 1054 

1714 
2332 

Sunrise 0657 
Sunset 1838

1.4 THURS
0.5 0720 1.7

3.00pm - 5.00pm1.7 1311 0.2
0.2 1940 1.9St. C (H UBERT'S (MPA) MUSEUM

Tuesday - FridaySunrise 0650 
Sunset 1843 1030-12 noon/ 2.00 - 4.00pm 

Sunday16 0602 
TUE 1139

1.5September
19 0140
FRI 0800 

1357 
2031 

Sunrise0647 
Sunset 1845

04 0.213 0351 1.2
0904 0.8

SAT 1420 14
2101 0.4

10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am -12 noon/1.15- 3.00pm

1803 1.8 1.7
0.10016 

Sunrise 0654 
Sunset 1840

0.1
1 8BAHA’I FAITH

For information on meetings please 
ring Tel: 21957(evenings)

Sunrise 0601 
Sunset 1735

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
BA DM IN ION' Cl LB Mondavs/ 
'ihjis^ys '/-Spn
T el:21770 or Rene 
21 161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
M l BAI L C LUB Tuesdays 6-8pm. 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI C.T NCI UB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

FT. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- Meets second Tuesday of every 
tact Secretary G Cheek. 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con- FALKLAND ISLANDS RED 
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 CROSS ASSOCIATION New 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.

NESS TRUST Contact ShiraIce 
Collins, 21597.Sister Bridie 
22086. Derek Howatt 21385 
F10DA Actors/singers/stagchands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone: 
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5,30pm. contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAl, BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs. WOI&Sgt Mess. Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddcs or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
FT. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets Drillllall. Begin
ners Classes - Sun:6pm. Advanced 
Classes - Sun: 7pm. Club Night (All 
welcome) - Mon: 7pm. Contact 
Tricia Hanlon 21406 
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon- 
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre KEMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

Liz Burnett. third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624Rowlands, Tel

Dik Sawlc Tel 21414 members welcome. Contact Sec- 
All queries & Information on races rctary Irene Baker 20839 or 
etc contact Andrew Newman Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
21606 or Rowcna Summers GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV

ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 

ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

21015
VMCA Accommodation available
Contact Terry Peck 21074

Leisure Centre Holiday Times Further Information/Bookinss: tel 27291

Pool CourisDay

Lane Swimming
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Lancs
Public
Public
Ladies

Public12 00 - 1.00 
2 00-1 00
5.00- 7 00 
7 00 - S00 
10 00 - 12 00
12.00- 1 00 
200-4 00 
5 00-7.00 
7 00-8.00

10 00 - 9.00Monthly

10 00-9 00 PublicTuesday

Public10.00-9 0012.00-1 00 
2 00-4 00
5.00- 7 00 
7 00-8 00 
400-7 00 
7 00-9.00
10 00- II 30
12.00 - I 00
2.00- 4 00
5.00 7 00
7.00 - 8 HO
10.00 - 4.00 
4 00-5.00 
10 00-4 00 
4 00 -5 00

Lancs
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Private Hire
Parents/Toddlers
Lane Swimming
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

Wednesday

10 30-12 00 
12 00-9 00

Parents'Toddlcrs
Public

Thursday

Friday

10 00-600 PublicSaturday

10 00-600 PublicSunday



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
TU0ENEIGm6OURSIlTsEhc'rtsEfnd flowers all the way for Ruth andSATURDAY 13TH SEPTEMBER

10.15 PLASMO
10.20 MOONEY AND MAGEE
10.30 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE (New)
10.55 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
11.20 DAFFY DUCK 
11.25 ELIDOR
10.50 RUN THE RISK (New)
12.15 THE O-ZONE
12.35 FRAGILE KINGDOMS The Sassi of Matera on the heel of 
Italy is one of the oldest human settlements in Europe
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Men's international hockey from 
Milton Keynes where England face Australia in their second and 
final Test Match
6.30 TOP OF THE POPS
7.00 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN Can Superman 
thwart the plans of a madman intent on activating a weapons 
system?
7.40 CONFESSIONS (New)
5.20 ONLY FOOLS AND HORSES
9.10 NOSTROMO
10.35 INSIDE STORY The Cult: This programme investigates the 
Heaven's Gate cult. 37 members of which committed ritual suicide 
in San Diego in March of this year
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two recent FA 
Carling Premiership matches, presented by Desmond Lynam

SUNDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 CARTOON TIME
11.20 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.45 ON YOUR MARKS Presented by Kriss Akabusi
12.05 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.35 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.10 HOT GADGETS (New)
1.40 THE CHART SHOW
2.20 BROOKSIDE Leanne turns to Jacqui for help, but this time 
Jacqui is the one in control
3.30 THE VOYAGE OF THE MATTHEW
4.00 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT from Blackpool
4.45 THE O-ZONE SPECIAL Jamie Theakston interviews girl 
group the Spice Girls
5.15 WILDLIFE ON ONE The Zebra
5.45 THE BEST OF LES DAWSON
6.15 THE DEEP (New)
7.05 LAST OF THE SUMMER WINE After getting a life on an old 
motorbike, Compo recalls someone else who enjoyed a country' ride.
7.35 SURPRISE. SURPRISE
8.30 DALZIEL AND PASCOE Dalziel and Pascoe are called in to 
investigate Dick El wood's suspicions that Patrick Alderman, with 
whom he works, is trying to kill him
10.05 FRIENDS: US comedy series.
10.30 500 BUS STOPS
11.00 CRIMELINE
11.10 NETWORK FIRST The Boy Business: Documentary 
confronting the men who trade in child pornography
12.00 TARRANT'S 10 YEARS ON TV

Bernic Laplante is going to meet his son when an aeroplane crashes 
into the path of his car. He rescues several passengers, including a 
television reporter, but Bernie disappears before he can be hailed as a 
hero
10.00SKYNEWS
10.30 THIS LIFE Egg's younger brother comes to stay and finds a friend 
in Anna; Milly’s behaviour nearly gives her game away; and Kira tells Jo 
where to go
11.10 HORIZON Fat Cats. Thin Mice: With one in six Britons now 
clinically obese, Horizon reports on the latest products designed to aid 
weight lossanddiscoversthatquick-fixsolutionsarenow always free from 
risk
12.05 EUROTRASH Antoine de Caunes presents more saucy features 
on alternate European culture

3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with.CARTOON TIME
4.00 GIGGLISH ALLSORTS
4.10 RUPERT
4.35 TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP
5.00 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND
5.10 THE BIZ
5.35 HOME AND AWAY The police try to get Anna before she takes 
off with Paul
6.00 SPACE CADETS (New)
6.25 MOTORMONTH Presented by Steve Rider
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS The harsh reality of her situation hits Kathy when 
she discovers that old wounds are very hard to forget
7.55 WOKENWELL Concluding this offbeat drama series about police 
officers in a small northern town
8.45 MY WONDERFUL LIFE Concluding this comedy series charting 
the chaotic life of Donna, a nurse with two rebellious kids, an acid longue 
and a taste for unsuitable men
9.10 PLOTLANDS Chloe's bitter past catches up with her
10.00 PAUL McCARTNEY: IN THE WORLD TONIGHT 
10.50 DIANA, THE PEOPLE'S VIGIL

2.1
Philip ^

,’j? SS?= Lift i. 3 busy doctor's surge.,

:!!K0SSM5.hiT,CKETVBOO 
4.00 ZOT THE DOG 
4.10 TO ME TO YOU
4 35 THE THUNDERLIZARDS 
4.50 GET WET

5 40 HOME AND AWAY Shannon realises why Lachie

MOBRUCEFORSYTH'S PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT
6 30 EMMERDALE Mandy gives Lisa some beauty treatment
6 55 SCENE HERE Presented by Richard Astbury
7 25 EASTENDERS Grant, Tiffany. Kathy. Phil, Ricky and Bianca say 

to Albert Square and head for a holiday in Paris

is so nervous

FRIDAY 19THSEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Debbie and Ruth call a truce, and Lou's latest deal 
goes sour
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 COMEDY CLASSIC. YES, PRIME MINISTER The new Health 
Minister persuades Jim Hacker that it would be a good idea to abolish 
smoking
3.25 PULLING POWER Sally Gray meets DJ Dave Lee Travis and his 
dream car, while Emma Lee tries drag racing

au revoir 
7.55 999 (New)
8 45 SOME MOTHERS DO 'AVE EM
9.20 PRESTON FRONT (New) Convinced he’s going to lose his
daughter to another man. Hodge plans to win her back
10 00 DAVID DIMBLEBY'S INDIA
10.50 CLASSIC ALBUMS (New) Tonight, Jinn Hendrix's double LP 
Electric Lady land
11.50 TARTAN EXTRA

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

YOLTR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
8.30 Paths of Inspiration 
9.00 News desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
9.00Thc Human Child 
9.30News Magazine 
lO.OONcwsBFBS 
WFDN'KSDA YScntcmberl 7

5.3()On Stage: Eartha Kilt
6.30 Memories are make ofthis - with 
Tony Burnett
7.30 News and Sport 
7.40 Weather, Flights, Annos
8.30 Pot Luck with Myriam 
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights 
lO.OONevvsBFBS

12.10 Lunchtime announcements, FRIDAY September 19 
BFBS Programme 
5.03 The Archers 
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00SadCypress 
7.30Ncws and Sport 
7.40 Weather.Flights.Annos 
8.00 Classic Concerts 
9.00News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & flights
9.30 Listen with Les
9.45 Music Fill 
10.OONews from BFBS

12.00News and Sport BFBS 
12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
B.F.B.S Programmes 
5.03 The Archers

7.40Wealher.Flights.Announcements 5.18 I he Late Afternoon Show 
S.OOMr & Mrs Nobody 6.00 Country Crossroads
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 6.30TheGrumblcwccds
8.30 Dessert Island Discs 7.00 From 1 loplitc to I Iarrier 2/10
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 7.30News and Sport
9 20 Music Fill 7.40Weather.FIights,Announcements
9.30Murderat the Vicarage 8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.45 Music Fill 9.00 News Desk from the BBC
I O.OONcwsBFBS 9.28Rpt Weather and Flights

. , n 9.30 Drama: Butterly wings andSI NDAVSeptember |4 hurricanes
lO.OONcwsBFBS

SATURDAY September 13
WEDNESDAY 17THSEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Anne decides that she’s had enough of boys, and 
Tim finds a friend in Susan
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 HOME GROUND
3.25 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: OZZIE THE OWL
4.00 DR XARGLE
4.25 CAPTAIN STAR
4.50 RECORD BREAKERS 
5.20 ROUND THE TWIST
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Fisher finally accepts the publishing offer
6.00 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED
6.30 EMMERDALE Lisa finds the affection she needs in someone else’s 
arms
6.55 CORONATION STREET The new barmaid at the Rovers causes 
quite a stir
7.45 THE BILL Auld Lang Syne: A man found nursing a broken ankle 
claims he was taking a short-cut over a fence. Rawton doesn't believe 
him. but can she prove it?
8.10 CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
8.40 FRIENDS
9.05 AIN'T MISBEHAVIN' (New) Comedy drama series set in World 
War Two Britain, starring Robson Green and Jerome Flynn 
10.00SKYNEWS
10.30 FILM: POSSE (1993. 15) Western starring Mario Van Peebles and 
Stephen Baldwin. During the Spanish-American war, a group made up of 
almost entirely black soldiers but under the leadership of a sadistic white 
colonel are sent on a mission to capture a supply column

THURSDAY 1 ITH SEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Lisa loses control of her class
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 THE CALL OF THE SEA Today, a look at the secret history of 
mutiny in the Royal Navy
isn OFF WITH...Jim Davidson
5 785 Slarting with WIZADORA
4.00 ROSIE AND JIM 
4.15THE TREACLE PEOPLE 
4.25 RECORD BREAKERS 
4.50 THE BIG BANG
5.10 RETURN TO JUPITER
forever°ME AND AWAY Fisher culs his ties with "The Bitter End"

5.55 MASTERCHEF

herKathy tries to pick up the pieces and get on with

fs ”d'

6.00News BFBS 
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children’s Corner

10.03 Morning show - Lorna 
12.00News BFBS

10.03 Weather & Morning Show 
12 OONewsB.F.B.S.
12.10 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
6.00 News Magazine
7.001 IcadbangersBal!
7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather, Flights Annos
8.30 Rpt News Magazine 
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Country Crossroads 
lO.OONewsB.F.B.S.

5.00News:BFBS 
5.03 Music fill
5.15 The Archers Ombibus
6.15 Music Fill

Tl'ESDA YScntcmberl 6
10.03 Morning Show 

6.30 Weather, Bights, announcements 12.OONews and Sport BFBS
12.10 Lunchtime announcements.7.00 Church Service- Tabernacle

8.00 Sports Roundup 
8.15 Folk Music Show
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights 
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk

BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Review of CD’s of the week
5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6.00NewsMagazine
6.30 In Concert - Boo Radleys
7.30 News and Sports 
7.40Weather.FIightsAnnouncements 
8.00 The Comedians

THURSDAYScptcmbcr 18
10.03 Morning Show
12.OONews B.F.B.S.
12.10 Lunchtime Announcements 
BFBS Programme 
5.03The Archers 
5.18 Music Fill

9.30 Juste 
9.45 Music Fill 
lO.OONcwsBFBS All programmes are subject 

to change. Any changeswill be 
broadcast on FIBSMONDAYScntcmher 15

10.03 Morning show

MONDAY I5TH SEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Tim takes a short cut to exam success
2.30 COUNTDOWN 
2.55 GARDEN PARTY
3.20 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
3.30 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART 
3.50 CARTOON CRITTERS (New)
4.15 WOOF!
4.40 ACTIV-8
5.05 HOME AND AWAY Father Little is growing more convinced 
his duty is to reveal Annie's confession to Irene
5.25 NOEL'S GOTCHA HALL OF FAME 

*3^5.55 MASTERMIND
6 25 CORONATION STREET As Zoe's baby 

^ problems mount
7.15 THE BILL Old Fools: Greig enlists the help of two pensioners 
to trap a team of burglars

<£467.40 MR BEAN GOES TO TOWN 
<f$rS.05 AIRPORT

8.35 MCCALLUM (New) Drama series about a police pathologist, 
starting with a two-part story. Dr Iain McCallum takes on the 
seemingly open-and-shut case of a baker's accidental death
9.30 DIANA: THE PEOPLE'S PRINCESS
10.25 FOOTBALL LEAGUE REVIEW

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola
2203News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903 Gold-Dave Windsor 1230 Sitrep 1300 Newsplus 1330 Sid Olivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason 
SUNDAY
0000 News & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary King 0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & Weekend Gold
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueenl003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight
MONDAY
0000 London tonight continuedO 100 News & Gold - Dave Wmdsor 0200 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early breakfast from London 0600The Breakfast Show Dusty Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 1300 
Newsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News & Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight
TUESDAY

arrives, Judy's



figFIG> Falkland Islands Company Limited i ►4

NEW STOCK IN THE STORES
----- (SMLHIBIISr —

BARBOUR WARE
Including - Durham, Moorland, Solway, Border, Gamefair, Mark Phillips & Northumbrian Jackets 

Longshoreman Smocks - Warm Pile Linings for Jackets - Pull On Leggings 
Lambswool Scarves & Hats - Sou'Westers & Bushman's Hats 

Plus tins of Thornproof Dressing to keep your Barbour Ware in good order 
Men's, Woman's & Children's Clothing including 'Local Boyz' stock and 'Lee' Jeans

IPILIEETTMIIH©
A large selection of TV's and Video Recorders 
Plus Combination TV/Video, Hi-Fi's, Radios 

New Cassettes, CD's, Videos
Please ask for a price quote on any item you may be interested in. 

Don't forget - Hire Purchase is available - Subject to approval.

i# H2MIB
New Furniture & Furnishings include - 

Lounge Suites, Display Units, Sideboards, Dining Table Sets, 
Shelf Packs, Curtains, Rugs, Bed Linen, Towels . and much more1 

Kitchenware, Electrical Appliances, Pet Products, Wallpaper, 
Building Supplies include - Stanley Tools, Blackspur Products, 

Timber & Plasterboard Products and much morel'
There’s so much to choose from1

ftBooks, Magazines, Toys and Stationery 
Come and look through the selection now in store

%

We're filling the Freezers, Chillers and Shelves with all your favourite products
'Look out for the Special Offers'
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West Falklands 

roads., next stage
Diary of a Farmer's Cat by 

Baldrick WilkinsonComprehensive ousehoc nsurance Spring is springing 

and romance is in 

the air for Baldrick

IN stage 5 of the West Falkland 
Rural Roads project. Gordon 
Forbes Construction (Falklands)
Ltd, who were the only tenderers 
for the project, with a target price
of £927,000, have been awarded a boundary gate at Main Point 
risk sharing contract and arc to House, via Shallow Bay. The du-
construct in the region of45-50 km ration of the contract is over a pe- 
of road. The road will consist of a riod of two seasons.

track to the jetty at Roy Cove set
tlement from a point close to 
Gorsebush Pass on the recently 
constructed road to Hill Cove and 
a track from Hill Cove to the farmFor over 7 years, we have been offering 

Fully Comprehensive Household Insurance. 

This cover continues to include -
SPRING is (halfheartedly) spring
ing. judging by the activity among 
the local wildlife. The macracarpa 
trees by the house - victims of the 
Boss's pruning frenzy some 
months ago. and looking sadly 
abbreviated are nevertheless still 
able to house many small birds. 
Much argument is going on as to 
ownership of certain branches, and 
much pressure being put upon 
those unable to produce leasehold 
agreements or title deeds.

"Whaddya mean, this is vour 
branch? I never heard such tosh. I 
put a deposit down on it last year, 
mate A sizeable deposit. In fact - 
look - it's still there..."

These petty arguments fade out 
of earshot when I accompany the 
Missus. Jess and Trim on their 
walks every day along the coast, 
but we find similar squabbles go
ing on among the logger ducks, 
kelp geese and oystercatchers (they 
of the smoke alarm voices). Beats 
me why there's so much aggro over 
territory. One bit of branch or 
coastline is much like another, it

made her as crabby if not crabbier 
than before. Sheesh What a 
moggy has to suffer, to keep a roof 
over his head.

And talking of moggy suffer
ing - Floss and Jan are in an inter
esting condition yet again, which 
means Sam is in a funny mood. 
(Not funny Ha Ha. either.) The old 
chap doesn't always think logically 
at times like this, which can lead 
to embarrassing predicaments for 
anyone who stands still long 
enough to tempt this canine 
Romeo. The Missus had to rescue 
me yesterday from a fate worse 
than death, which was decent of 
the old bat as I hadn't realised what

News from 

South America. Fire 

. Lightning 

. Explosion

Impact by Vehicles 

& Animals 

Riots & Strikes
Amoco becomes the second oil ate members of Nafta. the free 

trade area born in 1993 with 
Mexico and Canada.

The US Congress is divided on 
the matter. Many Democrats, 
headed by Richard Gephardt (who 
has presidential aspirations) want 
the trade treaties to include labour

and gas producer of Argentina 
AMERICAN oil company Amoco 
and the local Bridas agreed to com
bine their oil and gas businesses 
to take advantage of the region's 
fast growing energy market.

The companies said merging 
their activities in the region would 
create Argentina's second-largest 
oil and gas producer and open the 
door for significant growth in 
neighbouring countries. The lead
ing company in Argentina is YPF, Gephardt on the labour clause dis- 
the former state oil monopoly. pute, fearing the loss of jobs.
YPF Chief Executive. Roberto Clinton needs the negotiations

started by next October for when 
he visits Mercosur countries, and

Housebreaking
Acts of Malicious and environment protection 

clauses. Republicans argue that 
these clauses will hamper trade and 
investment expansion. American 
trade unions are siding with

Intent, and
was happening until it was almost 
loo late And 1 have to say I was 
miffed.

Well. I mean to say. friendship 
is one thing. But. gadzooks. you 
can take it too far...

And talking of going too far - 
Eldest Son was here recently for a 
farewell visit before flying off to 
the Yoo Kay for training. The 
Missus is twitching ever)' time the 
phone rings, and won’t be happy 
until she hears he’s landed safely. 
(If only they’d known it. the 
TriStar's pilots needn't have wor
ried about engine power on this 
particular flight. The entire plane 
was borne safely aloft by the 
Missus's willpower alone...)

One legacy of Eldest Son's visit 
- unfortunately for most of us 
round here - was his electric gui
tar and amp-thinggy. The Boss was 
delighted to guitar-sit. and ‘ 
diately roadtested this instrument 
of torture while its owner was 
around to provide some coaching. 
After a few false starts and some 
mild swearing (from the Missus) 
the joint was rocking, with the 
Boss throwing heart and soul into 
his new toy and Eldest Son accom
panying him on the Boss's own 12-
string. _ .

Oh boy. That was a definite cue 
for Walkies. The Missus and I ske
daddled as fast as we could ske
daddle. grabbing the pups as we 
went, and all four put as much dis
tance between ourselves and the 
so-called music in nanoseconds.

It has to be said that although 
the Boss may not be in Dire Straits 
just yet. the rest of us are already
there... , .

Anyone know where a chap
buy earplugs???

Cheers, chays - 
From your nearly-seduced, but 

well-exercised chum

Legal Liability to
the Public

Monti said. "The new company 
doesn't pose a threat for YPF."

British trade mission to fully approved by March 1998. 
when he will be the 'star' in theArgentina and Chile 

A BRITISH Ministerial and trade 
mission headed by Lord Clinton- 
Davis will spend a week in Argen
tina and Chile to highlight the 
United Kingdom's commitment to 
further develop links with Latin 
America, and particularly 
Mercosur countries, some of the have considerable deposits of peat 
fastest growing markets for Brit- which if adequately exploited 
ish exports. w could become an important source

"Argentina is now the fastest of rural labour and energy, accord
growing market for British exports ing to an official Chilean paper on 
and figures speak for themselves, the development of future non tra- 
£322 million in 1996, with a 66% ditional industries, 
jump so far this year. Chile's also 
a promising market for British ex
ports and it's our intention to 
strengthen ties and offer British 
commercial expertise in a number 
of diverse sectors," said Lord 
Clinton-Davis.

Among the high-powered and 
influential party will be executives 
from Deutsche Morgan Grenfell, 
the National Grid (electricity dis
tributors). Hong Kong and Shang
hai Bank. Kavemer Construction 
Int. ABB Daimler Benz and Baco 
Bilbao Investment. Quite a few of Tierra del Fuego and Santa Cruz 
these companies have already con
siderable investments both in Ar
gentina and Chile.

Crucial talks
President Bill Clinton has begun 
crucial negotiations with the US planning the privatisation of the 
Congress to obtain the fast track Carrasco International Airport, the 
authority the administration needs country's main air terminal, 
to negotiate trade pacts, mainly the The privatisation will be car- 
expansion of Nafta, and the crea- ried out by a government commis- 
tion of a free trade area to encom- sion and technically supported by 
pass the three Americas. Lufthansa Consulting GmbH and

According to Washington Coopers & Lybrand, which will 
sources, the Clinton administration also help to pick and evaluate po- 
wants to include Chile and in a tential investors, 
second step Argentina as associ-

Americas presidential summit to 
be held in Santiago. Chile.

Under fast-track legislation 
Congress can only accept or reject 
the full treaty.

Peat in Tierra Del Fuego 
SOUTHERN Chile and Argentina

seems to me. Having said which, I 
must confess I would tear limb 
from limb any moggy who dared 
to sleep in my box...

These coastal walks do the 
Missus and me a power of good 
We’d both gone down with severe 
cabin fever after a long winter's 
internment in the house. Symp
toms in both cases included leth
argy, long faces - well, as long as 
a moggy’s can get - and total dis
interest in food combined with in
explicable and unfair weight gain. 
Cabin fever has other side effects 
and can be terminal, so immediate 
action was needed. The only 
known cure

The peat deposits detected in 
the Magellanes Region have natu
ral humidity contents ranging be
tween 90 and 95 percent; a Ph be
tween 4.0 and 4.3; ash content be
tween 0.5 and 4.1 percent. The 
average thickness of the deposits 
is 1.5 metres.

At the moment the whole of the 
Magellanic peal production is used 
for mushroom growing, fruit and 
flower nurseries in central Chile. 
At the same latitude, south of 42°

imme-

is to get out of sight 
and sound of the settlement for a 
while. Hence the walks. This mode 
of progression is, admittedly, 
somewhat alien to both myself and 
the old girl. It also limits our range 
of escape from humdrum 
However, the alternative (driving 
in the Tank) carries with it the like
lihood of getting bogged, due to 
the state of the tracks out here.

Neither of us is that enamoured 
of de-boggings, so walking it is for 
the foreseeable future. Which 
means inevitably that we won't be 
travelling too far from home...

Young puppy Kate on the other 
hand is now a seasoned traveller, 
having flown out of here with Eld
est Son en route to her new home 
in town. The Boss also flew out 
that day (something to do with his 
power business I think), and is 
away for a week. The Missus is 
still unable to knit, spin etc and 
being Home Alone yet again has

routine.
- Argentina has peat deposits in

provinces.
Carrasco Airport set for 

PrivatisationINTRODUCING COMPREHENSIVE MOTOR INSURANCE
IN line with the current policies of 
economic liberalism, Uruguay is

CALL US TODAY
can

Contact Alison Barton or Chelsea Parsons at 
Consultancy Services Falklands Limited, on 22666.

kr t ^
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Part 1:

Weather for 

August
The two weather elements that 
strayed furthest from their mean 
were 'sunshine' - well above - and 
'days of gale’ also well above. This 
may at first glance appear some
what odd i.e. that a windy month 
can turn out to be a sunny month 
but at this time of year, when the 
sun is only now just beginning to 
gain some strength, the best means 
of clearing away gloomy weather is 
to blow it away.

Temperature
The mean maximum and minimum 
temperatures were very close to the 
average for August. The mean max' 
of 5.9 Deg C being slightly above 
the 5.8 Deg C average and the mean 
min of 0.4 Deg C being spot on the 
average. The highest max’ of 11.4 
deg C was recorded on the 9th - 
quite early in the month - and the 
lowest min; -7.2 Deg C on the 2nd.

Rainfall
As with the temperatures the rain
fall total of 35.4mm was very close 
to average of35.1 mm with the total 
being spread out fairly evenly 
through the month. The wettest day 
being the 16th when 8.3mm fell. 
Snow
The incidence of snow/sleet, 13 
days, was also very close to the 
average of 12 with the greatest depth 
of 6cm being recorded on the 2nd.

Sunshine
As has already been mentioned, the 
sunshine total of 122.4 hours was 
well above the average of 95.1 
hours. Indeed, there were only 3 
days when no sunshine was re
corded.

CABLE & WIRELESS
FALKLAND ISLANDS THE Falkland Islands Develop

ment Corporation, in conjunction 
with the Islands' Chamber of Com
merce. is presently attending Off
shore Europe for the first time. The 
two organisations have taken ex
hibition space to promote the busi
ness opportunities available within 

ders and brakes, and short sturdy !he Elands to UK companies, but 
flippers for propulsion. The body in particular the future commercial 
is so perfectly streamlined that it prospects for Scottish companies, 
is unmatched by any man-made ,n thc service sector should oil be 
design. found in Falkland waters.

The drag coefficient of thc pen- During lheir visit t(> lhe City 
guin body is so low, that despite (four days this week), Hugh 
its very much greater size, a pen- Normand (General Manager, 
guin the size of a Gentoo creates flDC), Ian Cox (London Repre-
less drag through the water than a sentativc. FIDC) and Hamish
£1 coin " Wylie, (Vice-President, Falkland

This is of great significance for lslands Chamber of Commerce) 
research scientists wishing to at- w,n be meeting Aberdeen compa- 
tach devices to penguins, in order n'es-and others, working in the oil 
to study penguin behaviour. Even sector, 
very small devices may greatly 
increase the drag coefficient of the 
penguin, requiring it to exert con
siderably more energy during 
swimming, and therefore affecting 
both behaviour and results.

And now a question; Why do 
males return to the breeding site a 
few days earlier than the females?
Answer in Penguin Profile 2.

from the 
Environmental 
Research Unit 
PO Box 434What’s new at Cable & Wireless?

PENGUINS are probably amongst 
thc most popular of all the bird 
families, as a trip round any zoo 
will show you. Children have al
ways been fascinated by these 
comical looking birds that can't fly 
and look so ungainly when trying 
to walk. They look more like 
something designed for a cartoon 
sketch than a bird honed for sur
vival in a harsh and dangerous en
vironment.

Nevertheless, penguins are in 
fact a marvel of evolutionary ad
aptation. and their overall design 
is so successful, that it has re
mained basically unchanged for 
the last 50 million years.

The reason that the body shape 
has altered so little is that it is the 
perfect design for underwater pro
pulsion. They have smooth tor
pedo shaped bodies which provide 
incredibly low drag through wa
ter. legs set well back to act as rud-

A selection of telephones, including: small wall mounting telephones tor 

as little as £10. Smart telephones that will easily blend in with your 

sitting room colour scheme (available in 3 colours) at £20. Telephones 

with memories for storing frequently called numbers, and loudspeakers 

so all the family can hear and join in the conversation. Telephone 

answering machines with or without handsets.
Prior to attending, Hugh 

Normand said: "Although there is 
no guarantee that oil will be found 
off the Islands, it's important that 
the Development Corporation and 
the Chamber of Commerce start 
putting into place the necessary 
commercial infrastructure through 
joint ventures with local firms 
wherever possible, to support fu
ture oil exploration and produc
tion. We hope that Scottish firms 
will show strong interest as their 
North Sea experience will be in
valuable to us."

He added: "We also hope that 
our presence at Offshore Europe 
will improve the awareness and ap
preciation of the Islands as they are 
today. In recent years the Islands' 
have moved from a mainly agri
cultural economy - wool - to a 
more mixed economic base, in par
ticular through fisheries and tour
ism."

Is your old fax machine unable to poll the FIGAS flight schedule? If so 

Cable & Wireless has a wide range of machines available, prices ranging 

from £260 - £350 depending on the features you require.

V Wind/Gales
It was certainly a windy month, 
there being 22 days when winds 
exceeded 33 knots. This is 6 days 
more than usual. Thc maximum 
gust of 61 knots occurring on the 
morning of the 8th.

Weather Statistics for August 1997 
Long term averages for Stanley 
(1962-81) are shown in parenthe
sis. Temperatures are in degrees 
Celsius, winds arc in knots, rainfall 
in millimetres and sunshine in 
hours.
Highest daily maximum tempera
ture 11.4 (14.0)
Lowest daily minimum -7.2 (-7.9) 
Mean daily maximum temperature 
5.9 (5.2)
Mean daily minimum temperature 
0.4 (0.0)
Total monthly rainfall 35.4 (42.3) 
Total monthly sunshine 122.4 
(100.0)
Number of days with rain 19(17) 
Number of days with snow 13(11) 
Number of days with snow lying 9
Number of days with fog* 5 (4) 
Number of days with air frost 18 
(14.9)
Number of days with hail 8(1) 
Number of days with thunderstorms 
0(0)
Number of days with gales 8 (4) 
Number of days with gusts 34 Kts 
or more 22 (17)
Highest gust 61 (76)
* includes reductions due to blow
ing snow or heavy snow showers

Are you frequently away from your desk/home and receive complaints 

that your colleagues/friends can never contact you, why not invest in a 

Cable & Wireless pager for less than 50pence a day?

From
Stanley Services Ltd.
Argos Catalogues are now available 

from the Service Station 
All orders for Christmas delivery 
must reach us no later than Friday 

19th September

Order your Christmas presents from 
the comfort of your own home

Penguin News can confirm that 
in the last few days there has been 
"intense interest" in the Falklands

An Internet service is to be launched later this year. To assist us in the 

final planning, prospective users should complete a service order form, 
available from our Public Counter.

stand.
The Falkland Island Develop

ment Corporation/Falkland Islands 
Chamber of Commerce are located 
at Stand 719 (telephone number 
01224 827334).

Tariffs for this service will be:
Initial (once-off) Registration Fee 

Monthly access charge 

Per minute call charge

Public Notice
Applications are invited to fill the position of temporary Clerk in the Treasury to commence duties as soon 
as possible.

Candidates should have GCSE passes in English and Maths and some word processing skills. Previous 
clerical experience would be an advantage.

The successful applicant should be willing to undertake all general office duties. This post would suit a 
school leaver or young person interested in gaining experience in an office environment.

The salary will range from £8,964 to £11,208 per annum in Grade H, entry point being dependent 
qualification and any relevant experience.

For further details about the duties of the post contact the Treasury Department on telephone number 
27143 during normal working hours.

Application forms are available from the Human Resources Department and completed forms should be 
returned to that Department no later than 4 pm on Wednesday 17th September 1997.

£20.00
£10.00

£0.10

(7)

on

For further details of these and other services, contact the 

Commercial Office on 20820, fax 20811 or call-in to view.



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
PERSONAL VACANCIESNOTICESFORSALE

Falklands Landholdings Limited 
has a vacancy for a skilled Agricul
tural worker to start work at Goose 
Green at the end of September 
The preferred applicant would 
have slock handling skills, hold a 
current driving licence and he ca
pable of riding a motor bike. Train
ing in other skills will be provided 
leading to opportunities for fur
ther advancement Good accom
modation available for married or 
single employee. Salary commen
surate with skills 
Would interested persons please 
apply to the Manager. Tony 
McMullen on telephone 32270

A good gathering enjoyed an
other evening of Auction Bridge 
on the 3rd September Prize win
ners were:
1st Mrs D Clarke and F Jackson. 

2nd Mrs D Duncan and Mrs J 
Middleton
Boobv Mrs J Bound and Mrs C 
Blackley
The next Bridge evening is sched
uled for Wednesday 17th Septem
ber Whist is played on alternate 
weeks, in the Dav Centre ALL ! 
ARE WELCOME.

Sharp Carousel II Microwave oven 
S 600w. £S0 ono. Phone Melodv 
; Fiddes 21214

To Jason

/

jfe!' I Land Rover 90 County 2.5 
I Diesel. Fitted Extras Warn Winch 
! - Spot Lamps - Roof Rack - Radio 
I Cassette - Power Steering - and 
i with a large quantity of new spares 
! - 2M Transceiver. Enquiries to:
I Telephone Evenings 22324 Tel- 
! ephone Day: 27303

: Belling "Executive 90" Electric 
[ Cooker. Excellent condition £200 

3M Copy-mite Copier £40 
Polyhatch 12 volt Inclubator. 60 
egg size. £50 

j 5 Assorted chicken Feeders and 6 
assorted drinkers £20 
Westower. 3 section. 60' Tilling 
Tower £150 

Phone 22429 
Garage Sale
Many items left over from our 
house build eg. Electrical items, 
outside lights, floor and wall tiles, 
galv. ventilation, ducting, sink, 
tables. Gyproc. plaster board paint 
sealant etc etc.
Also other items eg. speakers, 
cassette decks. Spanish 
linguaphone course, amstrad 
printer, wet suits and diving regu
lator etc etc.
At Moody Brook House on Satur
day 13 September at 10am. 
Phone Barry Elsby 21212

‘ 1 unused PFAFF Duomatic knit
ting machine complete with fol- 

j lowing attachments 
1 Deco unit, many design cards 
1 Deco punch and roll of card for 
own designs 
1 Form Computer 
1 Colour changer unit 
1 Transfer carriage U100 
1 Cocking carriage U70 
All for £700 Applv Phyllis 
Jaffray. Walker Creek, or 2 Arch 
Green from 14-21 September 
Also 1 Elna steam press £75 00

1991 Fiat Panda Sisley Colour 
green. 33000 Genuine miles in 

I good condition. £3250 ono. For 
viewing contact Morgan 21763

j Series HI V8 3.51 Safari (5 door) 
Landrover. New Gas Strut Shocks. 
New Exhaust System. New Petrol 
Tank. Overdrive. Stereo Radio 
Cassette. £1,500 ono. Contact 
John Nicol on Military Ext. 6524 
(day) or Civilian 32145 (inc. Fax) 
(evenings)

One Rayburn Supreme. New boiler 
fitted, also damper, and bricks - 
back fire - bar. Price £1200 In 

: good condition. Telephone 21329

' 1 x Amstrad FX5000 fax ma
chine. Contact 41197

RS

A Series of GOSPEL SERVICES 
will be held in the Town Hall 
(Refreshment Room) on Sundays 
at 3pm Weds and Fridays at 7 30 
pm. From September 14th - 28th 
All are Welcome. Speakers A. 
Leeks. B. Smith

Happy 8th Birthday for the 
13th Love Mum Dad and 

Dylan

Rose Stewart is delighted 
to announce the engage

ment of her youngest 
daughter Carol to Alex, 
son of Pam and the late 

Reynold Reid which took 
place in Punta Arenas, 

Chile on Thursday 
28th August 

Diana
You gave hope and compas
sion to many people, who 
were without both. A bright 
light has been put out in our 
world, but somehow, your j 
shining example must liveon. 
Joan Stephenson
Need an Electrician ?
Call Graeme on 32555. All 
types of industrial and do
mestic instllation and re
pairs. Qualified personnel. 
No. 1 Electrical (Falklands) 
Ltd P.O. Box 643, Stanley, 1 
Fax:32555

The Gift Shop have so 
many new' gift ideas, too 

many new lines to list here 
BUT loads to show you!! 

Call in Monday to Saturday 
2-5pm

STANLEY GOLF CLl B 
September Monthly Medal. Sun
day 7 September 
Winner on a countback Trovd 
Bowles nett 68
Runner-up Barry Smith nett 68 
4 birdies were recorded during the 
competition One each for Robert 
Titterington and Aidie Lowe with 
Glen Ross recording impressive 
back to back birdies on the par 4 
eighth and ninth holes respec
tively. almost holing-out for ea
gle on the ninth 
The winter foursomes competi
tion is nearing its end with Gary 
Clement and Troyd Bowles al- 

i ready through to the final 
The second semi-final, with the 
pairing of Simon Goodwin and 
Alex Smith playing Bam Smith 
and Graham France, is planned for 
Sunday 14th

From the Councillors Office
This office will be closed from I 
Friday 12th September until 
Wednesday 15th October 1997 
ExCo Members can be contacted j 
direct or through the Clerk of 
Councils Office - any other Coun
cil equiries to that office as well 
Jenny Luxton - Research Assist. 1

Stanley Running Club 
Spring Race Programme 

Provisional dates 
12 week training schedule 
developed by Sarah Allan 

Week 1
Fri 12th Sept, - jog for 20 mins j 
Sun 14th Sept. - jog for 20 mins i 
Tues 16th Sept - jog for 30 mins 
Thurs 18th Sept - jog for 30 mins 

; Fri 19th Sept - walk briskly for 45 
j minutes

FALKLANDISLANDS 
DRIVING SCHOOL 

Learn to drive the profes
sional way. Tel: 22044 Fax 
22206. Discount for block 
bookings

For the repair of: Washing Ma
chines, Hoovers, Freezers, 
Power tools, M icrowaves, Cook
ers and Electric motors, call 
Neil on 21041. Or fax: 22099. 
Spares for all appliances by 
speedy air-mail. None cheaper 
or better.

Port Howard Lodge is pleased to announce that the Lodge will 
be open for business as from the First of October. We look 
forward to seeing all our regular customers and many new ones 
duringthe 1997/98 season. Ourratesare very similarto last year 
and with a little help from FIGAS we hope to offer even better 
value for money than last year. Bookings can be made by phone 
or fax direct to the Lodge on 42187, through MPA Travel or 
Stanley Services Ltd

■ Postscript from St. Mary's
"The life and death of each of us. has its influence on others" writes St 
Paul in his Letter to the Romans. The truth of this was brought home to 
us last week as the world mourned the deaths of two women; two women 
who belonged to different generations, different cultures, different faiths, 
and lived vastly different life-styles. One was a 36 year old English Princess 
who died tragically in France, and the other, an 87 year old Albanian bom 
Catholic nun who died in India
It is what they shared, what they had in common that links these women 
Both had a deep compassion for people; a compassion that communicated 
love and acceptance and restored human dignity on those who had long 
lost it through suffering and rejection.
In love as in grief, we are in a realm beyond words. Princess Diana saw and 

inspired by the wordless loving and healing touches of Mother Teresa 
for the unloved, the abandoned, the marginalised, the nobodies and was 
enabled to find a focus for her own special gift of reaching out to people 
Mother Teresa’s special gift to the world is that she has revealed to us the 
source and inspiration of her work - to see Christ in every person she met 
and cared for. For her, knowing Christ and making Hint known was to act 
like Him.
People like Mother Teresa and Princess Diana are part of God's answer 
to suffering. We can also be if we open our eyes, our hearts, our cars and 
our hands to the needs of others - if we each find our own Calcutta..

WANTED

Wanted to rent: House or flat I 
unfurnished for a period of six | 
months only from 1st November | 
1997. Fax/Tcl 22450

A Sofa Bed in good condition. 
Contact 21184

i Building on Callaghan Road.
approx 11' x 32'. Good potential 

i conversion to Office. Shop or 
large garage/workshop. For fur
ther details please phone 21103. 
Tenders to Hulda Stewart by Sep
tember 26th. The tenderer does 
not bind herself to accept the 
highest or any tender

Penguin News have for sale a 
heavy duty Laser Scanjet printer. 
For viewing call at P.N. Office

was

Shredded paper for animal bed
ding. Contact 32223 or Fax 32228 
Mel and Val Lloyd, Swan Inlet

Penguin Sevrj is printed at the Government Printing Office. Stanley and published for and on behalf of the Media trust (Penguin News). Stanley Falkland Islands from offices on Ross Road Stanley Falkland Islands 
Telephone 226S422709 Fax 22238 All words and photographs are copyright of the Media Trust (Penguin News) and must not be reproduced without permission Editor Lisa Riddell Deputy I di'tor Tony Burnell 

Mike Rer.deil. Susan Morrison. Janet Pompcrt-Robertson. Tom Blake and Stuart WallaceTrustees
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Battle begins as candidates named
FOURTEEN individuals have been 
validly nominated as candidates for 
the General Election next month. 
For the Camp constituency, five 
candidates will be standing forelec
tion, of whom three may be elected 
to council on October 9, and for 
Stanley, nine candidates will stand, 
of whom five may be elected.

Few of the candidates are total 
strangers to the election process; 
Sharon Halford, Eric Goss, Norma 
Edwards, Richard Stevens and 
William Luxton were all elected to 
Legislative Council in October 
1993. John Birmingham and Mike 
Summers were elected in by-elec
tions, John in 1994 and Mike in 
1996

(1967-83).
Married to Grizelda. he de

signed and built Falkland Mill, 
where he is now Chairman and 
Manager. Fie has five children.

Bill Luxton was born in 
Stanley, Falkland Islands in 1940. 
A fourth generation Islander, he 
has two sons and is now married to 
Elizabeth (Lidda). A fanner, Bill 
has been on ExCo or Legco since 
1972 except for the period 1985- 
89 Fie was deported from the Falk- 
lands in 1982 by the Argentine 
occupying force.

Eric Goss was born in the Falk- 
lands in 1941, he has two sons and 
is married to Shirley. Fie was lo
cally educated and made his career 
as a sheep rancher in 1962. First 
elected to council in 1986, he has 
also been a member of ExCo. Pres
ently attending a meeting of the 
Commonwealth Parliamentary As
sociation in Mauritius.

Candidates for General Election
October 9, 1997

Camp: Mr Richard J Stevens,
Mr Richard Cockwell, Mr William R Luxton,

Mr Eric M Goss, Mrs Norma Edwards. 
Stanley: Mr Lewis Clifton, Mr John Birmingham, 

Mr Michael V Summers, Mrs Sharon Halford, 
Mr Bill Davies, Mr Ben Claxton, Mr Alan S Jones, 

Mrs Barbara J Besley-Clark, Mrs Janet L Cheek 
Next week Penguin News will carry summaries of 

candidates' manifestos

travelling teacher in 1977. Richard 
married Toni in 1984 and has two 
children. They own Port Sussex 
Farm. Served on council 1993- 
1997

Candidates
Lewis Clifton was born in Dar

win. Falkland Islands in 1956 He 
is a former councillor (ExCo and 
LegCo) and represented the Falk- 
lands Government in London be
tween 1987-1990. A successful 
postgraduate in the London school 
of Economics, Sea-Use Policy, 
Economics and Law-Making Pro
gramme.

Richard Stevens was born in 
Plymouth. England. Following his 
education up to secondary- school 
level, he worked in agriculture, 
trained as a commercial diver and 
then came to the Falklands as a

Lewis Clifton has also, in the 
past, completed a term as a council
lor. June Besley-Clark and Ben 
Claxton have both stood unsuccess
fully for election; Mrs Clark in the 
1996 by-election and Mr Claxton in 
1993. Mrs Jan Cheek was prevented 
from standing in 1996 due to an 
administrative error, and stood un
successfully in 1981 Mr Alan 
Jones. Mr Bill Davies and Mr Rich
ard Cockwell. however, have never 
stood for election in the past.

Richard Cockwell was born in 
England in 1939. where he was 
educated. Having worked iri Agri
culture in Australia he came to the 
Falklands in 1964 as Manager's 
Assistant for Packe Brothers and 
Co Ltd, and took over as manager Cont. on page 3

Supply contracts 

not yet awarded
Declaring that lack of experi

ence was not a factor, as that would
RUMOURS that the oil companies 
currently involved in the explora
tion of Falklands’ waters in the 
search for oil have already awarded 
service contracts to companies from 
the Argentine oil port of Comodoro 
Rivadavia, were put into perspec
tive this week by FIDC General 
Manager. Hugh Normand.

On his return to the Islands from 
attending the Offshore Europe ex- 
hibition in Aberdeen, he confirmed 
that final decisions on who will be 
supplying the support services have 
not yet been made, but it is the 
various oil consortia who will make 
those decisions.

Hugh indicated that a number 
ofcompanies based in Stanley, who 
are involved in joint ventures with 
more experienced service supply 
companies from the UK, have en
tered bids, but now they have re
ceived thesebidstheconsortiahave 
also invited alternative bids from 
Argentine based companies.

be imported via the UK joint ven
ture companies, Hugh was confi
dent that companies in the Islands 
have a number of advantages over 
mainland rivals. "Some services," 
he said, "like helicopters, have to 
be based here in the Falklands, 
while the fact that we are closer to 
the drilling sites is also a plus in 
terms of speed and cost-savings of 
shipping supplies, as well as the 
safety aspects."

"FIDC," Hugh said, "are com
mitted to try ing to create an accept
able commercial environment here FOLLOWING the news on Sun- Becky Ingham of Falklands
in the Islands to encourage the oil clay, September 14, that 22,000 li- Conservation visited the area the
consortia to use our companies for tres of diesel had leaked into the sea next day and has since stated that
their supply services." ( from a storage tank at Hill Cove, there appears to be minimal direct

Response to the Falklands' pres- military authorities took immediate impact on local wildlife. No 'oiled'
ence at the exhibition was good.
"We made new contacts and learned 
more about the industry," Hugh 
said, "and also introduced our own 
companies to prospective users.

No damage from 

Hill Cove oil spill

action to limit the damage. The birds were found, though some 
spillage was halted, on-site work dead shellfish were seen directly 
was started and the MV Oil Mariner below the spill site, 
was despatched to break up the 
slick by steaming through it.

The cause of the leak is under 
investigation.
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British/Argentine oil talks continue
1997

Penguin News \
FALKLAND ISLANDS

Write to Penguin News, Ross Road, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands progress and good for relations 

with Argentina."
REPORTING from London ear
lier this week, Graham Bound, for 
Mercopress, says that Argentine- 
British oil talks are continuing in 
London. He goes on to say, the 
discussions - significantly less 
formal and down-to-earth than 
those which have taken place in 
the past, are concentrating on the 
special area of joint jurisdiction 
between the west of the Falklands 
and Argentina.

Pitched at a low official level 
the talks involve experts from 
both sides considering practical 
issues that need to be solved be
fore oil exploration licences can 
be issued. The issues include the 
legislation necessary for the con
trol of the area, health and safety, 
environmental considerations and 
the criteria for granting drill rig 
licences.

Director of Oil in the Falk
lands. Phyllis Rendell, who is not 
attending the talks, says the meet
ings are, "a good thing., good for

SAC a secret lobby? EIGHT Indonesian seamen left 
their ship (the Korean fishing 
vessel In Sung 66) when it vis
ited Stanley last week, and re
fused to return to it. The Sea
men claimed they did not trust 
their Captain to give them per
mission to be repatriated when 
they reached Punta Arenas in 
Chile, saying he had promised 
them repatriation before and 
then refused it. The men, who 
are said to have been at sea for 
20 months, were flown to Indo
nesia via Chile last Saturday 
(13th) after the vessel's agents, 
Sulivan Shipping Services, un
dertook responsibility for the 
men. Mike Hughes of the Sea
men's Mission said it was an 
humanitarian act by the agents, 
in that they did far more for the 
men than would normally have 
been expected.

A magnificent and 

moving occasion
Kovv Knjd. Sunk). Falkland Island* • Trkphour: V.684 • Fax: IIIW • E»rn Frida) • Price: 6l)p

WITH the Argentine press frantic for news, views and rumours about aLASTAIR Forsyth did not tell tma andp^for'settlemem of it
Falklands LegCo candidates, accompanied by speculation from papers the whole ^cAcTmembership Falklands dispute. I have good
such as La Nacion and the BA Herald on the effect of new Falklands lantic Council (SAC) memoersn p believe that a nu.Wr rfc
representatives on 'foreign affairs.' observers might be forgiven for won- jn his letter of Septern e ■ ■ other embers represent Rm
dering if parts of South America were not more interested in the Islands His two Argentine < ■ . compan jes with interests
General Election than we ourselves are. Not, I hasten to add. that such a non-voting members have -*• Argentina Alastair Forsvih hi m
perception could be considered accurate - while, as yet. local newspa- been "resident for many yc cel? used to do merchant’h-mi'111
pers and radio may be treating the subject with some restraint, domestic Britain." Both have been hig - im„phout I atin-America '
discussion is already, and has been for some time, widespread. In an active politically too. and can t recentk asked \,ir i:nrc •> r
attempt to encourage further debate, however. Penguin News have this reije(j 0n to deliver hard-line Ar- , • ^ . rylh for
week approached a cross-section of the community (including both male genline opinion into SAC think- , . , , , ,nu
and female: Stanlev and Camp residents: and representatives of the young One is Augustin Blanco- who mak^ UP nis obby group now
and the old) with questions reeardine what they want to hear from can- Bazan. President of the Argentine and who they really represent. He
didates. ~ w Club in London. This is a political refuses to give this

Not surprisingly, in terms of the local view of our'relationship'with c|ub - and a hotbed of Malvinas Could it be^to conceal Argentine
Argentina, little appears to have changed. Many people are still adamant fervour. The other is Dr. Celia connections
that contacts should be limited to such necessities as discussions over Szustermann. a university lecturer.
Fishing and oil, and are determined that Argentine passport holders should She has helped organise three con- lander participation in his bizarre
not be allowed to visit the Islands, unless that country'drops its spurious ferences here in the last 18 months, campaign. Instead of expecting
claim to sovereignty’. Perhaps the only change of position worth noting. All were used to promote Argen- people to cooperate with a secret
is that a growing number of Islanders feel it would be a positive move tjne ideas on the Falklands. and lobby. I suggest he make his mem-
should private individuals or groups (but non-governmental representa- Alastair Forsyth featured in all of bership list publicly available in the
tives) attempt to become involved in 'educating* Argentine citizens (lec- them ' Falklands. Then. Islanders could
ture tours to Argentina etc.) with regard to the Falklands way of life. Mr Forsyth makes the point make an informed decision over
Alternatively, the concept of invitations to Argentine journalists to visit thal other members are British - whether to have anything to do
the Islands is giving the appearance of having gained some popularity. and So they are. But. I myself know with his lobby group - or whether
(See pages 4-5 for more views) several with close Argentine con- to avoid it.

nections. One, for example, is Alan 
Tabbush, who grew up in Argen-

pa-

rea-

C°py of a letter sent to Ms Sukey 
Cameron, Representative, The 
Falkland Islands Government of
fice in London, from Dr R Jolly, 
Chairman of the South Atlantic 
Medals Association 1982.

THANK you for thinking of 
SAMA82 when the call came 
through from the Lord Chamber
lain's Office for six veterans of the 
South Atlantic campaign to attend 
the funeral of Diana, Princess of 
Wales, at Westminster Abbey last 
Saturday. It was a magnificent and 
moving occasion: we felt greatly 
honoured as individuals, but were 
also very' much aware that we were 
representing the Island Member
ship of the South Atlantic Medal 
Association, in particular Andrew 
Lockett of HMS Endurance. 'The 
Red Plum’ was always the Falk
land Islanders’ very own ship, and 
the late Captain Nick Barker 
would have been very' proud in
deed.

Phillips look their places in the 
North and South Transepts, behind 
the Royal Family but very close to 
the coffin.

We all have different memories 
of the service, mine were of the 
multicoloured shafts of sunlight 
breaking through the stained glass 
windows as the coffin was carried 
in, plus the glistening faces of those 
young Welsh Guardsmen, straining 
under their heavy load, but also 
concentrating fiercely on their sad 
but critically important task. The 
Warrant Officer preceding them 
was a survivor of RFA Sir 
Galahad.

I thought back to those amaz
ing days in Stanley, when Her Maj
esty's Sovereignty was restored to 
the Islands in the same June week 
that the wife of the Sovereign’s Heir 
was delivered of a first-born son. I 
also remembered the magic that 
Diana had wrought amongst those 
wounded veterans of 1982. both in 
the three service hospitals and at 
Receptions for the men of the 
Prince of Wales' own regiments. 
Nothing can equal the morale
boosting effect of kind words and 
a flashing smile from such a stun
ningly pretty' lady.

May she rest in peace...
Dr RT Jolly QBE

out

Whyout.

Mr Forsyth has called for Is-

Candidates: Continued from frontpage
Norma Edwards was born in 

the Islands in 1942, and first 
elected as a Stanley Councillor, 
in 1985. She is married to Roger 
and has two daughters. Locally 
educated, she started her career as 
a nurse, and is now a farmer. Like 
Eric Goss, she is presently in Mau
ritius and will go on to the UK for 
the Labour and Conservative 
party conferences.

John Birmingham was born 
in 1953. he is married to Sue and 
they have two children. John has 
spent ten years in the Camp and 
seven in Stanley. He hasjust com
pleted a three year term in coun-

was educated. He came to the Falk
lands as a joiner and then worked in 
the PWD Carpenters Shop. Bill has 
three children and is now married 
to Chris.

Ben Claxton was bom near 
York. He spent many years in the 
Royal Navy, working initially as a 
Chief Clearance Diving Instructor. 
Following employment with con
struction companies, including 
Crown Agents, he started a Taxi 
and Driving school business in the 
Falklands. He was a member of the 
Institutes of: Concrete Technology; 
British Engineers and Engineers and 
Technicians. Ben is married to 
Margaret and has four children.

Alan Jones was bom in North 
Shields in 1942, where he was edu
cated. He worked on Tyneside until 
joining the Royal Air Force in 1960, 
and has been employed as an office 
equipment technician, a buyer/ex
pediter, a general engineering 
buyer/materials manager, and now- 
works as supplies officer for FIG. 
Alan came to the Falklands in 1985 
with LMA. He is married to Jennifer 
and has two sons.

June Besley-Clark was bom in 
Exeter, Devon, was educated in 
Exeter and is a trained secretary'. 
June is married to Norman and has 
two sons.

She has been employed as an 
army driver, a florist and an Area 
Manager. June is presently a clerk 
with the Philatelic Bureau and a 
Director, in her, and her husband's 
business, Falkland Printz.

Jan Cheek was bom in Stanley, 
Falkland Islands, in 1948.

She was educated in South Geor
gia and Stanley, and then won a 
scholarship to Shaftesbury College 
in Dorset. She later trained as a 
teacher.

Jan married the late John Cheek 
in 1968. She worked as a teacher 
until the early 1990's and is now a 
Director of Fortuna Ltd. where she 
works full-time.

Peter Pepper
HARD on the heels of an exhibition of work by painter Mike Peake. 
Museum Curator. John Smith, is set to prove on Saturday that neither 
Mike, nor the more radical. Jamie Peck, have entirely cornered the local 
market with regard to this particular an form.

John will of course be competing for the public's attention on Satur
day with the wealth of artistic flair certain to be on display at the craft 
Fair - a popular event, which regularly leaves visitors with the feeling 
that the Islands have more than enough talent to lend viability to a per
manent craft centre in Stanley. An option, which would not only make 
life easier for tourists with time constraints, but probably encourage both 
local and military' residents to take a greater interest in the variety of 
locally created wares.

ON the subject of local flair, the more conservative (meaning wiser) of 
the rover rally drivers involved in the Long Island trek last Sunday could 
hardly have failed to have been at least grudgingly impressed by the 
skills of a number of the rally's youthful (and excitable) participants. It 
should probably be explained, however, that those same 'skills' were 
probably less connected with the ability to avoid driving over steep drops, 
or into ponds (the prevention of which probably depends more on 'care', 
than on 'skill') but rather, the occasionally outrageous customising of 
transport - i.e. turning a heap of junk, into a heap of junk with forward 
propulsion - plus the sheer strength of will power involved in keeping 
that same contraption in one piece, whilst careering across the swamp 
and ditch strew North Camp.

Whatever the fun had, however, the most impressive and heartening 
aspect of the day, was the proof yet again that Islands' youngsters have 
the dynamism to organise such fund-raising events in support of their 
chosen sport. (As well as dispelling the myth that male dominated clubs 
are entirely unable to create successful fund-raising activities without 
organisation by their womenfolk!)

Falklands do 

respect Diana
In the process of walking to the 

Abbey we paused to look at your 
beautiful window display, and to 
read the wonderful tribute from 
His Excellency The Governor, 
Richard Ralph. Once in the Abbey, 
Tony Davies. Denzil Connick and 
I were seated in the Nave, while 
Andrew, Steve Newland and John

I AM writing in response to the let- ful of the Princess of Wales. I f Mr 
ter from KMPJ Ormand in last Ormand was to take time to look 
week's Penguin News. at the circulating Book of Condo-

As a civil servant I was led to lence he would, m fact, see that the 
believe that government offices Princess was as well respected in
were closed mainly as a mark of the Falkland Islands as in Britain
respect for the late Princess of and the rest of the world.
Wales, with the added opportunity Certainly, not going to church 
that those who wished to attend the for a memorial service, to my mind, 
memorial service had the chance 
to do so.

The Camp has it c 11
Mike Summers was born in 

1952, in Stanley, Falkland Islands. 
He gained ascholarship to a school 
in Dorset, and in 1975 achieved a 
BA (Hons) in Business studies at 
Middlesex Polytechnic. He has 
worked for various engineering 
and construction companies (oil 
gas, chemical industries), and was 
a manager of a sales and market
ing and corporate planning com
pany (offshore engineering).

He later became General Man
ager of the FIDC and is now self- 
employed (management consul
tancy, part owner of fishing ves
sel). Member of Falkland Islands 
Association 1975-89, Chairman 
1987-89.

Sharon Halford was born in 
Stanley, Falkland Islands, in 1953. 
She is married to John and has 
two daughters. She was educated 
in Stanley, and has lived in both 
the Camp and Stanley.

Sharon has attended nine sepa
rate overseas conferences w'hile 
on council. She has served on 
ExCo.

HAVING heard the list of candi- councillors and three Stanley coun
dates standing for council on FIBS cillors instead?!.? 
on Wednesday evening, one 
thought comes to mind: is it too 
late to change to having five Camp

docs not make you any less re
spectful of Princess Diana, her 

may achievements and the world's loss 
not have been 'packed' with civil of a truly unique person 
servants or 'prominent citizens' 
does not at all imply that our com
munity would seem less respect-

Stephen Luxton 
Stanley

Just because the Cathedral

Survival of the (un) fittest?Paul Riddell 
Stanley

LEGISLATURE candidates defy 
natural selection.

E. Anderson 
Stanley

Amazed at appeal to 

Planning Committee Malvina Vemet
V

Public Notice
The Planning Ordinance 1991

Appeal by Mr G Dixon on behalf of the Falkland Islands Development 
Corporation against the deemed refusal of planning permission to 

construct a visitor centre and related tourist facilities, office building 
and single residential flat, all with access thereto and parking spaces 

therefore, adjoining Public Jetty, Stanley.

Mr G Dixon of Dixon Architects, London has appealed on behalf of the 
Falkland Islands Development Corporation, to Executive Council against 
the deemed refusal of planning permission for the above mentioned con
struction.

A copy of the planning application may be inspected at the office of the 
Environmental planning Officer, Malvina House Gardens, Stanley during 
normal working hours.

Comments on the Appeal should be made in writing and should be sent 
to the Clerk of Councils, Legislature Department, Stanley within 14 days of 
the date of this notice.

given the name Malvina in the Falk- 
lands was the daughter bom to the 
Vemets during their short residence 
at Port Louis in the early 1830's. 
Mrs Spruce may be able to obtain 
full details from the relevant depart
ment in Buenos Aires if registra
tion of such personal facts was in 
being in those early days.

The name Malvina was in fact 
introduced to the Islands by the 
Vernets. Being a delightful one, it 
'caught on' and is now firmly es
tablished as part of the 'Falkland 
nomenclature.’

ALTHOUGH the question who 
the first Malvina in the Is-(Copy of a letter to the Clerk of 

Councils)
I WAS amazed to hear a broadcast 
this week of an appeal by G 
Dickson, to the Executive Coun- 
jj! ’ 0IJ. behalf °f FIDC, reference 
the refusal by the Town Planning 
Committee to agree to their appli-
dip pnv!rr ?eveloPment works*in 
the Public Jetty area
nli^en,VhiS aPPlicMi°n was ap
plied for. there was no mention of
noo“°r nflatThe,hird 
observation

Good day Mr Dickson. If

had so much interest in OUR 
TOWN, you would be living here, 
not attempting to get our Execu
tive Councillors to make a decision

was
lands?' has already been an
swered in a previous Penguin 
News, the letter below provides 

additional information.

!

against the Town Planning Com
mittee. If they were unhappy vJ',tn 
the application submitted, then 
FIDC are open to refusal the same 
as Islanders.

I would ask the Council mem
bers to respect the task undertaken 
by the members of the Town Plan
ning Committee, without over-ru 
ing their decision.

some
MAY I through your paper inform 
Joan Spruce that the first girl to be

Craft Fair 
September Saturday 20 

and Sunday 21
2-5 Saturday and prize giving 

2-4 Sunday
Entries by Friday, between 4-6

Most recently employed by 
Falklands Landholdings as an Of
fice Manager, she is now volun
tarily self employed.

Bill Davies was born in Liver
pool, England in 1946, where he

so-called "harbour 
room.”

a
Mary Cawkell 

London
B Peck 
Stanleyyou

I
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what you want to hearElection - Voters say
THE 1997 Election Campaign for Legislative Council 'statements of policy. As a foretaste of
tions for candidacy. Next week Penguin News will be pub/ishi 6 {J0 sce \n those statements,
what is likely to come we went out and asked our readers what they, i nr0SDCctive 

Every four years the Falkland critical political crossroads, this you ire tosej.p ^ interest in 
Islands go to the polls having en- year they ma> well be right: the cillo to October
dured. possibly, the shortest elec- possible advent ol oil and the po- *Js''e Ln 0

tential for mountains of money 9 - Polling IX. | 0-
mean there are some very big de- Penguini. <?« L and dis- 
cisions to be made during the lile pie this week tc ■_

reeularlv propound the theory that of the next Council. covered, w it iou
each election sees the Islands ar- But w hat are you. the elector- prise, that mans Ucctore «
riving at a new and potentially ale. thinking'’ What issues, would l0 ma,ntain

a hard-line policy tow ards Ar

gentinians. though he offered a dif- 
lerent method and began by
phasising his unwillingness to__
sider concessions. "I wouldn't vote 
for a councillor who would allow 
Argentine politicians into the Is
lands or let trade links develope. 
My personal view' on the Argen
tine problem is that we should be 
looking lor low' level talks aimed 
at the public over there, along the 
lines of the Janet Robertson/

in the Islands." he said. "I think we 
need the best advice and expertise 
available before signing anything."

Less sure of what she would be 
looking for in candidates on this 
issue Rosemary King was even 
more cautious. "I believe this is 
one of the most difficult problems 
we face and. certainly, I don't have 
an answer." She was critical of 
Council’s track record to date. 
"We've already had plenty of 
money to spend on capital projects 
but we still don't have an old peo
ple's home and an adequate Infant/ 
Junior school." And. on the sub
ject of a formula distribution of oil 
wealth to Britain Rosemary' said 
simply. "I would not want my 
councillors to agree to a prear
ranged formula."

Camper Christopher May, of 
New House Farm, had similar 
thoughts. "Though I’m very keen 
on oil we have to remember it is 
still an unknown quantity. If it is 
there I would want councillors on 
LegCo who w'ould spend the 
money from it wisely, initially, and 
by doing so secure our future." He 
was firmly against a pre-discovery 
formula agreement with Britain. 
"We should pay Britain if we can." 
he said, "but only after we have ca
tered for our own future, then we 
could afford to be generous. My 
attitude is - don’t give it away be
fore you've got it."

Oil, and its potential riches, is 
not an issue for pensioner. Joe 
King, although he did have one 
concern. "I've no thoughts about 
oil," he said, "because what I 
haven't got I don't worry about, but 
I don't want back-up (support) 
services shared between ourselves 
and Argentina. That would be 
opening up the back door for them 
and if we let them come in here, 
we're lost."

Local issues electors are keen 
to hear opinions on from prospec
tive councillors include such di-

out land developement we could 
go a long way towards becoming 
more self-sufficient."

Rodney is keen to see candi
dates enquiring into how the elec
torate feel about immigration. "I 
think they should be asking con
stituents for their opinions on 
population numbers. Personally, 
I'd like to see an increase but not a 
huge one. We could quite comfort
ably increase the Falklands' fam
ily dramatically without affecting 
our way of life."

The Camper who wished to re
main anonymous said that as far 
as local issues are concerned he 
will be casting his vote for the can
didates that seem to him to be able 
to display integrity. "I am wor
ried," he said, "that the Standards 
in Public Life thing has shut the 
stable door when the horse is al
ready over the hill." He echoed 
Rodney Lee's point that public 
services and low taxes make the 
Islands a favourable place in which 
to live while he also deplored what 
he called, "petty arguments be
tween councillors obstructing im
portant projects. We should have 
a council that know how to pull 
together to get things done." he 
added, "and I'll be putting my mark 
against the names of the candidates 
who I think can do that."

Top of Gerald Cheek's local is
sue list is the MPA road. "My pri
ority for councillors would be the 
road joining the capital to our in
ternational airport," he said. "It 
should never have been allowed to 
get into its current state. It's the 
same with some Stanley roads 
which are falling apart. Visiting 
tourists must think its a mess."

He concluded by sounding a 
cautionary note and returning to 
foreign policy issues. "This next 
council's term will be very impor
tant for the Islands, "he said, "with 
some major oil giants becoming 
involved. We must be careful not 
to get 'railroaded'. At the same time

King asked, "I don’t see why they 
should be talking about immigra
tion. There are plenty of other 
things that come first like housing, 
the inadequacies of the Junior 
School, the dreadful state of the 
Islands' main artery - the MPA 
road, and so on." She felt she 
wanted to see candidates address
ing what she sees as, "the main is
sues," and added, "if the manpower 
is not here to carry out the projects 
we need carried out then we should 
be bringing people in."

Another concern for Rosemary 
is the number of St Helenians at

em-
con-

policy issue, and echoed much of 
what Joe and Gerald said, but 
added she would not totally 
elude contact with Argentina 
specific matters. "For me." she 
said, "the first priority of any can
didate should be to think about the 
external situation with Argentina 
It's the hard line for me. bin I think 
we should talk on oil and fish 1 
would not support any candidate 
who did not agree that Argentine 
passport holders should not be al
lowed to enter the Islands."

Interestingly. Campers Penguin 
News spoke to were, if anything, 
slightly less extreme. From Port 
Howard. Rodney Lee expressed his 
satisfaction with the outgoing 
Council who. on this matter, he" 
said, "got the balance about right." 
He would like to see the new Coun
cil adopt the same policy. "Until 
Argentina admits we belong to 
Britain we don't let them in - with 
some exceptions. The more they 
know about us the better, so the 
occasional reporter, who will go 
back and write the truth about us. 
is acceptable."

Another Camper, who preferred 
to remain unnamed, said he too 
would prefer candidates who fa
voured a policy of educating Ar-

cou ii-

ex-
on

lion campaign period in the of am 
democratic society in the western 
world. And though the pundits

Kwwim
The Falkland Islands Community School 

Community Classes

The Community School will be running the Evening Class 
Programme starting next week. In order to assist w ith the timeta
ble 1 would ask that interested students register w ith the School 
by 'phone (27290) or fax (27148.

We hope to offer the following:
English For Foreign Students 
English For Adult Literacy 
English for GCSE 
Mathematics For All Abilities 
Integrated Business Technology
Portuguese - From Stan To Basic Understanding. Speaking.
Reading and Writing
Spanish

tina.
Retired government worker. 

Joe King, was unequivocal in his 
view, "f will only be voting for 
candidates who advocate no con
nection with Argentina whatso
ever.
whole of my life in the shadow ol 
the Argentine threat and my vote 
will go to the prospective coun
cillors who agree with me that we 
must not open the door one iota."

Another Stanley constituent 
with similar views is Director of 
Civil Aviation. Gerald Cheek "I 
feel we should follow the parts' 
line." he said. "And 1 believe we 
should have no connections with 
Argentina pending their dropping 
of the spurious claim to sover
eignty."

Rosemary King agreed with 
the importance of the foreign

" he said. "1 have lived the

Rosemary King 
Graham Bound lecture tour of a 
couple of years ago. If they are 
truly democratic the population 
could then put more internal pres
sure on their politicians to drop the 
claim."

Oil and its potential for secur
ing the Islands' future was another 
subject high on the list of elector's 
concerns. Rodney Lee again. "Ifoil 
is found and a lot of money starts 
coming in I would like to see coun
cillors spending it to make life bet
ter and more comfortable for eve
ryone." He suggested subsiding 
many things in the Islands to help 
improve the quality of life for all 
Falklands' residents. "For exam
ple," he said. "If all FIG AS fares 
were £10 it would open up the Is
lands to everyone. It would make 
more sense." he added, "than just 
giving people lots of money which 
they would go away and spend 
elsew'here."

Rodney also has strong views 
on the claim made by the British 
Government for a share of any rev- 

"I think we do owe Britain 
a lot and I would support candi
dates w'ho don't have a problem 
with setting a formula now'. I feel 
strongly that Britain should have 
a cut of the cake."

Gerald Cheek took a more cau
tious line. "We must have a gov
ernment that will make sure any 
revenue from oil is not all frittered 
away." he said. "We must secure 
the future by making adequate in
vestments for the Islands' use, and 
above all, keep our reserves safe." 
Gerald suggested prudence 
also important 
negotiating an agreed formula w ith 
Britain. "I doubt we have enough 
knowledge about such matters here

An
Woodwork
Pastry' Making

Tutors for new classes always welcome.
Details of dates and times will be announced when demand 

for classes has been assessed
Pensioner Joe King, "Don 7 

open door one iota." 
Mount Pleasant Airport who might 
be eligible to vote. As long as they 
are a transient work force, she said, 
who don't stay long enough to get 
on the electoral roll, she would 
have no problem but she would 
like a strong council to ensure that 
that is the case.

A final point Rosemary' raised 
was the state of Camp, though not 
in an agricultural sense. "I'd like 
to see councillors getting involved 
in cleaning up the Camp," she said, 
"getting rid of the rubbish from the 
wars."

Stanley Co-operative Society
Cr

The following goods are also due to arrive 

on the M.V. Andreas Boye
John West Salmon Fillets 170g 
John West Tuna Steaks in Brine 299g 
John West Tuna Chunks in Brine 200g 
John West Tuna Chunks in Springwater 
John West Tuna with Onion 
Radox 500g
Cake Boards, Round & Square 
Cup-a-Soup Various 
Mushy Peas 300g 
Stergene 500ml 
Winalot Dog Food 390g 
Crunchy Bran 375g 
Midi & Jumbo St Crate 
H.S. Chopped Tomatoes 397g 
Purrfect Cat Food 400g 
KiteKat Cat Food 400g 
Arthur's Cat Food 390g 
Felix Cat Food 400g

Beef & Kidney Pie 425g
Chicken & Ham Pie 425g
Chicken Pie425g
Bacon Grill 170g
Bacon Grill 300g
Hot Dog Sausages 10's
Wes tier's Hot Dog Sausages 50's
Wrestler s Hot Dog Sausages 20's
Wes tiers Chicken Hot Dog Sausages 25’s
West ers Chicken Burgers 12's
Wes tiers Taco Shells 20's
Westler's Frankfurters 14's
Assorted Christmas Cards
Lm?S^ellbeloved Cat Food Adult 750g & 3Kz
Kitten 3 Kg 
Light 500g & 2Kg

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Joe 
King had something to say about 
pensions. "I’ll be looking for coun
cillors who are interested in add
ing a few pounds to pensions," he 
said, "which wouldn't come 
amiss."

Speaking from Port Howard, 
Rodney Lee listed some of the top
ics he would be expecting candi
dates to include in their policy 
statements.

"Internal communications, like 
roads and a ferry' across the Sound 
are becoming more and more im
portant," he said. "I’d like to see 
Stanley residents have more access 
to Camp and Camp residents have 
easier access to Stanley."

Predictably agriculture featured 
strongly. "The one asset we have 
always had," he pointed out. .’(is the 
land. I’d like to see councillors 
devclope that asset by putting more 
money into it. We import too many 
things we could produce ourselves 
- if The money was there to carry

enues.

Camper Christopher May 
verse subjects as immigration, 
roads, housing and pensions. Some 
voters we spoke to are happy with 
Government performance in recent 
years, others less (and volubly) so.

Christopher May had some 
positive things to say. "It seems to 
me that government is doing things 
right at the moment - they've cer
tainly done us pretty well. When 
assistance has been needed its been 
there, and we appreciate that."

On the debit side Rosemary'

Gerald Cheek, note of caution
we must watch the South Atlantic 
Council, who are allegedly a group 
of businessmen with interests in 
South America."

Finally he felt it important to 
have a council who continued to 
support the Falkland Islands As
sociation. "There are some good 
people in the FIA," he said, "who 
do a lot of work for the Falkland 
Islands on a voluntary' basis."

was
when it comes to
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That sinking feeling!
In an effort to raise funds for the Falkland Islands Motorcycle Association, FIMA member, Andrew Alafamily day9 Land Rover rally on Sunday September 13. The route comprised11 8eneral PartlciPation

» £1 fine per bogging. Covering the event for Penguin °Verian(i iolir,iey from Moody
and took to the hills on a Sunday drive with a difference ^ ^ ^it0Vf ^lS(l R^dell, who

from Islands residents in a
Brook to Long Island mountain and back, with a
dusted off her bumper jack, packed a long lens,

go. just for the fun of it ’

dramas when his C. age to a spring. . r „ Pass Andrew Alazia for its extreme
ius'f bevond' the first aa.e Two Thf. ^th'ft'a performance of bogginess) meant a regularly Ie. 
androvers were required to success- bioutft »rth U ‘P , onc pealed race for gateways as driv^tt*-*—*syssssrasssX ;;s 81 01

Stream peat banks (well known for 
landrover claiming qualities)UNDETERRED by the demoralising their

before a burst of speed up the shoul
der of Long Island Mountain, to 
where the farm's owner. Neil 
Watson, sat observing the whole

sight of 'blizzard* conditions on the
n byfirst day of summer, around twenty

vehicles and countless enthusiastic
occupants gathered at Moody Brook
on September 14. for the start of the sorry mess

Finally. Penguin jVewyare able to 
report that all vehicles made it to the 
mountain, and most returned to 
Stanley 110 boggings.were counted 
and more than £110 raised, thanks 
to some conveniently dreadful driv
ing and the generosity of drivers and

its watery problem, but. it became a 
victory soured, when Bryn and trans
port. having been hauled from the 
hole, forgot to stop and promptly 
became 'overly attached’ to the res-

1997 ’Landrover rally' to Long Is
land Mountain and back.

Despite the title of the event, the
very quickly up an
rise will result in the landrover leap- Having survived these problems, 
ing over the top on it’s back wheels, however, it must be said that many 

A broken tow rope and a missing One by one they performed their drivers, (gleefully led by seemingly
door later, the convoy approached jumps for appreciative photogra- unsinkable larmer. Tony Heathman)

phers. a few going back for another then fell victim to the pre-Turner

style of vehicles present differed con
siderably. While some drivers 
lounged in the relative luxury of Sho- cuer
guns. Range Rovers and County
Landrovers. the more adventurous passengersTwo Sisters Flats in a reasonablytypes pounded on to the Two Sister's Top right: Pond life ’ by Lee Clement. Lee

orderly queue, but one which rapidlyroad in Lightweights and other oddly 
shaped contraptions, often clad in disintegrated into three separate

groups with the onset of the first fewproportionately gigantic tyres and 
strangely unattractive paintwork swamps. While a few Rovers drove 

with ill-advised optimism into theAnd. of this latter group, while some 
vehicles showed signs of reasonable centre of the Flats, others were
maintenance, and a modicum of af- equally unlucky and became
fection from their owners, others grounded' almost as soon as they
gave the appearance of having been 
acquired in return for a pint of lager 
and a packet of crisps on a Friday

left the ridge. The sensible few (au
thor included, of course) quickly
spotted that Ralph Harris, in his

night in the Victory. bright red ex-fire-station rover, ap
peared to be showing signs of famili-Mounted on motorcycle, the ral

ly's organizer. Andrew Alazia (mode anty with the ground and promptly
of transport chosen for it usefulness 
in speeding across the camp in search

followed him. to successfully cross
the Flats and climb the opposite hill.

of stray and bogged rovers) gave a 
signal at approximately 9.20 for the

Lee Clement was the next partici
pant to provide a satisfying side show 
for observers, when he obligingly 
drove his lightweight landrover over

convoy to move off. Despite instruc
tions that this wasn't to be a race.'
however, driver Sarah Gilding shot the side of a steeply banked pond 

The First attempt at towing it out. 
however, left those watching, and

off in a flurry of snow' and at a cheek
ily fast pace, provoking the more tes
tosterone infused rally participants most probably the driver also, expe

riencing some distinctly uncomforl-into covering the bumpy ground at 
speeds possibly not recommended 
for vehicles 'thrown together’ the

able feelings when the vehicle ap
peared on the verge of rolling entirely 
into the pond. After much scratch-night before.

The track running adjacent to the ing of heads, chopping aw ay of the 
bank, and some fairly incomprehen
sible words of advice from Scots-

Two Sister's road, claimed its first
victims in minutes, but it was Bryn

Below: “Go West young man !” says the'almost unsinkable* Tony Heathman. 
(Later to be rescued by the 'totally unshakable' Penguin News Editor)

si,
>Ar. rj». ■..- •

■8•y
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‘ I
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Bryn “my doors are in the back” Rozee, makes it to Long Island *
Mountain- minus three doors, two windscreen wipers, a front \ i

T.N6--
K'

.* • '•
* seat and his co-driver. Bryn *s vehicle also made it back to

Stanley despite having broken in half.krt'tr- * ' &
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September 20-September 26

CHURCH SERVICES LIBRARYTIDES AROUND THE ISLANDSCATHEDRAL Monday - Friday
SUNDAY: Sam Holy Commun- 08.45am- 12 noon and
ion. 10am Family Communion (first Thetimesandheightsofhighand lowtides(in metres) at Stanley. J.30pm-5.45pm 
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
2pm-5pm

Time given is Stanley time. 
ForCamp,makethe 21 0306

SUN -0928

WED
24 04450.4 0.8

following changes: • 1.7 1231 1.5 HOSPITAL PHARMACYTABERNACLE - free church
1541 
2226 

Sunrise0643 
Sunset 1848

0.3 1937 0.5Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm.
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursdav1.5Fox Bay +2hr 30m 

Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m 
Port Howard +3hrs 19m 
Teal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. +lhr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3 hrs 15m 
Hill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound +lhr 11m 
Port San Carlos 
+ 2hr 55m
Darwin Harbour -56m

Sunrise 0636 
Sunset 1853 2.30pm - 4.30pm 

Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

25St. MARY'S
SUNDAY: 10am (MPA 6.45pm). 
Week days: 9am

22 0352
MON 1020 

1643 
2335 

Sunrise 0640 
Sunset 1850

06 THURS
1.6 0207 1.3
0.4 0713 0.9
1.4 1349 1.4St. CT'THBERT'S (MPA) MUSEUM2056 0.5TEL: 74350-SUNDAY Sam Holy 

Communion: 10.30am Eucharist/ Tuesday - Friday
1030-12 noon/2.00 -4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon 
TREASURY 
Monday - Friday.
8am -12 noon/ 1.15-3.00pm

Sunrise 0633 
Sunset 1855

Morning worship; 6.45pm Holy 
MassMONDAY 6.30am Mass 
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion; 
8pm Bible Study

23 0441
TUE 1119

0.7September
1.520 0224 0.3

0843 1.7
SAT 1448 0.2

2126 1.6

26 0324
FRI 0848 

1503 
2152 

Sunrise0631 
Sunset 1856

1803 0.5 1.3
0049 

Sunrise 0638 
Sunset 1851

1.3 0.9
1.4BAHA’I FAITH
0.5For information on meetings please 

ringTel: 21957(evenings)
Sunrise 0645 
Sunset 1846

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
BADM1VI ON CU B Mondavs/ 

hjiafeyS /-bpTl Liz Burnett, 
Tcl:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21 161
SQL'ASM CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm. 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

FT RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
tact Secretary' G Cheek. 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MO IORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralce 
Collins, 21597.Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Ilowatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs. WOl&Sgt Mess. Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall. Begim
ners Classes - Sun:6pm. Advanced 
Classes - Sun: 7pm. Club Night (All 
welcome) - Mon. 7pm. Contact 
Tricia Hanlon 21406 
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWI S
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days. Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre KEMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

T

CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome 
rctary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

Dik Sawlc Tel 21414 Contact Sec-

Leisure CentreTerm Times Further infonnation/Bookings: tel 27291
Pool CourtsDiii-

12 00 - I 00
5.00- 7 00 
7 00 - 8.00
9 30 - 10 30
12.00- 1 00 
5 00 - 7.00 
7 00 - 8 00
10 30- 12.00 
12 00- 1 00 
5 00 - 7.00
7 00 - 8 00 
500-7 00 
7 00 - 9.00

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
Lane Swimming 
Public

12 00- 1 00 
5.00 - 9.00

Monday Public
Public

9 30-10 30 
12.00- 1 00 
5.00 - 9.00

Public
Public
Public

Tuesday

Hospital/OAP’s 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Mire

12 00- 1 00 
5.00 - 9 00

Public
Public

Wednesday

10.30-12.00 
12.00-1 00 
5 00-9 00.

Parcnt/ToddlersO-7 Yrs
Public
Public

Thursday

Paronis/Toddlcrs
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

12.00- 1.00 
5 00-9 00

Public
Public

10.00 - 11 30 
12 00- I 00 
5 00 7.00
7.00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9.00 
10 00-4 00
4.00 - 5 00 
10,00-4 00 
4 00 -5 00

Friday

10 00-6.00 PublicSaturday

10.00-6.00 PublicSumtuy



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
_ AXin aWAY sdina and Jesse are forced to admit that Rachel

5.40 HOME AND AW A -c for Sa|!y 
is missing Kylic.^mh“PBLOOMERS (New)

EMMERDAl rPspa/ks fly When Ned confronts Rachel and Jack Lisa 
S'Y?S Zak a piece ol her■ nu«i Richilrd Aslbury ,
L25 EaItENDERS Grant is determined to keep events ,n Parts a secret
from Peggy
7.55 999
9 20 PRESTON°FRONTkMr Wang's cinema advert has attracted a celebrity

10 NEWS (New) Documentary series about the
10.00 SREAMNG - ■ America. Russia and Britain
VoSO^CLASS.'c ALBUMS TonW- Ecu! Simon's Grace-land
11.50 TARTAN EXTRA

2V|O^rdCHBOURS'M^bi* farewell to Ramsay Street as romance
finally blossoms for Billy and Anne. Is Darren running into trouble?
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 HOME GROUND
3.25 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
3 50 ROOM 785 Starting with: O/.ZIL 1HL OWL 
4*00 RUGRATS
4.30 CAPTAIN STAR
4.55 RUN THE RISK
5.15 ROUND THE TWIST . .
s 35 HOME AND AWAY Casey is intrigued by an old rival
6.00 TOMORROW'S WORLD (New)
6 30 EMMERDALE The 'Spice Girls' rehearsal doesn l go as planned 
Marlon has some harsh words for the happy couple
6.55 CORONATION STREET Mavis has devastating news for Rita. Will 
Zoe leave Katie with the Mallets?
7.45 THE BILL Calling Time: A pub landlord is run over alter giving 
Boulton information
8 10 CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
8.40 FRIENDS
9 05 AIN'T MISBEHAVIN' Comedy drama series set in World War Two 
Britain, starring Robson Green and Jerome Flynn
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 FILM: WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP (1992.15) Sports comedy drama 
starring Wesley Snipes and Woodv llarrelson
12.20 THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH England v Moldova

THURSDAY 25TII SEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Billy receives a blast from the past. Philip and Ruth 
find it impossible to be alone. Toadie warns Tim to back off
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 THE CALL OF THE SEA
3.35 GLORIA'S TIME OFF WITH Cilia Black
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4 00 BANANAMAN
4.05 THE TREACLE PEOPLE
4.20 REBOOT (New)
4.45 BLUE PETER
5.10 RETURN TO JUPITER
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Marilyn prays for a baby. The rift grows
between Travis and Aaron. And Lachie tells Shannon to stop playing games 
-\55 MASTERCHEF •
^ .9 £~M*rRDALE Albert gets nervous as the wedding day draws closer 
6.d> RONNIE BARKER - A LIFE IN COMEDY
7.25 EASTENDERS Irene learns some verv interesting information about 
■!on.>'™en PeSS>' 'nvites her to the Queen'Vic
nity in Si^dock|eandsDrama *"* 561 3 cosmoPolilan comnu1'

o'? - F!T W1TH BRITTAS (New)
8J-\3L) Ioday. a report on six couples 
marriages through communication
9.00 SMITH & JONES (New)
9 30 ROOM 101 f
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 THIS LIFE Anna's 
cry- on

12 05 EUROTRASH 7\ CANPL£ F0R MOTHER TERESA
lukuirasH Antoine de Caunes presents alternative European culture

FRIDAY 26TH SEPTEMBER
out°on ^businws dca}lm Pl3>S trUam t0 avoid lhe rumours at school. Lou loses

2.30 COUNTDOWN
3 25 PULLING POWPRl(T: YES' PRIME M'NISTLR
3ETaROLOeMl^5hesrt^Vil5*“" « 'sflverstone °f Pl"'inS- 
4-15 RUPERT 8 W,th: D1NOBABIES
C a? TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP
I:?l ™I Bl!E(kRe™ r:WSR0UND

6 25 STARSTRUCK
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS After keeping an important appointment. Bianca 
finally tells Ricky why she has not been herself
7.55 CATHERINE COOKSON'S THE WINGLESS BIRD (New)
8 40 SEE YOU FRIDAY (New)
9.05 THE MAN WHO MADE HUSBANDS JEALOUS (New)
10.00 RAB C NESBITT (New)
10 30 BODYGUARDS 
11.20 TF1 FRIDAY

10.00 LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two of the day’s top FA Carling 
Premiership matches, plus a round-up of all the goals, news and talking points

SATURDAY 20TH SEPTEMBER
11.00 LOTTE A drama from Belgium about Lottie who is deaf
11.15 TINY TOON ADVENTURES
11.35 MY DAD'S A BORING NERD
12.00 LADY JANE Historical Drama. On the death of Henry VIII. the 
throne of England passes to the ailing Edward VI
2.15 GAMBLING FOR GORILLAS ”
3.05 DAD’S ARMY
3.35 GREAT JOURNEYS Actress Juliet Stevenson retraces the steps 
of French writer Isabelle Eberhardt through Morocco
4.30 SURVIVE THE SAVAGE SEA Nautical drama 
5.55 WIPEOUT
6.30 TOP OF THE POPS
7.00 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN There's a new 
superhero in town
7.45 CONFESSIONS
8.30 FILM: RAISING CAIN Hitchcockian thriller, starring John 
Lithgow. Child psychologist Carter Nix is a man with a mission.
10.00 DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS

SUNDAY 28TH SEPTEMBER 
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE 
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES 
1130 BLUE PETER
11.55 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE 
12 25 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.00 MOT GADGETS
1.30 THE CHART SHOW 
2.20 BROOKSIDE
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY
4.00 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT From Tcnbv
4.45 SMALL TALK
5.15 WILDLIFE ON ONE Piranha
5.45 THE BEST OF LES DAWSON
6 15 THE DEEP
7 10 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.40 THE BLIND DATE EXCLUSIVE
8.35 HEARTBEAT (New)
9.25 FILM
11.10 FRIENDS US comedy series
11.35 MERCURY MUSIC PRIZE

SATURDAY 27Til SEPTEMBER
10.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE 
10 40 GARFIELD AND FRIENDS
10.55 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO 
11.20 ELI DOR Roland encounters a bizarre computer game at a friend's house
11.45 RUN THE RISK
12.15 THE O-ZONE
12.35 FRAGILE KINGDOMS Drawn to the Wild
1.30 GRANDSTAND 1 nluding: Tennis from Bournemouth; three-day event
ing from Burghley; Racing from Goodwood; IAFF Grand Prix athletics from 
Japan; Cricket Focus: and a full round-up of the rest of the days sporting events
6 30 TOP OF THE POPS
7 00 HIE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN
7 45 CONFESSIONS
8 25 CASUALTY (New)
9.15 IT’S ULRIKA
9.45 THEY WHO DARE White-water diving in the Alps

SUNDAY 21 ST SEPTEMBER
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.30 THE BIG BANG
11.40 BLUE PETER (Repeat) Katy Hill’s video diary of a week spent 
living with a familv in Xilinhot. Inner Mongolia
12.05 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.35 SONGS OF PRAISE 
1.10 HOT GADGETS
1.40 THE CHART SHOW
2.20 BROOKSIDE Mick and Elaine finally have to face the conse
quences of their actions.
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY (New)
4.00 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT This week's edition comes 
from Sussex
4.45 SMALL TALK
5.15 WILDLIFE ON ONE
5.45 THE BEST OF LES DAWSON
6.15 THE DEEP Tonight, a look at the creatures that live two miles 
beneath the surface of the ocean
7.05 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.35 SURPRISE. SURPRISE
8.30 FILM. DAVE (1993.15) Dave runs an employment agency and 
bear such a striking resemblance to the President of the US that he is 
occasionally called upon to do impersonations
10.15 FRIENDS: US comedv series
10.40 HUNGERFORD TEN YEARS ON
11.30 IT'S JUST NOT CRICKET WITH RORY BREMNER

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
SATURDAY September 20 with Tony Burnett

7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather. Flights, Annos
8.00 Pol Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY September 26
10.03 Morning Show - Chris
12.00 News B.F.B S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements. 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 'flic Archers
5.18 The late afiemoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Headbangers Ball 
7.30Five live
7.40 Weather. Flights Annos
8.30 Rpt News Magazine
8.00 Announcers half hour 
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9 30 Music Fill
10.00 News B.F.B.S.
All programmes are subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

12 00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
B.F.B.S Programmes 

5.03 The Archers 
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 T he Grumblcwceds
7.00 From lloplitc to Harrier
7.30 News and Sport
7 40Weather.Flights,Announcements
8.00 BBC Story- of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River 
10 00 News BFBS
TUESDAYSeptember 23

9.00 News desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
9.00'l'he I luman Child
9.30 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAYScptcmhcr 24

6 00 News Bl US 
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7.40 Weather .Flights. Announcements
8 OOStaving Single
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30Murder at the Vicarage 2/5 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BI BS

10.03 Morning show - Chris
12.00 News BFBS 
12.0Lunchtime announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Sad Cypress 
7.30Ncws and Sport
7.40 Weather,Flights,Annos
8.00 Classic Concerts
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & flights
9.30 Listen with Les
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

SI NDAYSeptcmber 21
5.00 News: BFBS 
5.03 Music fill
5.15 The Archers Ombibus
6.00 News BFBS 
6 03 Music Fill

10 03 Morning Show - Chris 
12 00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements

MONDAY 22TH SEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Lou’s dubious dealing is revealed, and Darren has a 
proposal for Libbv
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 TRACKS
3.25 GARDEN PARTY
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART 
4.15 CARTOON CRITTERS
4.40 WOOF'
5.10 ACTIV-S
5.35 HOME AND AWAY The police try to get Anna before she takes 
ofT with Paul. Joev tries to express his feelings to Tiegan
5.55 TOP GEAR '(New)
6.25 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET Vera resorts to drastic measures. Gary 
stakes his claim on baby Katie
7.45 THE BILL Warnings: The apparent sighting of a missing woman 
by her daughter leads Dana and Boyden to a sinister discovery- in a 
scrapyard
8.10 PAUL MERTON IN GALTON & SIMPSON'S (New) Visiting 
Dav:
8.35 AIRPORT
9.05 McCALLUM Dr Iain McCallum discovers disturbing irregularities 
at Charlie Kellv's post mortem
10.00 FILM '97 (New)
10.30 BLACK BOX Deadly Weather: A series on the work of air crash 
detectives. Tonight's programme focuses on the biggest area on 
unpredictability in air safetv - the weather
11.20 FOOTBALL LEAGUE REVIEW

6.15 The Final Sweepstake 
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements 12 15 Archers 
7.00 Church Service- Cathedral BFBS Programmes 
8.00 Sports Roundup 5.03 The Archers
8.15 Folk Music Show with F iona Didlick 5 |g Rcvjew of CD’s of the week 
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights 
8.45 Folk Music Show

Till RSDAVScptcMiiber 25
10.03 Morning Show - Chris
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03The Archers 
5.18 Music Fill 
5.30On Stage: lorn Jones 
6.30 Memories arc make of this -

5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6.00News Magazine
6.30 In Concert -Lightning Seeds
7.30 News and Sports 
7.40Weather.Flights. Announcements 
8.00 Venom
8.30 Paths of Inspiration

9.00 News Desk
9.30 Juste Plaine Madness 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAY'September 22
10.03 Morning show - Chris

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
(V400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2I00 News & Rockola
2203Ncws & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday- 
0903 Gold-Dave Windsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330SidOlivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show- 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 New-s 
& Sports n All

on a course to improve their SATURDAY
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozonc0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400New-s & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone w-ith A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason 
SUNDAY
0000 News & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music

0700 News & Weekend Gold

(New) Tonight. Jeremy Clarkson

world is falling apart and Miles offers a shoulder to

Week - Garv King 0400 New s & Bob Harris
- Dave Windsor" 0800 Steve McQueenl003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400Ncws & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900Ncws & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 New-s & London Tonight

0000 London tonight continucdOlOO New-s & Gold - Dave Windsor 0200 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early- breakfast from London 0600The Breaklast Show- Dusty- Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONcws &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 1300 
New-splus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show- 2100 New-s & Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight
TUESDAY

TUESDAY 23RD SEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Libby makes a big decision, Mai decides to travel 
solo and Anne is in love
230 COUNTDOWN
2.55 THE PRACTICE Life in a busy doctor's surgery 
3.20 CHANGING ROOMS
3.50 ROOM 785 Starling with: TICKETY BOO 
4.00 ZOT THE DOG
4.10 TO ME TO YOU
4.35 THE THUNDERLIZARDS
4.50 BLUE PETER (New)
5.15 SNAP!



FIGFIG► Falkland Islands Company Limited ◄ ►i
For the past six months we have been working with ROYAL INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE to introduce a brand 
new Falkland Islands Household Policy known as HOMESHIELD to replace the current Buildings & Personal 
Effects Fire Policy.
This new HOMESHIELD policy w ill give comprehensive cover for buildings, contents and personal possessions and 
w ill include damage by fire, smoke, riots, burst pipes, vandalism, storms and floods, in addition to theft, broken glass 
and sanitary ware, public liability, deep freeze contents, and accidental damage to TV’s, radios, video players and 
computers. Cover remains in place whilst the property is unoccupied for up to 40 days

Fire Videos
Computers&

jjp Royal InternationalSmoke

omeShieldI Storm TV's
Radios&

FOR BUILDINGS, CONTENTS 

& PERSONAL POSSESSIONS
Floods

Riots Deep 
' Freezer 
Contents

&
1 Vandal ism l

Broken GlassTheft Public
Liability

Burst
Pipes

&& Sanitary
WareLoss

HOMESHIELD policies will become available in the next few weeks as soon as they are received from the printer

Persons wishing to take out this HOMESHIELD cover will be quoted the most competitive rates upon completion of
a proposal form

Existing policy holders will automatically be upgraded to the new HOMESHIELD policy upon renewal and will
obtain all the above cover at NO EXTRA CHARGE.

HOMESHIELD, without doubt, offers the most comprehensive cover available in the Falkland Islands.

If you require any further information please phone 27620 or call at our Insurance Department at Crazier Place.
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Falkland Islands in the 1940 s by Dr B ,Tom) HopwoodDoctor on Horseback... A true story of the Softness and savageryNorth or South, and Paradise lost!

let me take off. I think he can - he 
hardly ever remembers to say it's 
hurting."

"Well, that's fine. Douglas. I 
should just leave it. It'll come off 
in the bath before loo long."

"Oh! I le hasn’t had a bath since 
it happened."

"Right, so you’d better tell him 
I said he was to have one now or 
he might finish up with dermati
tis."

The Pink Shop presents an exhibition of John Smith paintings depicting the Falkland IslandsBY 1946, a new Senior Medical know, the stuff you gave old Jim magical and a sight to be seen.
Officer had arrived and he visited Simpson." New Island was also the home
us in Fox Bay. His Canadian pred- "Yes, I remember." of masses of penguins
ecessor (of the blankets and the "Right, if you give him fifteen stantly entertaining as the birds,
post-mortem) left unheralded on drops of that, it should ease the There was a colony of King Pen-
promotion to the South Seas. The pain and he should sleep well." guins and I suppose now. with the
new man was much more affable Then I added. "I am just about Falkland Islands unbelievably on
and socially inclined and certainly to ride to Port Stephens to see Nan the tourist circuit. New Island must
seemed an improvement. Robertson and I may well be away be a high spot, if not the high spot.

By this time, we had more-or- for a week or so. I don't think the for the adventurous tourist. II it
less completed our tour in the West telephone from Port Howard isn't it certainly should be.
and our last few months were spent would reach Port Stephens very One family only lived on the 
in euphoric contemplation of a re- well so. if you need anything, you island and had lived there in total
turn to the real world of Port could get the Wireless Operator to isolation without visiting the main-
Stanley. with its population of per- send a message. In any case. I will land for sixteen years. An idyllic
haps one thousand five hundred get in touch with you as soon as I existence as long as it lasted, but
people. Gosh! get back." there were two daughters and so.

I had not previously visited Not really a very satisfactory when eventually the inevitable
Port Stephens, the furthest most solution, but I was pretty sure the happened and the family entered
southerly point in the Islands, un- old man would be all right, espe- the hurley-burly of life in Port
til the Robertsons were transferred cially after a few day's rest. The Stanley, the result was a social
there from Pebble Island. Since I ride to Port Stephens was pretty worker's nightmare. All this hap-
had spent a week with them, at the dreary', the land being flat and un- pened much later, after we had left
very beginning of our time in Fox interesting, but the weather was to return to Europe, but at the lime
Bay, I regarded them as old good and it was merely a matter of it was as near to Paradise as one
friends. riding out the hours. could imagine. Hell, it seems, is

This time it was the manager's The Robertsons were their always just around the corner, 
wife. Nan Robertson, who had a usual hospitable selves and Nan When I disembarked at Char-
problem. She was an Australian. progressed well. She was actually tres. I was able to speak to Port
though I can't remember whether the first patient to be treated with Howard on the 'phone I had not
her husband was or not. He cer- Sulphonamides on the West Falk- had much doubt that old Pole-
tainly had the figure for it and wore lands. Evans would have recovered, but
large hats. Nan was a character all I had been quite shocked when I was relieved to get confirmation 
right, for formal occasions, which I first arrived to find that the stock from his son Douglas,
were virtually non-existent, tended of M&B tablets was so very' lim- "He’s very much better, Doc- 
to unnerve her a little. She had ited. I had been accustomed to use tor. He says he can’t manage with-
been known, for instance, to turn them without much thought in out the strapping, which he won't
up with only one rouged and pow- Whipps Cross Hospital, especially 
dered cheek. for Lobar Pneumonia. Later, in

Rather late one night, an apolo- Stanley, their use was jealously
getic but worried Charlie guarded. The odd sailor with Gon-
Robertson rang to say his wife had orrhoea was reluctantly treated,
a high temperature, with what being regarded as unworthy and j
sounded like a nasty infection of his complaint more or less self-in- j o
her left thigh. I knew too she was flicted. Even then, we had one or j f ~ i | A g y 43
the last one to make a fuss, so I two cases from Buenos Aires who j I L III \? Ill It? ill Cj! IL
made preparations to ride the fol- showed resistance to the drug. j x I
lowing morning. My stay in Port Stephens was | /J ***. VX f_ g

The ride would take five or six all the pleasanter because the Q Q0S ll T |J I
hours-as long as the weather held. Fitzroy was due and I could take II C* lr &> a

Early the next morning, just as passage as far as Chartres on the
I was about to start on the ride to Luxton Estate and ride home from AS the Islands are soon to have an dem and a nhnn<> rnnn^ia
Port Stephens. Douglas Pole- there. When we left the creek pro- Internet service provided by Ca- modem Is a device which converts
Evans called to say that his father tecting Port Stephens, we ran into ble <t Wireless. Nikki Buxton of digital signals from a rnmnnter
had had a very- nasty fall late the the worst weather I had so far cn- j Synergy Information Systems Ltd. info analogue ones for tra fsmis
night before and had come down countered on the Fitzroy and. even felt it timely to explain a little about sinnnvprtt^ i ?heavily on the iron fender in the after a mammoth breakfast (I don't the Internet to those 'not in the l,sa Th?r^^ l,nes\?nd T
office. remember whether it included fried know.' n1 r I f?Sler !hf,modem’ lhe

brains). I was only slightly queasy The Internet is a collection of access the^nf^mnr 35 y°U ,.
for half-an-hour or so. thousands of computer networks E tqu c e° T.hcFam

On the way to Chartres, we throughout the world. These net- lanrk J,, JIT J , ,
called at New Island, one of the works are called Wide Area Net- SDeed nfi™™ls.° dependent on the
smallest of the inhabited Islands works (WAN) which join distant satelli^ lhrough the
but also one of the most attractive. sites through Service Providers Thlo .
The Fitzroy anchored in the small (here in the Falklands. Cable & - internal modemS
but beautifully symmetrical bay in Wireless). Members of the public an exwnni1 5lCmaL you %,vanl
the lee ofa rounded hill. or businesses can join these net- SS

At night, the ship went on load- ; works in exchange for a small of thor* SCna porl ?n thc back
ing under a searchlight and this lit i charge. The computers used varv tu C COmputcr 10 Plug ‘l *moup the hill, Which suddenly turned I from8 giant supeTcompmersTo ™ m »Ca'led C0M Porls>
into a Christmas tree with flicker- desktop PC’s, MACS, Amigas tnrhnli r ? dy ,have. a mousc atT
ing lights. The hill was the home j etc. There is no central governing which' ,n crnal m°dcms are cards
of hundreds of small birds living | body of the Internet, but there is n,ch PlL>g into the motherboard
in holes in the ground. They had ; an Internet Society that was dc- r°mpUlC,r’ ,eaving lhc sc‘
fluorescent wings and evidently : signed to co-ordinate and stand- lWr?rCC’ a.ndallow,ng slightly
the light caused them to flutter ardisc the rules of operation ^tcr access time,
from one hold to the next. What- The equipment used to access 11 exP,orc the
ever the reason, the result was I the Internet are a computer, a mo- e-mail an^data transfe ^ ab°Ul

as con-
THIS Saturday. September 20. (at 
9.30am) the Pink Shop, on Fitzroy 
Road, is hosting a major exhibi
tion displaying the works of a lo
cal artist for the second time in two

Dwarf in the Falkland Islands in 
1S81 and 1882) and was co-writ
ten by Rear Admiral C. H. Lay
man CD DSO LVO. and our own 
Jane Cameron.

The pictures John Smith paints 
are unique in that they portray the 
Falklands of today but can also 
bring to life dramatic tragedies of 
a hard and unforgiving past, as in 
the impressively lifelike Wreck of 
the St Mary. They are a blend of 
the softness and savagery of the 
Islands. Some, like John's HMS 
Opposum, contain images that vir
tually explode off the canvas while 
others capture the elusive ephem
eral quality of the Falklands.

They are pictures that have 
age stamp issues designed by him; been executed with great techni- 
in 1976 there was the Mail Ships cal skill and reflect one man's very 
Definitive, and then the Ship- personal view of the Falklands. As 
wrecks issue of 1982. And he de- such, they are very well worth see-

John Smith arrived in the Falk- signed the cover for the book The ing. I urge you to. The Pink Shop.
Falklands And The Dwarf (which this Saturday. September 20. doors
tells the story' of the cruise of/VA/S open at 9.30am.

1
weeks

On September 13 Mike Peake 
enjoyed phenomenal success with 
his exhibition - every one of thc 
paintings on show selling within 
minutes. Now it's the turn of John 
Smith, a painter of many years 
standing who has enjoyed consid
erable success in the past but is 
perhaps better known in his role 
of Museum Curator.

In contrast to Mike, who paints 
in oils. John has developed his art 
in the medium known as acry lics; 
"a refined version of emulsion." 
John explained when Penguin 
News visited his studio on Ross 
Road West for a preview of the 
paintings John will be exhibiting 
this weekend.

"Acrylic paint is water based." 
John went on. "is as tough as old 
boots, dries quickly and you can 
go over it again and again, so you 
can produce very delicate evening 
colours, like a sunset sky, and 
fiery, lumpy stuff like rocks and 
mountains in the same picture."

Certainly John's paintings tend 
to reflect his love of the sea and

Then I remembered he had 
used some of the Tincture of 
Opium and I kept a check on those 
sort of drugs. So I said. "By thc 
way, Douglas, how much Tincture 
of Opium do you have left in the 
cupboard?"

At this, he became a bit eva
sive. He said he wasn't sure, but 
probably about thc same as when 
1 had last looked in the cupboard 
Then a thought slipped into my 
mind.

fore being satisfied that he has 
achieved just the shade his mind's 
eye recorded perhaps weeks ear
lier."Douglas, how many drops did 

you give vour father?" All 
roundheads and cavaliers!

"Well, cr." he began to stutter. 
"Not much, well actually, I didn't 
give him any at all."

"Why ever not?"
"I didn't like to!"
"What?"
"Well. Doc. I was afraid to. 

You remember what happened to 
poor old Jim Simpson!"

land Islands in 1958. an ex-na
tional service Royal Marine who 
then spent two and a half years 
working for the British Antarctic ., vj. 
Survey. It was during this time that 
he decided the Islands had much Bahaa 
to offer and made his home in 
Stanley.

He has. he says, been painting 
for more than twenty years so it is 
a little surprising that this will be 
his first exhibition and that his 
house is not over-flowing with 
paintings. Both these circum
stances stem from natural demand.
Many of his paintings have been 
given away over the years, others 
sold or auctioned. One of these was 
a painting of an RAF Hercules in 
flight which raised £400 for char-

1ill. 1

Siv the fleetingly lovely hues of early 
morning or late evening. To cap
ture the beauty ofa particular mo
ment in a place of such swift 
weather changes is not easy, and 
to help him John always carries a 
sketch book, but not necessarily to 
draw.

The Internet - Part 1 of 4 by Nikki Buxton

His method is to observe, sec
tion the page into a template with 
pencil lines and then note, in 
words, the colour and texture of 
each section together with the 
names and positions of ships or 
other objects, wind strengths, tides 
and so on. Finally, once back in 
his studio - where he does all his 
painting - he relies heavily on 
memory to translate the notes into 
an actual picture.

He is very much a ’mood' 
painter and takes up his brushes 
intermittently, consequently a pic
ture might sit on his easel for a 
week or up to a month before be
ing completed. He will frequently 
apply coat on coat of acrylic be-

ity.
Indeed, selling paintings to 

raise cash for worthy causes is not 
new for John. In 1989 an orphaned 
Rumanian boy was found aban
doned in that strife-ridden coun
try. He was, in John's own words,
"hideously disfigured," and has 
been undergoing a long series of 
operations and is slowly improv
ing. John takes quiet pleasure from Right: Coming 
the knowledge that money from 
the sale of some of his paintings 
has helped the boy.

Despite the somewhat 'private' 
nature of John's painting he has 
had some very public successes in 
the past. There have been two post-

Right: Linford 
Creek House on 

jWpT*9* the North coast of 
** __.. East Falkland

Left: The ap
proach to South w 

Georgia, the £
winding station of L—™

Grytviken hud- L;„
dling beneath,

Ui.v. i an(l dwarfed by, 
snow-capped 

mountains

Top: The Lady
Elizabeth with
Stanley in the

background ’ 
Above: John ; 
Smith in his 

studio, his next 
painting beside 

hint

■
•v<

^■Pi-

through The 
Narrows

canNow Port Howard was five or 
six hours' ride to the north and Port 
Stephens five or six hours’ ride in 
the diametrically opposite direc
tion. This dilemma I had often 
thought about, but had not before 
actually been faced with it.

I queried Douglas very' care
fully about his father's symptons 
and judged that, at worst, he might 
have cracked a rib but had prob
ably not broken it. I got him to 
write down carefully exactly how 
to strap his father's chest to reduce 
movement to a minimum. Even
tually I was satisfied that he knew 
how to do it. Then almost as an 
afterthought, I said, "Oh, Douglas, 
you still have about half a bottle 
of Tincture of Opium left, you

V £

>r

ir'J'.T*
■
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VKFIT meetIntroducingChildren's travel safety
WE have been concerned about 
the number of children travelling 
unsecured in vehicles. This was 
recently highlighted by an acci
dent where a child was fortunate 
not to be injured while travelling 
in its mother's arms in the front 
seat of a vehicle involved in a col
lision.

News from 

South America Penguin 

Profile 

Part 2:

to travel in the front seat of a car or 
rover, and should be secured in a 
baby or child seat which has been 
fitted into the vehicle according to 
the safety instructions.

Car seats meeting British safety 
standards can be bought from 
Stanley Services. Celebrations and 
Mail Order Catalogues.

From the Primary Health 
Care Team KEMH

AT a recent quarterly meeting of 
the United Kingdom branch of the 
Falkland Islands Trust, consultant. 
Dr McAdam, reported on the long 
term forestry project in the Falk- 
lands. which he said was 'progress
ing satisfactorily,’ and stressed the 
need for regular maintenance and 
preparation for the proposed 1998 
planting programme. It was also 
noted that the production of a joint 
Department of Agriculture/UK 
Falkland Islands Trust tree plant
ing booklet for farmers was in the 
draft stage.

Reviewing the agriculture pro
gramme, David Strickland, ex
plained work on the vegetable tri

als, soil erosion and tussac issues, 
together with the joint planning of 
projects with the Department of 
Agriculture.

The Trustees went on to agree 
a suggestion from Tim Miller, of 
the local Falkland subcommittee, 
that the Trust should undertake re
search into possible cerealAvinter 
food stuffs for proposed beef cat
tle feed.

The Chairman (Captain Paddy 
Vincent) and Dr. McAdam plan to 
visit the Islands in January 1998 
to review progress on current 
projects and to hold discussions 
with government organisations 
and farmers concerned.

Provided by Mercopress
tude for the crew members of the 
"Biyo" who discovered him 
board but had since treated him 
with great kindness.

FISHERIES SUMMIT AT 
THE VIGO EXHIBITION 
VIGO. (MP) - Delegations 

from at least fifty different coun
tries arc participating in the III 
Ministerial Conference on Fish
eries which is being held in the 
island of A Toxa. in the north west 
of Spain, just a few miles from 
Vigo, where the World's Fisher
ies main Exhibition is also taking 
place.

ELEVEN FATAL CASES OF
MANTA VIRUS IN CHILE

SANTIAGO (MP) - Chilean 
health authorities confirmed the 
death of at least eleven people in
fected with Manta virus, a deadly 
disease transmitted by wild ro
dents which has severe and on 
occasions, fulminating respirator)' 
and vascular consequences. Four 
other deaths in remote Chilean 
rural areas are under forensic scru
tiny to check if they were also 
caused by the deadly virus. Blood 
and other samples have been sent 
to Argentina for analysis.

In" Santiago, President 
Eduardo Frei named a special 
Sanitary monitoring committee to 
keep track of the disease which 
was first reported in southern 
Chile in 1995. The Argentine 
Patagonia has also suffered from 
the disease which is quite com
mon in New Mexico. United 
States and several Asian countries. 
Most cases reported have been 
among farm labourers living in 
poor conditions, and according to 
experts humans are taken over by 
the virus after having been in con
tact or inhaling infected mice ex
creta or fluids. It’s not clear yet if 
infected humans can transmit the 
disease.

Nevertheless one of the last 
cases reported was a child in La 
Serena, one of the upper class dis
tricts of Santiago To avoid sur
prises Peru has established strict 
sanitary controls in its border with 
Chile. By the end of the year Chile 
expects to have its own laboratory 
to determine Manta virus symp
toms. At present analysis must be 
sent overseas or to Argentina

A CHINESE SEAMAN 
ESCAPES FROM KOREAN 

FISHING VESSEL
PUNTA ARENAS (MP) - A 

Chinese seaman who until a few 
weeks ago was a member of a 
Korean fishing vessel 
emerged in Punta Arenas where 
he was found hiding as a stowa
way on a factory ship. Young 
Zheng Song Cui. 28. said he had 
fled from the Korean vessel while 
it was moored in Mar del Plata, 
fearing for his life after having 
been repeatedly beaten and ill 
treated by officers and other crew 
members.

"I only wish to return home" 
said Zheng Song Cui.

Chilean authorities have said 
that the Chinese seaman must re
main on board the "Biyo" a cold 
storage vessel with Croatian of
ficers and Philippine crew, until 
it reaches Valparaiso where he 
will be questioned by maritime 
and law enforcement authorities 
before being deported to China. 

Zheng Song Cui, who speaks 
English or Spanish managed 

to say he has only words of grati-

on

We would like to remind all 
people who look after children 
that they should not be allowed from the 

Environmental 
Research Unit 
PO Box 434

NOTICE OF PLANNING 
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

Notice is hereby given that the following applications for planning 
permission have been received:
Reference No. Applicant Development 

Erection of a single

IN most penguin species, the males 
usually arrive at the nest site to 
commence breeding a few days 
before the females. In order to un
derstand the reasoning behind this, 
we must examine courtship behav
iour that has more complexities 
than town hall disco night.

Contrary to popular belief, pen
guins are not faithful for life, and 
most species change partners. It is 
in fact the males which are the 
most faithful to their partners, and 
when they arrive at the nest site at 
the start of the breeding season, 
they generally wait for their pre
vious year's partner to return. If 
however the female arrives first, 
and cannot find her previous part
ner. she will readily mate with any 
other unpaired male who happens 
to be nearby.

The reason for this discrepancy 
is that in most species there are 
more males than females, and it is 
therefore very much easier for a 
female to find a new partner than 
the male From the female's point 
of view, it makes no sense to wait 
around for her old mate, who may 
not turn up anyway if he died, 
when there are plenty of other

males eager to take his place. 
Choosing another mate is her best 
strategy for reproduction.

From the male's point of view, 
it is important to arrive at the nest 
site before the female to ensure 
that he does not lose her to another 
males. A male arriving late that 
loses his partner is unlikely to find 
another unattached female, and 
therefore is likely to miss out on 
breeding that season, and possi
ble subsequent seasons.

To further complicate matters, 
females who do arrive at the nest 
site first, may well copulate with 
another male, only to reform her 
partnership with the previous 
year's partner when he finally ap
pears. This leaves her unsuspect
ing partner to incubate and rear the 
offspring of another male. This is 
an added incentive for the male to 
arrive first, to ensure that his part
ner does not attempt to copulate 
with any other males. It's enough 
to put the scrip writers of Corona
tion street to shame, isn't it?

And now a question: Can pen
guins store enough oxygen to 
make deep dives? Answer in Pen
guin Profile: 3

104/97/PB Mr L Halliday 
storey dwelling at 31 Ross Road East. Stanley Future of FIPASSThe meeting was inaugurated 

by Manuel Fraga, president of the 
Xunta of Galicia, where most of 
Spain's fishing industry is located 
and will conclude with a speech 
from Emma Bonino. the Euro
pean Union Commissar on Fish
eries.

Siting of a 20m stayed 
mast, 4.8m parabolic dish antenna, 3x2x2m equipment cabin and a 
2.5m security perimeter fence at the back of Brisbane Road. Stanley

Erection of a two sto
rey building to contain one. two and three bedroom flats on John Street. 
Stanley 
107/97/P

105/97/P KTV Ltd

IN a recently released information (such as the possible introduction 
notice, the Falkland Islands com- of a Pass System) so as to improve
pany explain 'the future manage- safe operation of the facility, 
ment of FIPASS, implications for 
FIPASS users and the opportuni
ties which will be available to the 
private sector.

While summarising the func
tions the FIC will supply on behalf 
of the Islands Government the note 
explains that there will be oppor
tunities for participation by the pri
vate sector companies to compete 
for the business of cargo handling, 
stevedoring and certain mainte
nance contracts. The FIC will be 
responsible for a small manage
ment team and staff to provide 24 
hour coverage on the structure; 
allocation of vessel berths, provi
sion of fresh water to vessels, man
agement and supervision of ware
housing, supervising of stevedoring 
and cargo handling activities (to 
ensure health and safety codes etc.) 
and limited maintenance. FIC will 
also be responsible for managing 
and administering other mainte
nance contracts for FIPASS and 
issuing invoices, on behalf of FIG.

The private sector may also be 
given the opportunity, eventually, 
to lease or buy plant and equipment 
belonging to FIG. For a short pe
riod (around three months) the 
equipment may, however, be avail
able for hire.

Also for the private sector, com
panies renting warehouse space 
will be able to offer commercial 
warehousing operations.

As regards wool, present ar
rangements for wool arriving by 
sea for onward shipment to the UK 
will continue.

'FIPASS', says the FIC note,
'may become much busier in the 
future due to its probable use in 
supplying the drilling phase of oil 
development. Because of this the 
FIC will be restricting access at 
certain times to parts ofthe facility 
(except for bona fide FIPASS us
ers.) Vehicle restrictions may be 
imposed and pedestrian walkways 
marked out. FIG is considering the 
introduction of other measures

106/97/P Fortuna Ltd

F.I.DC. To level and cover ar
eas with aggregate for additional parking at Lookout Industrial Estate. 
Stanley 
108/97/PB

Mystery of the 

Kelper unfolds
Among the main points in the 

agenda is the enforcement of a 
common international sustainable 
fisheries policy, which as the Brit
ish delegate Elliot Morley said, is 
essential "to preserve the liveli
hood of fishermen, the marine en
vironment and world resources". 
Morley also demanded a new 
Common Fisheries Policy for 
Europe and a greater involvement 
of local fishing industries in the 
enforcement of any policy.

The Spanish delegation sug
gested a "closer and more syn
chronised" commercial and con
servation fisheries world policy to 
ensure resources.

Agentina is not participating 
in the fisheries summit because of 
a dispute with Spain over a trawler 
arrested in the South Atlantic last 
May. Agentina authorities are de
manding a one million dollars 
bail, but Spaniards refuse to pay.

Spain and Argentina have very 
close fishing links: both countries 
share 44 joint ventures with 83 
vessels in the South Atlantic. 

LATIN AMERICAN 
PARLIAMENT 

CONCERNED OVER 
SOUTH ATLANTIC 

PANAMA (MP) - The Com
mittee on Environment of the 
Latinamerican Parliament which 
met during three days in Panama 
expressed its concern over the 
conservation of fisheries re
sources in the South Atlantic and 
proposed a common "sover
eignty" in the area to ensure "a 
suitable exploitation in the inter
ests of Latin America".

The conclusions of the meet
ing which are only assertive, also 
included a proposal to all 
Latinamerican country members 
to extend the economic zone be
yond the 200 miles to preserve 
fisheries resources and the future 
of coastal countries", mainly from 
the industrialised countries "vio
lent depredation".

Royal F.I. Police Change of use of 
workshop to garage at the Police Headquarters. Ross Road. Stanley

Temporary siting of 
Portakabin to sen e as prison workshop and store at Police Headquar
ters, Ross Road. Stanley 
93/94/R97

109/97/B Royal F.I. Police
FOLLOWING an appeal in Pen
guin News for information about 
the narrow boat Kelper seen in the 
Upper Thames by Len Mcgill re
cently, two people have taken the 
trouble to reply.

Ex Falklands resident, Bill 
Richards, read the story inPenguin 
News and having just returned 
from three weeks sailing, he con
tacted the Inland Waterways Board 
(who keep records of licensed 
boats used on the canals.) He was 
informed that there were two ca
nal boats called Kelper, but the 
Data Protection Act prohibited 
them from giving Bill any infor
mation. Undaunted, Bill sent a let
ter via the Board to the owners. 
Shortly afterwards he received a 
letter from Russell Short, "a Kelper 
in the true sense of the word," the 
owner of the narrow boat seen by 
Len McGill. The other boat was 
also owned by him but he had sold 
it some years ago without the name 
- it now has the name Kelper II but 
is not in fact a narrow boat.

Linda Smith (daughter of Frank 
Howatt) also wrote to Penguin 
News with a similar story. How
ever she had seen Kelper in the 
summer of 1995 and had chatted 
to Russell and his wife, who were 
going to live on the boat for some 
months.

Russell has in fact been retired 
since 1994, and each year spends 
from March to September enjoy
ing a nomadic life afloat, says Bill 
Richards, and his letter was deliv
ered to him at Bradford on Avon 
by his son Jeff when he went to 
visit.

Renewal of temporary 
planning permission for siting of Portakabin for use as temporary Of
fice at 4 Moody Street. Stanley

Mr B Claxton

Mr Fiddes

5/93/R97 Renewal of temporary 
planning permission for two Portakabins with dual pitched roof-over 
at Plot 1, Lookout Industrial Estate, Stanley 

Royal F.I. Police
Portakabin for use as gymnasium at the Police Headquarters. Ross 
Road, Stanley 
52/95/R97

110/97/PB Temporary siting of

Renewal of temporary 
planning permission for the siting of a Portakabin for use as a retail 
outlet at Plot 8. Lookout Industrial Estate. Stanley 

F.I.D.C.

F.I.D.C.

53/95/R97 Renewal of temporary 
planning permission for the siting of a Portakabin for use as a retail 
outlet at Plot 3, Lookout Industrial Estate, Stanley

Mrs Shirley Peters Siting of a Portakabin 
for use as dwelling at 58 Davis Street. Stanley 

Mr N McKay
tor>' at 62 Davis Street. Stanley 
60/96/DP

111/97/PB Public Notice
A fully qualified Geography Teacher is required for the Falkland 
Islands Community School in January' 1998. Salary will commence 
at £21,336 per annum in Grade C for a teacher with three years expe
rience.

112/97/PB Extension to conserva-

Stanlev Services Ltd Extension to ware
house at the Fuel Terminal, FIPASS Road, Stanley

Mr & Mrs A Villalon Renewal of temporary 
planning permission for the siting of a Portakabin for use as temporary' 
accommodation at 7 McKay Close, Stanley

Mr Roy Davis Extension of existing
Portakabin with domestic garage at 6 Narrows View. Stanley

Mr Malcolm Anthony Construction of a 
porch at 14 Murray Heights Mobile Park, Stanley

Cable & Wireless Pic. Temporary siting of a 
Portakabin at Cable and Wireless Stores, Gordon Lines, Stanley

The F.I. Museum Siting of a Portable 
Toilet Unit at The Museum, Holdfast Road, Stanley 
117/97/P F.I.G. ~ "
the siting of an Accommodation Camp for 60 persons at the F.I.D.C. 
Offices, Airport Road, Stanley

For further details of the position contact the Headteacher ofthe 
community School, Mr David Higgins, during normal school hours.

Application forms are available from the Human Resources Depart
ment and completed forms should be returned to that Department no 
later than 4pm on Tuesday 23rd September 1997.

The Secretariat 
Stanley

130/92/R97
crew

113/97/PB

114/97/PB

115/97/PB

116/97/PB Public Notice . f t/
An experienced Reception Teacher is required for Stanley n an 
Junior School in January 1998. Salary will commence at £zl,J30 
per annum in grade C for a teacher with three years experience.

Outline application for

For further details of the position contact the Headteacher o e 
Infant/Junior School, Mrs Jean Smith, at the school on or alter 
Wednesday 17th September 1997.

Application forms are available from the Human Resources Depart
ment and completed forms should be returned to that Dcparmen no 
later than 4pm on Tuesday 23rd September 1997.

These applications may be inspected during normal office hours at the 
office of the Secretary of the Planning and Building Committee, Envi
ronmental Planning Office, Malvina Paddock, Stanley. Comments on 
the applications should be made in writing and should be sent to the 
Environmental Planning Officer, Environmental Planning Office, PO 
Box 611, Stanley, within 10 days of the date of this notice.
The next Planning and Building Committee is due to be held on 2 
October 1997 in the Liberation Room, Secretariat commencing at 1.30 
pm. Members of the Public may attend to observe the workings of the 
Committee.

Penguin Mnmvould like thank 
Bill and Linda for replying so 
promptly.

The Secretariat 
Stanleyno



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS __

VACANCIESNOTICESFORSALE
Fortuna Ltd. will shortly have a 
vacancy for an Office Assistant. 
This position calls fora versatile 
person with the ability to work 
with a minimum ofsupcrvision. 
The successful applicant will be 
required to tackle a variety of 
tasks relating to the company's 
fishing activities and property 
rentals, in addition to normal 
office tasks.
Qualifications should include 
GCSEs in English and Maths at 
grade C or above. Computer lit
eracy is essential as is a current 
driving licence. A knowledgeof 
Spanish would be a great ad van
tage.
For further information and a 
job description, ring telephone 
number 22616 or fax 22617 or 
call in to our office at Waverley 
Mouse. Phi lomelSlreet. Stan ley. 
Applications in writing should 
reach that address on or before 
Friday 26th September 1997

2 bedroom bungalow at 14 
FieldhouseCloseorlargeplotof 
land. Enquiries to Tel: 20S45 D 
McPhee by 30th September

Pentium computer loaded with 
windows 95 and novell perfect 
office lots of memory', nearly 
new surplus to requirements. 
£ 1.100. Contact Jim Moffatt at 
Lifestyles Tel: 22635

2‘/:yearold Suzuki JeepforSale. 
Telephone 22028

House for Sale
at 2A Brisbane Road. Please 
phone Elaine on 21165 to view 
the property. The property will 
includegas cooker, carpets, cur
tains and washer.

Auction Bridge results for the 
17th September. 1st Mrs R 
Duncan and T Pettersson 2nd 
Mrs V Malcolm and R Diggle 
Booby Mrs D Clarke & B Peck. 
The next bridge evening is sched
uled for the 1st October. Whist 
is played on alternate Wednes
days. in the Dav Centre at 
7.3'0pm. ALL ARE WELCOME

Results of the Harps Knockout 
Dart tournament held at Port 
Howard on the 12th September 
Ladies: 1st Sharon Marsh 2nd 
Ellen Davis 3rdShulaSmith 4th 
Nancy Poole Open: 1st Wayne 
McCormick 2nd Ron Rozee 3rd 
Leon Marsh 4th Plex Simpson 
There were 64 entries. Many 
thanks to everyone at Port 
Howard for yet another great 
two nighter.

For one of my favourite 
nieces on her 26th birthday 

on the 20th

Peugeot Junior 205 car in excel
lent condition. £2.500or nearest 
offer. For viewing contact 
Katrina or Zachary Stephenson 
on tel 21241

In the next twelve months 
FortunaLtd. will have available 
anumberofoffice/retailunitsin 
the centre of Stanley.
Two units in Waverley House 
areavailablenowand a third will 
be available in November. Oth
ers will beavailablein theGlobe 
officedevelopmentfrom around 
mid 1998.
For further information please 
contact Fortuna Ltd. on Tel: 
22616orFax: 22617

Stanley RunningClub
Spring Race Programme 
Provisional dates for 
races leading up to the Vi 
marathon:
28th Sept. Fun run
19th Oct. Snakes & Ladders
Race
9thNov. Moody BrookChal- 
lenge
Training Schedule for '/: 
marathon:
Week 2
Friday 19- Walk briskly for45 
mins
Sun. 21st-jog for40 mins 
Tues. 23rd-jog 30 mins 
Thurs 25th - jog 40 mins 
Sat. 27th - Walk briskly 45 
mins

1 x Double Bed mattress brand 
new £ 180
1 x Gas Cooker nearly new £250 
4xNearlynewContinentalTrac- 
tor Grip Tvres on Rims £380. 
Telephone'21122

1 Yellow Liverpool Away Shirt 
New £40. Size Youths Apply 
Aldridge21168

Gotcha! Good luck in the 
new job

To Jenny- Happy Birthday 
LovelYlum DadandCraig 

XXX
Now that the lambing season is 
here Falklands Landholdings 
Limited would again like to re
mind members of the general 
public that NO pet dogs are 
allowed on any of their farms at 
any time. This ruling also ap
plies if you are camping out or 
staying in one of our outside 
houses. We would also like to 
remind people who wish to camp 
out on or drive over company 
land, other than the Darwin 
Road, that they should first ob
tain permission from the man
ager of the farm unit concerned 
or telephone the Stanley Office 
on 22697 or 22698

I would like to say thank you 
to all those who supported 
myrecentexhibitionofpaint- 
ings. Special thanks to Lisa 
for her article, Ann for her 
hard work at the Pink Shop, 
the school for the loan of the

The Petty Officers Mess 
H.M.S. Somerset 

Presents
The Stephen Jaffray Memorial 

Fund
Family Magic Show- 

Starring: Emazdad the 
Magician and Scamp 

at the Infant/Junior School 
Hall at 3.00pm 

20th September 1997 
ADMISSION CHILDREN: 

£1.00 ADULTS: £1.50

display boards and my wife 
for her support.

Mike Peake

CABLE&WIRELESS
FALKLAND ISLANDS

ReductionoflnmarsatTa riffs
Cable & Wireless is pleased to announce that Inmarsat has 
reduced theircharges for callingthe Inmarsatsystem, and we are 
delighted to be able to pass on this benefit to customers in the 
Falkland Islands. These reductions that are effective from 1st 
October 1997 are as follows:
InmarsatMobileNumbersbeginningwith’6' £4.00perminute 
All other Inmarsat Mobile Numbers £6.40 per minute 
We have previously charged all Inmarsat calls at £7.00 per 
minute

Need an Electrician?
Call Graeme on 32555. All 
types of industrial and do
mestic installation and re
pairs. Qualified personnel. 
No. 1 Electrical (Falklands) 
Ltd. P.O. Box 643, Stanley, 
Fax: 32555

In an attempt to streamline our 
accountingproceduresand make 
the system more user friendly 
the Department of Agriculture 
wishes to remind customers that 
we have introduced a system of 
cash payment for Veterinary 
services/drugsu'hich will require 
payment at the time for consul
tation. POSTSCRIPT from the Baha'is

Science and Religion: From the Baha'i Writings
"If religion were in harmony with science and they walked together,
much of the hatred and bitterness now bringing misery to the 'human
race would be at an end.
"Look around and see how the world of today is drowned in supersti
tion and outward forms.
"Put all your beliefs into harmony with science; there can be no 
opposition, for truth is one. When religion, shorn of its superstitions, 
traditions, and unintelligent dogmas, shows its conformity with 
science, then will there be a great unifying, cleansing force in the 
world which will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and 
struggles - and then will mankind be united in the power of the love of

Is your Freezer broken 
down? I might be able to 

recondition your Freezer for 
one third of the cost of a 
new replacement. Twelve 
months warranty on parts 

and labour (inc Camp)
I can also supply any spare 
for any item of refrigeration 

equipment. Call Neil on 
21041

Customers are requested to 
make sure they bring cash with 
them when they visit the sur
gery'. Camp customers are also 
encouraged to send cash/cheq ues 
where possible with orders for 
drugs, laboratory tests, account 
books etc., however, instances 
where this is not possible the 
usual billing system will still be 
used.
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Falklands' candidates statements 

at odds with Argentine hopes
Briefly Chile warns 

touristsSlip Slap Slop
"SLIP on a shirt, slop on some 
suncream and slap on a hat." 
The time of year is approaching 
when Islanders are once again 
advised to do the sensible thing, 
and cover up in the sun.

According to Dr Jon 
Shanklin of the British Antarc
tic Survey, the ozone hole is, 
"rather more elliptical than usual 
this year, which means that the 
Falklands are likely to be af
fected on a regular basis, at least 
for the moment."

"Whenitcrossesthc Islands," 
said Dr Shanklin, "more UV 
rays will come through and 
blocking creams etc are advis
able."

IN a speech to the United Nations 
Assembly this week. Argentine 
Foreign Minister, Guido di Telia, 
reiterated his hope that the Labour 
Government would not, "turn their 
backon Argentina., concerning the 
Argentines wish to negotiate over 
the Falkland Islands." He criticised 
Britain, saying ,"no member of the 
United Nations should be allowed 
to get out of the obligation to re
solve a dispute through peaceful 
means."

Dr di Telia who has in the past 
admitted that Britain would not 
negotiate against the wishes of Is
landers is unlikely to be encour
aged by statements from local can
didates for the General Election, 
who have been united in their re
jection of any talks with Argentina 
(apart from those already occuring 
on oil and fishing).

In a message to Islanders di 
Telia said on Tuesday, "To the 
Islanders. 1 tell them again, that we 
promise them that we will fully 
respect their way of life, culture 
and institutions, as is laid down in

p

"A OFFICIALS in the Chilean Minis
try' of Health have been forced to 
issue a practical guide for tourists 
visiting the south of the country, 
particularly campers and hikers, in 
a bid to control the expansion of 
the deadly hantavirusthat has killed 
14 people in the region this year, 
and 47 since 1991.

Transmitted by wild rodents, 
the disease has a mortality rate of 
over 60% with 73% of known cases 
being males in rural areas. No treat
ment has yet been discovered to 
effectively combat the fulminating 
vascular and respiratory conse
quences of the virus. (MP)

'x
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Bad news for di Telia (above)
our National Constitution."

Election candidate, Jan Cheek's 
statment, however, carried a simi
lar message to those of other nomi
nees. "Argentina will continue to 
press for concessions but we must 
stand firm because we believe in 
our right to our Islands."

Candidate. Norma Edwards, ar
ticulated a commonly held view in 
the Islands that the ’problem' to 
which Argentina constantly refers, 
"is entirely of Argentina's making 
and they have to resolve it, not us."

Photo Mercopress/BA Herald

Golfing doubleIn a note to the BAS office in 
Stanley, he advised, "Ultravio
let levels are unlikely to be as 
high as during the previous 
crossing on September 13/14 
because the centre of the hole is 
now on the far side of the Ant
arctic. The following crossing 
(approximately October 3/4) is 
likely to be worse."

Early closure for 
Loligo fishing season

THE Loligo squid fishing sea
son is to close early, with all 
licences for type ‘X' Loligo li- 
censesrevoked from2359hours 
on September 30. Vessels af
fected by the early closure are to 
be offered restricted fin fish li
cences or refunds.

FORMER Ryder Cup European 
team captain. Bernard Gallagher, 
is to visit the Falklands from No
vember 17 to 30. He will be coach
ing some of the Islands’ many keen 
golfers. Former Governor, Sir Rex 
Hunt, himselfakeen golfer, will be 
accompanying Bernard.

Citizens out in the cold for 

Conservation beach clean
Military helpers 

■ .... , brave the cold 
and bundle 
rubbish into 
bags at Whale 
Bone Cove on 
September 20.

LApproximate ly 
100 civilian 
and military 
residents ar- 

5 rived to assist
:: -V ' in the cZectninS

i . • f- j up of the cove at
| the Falklands 
1 Conservation 

organised 
"Beachwatch." 
Story and 
photographs on 
page 4

...A'
Concerns over rumoured 

radioactive cargo
FOLLOWING the 1995 voy
age of the Pacific Pintail, which 
sailedcIosetotheFalklandswith 
a cargo of radioactive waste, 
concerns are now emerging over 
unconfirmed rumours of a simi
lar voyage involving an English 
flagged vessel apparently sched
uled to carry French nuclear 
waste through the Magellan 
Strait en route to Japan. (MP)

General Election: Candidates 

statements pages 5-10 a
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Penguin News ) Friend of the Falklands dies
FALKLAND ISLANDS An appreciation of Bill Hunter Christie by Robert ElgoodHill Cove oil spill: 

Lack of evidence is not 

proof of no damage

of the early work to establish a 
fisheries regime off the Falklands 
was done by Bill and the South 
Atlantic Fisheries Committee. The 
present prosperity of the Islands is 
the result. To the end of his life he 
enjoyed telling of a visit to a For
eign Office Minister where a civil 
servant assured the gathering that 
"there are no fish in the South

BILL HunterChristiediedon Sep
tember 22 after a long illness. Me 
belonged to that great English tra
dition of independently minded 
gentlemen with nonconformist.! ib- 
cral temperaments who espoused 
causes without regard for author
ity, popularity or self-interest.Over 
the centuries such people have 
brought honour and probity to pub
lic life and by sheer persistence 
have changed public opinion and 
moved government policy.

Bill Hunter Christie was a Lin
coln's Inn barrister, a very able 
man with a lucid mind. He gave up 
the chance of conventional suc
cess in order to devote his legal 
talents to deserving causes that in
terested him such as the Inland 
Waterways Association and its 
fight to keep the inland waterway 
system intact However, he will be 
principally remembered as the per
son who kept the Falkland Islands 
British at a time when successive 
British Governments were intent 
on divesting themselves of Em
pire.

Row Roj J. Sianln. Falkland Island* • Telephone: 22684 • Fax: 22138 • Exrn Frida) • Price: 60p

THERE is apparently an old military adage that 'one should learn to take 
orders before one gives them.' This 'proverb' acquired some signifi
cance this week when, having asked election candidates to submit a 500 
word summary of their policies to Penguin News. I have received some 
election speeches of almost encyclopaedic proportions, once or twice 
accompanied with the words “do what you want with it." While I realise 
that precis is not everybody’s favourite exercise (but one which may be 
of value to proceedings in future LegCo meetings) is it not disturbing to 
know that a number of individuals with ambitions to mould and direct 
the administration of the Falkland Islands are entirely incapable of ful
filling a basic requirement?

Quite apart from this worry, it is equally, if not more startling, that 
those same candidates were prepared - despite having been given the 
opportunity to do so themselves - to allow newspaper staff to cut and 
rearrange the words on which their success or failure in this campaign 
may depend. Wonders. 1 am entirely convinced, w ill never cease! (These 
comments do not of course apply to candidates w ho were travelling to 
UK earlier this month, and unaware of Penguin News guidelines)

Thankfully, and reassuringly, a large proportion o"f candidates did 
produce the required summaries - albeit, often with bad grace - and. 
combined w ith much ruthless editing from the Penguin News staff of 
other lengthy theses, we were able to provide in one publication, (and at 
the earliest possible opportunity) a platform, of w hat we feel is concise, 
and comprehensive information w ith respect to candidates beliefs, and serious than reports of a few dead
one on w hich the electorate may now build if they so choose shellfish, and in particular the mor-

To move on from my personal disillusionment w ith the attitudes of lalil> °r limpets as a result of the
various individuals, admittedly, much of what has been written gives the SP'11 had extended for over 200
appearance of reasonable sense. And. if the electorate judge thc"policies nietres from the point ofdischarge 
of one or two candidates, who have not already served terms as council
lors. to be occasionally bordering on idealism, they should bear in mind 
that to be well-intentioned is not a bad characteristic '

by Monday. It would also be 
wise to assume that no wildlife 
colonies were put at risk from the 
spill. Although there appear to be 

of colonially 
nesting birds along the southern 
and eastern shores of Byron Sound 
there are certainly major seabird 
colonies to the north. Given a dif
ferent set of conditions the situa
tion may have been very different.

Thankfully the impact of this 
particular spill appears to have 
been minimal, due in part to a fa
vourable combination of wind and 
tide. However, it also 
timely reminder that we are living 
with the risk of serious incidents" 
even before there is any significant 
offshore oil related activity around 
the islands.

I WOULD like to comment on a 
couple of points regarding the re
cent diesel spillage at Hill Cove.

During the weekend of the 
spill, a number of birds seen in the 
vicinity of the discharge were re
ported as being contaminated by 
an oily substance. Given the wind 
direction following the spill, it 
w-ould be reasonable to assume that 
any birds killed as a result of oil
ing would have been blown away 
from the shore and would there
fore not have been found during 
Monday's visit. The fact that no 
evidence of oiled birds was found 
on this visit should not be taken to

un-

Atlantic."
Bill Hunter Christie was a re

markable man with the ability' to 
inspire people, particularly young 
people, to support the causes he 
fought for. He involved them and 
put them to work. I recall in 1982 
sitting listening to him addressing 
MPs in a committee room of the 
HouseofCommons.Itw as a warm, 
sunny day and I was peacefully 
looking round the room when I 
was astonished to hear him say 
"...andmycolleagueRobertElgood 
knows all about this subject and 
will speak to you about it..." That 
was typical of Bill. He possessed 
an excitingand original mind, great 
energy and courage. He commit
ted everything to the cause he be
lieved in. This was hard on his 
family but he was fortunate in hav
ing the support of a devoted wife 
who shared his dedication to the 
Islands’ cause.

In 1993 the Falkland Islanders 
recognised his work for them by 
awarding him the Freedom of 
Stanley. It was an honour richly 
deserved and he told me that he 
valued it more than any honour he 
could ever receive. I liked him 
enormously, enjoyed his trenchant 
comments and sense of humour 
and will miss him greatly as will all 
who knew or worked with him.

no concentrations

serves as a

mean that none w ere affected. Lo
calised effects are potentially more Bill Hunter Christie (Photo courtesy of Jan Cheek)

Mr Falklands. consulted and 
hugely respected by politicians, 
diplomats and writers, many of 
w'hom rejected his opinions but 
could not ignore them. His views 
were stubbornly and uncompro
misingly held, like those of the 
Islanders, but he saw' further and 
more clearly than most. It is cer
tainly true that if the British Gov
ernment had listened to the advice 
of the Committee there would have 
been no Argentine invasion in 
1982.

Research Institute. Cambridge and 
he published his findings in The 
Antarctic Problem in 1951. The 
following year he was called to theJeremy Smith 

Conservation Officer 
Falklands Conservation BarBill was a lieutenant in the 

Coldstream Guards until seriously 
wounded in 1943. A year later 
when he had recovered he joined 
the South American Department 
of the Foreign Office and between 
1946-8 was Third Secretary at the 
British Embassy in Buenos Aires 
where he met President Peron. 
Peron told him that in order to 
deflect political unrest from the 
Government he proposed to reas
sert Argentina's dormant claim to 
the Falkland Islands.

Bill's interest in South Atlantic 
issues resulted in his spending the 

1948-50 at the Scott Polar

In 1968 Falkland Islands coun
cillors learned that the then Labour 
Government was secretly negoti
ating sovereignty with the Argen
tine and appealed for help. The 
United Kingdom Falkland Islands 
Commilteewas formed in response 
to this appeal with the aim of ob
taining official recognition of the 
right of the Islanders to determine 
theirown future. Bill wasa founder 
member. Honorary Secretary' from 
1968-1978, and played a leading 
role in this group of remarkable 
people.

We were all 

newcomers once
in a representative.

providing it is accompanied by intelligence and honesty. Know ledge of 
the practical realities. I have been informed by serving councillors (usu
ally defending slow achievement in one project or another) is the prize 
for having survived six months on council.

Policy sunrises appear to be few. and. while such adjectives as ’safe' 
and 'unimaginative' may well be articulated by some electors, it is likely I WOULD like the opportunitv to
that several candidates will receive the accolade that clearly, they are in make some observations in con-
tune with the views of the majority of voters. Attitudes to most issues. nection with Rosemary King's
particularly, education (vocational training). Argentina, oil revenue, shel- comments about Saint Helenians 
tered housing, agricultural diversification, communications, preserva- reported in an article in last week's 
tion of fish stocks and immigration are often similar; although, on the Penguin News. 
latter issue, candidate Alan Jones demonstrates he has the courage of his Newcomers to the Islands 
convictions by rejecting the locally favoured policy of a natural trickle' required to be resident in the Is-
of immigration, arguing that a strategic approach is necessary. lands for a minimum ofsevenvears

That several candidates have considered worthy of mention the view before they arc eligible to vote 
that a proportion of full-time councillors' may become a necessity in the According to the 1996 census 
future, is not altogether a surprise issue, but certainly one which is gain- 680 people had been resident for 
ing unexpected momentum in this campaign. And. that this subject is 
raised by candidates who already have experience in the office they seek 
is perhaps significant in that it may indicate genuine concern that Legis
lative Councillors are in danger of losing control of the more complex 
projects through lack of time for research and debate, and therefore, in
formed decision making

Finally, while it is gratifying to observe the amiable air w'hich exists 
between candidates (on the surface at least) at such a vital and stressful 
time, potential councillors are perhaps not altogether above what might 
be construed ’mildly underhand' tactics. Call me suspicious, but by "il
lustrating their clean bill of health with regard to Standards in Public life 
by frantically denying commercial involvement in oil or fishing, 
few candidates slyly suggesting that association with such lucrative busi
nesses go automatically hand-in hand with unhealthy morals?

potential new voters can be Saint 
Helenians (it will in fact be less 
than this as some Saint Helenians 
have been in the Islands for 
than five years and will not belong 
in the "resident for five years or 
less" category) and 427. i e. 63%. 
will actually be from other 
tries.

In !996just58%ofthepopula
tion had been resident for 
than ten years and no one has to 
trace their roots back that far to find 
their families 
ers loo.

People who view themselves as 
"belongers" should consider their 
comments about "newcomers" very
carefully, and I do not believe that 
racial comments can ever be ac
ceptable.

A series of discussion papers 
on military' and economic matters 
were produced by the United King
dom Falkland Islands Committee 
and many of the ideas advanced in 
these w'ere later developed in the 
Shacklcton Reports. A great deal

more

are For tw-enty five years he w-asyears
Community School Christmas cardscoun-

Pictured left are lan France and 
Neil Gilbert, two young Falk
lands'men currently taking a two 
year course at Inverness College 
to become approved electricians. 

j They are apprenticed to No l 
Electrical Limited, the company 

^ started by Murray Thain 17 years 
* * fL.M ago, and which now has 70 em- 

•:i 1 ployees.

THIS year's Community School Christmas Card Collection has been 
designed by students Marie Summers. Liev Poncet (both Year 11) and 
Mark Gilbert (Year 10).

The cards w'ere chosen from a short list

more

five years or less (unfortunately 
the census docs not have 
egory for "seven years or less"), 
meaning that, theoretically, in a 
maximum ofseven years from cen
sus night there could be 680 new 
voters.

a cat- of 24 by popular vote held in the school 
amongst both the student body and the teach- 
ing staff, and are now' on sale at Pastimes ' 
and at the school.

The price is a mere 30p per card (£3.60 
for a pack of one dozen) with all proceeds
eoing to the Stephen Jaffray Memorial Fund. %
Art teacher. Mrs Tim Simpson, told Pen- Jji- T.'.FV";

were once new com-

R ' V

'S

An analysis of population by 
country' of birth in thecensus shows 
that 253 people were born in Saint 
Helena. Therefore at the very most 
only 253, i.e. 37%, of the 680

Late letter.....
FREQUENTLY the news we read 
in the paperand the letters we write 

negative, or simply to com
plain. (Mine included). But how 
often do we notice or appreciate 
the quiet thoughtfulness and kind
ness of those behind the scenes.

I'm moved to write this because 
of two people I've observed who 
have shown great kindness and 
concern in the day to day running 
of their jobs in the last few weeks.

The first was when I'd needed 
to get to a dentist rather urgently; 
had made an appointment, con
firmed the plane flight; then, to my 
distress, found that there was a 
mistake in the bookings and I'd 
miss the appointment. Of course I 

glowingly upset and phoned

Vernon Steen to air my grievance. 
He said he'd try his best and call 
me in the morning.

To my surprise and amazed 
delight, he had not only juggled 
my flight, but had also contacted 
the dental department and changed 
my appointment to suit!

Recently at two separate farms, 
where parents had contacted the 
hospital about a sick child and 
been given advice, Barry Elsby 
later phoned to follow' up and see 
how the child was getting along. 
This was very much appreciated.

These are just two examples of 
the many who do their best and 
have the good of others at heart. 1 
think it right that names should be 
named as well.

Tom Blake 
Stanley

000 of each card has been §' 
a first come first -

guin News only 
printed so sales will be on

I
areare a

Left: Penguinsserved basis
by Mark Gilbert

.... ••
The successful applicant must possess a valid driving licence and 

have good word processing skills with experience of using Word and

The job will involve clerical duties and will include vote control. 
Salary will be paid in either grade H or G, ranging from £8 964 

per annum at the bottom of H to £12,720 per annum the midpoint of
dons and^expeHencedependcnt on lhc applicant's relevant qualifica-

Interestcd persons should contact the Computer Co-ordinator Mr
Mike Peake on telephone number 27107 for further details

Application forms are available from the Human Resources De
partment, Secretariat and completed forms should be returned to that 
Department no later than 4pm on Monday 6th October 1997

General Election 
9 October, 1997

Exercise your 

right to vote!
C. Winthropwas

:
i:
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Bottles, bags and a Beachwatch barbeque
7 c=7 fum r17 ' shore which arc cleaned regularly

Report by Becky Ingham fcjjgU*. , * and that the beaches in the area arc
OVER 100 people turned out in icy Pompert (most enthusiastic cieane showing signs of improven
conditions on Saturday. Septem- upper!). - Emphasising the need to con-
ber 20. including a coachload from Most of the rubbisn '%as piu» tinue to try to reduce waste was the
MPA and good support from Hill- tics, bottles bags and s PP' - presence of three entangled dead
side Camp-(who provided the hot bands which could have birds. onc rock shag and ,
drinks) for this vear's Beachwatch from Stanley or fron] lh ‘ , ger ducks which had died
Dav. ' sh,Ps and fi,sh,nS veS,Sf suit of marine debris

More than 150 bags of rubbish. foundwasa large quani) P • Falklands Conservation are
weighing over two tonnes, were cord, and sections - _ * grateful to all those who attended

and put in a really excellent effort

Special thanks must go to the 
following companies for their 
input and support:
Argos Ltd.. F1C Ltd . K.EMH, 
Eurofishing. Stanley Bakery 
Ltd . BJ’s Butchery. SFS. Byron 
SWA, Synergy Information 
Systems. Seafish. Polar Ltd . 
Stanley Scout Group. Depart
ment of Agriculture. Consoli
dated Fisheries, CBFFL and all 
at Hillside and MPA

Summary of election policies by candidates 

for General Election, October 9, 1997lent

Bvo log. 
I as a re-

W/TH the intention of providing Penguin News readership with the 
basic election policies of the majority of candidates at a relatively early 
stage in this campaign, we invited those standing to submit a summa
rised version of their manifestos by September 22, 1997. As a result, 
we hope we have provided readers with a platform of information which 
they can add to by listening to councillors detailed speeches on FIBS 
next week, or by approaching them directly.

“Preserve our 

unique way of life”
“Maintain present 

policy towards 

Argentina”
June Clark is married to Norman. 
They have two sons. Craig and 
Douglas June and Norman live in 
Stanley.

Standing for Stanley

B J Besley-Clark
Bill Luxton is married to Elizabeth 
(iidda). Bill has three sons. 
Christopher. A lichael and Stephen. 
Bill and l.idda live at Chartres on 
l Test Falklands.

Wrapped against the cold, two of 
the younger Beach Watchers THE reason I am standing as a 

candidate for LegCo is my concern 
about the future of the Falkland 
Islands, we have a unique way of 
life which I would like to preserve, 
along with a gradual development i 
for the future.

Housing is a major problem 
and needs to be addressed sooner 
rather than later. We need to build 
more single and two bedroom 
homes for our own people.

Old Folks Home. Sheltered

GENERAL ELECTION 1997Above: Mandy Heathman on her way down to the shore to 
join the other 100 Beach Watchers 

so again either fishing vessels or 
FIPASS were the most likely 
sources. There was a limited 
amount of medical waste, a few 
syringes, medicine bottles etc. 
These, however, could have been 
present last year when a large 

Prize winners on the day in- amount was found, so may not re- 
cluded Laura Hobson (youngest fleet input from this year alone, 
participant). Jayne Miller and John Several people who attended 
Elligott (guess the weight of rub- the beach clean last year and this 
bish). and Janet Robertson

—-
Standing for CampTHE following itineraries are proposed for the mobile polling teams 

travelling to the camp constituency during the four business days 
before the Election Day (there will be no voting over the weekend) 

On Sunday the 5th October Polling Station materials will be de
livered to the Presiding Officer at Fox Bay East. This (light will also 
carry' two mobile teams, one to be dropped off at Hill Cove the other 
at Port Howard.

Monday the 6th October, weather permitting, mobile teams will 
visit the following places -

Aircraft I Spring Point. Dunnosc Head 
Shallow Harbour, New Island 
Beaver Island. Weddell Island 
Port Stephens, Albermarle, Port Edgar 

Aircraft 2 Chartres. Roy Cove, Dunbar
West Point Island. Carcass Island 
Pebble Island, Saunders Island 
Mill Cove 
Port Howard 

Tuesday 7 October 1997 
Aircraft I Lively Island, Bleaker Island

Sealion Island, Speedwell Island 
North Arm. Walker Creek 

Aircraft 2 Salvador, Douglas Station 
Fort San Carlos, San Carlos

On Tuesday the 7th October, two teams consisting each of two 
election officials will travel by landrover to -

Rincon Grande, Horseshoe Bay 
Port Louis. Johnsons Harbour 
Brookfield Farm, Green Patch 

T, Teal Inlet, Riverview Farm
lhc landrover will return to Stanley via the Estancia.

am a • second tea.m W'N travel to Hawkbit, Fitzroy and Mount Plcas- 
am Airport reluming to Stanley via Bluff Cove.
nui™00 nrghlS mean* of course’ 3 hcavy work-load for the 
be ma?ni2SSrC|raft,-and lr®l an extreme,y liShl schedule will have to
partTcX airsIrlpVwlTere iS> eleCtt" are askcd “ a‘le"d * 'hC,r

Howard and Hill Cove.
ODe^'contimimictv6 r1*1 lhe Stanley Polling Station will be

Chamber Fmran^ ® am - 6 pm in the Court and Council
the ground floor of the T^hSh ““ ^ 'he main °"

conUnuouslv1£ * FL0xuBay Easl and Goose Green wil1 be °PCT
At the Close nHh I,thu bours of 9 am - 4 pm on the 9th October, 
be sealed and P,°' lhe ballo> box« from these two stations will 

Arsome no?n h lCam leader and n°w" 10 Stanley,
will visit those in ,uUn!J® th^day on the 9th October a mobile team 
the Jack Hayward Housing.Edward lhc V11 Memorial Hospital and 

All times quoted above are Stanley times.

collected from a 1.5km stretch of 
the beach.

Despite grotty weather, spirits 
were kept high by the superb 
barbeque organised by Phil 
Middleton and the local Scout

: /W R Luxton cStiW VJi
FOUR years ago the voters in the 
Camp constituency were kind 
enough to give me a large vote of 
confidence at the election On Oc
tober 9th I will find out what the Accommodation. MPA Road. Link
verdict is now as I olfer my self I or Roads, Stanley Roads, mainte-
another term on Leg Co. m this nanceofourinfrastructure. Sewer-
brief summary I would like to indi- y _ aec. infant and Junior School, the
cate how I would approach some - ~ list is endless. We must produce a
of the mallcrs ™h,fcb‘ ine communitv. If elected I will manageable and feasible plan to
new government if>ou elect me as w£rj. forapr0pCrp|annedandcon- bring to fruition.
one ol your councillors. sistent approach to agricultural as- Immigration policy: 1 his must

Above all. I wou d wish the sjstancc jn ordcr l0 g0 some way be addressed urgently, my views
new Council to ma'nJa,n lh<j Present louard$ equalising Camp and are a tighter control on everyone
policy towards Argentina. 1 ould 5lan|cv incomes. wanting to immigrate. We should
never agree to Argentina having jp * e|ccl me j wj|j continue ensure medical and criminal back-
any part in our a fairs'a"d until iq prj$s for Qn accc|cralcci camp ground are looked into properly.
ova our countO'<l would°not agree road building program. After an amongst other criteria to name but My views on Argentina have
to any lifting of the ban on Argen- ,^d TwTuld Wpe^siademe Education contmues to give not changed. I would talkon envi-
tine passport holders betng admit- “ “o 'c ake a ft m urip of good results, a hieh standard is ronmental issues. No o her talks 
led. It is a simple sanction, easy to "h'ss|°^ Sssential for the development of (secret orotheav.se) unt, they drop
administerand very effective. They ^1^°^ h main'slandat the our future. Academic. Vocational the%C‘a'fisWne°Sw still re
do not like it and this is shown by earijcsfDOSSjble date and Social education are the way The fishing industry still re-
the continuous campaign against ^ \voKso continue to sup- forward. I do not think we are mains the major source for our
it. During the lead up to the talks at J ^prov^sTon of he ve^ best doing enough at all levels. c°unlnes economy It is essential
Chevening it looked as ifthey were ^-^for our childre? and I have Always supported our ‘ba! conservation of fish stocks re
al last prepared to give up the claim. a,l There is an sports men and women it is a great mainour highest priority.
We willnever know whether it was “need to make sure that those social and physical development. I ‘"dustry 3 s
just a trick to get us talking them Qn outer is|ands or iso|ated will continue to support them. "“F ^ationisg tiehtKin nhre
or whether it wasa-genuine offer tsssharc lhc bencfits available to The F1DF morale seems good, ^t^i^^essu^we arelikelv
that di I clla was. in the end unable ^ ^ of lhc communily their recruitment figures have im- "1,tb a« ™=Pr™iS“ k Y
to sell to his own side. I would not pinallv I must mention the proved, however, like so many to receive from this industry.
consider such secret talks again - ™a“?*^ alhhese ideas other organisations they are hav- Councillors must represent the
any further approach from the f°“rce ™™so'ran ing to come to terms with the fact Falklands at every possible venue
Argentines willhavetobeopenHn ^fishing that even leisure time is becoming ^ tS eler^
any case our councillors did ex- jndust^, R must be better to have more competitive. Argentines will be taking every
actly the right thing when they peoXmakingPronts and The economy is everyone's con- opportunity to state theirs,
walked out. The farming commu- -n ^ rather lharf bavina the cem. how it is managed, what capi- have only touched briefly
nity continues m crisis with people fis'haad the profits aoine overseas, tal expenditure plans, service pro- those ,SSJ*CS which are of major
having to leave their farms and council visions, related to the projected concern. Ifyou wish to discuss any
work elsewhere in order to make we shall know whether the income income level. With clear concise of these or other issues plcasedo
ends meet. The haphazard mish- from oi| js to be nothine or enor- planning Government w ould be not hesitate to contact me on 21536
mash of assistance which has been mQUS _ Qr somewhere between, more effective. between 5pm and 7pm any evening,
forthcoming so far is totally unsat- whalever it is lhere win be diffi- The Camp will continue to need 1 w,ll endeavour to do my best
isfactory. No one can plan and it cuU dccisions and we musl a|| hope our support if they are to develop, lectorate'and lhe Falk-
changesevery five minutes. This is lhe councii you elect has the By helping farmers to achieve the land Islands,
a wealthy country but most of that 
wealth has so far bypassed the farm-

full potential of their land, we can 
assist in many ways to make it a 
viable business, and secure the fu
ture.group.

I welcome the paper put for
ward on the "Standards in Public 
Life" to the last ExCo Committee.
I feel this has to be put in place as 
soon as possible, together with ad
ditional amendments for a tighter 
policy, so there can be no misun
derstandings in the future.

Our Civil Servants' moral is at 
its lowest with the introduction of 
the Hay review. The Councillors 
must put impetus behind these out
standing grievances and have them 
actioned.

believe that the level of waste is

The Internet - Part 2 of 4 by Nikki Buxton

Pick-up Mobile Team 
Pick-up Mobile Team\0i The internet 

doesn’t byte!
BY now. most of us have heard the tographs from cameras attached to
terms "World Wide Web" and the Internet, watch clips from vid- 
"surfing the Net”, but what do they eos, or listen to music. Some Web 
mean? The World Wide Web is a pages have files linked to them, 
collection of pages, stored on com- and these can be downloaded onto 
puters throughout the world, and your computer directly; others may
joined by hypertext links. These tell you where to find interesting 
are documents that are linked so or useful files, 
that clicking on a button, icon, or With a credit card by your side, 
keyword, takes you into the related you can book travel and theatre
document. Web pages are written tickets, make hotel reservations,
in HTML (Hypertext Markup Lan- order flowers, chocolates, books,
guage), which helps to standard- software and much more. (It pays
ise these links. The World Wide to be a bit wary when giving out
Web is the fastest growing part of credit card details, as there have
the Internet, due largely to the ease been several cases of people run-
with which Web browsing soft- ning scams or hacking into credit
ware can be used. card databases over the Internet.)

A Web browser is a program There are interactive games which
that lets you leap (or “surf') be- many people can play at once, pit-
tween hypertext links to read text. ting their wits against distant, 
view graphics and videos and hear seen opponents. There are also chat 
sounds. Two of the top Web lines, with typing replacing talk- 
browsers are Spry Mosaic and ing. The “chat” varies from
Netscape Navigator. With a Web demic discussions to gossip be-
browser and some extra graphics tween friends, 
or sound software, you can view Next week we will learn about 
pictures in exhibitions, or live pho- sending e-mail over the Internet.

voting will take place - excepting Fort

on

un-

aca-

wisdom to make the right ones. ....More Election summaries over the page...J.C. Rowland 
Returning Officer
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“Totally committed to Camp”
jj- the improvement of both agricultural point of view wherever and when- 
EjSi and social infrastructure. Forward ever we can. 

planning is essential; continuing

“An Islander by conviction” Summary 0f policies by 

candidates in the 

General Election'ISSlI
William (Bill) Davies has a wife. Chris, work, and we get houses. Oversim- 
anci son. .-Isa. He also has a son and plilying perhaps, but we have al- 
daughter (Andrew and Michelle) by ready started answering the need 
wife. Linda, who died in 1991. Bill and with East Stanley Development 
his family live in Stanley. and Eliza Crescent. Let's keep it

% .* ■

\ Ti ( Other issues of importance arc:- 
A * proyement and promotion of Falk- We must keep careful check on 
Vi *ant^ 'vo°l. financial and technical en- any potential oil revenues and resist
1/1 ' couragement for farmers interested any effort to divert large sums out of

in setting up new projects on their our control, 
farms, sale and purchase of farms. We must make every effort to 
attracting young people to camp, the continue to manage the Fishing in
work of the Agricultural Department, dustry with a view to preserving 
continuing improvement of roads. stocks and maintaining our interests, 
telecommunications, TV and radio, and that we take a very firm stand on 
and so on. the issue of human rights in this field.

These aims cannot be achieved Education standards must be 
overnight but unless plans are laid maintained. Greater emphasis should 
down we shall never achieve the be put on vocational training both for

.___ , n . ,, creation and continuation of a viable students and adults as being particu-
r _ i , oc. )ve ls married to community. larly suited to our way of life.
,~e c.a, an< J ie*v dul’ These are crucial times for the Is- We should have a proper plan for
,,en‘ ' an.l:. ,n aaaSam Richard lands, and it is important to have a transport and internal communica-
nas two children by a former mar- strong and democratically unified tions.
rtage Gties and Kern. Richard and Council. 1 am committed to see that 
Cjrizelda live in Fox Bay Village 
West Falkland

> im-
i

-; :;oup. \Standing for Stanley

W Davies
Appropriate social facilities for 

teenagers barely exist. With money 
they could. Councillors who are 

AS a candidate I look to represent the chosen in this election have the 
people of Stanley and the Islands. An chance to address such needs, and 
Islander by conviction if not birth. I to contribute to a major public re-
have an affinity with the people and lations debut in the sporting world,
culture, and have no wish to see it We should listen to our young peo

ple's pertinent views. Our sports- 
I came to the Islands in 1984 as a men/women could be our best am- 

contraclor. On completion of my con- bassadors at overseas events, 
tract I was asked to return, which I did

$gham (Stanley) mm (Camp) 

Well (Camp)
spoilt

Tourism is slowly developing, 
but for the most part, the shop-I am at present a.Prison Officer.

As a councillor 1 aim to do my best keeper sees little money coming in 
and I see myself as having the attribute for all the expenditure. We must 
of a dogged determination to correct be more aware of this financial 
what I feel is w rong.

With regard to Argentina. Carlos
Menem speaks of ‘recovering the Is- land heritage - should be put 
lands by the year 2000 ' I say NEVER usable repair 
- they will remain British.

proving but why the importation of 
cabins on the south side of the by
pass? Services (water, sewerage, 
electricity) have to be connected to 
each cabin Why not build one- 
bedroomed flats instead9 The cost 
should not be much more - especially 
if local labour is used - and the build
ings would not only be a more per
manent structure, but w ould be more

“Will not be party 

to secret agendas”
Legislation should be set up to 

Elected Council and the Administra- protect our unique wildlife and en- 
tion work together and that the Chief vironment.
Executive and the Administration ad- We need a realistic Immigration 
here to the democratic system of policy.
Council being the policy makers, and 
the Administration carrying out 

I AM totally committed to the devel- Council’s policies, 
opment of Camp and outlying is
lands The land is an asset which will

onanomaly.
Bodie Creek Bridge - a Falk- 

into Standing for Camp

R Cockwell To conclude, with only three rep
resentatives in Camp it is important 
that your elected councillor gets to 

With regard to Argentina. I firmly know' all his constituents, and if 
believe in no relaxation of our atti- elected. I promise to visit East Falk

land as soon as possible after the elec
tion. and regularly after that, and also 
hold regular meetings at various

KTV deserve support. Al- 
Housing: we are moving in the right though a private venture, setting- 

direction. but should not be compla- up assistance could be made avail- 
cent. We need to plan our require- able. (What if another round of 
ments; assist the self-builder more; put military spending cuts were to 
out smaller-unit contracts for the local cause SSVC to go9)

Immigration; retain the status 
quo. Housing is a priority before 
we allow any influx.

We should not let educational

Most candidates, in the four elec
tions in which I have stood, prom
ised ‘open government'. 1 won't be
cause tw ice during the past four years 
this government has been the best 
‘closed shop' I ever worked for. The 
way the electorate were kept in the 
dark on both those occasions dis-

in keeping with that area.
A permanent Lorry Park for 

Stanley needs organising immedi
ately

always be there, and - if correctly tude unless they drop their claim, 
husbanded and developed - can again Perhaps it may be the time to find 
support the community. If there is no out how the electorate feel on this 
viable oil to be found, and fishing specific issue by means of a survey, places on the West, 
incomes decrease. Camp may again We must continue to be repre- If my ideas are what you want, 
be in the position of having to be the sented abroad as much as possible - then place one of your votes for me. 
main income base.

A proper plan needs setting up for ing to speak for ourselves and put our you during the next Council.

small-builder and maximise use of our 
local work force.

We need to prioritise housing 
policy (including provision of sheltered 
accommodation). I am not advocating 
an influx of contracting companies - 
let us take stock of what we have, and 
how best use them. Thus, they w ill get

If oil arrives it will come at a cost. 
We must make decisions regarding 
accommodating transitting oil rig 
personnel (if appropriate); w ill there 
be an increase in movement at MPA 
or w ill Stanley Airport be developed. 
We need to get the environmental 
planning right.

and sporting standards fall, but 
look after ouryoungsters - they w ill 
run these Islands later in life. 

Falklands infrastructure is im-

gusted me and I will certainly not be 
a party to any more secret agendas 
which are set up If I am returned to 
Government this October 1 w ill up
hold the confidential its of Govern
ment where necessary', but will never 
be party to withholding information 
from my constituents which I con
sider may put their wishes for the 
future of the Islands in jeopardy.

1 will continue to push for more 
sheltered housing and. after the new 
school hostel is built, for Stanley 
House to be converted into a nurs
ing home for our elderly.

I will also continue to support a 
toad building programme and to 
press for maintenance teams for 
Camp and Stanley roads. Ell also be 
Pressing for fly ing squads, to repair 
camp tracks.

We have for the present and fore
seeable future a split economy with 
the wealth in Stanley and the Camp 
Population struggling to get by. par
tly those running less than 
4J00 sheep. The West and outer is- 

■ands have had 
burd

we lose credibility if we are not will- and I will do my best to represent

- - :Stability for Landholdings population”“Candidates should be up-front”
dedicated people who populate Falk
lands Landholdings’ farms - bought 
for the protection of those who were 
on the land at that time, and to serve 
as a training ground for future gen
erations. We need acreage to 
progress pasture improvement on a 
more ambitious scale than best ef
forts in the past It is time we stopped 
sniping, liberated management from 
the political yoke, restored faith in 
the employees and placed our confi
dence in the new Managing Direc-

Eric Goss is married to Shirley, and 
has two sons. William and Morgan 
Eric and Shirley live at North Arm 
on Fast Falkland

Norma Edwards is married to Roger 
and they have two daughters. Emma 
and Rebecca Norma and Roger live 
at Lake Sulivan Farm on West Falk
land.

residential home. Once a new ture of farming.
FI DC are being strangled by hav- 

House and its grounds will have ing to administer projects that should
huge potential. Plans for sheltered be left to stand alone. Thev need to 
units for the elderly and young 
adults, and a residential home.

School Hostel is built. Stanley

Standing for Campregain the initiative.
Oil exploration starts next year, 

should be drawn up as soon as pos- and it concerns me that westill don't 
sible. I find it unacceptable that have legislation in place to protect 
anyone should have to live perma- the environment. This has to be a

priority for the next Council
Regarding sharing possible oil 

sonablc to expect young people to revenue w ith the United Kingdom. I 
live at home with their parents. We stand by the previous Council’s com
are not keeping up with the demand mitment to pay for our defence, 
for single accommodation, and I I don't agree with the quota ap- 
would like to see more single units proach to immigration envisaged by 
being built. Coopers and Lybrand. A controlled

All aspects of education are im- trickle based on a points system is 
portant, but I am proud of the sup- the fair and acceptable way. 
port that I was able to give the In- I fully support Falkland Islands 
fant/Junior School during the last participation in overseas sporting 
council. The next stage is a new 
block when the FIDF move.

Standing for Camp E M GossN Edwards IN presenting my statement of poli
cies I am hoping that you, the Elec
torate, will use it to help form y our 
judgement in selecting the candidates 
for whom you will vote.

I believe there are investment 
opportunities here in the oil indus
try. I would like to see shore based 
facilities established to generate fi
nance in downstream activity, and 
there will be a need for transit ac
commodation for workers which 
could be used, in the long term, to 
meet the bed shortfall in the tourism
industry.

More people 
more housing. Now' is the time to 
speed up and get something in place 
before the first semi-submersible rig 
arrives.I believe my seven years LcgCo 
experience gives me an advantage 
that w ill be a requirement in the next 
Council because of the reduced rep
resentation for Camp, and there are 

issues I am pleased to have

I WILL begin this address by ask
ing my constituents to forgive me for 
being absent during the election and 
on Polling Day. No-one was keen to 
attend the Labour and Conservative 
Party Conferences because of the 
date clashes, but I believe it was very 
important that we attend, particularly 
in a year w hen we have had a change 
of Government in Britain. If we had 
not attended Party Conferences in re
cent years we would not be enjoy
ing the current level of support.

Winston Churchill once said, 
“the price of freedom is eternal vigi
lance." We had better believe it be
cause if we lower our guard in any 
way the Argentines will move in, and 
it is You, the electorate who have the 
task of electing councillors strong 
enough to withstand the constant 
pressure that will be put on them to 
change their views. I get sick of agi
tators trying to make us feel guilty 
for a situation that is of Argentina s 
making. It is for them to resolve - 
not us. So, if you return me to Gov
ernment I will be constantly vigilant 
to protect our freedom.

nently in the Hospital.
I also believe that it is unrea-

tor.
The demographic drift from 

Camp to Stanley continues to bother 
me. I feel we should focus on ways dates come across on the Argentine 
to equalise living standards or iden- ‘pseudo' claim issue. My position
tify how' we could stop or reverse the hasn’t changed and never will. You
trc'ncj should all know my birthright is

Immigration is under review but priceless and not for sale. We settled 
must be controlled at an acceptable a bleak archipelago devoid of an in
level. My conscience would not al- digenous people 164 years ago. How

can anyone dispute our rights?
I have no investment in fishing, 

oil, or other business, and from this

an additional freight 
an(j so the equalisation of freight

John Birmingham is married to Sue. 
they have two children. Alex and Joe 
and live in Stanley.

Standing for Stanley

costs will have been very
welcome. But we will have to invest
m°re in the agricultural community
if we want to encourage people back
10 the land. We may one day have to
rely on wool again, and viable diver-
sificaiion. Discovering w'hat is viable
will take research, which is costly.
hut if we ignore the needs of our ru-
ral immunity we will have a large
bureaucratic and business centre in
^Janley and even fewer people in 
Gamp.

So, choose well
y°u vote me back in l will continue 
o W ork for the good of the Falkland 

ands to the best of my ability.

events, and there should be annual 
provision in the budget to part fi- 

Stanley’s roads will form an im- nance this. We get excellent public 
portant part of the four year devel- relations value from such sporting 
opment plan that is being drawn up. participation.
I hope that residents will be made I consider the Chevening talks to 
fully aware of which roads are go- have been a worthwhile exercise. The

STANDARDS in public life are an im- ing to be repaired or re-laid, and Argentines are now fully aware that
portant issue, and I think that candi- when, and I hope that other serv- Falkland Islanders have a say in their
dates for this election should be ‘up ices will be renewed at the same future. I don’t support allowing A
front’ with no surprises to reveal later time. gentina any concessions until they
on. I'm not involved with Fishing or We need to maximise as much drop their sovereignty claim, 
oil companies, and I have no intention as possible the revenue from, not We must celebrate the arrival of 
of becoming so. only fishing, but also agriculture, the millennium, if only to show

I have long been a supporter of and I am pleased that a large in- President Menem that our view of th(
more sheltered accommodation and a vestment is taking place in the fu-

low me to encourage immigrants 
from poor countries to come and 
work for lower wages as it reminds 
of the times when powerful landown- unique position I offer myself for 
ers and absentee landlords exploited election for the Camp Constituency, 
locals. I have a clean bill of health under

‘‘Standards in Public Life”, as, like

will needmean we

J Birmingham
Good progress has been made 

with Camp roads but we still seem many of you whom I wish to repre-
to have overlooked basic mainte- sent, my only income is the monthly
nance, and I am disappointed that we wage I receive for performing my 
failed to improve tracks for those at duty as a farm manager, and^none 
the bottom of the list. If re-elected I from company dividends or other 
will endeavour to get action to im- remote sources, 
prove the problem areas. When polling day arrives, be sure

Listen carefully to how candi- to place your cross alongside Goss.

r-

many
been party to.However, my sights are on unfin
ished business like the length of time 

far, to bring stability to the

on October 9. If

future is different to his. Isl taken, so



Penguin News
fi Information

Pullout aSeptember 27-October 3
CHURCH SERVICES
CATHEDRAL

LIBRARY
TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday -Tridav

SUNDAY 8am Holy Commun-
ion. I Oam Family Communion (first The times and heights of high and low tides(in metres) at Stanley.
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

08.45am - 12 noon and 
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 1 Oam - 12 noon 
2pm-5pm

Timegiven isStanley time. 
ForCamp,make the 28 
follow ing changes:

October
0504 

SUN 1037 
1650 
2308 

Sunrise0626 
Sunset 1859

1.4 WED
01 06300.7 1.5 HOSPITAL PHARMACY1A BERN AGUE - free church

1.5 1217 0.4Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm.
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday

0.4 1835 1.6Fox Bay +2hr 30m 
Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m 
Port Howard +3 hrs 19m 
Teal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. +lhr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
I iill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound +1 hr 11m 
Port San Carlos 
+ 2hr 55m
Darwin Harbour -56m

0040 
Sunrise 0620 
Sunset 1904

0.4

1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday

St. MARY’S
SUNDAY: 1 Oam (MPA 6.45pm). 
Week days: 9am

29 0536
MON 1112 

1728 
2339 

Sunrise 0624 
Sunset 1901

021.4
0.6 THURS 3.00pm - 5.00pm1.6 0655 1.5
0.4 1246 0.4St. CUTIIBERT'S (MPA) MUSEUM1908 1.61 1 1 . 74350-SUNDAY 8 am I loly 

Communion: 10.30am Eucharist/ 
Morning worship: 6.45pm Holy 
MassMONDAY: 6.30am Mass' 
WED: 7 30pm Holy communion: 
8pm Bible Study

Tuesday - Friday
1030 -12 noon/ 2.00 - 4.00pm 
Sunday

Sunrise 0617 
Sunset 190630 0603

TUE 1146 
1803 
0010 

Sunrise 0622 
Sunset 1903

1.5September
0.527 0423 1.3

0752 0.8
SAT 1602 1.5

2233 0.5

10.00 - 12 noon 
TREASURY 
Monday - Friday

03 0108
FRI 0719 

1318 
1939 

Sunrise0615 
Sunset 1908

1 6 0.5
0.4 1.5

0.4BAHA I FAITH
1.5 Sam -12 noon/ 1.15- 3.00pmFor information on meetings please 

ring Tel : 21957 (evenings)
Sunrise 0629 
Sunset 1858

■■ CLUBS AND CONTACTS
Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS REI)

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralec 
Collins, 21597.Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Dav Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone: 
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm. contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs. WOl&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall. Begin-
ners Classes - Sun:6pm. Advanced 
Classes - Sun: 7pm. Club Night (All 
welcome) - Mon: 7pm. Contact 
Tricia Hanlon 21406 
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days. Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con-BA DM IN I ON CLUB Mondays/ 
~hlll£d3y5 /-b£m Liz Burnett, 

el:21770 or Rene Rowlands, lei
tact Secretarv (j Cheek. 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8 45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORC VCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peek 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

I

21161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 

Dik Sawlc Tel 21414 
NETBALL. C LUB Tuesdays 6-8pm. 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE IT GI N CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome, 
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV-

Contact Sce-Contact

ERS& HANDICRAFTS Meetings
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

Further inforniation/Bookings: tel 27291Leisure CentreTerm Times
CourtsPoolDay

12 00- I 00 
5 00-000

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
Lane Swimming 
Public

Public
Public

12 00-1 00 
5 00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8 00 
9.30- 10 30 
12 00-1 00 
5 00 - 700 
7 00 - 8 00 
10 30 - 12 00 
12.00 - I 00 
5 00 - 7.00 
7 00 - 8.00 
500-7 00 
7 00 - 9 00

Monday

9 30-10 30 
12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9 00

Public
Public
Public

Tuesday

12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9.00

Hospital/OAP’s 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Mire

Public
Public

Wednesday

10.30-12.00 
12 00-1 00 
5 00-9 00

Parcnt/Toddlers0-7 Yrs
Public
Public

Thursday

12 00- 1 00 
5 00 -900

Parents/Toddlers
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

Public
Public

10 00- II 30 
12 00- 1.00
5.00 7.00
7 00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9.00
10.00- -LOO
4.00 - 5 00
10.00- 4 00 
4 00 -5 00

Friday

10 00 - 6 00 PublicSaturday

10 00 - 6 00 PublicSunday



programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
94.40 THE THUNDERLIZARDS 

4.50 BLUE PETER
5.15 SNAP!
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Marilyn and Fisher decide to go on a 
macrobiotic diet
6.00 BEADLE'S HOT SHOTS (New)
6.30 EMMERDALE Kim spurns Alex's advances
6.55 SCENE HERE Presented by Lucy Jackson
7.25 EASTENDERS Grant is determined to look after Kathy
7.55 999
8.45 POND LIFE
9.00 MATCH OF THE DAY Celtic v Liverpool. EUFA Cup. first round, 
first leg
10.55 CLASSIC ALBUMS Tonight, hippie band the Grateful Dead
11.55 TARTAN EXTRA

10.55 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE 
1110 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.35 HOW 2 (Repeat)
11.45 BLUE PETER
12.10 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.40 SONGS OF PRAISE 
115 HOT GADGETS
1.45 THE CHART SHOW
2.25 BROOKSIDE The Johnsons are astonished - have they been given back 
their freedom?
3.35 AS TIME GOES BY
4.05 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT From Warwickshire 
4.50 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE (New)
5.20 THE CARLING PREMIERSHIP Chelsea v Arsenal 
7 10 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.40 SURPRISE, SURPRISE
8.35 HEARTBEAT
9.25 BORN TO RUN (New) First in a six-part drama about love, money and 
marathon running. Car dealer Byron Flitch makes an offer to his demanding 
mistress Judith. He'll leave his wife if she can turn his elderly mother Lili into 
a marathon runner
10.20 FRIENDS US comedy series
10.45 NETWORK FIRST All in the Genes: Documentary about break
throughs in genetic science and the ethical questions they raise
11.40 TOTP 2 TBA

SATURDAY 27TH SEPTEMBER
10.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE 
10.40 GARFIELD AND FRIENDS
10.55 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO 
11.20 ELIDOR Roland encounters a bizarre computer game at a 
friend's house
11.45 RUN THE RISK
12.15 THE O-ZONE
12.35 FRAGILE KINGDOMS
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Tennis from Bournemouth: three-day 
eventing from Burghlcy; Racing from Goodwood; IAAF Grand Prix 
athletics from Japan: Cricket Focus; and a full round-up of the rest of 
the day's sporting events
6.30 TOP OF THE POPS
7.00 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN The vicious Vixen 
has been destroyed, but Superman must still discover who is the secret 
power behind the android
7.45 CONFESSIONS
8.25 CASUALTY (New)
9.15 ITS ULRJKA Ulrika Jonsson stars in her own show written by 
Vic Reeves and Bob Mortimer
9.45 THEY WHO DARE White-water diving in the Alps
10.00 LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two of the day's top 
FA Carling Premiership matches

SUNDAY 28TH SEPTEMBER
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.30 BLUE PETER
11.55 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.25 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.00 HOT GADGETS
1.30 THE CHART SHOW
2.20 BROOKSIDE Mick and Elaine finally have to face the conse
quences
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY
4.00 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT This week's edition comes 
from Tenby
4.45 SMALL TALK
5.15 WILDLIFE ON ONE
5.45 THE BEST OF LES DAWSON
6.15 THE DEEP
7.10 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING 
7.40 THE BLIND DATE EXCLUSIVE
8.35 HEARTBEAT (New) Blaketon goes on the warpath when 
Greengrass stands bail for a notorious burglar
9.25 FILM: DAVE (1993,15) Political comedy starring Kevin Kline 
and Sigourney Weaver. Dave runs an employment agency and bears 
such a striking resemblance to the President of the US that he is 
occasionally called upon to do impersonations
11.10 FRIENDS: US comedy series
11.35 MERCURY MUSIC PRIZE Presented by Jools Holland and 
Tracey MacLeod

MONDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Lance and Hannah’s good turn backfires
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 TRACKS
3.25 GARDEN PARTY
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART
4.20 CARTOON CRITTERS 
4.40 WOOF!
5.10 PIRATES (New)
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Jesse fears that the courts will award 
custody of Rachel to Kylie
5.55 TOP GE.AR
6.25 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET Gary and Judy have some explaining to 
do. Rita and Mavis plan their new life
7.45 THE BILL Black and Blue: A jealous nanny wreaks havoc in a 
family home
8.10 PAUL MERTON IN GALTON & SIMPSON'S COMEDY 
PLAYHOUSE The Wrong Man
8.35 AIRPORT
9.05 McCALLUM The discovery of a rare case of scalded-skin 
syndrome exposes a number of deaths resulting from misuse
10.00 FILM '97
10.30 BLACK BOX Crash Detectives: Tonight’s programme focuses 
on the investigtion of two crashes - the mid-air explosion of flight 
TWA 800 and a plane crash in an alligator infested swamp
11.25 FOOTBALL LEAGUE REVIEW

TUESDA Y30TH SEPTEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Toadie and Lance earn some money by acting 
virtuously
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 THE PRACTICE Life in a busy doctor's surgery
3.20 CHANGING ROOMS
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with; TICKETY BOO
4.00 ZOT THE DOG
4.10 TO ME TO YOU

10.00 RAB C NESBITT 
10 30 BODYGUARDS 
11.25 TFI FRIDAY

SATURDAY 4TH OCTOBER
10.15 LirrLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
10 40 THE BLUE ROSE
10.55 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
11 20 ELIDOR Elidor's evil warriors try to break into the house
11 45 RUN THE RISK use
12.15 THE O-ZONE
12.35 FRAGILE KINGDOMS
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including. Racing from Newbury- and Longchamp; 
Rounds 2 and 22 of the British Touring Car Championship from Brands 
Hatch; and a lull round-up of the rest of the day's snorting
6 25 TOP OF THE POPS 5
6.55 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN
7 40 CONFESSIONS
8.20 CASUALTY Ideological rivalries between the A & E senior staff prove 
to be unnerving for the department as a whole ^
9 10 BREAKOUT One-off drama
10 35 JOBS FOR THE GIRLS
11.35 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two of the day's top FA 
Carling Premiership matches, plus a round-up of all the goals, news and talking 
points

SUNDAY 5TH OCTOBER

events
WEDNESDAY 1ST OCTOBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Phil and Ruth make some personal compromises 
2 30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 HOME GROUND 
3.25 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: OZZIE THE OWL 
4 00 RUGRATS
4 25 CAPTAIN STAR
4.50 IT'LL NEVER WORK (New)
5.20 THE SCOOP (New)
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Alf deals with his grief 
6.00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE There’s an unexpected turn of events at the Dingle 
wedding
6 55 CORONATION STREET Mavis has a nightmare day when the 
Battersby family turn up on her doorstep to view her house 
7.45 THE BILL A Bunch of Fives. When Beech is found beaten 
scious. uniformed officers and CID join forces to find his attackers
8.10 CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL At Alder Hey Children's Hospital in 
Liverpool
8 40 FRIENDS
9 05 AIN'T MISBEHAVIN' Comedy drama series set in World War Two 
Britain, starring Robson Green and Jerome Flynn
10 00 SKY NEWS
10.30 FILM WIDOWS PEAK (1993.PG) Black comedy starring Mia 
Farrow and Joan Plowright. 1920's Ireland
12.10 SUNNYSIDE FARM (New) Farming brothers Ray and Ken are 
delighted by the arrival of a beautiful neighbour
12.40 CHAMPION'S LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
SATURDAY September 27 with Tony Burnett

7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather. Flights, Annos
8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY October 3
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Hcadbangers Ball 
7.30Five live
7.40 Weather. Flights Annos
8.30 Rpt News Magazine
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Music Fill
10.00 News B.F.B.S.
All programmes are subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers
B.F.B S Programmes 

5.03 The Archers 
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 The Grumblcwceds
7.00 Hoplitc to Harrier Pt 5/10 
7 30 News and Sport
7.40 Wealher.Flights, Announcements
8.00 BBC Story- of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River
10.00 News BFBS
TUESDAVSeptcmbcr 30

9.00 News desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
9.00Thc Human Child
9 30 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY October I
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchtime announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Sad Cypress 
7.30News and Sport
7.40 Weather.Flights,Annos
8.00 Classic Concerts
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & flights
9.30 Listen with Les
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

6.00 News BFBS 
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Comer
7.30 News and Sport from five live
7 40Weather,Flights.Announcements 
S.OOTristram Shandy
S 28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8 30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9 30Murder at the Vicarage 3/5 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS

uncon-

of their actions

SUNDAY September 28
THURSDAY 2ND OCTOBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Anne takes a short cut to easy success 
2 30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 THE CALL OF THE SEA
3.35 GLORIA'S TIME OFF WITH Lesley Joseph
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4.00 THE TREACLE PEOPLE 
4.15 REBOOT
4 40 BLUE PETER
5.05 RETURN TO JUPITER
5.30 HOME AND AWAY Shannon feels that there is no inspiration in her 
life
5.50 MASTERCHEF
6.30 EMMERDALE Zak and Lisa begin a Yorkshire honeymoon
6.55 RONNIE BARKER - A LIFE IN COMEDY
7.25 EASTENDERS Grant and Peggy both demand some answers from Phil
7.55 TIGER BAY Charlie has terrible news to break to his daughter Kim
8.25 GET FIT WITH BRITTAS
8.35 3D Today, with just days to go before the British Grand Prix, 3-D asks 
why there are no women drivers in Formula One racing
9.00 SMITH & JONES
9.30 ROOM 101 Tonight, Neil Morrissey
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 THIS LIFE Egg's expectations for the opening night at the cafe prove 
to be over-ambitious
11.10 PANORAMA Reporting on the events that led to the death of the 
Princess of Wales in Paris
11.50 EUROTRASH Antoine dc Caunes presents alternative European culture

5 00 News: BI BS
5.03 Music fill 
5.15 The Archers Ombibus
6.00 News BFBS
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements 12.15 Archers
7.00 Church Servicc-St. Mary's
8.00 Sports Roundup
8 15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick 513 Review of CD's of the week
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk
9 30 Juste Plaine Madness
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MO.NDAYScptemher 29
10.03 Morning show - Lorna

10.03 Morning Show - Lorna 
12 00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements

BFBS Programmes 
5.03 The Archers THURSDAY October 2

10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03The Aiehers 
5.18 Music Fill 
5.30On Stage: Tom Jones 
6.30 Memories are make of this

5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6.00News Magazine
6.30 In Concept -Del Amitri 
7 30 News and Sports 
7.40Weather.!-'lights, Announcements 
S.00 Venom
8.30 Paths of Inspiration

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola
2203News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903Gold-DaveWindsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330SidOlivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason 
SUNDAY
0000 News & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary King 0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & Weekend Gold
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueen 1003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl6UUDob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Wmdsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight
MONDAY
0000 London tonight continued0100News& Gold - 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early breakfast from London 0600The Breakfast Show Dusty Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
3” FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 300 
Newsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News & Rock Show 2300 News 
&■ London Tonight
TUESDAY

FRIDAY 3RD OCTOBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Sarah's finances take a battering 
2.30 COUNTDOWN
2.55 COMEDY CLASSIC: YES, PRIME MINISTER
3.25 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: DINOBABIES
4.15 RUPERT
4.35 TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP
5.00 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND
5.15 KNIGHT SCHOOL (New)
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Joey has had enough of Ticgan
6.00 SPACE CADETS
6.25 AUNTIE’S TV FAVOURITES
6.55 SCENE HERE Presented by Lucy Jackson
7.25 EASTENDERS Polly's awkward questions at the opening of Watford’s new 
sports centre force George to make his position very clear to Councillor Dixon
7.55 CATHERINE COOKSON'S THE WINGLESS BIRD 
8.45 SEE YOU FRIDAY
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Summary of policies by candidates in the GeneralElectiom “Long term solutions 

for problems in Camp” “More financial help 

for senior citizens”
* Support our fishing industry 

with the overall emphasis being on 
conserving our stocks both within 
territorial waters and on the high 
seas. Argentinian co-operation is 
necessary for this but no agree
ment after much talking can only 
suggest their total lack of commit
ment.

“Not prepared to sign away oil”
genline passports except bona I ide 
relatives on next ol kin visits. We 

not oblieed to allow anyone 
into the Falkland* regardless ol 
their passport if it is considered not 
to be in the National interest.

Since Chevening the Argentine 
Foreign Minister has accepted and 
stated that nothing will happen 
without the agreement of the Falk
land Islanders. I have not in the 

would I consider in the

Richard is married to Toni. They 
have two children. Can's and Liam, 
and live at Port Sussex Farm on 
East Falkland

The standard of our long term 
future could become apparent with 
the possibility of oil being discov
ered. or not. the new council will 
face decisions which will have far 
reaching consequences.

* What will we do with any

Ben Claxton is married to 
Margaret. They have two sons and 
two daughters. Ben and Margaret 
live in Stanley

are

Standing for Camp

R Stevens
* Maintain our excellent medi

cal and educational systems with 
some minor fine tuning to allow 
for training those who are not aca
demically gifted.

* Review our old age pensions 
on an annual basis.

* Continue with plans for more 
sheltered and residential accom
modation for those in need both 
young and old

* Aim at careful planning that 
could be followed through thereby 
avoiding another Landholdings 
land release saga.

Our major asset is our land 
therefore it is important to look for 
ways to improve and enrich this 
whilst continuing to support those 
who farm and keep it for us

Reading my brief views I hope 
sou consider me worth support-

Standing for Stanley

Ben Claxton
revenue we may earn.

* Are we prepared to sign docu
mentation agreeing to split any rev
enue with the UK prior to knowing 
what quantities and quality of oil 
may be found.

* Our infrastructural needs 
should be kept within our means: 
no oil may result in a need to revisit 
our priorities in this area with a 
view to slowing down in some 
areas.

I HAVE seen my role as a Camp 
councillor as identifying the prob
lems in camp and working for long 
term solutions and development.

We must not weaken our stance 
on sovereignty, but take the initia
tive and carry on allowing need to develop maintenance con- 
Argentines in as long as they use a tracts - job opportunites in Camp. 
non-Argentine passport. Phis has Campers outside the road network 
enabled Argentine media to visit. living on small islands should re- 
We have had some positive press in ceive reduced FIGAS fares 
Argentina which helps to dispel Now is the time to negotiate 
some misconceptions. Those who scheduled ferry runs with Byron 
advocate unrestricted access to Marine to correspond with peak 
Argentines to educate them, forget movements of tourists, local and 
the 70’s and early 80’s when thou
sands came to shop. This did not days, to alleviate the congestion 
stop the war It also sends the wrong which FIGAS struggles with each 
signals to the outside world

We do have to discuss fish and 1 will push for councillors to 
oil. We have taken the responsible meet at least once on the East and 
route on fish by asking for a long once on the West each year, or 
term agreement We must also de- each Camp councillor being re
mand high standards from Argen- sponsible for visiting an area each 
tina with oil in the joint area.

I believe oil. if it is in commcr-

THE following are issues I would 
like the next Council to address. 
Except for the first, they are not 
necessarily in order of priority.

Our Senior Citizens are the 
people who have helped the Islands 
survive and many times in their 
lives have suffered hardship and 
belt-tightening. Though pensions 
compare favourably with those in 
the UK the cost of living is 40% 
higher. There should be more fi
nancial help for Senior Citizens.

Children get a good basic edu
cation here and overseas. How
ever. when they are qualified they 
do need jobs. Students who want 
to become tradesmen need proper 
professionally organised training 
from qualified instructor trades
men.

Sharon Halford is married to John 
and they have two daughters. Sandi 
and Sara. Thefamily live in Stanley

past nor
future discussing our sovereignty 
with Argentina. Talks on fishing, 
oil. conservation and the environ
ment will however need to con-Standing for Stanley

S Halford tmue.
Immigration is ol paramount 

Whilst we need toI HAVE decided to stand for re- 
election because I believe in conti
nuity. My circumstances have not 
changed: I have no interests in any 
companies other than Falkland 
Farmers. With an increasing work- 
load I believeCouncillors commit
ment should be more than part time 
and if elected I would remain out of 
full time employment during my 
term in office.

concern to me. 
import certain skills we should 
adopt a very strict points system 
that would not be discriminatory.

the need

I do not believe in counting 
one's chickens before they hatch 
and feel the same about signing 
away something we may not ac-

covery formula with Britain. If it 
is, we should be looking to employ 
(in one/two years) an oil-industry- 
wise executive to look after our 
interests.

Sovereignty is not, nor ever 
will be, for discussion. Talks at 
low'er levels on oil, fishing etc., 
should continue, and we should 
have an observer at talks between 
FCO and Argentina.

Wind power is now' being in
vestigated. Solar pow'er should be 
looked at too.

The monsoon ditches along the 
MPA road are unnecessary and 
could be filled, or part filled, at 
very little cost. Likewise if small 
holes w'ere to be filled as they ap
pear savings could be made on 
spares for vehicles, plus road gang 
labour, amongst other expenses.

Rather than refurbish the Town 
Flail perhaps a new Civic Centre 
could be built, with a pool/snooker 
room, bow'ling alley, running track 
etc. This could cater for the young 
and old of our community.

We need more sheltered ac
commodation, similar to the 
Thatcher Drive units, designed and 
built around what the elderly, and 
their families, want.

We still seem to be no nearer 
to formulating an immigration 
policy. Workers at MPA should 
not have the vote unless they in
tend to stay here permanently. As 
a small community we cannot risk 
having voters who are just here for 
the money and then gone.

If elected I would represent 
your views, what you want. I 
would be only one among eight but 
I w'ould be a people’s councillor, 
the voice of the people, not just an 
individual.

If you want someone you can 
trust, without fear or favour, then 
vote for me. But whatever you do, 
please, use your vote.

Any immigration means 
to reassess many services includ
ing housing which is vital for resi
dents as well as immigrants.

1 believe we should continue

overseas, shearers and school holi-quire.
I am not prepared to change my 

views on Argen t ina. No Argentines 
should be allowed access to the year.
Falklands when travelling on Ar- to: mg

“Reassess role of councillors'” The Infant/junior School is still 
inadequate, even after the new ex
tension, and I would like to see 
more resources available for pre
school education.

A healthy private sector is the 
backbone of any economy and 
every encouragement must be 
given, though we must take care 
not to create monopolies. Compe
tition is the only sure way of keep
ing prices down. Also income from 
fishing will not last forever and 
could disappear for many reasons. 
Government, farmers and private 
enterprise should be making more 
efforts to diversify, which could 
lead, as I said in 1993, to the Is
lands becoming partly self-sup
porting in basic foodstuffs.

There is a 90% chance that oil 
will not be discovered so we 
should be concentrating on more 
important aspects of the future 
well-being of the Falklands. If it 
is, there should not be a pre-dis-

7. In education we must aim for year.Mike Summers is married to Jaqui, projects will have to wait longer.
and lives in Stanley and I tend to favour caution the higher academicstandards together

completion of an economic plan with focused vocational education 
based on know n census and capital programmes at senior level. At in- 
expenditure demands, policies for fant and junior level firm plans are 
fishing, oil. agriculture and tour- required for the relocation of FIDF

Farming. I will support fund- 
cial quantities, w ill make us less ing for reseed in advance of find- 
vulnerable to outside pressures. I ing a suitable legume, machinery 
believe that UK are entitled to some pools and FIG covering the risk 
percentage but we should cover our on new ventures, 
own long term needs first. We 
should have some say where the 
money is to be spent in the UK.

On the political front we have to able to all inhabitants, 
develop The system at the moment
is inadequate. Weighty subjects FLFI, so that commercial prac- 
need more debate in house and with tices do not reduce the population 
the public and we need to move any further, 
towards full time councillors.

Standing for Stanley

M V Summers
1. THE role of councillors in the 
process of Government needs to be ism. anc* agreed levels of service and redevelopment of the site for
reassessed. Whilst councillors are provision would give us a clear the school. An agreed slot in the
responsible forcreating policy, they view of the best route ahead. capital programme must be ob-

ate for the effective execution of u'hh rigorous"selection and follow
that policy since they have no di- UP procedures is required, 
rect role in its implementation. 5. Expenditure in the Opera-
There needs to be a clear written tional budget should be assessed sovereignty
statement of the role of councillors according to whether it is essential/
w ithin the Government structure. desirable, and whether it pros ides Argentina at political level until

longer term benefit.
6. Revenue sharing from oil

I would like to see FIG buy 
trees in bulk and sell at cost or 
even subsidised, and make avail-

I would like to see FIG control7. In international affairs my 
stance is:

- absolutely no compromise on 8. My personal qualities are
- extensive know ledge of fish

ing. oil. agriculture and tourism 
industries, and the economy

- experience of the structure 
and workings of government

- know ledge of all the major 
issues which face us and 20 years 
political involvement

- strength of character, educa
tional background, and experience 
of negotiations at all levels

- 6th generation Islander with 
14 years international experience.

Camp wages are not very at- 
Communications.:! have worked tractive, wool prices are not very' 

for the VF1F upgrade which needs good. The last council spoke 
to be completed. The next stage is to unanimously about getting peo- 
negotiate a minimum response time pic out to camp. The new school
for faults in camp. This is important hostel demonstrates the commit- 
for all. ment to Camp, however, unless

I have supported two gangs, East more young families are tempted 
and West, and would work towards out to Camp and the existing peo- 
completion of major roads Island pie remain, we will not have to 
w ide in this next session. We now build anything too big.

- no further direct talks with

they drop their claim
- continued discussions at offi- 

should be at our sole discretion. cial level on fishing and oil 
and based on payment for defence.
followed if funds allow, by educa- other than next of kin 
tional and medical programmes in 
UK. The amount and timing of any high seas fishing and environmen- 
contribution should be entirely our tal matters for the protection of our

livelihood.

including the making of policy and 
theirresponsibilities forseeing that 
it is properly carried out. This is the 
essence of democratic accountabil- - no admission of Argentines
ity - official level involvement in2. This will result in more work 
for councillors who are increas
ingly hard pressed to deal with 
ever increasingly complex deci
sions. There is a need to examine 
the options to assist councillors, 
including the possibility of some 
full time members, greater spe
cialisation by individual council
lors. and the creation of a Civic 
Committee of 3 Stanley Council
lors and others to deal with Stanley 
matters.

3. The strength of the economy 
is the key to Falklands success: 
income from wages, pensions and 
private sector profits rely on this 
strength. The economic planning 
process must be pushed forward to 
enable better informed decisions 
on the rate of capital expenditure. 
Faster expenditure results in higher 
costs, more temporary' workers 
and less economic retention. 
Slower rates means that some

choice.

Alan Jones ... continued
structure for civil servants, stream
lining of the Administration, the re
assessment of the Chief Executive’s 
role - his private sector commit
ments should be handled by FIDC. 
Managers should be allowed to 
manage, and take responsibility for 
discipline. It is time we had Indus
trial Relations legislation to protect 
employees from the kind of dicta
torial attitude that imposed the Hay 
Review and General Orders with
out proper consultation. A wages 
commission should be set up. It is 
improper that wages are negotiated 
with senior civil servants. Industrial 
Relations will be another of my pri
orities.

“Managers must be allowed to manage”
Alan is married to Jennifer, they ...........
have two sons. Philip and Simon.
The family live in Stanley

ture without knowing numbers 
and this means a strategic policy.

The Infant/Junior School 
not cope w ith increasing numbers, 
and soon the Community School 
will also be too small. There 
several options which need to be 
discussed by everyone - discussed 
and actioned very' soon.

I believe students and parents 
should decide which college stu
dents attend for Further Educa
tion. No financial ceiling should 
be placed on Local Authority 
funded colleges.

We must give urgent consid
eration to providing leisure inter
ests for the Islands’ youth.

Government should give more 
financial assistance to sport for

coaching, training, time off work 
and equipment. In short we need a 
sports policy. Same with the arts - 
we must be one of the few coun
tries in the world without a proce
dure for funding the Arts.

No-one can argue the town is a 
mess. We should adopt a policy of 
imported contract labour for the 
duration to improve roads, build 
houses etc.

If elected I will uphold the 
present policy on dealings with Ar
gentina.

I urge you to listen to the radio 
broadcast and read my manifesto 
in full. If you agree with my views 
then perhaps you will consider giv
ing me, Alan Jones, one of your 
votes.

I’M Alan Jones and I’m stand
ing for the Stanley Constituency. I 
have lived in the Falklands for 12 
years with my family, first at Fox 
Bay Village and latterly Stanley.

I have some experience in poli
tics w'hich includes serving in sev
eral key roles at constituency level 
for the Labour Party, as well as 
being a Senior Representative for 
the Association of Professional, 
Executive, Clerical and Computer 
Staffs.

Chairman of the F.I. Branch of the 
Royal British Legion and Chair
man of FIODA Theatre 2000.

I hat’s me, now my views.
Decision making in the Islands 

must be elected council’s respon
sibility. This can only be achieved 
with full-time councillors - possi
bly two or three - who would carry 
most of the increasing work-load, 
make bold decisions and give us 
action. This will be one of my pri
orities.

can-

Standing for Stanley

A Jones
are

Summary by 
J Cheek on 

page 10
Community work has always 

been important to me: I was Chair
man of Fox Bay Village Council 
and Chairman of the Civil Serv
ants Association. Currently I

I think a public enquiry should 
look at the Hay Review. The sys
tem is flawed, was badly managed 
and has neglected some important 
aspects, e.g., a career and training

Trickle immigration won’t 
work. You cannot plan for the fu-am
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Students study job options on Employment Day
YEAR ten students from the Com- —r c „. . ^ "Ingham, of Falklands Conserva

tion talked to the students about the 
environmental impact of new 
schemes. The trip was then enli
vened by Mandy McLeod discuss
ing the agricultural and retail as
pects of the abattoir development.

After lunch the diversity of ca
reer interests within year ten were 
clearly demonstrated by the eleven 
sites selected for further visits. Stu
dents dispersed, courtesy of trans
port provided by Lorraine McGill, 
to F1GAS. Civil Aviation. Fisher
ies, Agriculture, the Secretariat,
Trcasury, KEMH, the Printing Of
fice, Police Station. Malvina 
House Hotel and Cable & Wire
less.

Late letter
Continued: Summary of candidates policies

LegCo candidates 
not the only 
members of 

community to 
defy natural 

selection

munity School were able to enjoy 
a day with a difference on Friday.
September 19, thanks to teachers 
combining with government offi
cials. Falklands Conservation,
FI DC and private companies, to 
organise Employment Day 1997.

Employment Day has been part 
of the Community School careers 3 
programme for several years, and 
was designed to give students the g| 
opportunity to visit government 
departments and private busi- || 
nesses to see them in action and. 
also, to gauge the level of interest 
they may hold as future potential 
employers.

Deciding this year on an mno- Above: Year Ten disembark from the bus at Pony's Pass Quarry „ .
vative approach it was suggested 7 The next phase of the careers
that the abattoir and quarry Dempster. Projects Manager for the plans they had studied at the programme will involve students
projects currently being pro- the abattoir, the students were taken Design office were translating into in a full-time, temporary, work ex-
gressed by FIDC and PWD would to the PWD Design and Planning reality at the quarry, before Bob perience placement in November,
provide an ideal opportunity for office, where Tony Lee and Hancox went on to explain road Careers Officer. Phil 
students to experience the team Graeme Fiddes explained the need design, route planning and con- Middleton, was keen to express his
interaction side of work as well as for detailed, accurate plans, and struction. emphasising that there is gratitude for all those who took
seeing the large number of trades. then onto a meeting with Edgar more to roads than just the top time out from busy days to talk
skills, expertise, and sheer number Sutton at the windswept Pony’s layer, and that civil engineering is about their work, show groups
of people involved. Pass Quarry. not just for men.

Following a briefing from Ian Edgar showed the students how At the new abattoir site Becky

"Continue policy of Councillors not 

attending talks with Argentine politicians"
Jan Cheek was married to the late economy, we are spending more than 
John Cheek. She has two daugh
ters. Rosalind and Miranda Jan 
lives in Stanley.

we can afford, because unless there 
is oil in exploitable quantities, rev
enues will fall in real terms while op
erating costs rise. We rely almost en
tirely on fishing revenue which 
should be realistically viewed as un
certain. This year's poor loligo 
catches should be seen as a warning 
as we already use the entire illex rev
enue to maintain the Civil Service at

I REFER to E. Anderson’s 
ment entitled "Survival of the 
(Un) fittest" in Penguin News of 
September 19, 1997. May 1 sug
gest that Legislative candidates 
are not the only high profile mem
bers of your community to have 
demonstrated the ability to defy 
natural selection.

com-

Standing for Stanley

J L Cheek
THE limit of 500 words means I
must concentrate on just a few- 
main issues here. For any further 
information on anything after you its present level, 
have heard my FIBS address I believe it is irresponsible to try' 
please call me at Tel 21372 or Fax to please every one by committing 
21940. funds to so many capital projects

We must continue the policy when most of them will be a further 
of councillors not attending talks 
with Argentine politicians and 
officials. Talks on overlapping 
stocks should only involve our 
civil servants.

Captain R McGill 
c/o British Airways 

Express 
Bristol International 

Airportdrain on the economy. The new- 
council will have the difficult task 
of sticking to a clear priority list and 
ensuring that projects will be a vi
able use of the taxpayer's money.

We must give education and

News
Soutft

provided toy ^ 
Mereopress

just going through the motions. 
We may need potential oil rev
enues but not at the expense of our 
special way of life

Having often raised the issue.
I welcomed the recent attention

We should not permit entry' to 
those using Argentine passports medical services priority in expendi- 
except when humanitarian consid- ture. They have improved much in 
erations require it. for example the recent years and are a way in which 
family war grave visits.

These are two of the strongest 
ways for us to demonstrate our 
refusal to bow to pressure or
blackmail from outside. Argentina to think that our professionals 
w ill continue to press for conces- aware of this and would welcome 
sions but we must stand firm be- constructive criticism, 
cause we believe in our right to 
our Islands.

around and answer question.

Craft Fair CreativityNew Chilean Antarctic Base 
THE Chilean Army inaugurated 
last September 1 1. a new station 
in the Antarctic continent. The 
General Ramon Canos Montalvo 
station is the former British ref
uge View Point Hut, and is located 
to the East of Dose Bay in the 
Weddell Sea next to the Trinity 
peninsula. The Army has plans to 
establish a twelve months camp 
in the new station and in the not 
too distant future a landing strip. 
The new refuge is pan of an ex
pansion programme undertaken 
by Chile to celebrate its half cen
tury' in the Antarctic continent.

Chubut Fishermen Reject
Agreement with Europe 

The Trade Federation of the prov
ince of Chubut in Patagonia offi
cially requested the Argentine 
government to repeal the present 
fisheries agreement with Europe 
since, it has only benefited Span
ish banks and fishing companies. 
In the same document the Federa
tion demanded an end to the squid 
licensing system which it claims 
only favours Japanese and Ko
rean contractors.

The Federation also claims 
that the Spanish trawlers have 
over fished and are directly re
sponsible for the drop in the cap
ture rate and size of hake in much 
of the South Atlantic. As far as 
squid is concerned, the Federation 
indicates the present system has 
had a negative effect for Argen
tine companies and crews.

In 1994 Argentina and Europe 
signed a five years fisheries agree
ment to encourage the creation of 
joint ventures with European 
funding, and conservation of re
sources in the South Atlantic.

In related news, in Rio Negro 
(Patagonia) officials announced a 
two month ban on fishing in the 
San Matias Gulf area to protect 
spawning hake.

everyone can benefit from revenues.
However there is no room for com
placency. there are many areas where rise if councillors lead the way by 
development is possible. 1 would like complying with the letter and the

spirit of the rules. If elected I will 
always declare an interest in fish
ing and any other matters in which 
I have any business involvement. 
Whether the interest or possible 
benefit is great or small, the prin
ciple is the same and interest must

being given to Standards in Pub
lic Life. Those standards will only

Shaun Jaffray in the Children'sTHE Falklands Craft Fair 1997are
was held in the Community School Model section, to the w ildlife pic- 
street over the weekend Septem- lures vividly drawn by Chelsea
ber 20/21. with items made, spun. Parsons in the Art category'.

Altogether there w ere sixty five 
embroidered, or simply photo- sections in fourteen catgories.

Points were awarded for placings

Leading up to oil licensing we 
have received many assurances that 
legislation necessary to protect our 
environment will be in place. I want 
to make sure that the legal and physi- be declared, 
cal logistics of enforcement are 
thought through and that we are not

knitted, crocheted, built, woven.
If and when Argentina be

comes a mature and confident 
democracy it can demonstrate its 
good faith by dropping its out
dated and unfounded claim.

Caution is needed in the

graphed on display for public ad-
in the various sections and thenmiration.

And there was. indeed, plenty totalled to produce an outright w in- 
to admire and wonder at, from the ner from each category' and then

Please exercise your demo
cratic right to vote, the future is 
in your hands. superb models constructed by overall points winners.

Due to circumstances beyond our control, Penguin News are unable to provide a summary of
the election policies of Mr Lewis Clifton. We hope to rectify this in next week's publication

Falkland Islands Offshore Oil Exploration Newsletter (Sept/Oct)
Category Points WinnersFOSA Contract Signed 

AMERADA Hess. Shell. 
LASMO. and IPC have an
nounced that they signed the Falk
lands Offshore Sharing Agree
ment at the end of August. FOSA 
comprises representatives from 
each Operator and working 
groups have been appointed to 
address the activities leading to 
exploration drilling. These in
clude environmental, communica
tions and logistics w'ork groups.

Dolphin Drilling Ltd. Con
tracted to Drill In Falklands 

Waters
Amerada Hess has signed a three 
y ear rig contract with Norwegian 
based Drilling Ltd., for the 
Borgny Dolphin, which will drill 
the first well in the Falklands in 
May 1998. The rig. an enhanced 
Aker H3 design, will go into a 
yard in Western Norway for the 
upgrades necessary to enable it to 
drill in water depths up to 500 
metres, and for full recertification, 
in October this year. Other FOSA 
operators will be assigned the rig

after Amerada Hess have completed 
the first well. Five wells are planned 
for the first phase of exploration 
which is likelv to last until the first 
half of 1999. '

FOSA Supply Contract 
A contract for the supply of goods 
and services required to support the 
drilling programme has been let on 
behalf of FOSA but no decisions 
have been made on awarding a con
tract. The vast costs involved with 
drilling wells in the South Atlantic 
requires operators to examine all op
tions and the process is ongoing.

Environmental Matters 
A meeting of the Falklands Environ
mental Forum was postponed in 
early September due to the absence 
of a number of members from the 
Islands. A chairman is still being 
sought for the Forum.

A meeting is now planned for 
early December.

Meanwhile, a considerable 
amount of work is being carried out 
by the operators' environmental rep
resentatives and Falklands Conser
vation to safeguard the environment.

A seabird monitoring project, pro
posed by Falkland Conservation 
and recommended by the Forum 
as a priority is expected to begin 
this summer and a draft Explora
tion Drilling Environmental Im
pact Assessment (EIA) and an Oil 
Spill Contingency Plan (OSCP) 
will be circulated to environmen
talists shortly for their considera
tion.

Department of Oil: Stand at 
the American Association of 
Petroleum Geologists Exhibi

tion in Vienna (AAPG)
The Department of Oil had a 

stand in the International Pavilion 
at the AAPG exhibition in Vienna 
in early September. The objective 
was for the Falkland Islands Gov
ernment to continue to promote 
offshore oil exploration in Falk
lands waters and to inform oil 
companies of present activities 
and future plans for the area. A 
wide interest was shown in the 
Falklands offshore particularly | 
with first drilling pending 
year.

Section A: Homespun Wool - The Hardcastles.
Section B: Knitting - Phyllis Jaffray'.
Section C: Weaving and Basketwork - Liz Burnett.
Section D: Sew-ing and Crochet - Bernadette Paver.
Section E: Embroidery. Tapestry- and Cross-stitch - Phyllis Jaffray. 
Section F: Soft Toy Making - Emily Goodwin.
Section G: Rugmaking and Macrame - Viv Perkins.
Section H: Hormvork, Gearmaking, Leatherwork and Skins - The
Hardcastles.
Section I: Woodwork, Metalwork and Glasswork - George O’Connel 
Section J: Pottery, Jewellery and Sculpture - Marion Purvis.
Section K: Modelmaking - Shaun Jaffray'.
Section L: Art - Carolyn Normand.
Section M: Photography - John Adams.
Section N: Any Other Handicraft Item - Caris Stevens.
Cable & Wireless pic Challenge Cup and Miniature for Adult With 
Most Points Overall - Phyllis Jaffray.
FIDC Challenge Cup and Miniature for Adult Runner-Up - The 
Hardcastles.
FIC Ltd Challenge Cup and Medallion for Child With Most Points 
Overall - Ashley Jaffray.
FIC Ltd Challenge Cup and Medallion for Children’s Runner-Up - 
Caris Stevens.
SCB Rose Bow l and Miniature for Person with Most Points in Sec 
tions A, B and C - The Hardcastles.
George Porter Challenge Cup for Person With Most Points in Sec 
tions H and I - Kevin Marsh and Colin Davies.

Above: Visitors to the Craft Fair are captivated by entries
in the Model Section 

Above right: Caris Stevens points to her prize-winning entry>
« jggggl Mike Hughes ac- 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

NOTICES

\

VACANCIESFORSALE NOTICES
Would the person(s) who removed 
a quantity of tongue and groove 
flooring from the Gordon Lines 
area please return it or contact Neil 
McKay without delay

To Rene Three bedroom house in 
Stanley. Available November 1997. 
For further details please contact 
Ledingham Chalmers. Telephone 
2269(1 Fax 22689

The Falkland IslandsCompany 
Limted has an immediate 
cancy for a part-time clerical 
assistant in the Spares Section. 
The requirement will be for ap
proximately 3 hours per day on 
weekdays, mainly assisting 
with the preparation of orders 
and invoices and working with 
the spares database. Computer 
literacy would be an advantage 
although training will be given 
where necessary. Applicants 
should contact Stephen Luxton 
on 27678 for further details of 
the post

Large Larder Fridge £350 
Large Larder Freezer £400 
Brand new; still in original pack
aging. Phone 22184 early eve
nings

Generator 3'/: kw Lister Light 
Engine.
1 small Wooden Dingy 
Electric Saw & Plane 
l1/: kw 24 volt Inverter. New 
24 Volt Battery 2nd hand 
Apply to T Anderson 41013

FOR SALE BY TENDER
The property known as The Trav
eller's Rest Public House. Inter
ested parties should contact Marc 
Hoy on 31023 or Dawn Hoy on 
22277. The sellers do not bind 
themselves to accept the highest 
or any tender

There will be a meeting in the Day 
Centre at the KEMH on Monday 
29th September at 7pm for any
one interested in Healthy Eating 
and Weight Control. All welcome 
from Emma. Health Promotion 
Counsellor at the KEMH

va-

Attention - all keen walkers - Is 
anyone interested in forming a 
Rambler's Club in Stanley - Please 
contact Emma Tel 22111 (home) 
or 27420 (work)

At 7pm Thursday 2nd October 
there will be a meeting of Stanley 
Watersports Association in the 
Refreshment Room of the Town 
Hall

PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Falkland Islands Government 
invites tenders from suitably quali
fied companies or individuals for 
the provision of a Training Needs 
Analysis for the Falkland Islands. 
Tender documents are available 
from the Secretariat, Stanley and 
completed tenders complying with 
the issued documents should be re
turned to the Chairman. Tender 
Board, Secretariat. Stanley, to reach 
him on or before 4.30pm on 10 
October 1997 Further informa
tion can be obtained by contacting 
the Director of Education. Stanley, 
during normal Office hours.
The Falkland Islands Government 
reserves the right to reject any 
tender received

NOTICESPOOLES ICE CREAM
It’s that time again and Poolies 
Icecream will be on sale outside 
his gate at 31 Fitzroy Road 3pm 
- 5pm Mon to Sat. Startins Mon 
29th Sept

Stanley RunningClub
SpringRace Programme 

Provisional dates for 
races leading up to the 'A 

marathon:
28th Sept. Fun run 

19th Oct. Snakes & Ladders 
Race

9lh Nov. Moody Brook 
Challenge

Training Schedule for 'A 
marathon:

Week 3
Sat. 27th - Walk briskly for 

45 mins
Sun. 28th - Fun run - Stanley 

Leisure Centre 11.30am 
Mon. 29th - jog 30 mins 

Wed. 1st Oct - jog 5 miles 
slowly

Fri. 3rd - Run 45 mins 
Sat. 4th - jog 20 mins

Sale of Surplus Government 
Vehicles
The Falkland Islands Government 
has for sale 8 Lots of surplus 
vehicles located at the Central 
Store. Stanley, the vehicles may 
be viewed by arrangement with 
the Supplies Officer. Central Store 
during normal working hours. 
Tender documents are available 
from the Secretariat and tenders 
endorsed 'Sale of Surplus Govern
ment Vehicles' should be returned 
to the Chairman, Tender Board, 
Secretariat, to reach him on or 
before Friday 3 October 1997. 
The Falkland Islands Government 
reserves the right to reject any 
tender received.

Department of Oil 
Public Meeting on Offshore 
Health & Safety 
To be held on Thursday 2nd Oc
tober at 6pm in the Geography 
Room of the Community School 
Robert Paterson and Moira Jones 
of the Health & Safety Executive 
will make an illustrated presenta
tion on health and safety on oil 
rigs and the lessons leamt from 
the North Sea Piper Alpha disas-

The presentation will last about 
an hour.

PERSONAL

ter

One Nintendo + two control 
pads, six games, game boy 
adapter forNintendo + 4 games. 
£265 o.n.o.
OneRaleighMountainBike£70 
One skateboard £10 
One pr blade skates £20 
Panasonic Hi-fi system without 
CD player £50
One Yamaha keyboard with 
mains £50
If interested please telephone 
21377

THE GARDEN CEN TRE WILL 
BE CLOSED FOR REPAINT 
INC FROM MONDAY 29TII 
SEPTEMBERTO FRIDAY 3RD 
OCTOBER
SHOP REOPENS SATURDAY 
4TH OCTOBER AT 2.00PM Have you got zips that 

need changing?
Garments or curtains that 

need hemming?
Any other mending job 

you can't tackle?
Then you need Trudi 

McKay
Phone22179 for immediate 

attention

FIDC OFFICE MOVE
We would like to inform all in
terested parties that the Falk
land Islands Development Cor
poration has moved its offices 
to the refurbished Globe ware
house on Philomel Street. The 
move took place on 24 Septem
ber 1997. Ourtelephoneand fax 
numbers remain the same.
We would like to take this op
portunity to thank the Parish 
Council for allowing us to use 
the Parish Hall over the past few 
months.

On behalf of the Stephen Jaffray 
Memorial Fund, we would like 
to say a big thankyou to Emazdad 
and all who helped him for the 
wonderful Magicians Show on 
Saturday 20th Sept. We are very 
grateful for the £350.30 raised 
towards the fund. Thanks also to 
Katrina for organizing the show 
with Emazdad and Jean Smith 
for the use of the hall

Need an Electrician?

WANTEDCall Graeme on 32555. All 
types of industrial and do
mestic installation and re
pairs. Qualified personnel. 
No. 1 Electrical (Falklands) 
Ltd. P.O. Box 643, Stanley, 
Fax: 32555

Cheap Portakabin or Con
tainer To buy or to rent, with 
orwithoutsite. Phoneor Fax: 
21960

Belated 21 st Birthday greetings 
to Cara. Hope you had a great 
day. love from Judy, Ginge and 
boys in PlymouthDue to overseas leave, the next 

flea market will be held in the 
Community School on Saturday 
8th November. 2-4pm. Please 
contact me on Tel No. 21857 
after 21st October to book a 
table. Many thanks, Anya Cofre

POSTSCRIPT from the Cathedral
- What is your life? Are you a mist that appears for a little while and 
then vanishes... You ought to say, "If it is the Lord's will, we will live 
and do this or that" - James 4.16.
Now that the dust has settled on the grave of the Princess of Wales, 
it's time to reflect on what happened. We live in an age where many 
people move frequently in pursuit of better jobs or to be close to the 
school they want for their children and for a variety of other 
However, everything except our relationship with God must be held 
provisionally. In the end the practical concerns of this world will be 
meaningless and that end can happen very abruptly. The plain truth is 
that very few of us expect to be ambushed by death, and how shocked 
we are by the realization that we are unprepared for this, the most 
important journey of our lives.

Is your Freezer broken 
down? I might be able to 

recondition your Freezer for 
one third of the cost of a 
new replacement. Twelve 
months warranty on parts 

and labour (inc Camp)
I can also supply any spare 
for any item of refrigeration 

equipment. CallNeilon 
21041

Stanley Nursery School, St.
Mary's Annex has a few vacan
cies for 2-4 year olds.
Charges: £4 for 3 hour session 9 

- 12 noon. Mid morning snack 
provided. Telephone 21851 or 
21477 or call in at the Nursery 
any morning for details.
Before and after school 
childminding: Charges £1 per hour 
I will collect children from school.
Telephone 21851 or 21477

Penguin News is primed at the Government Printing Office, Stanley and published for and on behalf of the Media trust fPenguin News), Stanley Falkland Islands from offices on Ross Road. Stanley 
Telephone 22684/22709 Fax 22238 All words and photographs are copyright of the Media Trust (Penguin News) and must not be reproduced without permission Editor Lisa Riddell, Deputy Edi 
Trustees Mike Rendell. Susan Morrison. Janet Pompcn-Robenson, Tom Blake and Stuart Wallace

reasons.

Prayer
Father, help us to turn our eyes upon Jesus, and to see all our 

decisions and plans in the context of His eternal gift to us. Amen.

. Falkland Islands 
tor: Tony Burnett
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Summers demies use of ExCo 

information, for personal gain
CANDIDATE for the General Elec
tion and Ex-Councillor Mike Sum
mers this week denied suggestions 
made by the Director of Public 
Works that he had used confiden
tial Executive Council information 
for private gain.

In a letter to Penguin News,
(Page 3) Mr Mike Forrest suggested 
that Mr Summers, having become 
aware of privatisation plans for the 
quarry (as a result of a PWD recom
mendation to Executive Council in 
December 1996 following ARC 
Southern's' approach to PWD with 
a view to them opening a quarry) 
had used the information to the 
benefit of a company in which he 
was involved, called GP Invest
ments.

advised the partners that he would 
not be able to participate in this 
business as the matter of the quarry' 
had already been raised by Bill 
Luxton in GPC.

Privatisation discussed in 
early 1996

Mr Summers went on to say 
that GP1 was set up in early 1996, 
and during the early days, "if Mike 
Forrest’s memory' is not too selec
tive he will recall that the possibil
ity of privatisation of the quarry' 
was discussed way back then; it is 
hardly his brainchild." (Mr Forres 
was originally a member of GPI). 
After the company was set up, Mr 
Summers said, he was involved in 
correspondence for GPI regarding 
an attempt to set up a joint venture 
with an outside construction com
pany. but following this, he added, 
he was not involved greatly in GPI 
due to his election to council in 
October 1996.

Wallace raised subject of 
quarry

At the December 17 meeting of 
GPI, Mr Summers told Penguin 
News. Mr Stuart Wallace had again, 
"raised the possibility of finding a 
partner to offer to run or privatise 
the quarry'." Mr Summers, despite 
his statement that he would not 
participate, agreed to draft a letter 
along the lines of those he had 
written fortheearlierventure. This, 
he said, was simply secretarial as
sistance. There was nothing in the 
letter to ARC, he added, that was 
remotely confidential. Mr Wallace 
undertook to obtain the address 
and name of the appropriate person 
at ARC from the DPW (in Decem

ber before the ExCo at which the 
DPW’s detailed proposal was pre
sented) however, explained Mr 
Summers, Mr Wallace did not pro
vide contact details until late Feb
ruary', just before he left the Islands 
on a business trip, and did not sign 
the letter. As a result, Mr Summers 
redated and signed (unconvention
ally) Mr Wallace’s name, and sent 
the letter on his partner's behalf.

"This may in the event have 
been unwise but it was certainly not 
immoral," opined Mr Summers.

Defends integrity
Defending his integrity. Mr 

Summers said that at the meeting of 
ExCo on February 20 he had ar
gued that a company who managed 
the quarry' should not be allowed to 
bid to be a private operator as they 
would then have an unfair advan
tage. "Why," asks Mr Summers, "if 
I had some personal interest in work
ing with ARC, would I argue that 
they should be debarred from the 
business Mr Forrest alleges I was 
pursuing.... and having obtained this 
decision, which w-as wholly against 
the interests of GPI, if I were the 
sort of person who divulged ExCo 
information I could have told them, 
but did not (otherwise Stuart 
Wallace would not have contacted 
them again in April)."

Responding to Mr Forrest's 
question "What else have GP In
vestments and Councillor Summers 
been involved in?" Mr Summers 
commented that mainly due to his 
no longER being able to run GPI. 
"it was decided to put the partner
ship into dormancy. There have 
been no other meetings or activity

on this or any other matter since 
then."

Wallace responds
On the subject of the involve

ment of consultants, their identity 
and the possibility of the privatisa
tion of the quarry, Mr Stuart 
Wallace told Penguin News that 
this, "was all public knowledge at 
the time our group discussed the 
matter."

He went on to say, "Mike Sum
mers acted as the Group's secretary 
at that time and would normally 
have written and signed any letters 
on our behalf.. In this case he had 
indicated that he would not be par
ticipating personally in any quarry 
related business. I had undertaken 
to finalise and sign the letter in 
question, but forgot. To expedite 
matters Mike, as our secretary', 
signed on my behalf... We had no 
access to any information from 
ExCo and so had to rely as usual on 
rumour and conjecture."

Substitute signature!
Mr Forrest said that after the 

meeting, a letter had been sent to 
ARC on March 3 expressing inter
est in opening a dialogue on the 
possibilities of the future private 
operation of the quarry. The letter 
was from GP Investments, but was 
sent from Mr Summers' fax number 
and although apparently signed by 
Mr Stuart Wallace, Mr Forrest says. 
"The signature is not Stuart 
Wallace's, in fact the writing is not 
dissimilar to Mike Summers."

Mr Forrest also said he under
stood Mr Summers had not declared 
his interest in GP Investments when' 
privatisation recommendations for 
the quarry' first came to his attention 
as a member of Executive Council.

No declaration because no 
involvement

Having been invited to com
ment on The letter, Mr Summers 
said he had not declared an interest 
in the company because he was not 
seeking an involvement in privatis
ing the quarry'. He qualified this by 
saying that at a meeting of GP In
vestments on December 17 he had

Plan for 

the future
AT a press conference called to 
announce that the newly formed 
Islands Planning Committee held 
their first meeting on September 
23, Chairman. Andrew Gurr, ex
plained the fundamental aim of the 
committee is to plan for the future 
of the Islands, though, he said, "we 
cannot plan the future perfectly 
because events change things."

In spite of this pre-condition the 
committee's terms of reference, ap
proved by Executive Council, are 
wide ranging and include, "just 
about everything," from the 
economy of the Islands to energy to 
law and order.

Mr Gurr expects the committee 
to have evolved the "bare bones" of 
the plan within six months with the 
fully detailed plan emerging in a 
year and a half.

They will be trying, said Mr 
Gurr, to understand what people 
want and guide government depart
ments accordingly. "We are not a 
decision making committee," Mr 
Gurr explained, "but we may be 
able to highlight options for Execu
tive Council to action."

Where there’s smoke...
Vy. Stanley's fire- 

“ fighters swing 
into action to 
deal with a 

I S smoke inci- 
V dent. Fortu- 

natelyonlyan 
exercise the 

PH incident dem- 
m oust rated the 
"p.fast response 

of the emer-
£3 8encyybl ices. (Oct 1)

Summary of 

Election 
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Lewis Clifton 

on page 11 serv-
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FALKLAND ISLANDS "We need councillors who put
our interests before their own"

Truth a novel concept
I WOULD like to take issue with 1 cannot see how we 
your comment in Penguin News. 
number 29. that a growing number 
of Islanders approve of the concept 
of educating Argentinians with 
regard to the Falkland way of life.
Presumably hoping that this will 
lead to a dropping of their sover
eignty claim. What evidence do 
you have to support your com
ment?

R<ud. Sunln. Falkland lUanth • Tdqihmw: 2ibSi • Fax: 22118. Cxtn Fridjx • Prirt: 60p

WHILE aware that the Stanley electorate have been claiming themselves 
hard pressed to satisfactorily allot their five votes to suitable candidates, 
some residents may still be surprised at the extent of that dissatisfaction; 
the prevalence of which was revealed when Penguin News conducted a 
survey of the electorate's attitude to the 1997 General Election.

In the results of the survey (see centre pages) only a staggeringly 
small amount. 23.3%, of those questioned said they would be using all 
five of their votes: and, while it is easy to empathise with the dilemma of 
those individuals who feel unable to assign the majority of their votes, 
they should perhaps bear in mind that their action may do little more 
than allow a number of candidates to be successfully elected on the 
strength of very' few votes.

Electors should therefore carefully consider the possible consequences 
of not using all five of their votes - one of these being the potential 
election of a candidate they least favour, as opposed to one they might 
marginally prefer.

ON the matter of Mr Forrest’s letter regarding Mr Summers, in the inter
ests of fairness and liming (with regard to the election) Penguin News 
felt it appropriate that Mr Summers be given the chance to respond in 
this issue.

, , can make
exceptions to the rule barring Ar
gentine passport holders from en
tering the Islands. Either the rul
ing exists or it doesn't. Make one 
or two exceptions and the trickle 
becomes a wave becomes a flood 

However, if. as you assert, this 
mood of educational

IN your August 15, 1997. issue 
you published a letter from Coun
cillor Mike Summers. Your arti
cle was headed. "I have never 
crossed the boundaries of propri
ety says Councillor Summers". In 
his letter Councillor Summers in
vited debate from members of the 
public on the issue of Standards in 
Public Life, and urged persons to 
make their views known.

1 am writing in response to that 
invitation.

Last December the Public 
Works Department recommended 
to Executive Council that Pony’s 
Pass Quarry' be privatised. A de
tailed paper was presented to Ex
ecutive Council in January-, and 
at the February meeting Executive 
Council were advised that PWD 
had been approached by ARC 
Southern with a view to them op
erating the quarry'. It was this ap
proach which had generated the 
original proposal. At that time, 
whilst the involvement of ARC 
with PWD was in the public do
main. the privatisation discussions 
with ARC were not. and had been 
kept confidential within the De
partment.

Executive Council met on Feb
ruary 20. On March 3 ARC were

Surely we are entitled to expect 
our elected Members to declare 
everything rather than the mini-

faxed a letter from GP Invest- minded management, with special- 
ments, expressing interest, "in ist technical backup from your- 
opening a dialogue (with ARC) on selves, could be highly succcss- 
the possibilities of future private ful." GP Investment's aims are very- mum that they perceive as being 
operation of the quarry". The let- wide ranging. The intention ap- necessary', or merely what they
ter was signed Stuart Wallace. The pears to be to get involved in a wish to disclose, or what they think
address of GP is given as Waverley number of activities. they can get away with.
House. The fax transmission There is something very scri- If a councillor is involved in a 
number on the letter is 22161, ously wrong here. Section 18 of business there is clearly no harm
which is Mike Summers’. The sig- Standing Orders for the Legisla- as long as the voters know. We all
nature is not Stuart Wallace's. In tive Council clearly states that have to work. However, ifacoun-
fact the writing is not dissimilar to whether or not he has recorded his cillor wishes to be involved in a
Mike Summers'. interest in the register of interests, business, or a number of busi-

The letter describes GP Invest- he must always do so when speak- nesses, covering widely different
ing or voting on a subject in which areas, he will have that many in-
he has an interest. If Councillor terests to declare that he will be of

little use to the electorate. In such 
a case the individual should con- 

tion of the quarry before it was dis- sider whether he should be a coun- 
cussed at Executive Council, did cillor at all, unless, of course, he 
he say so when the PWD paper was sees it as an avenue to furthering 
first presented? I understand he his own position, 
didn't. The alternative is that he
wrote to ARC after the matter was possibility of significant changes 
discussed at Executive Council? If and business opportunities in the 
so this would, in my opinion, be a Islands over the next few years. In 
case of a councillor using confi- that time we will need councillors 
dential information for private who will put our interests first, not 
gain. Why sign the letter Stuart their own. We don't want repre- 
Wallace? Stuart is a big boy and sentatives who become involved in 
can write his own letters. What was businesses by virtue of their role 
Councillor Summers' involve- as councillors.

contact is 
growing. I have to ask. were there 
no lessons at all learned from 
Chevening? There the extent of 
Argentine deviousness, deceipt and 
skulduggery was available for 
the most blinkered pro-Argentine 
to see.

In my view, as one who has 
closely followed the political scene 
with regard to the Argentine lor 
over 30 years, there is as much 
chance of the Argentines dropping 
their claim as there is of the sun 
rising in the west. Those that cling 
to this belief must be totally na
ive. uninformed or have some per
sonal or financial interest in con-

cven

Having been associated with 
the F.I. Commiltee/Association in 
one form or another for ments as, "a newly formed group 

whose purpose is to identify.
evaluate and. if feasible, participate Summers was already seeking in- 
in business opportunities in the volvement with ARC in privatisa- 
Falklands." It further states, 
amongst other things, that, "the 
group see opportunities in several 
areas including the new hydrocar
bons exploration industry-, infra
structure development, and serv
ices to MOD at Mount Pleasant," 
and, "It is the Falkland Islands 
Governments' policy to encourage 
local businesses to undertake as 
much of the economic activity as 
is possible either directly or with 
outside partners in joint 
venture ...and there is no doubt that
local operatives under the guidance ment? What else have GP Invest- 
of some more commercially ments and Councillor Summers

been involved in?
Standing Orders are inad

equate. They state members may- 
enter their interests in a Register, 
they are not required to do so. As 
stated, Members must declare an 
interest when voting or speaking 
on an item in which they have an 
interest. However, if they don't 
there are no penalties. In other 
words not a lot can be done about ety. 
contraventions. This must be 
changed. Urgently.

many
years. I must agree with and com
mend Peter Pepper for his letter and 
revelations about the South Atlan
tic Council. They are and always 
have been very- bad news for our 
Islands. No doubt the SAC will be 
delighted at the possibility of oil 
support services going to Argen
tina. Comodoro Rivadavia of all

TO answer the question posed by my honourable parent in the first para
graph of the letter entitled Truth a novel concept’. I feel obliged to point 
out that the editorial comment to which he refers, a growing number of 
Islanders feel it would be a positive move should private individuals or 
groups (but non-governmental representatives) attempt to become in
volved in 'educating' Argentine citizens with regard to the Falklands 
way of life, was based entirely on comments made to me in conversation 
with local people over the past months. In the interests of clarity. I must 
add that the 'growing number’ is in itself extremely small, but compared 
to some years ago when no Islanders uttered such suggestions, it does 
accurately qualify as a 'growing number. Whether or not the concept in 
question is a useful one is arguable, but I would doubt that it is a harmful 
one.

tacts with Argentina.
Although a believer that anony

mous comment is best disregarded. 
I have to ask the anonymous 
Camper what evidence is there that 
the Robertson/Bound lecture tour 
made one iota of difference to the 
status quo. I find Rodney’s view 
that Argentine reporters might 
write the truth about us quite a 
novel concept!

We are at a cross-roads with the

places - what irony.
Neil Watson 

Former Chairman Falkland 
Islands Committee.

Forsyth de§fi§While there is actually little in Mr Watson's letter with which I 
inclined to argue, on the matter of Argentine reports about the Islands, 
from my experience of having read translations of most. I can state that 
while there is still a certain amount of nationalistic nonsense written 
about our situation by the more histrionic of Argentine journalists - on 
the whole, reporters who have actually visited the Islands have gone 
to report reasonably accurately on what they have been told by the ordi
nary' resident and Islands' officials

am
I have not written this letter 

lightly. I could have sat back and 
said nothing like a lot of people 
who are afraid to rock the boat. 
There are. however, principles at 
stake. Our elected members need 
to be aware that there are people 
who are prepared to stick their 
heads above the parapet, are pre
pared to stand up for what is right, 
and are prepared to expose cross
ings of the boundaries of propri-

secret lobby No balaclavas for SACon

hues have taken part in them.
The Argentine Club, of w'hich 

I am secretary, is not a political 
club, like Mr Pepper ought to 
know since up to now he has been 
attending regularly all our meet
ings as a guest of one of our mem
bers, who is in fact his Argentine 
partner.

As far as the SAC is concerned, 
it is so "secret" a lobby that it re
cently invited members of the 
Falkland Islands Council to a joint 
meeting, and as Mr Pepper may- 
recall, since he was present, as was 
I. nobody was wearing a balaclava. 
While some of us feel sad and frus
trated at the deep level of misun
derstanding. ignorance and suspi
cion on both the Islands and Ar-

WITI I reference to Peter Pepper's 
letter that you published on Sep
tember 19. there is a series of in
accuracies I would like to correct.

I am no political activist, either 
in Britain, my country of adoption, 
or in Argentina, my country of 
birth

) Oil published in your issue of w-hich I am chairman).
September 19 a letter from Peter I take your point about Falkland

epper under the heading "SAC Islanders not wishing to participate 
/ a a ? Atlantic Council) a secret w ithout knowing who they are par-
0 by 1 attach a copy of my let- ticipating with. Subject to agree- 
er oj September 18 to Peter Pep- ment with the Executive Comnut-

per which l hope will correct this tee we will send a circular to our 
Doar6?1^ members requesting their assent to

5er? release of their names, in appropri-
1 hav c been consulting on the sub- ate cases (ie, not to commercial 
ject of the release of names of our enquirers)
ltislenrHaihinky0Uri11 find that The majority of our members 
likptht QArPraCllCeforsocielies do not have Argentine business 
of mpmhJrT n.°,110 re'ease names interests. Obviously they are inter- 

kb<n wuhout their consent. ested in South Atlantic matters orwsrstetstf ‘’-“ist.
Holiday Scheme unfair

Data Entry Clerk. Fisheries Department 
The Fisheries Department has an immediate vacancy for a Data Entry' Clerk. 
The main duties of this position will be the routine entry of information from 
catch logbooks.
The successful applicants should have basic computer and typing skills. 
Salary is in grade H ranging from £8.964 per annum to £11,208 per annum, 
entry point will depend on the successful applicants qualifications and 
relevant experience.
For further details of the post contact the Data Manager, Mrs Greta Skene at 
the Fisheries Department on telephone number 27260 during normal working 
hours.
Application forms and a job description are available from the Human 
Resources Department and completed forms should be returned to that 
Department no later than 4 pm on 10th October 1997.

Michael J. Forrest
I am a Senior Lecturer in Span

ish at the University of Westmin
ster and an Associate Fellow at 
ILAS, where, together with my 
colleague, Colin Lewis, I am re
sponsible for the Argentine Semi- 

and Conference Programme.
ILAS has an Argentine Pro
gramme, Brazil one, a Mexico one, 
a Colombia one, and occasional 
seminars and conferences on most 
of the rest of Latin America.

Since 1992 I have organised 
(not helped anyone else to do it) 
conferences, seminars and lectures climate of friction, suggesting all
on Argentine politics, society and manner of conspiracy theories to
foreign affairs. This is part of my ensure that rational dialogue is
professional academic activity. made impossible. It is my strong
None of them were used to pro- belief that were more Argentines
mote "Argentine ideas" on any able to see for themselves and un
particular subject. Indeed, a cur- derstand the depth of Islanders'
sory look at the programmes of the feelings, the Islanders would prob-
different events will immediately ably find many more sympathis-
reveal that politicians (both from ers in Argentina than they can re-
the party in government as well as motely fathom with Mr Pepper
from the opposition), academics acting as a filter,
and businessmen of all political

ExCo salutes Christie
nar Copy of a letter from Executive Council to the F.I. Association

WE were very saddened to hear of 
the death recently of Bill Hunter- 
Christie, one of the founding fa
thers of the Falkland Islands Com
mittee and the Association, and in 
the 1970's one of the Falklands' 
greatest friends in need.

The triumvirate of Christie,
Barton and Mitchell, with the in
valuable assistance of Michael 
Clarke-Hutchinson, reacted 
swiftly and in the event success
fully, at a time of severe political 
crisis for the Falklands, to mobi
lise support and prevent a disas
trous deal with the Argentines 
which would have quickly resulted 
in our handover.

For many years thereafter Bill

worked with dedication and enthu
siasm in the interests of the Falk
land Islands, on many occasions 
putting the well-being of the Is
lands before his work and private 
life. It was Bill's sense of 
committment and of right which 
motivated many of those now run
ning the Association.

Bill Hunter-Christie was with
out doubt one of the greatest of 
Falklands' friends, and we mourn 
his passing.

We would be grateful if you 
would pass our condolences to his 
family.

gentina vis-a-vis one another, oth
ers seem only able to thrive in aI REFER to His Excellency, the

Governor s comments on the'Holi- 
ExCo rotduSpCheme’ m hiS 'aSt

I alvv

It is unfortunate that Honour
able members did not undertake 
proper research into the terms and 

nvc th™. 1 , conditions of the Private Sector
ministration nf th? u131 l^e ad" employees who do not enjoy 
be a nightmare hh^scheme 'vould inflated civil servant salaries before 
elusion of allWeJer’ fhe 6X" makin& such wide ranging rules 
benefittine from a emPloyces If this exclusion is adopted, 
sage is discriminat- mPrar!y Pas" presume Councillors, who receive

SSSSl'SSKSSS

over-

I

Probably the Islands' most photographed resident this week. A frequent 
visitor to Stanley’s sea wall, 'Sammy’ made a guest appearance mid-week 

but eventually found the attention a Utile wearing. One observer is reported 
to have commented, "if he lies there doing nothing long enough he’ll be

voted in to council"
Executive Council 

of the Falkland IslandsCelia SzustermanBrian Summers 
Stanleymatter.
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Room for gl FIG launches new publication
Report by Graham Bound for MercopressARRIVING on the Anne Boye this month are four miniature horses, the 

property of Susie and Ian Hansen of Mam Point Farm, West Falklands. 
It is the couple's intention to breed the miniatures, and at first only sell 
colt foals.

Miniature horses generally vary in height from 14" to 24". They should 
have a high head carriage and be kind m temperament. They make good 
pets, relating well to humans, and they enjoy pulling tiny traps and be
ing ridden if large enough. The draft type of miniature horse was used in 
the coal mines and the more elegant ty-pe has been the pride of many 
important families throughout the world.

Susie Hansen explains how she became interested in miniature horses:

N I HE continuing battle for the tion at the labour conference in crs wish for nothing more than the
hearts and minds of the British Brighton (where Prime Minister, right to live in freedom in the coun-
pcoplc. the Falkland Islands Gov- Tony Blair, made an important try of their birth. They believe in-
ernment have fired the latest shot, speech. The new leaflet will be cir- dividuals in small countries de-
Ihe Islands’ official London Of- culating widely at the conference, 
fice, Falkland House, located just The expensively produced large nations.” 
a stone’s throw from the Houses (though slim text), heavily illus- The public relations company 
of Parliament, has published a new trated with colour photographs of which designed the leaflet wrote
pamphlet that colourfully sets out the Islands’ fishing industry, sheep extensively about the Islands’ Brit- 
their case. farming, Stanley and the wildlife, ish history, which they believe sup-

It is no coincidence that the appeals fundamentally for interna- ports the Islanders’ claim for self
publication has been issued as the tional political support, saying, sufficiency. “Britain made the First
major British political parties con- “Falkland Islanders seek the sup- recorded landing on the Islands in
vene their annual conferences. port of citizens and governments 1690 and the first British settle-

The Islands have a team of all over the world who share their ment was established in 1766.
elected councillors, officials and ideals of self-determination and Since 1833 British administration
paid political consultants conduct- self sufficiency.” has been uninterrupted except for
ing an elaborate lobbying opera- It goes on to say. "the Island- the Argentine invasion of 1982.”

The Islands today are described 
as equally as British as they were 
in the past. "96% (of the 2,200 in
habitants) are British. Many are 
sixth or seventh generation Island
ers, their way of life strongly re
flecting their British origins.”

The case for democracy is also 
argued: "Islanders enjoy internal 
self-government under the 1985 
constitution. Only the elected 
councillors have the right to vote 
(on government business).”

A glowing picture is painted of 
the Islands’ economy and their 
development. The leaflet records 
that the Islands are economically 
independent of Britain in all areas 
except defence, which costs the 
British Government some £70 mil
lion per annum. However, it is 
pointed out that this Figure repre
sents only half of one per cent of 
Britain's overall defence expendi

ture.”
Some of the developments that 

have improved the Islanders’ qual
ity of life are listed: There is a 
multi-million pound telecommuni
cations network, which, as from 
this year, will include access to the 
internet: A satellite television serv
ice brings up to the minute news 
to Stanley: And a road network is 
gradually finding its way to the 
most isolated small farming settle
ments.

serve the same human rights as

Susie talks to the atuftials at Ailcuttiuier Stud
Kilcummcrstud issired by aregis- 
tered spotted stallion and his dam 
was imported from Holland. The 
blanket spotted colt from Toy horse 
International is also sired by a spot
ted stallion.

It is our intention to breed the 
miniatures and initially sell just 
colt foals and keep the Fillies for 
breeding purposes. Already we 
have had a lot of interest and some 
Firm orders placed for offspring. 
They will be approximately 17 
months old when they arrive in the 
Falklands. so we would not expect 
to mate them until the following 
summer.

I am told that colt foals are 
often left entire without any prob
lems. From what I saw of them last 
year they are certainly very' good 
natured. I sat in a paddock sur
rounded by a stallion, his mares 
and foals with them all virtually 
walking over the top of me. The 
foals seem natural lyinqui si tiveand 
very friendly. Some people even 
keep them in the house! I doubt 
anyone will be too surprised, once 
they get here, to arrive at Main 
Point and Find a horse strolling 
around the kitchen!

I have been asked a lot of ques
tions about miniature horses since 
people have heard about us getting 
them. Basically they are just like a 
normal horse but much, much 
smaller! Gestation period is the 
same, life span is the same and 
basic care is the same. They just 
take less food than a big horse, but 
they still need good quality grub, 
worming, exercise and so on. They 
can be happily kept in small areas 
so long as they have the right diet 
and sufficient exercise. They make 
ideal pets and best of all they won’t 
buck you off!

from Mrs Tikki Adorian. of 
I FIRST became really interested Initially I only wanted one or two Toyhorse International in Sussex, 
in miniature horses when I began as pets, it was only after much 
corresponding with Janice Barnett interest from other people and hav- 
DeakinfromComwallseveralyears ing realised how popular they were the cn(j result being that both la- 
ago. However, it was only when world wide that we considered im-
Janice made us a special offer in porting them in to the Islands to
1993 that we became serious about breed. 
importing them.

When visiting England last year 
we decided to visit both studs, with

The Lan Chile air service be
tween the Islands and Chile is also 
mentioned as a prime example of 
progress.

There is even a positive por
trayal of traditional sheep farming: 
an industry that had fallen on hard 
times in recent years, and has led 
to an exodus of people from the 
"Camp” into Stanley.

According to the publication, 
farming still manages to generate 
some £3.5 million to the commu
nity. The thriving fishing industry', 
however, brings in an estimated 
£20 million.

One of the most interesting 
nuggets of information is tucked 
away at the end of the text. As 
proof that the Islanders have ar
rived in the digital age, Falkland 
House has an e-mail address. Pre
sumably, if there is not enough in
formation in the leaflet to satisfy a 
reader’s appetite, he or she can re
quest more. For those who have an 
on-line computer it is simple; just 
send queries to rep@figo.u- 
net.com.

dies offered us "special" deals as 
these would be the first miniature 
horses to be imported into the Is
lands. and they felt that we should 
start off with top quality stock and 
thus offered us some of their best

We had also been offered stock

FALKLAND ISLANDS COMMUNITY SCHOOL 
COMMUNITY CLASS SCHEDULE

blood lines. As a result we decided 
to purchase a colt and filly from 
each stud.

Toyhorse miniatures have won 
many awards and some of their 
colts and fillies are selling for 
£3.000 and above! In 1996 
Toyhorse Countess Natushka won 
the Guinness Book of Records 
Challenge. (Mrs Adorian appeared 
on Pet Power with Countess 
Natushka). Toyhorses won and 
were placed in many other shows 
in Britain and a Toyhorse bred 
stallion won the supreme champi
onship in Holland beating 73 other 
stallions.

For Classes beginning Monday, September 22, 1997 

Mathematics for all
Numeracy to GCSE pre 'A' level and Additional 
Maths
6.00 - 7.30 Pat Stephenson - Maths Room 

Portuguese for beginners
6.00 - 8.00 Katherine Broughton - Languages Room

Art Classes - come and enjoy yourselves
5.00 - 6.30 Tim Simpson - Art Room

Monday

Tuesday

Pastry Making
For the enthusiast, shortcrust, suet, sweet, 

choux and flaky puff
Recipes, demonstrations and practical sessions 
7.00 - 8.30 Linda Burnard - 
Home Economics Room

Janice Deakin of Kilcummer 
Stud in Cornwall owns Gremlin 
who was third smallest horse in the 
world at the 1996 Guinness Book 
of Records Challenge, and second 
smallest stallion in The world. She 
very' kindly sold us Gremlin's first 
colt foal Gremlins Tornado, at an 

also stores oxygen in the very extremely generous price for his
place that it is most needed, un- breeding. We actually saw Grem-
derwater swimming. Hn last year and he is gorgeous!

Nevertheless, despite these ad- Janice breeds a lot of spotted mini- 
aptations penguins are still unable atures many of which she exports 
to hold sufficient oxygen within to America. Thespotiedminiaturcs
their bodies to sustain deep dives. tcnd 10 be a little bigger than the 
They have therefore evolved P,ain colours. A registered mini- 
physiological adaptations that en- ature must be under 34 inches, 
able them to use anaerobic respi- The four we have arriving on 
ration (the production of energy in !he October Anne Boye are all reg- 
the absence of oxygen). istered miniatures, three are plain

In humans, when muscles be- colours but the filly from 
come overworked, the build up of •KgsSXsss; C hamp m the making
tain high levels of an enzyme V*' n d and Charl,e McKenzie, 
called lactate dehydrogenase, Oarts is showing superb ath-
w'hich allows muscles to continue ,orn!slncejoining the Havant
working anaerobically, and to tol- M r S ub near Portsmouth in 
erate a build up of lactic acid. This Ma£.° th,s year-
stored lactic acid is later expelled n . lwc,lve year old daughter 
from the body when normal nart/D a° Is,ancler) and Peter 
breathing is resumed, during peri- _ . ^ •a ^°ya* Marine) has com- 
ods of surface rest or shallow div- f , Jn a numbcr of competitions 
ing. ieHrcJnglhe Wessex Young Ath-

And now a question: Are pen- Lea8ue and Southern Wom-
guin eyes primarily adapted for Ca8-UC* Where s,le has shown
good vision on land, or at sea? Pr°wess in javelin and sprinting 
Answer in Penguin Profile: 4. LJu,y edition of the Ath

letic Club magazine Sara is re-

Susie and Ian’s miniature stallion Stardust

Penguin Profile: 3
from the Environmental Research Unit, 

PO Box 434
Wednesday English for foreign speakers

6.00 - 7.30 John Fowler - English Room

English up to GCSE examination
6.00 - 7.30 Veronica Fowler - English Room

Book Keeping
6.00 - 7.30 Charles Coutts - Maths Room 

Woodwork for all
7.00 - 8.30 Tim Stenning - Workshop

Thursday Portuguese for beginners
6.00 - 8.00 Katherine Broughton - 

Languages Room

Afternoon: Day Release Classes 
For all aspects of Word Processing,
Disk Management and Use of Computers 
Elizabeth Villalon - Business Studies

Charges £2.50 per session 
10 sessions @ £25 - (Cheques payable to FIG)

Adult Learn To Swim Sessions For The Absolute Beginner
No experience required

Monday and Thursday 8.00 - 9.00 Rosie Hickey 
£2 pay on the door at the Leisure Centre Reception

For more information contact the school on 
Tel: 27290 or Fax: 27148

Tutors are always welcome with new ideas for classes. 
We would welcome tutors for basic spoken Spanish, and 

Word Processing

The Internet - Part 3 of 4 
by Nikki BuxtonALL penguins 

are capable of 
diving

, depths of over 
i 100m. and the 
! larger penguin 

species, such as 
King Penguins, can dive to depths 
of over 300m. However, because 
they have a relatively small body 
size compared to seals and 
cetaceans, penguins are not able to 
store enough oxygen to sustain 
them during such dives. The un
derwater pressure compresses the 
air held in the lungs and air-sacs, 
and consequently these airways 
can only provide about a third of 
the oxygen requirements needed 
for deep dives.

Haemoglobinin red blood cells 
holds a certain amount of oxygen 
in all animals, so as to circulate 
oxygen from the lungs to other 
parts of the body. In penguins, the 
blood has a much higher concen
tration of haemoglobin than is nec
essary solely for circulatory needs, 
and this is used as an oxygen store 
for underwater dives. In addition 
the muscle tissues have high con
centrations of myoglobin, which

to

Igjl The internet 

Cff doesn't byte!
ELECTRONIC mail, or email for name. Currently, those of us in the 
short, is a message sent to another Falklands using the Internet must 
person on the Internet. Each user dial the UK or another country and 
is given an email address by their connect to a provider there. This 
service provider. Think of the costs £1.50 per minute of connect 
email address as your post box in time, so the new Cable & Wireless 
the Post Office, and the email as tariffs are welcomed by those of
the letters you receive in that box. us currently using the Internet on
An email can be easily copied to a regular basis, 
other users; and when you receive 
an incoming message you can at
tach a reply to it, or forward it to formatting or graphics. You can 
another email address. also attach documents or graphics

To send someone an email, you files (called binary files) to an 
need to know their email address, email message. Binary files are 
These follow the format of the user those that hold documents, pro
name at the start, separated by an grams, graphics, sounds, and other 
@ sign, and the host name last. For non-text data. As an example of

is what is possible, you can write an 
synergy_info@compuserve.com email to your Granny in the UK 
with synergy_info as the user name and attach a scanned photograph 
and compuserve.com the host of yourself as a graphics file.

The email messages are writ
ten in plain text (ASCII), with no

r—r*

$0<v'.jj )

,c!
rSLr*_'

Sara, Darlene and Daniel
corded as having been only 0.1 
second away from the Club 150m 
record.

mineinstance.

Sara's brother Daniel (15) *s 
also a valued member of the same 
club.

mailto:rep@figo.u-net.com
mailto:rep@figo.u-net.com
mailto:synergy_info@compuserve.com
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people listen, whilst most people we 
spoke to said the statements "con
firmed" views already held.

Votes wasted
Perhaps the most interesting, and 

revealing, fact to emerge from our 
survey is illustrated in Graph Four. 
Of the thirtv Stanley electors ques
tioned only seven said they would be 
usine all five of their votes - a tiny 
23.3 %. Three said they would cast 
only four votes while almost a third 
of the sample said they would be 
leaving two votes unused.

Simple maths shows the 22 de
cided electors have 110 votes be
tween them, of which they intend to 
cast only 77. leaving 33. or 30%, 
unused. !f we assume an almost un
heard of 100% turnout on Polling 
Day and ignore the eight people who 

unsure how many votes they 
will be using, we can extrapolate the 
expected number of votes that will 
be cast as 3.899. a startling 1.671 
boxes on ballot papers being left 
blank.

Stanley WHILE the Stanley electorate appear 
to be strugglingwith regard to whom 
they are going to vote for on Octo
ber 9, Campers seem be in the rather 

advantageous position of gen
erally approving of their candidates. 
In fact, Penguin News sensed a 
tain smugness in the voices of those 
we spoke with in Camp, particularly 
ijjet individuals who commented, 

I m glad l don 7 have to choose 
from Stanley candidates. ”

Less effort from Camp
THE Falkland Islands are currently in the grip of Howeve^&, s,a„,ey 
election jever - or are they? Penguin News this week candidatesappearto have made some 
conducted a survey of fifty electors, twenty from the
Lamp constituency and thirty from Stanley. A se- dresses, statistics show that this has 
ries of answers was obtained from a number ofper- occurred to a lesser extent in Camp, 
tinent questions to produce the graphs below, close ceived fromVne candfdate\nd a'mt- 
analysis of which would appear to reveal some sur
prising conclusions.

General Election 1997 

Penguin News 

Survey

The Campmorewere standing, while two were 
happy with numbers but wanted "a 
better calibre" of candidate. And 
one elector was adamant that the 
Islands now need "properly quali
fied" councillors but declined to 
define what she meant by "quali
fied".

WELL, we now know where our re
spective Legislative Council hopefuls 
stand on many of the issues confront
ing the Falklands today. The initial 
speeches have been broadcast: abbre
viated versions published in Penguin 
News. Now we sit with breath well and 
truly bated as we listen to the question 
and long-winded answer sessions on 
FIBS. Still to come are the six minute 
speech slots each candidate will be al
lowed on FIBS early next week. And 
with less than a week to go to Polling 
Day the tension is mounting.

There is little doubt that a sharp di
vide exists in the way the Stanley con
stituents are approaching this election, 
and how their counterparts in Camp 
are. That the Stanley electorate are far 
less decided at this stage is. perhaps, 
unsurprising given the larger choice 
they have to make, though, as Graph 
One illustrates, many voters would 
have wanted an even larger number, 
and a wider range, of candidates from 
which to make their selection.

Damning indictment of 
candidates?

At first glance the graph would 
seem to be a damning indictment of the 
men and women who are standing for 
election, but a truer picture emerges 
from the comments that accompanied 
the brief'yes/no' answers to the origi
nal question. Comments like the one 
from a voter who said he would have 
liked to have seen more "politically 
able" candidatesstanding. Another was 
convinced the paucity of nominees 
stemmed from the wide-spread knowl
edge that the growing workload on 
councillors is already too heavy for 
part-timers to sustain. There were calls 
for more candidates from the Govern
ment sector given the predominance of 
FIG employees in the workplace.

Still others expressed disappoint
ment that no "younger people", or 
more, "genuine Falkland Islanders",

with other election nominees (See 
Graph la).

Decisions already made by 
many electors

Despite this anomaly with regard 
to campaign effort, and, although 
there are further comments and ad
dresses to be made by candidates on 
FIBS, 45% of Camp electors ques
tioned. have already decided for 
whom they will vote (see Graph 2a) 
with another 15% questioned saying 
they have decided how to use one or 
more of their votes but not the re
mainder. However, the undecided 
40% of voters questioned indicate 
that there is still room for election
eering in the Camp.

Few wasted votes in Camp
In contrast to Stanley, it appears 

there will be few wasted votes in the 
Camp where the majority of the cross 
section questioned said they will put 
all votes to good use. Again, also un
like Stanley, many electors indicated 
that their indecision was influenced 
by their view that "all the candidates 
are quite good.”
55% not influenced by speeches!

In search of an answer to the ques
tion, how important are manifestos 
in this election campaign?’ Penguin 
News asked those electors who had 
already decided for whom they 
would vote. "Did you decide before 
or after hearing speeches;" while un
decided voters were asked, "Were the 
speeches the cause of your indeci
sion?" The results, are shown in 
Graph 3a. and surprisingly, 55% of 
electors questioned said their deci
sions (or indecision) were not at all 
influenced by speeches. These sta
tistics differ from Stanley where a 
slightly greater proportion of electors 
are basing their decisions on nomi
nee’s addresses. Clearly, many peo
ple in the Camp feel they know their 
candidates well enough to base their

decisions on personal knowledge of 
the suitability of candidates. (NB. 
Some of those who stated they had 
made their decision after having 
heard the addresses said, "I already 
had a rough idea., the speeches just 
confirmed it").

Camp approval for candidates
On the subject of suitability. 

Camp residents (80%) appear to be 
inordinately pleased with their choice 
of candidates. (See Graph 4a) One 
elector stated. "I was pleased that all 
councillors were strong on Argen
tina, education, the continuation of 
road work and support for farmers;" 
while another said, "If candidates 
stick by their beliefs it will be good 
news for the Camp.” Other nomi
nees have gained approval with their 
attitudeto the burning issue of freight 
rates, "I’m glad some candidates 
picked up on the subject of freight 
rates, which are extremely important 
to Campers, especially those who 
want to diversify” said a Wester.

And some disapproval
Not all were approving however; 

one gentleman expressed his dismay 
with the words, "Speeches were in
terchangeable, as usual they prom
ised all things to all men.” Another 
commented," I thought one or two 
speeches were reasonable, others 
were abysmal!” It was also sug
gested that, "the same old faces are 
standing... I might give the new man 
a chance.”

Although there are only five can
didates standing, many electors say 
this was not unexpected as 'council 
business clashes with farm work.’ 
55% were happy with the number of 
candidates they had to choose from.

Finally, it is important to note, 
that ever>; Camp elector approached 
said he or she would be voting at the 
1997 General Election.

cer-

Still votes to be won 
Graph Two is (dare I say it) a 

graphic illustration of the indeci
sion prevalent among Stanley vot
ers at the time of our survey, and. 
if looked at in conjunction with 
Graph Three, less a hint than a 
brightly lit neon sign to candidates 
thal the race is not yet over and 
there is still a hard core of fence- 
sitters there to be won over. Only 
47% of voters declared their minds 
made up; a further 27% have de
cided on the destination of some of 
their votes but not all. and a simi
lar number are completely unde
cided. Extrapolated over the total 
electorate (of 1.114) in Stanley that 
translates into a healthy 297 unde
cided voters waiting to be wooed 
by the right candidates.

Influential speeches 
It is fairly easy to find, in Graph 

Three, a strong argument in favour 
of carefully thought out. and even 
more carefully presented manifes
tos from prospective councillors. It 
should be both interesting and in
structive to candidates to know 
their speeches did influence the 
thinking of electors included in our 
sample, 60% in fact.

Also worthy of note is the fact 
that that influence was not always 
positive. One voter said she would 
not be voting for a candidate she 
had intendedto support because she 
felt that candidate’s manifesto was 
"dictatorial”. Another said the 
manifestos are an important part of 
the election process, "provided

J Stanley electorate: Are you happy with the number and 
suitability of candidates standing

were
nority mentioning conversations

la Source of Camp electors information regarding candidates’ 
manifestos.

(Five Camp residents added they had spoken with 
candidates or received a campaign letter)2 Stanley electorate: Have you decided who you will vote for? 

(The ’Partly’ column indicates the number of people who 
have decided on some of their choices but not all) 14
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2a Camp electorate: Have you decided who you will vote for? 
(The column entitled 'partly’ denotes electors who have 

decided on some choices but not all)

3 Stanley electorate: Did candidates' manifestos materially 
affect your decision or indecision?
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What candidates didn’t say 
(but still could)

“ What are candidates views on the creation of a monopolies 
commission? ”
“The OAP's home did not get sufficient attention. "
“I want to hear more of the candidates views on facilities for 
adolescents. ”
“Nobody has mentioned the problem of sewage and waste man
agement. ”
"What about re-populating Camp, do candidates really think it 
could happen?"

o2 7o ' 10 yes no

i jo£ I
l 4 j- ft

oa Comments from Camp electors 
What candidates didn’t say 

(but still could)
“My final choice will depend on what they say in later speeches about 
the future of Landholdings. ”
“We need to know more about their opinions on Landholdings and 
what is going to happen. ”
“I want to know how they would react to di Telia wanting to visit” 
“I want them to say more about pensions and welfare for invalids. ”
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Penguin News
fi Information

Pullout a
October 4 - October 10

CHURCH SERVICES LIBRARY
TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday -"Friday 

08.45am - 12 noon and 
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
2pm-5pm

CATHEDRAL
SUNDAY 8am Holy Comniun- ^m 
ion. 10am Family Communion (first The times and heights of high and low tides (in metres) at Stan ley.
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

Timegiven is Stanley time. 
ForCamp,makethe 05 0203 0.6 WED

08 0340SUN 0811 1.5following changes: 0.7 HOSPITAL PHARMACYTABERNACLE-free church 1421 0.4 1021 1.4 Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Mondav/Thursday
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Fridav

Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm.
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

2049 
Sunrise0610 
Sunset 1911

1.4 1632 
2328 

Sunrise0604 
Sunset 1916

0.5Fox Bay +2hr 30m 
Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m 
Port Howard +3hrs 19m 
Teal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. +lhr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
Mill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound +1 hr 11m 
Port San Carlos 
+ 2hr 55m
Darwin Harbour -56m

1.2

09St. MARY'S
SUNDAY 10am (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

06 0232
MON 0842

0.6 THURS
1.5 0426 0.2 3.00pm - 5.00pm041457 1058 1.4
132131 

Sunrise 0608 
Sunset 1913

1743 0.5St. CUT HBERT’S (MPA) MUSEUM0047 
Sunrise 0601 
Sunset 1918

1.2SUN. Sam Holy Communion: 
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion;
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

Tuesday - Friday
1030-12 noon/2.00-4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon 
TREASURY

07 0303
TUE 0917 

1540 
2222 

Sunrise 0606 
Sunset 1915

0.7October
10 0534
FRI 1219 

1913
Sunrise06559 
Sunset 1920

0.91.504 0134 0.5
0744 1.5

SAT 1349 0.4
2012 1.5

1.31.5
1.3 0.5

Monday - FridayBAHA'I FAITH 8am - 12 noon/ 1.15-3.00pmFor information on meetings please 
ringTel: 21957 (evenings)

Sunrise 0615 
Sunset 1909

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
NESS TRUST Contact Shiralee 
Collins. 21597.Sister Bridie 
22086. Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday ot every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028 
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone: 
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm. contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs. WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall. Begin
ners Classes - Sun:6pm. Advanced 
Classes - Sun: 7pm. Club Night (All 
welcome) - Mon: 7pm. Contact 
Tricia Hanlon 21406 
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

Meets second Tuesday of every' 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED
CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhec, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT <£ AWARE-

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
tact Secretary G Cheek. 21402 
STANLEY GOLF C 1.1 B Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
VMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

BA DM IN ION C l l B Mondays/ TmislSs T5pv
Tc!:21770 or Rene 
21161
SOUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm

Dik Sawlc Tel 21414

. i /. Burnett,
Rowlands, Tel

Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm. 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

Further information/Bookingsv tel 27291Leisure CentreTerm Times
CourtsPoolDay

Public
Public

12 00- 1.00 
5 00 - 0.00

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
l.ane Swimming 
Public

12 00 - I 00 
5 00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8 00 
9 30 - 10.30 
12.00- I 00 
5 00 - 7.00 
7 00- 8 00 
10.30- 12 00 
12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 7.00 
7 00 - 8.00 
500-7.00 
7 00 - 900

Monday

Public
Public
Public

9 30-10 30 
12 00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9.00

Tiicsiluy

12 00 - I 00 
5.00-9.00

Public
Public

Hospital/OAP's 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

Wednesday

Parcnt/Toddlers0-7 Yrs
Public
Public

10.30-12 00 
12.00-1 00 
5 00-9.00

Thursday

Public
Public

12.00- 1 00 
5 00 - 9 00

Parents/Toddlers
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

10 00- 11.30 
12.00 - 1.00 
5 00 7.00
7.00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9 00
10.00- 4.00
4.00 - 5.00
10.00- 4 00 
4 00 -5 00

Friday

Public10.00-6.00Saturday

Public10.00-6.00Sunday



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
fashion magazinesine severed their hydraulic lines 6.00 CRIMELINE

6.10 THEY WHO DARE A look at how mountaineers are adding new 
dimensions to their sport by timing their ascents and descents against the 
clock
6.25 AUNTIE'S TV FAVOURITES
6.55 SCENE HERE Presented by Caroline Young
7.25 EASTENDERS With the story on Palmer and Dixon going down the 
drain, Polly clashes with Tony over her plan to salvage her expose
7.55 CATHERINE COOKSON'S THE WINGLESS BIRD Charles has 
tuberculosis and spends months recovering in a sanitarium. Agnes is 
shaken by the changes in Reg after his experiences in the war. She and 
Charles finally marry, but their honeymoon is interrupted by tragic news 
8.45 SEE YOU FRIDAY Lucy travels to Newcastle for the weekend to 
see Greg. But things don't go quite as expected
9.10 THE MAN WHO MADE HUSBANDS JEALOUS Kitty is 
attracted to Lysander, but she is married to Rannaldini, who treats her very 
badly. Marigold and George think they may have an answer
10.00 RABC NESBITT
10.30 BODYGUARDS A businessman, due to give evidence at a Gov
ernment arms inquiry, is put in the Close Protection Group's care. An 
attempt on his life suggests insideknowledge, and Shaw and Worrell have 
to go it alone
11.25 TFI FRIDAY
The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

m! 20 FOOT BALL.6" E A G U E RE VIE W 9.00 SMITH & JONES
9.30 ROOM 101 Tonight, Terry Wogan
10.00 SKYNEWS
10.30 THIS LIFE Francesca convinces herself Miles doesn't want to go 
through with the wedding
11.15 PARTY POLITICAL BROADCAST By The Labour Party 
11.20 HORIZON Smallpox on Deathrow: Exploring the future of the 
smallpox virus, one of the most horrific killers in history. Eradicated in 
1977, it survives only as laboratory samples under high-security guard 
12.10 THE CHAIR Psychologist Oliver James talks to hypnotist Paul 
McKenna

SATURDAY 4TH OCTOBER
10.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
10.40 THE BLUE ROSE
10.55 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
11.20 ELIDOR Elidor’s evil warriors trv to break into the house 
11.45 RUN THE RISK
12.15 THE O-ZONE
12.35 FRAGILE KINGDOMS
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Newbury and 
Longchamp; Rounds 21 and 22 of the British Touring Car Champi
onship from Brands Hatch; and a full round-up of the rest of the 
day's sporting events 
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS
6.55 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN As mysterious 
mogul Leslie Luckabee continues to wreak havoc, his evil cohort, the 
ugly Mr Smith, is intent on destruction of another kind
7.40 CONFESSIONS
8.20 CASUALTY Ideological rivalries between the A&E senior 
staff prove to be unnerving for the department as a whole
9.10 BREAKOUT Drama: Doctors are mystified when a rare illness 
strikes three seemingly random people.
10.35 JOBS FOR THE GIRLS
11.35 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two of the day's 
top FA Carling Premiership matches

TUESDAY 7TH OCTOBER
i 10 NEIGHBOURS Anne lands herselt in 
2.30 CHANGING ROOMS
3.00 VANESSA (New)
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3 50 ROOM 785 Starting with: MI I EK 
4.10 TO ME TO YOU
4 40 NAME THAT TOON (New)
4.50 BLUE PETER

5 40 HOME AND AWAY Ticgan opens up to Joey
6.00 BEADLE'S HOT SHOTS
6 30 EMMERDALE Jo and Alan take their romance on the road 
6'55 SCENE HERE Presented by Caroline Young
7.25 EASTENDERS Tiff finds that there is one rule for the Mitchells 
and another for her family
7.55 999
8.45 SELECTION BOXES
9.20 PRESTON FRONT Lloydy's new neighbours are unhappy when 
he plans a party, while Hodge gets the surprise of his life
10.00 BREAKING THE NEWS
10.55 CLASSIC ALBUMS Tonight, Stevie Wonder's Songs in the Key 
ofLife
11.55 TARTAN EXTRA

more hot water at school

FRIDAY 10TH OCTOBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Toadie and Lance's party ends in disaster 
2.30 AN INSPECTOR CALLS (New)
2.55 GLORIA'S TIME OFF WITH...
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: DINOBABIES
4.15 RUPERT
4.35 TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP 
5.00 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND
5.15 KNIGHT SCHOOL
5.35 HOME AND AWAYTravis tells Rebecca he plans to stick with her 
for a long time

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.SUNDAY 5TH OCTOBER
10.55 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.10 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.35 HOW 2 (Repeat)
11.45 BLUE PETER
11.10 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.40 SONGS OF PRAISE 
1.15 HOT GADGETS
1.45 THE CHART SHOW
2.25 BROOKS1DE The Johnsons are astonished - have they been 
eiven back their freedom?
3.35 AS TIME GOES BY
4.05 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT This week's edition comes 
from Warwickshire
4.50 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE (New)
5.20 THE CARLING PREMIERSHIP Chelsea v Arsenal
7.10 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.40 SURPRISE, SURPRISE
8.35 HEARTBEAT A special constable disappears after an 
argument with a pig farmer
9.25 BORN TO RUN (New) First in a six-part drama about love, 
money and marathon running.
10.20 FRIENDS: US comedy series
10.45 NETWORK FIRST All in the Genes:
11.40 TOTP 2 TBA

SATl RI)A V October 4th 7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather, Flights. Annos
8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY October 10
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Headbangers Ball 
7.30Fivc live
7.40 Weather, Flights Annos
8.30 Rpl News Magazine
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country' Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Music Fill
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
B.F.B.S Programmes

_ „ . _ 5.03 The Archers7 30 News and Sport Irani five five 5 18 Thc Latc Afternoon Show
7.40Weather,Mights.Announcements 6 0() Countrv Crossroads 
8.00Hcadcrash
8 28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
8.30 Dessert Island Discs 
9.00 News Desk from thc BBC 
9.20 Music Fill 
9.30Murder at the Vicarage 
9.45 Music Fill 
10 00 News BFBS

9.28 Rpl Weather & Flights 
9.00The Human Child 
9.30 Music Fill 
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY October 8

6.00 News BFBS 
6.03 Music Fill 
6.30 Children's Corner

WEDNESDAY 8TH OCTOBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Anne confesses all to Ruth
2.30 HOME GROUND
3.00 THE CLOTHES SHOW (New)
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: OZZIE THE OWL
4.00 RUGRATS
4.30 ANIMAL ARK (New)
4.55 IT'LL NEVER WORK 
5 15 THE SCOOP
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Selina agrees to move out with Jesse
5.55 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Pollard is horrified to leam of the side effects of 
the 'pick-me-ups'
6.55 CORONATION STREET Sally has her revenge on Natalie. Fred 
and Maureen tie the knot
7.45 THE BILL Get You Back: A teenage girl with a broken nose claims 
she was assaulted by her ex-boyfriend
8.10 CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL At Alder Hey Children's Hospital in 
Liverpool
8.40 FRIENDS
9.05 PEAK. PRACTICE (New) Six months after leaving The Beeches in 
the lurch, Andrew returns to Cardale. But can he persuade Will and Erica 
to have him back
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30F1LM: HURRY UP OR I'LL BE 30 (1973,15) Comedy. With his 
30th birthday approaching, printer George Trapani resolves to turn the 
family firm around and find contentment
^“•00 SUNNYSIDE FARM Ray must decide where his loyalties lie 
when the gorgeous Wendy asks him to save Todger's Copse, the local
see°ofnhe proteste1 shW0I1h ^ landowner’is offering him money to

10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchtimc announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Sad Cypress 
7.30News and Sport
7.40 Weather,Flights,Annos
8.00 Classic Concerts
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt, weather & Bights
9.30 Listen with Les
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

6.30 Thc Grumblewecds
7.00 Hoplite to Harrier
7.30 News and Sport
7 40Weather,Flights.Announcements
8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River
10.00 News BFBSSI NDAVOctobcr 5th
I I FSPAYSeptember 305.00 News: BFBS

5.03 Music fill
5.15 Dessert Island Discs
6.00 Music Fill
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements 12.15 Archers
7.00 Church Service-Cathedral
8.00 Sports Roundup
8.15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick 513 Review of CD's of the week
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk
9.30 Juste Plainc Madness
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MOM)AVOctoher 6th
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News and Sport BFBS

10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements

BFBS Programmes 
5.03 The Archers THURSDAY October 9

10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03Thc Archers 
5.18 Music Fill
5.30On Stage: Joe Longthome 
6.30 Memories are make of this - 
with Tony Burnett

5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6.00Ncws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -Blur
7.30 News and Sports 
7.40Wcaihcr,Flights.Announccmcnts
8.00 Venom
8.30 Paths of Inspiration
9.00 News desk from thc BBC

MONDAY 6TH OCTOBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Marlene lends her support to Darren
2.30 GARDEN PARTY
2.55 TRACKS
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART 
4.20 CARTOON CRITTERS
4.40 YOU'LL NEVER BELIEVE IT! (New)
5.10 PIRATES
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Lachie and Mandy finally meet
5.55 TOP GEAR
6.25 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET Fred has a proposition for Mavis 
7.45 THE BILL Short, Sharp, Shock: The father of a mugging victim 
takes the law into his own hands
8.10 PAUL MERTON IN GALTON & SIMPSON'S COMEDY 
PLAYHOUSE I Tell You It's Burt Reynolds: Another re-interpre- 
tation of a classic comedy sketch. Paul finds that a family on 
holiday stuck in a rain-soaked Spanish villa have nothing to do but 
watch television until a major row blows up over whether Burt 
Reynolds is playing a bit part in one of the old movies they're 
watching
8.35 AIRPORT
9.05 McCALLUM Following the deaths at the sweat shop, 
Joanna's life could be at risk if she has been infected by the drug- 
resistant bacteria
10.00 FILM '97
10.30 BLACK BOX A Wing and a Prayer: Tiny flaws in ground 
maintenance can result in mid-air disaster. A minor problem missed 
by maintenance men caused a DC 10 in America to lose control

All programmes are subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola
2203News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903Gold-DaveWindsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330SidOlivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY XT
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason

OOOONews & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary King 0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & Weekend Gold
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueenl003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight
MONDAY
0000 London tonight continuedOlOO News & Gold - Dave Windsor 0200 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early breakfast from London 0600The Breakfast Show Dusty Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 1300 
Newsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News & Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight
TUESDAY

THURSDAY 9TH OCTOBER

1:30 vfs^c5“sUTOXL(aNnec^'an a po°'party
3.00 VANESSA ;
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4.00 BANANAMAN UKA
4.05 THE TREACLE PEOPLE 
4.20 REBOOT 
4.45 BLUE PETER 
5.10 RETURN TO JUPITER
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Travis is bitten by

5~MLLMvWS50,“~
|p SSmSsraffilLoSSISr" ,l“ *"•

8“h" “‘“l"r"
8.35 3D Today, a report on recent moves to

a snake. Kylic assures

use fuller-figure models in



FIGFIG4 a If The Falkland Islands Company Ltd i ►

THE SHIP'S UNLOADED - THE STORES ARE STOCKED 

WE RE JUST WAITING FOR YOU AT..

SALLEEy*
Clothing St Footwear, 
Tbiletry Requisites etc.,

PASTIMES *
Books, Magazines, Games, Tt>ys,

rO'DDIHAILIL^
The best Larder St Freezer filling 

store in town!

FUEEIWINS*
For all your Audio St Visual requirements 

and the ideal place for Gifts and Souvenirs.

HCMECAEE ☆
Everything from a Teaspoon to a Bedroom 

Suite and a Mecca for the D-l-Y enthusiast!

aVLT€M€TIIYIE ☆
The place to come for that new Landrover 

or Suzuki, plus the well stocked Spares dept.

SHOP AROUND AT THE FIC 

SIMPLY THE BEST!
FIG◄ ►
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Governor's report on the meeting of 

Executive Council - September 25
THE Executive Council meeting But I am glad that such options arc 
on Thursday, September 25, being considered 
which is the subject of this article, “ Wildlife ami
was the last before the General i • i *Election on October 9. That be- eoiJservatlon Legislation
jng so. in accordance with conven- , ^ were t0
tion we avoided addressing any ear. ial w ^ !las novv startcc* on 
major politically contentious is- P[° u?in8 l^c Wildlife and Con- 
sues, confining ourselves to rou- s<r[va ,on Legislation which we re- 
tinc matters, or business which ^ ,nce „ anc^ ^or w^>ch the
simply cannot wait until the new ‘|n rmS Report provided
Executive Council takes office lial _
after the election. All the regular Decolonisation
officialmembersof EXCOpartici- Committee
pated except for the Financial And fourthly, EXCO had a dis- 
Sccretary. who was substituted by cussion about the idea proposed by
his deputy, Peter Woodward, and some of the elected Councillors 
the Government Secretary', Pete that we might invite some mem- 
King. who was indisposed. The bers of the UN Decolonisation 
three Executive Councillors Committee to come and observe 
present were Sharon Halford and our general election. The conclu- 
Mike Summers, and Richard sion we came to, taking account 
Stevens standing in for Norma of the advice we have received, is 
Edwards, who is away attending that this might not be wise, and 
the British Party Conferences. Far should not be pursued at present, 
from completing our business by Supplementary
mid-morning, as I had thought we Appropriation Bill
might, we actually went on until Turning now to the substantive 
about 1 o clock Agenda. EXCO started off by ap-

Several points came up under proving a Supplementary Appro- 
matters arising Irom previous priation Bill, authorising some 
meetings which are worth men- unforeseen supplementary' Gov- 
tionmg. eminent expenditure, which will

go to Legislative Council straight 
after the election.

Charges for Services at 
F1FASS

The next item concerned 
charges for various services at 
F1PASS under the new Manage
ment Agreement with the FIC.
Details will be published, but the 
charges will be broadly the same 
as those applied by the FIC at 
present. I might just mention that 
wool storage will be free of charge.
The new charges will apply from 
5 November, and will be reviewed 
annually.

Assistance for Farming 
Community

EXCO then approved two new 
types of assistance for the farming 
community, the first an Agricul
tural Labour Subsidy which in ef
fect reverts to the former scheme 
under which repayment can be 
claimed for retirement pensions 
contributions.the second a subsidy 
to compensate for increased shear-

Flying Fyfe coasts home in Fun Run
i 11 ; • %l% rm wvSTANLEY Runnning Club’s twenty five competitors were soon 

Spring race series kicked off in fine strung out past the Museum and 
style on Sunday, September 28. back along Ross Road towards the “ 
with a one and a half mile Fun Run hospital.

Many parents accompanied 
their children - three year old 
Imogen Goss completing the [■.- 
whole course with mum. Amara, 
and grandad, Patrick Watts. Even K- 
at that tender age Imogen was not 
the youngest competitor, that lion- 
our being taken by six month old & ^j
Frederick Allan, though he did opt 
for an easier trip-a pushchair pow- j 
ered by dad. Mike. Commenting jj
after the race a relaxed Frederick 1
said, "it’s the only way to travel!" : j| 

Each year the Spring race se- ; 
ries has introduced a new batch of . a 
runners to the challenge of com- •• f[ 
pleting the Cape Pembroke Half ;'v9 
Marathon. This year new faces in- "
elude Jane McGill. Cheryl 
Roberts. Miranda Cheek (an expe
rienced Great North Run partici
pant), Jo Mclnnes and David Fyfe.
All ran well and so are on target 
with their training. azp

Anyone who would like advice 
on training for the Half Marathon, 
which takes place on December 7, 
should contact Sarah Allan at 
Stanley Leisure Centre, or go along 
to Stanley Running Club which 
meets every Wednesday. 5.30pm 
at the Leisure Centre. Entry' forms 
will soon be available from Stanley 
Leisure Centre and the Gymna
sium at MPA.

ing charges by contractors, geared 
to the number of sheep shorn this 
coming season. The Department 
of Agriculture will put out details.

where) every three years. The rules 
w'ill now be finalised and then pub
lished. That should happen shortly. 
I might just mention one exclusion 
which Councillors agreed, that 
anyone who has an overseas pas
sage entitlement by virtue of the 
terms of his or her contract of em
ployment with any employer will 
not come within the scheme, and 
therefore gain no entitlement to 
credits under the Island-wide 
scheme.

starting and finishing at Stanley 
Leisure Centre.

The runners were sheltered 
from the light but chilly south
westerly wind as they set off 
through the forest behind Govern
ment House. David Fyfe shot into 
the lead with Evan Jones. Chris 
MacDonald and William Normand 
close behind. Tanzi and Roselene 
Gough hard on their heels. The

0 I S i STABEX
EXCO u'ent on to take note of 

an information paper by the FIDC 
on the various STABEX projects, 
particularly the abattoir, where it 
has to be said that progress has 
been bedevilled by a nightmarish 
amount of Euro-bureaucracy and 
moving of goalposts, and renew
able energy, where a lot more 
progress has been made. 1 will see 
what more can be done to cut

\
Gi

essen-

Keppel Island
The next subject we dealt with 

w'as a proposal to list the historic 
through the red tape on the abat- buildingsand structureson Keppel

Island. EXCO agreed in principle 
that a number of the buildings at 
the settlement should be desig
nated as being of special architec
tural or historic interest, and there
fore given suitable protection. We 
have no reason to expect the Is
land’s owner. Mr Fell, to object. 

National Stud Flock

loir
FIDC Report

EXCO also had before them a 
six monthly report by the General 
Manager of the FIDC on all the 
activities which the FIDC are en
gaged in. The range is really rather 
impressive - to mention only a 
few, rural energy grant schemes, 
support for the acquisition of a 
new Fisheries Protection vessel, 
the Seaman's Centre, oil support 
services with Chile, the Dairy' Pad- 
dock development, the Abattoir, 
the Falklander Sweater project, 
and a variety of training schemes. 
Tourism promotion also, of 
course, comes under the aegis of 
the FIDC.

Report Sarah Allan: Photographs: Fran Biggs 
Top: Winner, David Fyfe.
Below: 1st and 2nd (Girl's) Claire Kilmartin and Margaret Normand 
Left: Winner (Women's) Sarah Allan

EXCO noted with pleasure a 
quarterly report on the National 
Stud Flock indicating that things 
are going very well at Saladero. 

Speed Limit 
Motorists will be interested to 

know that EXCO approved a rec
ommendation that the speed limit 
on a section of the Mount Pleas
ant Ring Road should be raised 
from 30 to 40 miles an hour.

Disposal of oil at 
Albermarle*

First, councillors asked where 
matters stand over the disposal of 
the remaining oil at Albermarle. 
The answer is that quite a bit of 
the oil has been incinerated at

Falklander
Speaking of the Falklander 

project. EXCO also took note of a 
proposal to devolve this com
pletely to the private sector, as was 
always the intention. I wish the 
two companies concerned the best 
of luck, and would like to thank 
the Falklander staff and everyone 
else, who have been involved in 
the project.
FalkJands Conservation

We then approved an applica
tion from Falklands Conservation 
to visit Beauchene Island towards

Oil
On the oil front, the regular 

monthly report by the Director of 
Oil described all the current activ-Fun Run Results Albcrmarle itself, and we are now 

actively considering how to dis
pose of the rest. One possibility 
would be to bring it into Stanley 
in drums and burn it in the high 
temperature incinerator here, but 
there may be other options. At all 
events, it would be good to bring 
this long running saga to a close.

ity, including the signing of a three 
year rig contract by Amerada 1 less 
for the Borgny Dolphin semi-sub- 
mersible rig. which is now going 
to Norway for an upgrade so that 
it can drill in the deep water around 
the Falkland Islands. As already 
announced, exploratory drilling is 
due to start in May next year. 
EXCO also discussed the location 

the end of the year to conduct a of oil support services during the 
survey of the Striated Caracara, exploration phase. Naturally we 
alias Johnny Rook. As always this hope, for good commercial rea- 
expedition will be subject to tight sons, that the oil companies will 
controls to minimise any adverse base much of their support opera- 
human impact on the almost com- tions in the Falklands rather than 
pletely pristine environment of the anywhereelse, so that we get maxi-
Island. EXCO also had available mum economic and commercial 
to it a report produced by the Aus- benefit here. In accordance with 
tralian ornithologist, Dr Graham the Joint Declaration, this is really 
Robertson, following his visit to a matter for the oil companies’ 
Beauchene Island earlier this year, commercial judgement, but the 
in which he put forward a number FIDC are doing everythingthey le- 
of proposals with the same aim. gitimately can to tilt the scales in 
Where appropriate we will fold our favour, 
these into a code of conduct cov
ering any such visits. I ought to 
say that Government have every 
intention of keeping the number 
of such visits to Beauchene to the is intrain. Everything possible had
very minimum. been done to deal with the spill,
Holiday Credit Scheme which fortunately caused next to 

Next, EXCO approved some no environmental damage, 
amendments to a draft set of rules 
for the Holiday Credit Scheme 
under which entitled residents will 
earn points enabling them to un
dertake a visit to the UK (or else-

Women
1 Sarah Allan 9m 42sec
2 Trudi Clarke 10m (Msec
3 Jane McGill 10m20sec

Men
1 David Fyfe 7m 24sec
2 David Higgins 12m Msec
3 Peter Biggs 12m 42sec 
(accompanied by son)

Boys
1 Evan Jones 9m 37sec
2 William Normand 9m 59sec 1 Margaret Normand llm!2sec
3 Andrew Normand 10m 25sec 3 Tanzi Gough 13m 04sec

Falklands Overture
Girls

1 Claire Kilmartin 1 lm 12sec 1982 ‘ FIGAS
Secondly, the Chief Execu

tive reported on some thinking 
which FIGAS are doing in to im
proving the already very good 
service which they provide to the 
community. Scheduled flights 
would be one possibility, though 
that would undoubtedly require 
more pilots and cost more money.

THK FALKLAND S
OVERTURE
. —

Note: Evan Jones (1st in the Boys section) was second overall, 
William Normand 4th, and Andrew Normand 8th. £2®M

—5=--
FOLLOWING the discovery of 
a number of cracked tiles in the 
Leisure Centre swimming pool, 
Stanley's swimmers will have to 
wait until Wednesday, October 
8, to enjoy their next plunge, in
stead of the originally hoped for 
Saturday, October 4.

Leisure Centre Manager, 
Paul Riddell, iold Penguin News 
the pool had initially been closed 
and drained to allow the Public 
Works Department to undertake 
necessary work on the pool roof; 
removing rust and painting the 
roof works and structural gird
ers; for which scaffolding had to 
be erected. (The filtration plant 
also required some major works 
with new pipes being installed).

Only when the works had

been completed and refilling 
the pool had begun were the 
cracked tiles noticed. In consul
tation with Manfred 
Keenleyside, of PWD, Paul 
took the decision to re-drain the 
pool and remove the offending 
tiles rather than risk having to 
lift and replace tiles after the 
pool had been filled, or, worse, 
possibly risk a member of the 
public sustaining cut feet or 
other injury.

Complimenting the dedica
tion ofTony McLaren and Paul 
Howe, who have been working 
very long hours to complete the 
repairs, manager, Paul Riddell, 
pointed out that he is aiming to 
re-open the pool at 5.00pm on 
Wednesday, October 8.

•—m** •-AT'W Late letter
Words of gratitude

-f *— "S- Bob Trims

ISLANDER, Robbie Triggs re
cently released a classical music 
album entitled 1982 The Falklands 
Overture. The overture, composed, 
performed and produced by 
Robbie, covers the period from the 
Argentine invasion in April 1982 
through to the Liberation in June 
of the same year.

The cover of the CD (above) 
shows a map of the Islands, and 
included in the 14 tracks are titles 
such as The First Three Weeks, 
Tumbledown, Battlefields and The 
Liberation March. Robbie who left 
the Islands in 1976 is the eldest of

a musical family of four, and is the 
brother of folk singer Lizzie Elliot 
and musician Mike Triggs. Robbie 
now lives in Santa Monica, Cali
fornia.

Which leaves one last point - 
the recent oil spill at Hill Cove, on 
which the Commander British 
Forces confirmed that an enquiry'

him feel as comfortable as they 
could, and to all the other people 
who gave up a little of their time 
to make him feel less lonely so far 
from his home and family.

printed a couple of small articles I hope you can find a small 
about him and his situation. FIc is space to place this show ot grati- 
well and is undergoing further sur- tude that we pass on from such a
gery and would like to thank the brave but unfortunate person 
surgical team for their work, the Ped and Mrs PB Ped
Doctors and staff that showed such Stan ley
compassion and care and made

MY wife and I have received a let
ter from Ronnie M. Malicdem, the 
Philippine seaman who was seri
ously injured and was brought into 
the hospital for treatment. You

The CD released by Robbie's 
record company B&M Mu

sic is a tribute to the memories of 
the brave men who died during the 
armed conflict in the Falkland Is
lands, and is dedicated to Baron
ess Margaret Thatcher.

If anyone is interested in ob
taining a copy of this CD they 
should contact Lizzie Elliott 
21765. (Report by FIBS)

own

Penguin News would like to 
thank HE the Governor for this 
summary of the Executive Coun
cil meetingon
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A Final summary of 

election policies
General Election 
9th October 1997

Attendance at the counting of votes. It has been drawn to my atten
tion that some members of the public may wish to be present during 
the counting of votes on Thursday evening 9th October 1997.
Under section 120(2) of the Electoral Ordinance 1988 no person other 
than -
The Returning Officer and her clerks
The candidates and their spouses
The Election Agents for the Counting Agents
may be present at the counting of votes UNLESS PERMIITED BY
THE RETURNING OFFICER TO ATTEND. There is no automatic
right of attendance.
As there is limited space in the Court and Council Chamber the number 
of members of the public allowed to attend will have to be kept to a 
minimum so that the efficient counting of votes will not be impeded. 
Any person who is not entitled to attend but wishes to do so must 
contact the Returning Officer before 4pm on Friday 3rd October 1997 
so as to obtain his permission to attend which will only be given if 
room is available.
JC Rowland 
Returning Officer

Bakmj Limtkts "Must take bold and 

visionary steps to 

promote and 

safeguard future"
Sla(p uuiJv cYlea'df 30 dyjeats- Mitennf TSxy

Supplier %hes %mdc, Mkinf 'bLel and c@Ul 'dndiosi/iij*
Hot and Cold Snacks and Breakfast from 8.00 

White Bread and Rolls in many shapes, sizes and
types

Brown Bread and rolls in a Range of 7 Different 

Mixes (all Vegetarian Friendly)
SODA BREA D and GOL DEN KORN, a 

German Style Bread 

A wide Range of Sweet and Savoury Goods on Sale in
Our Shop EVERY DAY 

SWISS ROLLS MADE EVERY WEEK

zeueitCse

Standing for Stanley

D L Clifton
I BELIEVE in the Falkland Islands 
and its future: a new cross-road 
with significant possibilities but 
one bound with uncertainty and 
hesitation. We must take bold and 
visionary steps to promote and 
safeguard our future.

I believe that people are better 
at running their own lives than 
governments, and I believe that the 
activities of the state should be 
kept to a minimum. Government 
needs to support private sector ac
tivities and not exercise political 
interference. We need to promote 
enhanced wealth-creation.

My book does not accommo
date the Argentine sovereignty 
claim. The status quo is a good, 
fail-safe, umbrella.

Re-evaluation of our political 
and public relations lobby ma
chines is long overdue. We must 
displace the growing band of 
doublers and critics.

Argentina must seriously and 
meaningfully commit to urgently 
establish and enforce a conserva
tion and management regime in re
spect of our straddling squid and 
fish stocks

We should not be sidelined, or 
misguided, when considering the 
potential benefits oil might bring. 
We need an environmental regime 
in the Special Area, to which Ar
gentina must meaningfully sub
scribe.

General Election 
9th October 1997

The Returning Officer would like to remind the electors of their 
voting rights as follows:

For the Stanley Constituency
- Any voter may vote for up to five persons whose names appear 
on the ballot paper.
- Any voter may vote for fewer than five persons if he or she 
wishes
- So a voter may vote for
- Five persons
- Four persons
- Three persons
- Two persons or
- One person

For the Camp Constituency
- Any voter may vote for up to three persons whose name appear 
on the ballot paper
- Any voter may vote for fewer than three persons if he or she 
wishes
- So a voter may vote for
- Three persons
- Two persons or
- One person

New in*««*«*•
Mr

ately accommodate a new Infant/ 
Junior School that meets vision
ary demands. The Old Peoples 
Home needs fast-track construc
tion. The principle of a minimum 
national wage to be implemented.

The reconstitution of a Town
Council, with all its requisite pow
ers and accountability function, 
supported by an annual budget.

The “trickle-in" immigration 
policy is beneficial because con
tract workers can always be tem
porarily employed at no "cost” to 
the natural belongers.

We should not agree to any oil 
revenue sharing formula with 
HMG. until we know if there are 
commercially exploitable re
serves. We have much of our own 
house to put right first

I propose a "Millennium 
Project" in the form of a new. all- 
accommodating sports facility, 
which will equip our aspiring 
sportsmen and sportswomen with 
the experience and opportunity 
they deservedly seek.

We cannot contemplate mak
ing Councillors full-time, until 
they use the Constitution to work 
the cabinet-style government af
forded us. Councillors need to 
engage in transparency and open
ness to effect good governance. 
We need one single all-encom
passing national constituency by 
2001.*"

Pizzas Made to Order with our TAKEAWAY PIZZA 

SERVICE Monday to Friday

Election talk
On FIBS: Friday October 3, 6.30pm: Stanley candidates questions 
and answers. Friday Oct 3. 8pm: Camp candidates questions and 
answers.
Sunday October 5, 5pm: Second speeches from Camp candidates. 
Monday October 6, 6.30pm: Second speeches from Stanley 
candidates.
Public Meeting: Monday October 6, 7pm in the Junior School 
Hall.

Cakes for Special Occasions made to Order

Order Your Christmas Goods Now...............
Chocola te Logs 

Christmas Cakes
Mince Pies and all Other Christmas Goods

We need to practice more sci
ence to better understand our off
shore marine environment; our 
fisheries; and, to further protect 
our marine wildlife for which the 
Falklands is internationally re
nowned. We need to begin prac
tising the concept of sustainable 
development.

Councillors need to seriously 
address the shortfalls of the so- 
called socio- economic report and 
commission a sociological study. 
We need to bench-mark what con
stitutes our society.

A "zero-based budget" should 
be introduced for the 1998/99 fi
nancial year to check the public 
perception of 'Tree-spend'’ era. 
This tool will exercise feasible and 
sensible house-keeping measures 
and the public will be assured that 
expenditure levels are then justi
fied by financial need.

The Capital Works Programme 
must be re-prioritised to immedi-

Swimming Pool Notice
Due to circumstances beyond 

our control the Swimming 
Pool will not be reopened on 

Saturday October 4 as 
previously advertised.

The Pool will open on 
Wednesday October 8 at 5pm

Camp Orders Welcome
I applaud the progress to in

troduce better standards in public 
life. A Register of Members In
terests is long overdue.

I have served Council previ
ously; petitioned the United Na
tions; worked as London Repre
sentative; served on the Falkland 
Islands Association; and I have 
one decade of lobbying experi
ence in London’s political and 
diplomatic arena.

Please vote on October 9th.

We Cater For Childrens Partys And Buffets
(Please ask for Details)

OPENING TIMES
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am to 2.30pm SATURDAY 8.30am to 12 30pm 

TELEPHONE 22692 yFAX 22694



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
VACANCIESNOTICES

2' r.
FOR SALE

Wanted - Person for Little ChartresAnother good gathering enjoyed 
an evening of Auction Bridge on 
the 1st October. Prize Winners 
were: 1st Mrs J Middleton & D 
Pettersson, 2nd Mrs V Malcolm & 
R Diggle, Booby M Murphy & C 
Clifton. The next bridge evening is 
scheduled for Wednesday 15th 
October Whist is played on alter
nate Wednesdays in the Day Cen
tre. All bridge players extend a 
"bon voyage" and "safe cruising" 
to Elise and Gordon Schmidt

FOR SALE BY TENDER 
The property known as The 
Traveller's Rest Public House. 
Interested parties should con
tact Marc Hoy on 31023 or 
Dawn Hoy on 22277. The sell
ers do not bind themselves to 
accept the highest or any tender

Landrover 90 County - for fur
ther details or offers contact 
Terrence on 21742 evenings

Single Bed - Wooden frame with 
wood slats, interior sprung mat
tress. Excellent condition £ 100. 
Ring 21046

One Raleigh Camara Girls 
Mountain Bike. (Suitable for 
age 9 years (ish). 12 speed gears 
- in excellent condition. Hardly 
used. Ring Elaine Jaffray 27147 
work or 21652 home

to cook for 2 weeks mid Novem
ber. There will be 2/3 days during 
this period when shearers will be 
present. Good rate of pay and re
turn airfares for capable person. 
Enquiries to Lyn Blake phone 
42206 evenings.

LEIF'S has a Vacancy for a shop 
assistant to work mornings com
mencing at end October. Appli
cants should be over 18, energetic 
and have a sense of humour. A 
current driving licence would be 
an advantage but not essential 
Interested persons should phone 
Leif at home on 21147 during the 
afternoon for further details

A public meeting will be held on 
Monday 6th October at 7pm in the 
JuniorSchool Hall where it is hoped 
that all candidates in the forthcom
ing election will be present to an
swer electors questions. This is your 
opportunity to ask those difficult, 
embarrassing questions of poten
tial Councillors. The meeting will 
be chaired by Barry Elsby. Janet 
Pompen and Magnus George All 
electors are strongly encouraged to 
attend this important pre-election 
meeting.

From Jan Cheek
Will anyone who wants a copy of 
my election manifesto who has not 
already requested it. please contact 
me this weekend. 1 am not sending 
it to the entire electorate in defer
ence to those who dislike receiving 
unsolicited mail
I may be contact on tel. 21372 or 
fax 21940. If I am unavailable at 
any time messages may be left on 
either telephone or fax.

Blood DonorsScrecningSessions 
Would all registered blood donors 
attend the casualty department 
KEMH between 0800 - 1600 hrs 
from Monday 6th of October to 
Friday 10th of October, for the 
usual blood donorscreening, please 
bring your blood donor card along 
with you Anyone wishing to be
come a registered blood donor 
should also attend the casualty De
partment during these times, if you 
are interested but want more infor
mation then contact Geoffrey 
Benjamin in the Pathology Depart
ment telephone 72367 or 27422

Accommodation in Stanley re
quired for 18 year old male GAP 
student arriving 14th October. 
Please contact Fiona Didlick. 
F1DC, tel 27211

Lorry for Hire (including Driver) 
£25 per hour. For more details con
tact 21473 or 41194

Happy 9th Birthday 
Christine - with lots of love 

from Bernice and David
As a direct result of increased ac
tivity and further development 
potential in the tourism sector. 
Sulivan Shipping Services have an 
immediate requirement for a dy
namic manager, to both consoli
date and develop the company's 
tourism related business.
This is a new position which is 
guaranteed to provide a high de
gree of job satisfaction and chal
lenge for the right applicant, who 
is certain to be a hard working, self 
motivating individual, with an out
going personality and good com
munications skills.
For further information, please 
contact John Pollard on 22626 or 
22627 during working hours

FA LKLAND CONSER V AT ION 
Require a Field Assistant for ap
proximately 5 weeks commencing 
from the 20th October 1997. The 
work will involve assisting with 
the survey of Striated Caracara on 
offshore islands. The ideal person 
will have a scientific background 
and some sea going experience 
would be advantageous. Travel and 
subsistence will be provided, as 
well as a basic weekly wage. Ap
plications in writing to Falklands 
Conservation, PO Box 26, Stanley.

Happy 
Birthday for 
the 6th Oct.

How the 
years fly by 

from Heather
1 Direct Injection V8 engine 
exxhaust manifold. Is stainless 
steel and V-pipe. Any offers 
phone 42186

Baby car seat with carrving han
dle £35
Contact Katrina Stephenson on 
21241

To Rent three bedroom house in 
Stanley. Available November 
1997. For further details please 
contact Ledingham Chalmers. 
Telephone 22690. Fax 22689

Tyssen, Gina and Kaylcc Smith 
would like to say a big thank you to 
Jane Cotter. Pam Freer and Dr Barry 
Elsby for the safe arrival of Phoebe 
Casey May. Your care has made all 
the difference

Blue Five door Discovery' TDI. 
electric windows and radio cas
sette player. three years old only 
4.000 miles on the clock. For 
further information, phone 
Jenny on 31398

Bendix Autowasher 1000 wash
ing machine. Fully recondi
tioned with new bearings, pro
gramme unit, seals etc. £200.00 
Will deliver and install in 
Stanley. Call Neil on 21041

As our contract here in the Falk
land Islands is drawing to a close, 
TILBURY DOUGLAS CON
STRUCTION LTD would like to 
take this opportunity’ of thanking 
their many friends and colleagues 
for theirsupportandgoodwill over 
the last twelve months - it has been 
very much appreciated Gordon Forbes Construction 

(Falklands) Ltd invite applica
tions from experienced Backactor 
and Dozer Operators for their West 
Tracks contract commencing 
shortly and running for next two 
seasons. Applications should be 
made in writing with full details of 
previous experience to Gordon 
Forbes Construction (Falklands) 
Ltd PO Box 28, Stanley

NOTICES
VACANCY

Stanley Running Club 
Spring Race Programme 
Provisional dates for 
races leading up to the 'A marathon: 
19th Oct. Snakes & Ladders Race 
9th Nov. Moody Brook Challenge
TrainingSchedulefor 'A marathon:
Week 4
Fri. 3rd Oct. - Run 45 mins
Sat.4th - Jog 20 mins
Sun. 5th - Jog 1 hour (off road)
Mon. 6th - run 30 mins
Wed. 8th - jog 6 miles
Thurs 9th - Jog 30 mins ____

Falkland Landholdings Ltd., 
Goose Green Farm have im
mediate vacancies for two 
General Farm Hands. Any
one interested can contact 
Tony McMullenon32270 for 
further details.

A REMINDER TO ALL 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 

It is not too late to enter your pho
tographs for this year’s Photo
graphic Exhibition!
If you have photographs and have 
not had time to mount them yet 
please contact a committee mem
ber or phone the OIL DEPART
MENT and your entry will be in
cluded in the catalogue.
The exhibition will be held in the 
Community School over the week
end of 25/26 October. More de
tails will follow shortly about open
ing hours but if you have not got 
out those photographs there are 
still a few days left!

POSTSCRIPT from the Tabernacle
Before the next publication of the Penguin News there will have been the 
election of new Council members. We have read their election promises in 
the paper and heard them spoken on the radio. But can we believe all that is 
written and said? Can these promises truly be kept? I am sure they have been, 
in the most part, sincerely made by the campaigners but are they possible to 
deliver? We often make promises that, due to changing circumstances, we are 
unable to keep. Even some of the previous Councillors admit that they were 
not able to fulfil all the promises they made during the last election.
In who then can we put our trust? Who has our very best as their desire? Who 
has the manifesto to satisfy each one of us and to provide for our greatest 
needs?
The only one we can truly trust is God. He always keeps his promises. He 
never fails to deliver.
"Not one of all the Lord's good promises to the house of Israel failed; every- 
one was fulfilled." (Josh 21:45 NIV)

Need an Electrician?
Call Graeme on 32555. All types 
of industrial and domestic instal
lation and repairs. Qualified per
sonnel. No. 1 Electrical (Falklands) 
Ltd. P.O. Box 643, Stanley, Fax: 
32555

For spares and repair of 
washing machines. 
Hoovers, Fridges, 

Microwaves and Electric 
motors, call Neil on 21041

p l« j& at the Government Printing Office. Stanley and published for and on behalf of the Media trust (Penguin News), Stanley Falkland Islands from offices on Ross Road, Stanley. Falkland Islands
',''(>^t22109 Fax 22238 All words and photographs arc copyright of the Media Trust (Penguin News) and must not be reproduced without permission Editor: Lisa Riddell. Deputy Editor. Tony Durnctt 

Trustees" Vfike Rendell, Susan Morrison. Janet Pompen-Robcnson. Torn Blake and Stuart Wallace.
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Norma Edwards Richard Cockwell Bill Luxton Sharon Halford John Birmingham Jan Cheek

join ©Id guard
O rnStanley constituency

THERE can be few surprised vot
ers in Stanley this morning follow
ing yesterday's election in which 
Jan Cheek came close to gaining a 
landslide victory in the Stanley con
stituency, while Lewis Clifton com
fortably regained the seat he relin
quished some years ago, and Mike 
Summers buried recent worries 
under the 559 voles that also re
turned him to Council

They join two other re-elected 
councillors, John Birmingham and 
Sharon Halford in the new Admin
istration

As predicted by the Penguin 
News survey last week a large pro
portion of voters declined to use all 
their votes with just 3,264 being 
cast out of a possible 5,570.

Jan Cheek said she felt, "numb", 
afterthecount. "All indications from 
talking to people." she told Pen
guin News, "showed me they liked 
the things I was talking about. 1 
hope they will now believe I can do 
something about those things." She 
added, "I would like to thank all 
those who supported me. especially 
the people who persuaded me to 
stand again, and. of course, all the 
electors who voted for me."

John Birmingham said quietly 
that he was pleased to have been re
elected. "1 appreciate the people 
who thought enough of me to give 
me their vote on this day, and I 
thank them. It seems to me." he 
went on. "to show that people are 
happy with the middle path." He 
was also full of praise for the work 
done by the organisers of the elec
tion, "Could I thank," he said, "the 
Returning Officer, his staff, and all 
involvedrfor a very well run elec
tion operation."

Sharon Halford was surprised 
to see three Stanley councillors re
turned to LegCo in one election.

"I'm glad to be back," she said, "but 
I can't guarantee anything will 
change - I'm only one voice in 
eight. 1 do understand from the 
head of the Civil Service, though, 
that Standing Orders may only take 
one week to be amended, so I will 
be pressing hard for more freedom 
of speech for civil servants."

Asked what he felt may have 
inspired those who decided to sup
port him, Lewis Clifton suggested 
it may not have been a single issue 
but perhaps a combination, "the 
mixed bag of external and domes
tic policies I offered., because if 
you don’t deal with one the other is 
largely irrelevant."

Mike Summers was reluctant 
to guess at the reasons for his 
success, but said he felt he was 
strong on organisation and plan
ning, referring to his emphasis on 
an economic programme.

Asked if he would support the 
concept ofeivil servants airing their 
views in the media or other public 
forums, he indicated that it was not 
a simple matter, but added he could 
see no reason why civil servants 
could not comment on subjects not 
pertaining to their own place of

employment.
Camp constituency
Even before Returning Of

ficer John Rowlands had offi
cially announced the number of 
votes achieved by candidates 
standing for the Camp, witnesses 
to the count in the Court and 
Council Chambers in Stanley 
were clearly aware that three 
Westers' had triumphed in this 

constituency. Bill Luxton of 
Chartres obtained the greatest 
number of votes, 203, with new- 
to-politics Richard Cockwell, of 
Fox Bay, achieving 182. Norma 
Edwards, of Lake Sulivan Farm, 
came a close third with 174 votes. 
720 votes were cast in the Camp 
and of the remainder East Falk
land candidates. Richard Stevens 
and Eric Goss, polled 87 and 74 
respectively.

Delighted but. "humbled," at 
the extent of his support. Richard 
Cockwell, talking to Penguin 
News, wished to assure residents 
on East Falklands that although 
they were now represented by 
councillors all residing on West 
Falklands, "I am here to repre-

\ t
Lewis Clifton 

sent everybody." Asked why he 
thought such confidence had been 
placed in him. he said, "perhaps be
cause I have pledged myself to the 
regeneration of the Camp. . I want to 
help bring about an upturn as op
posed to just marking time as it is 
now." Fie went on to say, "I want to 
take on the administration and bring 
about a council led Government as 
opposed to one led by the administra
tion "

Mike Summers

Bill Luxton felt voters may have 
responded so positively because of 
his tendency to, "always say what I 
think." Like Richard Cockwell he 
wanted to reassure residents on East 
Falklands that he would take great 
care to represent the whole of the 
Camp.

Norma Edwards, speaking from a 
Hotel in Blackpool where she is at
tending the Party Conferences, was 
extremely happy that electors had not 
been put off voting for her despite her 
absence from the Islands at the time 
of the Election. She felt it an absolute 
necessity, she said, that the Islands be 
represented this year because of the 
change of Government in Britain. 
She added that Baroness Margaret 
Thatcher had asked to be taken to the 
Falklands stall at the conference and 
had chatted to the Islands' team for 
some time.

School poll results
VOTING in the Community 
School election echoed the 'real 
thing' in the Stanley constitu
ency with the same five candi
dates 'elected'. In this case how
ever, Mike Summers triumphed 
with Sharon Halford, Jan Cheek. 
John Birmingham and Lewis 
Clifton following behind

In the Camp constituency'. 
Bill Luxton was once again front 
runner, followed by Richard 
Stevens. However, unlike the true 
election. Eric Goss and Norma 
Edwards tied for third/fourth 
place There was an impressive 
91.6% turnout to vote, but school 
staff were not permitted.

720 votes cast in the Camp 
constituency 

W R Luxton - 203 
R Cockwell - 182 
N Edwards - 174 

E M Goss - 74 
R Stevens - 87

3264 votes cast in the Stanley 
constituency 
J Check - 627 

M V Summers - 559 
DL Clifton-558 

J Birmingham - 472 
S Halford-450 
B Claxton - 292 

J Besley-Clark - 166 
A Jones - 98 

W Davies - 42

Baroness Thatcher, she added, had 
sent her best wishes to the Islanders 
and had made enquiries about devel
opments within the Falklands. Norma 
will return to the Islands on Tuesday 
morning (Oct 14).

All three successful candidates 
thanked electors for their support.
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Penguin News 3 Stanley goes 

to the Proms
Write to Penguin News, Ross Road, 

Stanley, Falkland IslandsFALKLAND ISLANDS Trial by newspaper motin
best interests of electorate 

or government
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Update on RonnieIF the answers to questions posed at the public meeting last Monday
evening, are anything to go by then presumably the Islands have much 
to look forward to in terms of a new council: particularly with regard to 
the sympathetic attitude to the Camp (from Stanley candidates on this 
occasion): enormous emphasis on 'more open government' and healthy 
support for sueeestions that Standing Orders should be adapted to allow 
Civil Servants to express their views via public forums, without fear of FURTHER to your Iron pag^> 
repercussions from their employer. tide and Mr Forrest s le e , ^

However, while Camp residents may be reassured by promises of ber 3rd 1997. 1 do not be ie c 
future support for their situation (after all as one candidate at the meet- appropriate the allegations 0 serv
ing pointed out. 'the social and economic state of the Camp is a national ous misconduct on the part 0 ^ a
issue which affects us all’) success with the latter two aims could be member of executive counci 
predicted to run into difficulties, post-election should be made by the Head ot a

The whole concept of 'open government’ is very' much a subjective Government Department via the 
one (thus a relatively safe campaign vote-grabber) and there is little letters page of the Penguin Atews.
doubt that the public and the government perception of ’openness’ will As Director of Public Works
differ greatly on future occasions, such differences probably rational- with responsibility for the manage- 
ised by phrases like, 'politically or commercially sensitive issues'; thus ment of the quarry. Mr Forrest had
hasty campaign promises of'no secrecy’ might be explained away with a c|car duty to inform his senior
the words 'political reality.’ officer of the facts stated in his let-

Political expediency like this may at first glance seem improper but ler ,vjr Forrest does not state how
confidentiality in some governmental issues, it should be remembered. |one }1C bas been in possession of
is often vital to the well-being of the country. Provided we have voted tjiis information, but it is now
wisely our council should be composed of representatives who appreci- seven months since the alleged in-
ate the sharp differences between those issues and matters which should cident. durins which time'Coun-
essentially be in the public domain. cillor Summers has continued to

Leniency towards civil servants expressing their views via the media scrvc on Legislative and Executive 
was an almost universally, and deservedly supported concept by candi- Council. Mr Forrest’s apparent
dates and public alike, last Monday. It was, however, slightly less reas- failure to take any action, until
suring to note, that a number of nominees gave the appearance of view
ing the matter as a relatively simple one. (Answering the question,' what 
shall we do about Standing Orders?’ one candidate offered the not so 
carefully considered solution, "chuck them out the window"). Thus, once I READ with great interest Rose-
again having used a particular stance on a controversial issue to gain mary King and Tom Blake's re
votes. it may be something of a surprise to those same councillors (if marks in Penguin News on voting
elected) to encounter unexpected complexities. In this case those involved rights. I think it may not be fully 
in drawing an appropriate line between necessary confidentiality and understood by your readers that
freedom of speech. While, as an editor of a newspaper, I am all for know- under the amended provisions of
ing everything, I fear that the good intentions expressed by candidates the Constitution which came into
will flounder and be lost in the proverbial sea of bureaucracy. Like other force on 1st September 1997 the
residents, though, who may have also been persuaded to vote for certain onlv persons who will in the fu-
individuals. as a result of such a morally correct intention. 1 hope to be ture have the right to have their
proved unnecessarily pessimistic names placed ufon the Electoral

Finally, despite the assertion by one candidate that 'public meetings Register are people whose names 
do not achieve what they set out to because most people do not like are^on this year’s Electoral Regis 
airing their views in public.' this meeting may have proved particularly ter (that which came into force on 
crucia in the decision making process for a large section of the gather- 1st September) or uho are Com
ing. While the floor was, as is quite normal monopolised by a few mem- monwealth citizens over eighteen 
bers of the audience, others later confided that the occasion had been the and have "Fnlk-hnH icunT 
vital factor in their final selection of candidates. , J. L; t d ,s,ands:

'Communication.’ as in the art of. appears to have been the key. The tomaticallv obtai^TaSd \s~
effect of listening to. and being heard by, nominees first hand; observing lands status hv h^ino nr r 1
their willingness to respond to questions or statements; their reaction to residen t the Falk
confrontation: and. importantly, their ability' to 'think on their feet’ ei- sevenTear,slandus ,or
ther hardened preconceived opinions of candidates, or at the very least his nr h>r , d intending to have
provided important insights into the attributes - or otherwise - of those That ie ™ Perman?nl borne here,
less well known. __n 1 n<? lonSer lhe case. A per-

Therefore. in this case the candidate 'listening to’ the elector, was as statushv T 001 ru-1^ Islands 
important as the candidate 'talking to’ the elector, and if such close com- or mn y ,reason ot b,rth. marriage
munication brought satisfaction to the elector and success to the candi- not . r. satl°n w*h in the future
date, it could perhaps be construed as a valuable lesson to councillors. (and tlihIk,and Islands status 
with regard to the relationship between the government and the Dublir' L • us lfle vote) unless the per-
over the next four years. H f,°,n a commonwealth citizen

ho has been ordinarily resident

in Stanley (scheduled to start at 
7.00pm on October 16) will go to 
local charities the Community 
Chest and FIODA Theatre 2000, 
who are helping local organiser, 
Marilyn Hall stage the event.

Marilyn lo\d Penguin News she 
is expecting a full house on the 
night and hopes the audience en
ter into the ’Proms’ atmosphere by 
wearing evening dress and singing 
along with all the old favourites for 
which it is hoped song sheets will 
be provided.

The band, the King's Division 
Normandy Band, will be accom
panied by internationally re
nowned singer, Margaret Probyn, 
who will lead the singing, the high
light of which will be the Hallelu
jah Chorus.

As is traditional at the 'Proms' 
some of the audience will be 
seated, some standing. October 16, 
in the Town Hall, promises to be a 
memorable occasion. Tickets are 
now available from either Marilyn 
Hall or Sharon Middleton.

FURTHER to your article in June, 
and Ped's letter last week, about 
Ronnie Malikdem, an update may 
be of interest. He was the young 
Phillipino fisherman who suffered 
serious injuries on board ship.

After initial treatment at the 
KEMH he was medivaced back to 
the Philippines via the UK. He

THE Last Night of the Proms has. 
by virtue of its continuing popu
larity, become an institution in 
Britain: an emotional, almost re
vered occasion televised to the 
Nation and watched by millions.

Now, thanks to the British 
Forces Falkland Islands, Stanley 
and MPA are to enjoy, live, a ver
sion of the famous concert, the first 
in Stanley Town Hall, the second 
two days later in the Gull and Pen
guin Club.

The primary aim of the concert 
in the Gull and Penguin Club is to 
complete a worldwide link of al
most 500 locations enabling the 
Hallelujah Chorus to be sung con
tinuously around the globe for a 
non-stop 24 hours.

Organised by the Voices For 
Hospice charity the Mount Pleas
ant concert will raise funds from 
voluntary contributions for Rich
ard’s House, the first children's 
hospice to be built by the charity 
in London.

Funds raised from the concert

gery could not be carried out at 
once. I understand that he is now 
awaiting surgery in the Philip-now. amounts to n 

part.
egligenceonhis

pines.
If however. I have misjudged 

Mr l orrest, in that Senior Govern 
ment officials were made aware of 
this information, then the fault lies 
with the Head of the Falkland Is
lands Government in failmti to or
der a formal investigation into the 
incident.

I have received a letter from
Go-Rising Trading, the Taiwanese 
fishing company which ran his 
ship, assuring me that his medical 
expenses will be met. There is of 

spent several days in hospital in the course no free health service in the 
UK but the nature of his internal Philippines, 
injuries meant that definitive sur- Dr Richard Davies

It is apparent that there is an 
urgent need for procedural guide
lines on the implcmentaiionofthe 
Policy on Standards in Public 
Service and a commitment on the 
part of Senior Government to en
sure its correct and just enforce
ment.

Highest cost for 

Islands Internet?
AS a far flung Islander I am 
pleased to see the Falklands will 
be joining the Internet soon. How
ever, I am surprised by the charges 
announced by C & W. Local pa
pers here often have letters sug
gesting the UAE charges are 
among the highest in the world, 
although I do not know if this is 
true. It looks as if the Falklands 
will streak well into the lead!

Initial charges here are £50, 
including all necessary software 
and e-mail address, although I did 
get a special off of £25 at last year's 
Gulf Computer Exhibition. The 
monthly access charge is £14.60 
for ten hour blocks. There is no

Trial by newspaper is not. I be
lieve. in the best interests of the 
electorate nor Government.

Lidda Luxton 
Chartres

additional per minute connection 
charge. From the C & W press re
lease it seems the same ten hours 
per month would cost £70.

I am about to upgrade to twenty 
hours per month - new users will 
be surprised how quickly time goes 
when you start reading the Daily 
Telegraph, browsing mail-order 
brides, booking holidays etc! Also 
you will probably have access to 
naughty time-consuming sites 
which are censored or barred here!

Finally, once you are connected 
anyone interested in e-mailing me 
can

Falklands states?
for at least seven years and who 
has been granted Falkland Islands 
status pursuant to an Ordinance 
enacted for the purpose. The rights 
of persons who already have Falk
land Islands status arc of course 
preserved.

The legislation will of course 
apply just as much to persons born 
in the United Kingdom and other 
Commonwealth countries as it will 
to persons born in St. Helena. The 
Ordinance has not yet been en
acted and its detailed provisions 
will be a matter to be considered 
by the Legislative Councillors 
about to be elected.

Incidentally, in relation to 1 om 
Blake’s letter, the 680 people who 
had been resident at the time ol the 
1996 Census for five years or less 
included a number of returning 
Falkland Islanders (who had been 
living overseas for a number ot 
years and who already have the 
vote) and a number of people who 
are not Commonwealth citizens 
and unless they become natural
ised can never obtain the vote.

Yours sincerely.
D.G. Lang QL 

Attorney General

■

reach atme
dhardy@emirates.net.ae mDavid Hardy

Whatever happened to 

Bransby Samantha? f.

sta-
PICTURED above is Lesley 
Titterington, who has just re
turnedfrom the UK to take up the lion Service, and the Probation

Service.
Lesley, who has seven years 

experience as a legal secretary 
behind her and has lived in the 
Falklands for nine years, is mar
ried with two children, Emma, 
11, and Robert, almost nine.

Magistrates Court as well as a 
week with the Crown Prosecu-WHILST promoting the Falkland 

Islands at a show in Gillingham, 
Dorset, recently we were ap
proached by a Mrs E.C.M. 
Williamson, of Fudge Cottage, 
Corscombe, Dorchester, Dorset, 
DT2 0NZ.

Back in 1983 she gave two 
Dartmoor ponies, Bransby 
Samantha and Shillston Rocks 
Fastnet Fury, to the Islands. She

thought they went to a Smith at 
Johnson's Harbour.

We said we would ask around 
as she was still quite upset at never 
having heard if the ponies even 
survived the journey to the Falk
lands.

newly created position of Courts 
Administrator.

While in Britain Lesley spent 
several weeks studying the legal 
system and court procedures. 
This included spells at Manches
ter Crown Court and Stockport

Yes. it is a long while ago, but 
when people this end make a con
nection, they don't forget!

Brian Paul Islander diesMatter closedON the matter of Mrs Sally Blake’s accusation that Penguin News acted 
irresponsibly in publishing Mr Forrest's letter last week, I feel obliged to 
point out that the decision to print the letter was not taken lightly. On 
receipt of legal advice concerning the letter, Penguin News were advised 
that not to publish might be unwise, with such an action possibly result
ing in accusations that the newspaper had suppressed information which 
would generally be considered 'in the public’s interest’ (as well as the
possibility of a further accusation that the paper was favourably biased I . — n——
towards Mr Summers' election campaign). Having made the decision to mv d,snJayed when I received I consider it very irresponsible 
publish. Penguin News immediately contacted Mr Summers with an in- wJETa Pensuin News this ofMrForrcst and much more so
vitation for him to respond to the letter .n the same edition. Mr Summers Th , of Pemruin News Penguin"* twaess Hr*""May I end by asking if Mrs Blake is seriously suggesting items of nfZ’ Sn°uld have been published ^ °F ^ ^ C 3 H Sally Blake 
national interest should be suppressed, when bringing news to the public mot all) ™eeks or months aeo Hill c°ve
is Penguin News express reason for being? ^ «n this election week. ’ (See editoriai for response - Ed)

and declarations of interest. Mr 
Summers gave me a frank expla-

FALKLAND Islander, Teiry 
Biggs, has died at the age of 75 in 
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada. Terry 
passed away on Friday, October 3.

Islanders will no doubt remem
ber Terry as a fine singer who par
ticipated in local productions such estate agency in Sarnia, 
as the original production of The He is survived by his wife, 
Pirates of Penzance which was lone, four children and numerous 
staged in the 1940's. grandchildren, his brothers, Pat

Terr>' and his wife lone Biggs and Jerry, who also live in Sarnia, 
(nee Spencer) left the Islands over and sister, Eileen Vidal here in the 
forty years ago to make a new life Falklands.

in Canada. He had had a varied 
career in the Falklands with the 
civil service, his last post in the 
Islands being clerk in the King 
Edward Memorial Hospital. Be
fore his retirement he ran a real

I HAD not intended to say any
thing about the press reports con
cerning the alleged conflict of in- nation exactly along the lines of 
terest by Mr Mike Summers. How- what has appeared in the Penguin 
ever, in the light of the public con- News. I responded to that, and then

told him that as far as I was con
cerned the matter was closed.

Given the imminence of the 
general election any further com
ment by me would be wholly in-

Dismayed at Penguin News
troversy I feel I should now issue 
a short statement, as follows:

I was informed of the allega
tions against Mr Summers some 
time ago. I looked into the matter 
within the parameters of the exist- appropriate, 
ing guidelines of Executive Coun
cil concerning conflicts of interest The Governor

mailto:dhardy@emirates.net.ae
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Two more one way 

streets for StanleyThanks to 78 Squadronii
The Falkland Islands Company

The FIC is pleased to advise that effective Wednesday 8th 

October, Pastimes will remain open during the lunch hour.

It is also planned that from Monday 3rd November, Pastimes 

will remain open until 6pm each weekday evening.
HACKETTS Hill and Drury Street hill.

The one way section of Druryare both to be deemed one way 
streets, coming in to force on Oc- Street will be extended so as to be 
tober 20, 1997. The changes come continuous from its junction with 
as a result of the Stanley (Various Brisbane Road (The Rose Hill), to 
Roads) One Way (Amendment) its junction with King Street. This
Order of March 27, this year.

Hacketts Hill (otherwise 
known as Halketts Hill) will be
come one way along its whole will erect all the necessary signs 
length and may only be used in a for the guidance of drivers.
South to North direction or down (See above diagram for clarification)

We hope these new extended opening hours will give our 

customers more time to browse and buy' and take advantage 

of the new stock regularly arriving in the shop.

What about starting your Christmas shopping?

L-R. Fit Ian Hardy; Mrs Sheila Stewart; Fit Lt Matt Clement; Brig lain 
Campbell; Sqn Ldr Tim Wilkinson (OC Theatre Operations Centre).

SHEILA Stewart of Argos Maruha and cables on the ship a winchman 
Limited presented a cheque for and first aid kit were transferred 
£500 to the RAF Benevolent Fund aboard.
on September 22 in recognition of Having prepared and stabilised 
a recent successful Search and Res- a somewhat reluctant casualty for 
cue Operation carried out by 78 evacuation, and despite the hazards 
Squadron. at the lime, both were successfully

On September 1 1997. the Res- transferred to the aircraft. The 
cue Co-ordination Centre at MPA casualty arrived at KEMFI and was 
received warning, via F1SHOPS in later returned to Japan where he 
Stanley of a marine incident aboard was operated on to remove a be- 
the Japanese MV Chiyo Marti 5 nign brain tumour. Fie is said to be 

78 Squadron were scrambled making a full recover, 
and 7 minutes later a Sea King heli- The director of Argos Maruha 
copter captained by Fit Ll Matt Ltd.. Laurie Butler said. "It is a 
Clement was airborne and en route great comfort, not only to the men 
to the vessel which lay approxi- who crew the vessels fishing in our 
mately 42 nautical miles to the East water, but also to their relatives in 
of Stanley. Initial reports suggested their home countries, to know that 
that one of the vessels crew had should the need arise, there are 
suffered a cerebral haemorrhage. dedicated, supremely professional 
The helicopter arrived at the scene men and women who, in all kinds 
just 30 minutes after takeoff. Af- of sea conditions, will do their ut
ter some difficulty due to weather most to bring them assistance/’ 
conditions and the gantries, cranes

section of the road may only be 
used in an East to West Direction.

The Public Works Department

Wellington’s 

provide facelift for 

Siggy’s house
Christmas is coming! SENIOR Citizen Siggy Barnes of from military duties to scrape and 

Stanley is this week enjoying the repaint the house, mend some bro- 
company of six members of Wa- ken fences and generally tidy up 
terloo Company, Duke of Welling- the garden; all physical jobs Siggy 
ton’s Regiment, as they tackle the finds difficult or impossible to get 
task of refurbishing her house and done herself, 
garden on John Street, Stanley.

The six, Corporal Kevin Peters, make tea for even more young sol- 
Lance Corporal Andy Rhodes, Pri- diers as they hope to have a full 
vates Anthony Thorpe, Steven platoon working on the house so 
Guirey, John Burrows and George the project should be completed by 
Robertson, are taking a short break the end of next week.

Below: The Magnificent Six take a breather

HR Shipping Services are now receiving until 22nd October for Voyage 249 Info/Photo: PIO/HQ BFFI

ETA Stanley 28 November On Monday Siggy may have toUS will not interfere in Falklands 

'dispute’ unless invited by Britain 

and Argentina says envoy McLartyBOOK EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
AT CHRISTMAS

WITH the United States Presi- stance is that we have two very 
dent, Bill Clinton, due to visit Ar- valuable allies and friends that are 
gentina later this month, Argen- Argentina and Great Britain... we 
line newspapers have continued would be willing to help and sup- 
to press the presidents staff with port but we do not want to invite 
questions regarding Mr ourselves to this table unless the 
Clinton's intentions regarding two parties request it.” He high- 
the possible 'mediation in the lighted again that, 'this is a bi
conflict between Argentina and lateral issue between Argentina 
Britain over the Falklands’. and Great Britain.

US envoy Thomas McLarty However, in statements to 
said in a teleconference on Oc- Foreign Correspondents on the 
tober 6, “The United States same day as McLarty’s response, 
would be delighted to mediate... Menem said that he is not con- 
but only if both nations request sidering the possibility' of asking 
it ” One paper, La Nacion, de- President Clinton to mediate in 
scribed his statement as an “el- the 'dispute.’ He went on to say 
eeant way to reject the remarks that Argentina would continue 
that President Carlos Menem has with its policy of pressing for 
made in favour of Clinton be- sovereignty talks in the United 
coming involved.” . Nations.

McLarty added, "Our basic

For bookings please contact:

Robert Rowlands 
Stanley Services 
Airport Road 

Stanley
Falkland Islands

Ruth Fowler 
Liner Department 

HR Shipping Services 
TDK House 

5/7 Queensway 
Redhill

Surry RH1 1YB

Tel: +44 1737 769055 
Fax: +44 1737 765916 Tel: +500 22622 

Fax: +500 22623
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one team member. \ ■tries as an ‘unconventional’ way of collecting a constituency’s
votes, earlier this week te,ms °f py^to'the'North^ampon^ast'Falklands^'oMo the
experience of his operation) rave led ei her by lsiander Aircraft. Blessed with good weather on all
remaining outlying settlemen son the E ^ including actual Polling Stations at larger settlements)

»«KS£SKtR £S V t-A-•*-» " •*•«—~4 .of the exercise by bein° available to vote at the airstrip. (pilot) and Chris Davis.
General Manager oUJG AS Vernon Steen explained that the aircraft involved had been modified slightly Far left: Polling team, Peter Biggs and Mike Luxton overcome

inside to allow a table to replace row three of seats. On entering the aircraft, electors sat opposite two the odds to reach the North Camp electorate,
members of the polling team where their names were registered. A small curtain was then pulled between 
the elector and team s5 that votes could be recorded in private; giving, said one team member, the appear-

In what might be viewed in—•eegwia, ^grpo^sagHiM

Above: Election Flight: Colin Patterson-Smith, Derek Clarke

Far left middle: Election Flight: Adrian Minnell witnesses the
sealing of the ballot box at San Carlos.

Far left bottom: Jenny Smith at Johnsons Harbour makes herance of, “a confessional" , . . ...
' very^operf^wddi some^voters poirntn^ounlu^^ unnecessary'''^ IheySd^di?’'t'min^"if people Left (top): Election Flight: Leona Whitney and granddaughter

knew which candidates they believed in.’She went on to say that Camp electors were enthusiastic about the . _ - Douglas Station.
0CT^°m oVRCATp^^^MorTarGos^and Derek Clarke) describing them as Below: TrudiMcPhec votes in the great outdoors

efficient, helpful and very good natured about the whole operation; gratitude to residents for being quickly Bottom: Election Flight: Voters gather at San Carlos airstrip
available to make their mark’ was also expressed.

In summing up. Returning Officer, John Rowlands said, '"feedback suggested it went very 
well, however, if there are any queries, or suggestions from the Camp constituency people are

choice.
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ST;, • \.i- r,.3 mm.Tenders invited from
Standard Chartered Bank WM2 *■

FF krwi-J;

■.T.'k—-----Standard Chartered Bank invite IW*1 rj:--

tenders from suitably qualified
mt

■ '^1 :;:v

'i?-

contractors to carry out various
maintenance and remedial - .
building tasks at Flagstaff ■>.

House, Villiers Street, Stanley.

These tasks include exterior
painting, wood treatment, re
pairs to roof tiles, repointing of 
chimney stack and the removal
of a redundant chimney.

Full details of the work to be
completed and tender terms are
available from the Manager, 
Standard Chartered Bank on fax
no. 22219 or telephone 22220
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October 11 -October 17

CHURCHSERVICES
CATHEDRAL,
SUNDAY 8am Holy Commun
ion, 10am Family Communion (first The times and heights of high and low tides (in metres) at Stanley.
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

LIBRARY
Monday -"FridayTIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS
08.45am - 12 noon and
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
2pm-5pm

Timegiven isStanley time. 
ForCamp,makethe 12 
following changes:

0316 1.3 WED
15 0532

1122 
1750 
2349 

Sunrise0548 
Sunset 1928

SUN 0848 
1502 
2131 

Sunrise0555 
Sunset 1923

0.8 1.6 HOSPITAL PH ARM AC YTABERNACLE - free church
1.5 0.3Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm, 

ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursdav0.4 1.7Fox Bay +2hr 30m 

Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m 
Port Howard +3hrs 19m 
Teal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. +lhr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
Hill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound +lhr 11m 
Port San Carlos 
+ 2hr 55m
Darwin Harbour -56m

0.3 2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

16St. MARY S
SUNDAY. 10am (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am: Sat. also 5pm

St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA)
SUN: 8am Holy Communion: 
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship: 6.30pm Holy Mass:
MON: 6.30am Mass
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion;
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

13 0409
MON 0948 

1605 
2220 

Sunrise 0552 
Sunset 1925

1.4 THURS
0.6 0611 1.7
1.6 1207 0.2
0.3 1840 1.8 MUSEUM0031 

Sunrise0546 
Sunset 1930

0.3 Tuesday - Friday
1030- 12noon/2.00-4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am -12 noon/ 1.15 - 3.00pm

14 0451
TUE 1037 

1700 
2306 

Sunrise 0550 
Sunset 1927

1.5October
17 0651
FRI 1254 

1927 
Sunrise0544 
Sunset 1932

0.4 1.811 0205 1.2
0716 09

SAT 1344 1.4
2031 0.5

1.7 0.7
0.5 1.8

BAHA'I FAITH
For information on meetings please 
ring Tel: 21957 (evenings)

Sunrise 0557 
Sunset 1921

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralee 
Collins, 21597.Sister 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB 
Contact David McLeod Phone: 
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs, WOl&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCF.
CLUB: Meets DrillHall (All wel
come) - Mon: 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

BADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ 
hjQSSyS 7-bpn Liz Burnett, 

Tel:2177u or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm, 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
tact Secretary G Cheek, 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

T Bridie

CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhce, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

Dik Sawle Tel 21414

Leisure CentrcTerm Times Further information/Bookings: tel 27291
PoolDay Courts

12,00- 1 00 
5.00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8 00 
9 30- 10 30 
12 00- 1 00 
5 00 - 7 00 
7 00- 800 
10.30- 12.00 
12.00- I 00
5.00 - 7.00
7.00 - S.00 
500-7 00
7 00 - 9.00

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
Lane Swimming 
Public

Monday 12 00 - 1.00 
5.00-9.00

Public
Public

Tuesday 9.30-10 30 
12.00- 1 00 
5 00 - 9 00

Public
Public
Public

Hospital/OAP's 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

Wednesday 12 00- 1 00 
5 00 - 9 00

Public
Public

1030-12.00 
12 00-1 00 
5.00-9 00

Parent/Toddlcrs0-7 Yrs
Public
Public

Thursday

Parents/Toddlers
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

12.00-1 00 
5.00 - 9 00

Public
Public

10 00 - 11.30 
12 00- 1.00
5.00 7.00
7.00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9.00
10.00 - 4.00 
4.00- 5 00 
10 00-4 00 
4 00 -5.00

Friday

10.00-6.00 PublicSaturday

10,00 - 6 00 PublicSunday
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BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes •M

iegan supriscs ever>'onc with her culinary 5.35 HOME AND AWAY Will Shannon decide to go to Paris with Mandy?
6.00 SPACE CADETS
6.25 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN RACE
6.55 SCENE HERE Presented by Richard Astbury
7.25 EASTENDERS As the Fowler's holiday to Ireland draws to a close, 
Pauline finally fits the last piece to the jigsaw of her family tree
7.55 PIE IN THE SKY (New)
8.45 SEE YOU FRIDAY Greg decides to tell Lucy his greatest secret.
9 10 THE BROKER'S MAN (New) Drama series of two-part stories starring 
Kevin Whately as Jimmy Griffin, a former policeman now working as an 
insurance investigator
10 00 RAB C NESBITT
10.30 BODYGUARDS A Cold War defector returns to London on a top-
secret visit
11.20 TFI FRIDAY

SATURDAY 18TH OCTOBER
9.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
9.35 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO 
10 05 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES (New)
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Longchamps and Chepstow, 
rounds 21 & 22 of the British Superbike Championship from Donnington; 
coverage of canoeing's slalom world championships from Brazil; and a full 
round-up of the rest of the day's sporting events
6.30 TOP OF THE POPS
7.00 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN
7.45 CONFESSIONS

8.25 CASUALTY
9.15 FILM: BODYSNATCHERS (1993,18)
10.40 KILLER BEES
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY

5.40 HOME AND AWAY 1

6 00 EMMEIUMLEhatches a plan to take a holiday
7 25 EASTENDERS PaS^and tor™family make an emotional journey t0 
Ireland to meet her iong-lost halfisjstcr

7 :0 preSTON FRONT Spock is confronted by a listless student
MATCH OF THE DAY Liverpool v Celtic in the UEFA Cup, Second

SATURDAY 1ITH OCTOBER
9.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
9.40 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
10.05 BRAMBLY HEDGE
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING (New)
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Ascot; and a full round
up of the rest of the day's sporting events
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS
6.55 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN When luckless 
criminal Woody Samms acquires the ability' to switch souls and inhabit 
another man’s body, he sees a way of avoiding a ruthless gangster.
7.40 TURNING POINTS
7.45 CONFESSIONS
8.25 CASUALTY Young nurse Tina Seabrook is almost shot during an 
incident in A & E
9.15 FILM: CARLITO'S WAY (1993,18) Gangster drama starring A1 
Pacino and Sean Bean. Heroin dealer Carlito Brigante is released from 
prison after serving five years of a 30-year sentence
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two top FA Carling 
Premiership matches including Southampton’s visit to Derby's new 
home. Pride Park
12.40 GOLF: RYDER CUP HIGHLIGHTS Highlights from day two of 
the 32nd Ryder Cup: Europe v USA, from VafderTama, Spain

SUNDAY 12TH OCTOBER
10.55 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.30 BLUE PETER
11.55 ONE HIT WONDERS 
12.35 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.10 HOT GADGETS
1.40 THE CHART SHOW
2.20 BROOKSIDE Mick and Elaine feel the whole world is against 
them
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY
4.00 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT This week's edition comes 
from Leeds Castle and Hever Castle in Kent
4.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
5.10 WILDLIFE ON ONE David Attenborough looks at the beetle
5.40 FILM: RETURN OF THE NATIVE (1994) Drama based on 
Thomas Hardy's novel, starring Catherine Zeta Jones and Clive Owen
7.15 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.45 BLIND DATE
8.40 HEARTBEAT Jo’s concern about an absent schoolboy leads to a 
shocking discovery
9.30 BORN TO RUN Lil is giving her wheeling-dealing son, Byron, 
sleepless nights with her new devotion to sex and book-keeping
10.25 FRIENDS: US comedy series
10.50 GOLF: RYDER CUP HIGHLIGHTS Presented by Steve Rider
11.50 TOTP 2

6.30
SUNDAY I9TH OCTOBER
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.30 BLUE PETER
11.55 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.25 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.00 HOT GADGETS
I 30 THE CHART SHOW
2.20 BROOKSIDE
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY
4.00 HOLIDAY MEMORIES (New)
4.30 GLORIA'S TIME OFF WITH...Nigel Hawthorne 
4.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
5.15 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP
7.05 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING 
7.35 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT
9.20 BORN TO RUN
10.15 FRIENDS
10.40 NETWORK FIRST Victoria and Albert (part 1)
11.30 TOTP 2
The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

8 20
9.00

10.55 BREAKING THE NEWS
11.55 TARTAN EXTRA

FORDSCHOOLSIf™0 STAGE ONE 10 15 TELETUBBIES 10 45 TOTS 
TV Puppet series
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Sarah and Alex fall tor the
2.30 THE AIR SHOW (New)
3.00 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with. KIPPER
4.00 RUGRATS
4.25 ANIMAL ARK
4.50 IT'LL NEVER WORK
5.15 THE SCOOP , , . , „
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Aaron tells Casey she has lost sight of why she 

to plav the piano Father Little returns Irom his retreat
6.00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Alex turns up at James' birthday party bearing gifts 
Teny and Vic get a shock. Fiona tells Will who she really is
6.55 CORONATION STREET Mavis and Rita experience an alternative 
lifestyle. Sally is issued with a summons
7.45 THE BILL A Rock and a Hard Place: Conway puts pressure on Deakin 
and Carver to find a vicious robber who preys on elderly victims
8.10 DRIVING SCHOOLS (New)
8.40 FRIENDS US sitcom
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE Will suspects Kate has post-natal depression. But 
as their baby daughter's health deteriorates, they have to face a much 
greater threat
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 FILM: THE CROW (1994,18) Horror movie starring Brandon Lee
12.10 SUNNYSIDE FARM Wendy takes Ray in after he manages to 
bulldoze his home
12.40 UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS Highlights of 
Newcastle's game against Ukrainian champions Dynamo Kiev, plus reaction 
to Man. United's clash with Juventus

THURSDAY 16TH OCTOBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 MEGAMATHS 10.20 LANDMARKS 10.40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10.45 THE RIDDLERS
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Tim and Susan part on good terms. Jo goes on the 
drive of her life
2.30 VISIONS OF SNOWDONIA
3.00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starling with WIZADORA
4.00 SOOTY AND CO 
4.20 REBOOT
4.45 BLUE PETER
5.15 MY DAD'S A BORING NERD
6 00 CALlfMY*BLUFFY Mar'lyn *S convmced she is a theatrical failure

H5 ANi^AV)u™«5?ly ofTers her s^ices to Vic 
6.55 ANIMAL HOSPITAL (New)
time ge"!.hgEN“wSonoatmh^d "" l0ng-'0S, ha'f-sisler' Maggie SPe"d 
friendTv^wiihB\vY 3o?c d^|des t0 teach Roy a lesson by getting over- 
whot'LritToTe^ Katenin^ gUtti"g »re““re Sa'im' 
HI Fnl F1T WITH BRITTAS
casualties arnTno0!^115 an[?. un<lualified nannies; and the rising tide of
9“™ 0&nEJONgSOmE,hln» bite 
?0.00RS°OYMNEWSTOni8ht' Alan DavieS

attractive Ann^seem^Mnr .Staf night and the more drunk he =ets- Ihe m0re
11.15 HORIZON Craterof'ru 5“? about her affair come 10 a cli,Pax
12.05 THE CHAIR P<vri/iDeathAStory of the mass extinction of dinosaurs

R Psychologist Oliver James talks to MP Peter Mandelson
FRIDAY 17TH OCTOBER
TWC)SSCIENCE1HL45^POTAMI ic°p5 d J°P’ L00K’ LISTEN ,0-30 STAGE 
deal goesGaw?yOURS Ph'lip discovers the source of his irritation. Lou's business

same man

wants

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather, Flights. Annos
8.00 Pot Luck with Myriani
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Coni, with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY October 17th
10.03 Morning Show - Lorna
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Headbangers Ball 
7.30Fivc live
7.40 Weather, Flights Annos
8.30 Rpl News Magazine
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

SATl KDAV October 11th 12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
B.F.B.S Programmes 

5.03 The Archers 
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 The Grumblcweeds
7.00 Hoplite to Harrier
7.30 News and Sport 
7.40Wcaiher.Flights.Announcements
8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River
10.00 News BFBS
IT ESDAYOctobcr 14th

9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
9 OOThe Human Child 
9.30 Music Fill 
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY October 15th

6 00 News BI BS 
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7.30 News and Sport from five live 
7.40 Weather, Flights. Announcements
8.00 The hole at the top of the world 
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill 
9.30Murdcr at the Vicarage 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS

10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchtime announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute
7.00Whalc songs and deep sea blues
7.30News and Sport
7.40 Weather,Flights.Annos
8.00 Classic Concerts
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt, weather & flights
9.30 Listen with Les
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

SI NDAYOctobcr 12th
5.00 News: BFBS 
5.03 Music fill
5.15 Dessert Island Discs
6.00 Music Fill
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements
7.00 Church Service-Tabernacic

10.03 Morning Show - l.orna 
12 00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 ArchersMONDAY 13TH OCTOBER

FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 10.30 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 TOTS TV
2.10 NEIGHBOURS It's war between Deb and Darren
2.30 GARDEN PARTY
2.55 TRACKS
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART 
4.15 CARTOON CRITTERS
4.40 YOU'LL NEVER BELIEVE IT!
5.10 PIRATES
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Shannon has a huge decision on her hands
5.55 TOP GEAR
6.25 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET The boys in blue pay Sally a visit 
7.45 THE BILL Powers of Persuasion: A witness to a hit-and-run 
accident is wanted for fraud and will only give evidence if the charges 
against him are dropped
8.10 CLIVE JAMES ON TV (New)
8.35 PILGRIMS REST (New)
9.05 McCALLUM In a new two-part story, the bodies of two people 
killed by poison end up on McCallum's slab, it marks the beginning of 
psyschological warfare, with McCallum himself the intended final 
victim
10.00 FILM *97
10.30 BLACK BOX Blaming the Pilot; Concluding this documentary 
series on the work of air crash investigators with a look at how human 
error plays a major part in air accidents
11.20 FOOTBALL LEAGUE REVIEW

BFBS Programmes 
5.03 The Archers

8.15FolkMusicShowwithFionaDidlick 5j8 Review of CD's of the week
5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6.00Ncws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -Gabriclle
7.30 News and Sports 
7.40Wcalhcr,Flights.Announccments
8.00 Venom
8.30 Paths of Inspiration
9.00 News desk from the BBC

8.00 Sports Roundup THURSDAY October 16th
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03Thc Archers 
5.18 Music Fill 
5,30On Stage: Johnny Mathis 
6.30 Memories are make of this - 
with Tony Burnett

8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk
9.30 Juste Plainc Madness
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAYOctober 13th 
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News and Sport BFBS

All programmes are subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola
2203News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903 Gold - Dave Windsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330 Sid Olivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600Ncws & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason 
SUNDAY
0000 News & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary King 0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & Weekend Gold
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueen 1003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight
MONDAY . J
0000 London tonight continuedO 100 News & Gold - Dave Windsor 0200 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early breakfast from London 0600The Breakfast Show Dusty Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 1300 
Newsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News & Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight
TUESDAY

TUESDAY 14TH OCTOBER
FOR SCHOOLS: 10.00 FOURWAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME

10.25 ZIGZAG 10.45 SNUG & COZI
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Toadie's apologies fail to work on Jo 
2.30 CHANGING ROOMS
3.00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY'S WORLD
4.00 TO ME TO YOU
4.25 NAME THAT TOON
4.50 BLUE PETER
5.15 AGENT Z AND THE PENGUIN FROM MARS (Repeat)

2.30 AN INSPECTOR CAII s 2.55 COMEDY CLASSIC S 
3.25 COUNTDOWN
4:“ baSanamaIT1"8 wi,h: d1n°bab.es
c ao TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP 
5J5 KnLht SCHOOLEWSROUND

YES, PRIME MINISTER



The Falkland Islands Company Ltd ^

IFREELANDERr LAND^
ROVER A

The launch of Freelander caps a brilliant 
half century of product range evolution, in 
which the Land Rover brand has become 

acknowledged across the world as the icon 
of professional four-wheel drive expertise 

and innovation.

The new Freelander will be available with 
a choice of engines, body styles and trim 

levels. You can choose from three-door 
Softback, three-door Hardback or five-door 

Station Wagon body styles, standard or 
luxurious XE trim and proven Rover 
K-Series petrol or L-Series intercooled 
turbo diesel engines.

THE BEST 4X4XFAR

This exciting new vehicle from Land Rover 

features permanent 4-wheel drive, power 
steering, electric windows and mirrors and 
a 4 speaker in-car entertainment system as 

standard. A huge range of around 100 

different accessories means that the 
Freelander can be customised according to 

personal taste, and there is the option of 
converting a Softback model to Hardback 

for the winter months.

Freelander will be available from The 

Falkland Islands Company Limited from 

early 1998.

Telephone Stephen Luxton on 27678for further details
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General Election 1997
Enthusiastic voters 

at FICS straw poll
THE widely held view (among 
adults anyway) that young people 
have little or no interest in politics 

thoroughly debunked on

Phone 500 21509 
Fax 500 22618 Synergy survey on polling day%

STANLEY
GROWERS

ON their way from voting on 
Thursday, a proportion of the 
Stanley electorate were ap
proached, by Nikki Buxton 
(Synergy Information Systems) 
with a list of questions.

Nikki, assisted by Debbie Sum
mers asked voters 1. What is your 
age/sex? 2. Where were you bom 
and how long have you lived in the 
Falklands? 3. How many voles did 
you cast? and 4. What do you feel 
was the most important issue raised 
during the election campaign?

Nikki told Penguin News that 
she felt it important that the above 
questions were asked, because an
swers would reveal, "social and 
demographic aspects of the elec
tion."

'mm-
iRV

was
Thursday, October 10. (Polling 
Day) as students in the Commu
nity School voted in their own ver
sion of the General Election that 
was taking place concurrently in 
Stanley Town Hall.

The shadow^ election was or
ganised by 'Returning Officer'. 
Phil Middleton, who had utilised 
a large notice board filled with 
cuttings from Penguin News to 
ensure the youngsters were well 
briefed on candidates and their 
policies. They were also encour
aged to debate the issues among 
themselves and with staff.

4:
NURSERIES Sc GARDEN 

CENTRE

(iY.

ISpring has arrived at Stanley Garden Centre
New in stock

f. Above: Nikki questions Patrick 
Watts

Executive. Returning Otficer and 
Attorney General were aware that 
it would take place, confirmed 
Nikki.

*
The straw poll was undertaken 

wholly by Synergy Systems with 
no other sponsorship. The Chief

As well as the issues espoused 
by candidates, students were asked 
to consider 'what makes a good 
councillor', how they viewed the 
'balance of male/female council
lors', their feelings on 'Islander/ 
non-islander' candidates, and the 
'single constituency debate.

The question of MPA electors 
was one hotly argued issue, some 
students believing those voters 
should be included on the Camp 
Electoral Role, others that they 
should be voting in Stanley and 
still others that they should not 
have the vote at all.

One point that many agreed on 
was that it is difficult for a new 
'runner' to break into the circle - a 
circumstance perhaps emphasised 
by the media which tended to 'split 
them into ex-councillors and those 
with no political experience'.

The split between Stanley and 
Camp electors in the school 
equates almost exactly to the real 
electorate, with around 76% of 
voters making their choices from 
the Stanley candidates, and 23% 
from Camp. To safeguard the real 
integrity of the poll only students 
have the vote - staff have been ex
cluded.

So, how did the young voters 
evaluate candidates before com
pleting their ballot papers. Larissa

Compost in 6,10,15,30 and 75 litre bags 

6x, Growmore, Lime, various size packs 

Garden and Lawn Fertilizers 

Weed Killers, Insecticides and Slug Killers

Mercopress watch the election
SUPREME COURT

Pupil:Larissa Irwin at the FICS
Irwin. Year nine, cast her votes on 
the basis of 'personal knowledge' 
of the candidates combined with 
the study she made of the summa
rised manifestos published in Pen
guin News. There were no particu
lar issues, she said that swayed her. 
but she did admit that she had been 
"influenced by the overall summa
ries - both presentation and con
tent." Larissa said only two candi
dates impressed her sufficiently to 
get her vote, a situation she be
lieved would pertain amongst 
many of her peers.

One of the recurring themes of 
debates in the school has been the 
lack of younger candidates on of
fer, and what prevents them from 
coming forward - one theory be
ing that, 'they have more impor
tant things to do'. Out of these de
bates has emerged the proposal of 
organising a 'young persons fo
rum'.

MAGISTRATES C'

SUMMARY COU:

REGISTRAR CENEvpOn sale this weekend
Tomato, Pea, Sweetcorn, Bean Plants 

Also a new range of Shrubs, Trees and Rockery Pla

A new range of Hamster Treats, Chew Sticks & Mineral Licks

3
nts

.!

as well as journalistic links with 
the Islands; he is the son of Freddie 
Jones, the ex skipper of the mail 
and passenger ship Darwin. Carlos 
spent some time in the Islands as a 
child.

KEEPING Argentine newspapers 
up to date with the Falklands elec
tion is Carlos Bernard Jones of the 
Uruguayan Press Agency 
Mercopress.

Mercopress who provide Pen
guin News articles from South 
America in exchange for news from 
the Islands, is a syndicate owned 
agency with stringers all over the 
American continent.

Carlos, however, has personal

mmm AmThe fireworks have arrived!!! \
A new range of Rockets, Display Packs, Selection Boxes

All at the UK retail prices 

Make your party go with a Bang
Fireworks will not be sold to anyone under IS vears

FOLLOW THE FIREWORK CODE

According to Carlos, the Falk
lands' election is low on the agenda 
of Argentinejoumalists at present, 
due to the imminent arrival of Presi
dent Clinton in Argentina, and 
other factors.

Once voting closed Phil 
Middleton, as Returning Officer, 
counted the votes and sealed the 
count in the school safe until the 
results of the election proper were 
known. The final results of both 
elections can be found on the front 
page of this issue. GOVERNMENT HOUSE

Blithe Spirit in FIODA PRESS RELEASE
AS you might imagine, many hundreds of thousands of people around 
the world have, since the tragic death of Diana, Princess of Wales, 
sent letters of condolence and presents to the Prince of Wales, Prince 
William and Prince Harry at St James's Palace in London. The volume 
of correspondence has been quite overwhelming and, whilst the Prince 
of Wales has ensured that as many as possible of the more than 300,000 
letters have been answered, this will not be possible in every case.

It is with this in mind that the Prince of wales and the young Princes 
have asked me to make known to the people of the Falkland Islands 
their deep appreciation of the very kind thoughts and tremendous gen
erosity which they have shown in the letters they have written and the 
gifts they have sent. The Prince of Wales and his sons have been enor
mously touched by the public support shown to them all around the 
world, and have taken great strength from it.

The Prince of Wales and his sons would like, through me, to say 
thank you, and to pass on to everybody who wrote to them their heart
felt best wishes, and to assure them that every letter has been read and 
each one gratefully received.

THEATRE going comedy 
afficionados will be filled with glee 
to learn that the next offering from 
the busily fertile FIODA is to be 
Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit (de
scribed with admirable restraint as 
'an improbable farce') and due to 
be staged on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday, October 23, 24 and 25 
in Stanley Town Hall.

Tickets, priced at £3.00 for 
adults and £1.50 for children, stu
dents and Senior Citizens, will be 
available from the Speedwell Store 
and on the door. The producers 
warn that the show may not appeal 
to very young members of the 
community or indeed be suitable

or of interest to children under 
twelve years of age.

Soft drinks and sweets will be 
available for purchase before cur
tain up and during the interval, at 
each performance. Doors open at 
6.30pm for curtain up at 7.30pm.

The 'talent to amuse' that hall
marked Noel Coward's career is 
nowhere in stronger evidence than 
in Blithe Spirit. So don't miss the 
opportunity to enjoy his unique 
humour acted out in Stanley by 
some familiar faces.

If you require more informa
tion you should contact Helen 
Blades or Fraser Wallace on tel
ephone 21632.

New shop opening hours
From Monday 13th October, we will be open

every afternoon
Monday - Saturday 2.00 - 5.00 pm 

Sunday 2.30 - 4.30pm
The Govrnor
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Moto Cross is backWeather for 

September • rTHE PRICE IS Report by Jim Moffatt...
THE month turned out to be the 
coldest September since records 

in 1986. The mean maxi- 
i minimum tcm- 

werc both record lows.

THE 1997/98 Moto Cross 
opener starts at the Travellers Rest 
Moto Cross Circuit on Sunday, 
October 26. This circuit demands 
lots of courage and technical abil
ity as the many jumps, drop-offs 
and turns can tax the most experi
enced riders. Without doubt, this 
is the course for ‘headbangers’.

This year will see a similar rac
ing format to last year’s, except
ing that during Christmas week it 
has been proposed that we hold a 
one day enduro rather than a moto 
cross race.

season
began
mum and mean 
peratures '....
Indeed, the maximum temperature 
throughout the month never man
aged to reach double figures! What 
a contrast to last September, which 
was very much milder than aver
age with a maximum temperature 
of 22.1 degrees C. Along with be
ing so cold the month was also the 
least sunny.
Temperature
The mean maximum of 5 7 dc- 

C was well below the aver-
at LifestyleS!

L—1grees
age of 7 5 degrees C. as was the
mean min.mumof-0.5defireesC 
Th?h-rJ8ebcing+0 9 Agrees C

lower than0rthel,prevlious lowest' 
maximum of 11.5 decrees r in 1987 The lowest Su^w'i 
^degree50" ,he uth

No average records were broken

Snow
The incidence of snow/sleet 15 
viousWhfPHan0,,rrccord ThePre-

SgasaiB^
downon'thel13'1 h°UrS was wcM

asr’irsa&rttVlVereCOrded
pcra?ures ^ir g'Vei? thc ,ow Iem* 
averaoe vi h u35 ,C?S wind>'
<%ofL7/hU’ercbc'"sjus‘ one er3gc of three'daysCtThe^bh 3V'
gust recorded was 49 knots on the

Lonatl,Cr S,a,is,i«

fedatlvmm'nin'Un,'6l(-67> 
5.7 (7 0) y max,mum temperature

ni,n,mum temperature

Total rainfal1 26 2 (36 4> 
(132.5) 0nt,],y Sl,nshinc 113.1

Number°ofrd7S wilh rain 22 
(7.7) b °rda-vs with snow 15

at days with snow lying

* In I 8ust 49 (77)
ing sCnowSAductions due t0 b,ow-

0W 0r heavy snow showers.

This will help prepare S
riders who are thinking of taking 
part in the 1998 Welsh Interna- 
tional Enduro. It could also be fun 
for anyone thinking of taking up 
the sport, as enduros are not as fast 
and furious as moto cross.

ANEW SELECTION OF WALLPAPER & BORDERS....A KALEIDOSCOPE
OF COLOURS TO MIX & MATCH - WHATEVER YOUR TASTES!

The Championship is open for Above: a moto-crosser takes to the air in a scene from one of last 
grabs this yeardue mainly to Derek year's races. In a few short years Moto Cross has established 
Jaffray still recovering from injur)'. itself as one of the Falklands’ most popular sports for both
Jonny Summers. Jan Clarke. Shane competitors and spectators
Blackley and Andrew Alazia are all front as he could prove very' diffi- ages, raffles, food, and a chance to

chat about the ‘if only’s’ and

NEW STOCKS OF READY MADE CUR TAINS - from traditional florals &
SOPHISTICATED CLASSICS TO BRIGHT CONTEMPORARIES & COOL CHECKS

capable of winning, and if last year cult to overtake, 
is anything to go by Dustin Clarke 
will be providing thc ever so spec
tacular endos - (only joking will be published, hopefully, next

week.

JUST ARRIVED - more swish curtain tracks including wooden curtain
POLES...DELUXE CURTAIN TRACK & VALANCE TRACK

**************

A full list of the rider's names ‘when I’s’ of last year’s racing, 
and the bikes they will be riding Tickets are on sale priced at a

giveaway £5 each; contact Rowena 
Summers, she has lots of themDustin!).

In the Juniors, last year's cham
pion. Jay Moffatt will be try ing to Flaming Exhaust Pipes 1996 Prize 
retain his crown against last year’s Giving Extravaganza will be tak- 
number two. Eddie Grimmer, ing place on October 17 in the 
though they could both be in trou- FIDF Drill Hall (thanks to the 
ble if Scan Moffat gets his nose in FIDF). Music and dancing for all hours.

Whitbread yachts set sail
bv Graham Bound for Mercopress competing in purpose-built vessels
J designed to limits set by the organ-

THE Whitbread, world’s most fa- Arend Van Bcrgeijk. a Dutch isers but differing in small details 
mous yacht race and the Formula sailor aboard the yacht Brunei that designers and crews hope will
One event of the sailing world. Sunergy, commented that with give them a sufficient edge to win
commenced on the afternoon of over 8,000 miles to go before the the race.
Sunday. September 21. from end of the first stage of the race in It will, however, be a long time
Southampton. Capetown. South Africa, it barely before anyone knows who will win

Nine yachts set off in brisk mattered whether a boat was half the coveted trophy presented by 
winds to a great fanfare. As heli- an hour late crossing the line, Volvo Cars. The boats are not ex
copters and TV camera teams hov- “but,” he said, "we all have a lot pected to arrive back in Southamp- 
ered overhead and fast launches of pride and with the world watch- ton until May 24 next year. Be- 
carricd more spectators and jour- ing us we want to look good as we tween now and then, the*competi- 
nalists close to the boats, a large set off.” tors will race on legs taking them
crowd gathered on the Isle of The 60 foot long super-yachts, to Cape Town, Fremantle, Sydney, 
Wight the home of British sailing, each crewed by up to fourteen of Auckland, past the Falkland Is- 
to bid the racers farewell. the best sailors in the world, are lands to Sao Sebastiao, Fort

Lauderdale, Baltimore and La Ro
chelle. The first of the boats is ex
pected to arrive in Brazil around 
February' 23.

, , ...... . The leg of the race from Auck-
chromotaphorcs can still be found t0 Sao Sebastiao is expected
intact in some fossils. 1 hese struc- to be the most challenging, follow- 
tures determine the colour of scaly jng a curVed route into Antarctic 
creatures such as fish and reptiles, waters bc|ow 60 degrees south 
and. when these structures are ex- where the boats win have t0 fac’c

The ever-popular Dance of the available.
Anyone wanting to know more 

about the club’s activities, please 
contact Rowena Summers or Jim 
Moffatt on 22723 during office

FOR THE BUILDER
INTERNAL & EXTERNAL DOORS, PATIO DOORS, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL DOORS, PATIO

DOORS, WINDOWS, KITCHEN UNITS & NEW SUPPLIES OF RONSEAL WOODCARE
PRODUCTS

FOR THE PLUMBER 

***COPPER PIPE A T GIVE-A WA Y PRICES***
HEP2 0 UPVC PLUMBING SYSTEM.... STATESMAN COMBI-BOILERS AND ORDINARY 

PRESSURE JET BOILERS WITH IMPRO VED BURNERS A T GREA T PRICES 
A GOOD SELECTION OF RADIATORS....SINGLE & DOUBLE PANELLED

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

LADDERS GALORE!! - A VARIED SELECTION FROM HANDY 2-STEP LADDERS TO 
BUILDERS HEAVY DUTY EXTENSION LADDERS

NEW INDEX CATALOGUES NOW AVAILABLE
INDEX -THE VERY BEST IN CATALOGUE SHOPPING 

ORDERS FOR CHRISTMAS ARE TO BE SUBMITTED NO LATER THAN WEDNESDAY 15/10/97

RING US FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 

8888 22722/22635 OR FAX 22634 8888 

_____________ OR CALL IN & SEE FOR YOURSELF????

Jurassic Parker
Fro nit lie Environmental Research Unit, Stanley

EVER since the discovery' of the 
first dinosaur bones, scientists have 
speculated about how dinosaurs^ 
would have looked. I he^th^onhe

amined, they can reveal the true the dangers of icebergs and fero- 
of dinosaurs u P par^ are colour of the long extinct animal cious winds. Though no boats have
films such a . ry jnosaurs could from which they came. been lost in any of the previous six
purely guessw • spots . Parker has now used this tech- races these seas have claimed the
have been pm nique to determine the colours of lives of some crew,
well, perhaps n • soon> ancient fish from fossils that are At this stage it is impossible to

This coul Parker, a much older than dinosaur fossils, predicta winner. What can be said
however. sme Australian Mu- and now hopes to expand the work js tbat the race will be furious and
biophysicist at c recentiy to include dinosaurs. If all goes unforgiving. With more than eight
seum in y Jmrtures such well, goodness knows what months of sailing ahead, victory
dicoveredthat u s and jurassic Park III will be like. could go to any one of the yachts.
as



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
VACANCIESPERSONALFORSALE NOTICES
CONSOLIDATED 

FISHERIES LIMITED
Consol idatcd Fisheries Ltd is look
ing for a person to work at sea on 
chartered vessels and its own 
longliner. CFL Pioneer 
The successful applicant will be 
self motivated, assertive, able to 
work unsupervised, have a knowl
edge of the fishing business and be 
fluent in the Spanish and English 
language. Duties at sea include 
monitoring the catch, applying 
quality control specifications, 
liaison between the ships' offic
ers and the CFL office and ensur
ing that FIG reporting require
ments are adhered to. At the 
conclusion of each trip a detailed 
report of the trip will be produced 
so a good working knowledge of 
word processor, spreadsheet and 
data base computer packages is 
essential Interested applicants 
should contact the CFL Manag
ing Director. Martin Cox by tel
ephone at 22277 to find out 
more about the job and arrange an 
interview.
Applications for this position 
close at 4.30pni on Friday 24 
October 1997

1000 Tricity Bendix washing 
machine - nearlv new condition 
Tel: 22450
1 Boskey 60 Stove (colour mink) 
with oil conversion kit. Reason
able offers accepted. Tele 42099 
1 Esse select oil stove (colour 
mink) in excellent condition, new 
doors, burner pot and rings still in 
packaging are to be sold with this 
stove. Realistic offers accepted. 
Telephone 42099 
1 Rayburn Supreme bums peat 
diesel or kerosene. 1 Deville room 
heater bums diesel or kerosene. 1 
carpet col grey/green 2.9 mtr x 
3.9mtr. I writing desk with grey 
or pink trim. 2 new kitchen chairs. 
1 round bedside table, other items 
of furniture clothes boots and 
shoes, if interested in any of these 
items phone Jane on 21105 
Steam Iron £15 Wooden pack
ing case approx 6cu m £60 Iron
ing board £20 5 drawer wooden 
chest of drawers £60 White mela
mine combination wardrobe £80 
Fobham 602A broody ark or rab
bit run £93 Flymo £50 Metal 
legged table - suit workshop 5' x 
2'6" £10 2 single mattresses 2’6" 
wide £20 each Wooden bread bin 
£15 White laundry bin £5 Assort
ment of framed prints £3 - £8 
each Bedside lamp and shade £10 
4 cushions with velvet type cov
ers as new £16 Tel: 21792 Fax 
22147
One Pheonix Pressure Jet fuel 
burner to fit any size stove, never 
used price £350 phone 41007 
One Suzuki DR 350 3500 miles 
£2.000 ono. Phone Myles Lee 
42171
1 PW 80 Motorbike in good con
dition £400 ono 1 Sharp Micro- 
wave Oven 500 w £55 Selection 
of childrens toys and video's and 
books. Orders taken now for 
Christmas lambs £20 each plus 
freight to Stanley. Contact S. 
Bonner 42159
Fortuna Ltd will have the follow
ing for sale from the containers 
behind the Globe Tavern at 
4.30pm Monday 13th October. 
Oddments of building materials 
surplus to requirements including 
small quantities of sheathing plv. 
plasterboard and joint tape. 
Visqueen building plastic. 1 inte
rior door, 100mm rock wool insu
lation, oddments of Swish clad
ding, Tyvek: also assorted domes
tic electrical fittings and wire, 
banding machine and tape. 4 sin
gle velour headboards - colour 
champagne, 2 second-hand pine 
single beds, 3 second-hand single 
mattresses. Come and make us an 
offer
One Fridge/Freezer Baby Bell
ing Cookers, One Standard Cooker 
with grill. One built in Oven (New) 
Contact Bob Stewart, 12 St. Mary's 
Walk

VOLUNTARY GENTOO 
PENGUIN PROJECT 

For some years now Falklands 
Conservation have ben receiving 
regular information from some 
landowners on the numbers and 
breeding success of their Gentoo 
Penguins.
If any other landowners would 
like to help us with this informa
tion we would be happy to supply 
them with forms, stamped ad
dressed envelopes and instruc
tions to do the work for us.
On Saturday the llth October. 
Robin Woods, respected orni
thologist currently visiting the 
Islands from the UK. will lead a 
guided bird walk along the shore 
to Christina Bay Anyone wish
ing to attend is to meet in the 
FIGAS car park at 10am on Sat
urday morning. The walk is ex
pected to be approximately 3.5 
miles, and should be finished by 
I pm Bring binoculars if you have 
them, although a few pairs will be 
available to borrow from Conser
vation on the day Children are 
welcome.
The general public are notified 
that the FIDF will be exercising in 
the area to the West of Stanley 
during Friday 10 and Saturday 11 
October 1997
This will involve the use of pyro
technics and blank ammunition 

FALKLANDS 
CONSERVATION 

Require a Field Assistant for ap
proximately 5 weeks commenc
ing from the 20th October 1997. 
The work will involve assisting 
with the survey of Striated 
Caracara on offshore islands The 
ideal person will have a scientific 
background and some sea going 
experience would be advanta
geous. Travel and subsistence will 
be provided, as well as a basic 
weekly wage. Applications in 
writing to Falklands Conserva
tion. PO Box 26, Stanley 
Do you need your child or chil
dren looked after when you are at 
work. Then if so. contact Deena 
on number 20116 or 31066 
In an attempt to streamline our 
accounting procedures and make 
the system more user friendly the 
Department of Agriculture wishes 
to remind customers that we have 
introduced a system of cash pay
ments for Veterinary services/ 
drugs which will require payment 
at the time of consultation. 
Customers are requested to make 
sure they bring cash with them 
when they visit the surgery. Camp 
customers are also encouraged to 
send cash/cheques where possible 
with orders for drugs, laboratory 
tests, account books etc., how
ever, in instances where this is 
not possible the usual billing sys
tem will still be used.
I would like to give advice to 
whoever it may concern of the 
change of my surname from 
GILDING to SUMMERS 
DEBBIE SUMMERS 
The Falkland Islands Motor 
Cycle Association will be holding 
its annual prize giving at the Drill 
Hall on the 17th October, Music, 
dancing, rallies and food. Tickets 
from Rowena Summers, Falkland 
Farmers and The Tool Box priced 
at £5 each

To Gerald Harrison in New Zea
land. Happy Birthday, just think 
what this cute boy grew up into 
From the Shallow Harbour Crowd

Marion would like to say cheerio to 
all her evening class students of the 
last 10 years. Especially the old 
faithfuls like Margaret. Maria and 
Vanda I have really enjoyed teach
ing you and look forward to seeing 
you again in 2 years.

The Cats Whiskers will be 
run by Michelle Morris from 
11.10.97. Opening on Satur
day 10 - 12.30 or by request by 
phoning 21673
What is the best thing to send 

to family and friends for 
Christmas?

The Falkland Islands Calendar 
1998

Now' in stock at the Pink Shop 
at £4 40

A visit to the Pink Shop is a 
must.

Open Monday - Saturday 
10am - Noon 1.30 - 5pm 
33 Fitzroy Road. Stanley, 

Tel/Fax:21399

Byron Marine Limited will 
have a vacancy from early 

November 1997 for an 
experienced deckhand 

Interested parties should in the 
first instance contact our 

office on telephone 22245 
prior to Friday. October 18, 

1997

NOTICES
Byron Holdings Ltd wishes to 
rent a fully furnished 2 or 3 bed
room residential property in 
Stanley for approximately 12 
months, commencing in January 
1998 Offers or expressions of 
interest should be made to David 
Hall or Lewis Clifton on Tel: 
22245 or Fax 22246

To Nanny, Flappy birthday for 
Sunday. Love and miss you more 
each day. All our love, Samantha, 
Danielle & Keith, xxx 
To Mum, Happy birthday for Sun
day, loads of love. Wanda 
To Nanny, have a lovely birthday, 
love you lots, love Brandon

\\\
XXX

ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
The Environmental Research Unit is offering a number of places for 

students wishing to gain an insight into Environmental Research. 
The courses are designed to fit around the school calendar, and 
comprise of: I) Classroom and outdoor training prior to end of 

term. 2) 3 weeks individual project work during the summer 
vacation. 3) Evaluation of student projects and certificate of 

completion. The courses are FREE of charge. Minimum age is 14 
years, however younger students may apply if a responsible adult 

undertakes to supervise project work. Mature students also 
welcome. For details write to: Environmental Research Unit, PO 

______________________ Box 434, Stanley._____________________
Postscript from St. Mary’s - Subsidiarity 
The social principle of subsidiarity is an important structural principle 
ot tree social communities that respect human dignity A really 
democratic society or state is unthinkable without a structure, 
organisation and division of tasks based on subsidiarity. The word 
derives from the Latin "subsidium" which means giving support and 
assistance. The state and the social community, and for that matter, 
every lesser authority, should interfere in a ’subsidiary’ way, i.e., give 
assistance to a lower level organisation (such as the family) only if that 
organisation cannot meet its obligations by itself.
Accordingly, it is not the duty of the state and public authority to draw 
all tasks to itself and control the life of the community by giving 
directives from the centre. The principle of subsidiarity demands rather 
that, as far as possible, tasks should be delegated and private initiative 
be encouraged and supported. That applies to every social organisation, 
including the Church. The principle of subsidiarily is a general social 
principle in a free society conscious of the dignity of the human 
person.
(PS I'm describing the principle, without pointing the finger at 
anybody)

WANTED
Wanted to buy: One WysePlan 
Unit. One double or three quarter 
bed. One small table with folding 
sides, narrow' centre body.Please 
contact Bob Stewart, 12 St. Mary’s 
Walk
Wanted to buy: One electric 

cement mixer for domestic use. 
Contact Shirley on 21064 after 

______ 4.30pm___________
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New LegCo new ExCo Jason doing 

well down 

underAFTER swearing to the Oath of 
Allegiance at the inaugural meet
ing of the new Legislative Council 
on Wednesday. October 8, the eight 
newly elected councillors cast their 
voles to select an Executive Coun
cil to begin the new administration.

First to be elected, representing 
the Stanley Constituency, was 
Lewis Clifton. He was quickly 

’ joined by Richard Cockwell for 
Camp, and Sharon Halford for both 
Stanley and the Camp.

Speaking to the motion. John 
Birmingham welcomed new mem
bers to the house, thanked the elec
torate for supporting him and then 
made oblique reference to recent 
events, "freedom of speech." he 
said, "is enshrined in our Constitu
tion and would therefore apply to 
everyone, including government 
employees."

He urged councillors tojoin him 
in working towards, "bridging the 
Stanley/Camp divide. ..even if that 
means Camp councillors becom
ing interested in Stanley affairs."

Councillor Cheek, (successful 
after four election campaigns) spoke 
of the 'awe' she felt when consider
ing the task this Council faces. In 
pointing out there is no guarantee

of oil revenue coming to the Is
lands. she said. "Perhaps we should 
be working, not on how we will 
spend any oil money in the future, 
but on what we will do if there isn't 
any oil money."

Councillor Cheek deprecated 
the perceived inability of govern
ment to build houses quickly, a 
problem, she said, that extended 
into other projects. "Mobile homes that the operators, "will see fit to 
arc not the answer." she said. "Some use facilities in the Islands rather

excellent work in representing the 
Falklands overseas. "She is an ex
ample to all of us." he said. "We 
have to go over and represent the 
country' not only in the United Na
tions and the Commonwealth Par-

THE Executive Board and staff of 
the Falkland Islands Development 
Corporation were delighted to hear 
recently that Jason A lazia, currently 
attending a Wool Classing course 
at the Gordon Institute in Geelong, 
Victoria. Australia, has passed his 
first set of exams with a mark of 
86%.

liamentary Association but in Brit
ain to show we are a truly demo
cratic people."

On oil he expressed his wish

of those already here are beginning than go overseas." He echoed Coun- 
to fall to bits...If they are not con- cillor Check's warning that Coun- 
sidered suitable for contract offic- cil should be looking at how the 
ers what kind of message is it send- general quality of life in the Falk- 
ingtoouryoungprofessionalswhen lands could be maintained if oil 
we expect them to live there."

Jason, who comes from Goose 
Green, left the Falklands in early 
July this year and will sit his final 
exams in December. He is due to 
arrive back in the Islands shortly 
afterwards in time for the christen
ing of his nephew. Wade, son of 
Jason's sister, Alison, and Lennie 
Ford.

was not found in commercial quan- 
One of Councillor Clifton's tities, and suggested agricultural 

themes also centred on democratic exports might be an answer, 
rights which he termed, "a very 
serious thorn. We need." he said, Richard Cockwell that it is impor- 
"to quickly address the divide be- tant we are represented at overseas 
tween what is permissible under political events. CouncillorNorma 
Standing Orders and what is per- Edwards conveyed thegood wishes 
missible under the Constitution " of Baroness Thatcher to the Island-

Expressing her agreement with

Clifton. "I do disagree with him on 
the subject of one constituency," he 
said, "so I fear we will be on oppos
ing sides on that project. With the 
numbers we have, in the end there 
wouldn't be any representation from 
the Camp." He decried what he 
called, "ridiculous restrictions" 
imposed on FIGAS and confirmed 
he would be giving his attention to 
the roads programme.

Councillor Mike Summers paid 
tribute to those candidates who did 
not win LegCo seats. "I admire 
their courage in offering to serve 
their country," he said. He praised 
FIGAS for positive action they are 
taking and talked of the. "responsi
bility on the private sector to grasp 
new opportunities."

"Let the theme for this Council, 
he said, "therefore be 'how we can' 
and not 'why we cannot'."

He then gave 'notice' that he 
would be working toward Consti
tutional reform that would include 
the whole of the Falklands becom
ing a single constituency.

Richard Cockw'ell commended 
CouncillorNorma Edwards for her

ers. She endorsed Councillor 
Check's comments on housing and 
blamed government beaurocracy 
for many delays in completing 
projects. "Very dear to my heart," 
she said, "is the provision of more 
Sheltered Housing."

Councillor Sharon Halford said 
it was her belief that civil servants 
already had freedom of speech, 
"however. I do feel Standing Or
ders should be amended and as the 
Chief Executive said it could be 
done within a w-eek I shall be mak
ing sure that he and the Attorney 
General do it within that time."

Councillor Luxton expressed his 
opposition to the single constitu
ency espoused by Councillor

Troop cut reports 

wildly exaggerate
REPORTS in the British press on are discharged as efficiently as pos- 
Thursday. October 16, claiming sible. The Falkland Islands are no 
wholescale reductions in the exception as part of this ongoing 
numberof military personnel based process.
at Mount Pleasant arc shortly to The Ministry of Defence have 
take place, have been soundly looked at their requirements in the 
rubbished by His Excellency, the Falklandsandareconsideringsome 
Governor, Mr Richard Ralph in a small adjustments which can be 
statement from Government House, made without detriment to the abil- 

"The reports we have been get- ity to defend the Islands, 
ting from the British press are The Governor and the Com- 
wildly exaggerated, in particular • mander, British Forces Falkland 
the story in today's Sun (Oct 16) • Islands, briefed all elected council
linking reductions in the Falkland lors on the proposed adjustments 
Islands garrison with Britain's on Wednesday, October 15. 
health service are completely inac- The British ability to defend the 
curate. The British Government re- Falkland Islands depends on the 

fully committed to the right ability to reinforce the Islands rap- 
of Islanders to determine their own idly, and on the substantial garri- 
futurc. That said, Her Majesty’s son that is to remain. It is not based 
Government naturally keeps under on a particular headcount. For ob- 
review the forces that are neces- vious reasons it would not be wise 
sary tomeetalltheircommittments to advertise the changes that are 
to ensure all their responsibilities planned."

NiiM
PA

IT

mains

Who needs a bridge? FIDF recruits show how 
itrs done. Story and pictures on page 11
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Never in 'awkward 
predicament'

THANK you for the opportunity 
to reply to the letter from Mr B 
Hewitt. I would very much like to 
try to clear up various aspects of 
this episode once and or all.

1. I have never felt I was in an 
awkward predicament. Since 1982 
I have been firm in my determina
tion that the only way for Argen
tina to improve its relationship 
with the Falklands was for them 
to abandon forever their claim over 
our islands. That determination re
mains unaltered.

When Dr di Telia indicated that 
Argentina was indeed prepared to 
consider giving up their claim and 
asked for confidential talks, then, 
after much discussion between 
councillors and the Foreign Office, 
it was agreed by the majority that 
we should explore the concept fur
ther. I believe this was entirely 
within the constraints of my man
date. 1 confirm that the only peo
ple who knew about this in the Is
lands were GH and councillors, the 
information was never passed to 
The Secretariat. As a personal ob
servation. please note that this was 
the first lime in my quite long as
sociation with council that there 
has never been the slightest leak! 
Does this say something?

There has never been any oath 
of secrecy. Councillors were ada
mant that they were only prepared 
to go so far and that after 
Chevening we would release de
tails of the entire process - and this 
is what happened. Had the end re
sult been some prospect of a final 
settlement, the population of these 
Islands have my most solemn as
surance that it was our intention 
that any proposals would have 
been put to the entire electorate for 
a verdict.

Yes, the FIBS questions were 
passed to me and, no, I did not con
fer with any colleagues as to how 
they should be answered.

2. No, I did not seek the Gov
ernor’s approval. I do not believe 
this was in any way required.

3.1 cannot answer for what the 
Governor does or does not say or

Penguin News Write to Penguin News, Ross Road, Stanley, Falkland Islandsa Answers still required 

afeout "secret meetings'
FALKLAND ISLANDS

Club Argentino president speaks out
a t pttfr from Mr P Pepper ncction with any subject, related
nublishJd on 19 September con- or not to the South Atlantic Con-
tains misleading and mendacious flict hast ever been undertaken by
references to me and the Club the Club Argentine We tnvitc
Arecntino a private institution of people to talk and exchange points
which 1 am the President. I am of view, something I dare to pr
accordingly compelled to answer sume none of your readers will 
Whatever the views of its mem- interpret as political lobbying, 
bers* the Club is not "a hotbed of I have never been politically 
Malvinas fervour". Membership active inside or outside the Club
is open to the point of having ac- Argentino and cannot be expected
cepted Mr Pepper himself as a full to deliver at the South Atlantic
member at his own request. In our Council (SAC) "hardline think-

discuss a variety of ing" in connection with any alter
native regarding solutions to 
solved issues in connection with 
the Falkland/Malvinas dispute 1 
am nevertheless firmly in favour 
of an open and unrestricted dia
logue such as the one promoted by 
the SAC. It is for this reason that I 
was happy to become an associate 
non-voting member of the Coun-

A. Blanco-Bazan
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THERE are moments. I would imagine, in all of our lives when we en
counter the thought that life has inexplicably, and just for a moment, 
crossed into the realm of the surreal; a feeling experienced by myself 
one evening this w:eek when 1 discovered my four year old son on the 
telephone, engaged in an 'exchange of pleasantries with the Argentine 
Foreign Minister. Dr di Telia

My impression of the fairly innocuous conversation I held with the 
gentleman afterwards (which 1 shall refer to presently, as it may hold 
some small interest for readers) I must admit was somewhat over shad
owed by the amusement caused by a later comment on the scenario from 
a friend. It was suggested that if Dr di Tella’s conversation with such a 
young Islander (my son) qualified as part of his 'charm offensive’ then 
he should probably be commended for such imaginative long term plan
ning. A comment no doubt supported by di Tella’s statement to Pagina 
12 on October 9, "It's possible that with the seduction policy we need a 
hundred years, and not five, to recuperate the Islands."

Frivolity apart, in conversation Dr di Telia simply took the opportu
nity to moot the concept of Islanders visiting Argentina on further lec
ture tours, with much emphasis on how well looked after those individu
als would be. Unfortunately for the gentleman in question I suspect that 
having now commended the concept personally, a few of those Islanders 
formerly supportive of the idea will now be plagued by suspicions. A 
sort of'damned if you do. damned if you don't' situation in the opinion 
of some individuals. (A phrase incidentally which became a byword in 
the Penguin News office over the past two weeks with respect to antici
pated responses to our publishing Mr Mike Forrest's letter).

BELOW I have included a letter to the Editor of Teaberr\> Express 
accompanied by the reason for doing so. 1 would, however, like to reit
erate my statement that Penguin News have refrained, despite provoca
tion, to become involved in pointless argument in the past with a lady 
who we are aware is appreciated by many in the community for her 
continuing achievement in producing an alternative weekly newspaper.

Councillors (at the time) 
to whom the following 
letter and questions held 
particular relevance were 
invited by Penguin News 
to respond in this issue.
IN writing this letter, I must state 
that I am fully aware and appreci
ate, the awkward predicament that 
five members of the previous coun
cil faced, regarding thesccrct meet
ings with Dr Di Telia. As we know 
this was contrary to the mandate to 
which they were elected. How
ever. the following questions re
quire answers.

1.1 believe all the questions for 
the FIBS question and answer ses
sion were given to each candidate 
in advance, prior to them going on 
air. Did four of the five who at
tended the secret meetings confer 
with each other, and agree to admit 
to the electorate that they did at

tend these meetings?
2. Did these same four mem

bers ofthe previous. Government, 
seek the Governor's advice and 
approval to break the chain of 
confidentiality in their admission 
to the listening public?

3. Why did I I.E. the Governor 
himself not make a statement in 
relation to these secret talks say
ing who acted correctly or other
wise. He made a statement on the 
controversial issue, with regards 
to a letter in Penguin News.

4. Is it true that this whole 
affair, regarding the secret talks to 
arrange the Chevening meetings, 
were conducted between Govern
ment House and Councillors only. 
Was the knowledge of the talks 
kept away from the Secretariat, 
and the Chief Executive not even 
made aware of them?

5. As three of these previous 
Councillors have been returned to 
power, will they uphold their

promise, to us the electorate, and 
give assurance that, they will never 
be party to any such talks again. 
This should also apply to the other 
five members who the people en
trusted their voles to?

In conclusion, I believe that 
given the circumstances, Eric Goss, 
when asked the question about the 
secret meeting, acted with the ut
most integrity. It was most unfortu
nate that judgement was made 
against him, when the implications 
of the true facts could not be made 
known. It would appear that Eric's 
fellow colleagues left him in the 
dark that they were going to readily 
admit to the Dr Ti Telia meetings. I 
am personally sorry that Eric was 
not returned at this general elec
tion. He is rock solid and immov
able in his beliefs and will not bend 
when underpressure. We need more 
like him.

e-

meetmgs we 
subjects, among them, and from 

the situation in the
un

time to time.
South Atlantic. We have occasion
ally enjoyed the company, either 
as speakers or listeners, of Island- 

and those representing their 
political views. We are basically a 
clubofArgentinecitizens living in 
the UK. but with membership open 
to those of any nationality inter
ested in Argentine affairs. Not a 
single political initiative in Con

ors

cil.

B.D. Hewitt 
North Arm,, mm

SAC looks more pofl|fcl 

than academic says Pepper
n - Lr
$6%■ ■ on0: ."V '

possibility of success.
I certainly did not dump on Eric, 

even when asked directly on FIBS 
who the other councillor was.

I hope this will explain my rea
soning on this matter.

IN response to Brian Hewitts let
ter. 1 will try' to clarify my own 
position.

My recollection of the events 
leading up to Chevening are as 
follows. Dr di Telia made an offer 
which we could not ignore. If we 
had the UK Government would 
not have done. It was felt by all 
eight that we should listen to what 
he had to say. It is slightly unfair to 
single out the councillors past and 
present who were in London or 
who were asked to go by the team. 
Would the three that did not go 
have refused? Every Councillor 
had reservations. Councillors real
ised that if di Telia was going to 
deliver he would need to do some 
difficult political contortions in his 
country.

The people in the Falklands 
were always going to be told at 
some stage. It was only a secret to 
give the process every chance of 
success so that either side could 
not accuse the other of political 
sabotage. At no time did I agree to 
secrecy for secrecy sake. What 
would have been the point? Surely 
everyone knows that in the Falk
lands this type of thing always 
comes out.

My mandate was. ’I think we 
should talk to Argentina on issues 
of mutual interest’, and surely the 
Argentines dropping their claim is 
what we all want.

In answer to question 1 The 
Camp interviews were done over 
two days so I was aware of what 
Bill and Eric had said. I did how
ever discuss with my fellow coun
cillors last year the possibility of a 
leak and my response to such an

occurrence. There was certainly 
no deliberate campaign to discredit 
Eric, in fact I understand he was 
given the opportunity to return to 
the studio to clarify his position.

Question 2. No, I did not seek 
the Governor’s advice or permis
sion.

The following letter is provided for the information of readers of Pen
guin News in the light of a refusal by the Editor ofTeaberry Express to 
confirm whether or not she would print the letter in her newspaper.

If Penguin News had felt the need 
10 ask the question on behalf of a for
eign news agency, such as Mercopress 
(to whom I presume you refer) which 
we did not. it would not have occurred 
at such a public meeting. Penguin 
News, had however, no reason to do so 
as a representative of Mercopress was 
in the Islands at the time, a gentleman 
perfectly capable of contacting candi
dates personally. (Personal contact 
being a far more constructive approach. 
1 would suggest, when one considers 
that any individual becomes far more 
informative when not being listened to 
by a large audience.)

Your readers should also be aware 
that you made no attempt to approach 
Penguin News staff for the purpose of 
enquiring into the motivation behind 
the question, and simply drew your 
own inaccurate conclusions, for what 
reasons 1 cannot even begin to imag-

xmmegmm
I WELCOME Mr Forsyth's deci
sion to at last consider revealing 
the membership of the South At
lantic Council (SAC). Earlier, he 
had turned down requests from 
both FIGO and me for this - and 
did so again when I told him I was 
writing to Penguin News about it. 
My letter had gone to press before 
he changed his mind.

There can be

Mr Forsyth is in Argentina now 
discussing the ABC's future. If it is 
to continue, let it earn the name it 
chose for itself - by representing 
majority British opinion rather 
more and SAC opinion rather less 

Celia

Dear Ms Brock
Despite editorial comments made 

by yourself in the past regarding the 
local media which 1 feel have occa
sionally questioned the integrity of 
Penguin News. I have always refrained 
from publicly commenting on your 
'allegations' for no other reason than 
to prevent pointless 'bad feeling’ be
tween our publications. all of which. I 
believe, provide a service to the com
munity. However, as a result of recent 
comments in your publication regard
ing Penguin News, which 1 regard as 
both inaccurate and uninformed, and 
because of the sensitivity of the issue 
and the potentially damaging nature 
of those comments, I feel obliged on 
this occasion to respond.

In Teaberrv Express Vol. 9 No. 7 
(10-17 Oct) you suggested that ques
tions asked at the public meeting by 
local media (or local agents’ of South 
American press as you phrased it) 
regarding 'secret talks’ were for the 
benefit of the South American press - 
a comment which has absolutely no 
basis in truth.

At the public meeting in question, 
Penguin Ne vwDeputy Editor, MrTony 
Burnett, asked the question. "As truth 
and honesty seem to be themes in this 
election campaign can we clear up this 
particular matter once and for all. 
How many meetings, secret or other
wise, were held in the build up to 
Chevening. and who were the coun
cillors who attended them?" Mr 
Burnett, who is a member of the local 
electorate, asked the question for no 
other reason than to clarify the matter 
in his mind, and in the minds of other 
voters. Incidentally, Mr Burnett was 
thanked after the meeting for raising 
the question by a number of the Falk- 
lands’ citizens present.

Richard Stevens, 
Port Sussex Farm.

Question 4 Yes it was kept 
quiet in an effort to give it everyI turn now' to Mrs 

Szusterman who seems to think 
the recent meeting between the 
SAC and the FI A proved how open 
the SAC is. I think it proved just 
the opposite. Thanks to the SAC's 
refusal to reveal its membership 
we had no idea until then that it 
now includes Argentines. In the 
past, Argentine citizens were re
fused SAC membership. I was as
tonished to be confronted by two 
of them at this meeting.

Mrs Szusterman should not try 
to hide political activity behind 
the smokescreen of academia. For 
a start, a fundamental principle of 
the academic world is balance, and 
letting your opponents have their 
say. Yet two out of her three recent 
conferences had nopro-Falklands 
speaker at all, but did have For
eign Minister di Telia and a team 
of Argentines. Can anyone con
ceive of them not promoting Ar
gentine ideas about the Falklands.

Only her conference at Long
ford Castle had Falklands' speak
ers. This was to find out their reac
tion to ideas expressed at an earl ier 
conference. The Argentine Vice 
Foreign Minister attended, as did 
Mr Forsyth. . . .

It all looks a lot more political 
than it does academic.

I stand by 

my recent 

mandate
Approach to future 
talks has already 

been set out in 
manifesto

no comparison 
between the Anglo-Colombian so
ciety and the SAC. The former is a 
social group that minds its own 
business - and has every right to 
privacy. The latter is a tiny, but 
highly active, political lobby at
tempting a take-over bid for the 
Falklands policy ofa newly elected 
British Government. The intended 
victims of this had every right to 
know who make up the SAC - as 
Mr Forsyth now concedes.

I also wanted this information 
to investigate the bias in the so- 
called Argentine-British Confcr-
ence. There have been six of these 
so far but only 7 British delegates 
ever declared SAC membership 
on a conference prospectus. With
al3 proper membership list it has 
been difficult. So far I have found 
46 appearances by SAC members

other opponents 
of the Falklands cause. By con-
bSn Xy i4 aPPearances have 

t0 LUPPorters of the
Islanders. There have also been 14 
lp,pv“s biislanders them-thin ■' i been so one_sided
ini ca»cd it the Argen

tine Biased Conference.

I would make the following com
ments in reply toBD Hewitt's letter 
of 12th Oct.
IF Mr Hewitt would care to cast his 
mind back to January of this year I 
informed the public meeting, on 
my return from Chevening, of my 
part in these meetings. I believe the 
Governor made a statement at that 
time as did the British Govern
ment. Perhaps Mr Hewitt should 
know that when these meetings 
were first mooted, because of their 
sensitivity, Councillors agreed to 
keep the matter in house until it was 
considered the right time to inform 
the general public about them. As it 
turned out, Patrick, being the jour
nalist he is, released the informa
tion only days before we ourselves 
had intended to do so. Until that 
time the only persons in the Falk
lands aware of the meetings were 
the Councillors and the Governor. 
As to future talks I stand by my 
recent mandate.

Thank you for the copy of Brian 
Hewitt's letter. I only propose to 
respond to it in so far as it refers to 
matters which affected my deci
sion to reveal the meetings to 
which I had been.
1. Having read the FIBS ques
tions, I had no need to confer with 
other candidates. Both the meet
ing, which I attended at 
Chevening, and the preparatory 
meeting (to see if it was worth 
going to Chevening) had already 
been discussed in public.
2. There was therefore no need to 
seek the approval of the Governor 
to release information which was 
already known.
3. My full approach to future talks 
with Argentina are set out in my 
manifesto, upon which the elec
torate has already given their ver
dict. I am not about to change or 
deny that stance just 5 days after 
the election!

do.
4. Yes.
5. I have said clearly over the 

last few weeks that I believe we 
did the correct thing at the time and 
most people who know the entire 
story agree with this. I have also 
said that I will under no circum
stances agree to a repeat perform
ance. Any new approach from the 
Argentines would have to be on an 
open basis. The had their chance 
to proceed to a settlement and they 
blew it.

I don’t think I have revealed any 
new information here - just, I hope, 
put the whole thing into perspec- 
tive. Anyway, the electorate have 
given their verdict.

I would just add that I am sure 
Mr Eric Goss would confirm that 
I talked to him about all the above, 
with its implications, long before 
voting day.

ine.
I would like to emphasise, Ms 

Brock, that I do not question the right 
of you or any other person to criticise 
Penguin News. It is entirely in our 
interests that we receive'feedback’ from 
the public whether it is positive or 
negative. However, may I suggest that 
it would be of far more benefit to your 
readers, should you do so from an 
informed platform.

I n the I ight of your estimable belief 
in ' freedom of speech’ I would ask that 
you do the Penguin News, and your 
readers, the courtesy of printing this 
letter.

Regards 
Lisa Riddell 

Managing Editor 
Penguin News 

cc. H E The Governor 
Mr M Rendell, Chairman, Media 

Trust. S. HalfordMike Summers Bill LuxtonPeter Pepper
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More readers letters Donegal wedding for 

Jeremy and SineadGAP students arrive
—Hull University. He joins Andr...

Raine at Goose Green, while Ii'an 
Whitaker from Penh will 
North Arm with Kai Iian is set t0 
attend St Andrews to study Geog
raphy and would like to become a 
professional mountain guide when 
qualified though he admits it is an 
ambition that may not be totally 
practical.

Elizabeth Darly. from Ascot, 
and Louise Gregory, from York 
will both be working on farms; 
Elizabeth at Blue Beach. Louise at 
Port Louis. Elizabeth is to study 
Engineering at Cambridge and, as 
she wants to be a civil engineer, 
paid particular attention to the 
MPA road on her way in from the 
airport.

Geography is to be Louise's 
subject which she will study at 
Lancaster University. She want to 
be a research anthropologist.

Arrangements for the students' 
visit have been co-ordinated by 
Fiona Didlick, Projects Officer 
with FIDC. who has organised ac
commodation, travel etc. Fiona 
told Penguin Afeuvthat GAP work 
many months in advance and she 
would like to hear from anyone in 
the Islands interested in taking a 
student next year. Likewise if there 
are any students who would like 
to be considered for a GAP plac
ing themselves they should contact 
Fiona at the FIDC offices.

Internet comparisons were inappropriate
WH H reference to the letter from ment. If indeed the subsidy comes 
Mr David Hardy in last week's from the telephone company, it will
Penguin News, it seems a pity that be a cross-subsidy from other serv- 
Mr Hardy felt it necessary' to fol- ice revenues, 
low his opening remarks, with some In our Internet pricing we have 
negative comments regarding pric- tried to make it an affordable serv
ing of access to the Internet. There ice to as many people as possible, 
otten appears to be an unfortunate Hence, the £20.00 connection 
tendency to criticise, and draw in- charge (UAE £50.00); the monthly
appropriate comparisons, even access charge of £10.00 (to avoid
when an organisation or individual hefty monthly fees); and then : .vyT- hi
tries to do something positive. Be- charges (inclusive of the existing 
fore any of us start making judge- national call charge) based on ac-
ments, Iet’sget the service launched tual usage, rather than paying '
and see how it goes. whether you use it or not. &&&%£/ ’"'"A

Any comparison with the UAE Although as stated before, com-
is in any case largely meaningless. parisons can often be meaningless 
The UAE is one of the richest, I will add my own for the sake of 
small countries in the world, and a balance. I have chosen Belgium for 
mature oil-producing nation. Just my example (as currently it has ^
some examples of the disparity be- about as much relevance to the
tween the Falklands and the UAE Falklands as the UAE). The figures 
can be seen from the following are taken from an independent 
statistics on the UAE: Population source, are the most recent avail- 
nearly 2 million, population den
sity 25 per sq. km. GDP (1993)
US$35 billion. 615.000 telephone 
lines, 345.000 households. In ad
dition to substantial oil revenues, it 
has a thriving banking and com
mercial sector and one of its air
ports is a major hub for the region 
It also has its own University and it 
even exports fruit and vegetables, 
which for a country with large ar
eas of desert, is quite an achieve
ment. There are over 20.000 tour
ists visiting the UAE every year, 
and it has its own airline (entirely 
self-financing), which from the 
most recent figures available to 
me. has a fleet of 18 aircraft serv
ing 31 countries.

As regards Internet pricing in 
the UAE. a critical aspect, if my 
information is correct, is the policy 
adopted there of not charging for 
local tclephonecalls. You will note 
I have avoided the term "free" local 
calls, as it is impossible to provide 
a product or service "free", whilst 
still operatinga viable business. Of 
course, the calls are not in fact free, 
but subsidised. This is either 
through a direct subsidy from the 
Government of the UAE (for so
cial reasons), or more likely, by the 
telephone company to meet politi
cal objectives set by the Govern-

rewELEVEN young people from all 
over the United Kingdom arrived 
at Mount Pleasant Airport on 
Tuesday, October 14. to begin a 
six month spell working in the Is
lands as part of the Gap Activity 
Projects (GAP for short) move
ment.

Sinead and Jeremy in County> Donegal
go to

GAP gives students who have 
just completed their 'A' levels, and 
are waiting to take up places at 
university, an opportunity to travel 
abroad to work on appropriate 
projects. It is a time when they can 
take a breather from over a decade 
of studying to appreciate a world 
facing challenges that may be ut
terly alien to anything they have 
faced before.

Twenty four hours after step
ping off the Tristar the intrepid 
eleven, many of whom have never 
been away from home for any 
length of time before, congregated 
in the Upland Goose to face ques
tions from FIBS and the Penguin 
News, and to explain how they 
came to be here in the Falklands.

Russell Kinch and Robert 
Allen (from Watford and Cam
bridge respectively) are to spend 
their six months working at Walker 
Creek. They, along with their nine 
colleagues, had to apply to GAP 
noting the countries where they 
would like to be placed in order of 
preference.

With disarming honesty the

SINEAD Doherty and Jeremy Bestman. As well as many mem- 
Smith (son of John and lleen Smith bers of the Smith and Doherty 
of Stanley) were married in the families, the guest list included 
whitewashed church of Lag in family from Israel and the USA as 
County Donegal on October 4, well as friends from the British 
1997. The church is not many Antarctic Survey and from the cou- 
miles from Malin Head, the most pie’s university days, 
northerly point of Ireland, and ac
cording to Jim Elliot, who attended distance away in the small town of 
the wedding, 'it would be hard to Molvile on the shores of Lough 
find a setting so wild, romantic and Foyle, also in County' Donegal, fol-

The GAP students and organiser, Fiona Didlick, enjoy a sunny 
moment outside the Upland Goose able to me, and use approximate 

exchange rates:
Connection: £28.00 
Monthly fee: £11.25 
Usage charge: £0.09 per minute 
(Source ITU)
Belgium has 10 million people, 

its national telephone company is
in the top 30 in the world and it had , .
in'? non intpmptrii'iir.mf'rcin iQQ4 beautiful - indeed the scenery lowed by singing, music and danc-

shows many similarities with the ing, much of it in the Irish tradi- 
hillier parts of the Falklands.’

Orla, one of Sinead’s sisters

students admitted that few' of them John Smith at the Museum. Eliza
beth Sabev, a biology student from 
Twickenham who will spend her 
six months as an auxiliary' nurse

had named the Falklands as their 
first choice but Benny Reid, a 
Middlesborough lad who will be 
studying Natural Sciences at Cam- at KEMH. Andrew Raine from 
bridge University on his return to 
the UK, said, "being here prom
ises to be a brilliant experience."
Benny will be working with the 
Tourist Board while he is here, but 
may stay longer than the allotted 
six months.

The reception was held some
Brentford. He is headed for Goose 
Green to work on the farm there, 
but will eventually study Philoso
phy at Southampton University.

Kai Thesen. despite his Nor
wegian name hails from Shrop
shire and he. too is to work in ag
riculture at North Arm. Jonathan 
Schofield comes from Cambridge 
but will be studying Politics at

Of course, the above examples, 
as well as the prices quoted by Mr 
Hardy in his letter, do not in them
selves allow any conclusions to be 
drawn. Without a detailed knowl
edge of all the relevant factors there 
is no way of commenting sensibly 
on the pricing of any individual 
product or service in another coun
try'. Certainly the cost base and 
economies of scale in the UAE or 
Belgium are entirely different from 
the Falklands.

As a final point I quote an ex
tract from a letter which appeared 
in the London Times newspaper of 
20th August 1997 regarding 
Internet access in the UK "the aver-. 
age home user still has to pay the 
phone bill. Even with BT "friends 
and family" and local call access 
from providers it can still be up to 
9p a minute daytime access".

I will be writing personally to 
Mr Hardy, but I thought the above 
points might help to create a more 
balanced picture for our customers 
here.

lion.
Afterwards, the couple set off 

supported her as Bridesmaid, and for a honeymoon in Southern Af- 
Jeremy’s brother Martyn acted as rica before returning to Stanley.

Others in the party include 
Anthony Harris from Worcester
shire who will be working with

rolling ROCK
More reader* igas';t.
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Irresponsibl 

allegations'
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IT IS not normally my policy to 
respond to items or articles con
cerning FIBS which appear in the 
written press, but I feel that I must 
reply to the comments which ap
peared in the ’Editor's Notebook' 
of the Teaberry Express 10-17th 
October.

Under the heading 'Questions 
during Public Forums should be 
generated by Falkland Islanders' 
Juanita Brock incorrectly and irre
sponsibly alleges that a question
about secret talks'which four of
five Councillors admitted having

“sri-s;';
romi ls,and, who was more than
irwS: l° haVC hlS nairie broadcast 
in association with the question 
However given that quite a number

of those who submitted questions 
asked for anonymity I decided not 
to reveal any names when chairing 
the programme.

I do not know quite what Ms 
Brock is trying to achieve by print
ing such unfounded and scurrilous
allegations.

Ms Brock further alleges that 
South American media representa
tives (or their local agents) asked 
'speculative questions' to the detri
ment of residents during the Can
didates public meeting in the Jun
ior School! Carlos Jones ot the 
Uruguayan 
Mercopress attended but asked no 
questions, while I too refrained 
from asking any questions on this 
occasion.

I understand that Teaberry Ex
press now appears on the Internet. 
It must be quite worrying for the 
Falklands population when inac
curate reporting such as described 
above can be read by a worldwide 
audience.

Builder, Paul Chapman about to seal a time capsule in the foundations of the 
new Archive building on Jeremy Moore Avenue. Children from the Infant/ 
Junior School contributed photographs, letters, crisp packets, badges etc., to 
enable citizens of the future to see how late twentieth century people lived.* Launched in 1939, 

Rolling Rock has been 
enjoyed by discerning 
beer drinkers for over 
50 years

Thank you from Ben FIG launches 

internet site
I WOULD like to thank my pro
poser Don Bonner, Seconder Jim 
Simpson, my eight supporters and 
everyone who voted for me at the 
General election.

Also Penguin News staff for 
their time and editing of my elec
tion manifesto and the Editor of 
Teaberry Express for printing all 
manifestos in full. Also Patrick 
Watts of F.I.B.S. for a job well 
done, and fair and balanced cover
age of the whole election process. 
To one and all a very big thank 
you.

Congratulations to the new 
council and I wish them all well. 
Please remember, charity begins at

Steve Baker 
General Manager 
Cable & Wireless* Ranked 12 out of the 

500 Premium Bottled 
lagers currently avail 
able

1 , . '
THE Falkland Islands Government On this occasion Merco Press 
have launched their own Internet would like to welcome and con- 
site on the World Wide Web. gratulate FIG for this most intelli-

Although not yet in its final gent effort which literally launches
form the many pages of informa- the Falklands into the ever expand- 

lu/runnn . | , tion about the Islands today, their ing world of cybernetics and the
I WOULD hke to congratulate the way 0f |jfe, industry, culture, po- challenge of the next millenium.
Penguin News upon its fair and ijtjcal aspirations and unique en- Merco Press also feels proud of
unbiased coverage of the Election vironment are portrayed in a most having been selected to become
As a candidate I was very satisfied attractive design. one of the web sites linked to the
with the opportunity I was given yhe sjlc can bc accessed at the FIG Hot News, making access to
to summarise my manifesto, and following internet address: updated information on the South
successfully ^-electee? http://www.falklands.gov.fkor Atlantic, Mercosur and related
succcssiuu> rc ciccieu. http://www.tounsm.org.fk or items more immediate and effec-

http://www. fidc.org.fk five. MercoPress

..and thank 

you from John* A 4.6% ABV product 
delivering a crisp 
smooth refreshing 

taste

agencynews

THE BEER of the UNITED STATES of MIND 
Available at STANLEY SERVICES LTD home.

John BirminghamBen ClaxtonYours sincerely, 
Patrick Watts

http://www.falklands.gov.fkor
http://www.tounsm.org.fk
http://www
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Stretching Stanley’s skyline
nance/storagc warehouses on the site, final touch is the well-equipped con- 

At the same time there has also fercnce room which will be available 
been some very visible and high pro- for hire by the hour. The Byron group ; >
file construction work going on up will be occupying two of the suites. hTOT:
at the fuel station. The retail sales Other current commercial builds 
area has been increased by 140%. an include the almost completed Sea- 

,A " office block is already finished, and men’s Centre near FIPASS. the al- 
a large warehouse is being erected most completed Cable and Wireless 
on leased land just west of the sta- Earth Station behind the Community

School, and the embryonic Archive 
The °^cc block. Robert told building, whose cement-block skel- 

f Penguin News, is purely speculative eton has this week risen from a sea
-vs . — Tt with all space inside available for of mud and clay on a Jeremy Moore

t lease. There are ten separate offices. Avenue site just behind the Museum 
5 some measuring five metres by three, on the western edge of the town.

in a move that seems entirely ap
propriate, builder Paul Chapman has 

Waist high trunking provides con- interred a time capsule in the foun- 
venient points for power and com- dations of the building for the ben- 
puter cabling. efit of future generations of Island-

A substantial portion of the ware- ers as yet. probably, unborn.

■C; -V.IM,
r

' •5".
** lion* ' -w •&

others two and a half metres by three.
all carpeted and centrally heated

house (28 metres by 15) still underSTANLEY is growing. In twenty years it has doubled in. construction is aimed at attracting
SIZE, it S boundaries swelling west, then north and now revenue from an increasingly afflu-
east. Eighty one houses, in the private sector alone, have enl socicl> wilh growing storage 
been built since 1990, (the most imaginative possibly be- pr°A coupic of hundred metres from 
ing the new ‘settlement ’ at Moody Brook built by the fuel station, where H Jones Road 
Bernadette Paver and Barry Elsby) while Government mecls Snakc 1 ,m-is lhe sccnc of >ct 

„ nas been just as busy, despite continuing critcism of their firms. Aruos Limited, and Bvron 
h residential construction programme, with the prospect 
)i °f increasing their portfolio even more as the various

Marine Limited, are investing in pur
pose-built office blocks to accommo
date their burgeoning business inter-phases in the ambitious East Stanley Development 

plete.
com- ests.

With an expected cost of aroundBut mushrooming housing is 
only half the story'. Commercial de- £500.000 the Argos building in- 
velopment has just as effectively al- volves one of the biggest private sec
tored the Stanley skyline - much of tor investments in conventional land- 
it. though not all. paid for by private based projects ever seen in the Is- 
cnterprisc and speculative invest- lands Measuring j3 metres by 15.

with its panoramic views across thement.
Stanley Services Limited, now harbour, and its high quality specifi- 

under manager, Robert Rowlands’. cal|on, the two storey building prom- 
careful stewardship, are one ol the ISCS 10 be one of the most prestig- 
leading commercial property devel
opers in the Islands. Following the 
establishment of the sprawling de-

Left centre: Watch this space. The 
warehouse at the Stanley Services 

depot that may be extended 
Bottom centre: Behind the Museum 

on Jeremy Moore Avenue the new 
Archive building takes shape 

Below: The purpose-built office 
block Stanley Services have 

completed at the rear of the fuel 
station

Above: Work proceeds rapidly on 
the new Deanery. Now at the 

roofing stage the builders hope to 
have completed the four-bedroomed 

bungalow by Christmas 
Top: Moody Brook House. Pushing 

back the bounds of Stanley, this is 
the bungalow built by Bernadette 

Paver and Barry Elsby

Construction, it seems, is the Falklands not seen before in modern 
Builders lan Stewart Construction profitable child of increasing entre- times. Little wonder builders have
won the contract in an open tender preneurial activity, and certainly the order books containing two or more
situation and expect to complete precursor of an oil industry' yet to years of work. In such a whirlwindrfissr,ssanrssssr zsssissxssiz. “rSr&tsz:"

1 otpr 1 .L odditional plan office suites, the other three will or in the near future, have undoubt- la* s ^ace becoming, perforce, e\er
Later that same year three add be avai,ab,c for rem cd,y been built with an eye to rent- commercially flexible, to see
kerosene tanks were installed, * Ncxl door thc Byron offices are ing either directly to operators like lhe new Deanery- finally emerging,
other three in 1994, and 11 ready and the company will be mov- Amerada Hess or Shell who may phoenix like, from the foundations
year storage capacity for e ing inl0 thc double storey building want a presence in the Islands, or to lhe old one.
was increased by 600,UUU 1 L • . within a few days. Split into four, support service companies who have Reflecting the rapid growth of

Diesel capacity has also inc ‘ each unit is composed of a reception yet to emerge from the ongoing ten- Stanley, and the local and intema-
this year with the completion 01 area a |argc officc sma,| 0ff,cei ar_ der process w tional interest created by this phe-

10 chive room, kitchen and bathroom. There is a busyness about the nomenon. Penguin News will be re-
all carpeted and fully furnished. The whole construction industry in the turning to the property scene in later

issues.

ious business addresses in Stanley.

pot on FIPASS Road, the company

tank capable of holding up 
million litres, and there are plans to 
double the size of one of the mainteMBmrnames&z?-: :

i Top left: The East 
Stanley Development 

reaches out toward 
FIPASS 

Far left: New tanks at 
the Stanley Services 
depotfank the old 

Far left centre: The
Stanley Services - T 

warehouse being built
on Airport Road * 7.^
Bottom left: The 1 • t

foundations of the - --- 
Argos offices and the 

completed Byron 
building share a view 

of the harbour from 
atop Snake Hill

1

~ Nas
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October 18 - October 24

CHURCH SERVICES LIBRARY
TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday -"Friday 

08.45am - 12 noon and
CATHEDRAL
SUNDAY: 8am Holy Commun
ion. 10am Family Comm union (first Thetimesand heightsofhighand lowtides(in metres) at Stanley. 
Sunday every month - Family Serv- Time given is Stanley time.

ForCamp,makethe 19 0157 0.4
following changes:

1.30pm-5.45pm 
Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
2pm-5pmice) 7pm Evening Prayer

WED
22 0415SUN 0814 

1429 
2113 

Sunrise0539 
Sunset 1935

1.8 0.8 HOSPITAL PHARMACYTABERNACLE - free church 0.1 1046 1.5 Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday

Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm. 
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchclmore 
21787

1.6 1732 
0024 

Sunrise 0533 
Sunset 1941

0.5Fox Bay +2hr 30m 
Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m 
Port Howard +3hrs 19m 
Teal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. -+* I hr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
Hill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound+1 hr 11m 
Port San Carlos 
+ 2hr 55ni
Darwin Harbour -56m

1.3
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

23St. MARY’S
SUNDAY: 10am (MPA 6.30pm), 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

20 0239
MON 0857 

1523 
2212 

Sunrise0537 
Sunset 1937

0.5 THURS
0518 0.91.7

0.3 1158 1.4
1852 0.61.5St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA) MUSEUM

SUN: 8am Holy Communion; 
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion;
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

Tuesday - FridaySunrise0531 
Sunset 1942 1030-12 noon/2.00-4.00pm 

Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
Sam -12 noon/ 1.15 - 3.00pm

21 0326
TUE 0948 

1622 
2317 

Sunrise 0535 
Sunset 1939

0.5October
24 0132
FRI 0645

1.6 1.318 0113 0.3
0732 1.8

SAT 1341 0.1 
2018 1.7

0.90.4
1.4 1315 1.4

1108 0.6BAHA’I FAITH Sunrise05 
Sunset 1944For information on meetings please 

ring Tel: 21957 (evenings)
Sunrise 0542 
Sunset 1934

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED
CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralee 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Ilowatt 21385 
FI PDA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pni, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every' month @
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall (All wel
come) - Mon: 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
tact Secretary G Cheek, 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
\MCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

BADMINTON C LUB Mondays/ 
hnsfeyS /-bpTl Liz Burnett, 

Tel:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm, 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 

1 HE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

1

Dik Sawlc Tel 21414

Further information/Bookinss: tel 27291Leisure CentreTerm Times
CourtsPoolDay

12 00- I 00 
5.00 - 9.00

Public
Public

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
Lane Swimming 
Public

12.00- I 00
5.00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8.00
9.30- 10.30 
12 00- 1 00 
5 00 - 7.00
7.00 - 8.00
10.30- 12 00
12.00- I 00 
5 00 - 7.00
7.00- 8.00 
500-7 00
7 00 - 9.00

St outlay

9 30-10 30. 
12.00- 1 00 
5.00 - 9 00

Public
Public
Public

Tuesday

Public
Public

12 00- 1.00 
5.00-9 00

Hospital/OAP's 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

Wednesday

Parcnt/ToddlcrsO-7 Yrs
Public
Public

10 30-12 00 
12.00-1 00 
5.00-9 00

Thursday

Public
Public

12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9 00

Parems/Toddlcrs
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

10.00- 11.30
12.00- 1.00
5.00 7.00
7.00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9 00
10.00- 4.00
4.00- 5 00
10.00- 4.00 
4 00 -5.00

Friday

Public10 00 - 6.00Saturday

10.00-6.00 PublicSuntlay



Your BFBS Television programmes BFBS Television programmes (cont)
Will Shannon and Selina part on bad terms95.40 HOME AND AWAY

6 30 EMmTrDALE Dm” begins modernising the Tea Rooms 
ass •sPFNF HERE Presented by Richard Astbury 
7.25 EASTENDERS Carol has the distinct impression that she is being
watched
7.55 999 BOXES
9 20 PRESTON FRONT Ally goes wild after she discovers another woman's 
earring down her shower plughole
10 00 BREAKING THE NEWS
10 55 CLASSIC ALBUMS Profile of Fleetwood Mac: Rumours
11 50 TARTAN EXTRA

SATURDAY 18TH OCTOBER
9.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
9.35 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
10.05 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Longchamps and 
Chepstow; rounds 21 & 22 of the British Superbike Championship 
from Donnington; coverage of canoeing's slalom world championships 
from Brazil; and a full round-up of the rest of the day's sporting events
6.30 TOP OF THE POPS
7.00 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN The Toyman, a 
devious inventor, is out to kidnap the orphaned children of Metropolis 
7.45 CONFESSIONS
8.25 CASUALTY Stressed out at home and at work, Dr Richard 
McCaig finds symptoms of his multiple sclerosis returning
9.15 FILM: BODYSNATCHERS (1993,18) Science fiction horror. 
Teenager Marty' Malone accompanies her scientist father and her new 
stepmother and stepbrother to a marine base where her father will 
carry' out toxic waste tests.
10.40 KILLER BEES
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY Highlights from two top FA Carling 
Premiership matches plus a round-up of all the goals, news and talking 
points

SUNDAY I9TH OCTOBER
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11-05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.30 BLUE PETER
11.55 BIG BREAK STARS OF THE FUTURE
12.25 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.00 HOT GADGETS
1.30 THE CHART SHOW
2.20 BROOKSIDE Max finally stands up to Susannah and Sinbad 
realises that the situation with Tinhead is not goine to get better
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY
4.00 HOLIDAY MEMORIES (New)
4.30 GLORIA’S TIME OFF WITH...Nigel Hawthorne 
4.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
5.15 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP Liverpool versus Chelsea 
7.05 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.35 BLIND DATE
8.25 HE.ARTBEAT A series of violent muggings frustrates the police. 
Then, when the attackers strike closer to home. Nick is faced with an 
ethical dilemma
9.20 BORN TO RUN With Burke recovering in hospital, Lili finds 
what she's been missing - and it isn't Burke
10.15 FRIENDS: US comedy series 
10.40 NETWORK FIRST Victoria and Albert (Part I): Documentary
11.30 TOTP 2 3

MONDAY 20TH OCTOBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 10 30 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 TOTS TV
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Lou's bus dream turns into a nightmare, and 
Debbie and Darren work together
2.30 GARDEN PARTY
2.55 TRACKS
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA 
4.00 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART
4.15 CARTOON CRITTERS
4 40 YOU'LL NEVER BELIEVE IT!
5.10 PIRATES
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Where is Sally getting all her money from9
5.55 TOP GEAR
6.25 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET Don breaks out of Weatherfield 
General
7.45 THE BILL The Wrath of God: Skase and Carver encounter a 
preacher with a line in dodgy miracles
8.10 CLIVE JAMES ON TV
8.35 PILGRIMS REST Suave businessman Mo Grant causes a stir when 
he makes a chance stop at Pilgrims
9.05 McCALLUM McCallum becomes helpless as his symptoms 
escalate, but when will his tormentor play the final and most chilling 
act?
10.00 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK (New) Paul McCartney is this 
week's guest
10.35 FILM '97
11.05 SOMETHING STRANGE (New)
11.30 FOOTBALL LEAGUE REVIEW

TUESDAY 21ST OCTOBER
FOR SCHOOLS: 10.00 FOURWAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME

10.25 ZIGZAG 10.45 SNUG & COZI
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Ruth and Philip both play hard to get
2.30 KEN HOM'S HOT WOK (New)
3 00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY'S WORLD
4 00 TO ME TO YOU
4 25 NAME THAT TOON 
4 50 BLUE PETER
5.15 AGENT Z AND THE PENGUIN FROM MARS (Repeat)

6 00 SPACE CADETS
6.25 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD’S GREATEST OCEAN RACE
6.55 SCENE HERE Presented by Richard Astbury
7.25 EASTENDERS Barry is about to embark on the biggest deal of his career 
so far
7.55 PIE IN THE SKY
8 45 SEE YOU FRIDAY Greg and Lucy begin to realise that living 300 miles 
apart is driving them mad
9.10 THE BROKER'S MAN With the container theft now a murder inquiry. 
Jimmy follows his only lead to Amsterdam
10.00 RAB C NESBI TT
10.30 BODYGUARDS Assigned to protect an author under fatwa. Shaw and 
Worrell fight for survival after being ambushed by would-be assassins in the 
Scottish Highlands 
11.20 TFI FRIDAY

SATURDAY25TH OCTOBER
9 15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
9 35 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
10 05 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES 
10 30 LIVE AND KICKING
1 30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Ascot; Golf - World Matchplay 
from Wentworth, penultimate day; Football Focus; and a full round-up of the 
rest of the day's sporting events
4.10 SONGS AND VISIONS 
6.40 TOP OF THE POPS
7 10 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN 
7.50 CASUALTY

8.45 WORLD CUP QUALIFIER Italy v England 
11.25 FILM: BACKDRAFT (1991,15)

SUNDAY 26TII OCTOBER
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES 
11.35 BLUE PETER
11.55 WISE UP (New)
12.25 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.00 TWO FAT LADIES (New)
1.30 THE CHART SHOW
2.05 SCRIMPERS
2.20 BROOKSIDE
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY
4.00 HOLIDAY MEMORIES
4.30THE WORLD'S TOUGHEST YACHT RACE
5.10 AUNTIE’S TV FAVOURITES
5.40 THE DAY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE (New)
6.10 SURVIVAL SPECIAL
7.05 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING 
7 35 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT
9.20 BORN TO RUN 
10.15 FRIENDS
10.40 NETWORK FIRST Victoria and Albert (part 1)

foIrDschools2i2oNoDo stageBone 10.15 TELETUBBIES 10 40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10.45 TOTS TV
2 10 NEIGHBOURS Melissa pleads with Billy to go out with her
2 30 THE AIR SHOW Harrier jump jet and Sea King helicopter
3.00 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3 50 ROOM 785 Starting with: KIPPER
4 00 RUGRATS
4.25 ANIMAL ARK
4 50 IT'LL NEVER WORK
5 15 THE SCOOP
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Shannon bids farewell to Summer Bay Steven's 
presence is taking its toll on Selina
6.00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Andy has tea at the Sugden house
6.55 CORONATION STREET Maud has shocking news for Fred 
7.45 THE BILL Knight Errant: Loxton is drawn into a personal dilemma 
when a young female suspect reveals that she is attracted to him 
8 10 DRIVING SCHOOLS
8.40 FRIENDS US sitcom
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE As David's family joins him in Cardale. he has to 
give the parents of a boy he delivered 11 years ago some shattering 
10 00 SKY NEWS
10.30 FILM: THE PAPER (1994.15) The Sun newspaper means every
thing to its city editor Henry' Hackelt. Not even the impending birth of his 
first child or a job at the upmarket Sentinel can deflect him from the search 
for a good story'
12 15 SUNNYSIDE FARM When Ken discovers a discarded fortune, it 

though Ray might finally be able to fulfil his life-long dream of 
buying a helicopter

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radior YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.

7.40 Weather, Flights, Annos
8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY October 23rd
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements. 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Classic in Concerts: The Police
7.30 Five live
7.40 Weather, Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

SATURDAY Octohcr 18th 9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
9.30 Repeat News Magazine 
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY October 22nd

12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
B.F.B.S Programmes 

5.03 The Archers 
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 The Grumblcwecds
7 00 Hoplite to Harrier
7.30 News and Sport 
7.40 Weather,Flights, Announcements
8 00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River
10.00 News BFBS

5.00 News: BFBS TUESPAYOctohcr 2jst
5.03 Music fill 10.03 Morning Show - Loma
5.15 Dessert Island Discs 12.00 News and Sport BFBS
6.00 Music Fill 12.10 Lunchtime announcements
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements i?.|5 Archers
7.00 Church Service-Cathedral BFBS Programmes
8.00 Sports Roundup 5.03 The Archers
8.15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick 5 jg Review of CD's of the week
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk 
9 30 Juste Plaine Madness
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAYOctober 20th
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News and Sport BFBS

6 00 News BFBS 
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Comer
7.30 News and Sport from five live 
7.40 Weather, Flights. Announcements 
8 00T'he Governor's Consort
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30The Italian Renaissance 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS

10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchtime announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt 
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Orchesstra under the waves 
7.30Ncws and Sport
7.40 Wcather.Flights.Annos
8.00 Classic Concerts
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt, weather & flights 
9.30So much blood Pt 1
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

news

seems as
out

SI NDA YOctober 19thTHURSDAY 23RD OCTOBER
erSnSn.Hc°?TSu^n°2 MaEGAMA™S 10.20 LANDMARKS 10.40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10 45 THE RIDDLERS
o in rv.S3™ g0CS cap in hand t0 lhe bank
2 30 VISIONS OF SNOWDONIA
3 00 VANESSA 
3.25 COUNTDOWN
lm SOOTY ANDCo"8 WIZAD0RA 
4.20 REBOOT
4 45 BLUE PETER 
5.15THE O-ZONE
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Selina is in 
he isn t welcome
6.00 CALL MY BLUFF 
6.30 EMMERDALE Kim's 
Kathy
7 25 HaTtTENDFRS0?T1NG BL0°MERS

Kke them rdhinklhl^lans ‘he JaCkS°" h°USeh°'d “ re“nt
Bcmie'and ,here is 3 bis

8.35 3D
9.00 SMITH & JONES 
l0300RSK°YMNEWSTOni8ht’ Chri$ Tarra"‘

will Anna be^bfehe does’TnSt' Wili! Miles g0 lhrouSh with 11 and 
1U5 HORIZON MindPOver Body L“‘ ,he 
mind can heal the bodv y
12.05 THE 1--------

THURSDAY October 22nd
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03The Archers 
5.18 Music Fill
5.30 On Stage:Beverly Craven
6.30 Memories arc make of this - to change. Any changes will be

broadcast on FIBS

5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6-OONcws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -Suzanne Vega
7.30 News and Sports 
7.40Wcathcr,Flights.Announccments
8.00 Eric Clapton Stoiy Part 1
8.30 Paths of Inspiration
9.00 News desk from the BBC

turmoil. Stuart gets the feeling that All programmes are subject

business partner has a proposition for with Tony Burnett 
7.30 News and Sport

new

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola
2203News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903 Gold - Dave Windsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330 Sid Olivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003F1BS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY ____ _
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason 
SUNDAY
0000 News & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary' King 0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & Weekend Gold
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueenl003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight
MONDAY
0000 London tonight continuedOlOO News & Gold - Dave Windsor 0200 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early breakfast from London 0600The Breakfast Show Dusty Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 1300 
Newsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News & Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight
TUESDAY

. ( current series
• Tonight's programme asks whether the

CHAIR Psychologist Oliver James

FRIDAY 24th OCTOBER
TWOSSCIENcI7o°45EPOT^!us°'parJ°P’ L00K’ LISTEN 1030 STAGE
2.10 NEIGHBOURS The* 1 MUS PARK
is too close to fact ^ S 31 ^ gcl a new lodger, while Hannah's fiction
2.30 AN

talks to Patsy Palmer

3.50 ROOM 785 Starting 
4.15 BANANAMAN 
4.20 TRANSYLVANIA PFT 4-45 MR WYMI PET

WEEK ON NEWSROiiMn 5.10 KNIGHT SCHOOL SR°UND
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Will Steven

with: DINOBABIES 
SHOP

and Selina find love?
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Cuckoo In The NestReport on the public question and answer session on 'oil* in the Court and Council Chambers,
as broadcast on FIBS - October 14,1997

those is to “shoot seismic,” i.e. 
achieve a three dimensional physi
cal map by drilling a well into a 
reservoir, providing information 
about the thickness of the reservoir 
This data is combined with testing 
the speed of oil flow to the surface 
(showing how economic the oil is 
- “flow rate”).

In reply to a political question 
from Mr Fred Clark,"Out of oil 
representatives present how many 
would withdraw if they had to use 
the Falkland Islands to the exclu
sion of Argentina." operators said 
they would have agreed to such a 
rule if necessary but (happily) had 
not been asked to make such a de
cision.

Stanley talks oil Foreign Relations Event Used by The SAC-By Peter Pepper
AT AN EVENT in Canning I louse 
last week. The South Atlantic 
Council (SAC) took advantage of 
the reception that marked publica
tion ofthe Foreign Relations Com
mittee (FRC) report to dissemi
nate its recent paper calling for 
renewed talks over the Falklands. 
The event had been organised 
jointly by the Director of Canning 
House, and by Professor Bulmer- 
Thomas of the Institute of Latin 
American Studies (ILAS). and a 
SAC member.

The evening began with Min
ister of State for Latin America, 
Mr Tony Lloyd MP, who outlined 
his policies in general, without 
mentioning the Falklands. He then 
left and others spoke on trade, 
investment, aid. education and the 
battle against the illegal drug trade 
- all of which were compatible 
both with the report of the FRC, 
which was compiled under the last 
government, and Tony Lloyd's 
ideas for the future.

Martin O'Neil MP. who is 
chairman of the South Atlantic 
Council, spoke last outlining the 
ideas in the SAC memorandum 
intended to resolve the Falklands 
"dispute". These ideas had not been 
mentioned in the FRC report.

whose Conservative and Labour 
members had all comedown firmly 
against any negotiations with Ar
gentina. Two members of the SAC 
had given evidence before the Com
mittee, one of them Professor 
Bulmcr-Thomas. but had not had 
their opinions accepted. Yet an
other SAC member, Celia 
Szusterman. an Argentine citizen 
who works at ILAS. had been hired 
to advise the FRC. She told Argen
tine newspaper El Cronista'last 
January how disappointed she was 
that the FRC made no recommen
dations over the Falklands. and 
was quoted as saying: "They re
jected everything I proposed. It is 
true there is a huge contradiction 
between what their advisers said 
and the conclusions of the report".

To an uninformed observer. 
Martin O’Neil's speech might have 
given the impression that the SAC's 
ideas were supported either by the 
FRC or the Minister, which was 
not the case. The title ofthe discus
sion: "Defining the New Agenda", 
might also have given the impres
sion that negotiations over the Falk
lands were on the agenda, when 
the Government has clearly stated 
that they are not. Interviewed af
terwards Professor Bulmer-Tho-

DUE to the presence of a number moment) and would, "satisfy the and Safety Executive (USE) who
of oil operator representatives in world's demand for oil for all of had operated with FIG, and ad-
the Islands in the past two weeks. one week.” vised throughout the process. USE
the opportunity was taken on the He went on to say, "having said inspectors, she explained, would in 
evening of October 14 to hold a that, if there is any success at all the future visit the rig to check
public question and answer session it's a fact that the reserves estimated 'well design’ etc. 
in the Court and Council Cham
bers.

mas confirmed that it was an at
tempt to get a subject onto the for
eign affairs agenda that he thought 
should be there. He confirmed that 
he was disappointed that his opin
ion was rejected by the FRC. In 
short, it was something of a cuckoo 
in the nest.

Predictably, requests for a 
speaker from the Falklands to reply 
to Mr. O'Neil had been turned down 
earlier. But, Ted Clapp, was able to 
turn a question into a short speech 
and point out that SAC ideas had all 
been discussed before and rejected. 
He pointed out that Mr. O'Neil's 
ideas were contrary' to his Govern
ment's policy and election prom
ises. and had not included any ref
erence to the Islanders’ wishes.

Questioned on this point, Mr. 
O'Neil stated that "Islanders" views 
would be given due weight". The 
next day, Mr. O'Neil made it clear 
that although he felt Islanders had 
the right to reject any final conclu
sion, he felt they should be per
suaded into a dialogue with Ar
gentina and to end their resistance 
to all contact with that country.

It is yet another indication of 
the SAC's current campaign to 
overturn the Government's de
clared Falklands policy. A cam
paign that would throw away the 
progress made since 1982. put a 
spanner in the works of oil devel
opment. and return to all the un
certainties and problems of the 
pre-1982 period.

Questionsalways increase."
If there is no oil. he assured.

Co-ordinated by the Chief Ex
ecutive, Andrew Gurr and broad
cast to the Islands by FIBS, the 
panel consisted of Falklands Di
rector of Oil, Mrs Phyl Rendell. 
Dr. Phil Richards, a BGS geolo
gist who boasts five years involve
ment in the Islands with regard to 
oil. Vice President of International 
Operations (Amerada Hess) Mr 
Andy Morrison, and Lasmo Gen
eral Manager for the South Atlan
tic. Mr Tim Bushell

A number of questions were"we still have gained a great deal 
in scientific knowledge with regard asked by the audience, while other

residents telephoned or posted 
their enquires. Mike Bingham 
brought up the subject ofpollution. 
("The effects of deliberately dis
charged ballast water from oil 
tankers on the most sensitive of 
birds - the penguin”) and later 
asked if operators had considered, 
"shrouded flares,” due to the 
number of night flying seabirds 
around the Falklands, who may be 
drawn to "open flares," and incin
erated as a result

to the way the Islands have 
evolved., and not only that but at 
least we will know that oil is not
there."

Mrs Rendell updated the audi
ence on. “surveys so far,” includ
ing that commissioned by the FIG 
of Geos, "who will look at the con
ditions in which the rig will drill.” 
(A survey started in June 1997 
which is ongoing for one year.)

Physical signs of oil explora
tion in the next few months, ex
plained Mrs Rendell. would in
clude site surveys in early Decem
ber (Brit Survey) w'hich w'ould in
volve seabed samples - "checking 
it is a safe area." and searches for 
indications, "which might make 
them (the operators) move their 
sites slightly.”

Referring to the oil representa
tives visiting the Islands, she in
formed the audience that, "they 
have considered where the logis
tics contracts might be awarded 
and operate from.” The visitors 
have looked at facilities and will 
go away and make final decisions 
on the logistics contracts (shore 
based to keep the rig supplied and 
working ).

Mrs Rendell reminded resi
dents that the drill r\gBorgny Dol
phin w'ould. "probably begin drill
ing April/May 1997.”

She went on to refer to the Na
tional Oil Spill Contingency Plan 
commissioned by FIG. the draft of 
which is due to arrive in the Islands 
shortly, as is the draft of the Ex
ploration Drilling Environmental 
Impact Assessment, commissioned 
by operators.

The Attorney General, she said, 
had been working on health and 
safety legislation (offshore) which 
was to be effective from January' 
I. 1997. FIG, Mrs Rendell added, 
had an agreement with the Health

Mr Dave Hall enquired if bids 
for servicing facilities were being 
assessed with any weighting on, 
"amount of local content." Opera
tors on the panel indicated that 
there w-as nothing specific in the 
tender process with regard to this, 
however, they were encouraged by 
the amount of local involvement 
in the bidding. "Companies in
volved.” said one, "seemed very 
capable." but they were looking at 
the overall bid package i.e. those 
that were, "commercially and lo- 
gistically attractive."

Mr Ron Binnie of Fitzroy who 
sent the question. "Will there be 
any opportunities for residents to 
be employed on oil rigs." was in
formed. "not in the early stages,” 
as rig workers had to be certified 
in immersion training before they 
were allowed to travel to rigs. 
However, it was not, "impossible."

Mrs Lidda Luxton was in
formed in answer to her questions 
"what numbers of people would 
there be on the Borgny Dolphin9 
Would there be any impact on the 
medical services and did the rig 
have para-medics?” that, there 
would be approximately 80-85 
(and sometimes up to 100) persons 
on the rig. and that specially trained 
para medics would be on the rig. 
Para medics, the audience was told 
would be able to 
with the K.EMH when advice 
needed.

(The above are only questions 
are only a selection of those 
asked.)

Islands Plan explained“Where we are 

up to ” In answer to the first. Mr Andy 
Morrison explained that operators 
had tight control over tankers, and 
although accidents did happen, 
"we should be able to control such 
incidents." He added that tankers 
normally discharged at the other 
end of a voyage into controlled 
shore-side facilities, however, "we 
would employ tankers of high cali
bre, w'hich would not carry' out 
operations like that."

In answer to the second ques
tion it w'as suggested that opera
tors could gather more details of, 
"shrouded flares.”

Mr Brook Hardcastle. who 
asked to whom would (Falklands) 
oil be sold, and how' would Islands 
oil impact on the market place (i.e. 
countries with larger reserves), was 
informed that oil would be sold, 
“right across the market place and 
to the highest bidder it is unlikely 
due to the potentially small re-* 
serves to impact on the market 
place to any great extent.”

Answering a question from Mr 
Willie Bowles, "how- do oil experts 
assess how much oil is in the well 
after they have drilled." Mr Tim 
Bushell explained that there were, 
"two real sources of information 
needed to discern oil reserves in a 
given track or structure.” One of

and numbers but the numbers will 
be increasingly general the further 
they project into the Plan.

4. It will be integrated and 
therefore much more than a mere 
collection of discrete policies.

5. It will become an ongoing 
process that is embedded in our 
administrative culture.

6. It will deal with ten years 
ahead in a general sense, five 
years ahead in a more specific 
sense, and one year ahead in a 
very specific sense.

In explaining how the Plan will 
evolve and w'ho should be in-

THERE have been many concerns 
expressed by local observers over 
the membership and perceived 
function of the committee recently 
formed to write and develop the 
much vaunted ’Islands Plan'. So 
much so that Chief Executive, 
Andrew Gurr. has felt it appropri
ate to talk again about the thinking 
behind the Plan and its formulation, 
and has accordingly issued a brief
ing document.

^In it he explains the essential 
nature of planning for any organi
sation that has to deploy resources 
and quotes a number of examples 
including FIPASS, which he says,
. has a limited life and we need to 
start planning now for its succes- 

- where will it be? - what are 
the requirements of the fishery, oil, 
wool, importing? - what about 
depth, craneage. management etc?

Another example is what he 
calls ..the welcome surge in births 
at KEMH this year - in a few years 
this may require enlarged re
sources which require planning 

He stresses, too. the impor-

• •
Following an introduction by 

Mr Gurr. Mr Richards and Mrs 
Rendell gave brief expositions of. 
"where we are up to now," on oil 
in the Falklands.

Mr Richards made a number of 
statements, including an explana
tion of BGS work for the FIG. 
BGS, he said, had been interpret
ing a large amount of seismic data, 
with the aim of helping FIG moni
tor and control exploration and 
production. FIG. he said, are aware 
ofthe facts and will thus, "not just 
leave it to the oil companies to do 
things at their pace."

He said he was optimistic about 
the probability' of oil being off
shore; and the chances of finding 
oil, he felt, having looked at new 
data, w'ould be about 12% (revised 
upw'ards from his former estima
tion some time ago. of an 8% 
chance). Although this seems a 
relatively small chance, he said, oil 
companies were obviously of the 
belief that a 12% chance of find
ing oil was a. "good bet.”

In terms of oil reserv es, opera
tors, he suggested, may find sev
eral hundred million barrels of oil. 
but cautioned Islanders to bear in 
mind that although this sounded a 
great deal, in real terms, such re
serves are small (as estimated at the
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volved, Mr Gurr went a long way 
towards answering criticisms that 
the Committee is top heavy with 
ex-patriate civil servants. The 
Plan, his paper states, would be 
iterative in the sense that it would 
be the result of input from coun
cillors, the population in general 
and senior officials. First would 
come a series of Background 
Statements, an underlying set of 
proposals from politicians, which 
would be discussed with all 
through a series of consultations.

Those involved should in
clude: Executive Council, A Cor
porate Planning Committee, De
partment heads. The Secretariat, 
consultants (only used as re
quired), the Chamber of Com
merce and the general public.

The paper goes on to describe 
other essential ingredients of the 
Plan, stressing the need for flex
ibility, because changing events 
might necessitate adaptation, 
modularity 
compatability betw-een depart
ments, and the speed at which the 
Plan should be developed.

Emphasising the open-ness of 
the whole process Mr Gurr states 
that not only will the Minutes of 
each meeting be published but

sor
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ON SALE FROM FRIDA Y:communicate 
was now.

tance of ensuring decisions taken 
in one area are compatible with 
those in all others.

The Islands' Plan was originally 
initiated in response to a question 
put down by Councillor Mike 
Summers in LegCo in November
1996, which asked for an overall 
coordinated strategic economic 
plan for the Falkland Islands. A 
working document on the subject

put before ExCo in March
1997, underlining the need for a 
Plan and for the Islands to become 
pro-active rather than re-active.

Mr Gurr, in his briefing docu- 
on to list the specific

CABBAGE, CAULI. BROCCOLI. & BRUSSEL 
SPROUT PLANTS

ALSO. BORDER & ROCKERY PERENNIALS 
GOOSEBERRY, BLACKBERRY. LOGANBERRY 

&CURRANT BUSHES

FIREWORKS ARE SELLING FAST - 
BUY NOW TO A VOID DISAPPOINTING THE 

KIDS ON BONFIRE NIGHT

WE HA VE A NEW ICINGE OF SILK 
FLOWERS - BUNCHES & BOUOUETS, PLUS 

LIFELIKE ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

WE ARE OPEN EVER Y AFTERNOON: 
MON DA Y - SA TURD A Y 2.00 - 5.00PM 

SUNDAY 2.30-4.30PM

Public Meeting at Fox Bay Village
IN excess of twenty-five people at
tended a mid-week public meeting 
at Fox Bay Social Club on 
Wednesday evening (Oct 15) to 
hear about progress with offshore 
oil exploration.

People travelled to Fox Bay 
from Hill Cove, Port Howard, 
Chartres and Fox Bay West to join 
the residents of the village in a 
lively discussion about the off
shore oil industry and drilling pro
gramme next year.

Dr. Phil Richards of British 
Geological survey expanded on the 
geology of the North Falkland

Basin and the technical challenges 
ahead for the industry who will 
drill wells deep into the earth’s 
crust. Phyl Rendell updated the 
gathering on FIG activities and 
possible local impact during explo
ration drilling.

A special thanks is extended to 
Nigel Knight and his family forco- 
orcy^at*n8 the meeting at Fox Bay 
and for their hospitality during the 
visit Thanks also to all the village 
residents for opening the club and 
to those who travelled from other 
farms to attend the meeting.
Report from the Oil Department

Council Portfolios - October 1997 
PWD Hon Mrs Sharon Halford 
EDUCATION Hon Mrs Jan Cheek 
FIRE & RESCUE Hon Mr Lewis Clifton 
POLICE Hon Mrs Jan Cheek
CUSTOMS & IMMIGRATION Hon Mr Mike Summers 
FISHERIES Hon Mr Richard Cockwell
SECRETARJAT/FIGO/TREASURY/LEGAL Hon Mr Mike Summers
POST OFFICE Hon Mrs Norma Edwards
FIDF Hon Mrs Sharon Halford
AVIATION & FIGAS Hon Richard Cockwell
FIDF Hon Mr Bill Luxton
AGRICULTURE Hon Mr Lewis Clifton
MEDICAL Hon Mrs Norma Edwards
MINERAL RESOURCES Hon Mr John Birmingham
YOUTH/LEISURE/SPORT Hon Mr John Birmingham
ENVIRONMENT Hon Mr Bill Luxton

was

to ensure

ment, goes
aspirations of the Plan.

1. Capable of being understood 
by all in the Islands.

2. Distilled in length so that
each major department or subject there will be regular public meet- 
covers no more than one A4 side. ings, phone-ins and other methods

3. It should contain both words of consultation.
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SEVEN recruits of the Falkland 
Islands Defence Force completed 
their initial training programme 
with a demanding three day exer-Seven new soldiers for FIDF1I
cise which ended late on Saturday

P-O. BOX 18? STANLEY FALKLAND ISLANDS TEL 2272J FAX 22724 : PROPRIETOR J. MOFFATT October 11. HE the Governor pre-O- sentcd the seven recruits with theirTHE 

TOOL
berets at a short ceremony attended
by senior military officers and3 friends and families of the recruits.

During the final exercise the re
cruits were tested on a wide range 
of military skills, including liveBOX firing, field-craft, initiative tests.
arms drill, communications, navi
gation, fitness, first aid and tactics.

Adam Cock we 11 was presentedA T LAST NEW STOCKS HA VE ARRIVED with the award for best recruit of
1997. Report - FIDF.

Recruits:TOOLS
INCLUDING EVERYTHING FOR THE HANDYMAN OR THE PROFESSIONAL Adam Cockwell

Trevor Barnes
Miranda Cheek

Also opened lots of Moto Cross Goodies - GOGGLES ** GRIPS ** 
PREMIER RACE HELMETS ** BODY ARMOUR ** AND LOTS MORE

Jeremy Henry
John Henry 
Nick Francis
David Fyfe

Also in stock 2 ONLY JL125 4 STROKE MOTORCYCLE'S ONLY £1600.00 EACH.
IDEAL GATHERING MACHINERY A day with the military

Report by HQ BFFI Press Information Officer, Capt G Hardy

CABLE AND WIRELESS 
FALKLAND ISLANDS

ground again, the guests were taken 
to Mare Harbour in order to be 
taken for a ride on a Landing Craft 
courtesy of the Port Troop. How
ever, it was not long before Mark 
was
firmly in control of the vessel. 
Clearly here was a future sailor in 
the making!

Returning to Terra Firma once 
more, the McPhees were taken to 
meet a representative of the Royal 
Engineers together with a Light 
Wheel Tractor. Once again Mark's 
driving ability was tested behind 
the wheel as he learned to move 
pallets around and to dig up holes.

The day was over far too 
quickly, but it ended quite literally 
on a 'high' when the guests were 
flown back home again.

TRUDI McPhee and her 12 year 
old son Mark, recently spent a day 
at Mount Pleasant Complex meet
ing members of the military and 
experiencing the more exciting as
pects of life within the three Serv
ices. The visit was the result of a 
successful bid at an auction held in 
aid of the Falklands Association.

The day began when the VIP 
visitors were collected from their 
home at Brookfield Farm by heli
copter. They were taken fora whole 
morning's 'bird's-eye view' flight 
over the islands on a trip which 
included stops at Shag Cove, Mount 
Alice, Fox Bay and New Island. As 
well as providing a breathtaking 
view of the landscape, the flight 
permitted snatched glimpses of pen
guins, sea lions and guanacos.

With their feet firmly on the

The "Pitth Shop cutd (faMenyCable & Wireless will shortly have a new position in its Finance and Administration Department for 
an Administration Officer. F

The person will be part of a small team looking after all the Company's finance and administration 
requirements, and familiarity with the work of the other team members will be 
function.

Basic word processing and spreadsheet skills, and a pleasant telephone manner are also essential

Previous experience in a similar role would be an advantage, but enthusiasm and 
learn will be of much more importance, as will a keen interest in teamworking.

Applications, in writing, should be forwarded to the Manager, Finance and Administration cm* & 
Wireless, P.O. Box 179, Stanley no later than 24th October 1997. ’

What is the best thing to send to family and friends 
for Christmas? taken to the helm and put

an essential part of the The Falklands Islands Calendar 1998
Now in stock at the Pink Shop at £4.40

We also have a wonderful selection of new gift ideas, 
including scarves, fancy needlework, purses and wallets, 

Darlington Crystal and bronze effect horses etc.

A visit to the Pink Shop is a must.
Open Monday - Saturday 
10am - Noon: 1.30 - 5pm 

33 Fitzroy Road, Stanley Tel/Fax 21399

a willingness to



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

NOTICES PERSONALFORSALE
Stanley Baker)' Ltd. require an 
experienced Baker or a Baker's 
Assistant. To obtain a job de
scription and details of hours, 
pleasecall Micky (Homc223 10 
or Fax 22694) or Kev in on 22692

A small gathering enjoyed an
other evening of Auction Bridge 
on the 15th October. Prize Win
ner were: 1st Mrs V. Malcolm and 
T. Pettcrsson 2nd Mrs P. Hill and 
B. Peck Booby Mrs J Bound and 
Mrs C Blackley The next bridge 
evening is scheduled for Wednes
day 29di October. Whist is played 
on alternate Wednesdays, in the 
Day Centre, kick-off 7.30pm

Whist results for the Sth Oct 
Ladies: 1st Mrs R Duncan 2nd 
Mrs S Middleton Booby Mrs E 
Chapman Gents' 1st D Pettersson 
2nd B Peck Booby T Pettersson

The Jelly Tots Club will be 
holding a sale of childrens’ used 
clothing in the Day Centre on 
Friday 17th October from 2 - 
3.30pm All donations gratefully 
received by committee members 
or bring on the day

Stanley Darts Club
The results of this years' Doubles 
knockout were 1st kevin Clapp 
and Teresa Clifton, 2nd Tim 
Bonner and Andrew Alazia 3rd 
John McLeod and keith Alazia, 
4th Tony Courtney and Heather 
Mckay.
Thank you to all who took part, 
to Julie for the use of the Globe 
and to Natalie and Maggie for all 
your help

If anybody is interested in joining 
a support group for people with 
elipepsy. their families and carers, 
please telephone Pam Freer on 
22019. The aim of the group is to 
share information on new devel
opments and work together with 
the British Epilepsy Association 
to make a difference.

1 90 or 110 Bull Bar in good 
condition £85.00 
l, Sega Master Game & 5 

Games, £80
1 Small Hi Fi with CD. cassette 
and radio £70
1 8ft x 4ft approx 2 yr old with 
Cill in very good condition £200 
For further information Contact 
J affrays on 21967

Stanley Running Club 
Spring Race Programme 
Provisional dates for races lead
ing up to the Vi marathon;
191h Oct. Snakes & Ladders Race 
9th Nov. Moody Brook Chal- 

Training Schedule for '/: 
marathon.
Sat. 17th - Jog 6 miles 
Sun 19th - 'Snakes and ladders' 
race Start Stanley Leisure Centre 

1 1 30am
Mon. 20th - jog I hour 
Wed 21st - run 6 miles 
Thurs 23rd - Jog 1 hour 
Fri 24th - run 5 miles

Raleigh Ladies Mountain 
Bike-21 Speeds£120 Kenwood 
Food Processor and Accesso
ries £100 2 Man Tent with built 
in Ground Sheet £60 Rocking 
Chair £50 All are in good con
dition. For further details call 
Jane McGill, tele/fax 21374

Happy Birthday for the 19th 
October. I lave you still got 

those little dimples. See you at 
Christmas. Lots love front 

Rose Tony. Jax's John, Nikki 
and Dominic xxx

Week 6

'if

Complete wine making kit
with 2 new wine racks, 5 demi
johns. books etc. A bargain at 
£40Telephone21008. Complete 
greenhouse heating system, in
cluding boiler, copper piping, 
fittings etc. Offers please toNigel 
Summers. Telephone 21008

Computer - 486SX, SMB 
RAM, Sound Card. Graphics. 
Speakers. Available with 
MICROSOFT OFFICE and/or 
AMI PRO software. Only £550 
ovno. Contact: work 72800 or 
Home 72377 evenings.
T D R TURNER Maj RA

Beford lorry back box made 
into four horse boxes and one 
lada windscreen.
Apply Maurice Davis

For Sale by Tender 
Jeep Mitsubishi Pajero 4x4, 
diesel engine, in very good con
dition, regularly serviced, new 
tyres. Available at the end of 
November. All Tenders, please 
send to Jaime Correa, P.O. Box 
381 Stanley. Seller doesnot bind 
himself to accept the highest or 
any tender

Raleigh Carrera Mountain 
Bike. 15 speed. Ladies 20 inch 
frame. Hardly used £130. 
Hotpoint Tumble Dryer, very' 
good condition £1lO.Tel.22019

1 Rayburn Supreme 
I Amstrad 1640 PC with printer 
1 Landrover90
Offers to O. Summers Tel 21198

PERSONAL_____
ROSESTEVVART 

Grannie, Happy Birthday 
for Thursday 16, love you 

lots from Roisin & Clodagh

Birth - In Southampton on 
the 22nd September to 

Leann and Tooty Ford of 
Stanley a son. leuan Colin 

weighing 7lbs 3ozs 
(A fillI list of births, marriages 
and deaths will appear in next 
week's paper)

To Dad - Happy Birthday for 
today. Hope it's a great one 
Love from your Daughters

Dave and Alison are pleased to 
announce the safe arrival of their 
son Daelyn Robert on 13th Octo
ber weighing 71b 14'Aoz. Special 
thanks to Jackie and Mandy also 
to Dr. Davies, Dr, Seakins and 
Mr Vinall and all the staff at the 
KEMH. Thanks to everyone for 
all the lovely cards and presents.

For spares and repair of 
washing machines. Hoovers. 

Fridges, Microwaves and 
Electric motors, call Seil on

21041

Dr Alan Low. Tree/Forestry con
sultant to the Department of 
Agriculture will be visiting the 
following places on West Falk
land to offer advice on tree grow
ing. Anyone interested in meet
ing him please get in touch with 
the named contact.
Monday 20th October Shallow 
Harbour - contact Alistair Marsh 
Tuesday 21st Fox Bay area - 
contact Nigel knight 
Wednesday 22nd Port Stephens - 
contact Ann Robertson or con
tact Robert Coombe or Aidan 
Kerr at the Department of Agri
culture

FREIWINCHANDLERY LIMITED
To all customers'.
Seafish (Falklands) Limited has bought Goodwin Offshore Lim
ited, and its subsidiary company, Freiwin Chandlery Limited. 
With immediate effect, the chandlery will not be open to the 
general public other than by arrangement. This is to allow a period 
of reorganisation and stock-taking. Further information about 
the Chandlery will in due course be made public through the 
media.
Any ships agent or other customer with an urgent requirement 
should contact Magnus George or Stella Middleton on tel
ephone number 22341 or fax 22340. Any inconven ience is regret-

M. George 
12 October 1997I would like to express my thanks 

to everybody who voted for me 
in the Election for the Camp 
Constituency and also for the 
many messages of support during 
and after the election I feel very 
honoured and will do my utmost 
to live up to expectations. Please 
remember that I will always be 
happy to listen to anybody who 
wishes to approach me. 
Richard Cockwell

Postscript from the Baha'is
As the twentieth century draws to a close, the world community is 
experiencing startling changes that are profoundly alterin° the 
character of society We in the Falklands have witnessed how unparal
leled technological advances have contracted the world into a mere 
neighbourhood. On our T V. screens we arc instantly aware of other's 
affa!rs lhe interrelated problems that threaten both the fabric of 
civilised life and the natural world. Unfortunately not scientific 
knowledge technology, military power, education or social welfare, 
which we have in great array, are resolving problems such as crushing 
poverty the oppression of women and minority groups, intractable
ecosystems,8,<>US ^ COnfl,CtS’ and the disruption of global

Fortunately it is not left solely to human wisdom to define the 
prmc.plcs and control the forces that will help mankind through its 
difficulties towards a better future. Its at times like these, when Man is 
starving for spiritual knowledge, that the guidance of the great spiritual 
teachers such as Krishna, Moses, Christ, Buddha, Muhammad and 
Baha'u'llah have had a profound influence in advancing civilisation.

Penguin News is printed at the Government Printing Office. Stanley and published for and on behalf of the Media trust (Penguin News). Stanley Falkland Islands from ofTiccs on Ross Road Stanley Falkland Islands. 
Telephone 22(.&4 '22709 Fax 22238 All words and photographs are copyright of the Media Trust (I enguin News) and must not be reproduced without permission Editor. Lisa Riddell. Deputy Editor Tony Burnett 
Trustees Mike P,endell. Susan Morrison. Janet Pompert-Robertson. Tom Blake and Stuart Wallace

50 ton steel Landing Craft twin 
Ford engine. Also new unused 
fish farm equipment conven
iently priced. Technical aid pack
age available. Enquiries to fax 
No. 056 61 225263 PuntaAre-
nas
Seed an Electrician?
Call Graeme on 32555. All types 
of industrial and domestic instal
lation and repairs. Qualified per
sonnel. No. 1 Electrical (Falk
lands) Ltd. P.O. Box 643. Stanley, 
Fax: 32555

Wanted for Port Howard Farm 
Ltd.
Someone to do exterior painting 
on Farm Houses & Buildings. 
For more information contact 
the manager on 42198_________
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Flute and 
clarinet’s of 

the Kings 
Division 

Normandy 
Band. Tony 

Burnett 
reports on 

The Last 
Night of the 
Proms' held 

in the Stanley 
Town Hall last 

week 
pages 6-7

Second hearing of 
St. Helena Bill

THE St. Helena Bill, which is mod
elled on the one rushed through 
Parliament by the Thatcher Gov
ernment in 1983 to restore full Brit
ish Citizenship to Falkland Island
ers, is due its second hearing in the 
House of Lords.

The hearing of Lord Iveagh's 
Bill will increase pressure on the 
government to scrap legislation that 
bars dependent territory' citizens 
from entering the UK. The Bill is 
said to have the support of the gov
ernment and Conservative MP’s.

Oftheeleven dependent territo
ries, only the 30,000 inhabitants of 
Gibraltar and Falkland Islanders 
have full British citizenship.

TJcfcUeajp' pom prom
Argentina holds 

mid-term elections FI Airways aim for 

March 1998 start date
FOLLOWING the midterm elec
tions in Argentina on Sunday Oc
tober 26. the chances of a re-shuffle 
in the Cabinet are said to have 
increased, particularly as President 
Menem himself has admitted that 
there could be some changes.

Although Argentine Foreign 
Minister, Guido di Telia, is reported 
to be on a 'strong standing1 in the 
cabinet, he is known to be tired of 
his seven years in office, and if he 
does decide to go. it has been sug
gested that he could be replaced by 
his second in command, Cisneros, 
or Cardenas, the former UN Am
bassador, now working for the pow
erful British banking group HSBC.

With regard to the elections 
themselves, Menem is openly cam
paigning for the Peronist candi
dates and the 'record of his admin
istration’, and is apparently opti
mistic (since the Pcronists are guar
anteed to win) despite the news 
that opinion polls are predicting 
Peronists could lose anywhere be
tween 6 to 14 seats - a first defeat 
for Menem in the ballot boxes. 
(Info supplied by MP)

Argentine families visit 
scheduled for November
WITH the agreement of Falk
land IslandsCouncillors, fifteen 
relatives of Argentine Service
men killed in the Falklands’ con
flict will visit the Islands on 
November 19-20. They will visit 
the Argentine War Cemetery at 
Darwin and stay overnight at 
Darwin Lodge. The party will 
be accompanied by a priest.

UNDAUNTED by a recent refusal 
by the Islands Government to in
vest in the operation of a Montevi- 
deo-Falklands airlink, Falkland Is
lands Airways (F1A) hope to be 
operational by the end of the first 
quarter next year (March 1998). 
Director, Mike Summers, told Pen
guin News that although it has not 
been finally decided which airframe 
will be used to fly the Sao Paulo- 
Montevideo-Falklands route, pref
erences include the Boeing737 and 
the Brazilian regional jet the 
Embraer 145. FI A are presently in 
the process of talking to British 
Airways with regard to an option 
for BA to franchise the operation.

However, John Williams, a former 
senior operations official with Brit
ish Airways, who has been con
tracted by FIA to provide exper
tise, has said on FIBS, that nothing 
has yet been agreed with BA, and 
he will be meeting with them again 
on his return to the UK. Mr 
Williams has spent his time in the 
Islands attending meetings in 
Stanley and at MPA on the subject 
of, "the start of the formal process 
of putting into place the opera
tional necessities."

Mike Summers explained that 
meetings had been held with repre
sentatives of FOSA (Falklands Off
shore Sharing Agreement) regard

ing the carriage of oil traffic to and 
from the Islands, but in an inter
view with FIBS, John Williams 
explained that they felt the Air
ways could exist profitably even if 
there were to be no oil and thus no 
oil traffic. On the subject of fi
nance, Mr Williams said, "we are 
confident we can mount an opera
tion through the first year and there 
is every possibility of a fully sus
tainable profitable operation on 
into the future." The company is 
financed privately, and Mike Sum
mers said that 30% shareholding 
will be held locally, while the re
mainder will be held by British 
Nationals. Falkland Islands' com
panies have been approached with 
regard to investing in FIA.

Islanders have been informed 
that when FIA is operational they 
will be able to travel to the UK on 
a comparable rate with that of the 
RAF Tristar; there will be employ
ment opportunities with FIA, and 
individuals, in the future, may be 
given the chance to invest.

Drugs arrest at MPA
CUSTOMS and Immigration Of- the Falkland Islands a controlled 
ficers attending the arrival of the drug.
Tristar flight at Mount Pleasant 
Airport on October 21, had reason leased on bail whilst further en-
to arrest a passenger on suspicion quiries into the alleged offence are
of attempting to illegally import to being made.

The person has since been re-

New to Penguin News: 

WEEKLY" current affairs 

supplement., see inside
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Matchless error On the right track
I HAVE only now had the oppor- lion contains no third floor "har- A FEW points to ponder whilst the make all these farmers feel really

track to the Argentine ccmetary at good to know that they come 
Darwin is being up-graded: slightly further down the list of

1. Many farmers living outside PWD priorities than visiting 
main settlements have pleaded for Argentines.

NB. 1 have nothing against rela
tives visiting the cemetary, but I 

tracks at least once a week, through do feel strongly about the alloca- 
all seasons, not just a couple of tion of machinery and manpower 
times a year as is the case with the that could be used for the benefit 
Darwin cemetary. of the residents of these Islands.

3. Most importantly it must Sharon Marsh, Rincon Ridge

Row Raid. Sunln. Falkland Munis • Trlrpbaar 22684 • Ki\: 222JS • £»rn Frida) • Frier: 60p Governor chooses to make ar 
tirely his business.

4. Yes.
5.1 don't feel I have broken faith

with my constituents at all I have 
never taken part in any secret meet
ings with di Telia and his team 
I never will.

NOW that I am once more home, 
(thank God), and over jet lag and 

DESPITE the importance of the last few weeks - the build up to the bugs I picked up whilst away, may
election, the election itself and the intense interest with which it has been j c"ourtesy of Penguin News, say a
followed by Islands' residents, there are probably many who are now belated thank you to the kind peo-
surreptitiously breathing sighs of relief that local papers and the radio p|e wb0 acted as my proposer, sec-
are no longer bordering on political saturation. With this in mind, and a onder and supporters during this
growing belief amongst Penguin News editorial stall, that we may, in past election andofcoursetoall the
the past few months have been concentrating overly on the 'bigger is- people who voted forme. Last, but
sues’, to the detriment of smaller local stories, we once again call on nol |easl a big thank you to Kevin
readers assistance in helping us keep informed of items of interest which Kilmartin who kindly submitted
may have, unhappily, not reached our ears. Particularly (but not specifi- ^ necessary papers to the return-
cally) we would be delighted to hear more news from the Camp, the j officer at the appropriate time
residents of which, it appears, have a tendency to be rather too modest in on , behalf, and to Councillor
terms of what events in their lives they feel would be of interest to oth-

c en-

tumty to read your September 19 
issue, and the letter in it from Mr 
Peck concerning planning appli
cation for development near the 
Public Jetty. It would be hard to 
match Mr Peck's ability to incor
porate so many errors of fact in 
such a short letter.

bour observation room", or any third 
floor accommodation of any kind. 
The appeal is not by G. Dickson (or 
even G Dixon), but by FIDC. Dixon 
Architects act for FIDC in this mat-and

track upgrades - to no avail.
2. These same farmers use theirterI have not changed my attitude 

on the policy set by the Falkland 
Islands Government after the con
flict. When the Argentinians drop 
their claim to sovereignty over us 
and when they recognise our right 
to selfdetermination then, and only 
then in my opinion, can we talk on 
a Government to Government level 
Until such time, apart from matters 
concerning the conservation of the 
area which we live in, and Falkland 
Island representatives at the Anglo/ 
Argentinian talks on the joint area 
of co-operation to the south west of 
the Islands (with which, you will 
no doubt be aware, I didn't agree 
with either) I really don't think we 
have anything to talk to the Argen
tinians about. I hope that answers 
Mr Hewitt's questions. I would add 
that I entirely agree with him in 
regard to Mr Eric Goss's integrity 
on the Argentinian front. I know he 
felt the same as I did about the 
Chevening talks.

Hopefully this has laid Dr di 
Telia to rest for a wee while, but I 
suppose that’s wishful thinking.

Thank you also to you Penguin 
News, the Teaberry Express and 
F.I B.S. for all the election cover
age.

Contrary' to the heading to Mr 
Peck's letter, the appeal is not to the 
Planning Committee, but is against 

said, the formal planning applica- the failure ofthe Planning Commit- 
lion to which the pending planning tee to take a decision upon the plan- 
appeal relates most positively did ning application 
includearesidential flat. Alsocon- 
trary to what he says, the applica-

Contrary to what Mr Peck has

Bill Luxton who said kind things 
about me during hiselection speech. 
I'm very grateful to you all.

May I take this opportunity too, 
to answer the questions posed by 
Mr Brian Hewitt, North Arm in last

Question of obligationers. Gerald Dixon, EnglandWith this mood of new' resolution upon us. and prompted by a sug
gestion from a resident. Penguin News this week launches a weekly cur
rent affairs supplement. The extra pages (readers' comments on w'hich 
we will be interested to hear) will generally include international media 
references to the Falkland Islands, BBC press reviews of British news
paper headline stories (provided by the Secretariat) and articles from 
South America.

Penguin News were also motivated to produce the additional pages 
as a result of our regret that despite the wealth of information provided 
by the Secretariat and Slercopress. editorial staff have been, due to space 
limitations, forced to be overly selective in passing it on to readers. It is 
our sincere hope that the supplement will be felt of value as a current 
affairs reference.

Readers should also be aware, that to prevent time spent on the pull
out detracting from the quality and content of the remainder of the pa
per, supplement news will be presented in a simple format, the weekly 
creation of which, will on the whole, fall on the shoulders of our all 
ready overworked Office Manager, Fran Biggs.

Goodbye to Bill 

Hunter Christie
AFTER my low poll in the Gen- betrayal in our constitution? Or is 
eral Election on October 9, show- it one of the grey areas where we 
ing I w'as not the flavour of the day, conjure up fearful consequences in 
I expected to fade into oblivion. our own minds?
However, this was not to be as 
Brian Hewitt’s letter brought me 
back into the limelight when he 
trawded a response from four mem- take advantage of your letters page 
bers who served on the last Coun- to ask elected members the follow
ed with me. I particularly liked ing:
Brian's last sentence - isn't it re
freshing to read compliments in
stead of criticism.

Knowing one unpleasant defi
nition of "dump" I am grateful Ri
chard Stevens spared me. My last 
contact with Bill Luxton before the 
radio interview on October 2 was 
at Standing Finance Committee on 
August 29, and I have no recollec
tion that this matter was ever raised 
as was suggested in his ultimate 
sentence.

week's Penguin News.
1. Yes 1 was faxed the questions 

submitted to F.I. B.S. for candidates 
to answer. I have no idea whether 
other candidates conferred with

My position has now reversed 
from answering questions put by 
the electorate to asking, so I will

each other before going on air. but 
I doubt that they did.

2. No. I did not seek the Gover
nor’s advice on this matter. I had 
already made clear to the Governor 
in a letter written to him on 16th 
December. 1996, (prior to the 
Chevening talks) and sent copies to 
the Foreign Secretary of the day,

THE negative attitude from councillors regarding the need for a sniffer a^,?Ut concerns regarding the
dog to assist in searches for controlled drugs, appears this week to have . s' ‘ staled that I wanted no part
been proved somewhat complacent in the light of the arrest made at lr). and 1 quote. "Dr. di Tella's latest
Mourn Pleasant Airport on October 21. charm offensive," but it w'as a ma

jority decision by Council of the 
day that the talks should be at
tended by two councillors, and that’s 
called democracy.

3. What statements H E. The

TO BILL HUNTER-CHRISTIE
Bill was a very' good friend of 

the Falklands and to me person
ally. Through his expertise in For
eign Affairs and his great legal 
ability he was able to understand 
the workings ofthe Foreign Office 
mind, and, through the medium of 
the F.I. Committee, advise F.I. Leg
islative Council and the Falkland 
Islands generally when it came to 
dealing with FCO ideas on co
operation with Argentina.

He, ably assisted by Merle 
Christie, was able to effectively 
lobby members of Parliament of 
all parties, and develope the very 
strong pro Falklands' lobby in Par
liament.

If the councillors thought that

sometimes the Falklands' dog was 
being w'agged by the tail, it was a 
damned good thing this did happen 
occasionally.

All Falkland Islanders owe an 
enormous debt to Bill and Merle 
Christie.

I think perhaps I more than 
most. When I was appointed by 
FIG to open their London Office 
and be the first Falkland Island

1. Who authorised early work 
on track improvement to the Ar
gentine cemetary? I believe it was 
listed a category' four with projec
tion for the 1988/99 financial year. 
Does this mean some other project 
will suffer as a result of the ad
vance cost?

2. Did the Pony's Pass Quarry 
begin production on the target dale 
of October 18 as promised?

3. When will work begin on 
building the road from Darwin

The issue poses the question Cemetary to North Arm? 
about obligations one is under. 4. What is the plan for the reno-
Who had, "made and subscribed vation of Bodie Creek Bridge and 
before the Governor the Oath of when will work begin?
Secrecy?" Where is the penalty for

Government representative, I was 
woefully inadequate. Bill and Merle 
Christie, by their quiet behind the 
scenes advice and generous practi
cal support, made my task possible.
I am tremendously grateful.

Goodbye old friend and I am 
proud to have known you.

Norma Edwards 
Stanley

Code of 

practice for all
To the individuals concerned. 
The rumours you are spread
ing comprising suggestions 
that Jason (Buz) has quit his 
course in Australia, are entirely 
unfounded. I suggest you take 
a long look at your own lives 
before you try to disrupt oth-

Pat Marsh 
Fox Bay

Eric Goss, North ArmCancer Support and 

Awareness Trust
A.B. Monk

Allans' an inspiration Sorry Susie
I hope when the Animal Welfare 
Code of Practice is passed, it will 
apply to the Agricultural Depart
ment as well as farmers, especially 
if it includes the welfare of cattle.

Glenda Watson 
Long Island Farm

OUR apologies to Susie and 
Ian Hansen for being so long 
in correcting a mistake made by 
Penguin News in Susie's excel
lent article on the subject of 
miniature horses entitled Room 
for a little one. In the introduc
tion we claimed that the horses 
vary' in height from 14" to 24". 
These heights actually refer to 
miniature foals, not full grown 
miniature horses.

8th November 1997
The Cancer Support and Awareness Trust 

are holding a 
Conservatory tea party 
at Government House 

beginning 3.30pm

from a rare genetic disorder called 
Prader-Willi Syndrome which af
fects about 400 youngsters in Brit-

Sadly, Thomas died four years 
ago but Terry' and Maxine still re
main grateful to Portage for the 
help he received from them in the 
two years he attended the service 
in Swindon's Drove Centre.

Talking to Swindon's Evening ble. The service helps parents un- 
Advertiser, Terry said, "we will derstand what they have to do to 
never know how far he might have help their children." He added, "It 
gone, but we do know in two years is very rewarding being involved." 
of working with Portage he Senior Portage teacher, Lucette 
achieved so much." Rees, told the Evening Advertiser,

The couple have taken their "We have a plaque in the playroom 
links with Portage much further in memory' of Thomas. After he 
than simply raising funds in the died money was donated to the 
four years since Thomas died. "We service to buy some new toys. He 
talk to other parents and provide has not been forgotten." 
emotional support for them," Terry' 
said. "Maxine goes to the toy li
brary' to talk to parents and we try "The Allan family is an inspira- 
to attend as many events as possi- tion."

RAISING money for worthy 
causes is an activity at which Falk
land Islanders excel, the amounts 
given to charities and sports clubs 
vastly out of proportion to the 
population. But it is not a talent 
they have confined to the Islands. 
Terry' Allan (38 year old son of 
Stanley's Joyce and John Allan) 
and his wife, Maxine, have been 
supporting the Swindon Portage 
Service for some years, contribut
ing hundreds of pounds to them.

Portage, a service set up to help 
school children with special

ers.

am.

Public Notice
Trainee^Aircraft^i^ inv^!ed to fill an immediate vacancy for a 
Service. r Wlt^ Falkland Islands Government AirLive classical music 

large raffle 
and

a stall for home and handmade goods.

The CSAT would be delighted to 
see everyone there

aptitude fomliecha'ni^aTeno-f°r 3 y°Ung person vvith an inleref. or 
knowledge into the field1B‘yeer,ng^vho wishes to broaden his / her

SSS-SiSSS
to follow instructions CCpCr Wlt^ 3 *ceenness t0 learn andan ability

Inte^estedpe^^should^’8,896 PCF in Grade H-

partment, Secretariat and availab,e from the Human Resources De- 
of achievement should h<> omP*eted forms along with school records 
Secretariat by 4 00nmnnT l,°lhe Chairman Appointments Board, 

y pm on Wednesday 29th October 1997.

pre
needs, is named after the town of 
Portage in Wisconsin, America, 
where the project first began.

Terry, who commutes between 
Swindon and London in his job as 
an executive with the Hertz car 
hire organisation, and Maxine be
came involved with Portage six 
years ago when it was realised that 
their son, Thomas, was suffering

Mr Johnneer,

"We are very grateful for all the 
help we receive," she went.. people live with on.cattc&l. . Islander Terry Allan with his son, 

Thomas who died four years ago
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Penguin News talk to 'Wetlands' advisors
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MP’s to visit Islands Oil and land 

main issues at 

Councillor’s 

meeting

»Falklands
wetlands 

"worthy of
merit"

A PARTY of six British members 
of Parliament have been invited to 
visit the Falklands on a familiari
sation mission next month (No
vember).

The six. drawn from the three 
major political parties, arc ex
pected to arrive in the Islands on 
November 6 and depart on Novem
ber 12.

sented a 7.4% swing from Con- Sclwyn Gummcr (Minister of Ag
riculture, Fisheries and Food 1990 

He failed to win election to the -93), as Secretary of State for the 
House at his first attempt (Ludlow, Environment 1993 - 94. and as 
1974) but won the Chorley seat in Parliamentary Under-Setretary of 
June 1983 and has been an MP State at: the Department of Em-
ever since. He was born in 1940. ployment 1994 - 95; and the De
is married and was a lecturer in partment of Education and Em- 
Applied Mathematics at the Uni- ployment 1995 - 97. 
versity of Wales before turning to He is married with two sons and 
politics. lists his special interests as Small

His special interests are Trans- Businesses, Employment Promo- 
port and Economic Policy.

Despite a swing of 10.8% to 
Labour. James Paice held on to his 
Cambridgeshire South East seat for mitled to visiting the Islands, Colin 
the Conservatives with a healthy Breed, Liberal Democrat, has the 
9.349 majority (16.46%) in the smallest majority. He wrested 
General Election. Cornwall South East from the Con-

Bom in 1949 he attended agri- servatives in the general election, 
cultural college and was a farm 
manager from 1970 to 1993 - com
bining that career with successive 
posts as a contractor, training man- he was born in 1947, educated at 
ager and later general manager of Torquay Grammar School for 
Framlingham Management and Boys, and is married with one son 
Training Services Limited.

His first attempt to enter poli
tics also ended in defeat when he the 1997 election being the first he 
contested Caerarvon in 1979. He has fought. He is a banker and lists 
has been the member for his cur- Cornwall as his special interest, 
rent seat since 1987 and has served During their visit the party will 
as PPS to Baroness Trumpington be meeting with senior government 
(Minister of State, Agriculture. officials, councillors, representa- 
Fisheries and Food 1989 - 90). PPS tives from the business community 
to the Right Honourable John and the general public. They will

also be flown to Fox Bay, spend a 
night at Port Howard Lodge and 
be given a brief tour of the Mount 
Pleasant Airport complex.

servative to Labour.

COUNCILLOR John Birmingham 
has declared himself quietly 
pleased at the success of the first 
public meeting he has held since 
being re-elected to Council on Oc
tober 9.

The two main issues raised by 
those attending related to Falkland 
Landholdings and the release, or 
otherwise, of land for sale; and 
concerns that Islanders will gener
ate a "greedy” image to the British 
public if we do not agree to a pre
discover}' formula for sharing oil 
wealth.

Councillor Birmingham said 
the current stance of Council is that 
there is still much work required 
on, "planning the infrastructure of 
the Islands,” and that, "it is still far 
too early to consider talking about 
oil revenues.”

The meeting, on Monday. Oc
tober 20, took place at Gilbert 
House and was the first in a series 
Councillor Birmingham plans to 
stage for a trial period of six 
months. They will take place ever}' 
Monday evening between 5.00 and 
6.00pm.

‘T am not concerned with num
bers." he told Penguin News, "I 
consider these meetings to be a 
service to my constituents.”

Four of the six. two Labour, 
one Conservative and one Liberal 
Democrat, have already accepted 
their invitations.

Frank Doran has been the La
bour member for Aberdeen Cen
tral since May 1 this year, a seat 
he took for Labour from Conserva
tive with a majority of 10.801 
(30.33%).

A qualified solicitor he was 
born in 1949 and first stood for 
Parliament for North East Scotland 
in 1984. failing then but winning 
Aberdeen South in 1987. He is 
separated from his wife and has 
two sons. His special interests are 
listed as Energy. Child Care, Fam
ily and Mental Health.

The second Labour representa
tive, Dr John Marck. has been to 
the Islands before as a delegate on 
a Defence visit in 1987. He re
tained Wrexham for Labour in the 
General Election with a majority 
of 11.762 (32.29%), which repre-

shown enthusiasm for such a 
project). Listing a site, said 
Michael, should not actually affect 
the farmer in any negative way. in 
fact it may bring advantages in
cluding greater international pres
tige and advantage with growth of 
eco-tourism.

Studies have already been #u.rt.
made of these areas in the past, wetlands, he suggests that it the 
however Michael and Paul are here Islanders so wished, the Islands 
to ’put together something more could be completely unique and 
concrete' On completion of their register the whole landmass.

Ultimately, such decisions are 
entirely in the hands of Islanders 
and their representatives, he cm-

V1SITING the Islands for a period 
of between one and two months, 
with the aim of studying those 
Falklands’ wetlands with potential 
for being listed by the wetlands 
intergovernmental conservation 
group, theRamsar Convention are 
wetlands advisor. Michael Smart, 
and Paul St Pierre of the Royal 
Society for the Protection of Birds.

Ramsar, said Michael, is a con
vention between governments with 
over 100 members, of which the 
United Kingdom is an extremely 
active participant. The aim of the 
convention is for governments to 
work together in preserving the 
character of wetlands of ecologi
cal value (lakes, peat bogs, coast
lines. beaches etc.). A wetland 
might be considered particularly 
ecologically valuable, explained 
Michael, if it contained wildife or/ 
and species of flora and fauna, 
unique to the Islands.

At present, suggestions for pos
sible sites include Lake Sulivan. 
Bertha's Beach and Pebble Island 
East (the farmers involved have

tion, Agriculture. Rural Affairs, 
Training and Waste Management. 

Of the four MP’s already com-

WK-'
Above: Paul St Pierre, Becky Ingham (Falk. Conservation) Michael Smart

phasised.
"From all I have read." he en

thused, "some of the Islands' 
wetlands are of undoubted quality 
(in international terms), and merit 
recognition."

with a swing of 12.1% to give him 
a majority of 6.480 (11.28%).

A product of the post-war years

time in the Islands Michael, who 
was formerly the Senior Policy 
Advisor for the Convention on 
Wetlands in Switzerland, will pro
vide the Falklands' Government 
with a report. FIG may then choose 
to approach Ramsar with a request 
that chosen areas should be listed.

If this should happen. Falk
lands Conservation will provide 
the convention with regular reports 
on the state of the sites in ques
tion.

and one daughter.
He is new to national politics,Beauchene Island: 

To be or not to be a 

world heritage site Open meetings to go onSo enthusiastic is Michael re
garding the potential of the Islands 
with regard to the value of Beauchene Island, Falkland 

Islands. Photograph courtesy 
of the Fisheries Department

be at least two out of the three 
present.

"The purpose of these meetings 
is to go on encouraging discussions 
on topical issues." Councillor 

In an interesting demonstration Summers told Penguin News this 
of Council unity he will be joined week.
at the fortnightly meetings by The first meeting will be in Gil- 
Councillor’s Cheek and Clifton bert House on Wednesday, Octo- 
and has said that there will always ber 29.

COUNCILLOR Mike Summers 
has announced that he is to con
tinue the open meetings that have 
been a feature of his tenure on

Dance club demise 

means cash for charities
PUBLIC NOTICE

Applications are invited to fill the post of Stores Clerk in the 
Government Central Stores.

The main duties include data entry of daily stores records, helping 
out at the stores counter, stocktaking, boards of survey as required, 
and other general office duties.

GCSE passes in English and Maths, a polite telephone manner 
when dealing with local and overseas suppliers and accurate keyboard 
skills are essential, previous clerical experience would be an advan
tage.

LegCo

Notice From Stanley Leisure Centre
Salary' is in Grade G ranging from £ 10,176 to £ 12,720 per annum, 

entry- point being depending on the successful candidates' qualifica
tions and relevant experience.

Further details of the post can be obtained by contacting the 
Supplies Officer. Mr Alan Jones, on telephone number 27169 during 
normal working hours. Application forms and a job description are 
available from the Human Resources Department and completed 
forms should be returned to that Department no later than 4 pm 
Tuesday 28th October 1997.

FROM Saturday. October 25. to Saturday. November 1. a 
swimming coach from the Isle of Man. Steve Cooil, will be 

visiting the Islands, sponsored by the Shackleton Fund.
Steve will be working with Stanley Swimming Club to develop 

training plans. He will also be running a short course in swimming 
teaching on Monday October 27 and Wednesday October 29. 4 - 

8pm. Anyone who would like a free lesson to improve their 
swimming is welcome to attend these sessions: Monday and 

Wednesday Children 4 - 5pm, Adults 7 - 8pm. Please give your 
* to the Leisure Centre by Monday October 27.

on
AST year, scientist, Graham the site, an increase in global 

Kobertson was given permission awareness of the site, the compul- 
oy the Falkland Islands Govern- sory adoption of high standards of 
ment to visit Beauchene Island land management for the site, and 
wi the proviso he made an as- less difficulty procuring funds for 
essment of the Islands' potential research and management activities 

ior world Heritage nomination. at the site. "Before proceeding with
ecently released to the public is a nomination for Beauchene Is-

a report by Mr Robertson which lands," he goes on, "the people of
not only fulfils this proviso, but the Falkland Islands, or their rep-
comments on the suitability of the resentatives, should decide if these
Isla d conduc* ^or visitors to the features would confer an advantage

...'r over the current management prac-
writ er ln lhls rePort’" tice for the Island." 
to ctim ,r J^bertson, "is intended Irrespective of any decision re- 
HeH ToJate.mtere,Sl in the Wor,d gaxding nomination, however, he 
UlanH a Pplent*al of Beauchene strongly recommends that a legally 
in n 10 assist those involved binding comprehensive manage- 

ln^?SeSSimunl Process " ment plan for the Islands is formu-
ine ofl sitl3 ’ heureports’lhe ,ist- lated. Graham Robertson's re-

PUBLIC NOTICE name
The pool will close at 7pm on Friday, October 31, for a 

swimming presentation by Steve and the 
Stanley Swimming Club.

Applications are invited to fill the newly created post of Clerk in the 
Attorney General's Chambers to commence duties as soon as possible.

The duties of the post require knowledge of office procedures, and 
the ability to work to deadlines sometimes under pressure. A high 
degree of confidentiality is required in relation to work involving 
transactions between Government and others.

GCSE passes in English and Maths, a polite manner when dealing 
with people and accurate keyboard skills are essential, previous 
clerical and Government experience would be an advantage.

Salary is in Grade H ranging from £8,964 to £11,208 per annum, 
entry point being depending on the successful candidates' qualifica
tions and relevant experience.

Further details of the post can be obtained by contacting the Senior 
Crown Counsel, Mr Robert Titterington, on telephone number 27274 
during normal working hours. Application forms and ajob description 
are available from the Human Resources Department and completed 
forms should be returned to that Department no later than 4 pm on - - - ,997_

Sharon Middleton hands a cheque for £376.45 to Nick Hadden and 
Councillor John Birmingham for the Blue Bus Appeal

, : C \
Looking back on September THREE local charities were the Appeal, Mrs Theresa Lang for the 

grateful beneficiaries when Stanley Cancer Support and Aw-areness 
Dance Club decided to close down Trust, and Mrs Nanette Morrison 
after struggling to find viable ven- for the Stephen Jaffray Memorial 
ues at which to hold their popular Fund.
dance meetings. The money came from sub-

At a quiet ceremony in the Day scriptions paid to the Dance Club 
Centre of the King Edward VII over a number of years.
Memorial Hospital this week Sharon told Penguin News af- 
Sharon Middleton, who founded ter the presentation that if there was 
the club with husband Dennis, pre- still a demand from the public, es- 
sented cheques, each for the sum pecially youngsters, to keep tradi- 
of £376.45, to Nick Hadden and tional dancing alive she and Dennis 
John Birmingham for the Blue Bus would re-form the club.

Births
September 2nd: A son, Dean Angus, to Janice Vanessa Jaffray 
September ?nd: A daughter, Erin Elizabeth, to Lee Felton Hazell 
September 25th: A daughter. Phoebe Casey May, to Tyssen John 
Richard and Gina Ruth Mary Smith (nee Jaffray) ^
September 22nd A son, Ieuan Colin to Colin ‘Tooty 
(nee Whitney)

and Leann Ford

Deaths
October 2nd Edward Bernard Anderson aged 81 

Rita Amadio aged 97 in Sydney, Australia
^Tuesday 28th October
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WHEN, just o^eTToo^f^^^Odober 6, 1895, a young man named Henry; Wood organ- 
iced in the Queer?Si in London, he could little have guessed that he was initiating 

an annual event that wouht H J into one of Britain s best loved and most enduring musical 
the Promenade rZcerts. Blessed with an unerring instinct for pleasing the public 

palate. Wood, who had orioj, L been an organist, encouraged the good-natured patriotism the 
concerts generated, and gra ,'//,• broadened the ‘popular music' programme of the concerts to 
include the entire range of 1'hteenth and nineteenth orchestral music, later introducing works 
from contemporaries like RiJj r(l Strauss, Debussy and Schoenberg. In 1927 the BBC assumed 
management control of the Promenade Concerts, which were transferred to the Royal Albert Hall 
when the Queen's Hall was destroyed in World War II. Radio brought the concerts to a much 
wider audience leading to convent concerts performed around the world. These proved no less 
popular than the original concerts and have ultimately brought the unique ‘Proms' concept to 
millions.

ised a cot

traditions -

Tiddely om pom prom
cranial fur. had even sprouted a full cently attired as Britannia, (complete 
head of bright red hair especially for with trident and one of the bands- 
the occasion. men's helmets) to lead a thoroughly

The reception that greeted their roused audience as they roared 
first number obviously heartened the through Pomp and Circumstance - 
Band, for to complement the com- better known as Rule Britannia 
petcnce already displayed they in- 
jected an additional spirit intolhc rest sung First with gravitas before esca- 
of their considerable repertoire lating to full-throated gusto which

At 7.00 o'clock in the evening on 
Thursday. October 16. Captain Keith

were anxious to express their thanks 
to everyone who helped in any way 
towards the concert, are themselves 
to be congratulated in helping to 
bring a unique and absorbing event 
to Stanley.

Above: Clarinets and flutes at the 
high port!

Below left & right: Happy families 
and a proper knees up 

Bottom: Claire Platt flies the flag 
for Britannia

Hatton raised his baton in Stanley 
Town Hall and, as he brought it 
down, history was made The King's 
Division. Normandy Band launched

Jerusalem closed the concert,into an hour and a half of music
which brought a century old tradi
tion to the Islandsand. ultimately.the

Solo vocalist, Margaret Probyn threatened to lift the roof and re-audience to their feet in wild appre-
then entered the hall and must have quired several encores before the au-ciation. The Last Night of the Proms
wondered what she had done to merit dience would allow the Band andhad arrived in the Falklands.

Miss Probvn to leave the hall.the applause she was accorded be-As a prelude to the concert, Cap-
Thc Band were in the Islands tofore even utteringa note. It was noth

ing, though, to the sustained clapping become the southern-most link in a 
that followed her first song, the soul- world-girdling chain of concerts that 
ful Summertime from Gershwins' would involve thousands of people

tain Hatton, the Band's Director of
Music, welcomed the almost full
house and explained how the Nor
mandy Band had formed when de-

singing the Hallelujah Chorus at 
She was followed by the Corps 1930 hours in ever)' time zone, thus 

of Drums of the Duke of Welling- forming a continuous, twenty four

fence cuts led to six Northern battal- Porgy and Bess.
ions losing their regimental bands
Now the musicians of the King's Di
vision Normandy Band arc drawn ton’s Regiment whose synchronicity hour concert 

of music and movement w as as near The Stanley concert was an ad- 
difference, and dendum to that programme and 

raised significant sums for two local 
charities. FIODA Theatre 2000

from those same regiments, and rep
resent them all over the w'orld perfect as makes no

rr. Their first set in the Town Hall
j|V-.j began safely enough with a compe

tent if not explosive military' march 
The Band themselves might have

soundly cheered when it ended
The second half was no less exu

berant, the Band belting out a suite Project and the Community Chest 
of five ballet compositions ending fund Concert organisers Marilyn 

(Though Hall and Sharon Middleton, who£ been a trifle bemused at the raptur- with them rousing cancan, \ 
the cancan dance was derived fromous applause they received for this 

first offering from an audience w Inch.1;.r the quadrille in about 1840, and was
had obviously come with a collec- considered vulgar, the music we now 

know as the Cancan was written by 
Jaques Offenbach in 1858 for his 
tight opera, Orpheus in the Under
world.)

tive cast-iron resolve to enjoy them
selves. And enjoy themselves they
did. Red w hite and blue was rampant

r in clothing, on hats, and, of course.Above: The audience are on their feet and are ready to give their
oil for Rule Britannia

Below: The Corps of Drums of the Duke of Wellington's Regiment defy 
individuality' with a stunning display of mass co-ordination 

Right: Rene Rowlands, Joan Bound and Annie Gisby enjoy the show

f on the Union Flags that were being Miss Probyn returned, magnifibrandished in every' corner of the
hall. One senior FIDC executive, not
normally noted for an abundance of
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CHURCH SERVICES
TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDSCATHEDRAL ________________________________________________________________ _________

SUNDAY: 8am Holy Commun- 08.45am- 12 noon and
10am Family Communion (first The times and heights of high and low tides(in metres) at Stanley. 1,30pm-5.45pm

Timegiven isStanley time. ^mS m^ n°°n
For Camp, make the 26 0340 1.3 WED “pm pm
following changes:

ion.
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

HOSPITALPHARMACYSUN 0928 
1535 
2152 

Sunrise0525 
Sunset 1948

0.8 29 0525 1.5TABERNACLE-free church 1.4 1121 0.5 Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday

Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm, 
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

0.6 1742 1.5Fox Bay +2hr 30m 
Roy Cove +4 hrs 30m 
Port Howard +3hrs 19m 
Teal Inlet +3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. +lhr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
Hill Cove +4hrs 
Berkeley Sound +lhr Urn 
Port San Carlos 
+ 2hr 55m
Darwin Harbour -56m

2336 
Sunrise 0519 
Sunset 1953

0.5 2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

30St. MARY'S
SUN'DAY: 10am (MPA 6.30pm), 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

27 0422
MON 1011

1625 
2230 

Sunrise 0523 
Sunset 1950

1.4 THURS
0.6 0552 1.5
1.4 1152 0.4
0.6 1815 1.5St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA) MUSEUM0007 0.5SUN Sam Holy Communion. 

10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass

Tuesday - Friday
1030-12 noon/2.00-4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
Sam - 12 noon/ 1.15- 3.00pm

Sunrise0517 
Sunset 195528 0456

TUE 1047 
1705 
2305 

Sunrise 0521 
Sunset 1952

1.4October
0.5WED: 7 30pm Holy communion. 

8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350
25 0242 1.3

31 0617
FRI 1223 

1848 
0035 

Sunrise0515 
Sunset 1957

1.5 1.60819 0.8
SAT 1431 1.4

2207 0.6
0.5 0.3

1.5BAHA'I FAITH
0.6For information on meetings please 

ring Tel: 21957 (evenings)
Sunrise 0527 
Sunset 1946

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
BADMINTON CU B Mondays/ 

7-b£m Liz Burnett, 
Tcl:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm, 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
T HE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

F.I. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con
tact Secretary G Cheek. 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLl'B Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralec 
Collins, 21597,Sister 
22086, Derek Ilowatt 21385 
F10DA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month (a)
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222 
F.I. WESTERN LINE DANTF
CLUB: Meets Drillllall (All wel-
come) - Mon: 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT ROW! c
CLUB Friday 7-9pnt Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm AH 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CI ivir 
Day Centre K.EM1-I Tuesdays 9 30-
'lh3°,am„ ,Crontac' Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

I Bridie

CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome, 
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhec, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

Dik Sawle Tel 21414 Contact Scc-

Lcisure CentreTerm Times Further informatiou/Bookines: tel 27291
Day Pool Courts

Monday 12 00- I 00 
5 00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8.00
9 30 - 10 30 
12 00-1 00 
5 00- 7 00 
7 00 - 8.00
10 30- 12 00 
12 00 -1 00 
5.00 - 7.00
7 00 - 8 00 
500-7 00 
7 00 - 9.00

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
Lane Swimming 
Public

12 00- 1.00 
5.00 -9 00

Public
Public

Tuesday 9 30-10 30 
12.00- I 00 
5 00- 9 00

Public-
Public
Public

Wednesday Mospital/OAP's 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

12 00 - I 00 
5.00 - 9 00

Public
Public

Thursday 10 30-12 00 
12 00-1 00 
5 00-9 00

Parentn"oddlers0-7 Yrs
Public
Public

Friday 10 00- 11.30 
12 00- 1.00
5.00 7 00
7.00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9.00 
10.00-4 00
4.00 - 5 00 
10 00-4 00 
4 00-5 00

Parents/Toddlcrs
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

12 00- I 00 
5.00 - 9 00

Public
Public

Saturday 10.00-6.00 Public

Suntlay 10 00-6 00 Public



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
6 00 A QUESTION OF SPORT (New)
6 30 EMMERDALE Alex tries to make up with Kim with a night out at the

6 55nSCENE HERE Presented by Lucy Jackson
7 25 EASTENDERS Carol's priority is the safety of her family at a time 

she begins to doubt the courage of her convictions

6.00 SPACb UAL/fclbSATURDAY 25TH OCTOBER
9.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
9.35 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
10.05 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Ascot; Golf-World 
Matchplay from Wentworth, penultimate day; Football Focus, and a 
full round-up of the rest of the day’s sporting events
4.10 SONGS AND VISIONS A recording of a recent concert held at 
Wembley Stadium to mark the 20th annniversary of Elvis's death
6.40 TOP OF THE POPS
7.10 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN Lois and Clark turn 
to Lois’s father, Sam, for advice on how they can have a child
7.50 CASUALTY Richard McGaig is preoccupied with the fact that he 
stood up Dr George Woodham for a drink
8.45 WORLD CUP QUALIFIER Italy v England
11.25 FILM: BACKDRAFT (1991,15) Action drama staning Kurt 
Russell, William Baldwin and Robert De Niro. Twenty years after 
witnessing his firefighter father's death, Brian McCaffrey returns to 
Chicago, following family tradition into the hazardous profession

SUNDAY 26TH OCTOBER
10.50 JULIA JEKYLL AND HARRIET HYDE
11.05 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.30 BLUE PETER
11.55 WISE UP (New)
12.25 SONGS OF PRAISE
1.00 TWO FAT LADIES (New)
1.30 THE CHART SHOW
2.05 SCR1MPERS Money saving advice programme
2.20 BROOKSIDE Christian is close to pushing Rachel too far
3.30 AS TIME GOES BY
4.00 HOLIDAY MEMORIES (New)
4.30 THE WORLD'S TOUGHEST YACHT RACE
5.10 AUNTIE'S TV FAVOURITES
5.40 THE DAY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE (New)
6.10 SURVIVAL SPECIAL Lake Tanganyika in East Africa
7.05 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.35 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT Wartime memories are stirred when an ex-soldier 
takes a holiday in the Aidensfield area. A van load of stolen cigarettes 
is dumped on Greengrass, and Jo has to face up to some tragic news
9.20 BORN TO RUN The battle is on for the control of Flitch Motors
10.15 FRIENDS: US comedy series
10.40 NETWORK FIRST Victoria and Albert (Part 2): Documentary
11.30 TOTP 2 Hits from Top of the Pops archives, plus today's hits

MONDAY 27TH OCTOBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 10.30 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 TOTS TV
2.10 NEIGHBOURS The shock waves from Hannah's short story 
reverberate around Ramsay Street
2.30 GARDEN PARTY
2.55 TRACKS
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 MORPH TV WITH TONY HART
4.15 CARTOON CRITTERS
4.45 YOU'LL NEVER BELIEVE IT!
5.10 SPICE UP YOUR LIFE
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Stuart reveals that he still loves Rebecca
5.55 TOP GEAR
6.25 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET Mike and Don have a showdown at the 
factory
7.45 TTLE BILL Punchbag: There is conflict between Skase and Croft 
when a mother is found unconscious at the foot of the stairs
8.10 CLIVE JAMES ON TV
8.35 PILGRIMS REST Tilly is finding it hard to get a job, and Bob is 
not a sympathetic car
9.05 SOLDIER SOLDIER (New) When the handsome Toni Rossi 
transfers to B Company, a personal rivalry erupts between him and 
Jacko.
10.00 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK Stephen Fry is this week's 
guest
10.35 FILM '97
11.05 SOMETHING STRANGE
11.30 FOOTBALL LEAGUE REVIEW

TUESDAY 28TH OCTOBER
FOR SCHOOLS: 10.00 FOURWAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME

10.25 ZIGZAG 10.45 SNUG & COZI
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Jo makes an important call. Could Darren be 
about to commit a crime?
2.30 KEN HOM’S HOT WOK
3.00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY'S WORLD
4.00 NAME THAT TOON
4.25 ITS A MYSTERY (New)
4.40 BLUE PETER
5.15 AGENT Z AND THE PENGUIN FROM MARS (Repeat)
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Irene warns Selina she is playing a danger
ous game

9.40 FILM: BOILING POINT (1993,15) 
11.00 IT'S ULRIKA!
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY

6.25 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN RACE
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS With their son Billy about to be a witness in an armed 
robbery trial, it's a tense time for Carol and Alan
7.55 PIE IN THE SKY
8 45 SEE YOU FRIDAY Concluding this romantic comedy
9 10 THE BROKER'S MAN 3
10.00 RAB C NESBITT
10.30 FAMILY MONEY (New) A new drama series starring Claire Bloom 
as Fran, a widow living in a comfortable London house
11.25 TFI FRIDAY

SATURDAY 1ST NOVEMBER
9.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
9.35 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
10.05 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10 30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Snooker - the first of nine days play in the 
Grand Prix from Bournemouth; Bowls, the penultimate day's play in the 
BUPA Care Homes Open, Athletics from Edinburgh; Football Focus; and a 
full round-up of the rest of the day's sporting events
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS
6.55 BULLY SURVIVAL GUIDE
7.05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE (New)
7.30 DAD (New)
8.00 NOEL’S HOUSEPARTY (New)
8 50 CASUALTY

SUNDAY 2ND NOVEMBER
10.45 JUSTINE & THE DEMON KICK
11.00 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.25 BLUE PETER 
11.50 WISE UP
12.20 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.55 TWO FAT LADIES
1.25 THE CHART SHOW 
2 15 BROOKSIDE
3.25 AS TIME GOES BY
3.55 HOLIDAY MEMORIES 
4 25 BROOKSIDE
5.35 THE DAY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE 
6.05 IN THE WILD Cheetahs with Holly Hunter
7.00 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT
9.20 BORN TO RUN 
10.15 FRIENDS
10.40 NETWORK FIRST For the love of Roy: Documentary. An account 
of entertainer Roy Castle's battle against lung cancer
11.30 TOTP 2
The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

when 
7.55 999
8.45 SELECTION BOXES
9 20 PRESTON FRONT Diesel buys shares in an ostrich, but when he visits 
the farm, the investment turns into a love affair
10.00 BULLY (New) Documentary'
10 50 CLASSIC ALBUMS Profile of Fleetwood Mac. Rumours

FORDSCHOOLS2?0 00 STAGE8 ONE 10.15 TELETUBB1ES 10 40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10.45 TOTS TV 
2 10 NEIGHBOURS Jo risks everything for
2 30 THE AIR SHOW Today Hazel Irvine flies the Grand Canyon
3.00 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3 25 COUNTDOWN
3 50 ROOM 785 Starting with. KIPPER
4.00 RUGRATS 
4.25 ANIMAL ARK
4.50 IT'LL NEVER WORK 
5.15 THE SCOOP
5 40 HOME AND AWAY A new foster child moves into the Ross 
household
6.00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Chris confronts Kelly about her recent pay rise.
Turner comes to a decision
6.55 CORONATION STREET Have Jon and Deirdre reached the end of 
the line
7.45 THE BILL Best Eaten Cold: A journalist claims he acted in self- 
defence to stop an intruder, his story does not hold water 
8.10 DRIVING SCHOOL 
8.40 FRIENDS US sitcom
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE Erica battles with hospital incompetence while 
Andrew is penny-pinching to save Alice North's life
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 PARTY POLITICAL BROADCAST By the Conservative Party 
10 35 FILM. HURRY UP OR I'LL BE 30 (1973,15) Comedy With his 
30th birthday approaching, printer George Trapani resolves to turn the 
family firm around and find contentment
12.05 SUNNYS1DE FARM It seems as if madness is rife around the farm in 
one form or another. But things look up for Ray when Wendy asks him to 
provide his own brand of psychotherapy

romance

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
SATURDAY October 25th 7.40 Weather, Flights, Annos

8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY October 31st
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements. 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Classic in Concerts: Elton John
7.30 Five live
7.40 Weather, Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
B.F.B.S Programmes 

5.03 The Archers 
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
6.00 Country-' Crossroads
6.30 The Grumblewecds
7.00 Hoplite to Harrier
7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather, FI ights. Announcements
8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.2SRpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River
10.00 News BI BS
II KSDAVOctobcr 28th

9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
9.30 Repeat News Magazine
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY October 29th
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchtimc announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Orchesstra under the waves 
7.30Ncws and Sport
7.40 Weather,Flights.Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt, weather & flights 
9.30So much blood Pt 1
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

6.00 News BFBS 
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Comer
7.30 News and Sport from five live 
7.40 Weather,FI ights. Announcements 
8.00'The Governor's Consort
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9 00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill 
9 30The Italian Renaissance 
9 45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS
SI NDA\October 26th
5 00 News: BFBS
5.03 Music fill
5.15 Dessert Island Discs
6 00 Music Fill
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements n is Archers
7.00 Church Scrvice-St Mary's
8.00 Sports Roundup
8.15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick
8.30 Repeal Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk 
9.30Thc Old Curiosity Shop
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAY October 27th
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News and Sport BFBS

THURSDAY 301H OCTOBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10 00 MEGAMATHS 10.20 LANDMARKS 10 40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10.45 THE RIDDLERS 
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Phil plays the over-protective father
2.30 VISIONS OF SNOWDONIA
3.00 VANESSA
3.30 COUNTDOWN
3.55 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4.00 SOOTY AND CO 
4 30 GET YOUR OWN BACK (New)
4.50 BLUE PETER 
5.15 THE O-ZONE
Danny°ME AND AWAY Aaron is suspicious of Justine's new boyfriend

6.00 CALL MY BLUFF
Ifs animal'hospital5 shockcd 10 discover Billy has losl his J0b
bcuveen Jm an^Suah'"" WekS °f da‘in8’ Cm0ti0nS beCOme frayed

III longed-for reunion with
8.25 GET FIT WITH BRITTAS

III s™™TKAL W0RLD 0F
?03^YMN^STOniEh'' UWka J0h"s°"

10.30 THE PROVOS (New)
presenPth?^cnn!i^tai , (New) Rowland Rivron and Davinia McCall
KdwiSuEta Toomy Tieman-Ricky Grover-Matl Wdcomc 
ant^stage* perso^a.^Ju^ian’ci^y1 °'iVer JameS talks 10 comedian and namboy'

10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements

BFBS Programmes 
5.03 The Archers 
5.18 Review of CD's of the week
5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6.00Ncws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -The Orb
7.30 News and Sports 
7.40Wcathcr,Flights.Announccments 
8 00 Eric Clapton Story Part 1
8.30 Paths of Inspiration 
9.00 News desk from the BBC

THURSDAY October 30th
10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03The Archers 
5.18 Music Fill
5.30 On Stage:Joe Longthome
6.30 Memories are make of this - 
with Tony Burnett
7.30 News and Sport

All programmes are subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.her son turns sour

OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor 
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola 
2203News & London Tonight 
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903 Gold-Dave Windsor 1230 Sitrep 1300 Newsplus 1330 Sid Olivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY
OOOONcws & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600Ncws & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports n all 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason 
SUNDAY
0000 News & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary King 0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & Weekend Gold 
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueenl003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Gordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight 
MONDAY
0000 London tonight continuedOlOO News & Gold - Dave Windsor 0200 
Today Programme - Radio 4 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 News 
& early breakfast from London 0600The Breakfast Show Dusty Miller 
0900 Dave Windsor-Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 1300 
Newsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK 
-Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News& Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight 
TUESDAY

PAUL MCKENNA

11

™DAY 31ST OCTOBER

™nSH®^0P’ look' listen 10 30 STAGE
2.30 AN mSPECTORdCACLLSdnVCS “ dlstraction

4.15 bananaman’’'"8 wiUl: din°bab.es 
4A5 mYwym7AN,A PET SH0P

5.35 HOME AND AWAY A vigilante group is making its mark on SummerBay
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'■ I Goods expected on —

the Anne Boye

LOUNGE/DINING
Lounge Suites (2 with removable/washable covers) - Pine Kitchen Suites 

New range of Buffet Units, Video Units etc - 3 Door Pine Dressers 
Five new types of Dining Suites (4 & 6 seaters)

Curtains - Lamp Shades
Plus a brand new range of Rugs, including Hall Runners & Car Mats

OFFICE
We have a repeat order of the veiy popular 

Toledo Maple Office Furniture range

ELECTRICAL
Flymo Mowers - Garden Strimmers 

Bosch Products including a new Multi Saw and small Delta Sander 
A full range of LEC Fridges - Freezers - Fridge/Freezers 

Bendix Washers - Washer/Dryers - Tumble Dryers 
Electric Cookers (2 in blue)

Plus a full range of Domestic Appliances

GENERAL
Fun Pictures - Pretty Gift Towels 

Lino - Philips Amsterdam Bags - Contact 
Wardrobes - Shelf Kits etc.,

(M ~
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Argentina
Please note: The following 
extracts are translations.
Saturday 18th October 1997

C LARI IS
LONDON WILL NOT 

NEGOTIATE
The British government said (ends) 

yesterday that it, “will not modify*’
its refusal to resume negotiations litical energy in reconstructing the 
concerning the sovereignty of the deteriorated British relations with 
Falklands, in spite of the fact that European countries and with the 
President Clinton had called for US. fruit of the declining Thatcher 
this to happen, during his visit to era.
Argentina.

Answering a query from the 
Clarin correspondent in London
the Foreign Office in London said they are those linked to business 
"relations with Argentine have in- and the possibility of English in
creased (since 1989) under the vestment in the region. The visit 
umbrella formula,” which froze the that Brazilian president. Fernando 
dispute concerning sovereignty Cardoso, will make to London next said di Telia, referring to a possi- 
when relations were re-established, year falls into this context.

"We have made progress in
commercial relations, fishing and part of the world allows us to as- 
oil (in the South Atlantic), but our

the environment.
”1 think it is the right time to 

tell President Clinton about the 
need to reach a solution to our dif
ferences. But, 1 have not requested 
his mediation, but. that he rectify 
the conclusions he had already 
reached "at the United Nations.”

which is relevant.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT’S 

VISIT
Di Telia said that the US will 

not mediate in the Falklands issue 
"It does not exist as an alterna

tive” said the Foreign Minister; re
lations are "super-carnal.”

San Carlos de Bar Hoc he 
by Pablo Costa 
The Argentine Foreign Minis

ter Guido Di Telia, said yesterday 
(Friday) that the possibility that the 
United States mediate between 
Argentina and Great Britain con
cerning the Falklands issue "docs 
not exist as an alternative” and at 
the same time said the relations 
with the United Kingdom are "ex
cellent”.

"We didn't ask for it, it wasn’t 
offered and we don't need them.”

Contents
Page 1:

International media 
comment on the 
Falkland Islands

Page 2-3:Blair has begun to use his po- BBC daily press 
review of British 

newspapers

News from South 
America

His foreign policy does not 
contemplate, at the moment, plans 
concerning Latin America, unless

Page 4:
News continued from 

Page 1

DEAD BODY
A Blackpool police dog handler 

ble mediation which had been sug- is travelling 10.000 miles on the 
The lack of foresight with this gested by Clinton to President trail of a dead soldier.

Menem during one of their meet- 
sume the non-existent changes ings in Government House, 

position concerning sovereignty which are deeply rooted in Great
has not changed.” added the Britain; "If the Kelpers don’t want relations were mentioned,” ex
spokesman. it, there will be no change concern- plained the official. According to peared. believe murdered, in 1980.

Thus, the spokesman, re- ing Argentina." said a Foreign Of- di Telia, Clinton considered them two years before the Falklands’
sponded to the statements made by fice spokesman, as soon as he "positive" and expressed his hope conflict.
President Clinton in favour of re- heard what Clinton had said and that they would, "continue advanc-

Argcntina’s enthusiasm
The government, in spite of their problems in common.” (ends) Brook, a two-year-old border col- 

everything, keeps its hopes in a 
commitment beforehand and ac-

Sergeant Mick Swindells flies 
to the Falkland Islands in January 
to try to find the body of Marine 
Alan Addis of Hull, who disap-

"Only the advances in bilateral

Sgt Swindells, who lives in 
ing in the negotiations to discuss Norbreck, is training police dog.suming negotiations, (ends)

Sunday 19th October 1997
CLARIN

lie, to sniff out dead bodies both 
Monday 20th October 1997 buried or underwater. The dog will 

A full page article wraps up complished now with the Demo- AMBITO FINANCIERO be flown out with him and will re-
Clinton’s visit to Argentina, with crat leader. Clinton said something The paper today carries a full main there when Sgt Swindells re-
a photograph of the two presidents last week which was insinuated page interview with President turns.
on the golf course. The page in- when Menem went through Wash- Carlos Menem, part of which re- Sgt Swindells said: "Marine 
eludes a box referring to the Is- ington: The designation of Argen- fers to the Islands. Addis was only 19 when he disap-
lands. tina as an extra-NATO ally. Menem: "I asked Clinton for peared. His job was to train the

Shared sovereignty? This is a status which only a his support concerning the Falk- local militia in the use of firearms
The episode took place on handful of nations benefit from (Is- lands.” and defence tactics.”

Thursday but only became known rael, Jordan, Egypt, Australia and Question: "What did you really "All we know is that he went
yesterday (Saturday) but it could New Zealand) and for it to take say to the North American leader to a social club on a Friday night
be incorporated as an alternative in place only needs parliament to ap- concerning the Falklands?” with some of his colleagues, and
the diplomatic policy as far as re- prove. Answer: "I asked President he was last seen leaving the club
covering the Falklands are con- The Argentine diplomacy Clinton to speak to the English at about 11.30pm.”
cerned. During the first meeting wants to link this news with the authorities so that we can resume In 1995 officers from Devon
between Carlos Menem and Bill Falklands conflict: it speculates negotiations concerning our rela- and Cornwall Constabulary, the
Clinton, the Argentine admitted. that such a naming will make Ar- tions over the Falklands, bearing Falklands’ sister force, arrested
"we could look into the possibil- gentina a more trustworthy and in mind the United Nations three people, but no charges were
ity of sharing the sovereignly of the foreseeable country on the inter- Decolonisation Committee’s reso- ever brought for lack of evidence.
Falklands with London.” national board. In synthesis, this lutions. This is an important step, Sgt. Swindells, a member of the

That's what Foreign Minister could be another reason to put we have to be optimistic after so Forensic Search Advisory Group
Guido Di Telia, said yesterday pressure on the British and soften many years of usurpation (of the which includes scientists as well as
(Saturday). Sitting, in the comfort- up their lack of willingness each Islands) since 1833.” police, went out to the Falklands
able lounge of the Liao Liao hotel time they are urged to negotiate. "What would you do if Argen- last January to reconnoitre,
in Bariloche, Di Telia said that (ends) tine sovereignty was restored in the
during the meeting Menem said (NOTE: The author of this ar- Malvinas?” 
that, "shared sovereignty could be tide is one of the men who wrote
studied. "Di Telia also said that the book The Secret Plot. He. how-
Clinton said he would be willing ever in this column appears to con-
to mediate "if both countries re- tradict what all the papers - includ- rything they do - following our
quest it.” ing Clarin- say about Clinton me- sovereignty - to develop the Is-

The Falklands issue was diating in the Islands conflict. This lands, not just in our Falklands ter-
present from the first to the last day is not an error in the translation, ritory, but also in all the Continen-
of Clinton’s visit to Argentina. MB) tal waters." (ends)
During his speech yesterday (Sat
urday) Menem dedicated a para
graph to the problem saying, even
though it had nothing whatsoever Page five political page, main story' 
to do with the matter the two were across the top. Follows a transla-
supposedly focusing on yesterday: lion of the first part of the article,

This time he will be accompa
nied not only by Brook but by ra- 

"We would respect the dar technician John Hunter, from 
Malvinas inhabitant’s rights and Birmingham University, who will 
we would try' and help them in eve- use his skills to try' to trace a body.

And a TV film team is also in
terested in following their search.

"I have been in touch with 
Marine Addis’s mother, Anne, 
who now lives in California,” said 
Sgt Swindells. "She’s kept up the 
pressure all these years, so that she 
can finally lay her son to rest.”
Coverage continued on 
page 4 of supplement

Saturday 19th October 1997
LA NACION Britain

25th September 1997
THE CITIZEN 

COP IN SEARCH FOR
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of a way to convert petrol into elec
tricity, cutting pollution caused b\' 
exhaust fumes. The Express says 
it is the biggest breakthrough since 
the invention of the internal com
bustion engine, and notes that u 
was achieved with the help of Brit- 

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR ish engineers working in Cam- 
WEDNESDA Y 22 OCTOBER bridge.
1QQ7
TORY PARTY MEETING IN BBC PRESS R

F ASTBORNE THURSDA > 23 OCTOBER 1997
Variety is the key-note in today’s LABOUR PARTY EU POLICY
papers with each choosing a dif- Both the Doily Telegraph and The
ferent lead storv. The only com- Times lead with a look at pressure

denominator on the front faced by the British Prime Minis
paces is the special meeting in ter. Tony Blair, over different as-
Eastbournc of Members of Parlia- pects of Britain s position in the
ment from the opposition Con- European Union. 1 he Telegraph
servative Party - an event the pa- says he is lacing a mounting crisis

note that was billed as 'a of confidence after being booed
bonding session' to put behind and hissed on a visit to London's
them the Parly's divisions and financial centre, because of uncer-
chart a new course after its elec- taintv over whether, and when, his
tion defeat in May. But the point Government will take Britain into
made by the papers, backed by the planned single European 
photographs of the leading partici- rcncy. The paper sees a further
pants, is that the Tories now face a challenge to Mr Blair's authority
gaping new split over style. The in the refusal ol lour Labour Mem-
Timessays that despite a decree by bers of the European Parliament to 
One Party Leader. William Hague, sign a new party code of conduct - 
that the MPs should arrive in casual and their subsequent suspension by 
dress, they could not agree on a Labour. The Times, in an editorial, 
uniform line. The result, it says. says too many Labour MEPs arc 
was a riotous clash of sartorial cul- left-wing, disloyal and a bad ad- 
tures. as Savile Row suits com- vertisement for their party - but 
peted with country tweeds and they do not deserve the treatment 
knitted creations. they are currently receiving. The

EUROPEAN MONETARY paper declares the suspension bad 
The Guardian says 'Finally, UNION for democracy.
Brown says 'No' whereas the Fi- The row over recent contradictory GLOBAL WARMING
nancial Times writes of a continu- press leaks about the Govern- The Independent and The Guard- 
ing atmosphere of uncertaintv. and ment s likely policy on joining the ion both lead with President 
sees signs of strain in the unity of s‘n8'e European currency contin- Clinton’s plan to reduce green- 
the Labour Government over the to attract attention. In its lead house emissions to their 1990 level 
issue. The Times focuses on assur- story7. The Times says that the Con- by the year 2010. The fndepend- 

by the British Prime Minis- servatives are calling for an inves- ent describes the move as too lit
ter. Tony Blair, to the visiting Ger- tigation into the leaks, which they tie. too late It says the proposal 
man Chancellor, Helmet Kohl, that say might have created a false mar- leaves the US and the European
Britain ‘will not harm European ^el' benefiting sales of Govern- Union, the two biggest players in
monetary union'if other EU mem- ment bonds, while disadvantaging the climate talks, poles apart and 
bers go ahead without it. The Tel- Pr*vate firms and individuals. The with little time to stitch together a
egraph says the finance ministry $un and The Mail report that the compromise. The Guardian says
and the Prime Minister's Office Prime Minister, Tony Blair has the US has left the international
continues to signal that they would acled l? end what they call 'the treaty to curb global warming in
not scrap the pound in the lifetime damaging fiasco’. They say he did tatters, 
of this Parliament. lhls by sanctioning comments by ELECTIONS IN ALGERIA
GYPSY ASYLUM SEEKERS a ve|eran Labour figure. Gerald Several papers focus on the day’s

The Times reports emergency Kaufman. who said ministerial municipal elections in Algeria,
measures being prepared to cope a‘des should not give briefings to The Guardian says they are sup- 
with what the paper calls *a flood the press unless speaking with the posed to repudiate the Islamist ter-
of Czech and Slovak gypsies’ seek- *ul1 authority of No 10 Downing ror in the country, and help find a
ing political asylum in Britain in blreelA peaceful and democratic means of
recent days. The Times says that ASYLUM SEEKERS expression. But, The Guardian
until last month, asylum seekers *ne Mail devotes its front page to adds, for ordinary people the ter- 
would have been returned to the developments over the influx of ror has never been more threaten- 
first 'safe’ country they passed ^zech and Slovak gypsies seeking ing. The Times says the veneer of
through before reaching Britain. asylum in Britain. The paper says democracy is but a thin one in Al-
But now, it says, under a new con- mat with the numbers of would-be geria’s latest political charade, 
vention, non-EU asylum seekers immigrants nearing 1,000, a Brit- Rather than elections, the paper 
can apply for asylum in the coun- Minister went on finds, it is more the slashed throats
try m which they wish to live. television in the two countries to and severed heads of the victims

MAN CHARGED WITH warn that Britain was not a soft of the war that have become an
RUSSEL MURDERS S'!™*'«*i"g «« easy international symbol of the coun-

The Express sums up he other ^TheMa.l says that ,f the TV try’s pained political contortions, 
main story with the headline: Josie appeal does not work, the Govern- NFWROVAI IM AC. F FOR 

- accused of murdering her ment is considering the radical step BRITISH COINS
mum and sister, It refers to an at- ^'mPosinfpvisa restrictions on the The Express takes a look at a new 
tack on July last year which nine l™° c°un£ es portrait of The Queen which is to
year old Josie only just survived, CAR POLLUTION]BREAK- appear on British Coins. It says she
suffering severe head injuries. The THROUGH is deoicted as a iowlv old woman
S™ says that the horrific violence The Expressleads on what its head- with white hair ind a double chin, 
in the quiet Kent countryside £«saysl^*w®ndercarlhatwiI1 The Daily Mail calls the portrait 
shocked the nation and sparked save the world. It reports on the ‘unnecessarily realistic’
one of the biggest manhunts in discovery by American scientists *

Supp. 2 Penguin News Current, Affairs Oct 24,1997 Supp. J
modern police history'. Josic has 
since recovered, and The Guard
ian reminds its readers that her 
teacher, Lynda Roberts, was voted 
Teacher of the Year for helping 
Josie to regain her speech.

Paraguay.
The Brazilian states of Santa 

Catarina, Rio Grande do Sul and rocks along parts of Copacabana 
the north of Uruguay have suffered and Leblon, the coast line which 
torrential rains and even hailstorms has made Rio one of Brazil’s main 
over the last fifteen days. Farmers tourist attractions, 
and villagers could be seen on the 
Brazilian television network wad
ing through high waters trying to 
rescue personal belongings with 
the help of soldiers.

In Rio Grade do Sul. 41 coun
ties have been declared in emer
gency after the violent storms blew Brazilian scientists blame the 
roofs off, blocked roads and cov- disastrous beach erosion on the El 
ered fields. Nifio phenomenon, which has al-

Further south, along the river ready brought Rio its hottest win- 
in Uruguay, several counties have ter day in 75 years, when tempera- 
declared a state of alert fearing the turcs shot up to 42 degrees Celsius

last September.

the sandy shores are being tom 
away leaving nothing but baremm

“I’ve lived here forty years and 
spent much of that time on the 
beach but I’ve never seen anything 
like this," said an elderly resident 
as he pointed to the rocks jutting 
out besides the Copacabana prom
enade.
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The big story for most of the pa
pers is the rejection by the British 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Gordon Brown, of demands for an 
immediate statement about the 
Government's intentions over join
ing the proposed single European 
currency. The Times reports that 
Mr Brown was forced to try to 
calm stock markets, which it says 
are braced for a dramatic fall to
day. Monday, after his earlier in
dications that Britain would not 
join the single currency for at least 
five years. The Daily Telegraph 
says Mr Brown was struggling to 
restore his authority as Chancellor 
after failing to end the confusion 
over the Government's stance on 
the single currency. The Guardian 
describes it as 'the worst weekend 
for the Government since it came 
to power'. Several papers point out 
it is the tenth anniversary of Black 
Monday, when stock markets col
lapsed around the world. The Sun 
picks up the theme with its head
line: 'Brown Monday'. The Mir
ror carries the headline 'Don't 
Panic’. It reports that Mr Brown 
and the Prime Minister. Tony 
Blair, intend to take Britain into the 
single currency by winning a ref
erendum after the next General 
Election. The Financial Times 
says a rocky market with large vol
umes of share trading could test the 
Stock Exchange’s new electronic 
trading system, which is launched 
today.
GYPSY ASYLUM SEEKERS 

All papers earn7 prominent reports 
on the arrival in Britain from 
Slovakia and the Czech Republic 
of gypsies seeking political asy
lum. The Sun accuses the gypsies 
of ‘flooding into Britain to milk 
our cushy benefits system’. The 
paper says it could cost taxpayers 
20 million pounds (38 million dol
lars) in payments. The Independ
ent carries a large front page pho
tograph of a gypsy boy who ar
rived with his family and has been 
put into temporary accommoda
tion. The Times reports that urgent 
talks are to be held with the 
Slovakian embassy, in an attempt 
to stem the flow of Eastern Euro

massacre of 300 people last month. 
It quotes a man whose wife and 
children were killed as saying 
those who carried out the killings 
- presumed, says the report, to be 
Islamic militants - knew they 
would be unimpeded in their grisly 
handiwork. He said they stayed six 
hours, while the army sent tanks 
to the edge of the town and a heli
copter circled overhead, and then 
they were able to escape across an 
open plain, with the same appar
ent ease with which they had en
tered the well-protected town.

PUNTA ARENAS 
CELEBRATES AMIDST 

COMPLAINTS

traffic controllers will shed light on 
the crash in which the jet
dived and smashed into countless river wi" burst and some of the 
pieces making it impossible to re- dams havc been forced to open
cover the victims remains. gates 'n or(Jer to allow the water AIR TRAVEL BOOM IN

The accident, the worst in Ar- oul- CHILE
gentine and Uruguayan history 'n SQ0 Paulo meteorologists Domestic air travel in Chile in- 
killed 66 adult passengers, three sa'd ’l was aH 'inked to El Nifto creased 26.6% during the first
babies and five crew members. which intensifies high altitude eight months of'97 with Lan Chile

The flight recorders should winds and brings humidity over and Ladeco taking the lion’s share
help determine if the accident was from Peru on the Pacific to the of the market. 42% and 32%. In-
caused by the storm which the pi- heart continent. ternational flights also increased
lot tried in vain to avoid, or by but at a slower rate, 17.7%, with
other technical and communica- DRY DOCKS IN RIO Chilean airlines taking 38% of the
tions shortcomings between the GALLEGOS passengers,
several airports of the area as the Officials from the federal govern- According to statistics released
pilots’ union have suggested. ment 'n Buenos Aires and the prov- by the Chilean Civil Aviation Au-
1 ^ ince of Santa Cruz inaugurated this thority, between January' and Au-

week the first dry dock of gust of this year. 1,980,626 pas-
Patagonia which is expected to sengers were transported by local

The consequences to the soil of the serv*ce the 300 fishing vessels op- carriers as against 1.556,559 in the
recent oil spill in Tierradel Fuego crating in South Atlantic waters same period of 1996.
could last between 50 and 60 years. and crealc 120 Jobs- The rePorl indicates that more
according to a professor from the ^he dr>' dock built next to the competition, lower fares and new 
UniversUv of Magallanes harbour of Rio Gallegos belongs companies have helped to incen-

The oil spill seven kilometres 10 "Gypsy Traslado Maritimos" tive the Chilean airtransport mar-
long and three metres wide oc- and demanded an investment of 22 ket. National Airlines, Avant Air-
curred last September when the million dollars, part of which was lines. ALTA and Aerovias DAP
150 mile pipeline Iransporting oil funded.by the Santa Cruz govern- are mentioned among the new
from Cullen, in Tierra del Fuego, mem- We have the capacity of re- companies,
to Puma Arenas, was damaged and Pa,r>"S an>' 'he vJes,sdf °Pcrat; r wh,le Natl0nal Airlines is 
it took several hours for the Chil- '"8 be>"«" Mar dd Pla,a and P°slt'°"':d as !he th,rd corn'
ean government oil company's Necochea Puerto Madryn. pany in the Chilean domestic mar-
crew^to remir it * Comodoro Rivadavia and Punta ket. followed by Avant. according

"Part of the oil evaporates but Quilla-as " el1 as ,be 93 w,hic.h are “ ,he C‘vi| Aviati,°" authorities
most remains and is absorbed by based PueIl° Deseado. ex- durmg the January/August period
the peaty soil." indicated Orlando Pla!ncd Juan Torres.n ■one of the Aerovias DAP suffered an impor-
Dollenz who added that inappro- main shareholders of the company, tant setback since its activity
prime containment techniques and . ™e dD' dock which can hold dropped 41% and now only holds 
recovery means the negative ef- simultaneously two forty metres 1.2% of the market,
fects and toxic residue could re- >°n8 vessels.15 ful'Y booked untd
main for over half a century."Un- the end of next February. rl0a-j ris<ft'»r
fortunately EN AP does not have >" r5lated affalrs 8°uvcrn* of 1997• a l013'of Pf'
the appropriate equipment for this "lentof the Provmce of Chubut an- sengers arrived or left Chile for 
type of emergency,” warned nounced the construction of a dry overseas 
Dollenz. w ' dock in the port of Comodoro

Rivadavia in eight acres of land 
gained from the sea with an initial
investment of 10 million dollars, wool production is estimated at 
The works should be completed in around 15m Kg greasy - up 7.5%
18 months time. from the previous season.

The Comodoro Rivadavia dry Sheep population stands at 
dock will have a special around 5.25m head, 95% of which 
"Sincrolift” which can elevate 90 in the state of Rio Grande do Sul. 
metres long vessels from the sea. Prices presently paid are (for 
and will also have the necessary' greasy fleeces farm-gate) 
equipment and technology to build Corriedales 2.20/2.30 - Ideal 
140 metres long vessels in two (Polwarth) 2.30/2.70 and Merino 
halves. 2.80/3.00

nose-
pers The free shopping compound in 

Punta Arenas is celebrating its 
twentieth anniversary amidst 
claims from local residents that 
taxes havc hampered the original 
idea of creating a development area 
for the Magallanes Region. 
"Present and announced additional 
taxes have eliminated most of the 
commercial attraction the com
pound had for local tradesmen and 

in the extreme south of

cur-

compames 
Chile." said Francisco Karelovic, 
Manager of the Administrative 
Committee. Shopping in any of the 
businesses in the several acres 
ofcommcrcial compound of Punta 
Arenas originally meant buyers 
could save the national VAT rate

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
TUESDAY 21 OCTOBER 1997 

EUROPEAN MONETARY 
UNION

Repeats news from yesterday but 
adds -

OIL SPILL IN TIERRA 
DELFUEGO

of 18% plus the external tariff 
which twenty years ago was above 
15%.

In 1983 the difference was con
siderably reduced when the San
tiago authorities imposed 6%. then 
the advantages were reduced even 
further, and now investors in the 
compound are complaining that 
shopping in the area only repre
sents a 12% difference.

"The compound is rapidly los
ing its attraction and this will be
come worse if the government de
cides to levy extra taxes for the 
coming national budget as it has 
been anticipated." stressed 
Karelovic.

ances

As far as international travel
ling during the first eight monthsBLACK BOXES OF 

CRASHED AIRCRAFT SENT 
TO US

The two black boxes containing 
valuable information of the last SOUTH AMERICAN WOOL 

Brazil: This season’s Brazilianminutes of the Argentine aircraft 
which crashed in Uruguay killing 
all 74 people on board, were finally HUNDREDS OF HOMELESS 
dug out from a seven metre crater 
and sent to the US.

The Austral DC9 en route from homeless in several states of the 
the north of Argentina to Buenos south of Brazil and in the north of 
Aires on the night of Friday Octo- neighbouring Uruguay as rivers 
ber 10, lost contact with air traffic overflowed with unexpected lev- 
control at 10.30 hours after the pi- els of rainfall for this time of the 
lot signalled it was altering course year, 
to avoid a fierce thunderstorm.

FLOODS LEAVE

IN BRAZIL
Hundreds of people have been left

In the state of Parana, 3600 peo- 
Rescue teams located the wreck pie were evacuated from their 

early Saturday morning, in a homes two weeks ago after the 
swampy area of a farm close to the River Iguazu burst its banks rising 
city of Fray Bentos. 300 kilome- to more than 6.5 metres, double the
lrCS ,0 *he north °f M°nteVidC°- hardrt'a!r;a7y1nc?eafedhtherivVo,r- *i° d* Janeiro where some of the clip 77/78 (Jul/Sep.)

city’s most famous beaches have Totals shipped 11,903 T. Ac- 
lost sand and up to fifty metres of tual weight - 9876 clean tons - 
width by unusually strong and high 17525T. Greasy Basis. For value 
waves. ofU$D46569M.

man
EL NINO ATTACKS RIO’S Argentina: FLA Argentine Wool 

BEACHES Federations’ latest export statistics
El Niflo is also causing havoc in for the first 3 months of the new

pean gypsies. Uruguay’s capital.
Investigators expect that the ume of water in the world famous 

two black boxes which record Iguazu Falls, one of the greatest 
speed and altitude data and the con- tourist attractions located on the 
versations between pilots and air border of Brazil, Argentina and

ALGERIA
The Guardian carries a front page 
report by the first British journal
ist to visit the site in Algeria of the

Whipped by El Nifio for weeks.
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Britain: trade is booming, invest
ment is high, senior political and 
business delegations exchange 
regular visits. Guido di Telia, the 
Argentine Foreign Minister, is a 
frequent visitor to London and is 
scheduled to hold his second meet
ing with Robin Cook next month. 
Britain still maintains a formida
ble garrison on the Falklands. But 
there is a palpable relaxation of 
tension The promise of oil in the 
stormy seas, bringing huge poten
tial revenues to both Argentina and 
the Falklands, has been a spur to 
maturity. The Falkland Islands 
Government sends delegates to 
meetings in London and Buenos 
Aires to discuss the future exploi
tation of the seas between the is
lands and the mainland. These talks 
have been sober and businesslike.

No oil has yet been found in the 
South Atlantic, and the Falklands 
Government has repeatedly cau
tioned against exaggerated opti
mism. The first drilling rigs will 
not be in place before April and it 
will be another few months before 
the test wells yield any evidence. 
But already Argentina. Britain and 
the Falklands are looking at the 
consequences of a bonanza. It 
would change for ever not only the 
way of life on the sparse and wind
swept islands, but the whole tempo 
of development in the South At
lantic. Senior Menem knows that 
if his country is to reap the rewards 
of the fast-developing Mercosur 
common market in South America, 
attract outside investment and keep 
on track the economic and demo
cratic changes that have been the 
welcome hallmark of his adminis
tration, he needs to lay aside for 
ever the threat of renewed hostili
ties over the Falkland Islands. For 
this, he does not need America. He 
needs to continue a policy of rec
onciliation and outreach to the is
lands. best demonstrated not in 
rhetoric about sovereignty but in 
pragmatic, day-to-day talks about 
sharing future prosperity. The is
landers. for their part, have got 
over their fears that Labour would 
be soft on their defence. They too 
should be reassured by the moder
ate tones of Argentina's leaders.

20 October 1997 
REUTERS

New seismic studies have given 
fresh indications that large quanti
ties of oil may lie off the disputed 
Falkland Islands in the South 
Atlentic, geologists said Monday.

Surveys carried out recently by 
the four companies with licenses 
to begin exploration drilling next 
spring have increased optimism 
that commercially• recoverable 
quantities of oil will be discovered

“We now have a number of sur
veys, both gravity and magnetic, 
and they are all pointing toward 
there being some significant struc
tures in the north Falklands Basin,” 
Kevin Fielding, geologist with 
Amerada Hess, told Reuters.

Hess is one of 12 companies 
awarded a licence a year ago and 
as operator of Tranche A will drill 
the first well to the north of the Is
lands.

dependent Lasmo and International 
Petroleum Corp. of Canada have 
jointed Hess in the Falklands Off
shore Sharing Agreement to share 
the costs of exploration drilling.

Hess has signed a three-year 
contract for the services of the 
Borgny Dolphin drilling rig. which 
is being upgraded in a Norwegian 
yard to work in deep water and 
should begin work in the South 
Atlantic in May.

"From the seismsic data ob
tained we have seen some very 
exciting structures." said Andy 
Morrison, operations manager for 
Amerada Hess on the Falkland Is
lands.

can intervention.” he added.
Experts from Argentina and 

Britain met in July and last month 
for talks on underwater oil explo
ration in the joint-control zone be
tween the islands and the mainland 

Defence of the Falkland Islands A Falkland Islands government 
is being slashed to a record low to representative was at the London
pay for more hospital beds. talks in September, and yesterday

Troops will be brought home. Phyllis Rendell, director of the 
Anti-aircraft patrols will be cut and Falklands oil department, said the 
a round-the-clock alert for Tornado talks had been practical and use-

Continued from front page 
16 October 1997

THE SUN
ISLANDS' DEFENCE 

SLASHED TO SAVE THE
NHS

fill.crews will be relaxed.
It will leave 1.350 soldiers 

guarding the South Atlantic terri
tory - the fewest since the Argen
tine invasion in 19S2.

Defence Secretary George 
Robertson must make huge sav
ings after his budget was overspent 
by £170 million.

Ministers ordered the cuts to 
help raise £300 million for the cri
sis-hit NHS.

Mr Clinton's call to resume 
talks which broke down with the 
Falklands conflict in 1982 was 
made after he had held several 
hours of talks with President 
Menem in Buenos Aires, Senor 
Menem said he had not asked Mr 
Clinton to mediate on the sover
eignty issue: the President’s com
ments appear to have come after 
the Argentine leader had urged him 
to clarify his position.

Guido Di Telia, the Argentine 
Foreign Minister, said yesterday: 
"Argentina’s aggressive demands 
are a thing of the past. There will 
never be war again. We value our 
improved relations with Britain 
above everything else and feel as 
we get closer we may eventually 
find an agreement on the Falk
lands."

Violent protests against the 
Clinton visit broke out in central 
Buenos Aires on Thursday night 
and led to the arrest of at least 200 
protesters who had thrown petrol 
bombs at banks and shops.

18 October 1997 
THE TIMES 

OIL AND TROUBLED 
WATERS

Prosperity and peace in the 
South Atlantic.

With studied impartiality. 
President Clinton said in Buenos 
Aires yesterday that Britain and 
Argentina - two nations which 
showed "great responsibility” in 
international matters - should solve 
their differences through negotia
tions. He was referring, of course, 
to the Falkland Islands, though he 
did not name them. And although 
he insisted the issue should be set
tled by negotiation, not war. nei
ther his hosts nor Britain has taken 
offence - despite wry' smiles in 
Whitehall at the parallels with 
comments about neighbourly rela
tions made during another, less 
happily reported, state visit.

In both London and Port 
Stanley, President Clinton’s words 
have been met with equanimity. 
They are seen as the inevitable 
minimum he was bound to say. It 
has long been made clear to Wash
ington that mediation on the sov
ereignty of the Falklands is out of 
the question unless both sides 
agree. And Labour has renewed a 
promise to the Islanders that it will 
not enter talks without their con
sent. What is new, and more sig
nificant, is that President Menem 
appears to have changed tack. In 
the past, he has lost no opportu
nity to try to internationalise the 
dispute. This time, he was content 
with ritual expressions of concern.

Senor Menem’s country now 
enjoys excellent relations with

Morrison said the group had 
asked Argentine companies to bid 
for contracts to service the Borgny 
Dolphin despite rules barring Ar
gentine citizens from landing on 
the islands.

Britain fought a 10-week war 
to end a brief Argentine occupa
tion of the islands in 1982. The two 
countries restored diplomatic rela
tions in 1989 and six years later 
agreed on a framework for oil and 
gas exploration off the Falklands.

Phil Richards of British Geo
logical Survey, consultants to the 
Falkland government, said the lat
est seismic data increased the 
chances of oil being discovered 
from one in twelve to one in eight. 

WOOL MARKET REPORT 
17 OCTOBER 1997 
WOOL MARKETS 

From Falkland Wool Growers 
Ltd.

Prices for bulk main lines of 
wool remained nearly steady at 
auction in Australia with the East
ern Market Indicator shedding 9 
cents on the week to close at 696 
cents. This Indicator movement 
was influenced by slightly less de
mand for some 17.0 micron Me
rino wools, however the finest 
wool on sale of 14.4 microns was 
sold at 6200 Cents/Kg or about 
£28/Kg.

In New Zealand their Indicator 
closed 2 cents down at 457 cents/ 
Kg. This masks a reported 3 per
cent rise in 29 micron wool prices 
in two South Island auctions.

The Crossbred sector had a 
good week in Britain, with prices 
5 per cent dearer than at the previ
ous comparable sale on September 
24. Demand was apparently moti
vated by exports to China. 

CURRENCY MARKETS
The dollar currencies strength

ened at about a cent against the 
pound on the week, assisting Brit
ish exports and demand at the 
Bradford auction.

MANUFACTURERS
In the latest quarterly survey of 

8000 companies, the British 
Chambers of Commerce con
firmed the difficulties created over 
the period for Manufacturers by 
recent currency rates. Manufactur
ers of wool however report con
tinued demand for their products 
particularly at the finer end of the 
wool market; possibly partly due 
to the smaller relative impact of 
currency on processing higher 
value wools.

Backlash
But they wanted it kept secret, 

fearing it would send out wrong 
signals.

A defence source said: "It could 
give the impressions it is the start 
of a winding-up operation."

"That would lead to a backlash 
from Islanders, families of soldiers 
who died - and Argentinians.”

Whitehall chiefs believe there 
is little threat of a new invasion and 
ordered Army top brass to reduce 
the £68 million-a-year cost of de
fending the Islands.

But a Falklands' government 
source said: "The threat from Ar
gentina is still there and we need a
strong garrison.

18th October 1997
THE TIMES 

CLINTON CALLS FOR 
RENEWAL OF NEGOTIA
TIONS ONFALKLANDS
President Clinton said during 

his three-day visit to Argentina that 
“two great nations" like Britain and 
Argentina should renew negotia
tions to resolve the dispute over 
sovereignty of the Falkland Is
lands.

Speaking during a telephone 
conference with members of the 
Argentine public on Thursday 
evening. Mr Clinton said: "Two 
great nations, who are at the height 
of economic recovery, showing 
great responsibility in international 
matters and working successfully 
to promote free trade, should solve 
their out-standing issue through 
negotiations.”

After assurances that both Brit
ain and Argentina were friends of 
America, he said: "We would say 
don’t spoil something good that we 
share. Two countries with strong 
leadership have to try and resolve 
their problem. This should not be 
reason for war but for negotia
tions.’’

Mike Summers, a leading 
member of the Falkland Islands 
Council, said yesterday that Mr 
Clinton's remarks were predictable 
for an official visit. His remarks 
caused no concern in the Islands. 
“Mr Clinton has always rejected 
the suggestion that America could 
mediate unless both sides want 
that, and Britain has made clear 
that it does not welcome Ameri- Anglo-Dutch Shell, British in-
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Smith is six time champion Penguin News report on the Internal Transport Review for the Falkland Islands Government

The future for roadsVictory Bar darts
RECENTL Y released for public perusal, the Internal Transport Re
view for the Falkland Islands Government commissionedfrom Mr Mike 
Summers, of M S Consulting and completed on June 28 of last year, 
has been for some time in the hands of FIG, and in that time has been 
examined by the Transport Advisory Committee, and approved by Ex
ecutive Council.

The review examines air, sea and land transport and includes a 
summary' of best methods of co-ordinating the three methods of trans
port for optimum benefit to the Islands', however, due to space limita
tions, Penguin News will this week report on the section pertaining to 
land transport only; sea and air sections will be examined in following 
issues.

quarter-finals. Margaret had. 
through her excellent season’s per
formance. forced her way into the 
main event and claimed the scalp 
of Ali Jacobsen in round one be
fore going out to Tony Courtney.

Julie Clarke, who has the dis
tinction of being the youngest ever 
winner of the Ladies Rose Bowl 
in the Governor's Cup. being just 
sixteen when she was allowed to 
compete as an under-age player, 
played steadily throughout Her 
victor)' over Cathy Jacobsen in the 
semi-final was particularly notable, 
and she went on to beat Ann 
Murphy in the quarter-finals.

Surprise semi-finalist was Hi
lar)' Miller, now working as a re
ceptionist at the Malvina House 
Hotel. She beat Patricia Henry in 
the quarters before losing narrowly 
to Joan Middleton in the semi’s.

Julie Clarke, in addition to win
ning the magnificent cup from the 
Victory Bar. also took the prize for 
the highest checkout (79) in the 
Ladies event.

COLIN Smith won the Victor) Bar 
knockout tournament for the sixth 
time (four wins in the three bars) 
when he allowed his opponent 
Lenny Ford just one solitan leg in 
the final to win by a 5-1 scoreline.

The champion played impres
sively all night and in his semi-fi
nal dropped only one leg when 
beating Graeme Hay 4-1. Lenny 
Ford caused something of an up
set when he first beat his brother. 
Colin ‘Tootie’ Ford, and then, in 
the semi-finals, the highly ranked 
Gar) Hewitt 4-2.

Although staged rather late in 
the season, the tournament, gener
ously sponsored once again by 
Alistair and Cathy Jacobsen, pro
duced some fine dart playing 
though the total number of maxi
mum scores of 180 was less than 
expected.

In the final, the best of nine 
legs. Colin Smith raced quickly 
into a 3-0 lead, finishing leg one 
on double twenty after setting him
self up with a 140. and then taking 
the second leg knocking in a 180 
after opening with a 140. He went 
out on double twenty again. Leg 
number three saw the champion 
score 125 before finishing on six 
and double eighteen.

It looked like being a 5-0 white
wash, but Lennie Ford coura
geously fought back in leg four, 
scoring 100. 85. 100 and 140 be
fore going out on double twenty, 
much to the delight of the rather 
sparse crowd.

But any thoughts Lennie may 
have had of making a remarkable 
comeback were quickly dashed as 
Colin Smith raced away to grab the

Readers should note that the Transport Revieiv is an extremely de
tailed report including a number of tabled road building schedules, 
details of recommended options, and supporting documents, which 
Penguin News have not attempted to reproduce.
In M S Consulting's recommenda
tions, the author. Mike Summers 
notes that the basis of the Internal 
Transport Plan (land) is that there 
should be a system of spine roads 
between the principal settlements/ 
ports, with link roads to outlying 
areas. Mike told Penguin News 
that the underlying philosophy of 
the original Transport Action Plan 
had always been to concentrate on 
constructing spine roads' (linking 
principal settlements/ports and de
signed to take expected levels of

Above: North Camp Road construction
traffic) however due to various fac
tors, construction of link roads, 
particularly on the East (North 
Camp) began to overtake work on 
spine roads.

He recommends in his report, 
therefore, that spine roads should 
take priority over link roads, and 
that full terms of reference for the 
construction of them and their use 
be adopted immediately, but asks 
that it is reconsidered how priori
ties for link roads should be deter
mined.

In response, the Transport Ad
visory Committee (TAC) suggest 
that a sub-committee comprising 
Hon S Halford, GM FIDC, Direc
tor of Civil Aviation and a repre
sentative from Byron Marine Ltd 
be established to determine the pri
orities for link road construction.

Link Roads

Spine Roads
With regard to major roads the re
port urges that the East spine roads 
be completed according to an 
agreed timetable (North Arm - San 
Carlos - Port San Carlos - Walker 
Creek - Newhaven) with, if neces
sary, additional resources brought 
in to complete the programme. M 
S Consulting recommend, "either 
relocate the North Camp team to 
Darwin to continue the main road 
system south, or allocate sufficient 
funds to the main roads budget to 
enable a contract to be let which 
will be of sufficient size to encour
age a contractor to mobilise for the 
works (three years would probably 
be necessary)".

On the West it is suggested that 
early consideration be given to re
source allocation (one main con
tractor for spine roads and second
ary link roads team, or two fully 
resourced main contractors, one 
for the northern area and one for

A jubilant Colin Smith lifts the Victory Bar Cup for record sixth time

fifth leg with a seven and double 
eight finish.

Julie Clarke triumphed in the 
Ladies Championship, beating the 

Only in the sixth, and what experienced Joan Middleton 2-1 in 
proved to be the final leg. did the an evenly matched final. Joan had 
champion stutter as he missed dou- beaten hot favourite and number 
ble eighteen and double nine be- one seed, Margaret Goss. 2-0 in the 
fore finally finding double four to 
take the championship and a hand
some cheque.

On his way to the final Colin 
had beaten his brother. Russell, and 
Stuart Alazia. both by an emphatic 
3-0. Earlier, Paul Phillips notched 
up scores of 180 but contrived to 
lose to Kenny McLeod However, 
there was to be no repeat of a semi
final placing for the customs of
ficer on this occasion.

Mike adds that more resources 
would be required if the link road 
programme was to be completed 
to ’enhanced' expectations (within 
ten years). The Transport Advisory 
Committee also believe thatTHE first round of the 1997/98 Moto 

Cross season starts this Sunday at the 
Traveller‘s Rest course, locatedjust off 
the MPA road, hi action will be all the 
top Falklands ' riders including Jonny 
Summers, Jan Clarke, Shane Blackley,
Jay and Sean Moffat, Eddie Grimmer, 
young Clint Short and many more.

The course is currently being pre
pared and there should be some 
exciting racing. Spectators are re
minded that Moto Cross is a danger
ous sport, so please keep well away jig 
from the racing. Practice starts at afial 
10.00am, with the first heat under wav j 
at J1 00am Photo J. Moffat j

HR Shipping Services announce 
freight rates for 1997/98 wool season

greater allocation of resources 
would result in quicker completion 
thus the total cost would be greater 
if the programme was accelerated. 
A balance, they suggest, should be 
struck between the increase in 
costs and the additional utility of 
early completion.

On the subject of those areas 
of priority for link roads the report 
states, "we take as the highest pri
ority those sites which have no 
infrastructural alternative (sea for 
freight, airstrip for passengers) and 
where the existing tracks are very 
poor." It is later added, however, 
that while the system of priorities 

The rates are inclusive of: loading age. In addition, as part of our con- which was agreed by Executive
tinuous improvement programme Council in 1994 was based only 
for the Falklands' farmers, the on considerations of supporting the

existing sheep farming industry, 
tourism and other diversifications 
are now a sources of income for a 
number of farms and settlements, 
and are therefore factors which 
should be included in arguments 
for priority.

wool with HR Shipping Services 
during last season will qualify for 
the "Loyalty Rate."

There will be no minimum re
quirement per shipment and rates 
will be charged, as previously, per 
metric tonne.

HR Shipping Services is pleased 
to announce its freight rates for 
wool this coming season.

The company intends to con
tinue with the previously estab
lished "Loyalty Rate" structure in 
that all farmers who shipped their

very

Gaiy Hewitt took the prize for 
the best three dart checkout with 
his treble twenty, treble twenty and 
double twenty (160). a splendid 
finish.

Rate Structure
the southern area). The latter op
tion is most strongly recommended 
in the report. A schedule for the 
West spine roads is laid out in the 
report.

Loyaltv Rate-
Existing Customers: Scafreight £50.00 per metric tonne 

Delivery UK: £33.00 per metric tonne 
Seafreight, £79.00 per metric tonne
Delivery UK £38.00 per metric tonne

:./j
New Customers:

Report on the Planning and Building 

Committee Meeting October 2 1997
The report goes on, ’It is fur

ther strongly recommended that 
whichever schedule options are 
adopted they be adopted in full, 
and that PWD be mandated to im-

of wool into containers; shipment 
of wool from the Falkland Islands 
to the UK; discharge of wool at UK company will routinely, through

the Farmers' Association, inform 
the farmers of any changes to im
port regulations, vessel updates 
and any other relevant informa
tion."

port; deliver)' of wool to Bradford 
UK; standard import customs 
clearance and bill of lading. Rates 
exclude: delivery from the farm 
and unloading in Stanley; insur
ance; any local taxes and dues and 
local customs examination.

Ruth Fowler of HR Shipping 
Services said that, "the sailing 
schedule (see below) for the com
ing northboumd voyages should 
enable farmers to plan their ship- 5/7 Queensway 
ments according to their w'ool con- Redhill, Surrey RH1 I_YB 
tracts with space available every TeL 044 1737 769 Ooo
month on each northbound voy- Fax: 044 1737 765 916

by the Environmental Planning Officer
velopment Order 1991 and was ters to serve as a prison workshop 
merely noted. was also granted permission.

Permission was granted to Les Neil McKay obtained permis- 
Halliday for the erection of a house sion for an extension to his con- 
at 31 Ross Road East and to Ben servatory at 62 Davis Street, as did 
Claxton for the roofing over of two Roy Davis for the building of a do- 
Portakabins at Plot 1 Lookout In- mestic garage at 6 Narrows Views 
dustrial Estate. KTV Ltd obtained and Malcolm Anthony for the 
permission for the siting of an struction of a porch at 14 Murray 
equipment cabin, a 20 metre stayed Heights Mobile Home Park, 
mast and a parabolic dish antenna 
at Brisbane Road, and a proposal

plement a three year forward roll
ing programme so that time delays 
and resource shortages are mini
mised, and best contractor prices 
can be obtained.

Copies of the report can be obtained from FIDC

IN the absence of any Honour
able Members to chair the meet
ing. Mr J Moffatt was elected to 
act in that capacity by the other 
members who w'ere present - 
namely Lewis Clifton. John 
Rowlands and Tim Miller.

Twenty four applications 
were on the agenda but of these 
five had to be deferred, mainly 
because insufficient information 
was available to enable members 
to reach a decision and one, re
lating to an appeal by Gerald 
Dixon on behalf of F.I.D.C. in 
respect of a proposed tourism and 
office development adjacent to 
the Public Jetty, had to be re
ferred to Executive Council.

Another application by the 
F.I.D.C. for the provision of 
hardstanding areas for parking at 
Lookout Industrial Estate had 
been determined as development 
permitted under the General De-

f I D C. for a further period of 
two years.

However, permissions for the 
siting of a Portakabin at 4 Moody 
Street for use as a temporary of
fice by Bob Fiddes and for the 
siting of another at 7 McKay 
Close for use as temporary ac
commodation during house 
building by Hector and Elizabeth 
Villalon were granted for a period 
of one year only.

Other matters discussed dur
ing the meeting included a report 
by the Building Advisor on new 
house building costs, the fence 
bordering the adventure play
ground at Snake Hill and the Sea
man's Mission building at 
FIPASS Road. h

The next meeting of the Com
mittee is scheduled to be held in 
the Liberation Room on 6 No
vember, commencing at 1 30 
p.m.

For further information please con
tact Travel Advice (Uruguay)Ruth A Fowler 
HR shipping Services 
TDK House

con-
IT has been advised by officials in been recently a number of 
Montevideo that visitors to that muggings and robberies, some at 
area should take particular caution gun or knife point, involving Brit- 
against petty thieves in most parts ish and other foregin nationals in 
of the city, but especially the old these areas. Visitors should be on 
town and the port area. There have guard at all times.

Temporary permission only 
was granted to Mrs Shirley Peters 

by Stanley Services Ltd for an ex- for the siting of a Portakabin for 
tension to its warehouse at the Fuel use as a dwelling at 58 Davis 
Terminal was also looked at fa- Street, to Cable & Wireless for the 
vourably. temporary siting of a Portakabin

Proposals by the Royal F.I. Po- at its Stores site at Gordon Lines 
lice for the temporary siting of a and to the Falkland Islands Mu- 
Portakabin for use as a gymnasium seum for the siting of a portable 
and for permission to change the toilet unit at the Museum, Holdfast 
use of a workshop to a garage at Road.
the Police Headquarters were both Renewals of permission for the 
approved. A building permit for siting of Portakabins for use as re- 
the temporary siting of a tail units at Plots 3 & 8, Lookout 
Portakabin at the Police Headquar- Industrial Estate were granted to

HR Shipping Services
1997/1998 Preliminary Northbound Sailing Schedule

ETD Falkland Islands Page 8 of Penguin News October 17th 1997 
Readers should note three small errors in the article entitled Stanley

02.12.97 Talks Oil.
05.01.98 1. Geos is contracted by the oil companies not FIG to carry out a Metocean
02.02.98 survey in the area of the northern tranches.
27.02.98 2. The Health and Safety legislation will become effective from January
30.03.98 1, 1998, not 1997.
27.04.98 3. Borgny Dolphin would, "probably begin drilling," in April/May 1998
26.05.98 not 1997.

ETA UKVoyage ETA Falkland Islands

31.10.97
28.11.97
28.12.97
20.01.98
20.02.98
20.03.98
20.04.98

248 26.10.97
24.11.97
22.12.97
16.01.98
14.02.98
14.03.98
12.04.98

249
250
251
252
253
254
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Tracy conquers Snakes & LaddersDoctor on Horseback by Dr B (Tom) Hopwood... A true story of the Falkland Islands in the 1940’s ,

9 Report on the race byFinished at Fox Bay and a journey to Monte ON Sunday 19th October 24 run- Allan vowed to do some training 
ners gathered at Stanley Leisure before the next race, as she strug- 
Ccntre to take part in the Snakes & gled in second.Continued...QUITE suddenly our almost two years to the day since before 1 arrived, we had had an war. was that constant change was 

time in Fox Bay came to an end. we had left Liverpool. I don’t think anaesthetic death, so I was a little the order of the day. Sir Alan s 
Somewhat strangely I was relieved either of us was ever homesick. We apprehensive to hear that two op- days as Governor came to an end 
by someone I knew. David Arthur, were both only children and had erations were awaiting my arrival. quite soon after our return. He had
He was the cousin of my constant both left our parents’homes years In the event, these passed off pretty severe diabetes and at that
companion in my early days as a before we got married. So we were safely, certainly as far as the an- time was really very ill. I was de
medical student at St. Mary’s, accustomed to rely on friendships aesthetic was concerned, thank puled to accompany him on the
when we both lived in Ealing. we made as we went along, and goodness. Otherwise I was. in ef- first leg of his journey home. So it
Anywhere less like Ealing than very good friendships many turned feet, the GP for Port Stanley and I came about that I was back on the
Fox Bay it would be hard to im- out to be. enjoyed especially the opportunity Fitzroy in charge of the Governor
age. We enjoyed a few days to- In Stanley, we went back to the to meet all sorts of people, al- as far as Montevideo. He was quite
gether handing over, since the same house we had lived in briefly though the total numbers at that ill by then and spent most of his
Fitzroy was going round the Island before and tried to come to terms time were only about 1400. These time in bed, but he continued to be
and would return to Fox Bay be- as quickly as we could with the did not include members of the a most entertaining companion He 
fore going back to Stanley. social life we were obliged to en- British armed forces. Since the war was kind enough to take an inter-

David and Robina, his wife. ter. As newcomers to a limited so- was over, the Army personnel were
had a very small baby and it was cial circle, we were in great de- rapidly being repatriated. There
like looking back at ourselves and mand. HE the Governor, Sir Alan were still Naval personnel because started pretty well. It is always
our own arrival in Fox Bay twenty Wolsey Cardinal, was still in Gov- Stanley was a semi-permanent sta- important to keep your name in
months earlier. Such isolation for emment House. He rang up the tion and they ran. amongst other front of the authorities. If you do
newly qualified doctors, such as we house one morning and spoke to things, the Meteorological Station, everything by the book, keep your 
both were, though David had had Shirley, welcoming us back to The Army had a Dental Sur- head down and never get men- 
much more experience in medical Stanley. geon, who was loaned part-time for tioned. that is the surest way to
practice than I. should not have “I am going to give a dinner civilian work at the hospital. This oblivion. In the Navy, the best way
happened, even given that there party, I want you both to come. I was Jimmy Tomlinson, who be- to promotion is to keep on sinking
had been a war on. I. profession- have a very special treat. I have came Colonial Dental Surgeon af- your ship.”
ally, lost almost three years, work- managed to get some green peas ter his discharge from the Army 
ing almost entirely alone through to go with the eternal mutton.” He and his wife Winnie became he had a cynical turn of mind! 
a period which should have been “Oh!” says Shirley, “How our best friends and we spent most “That business of yours with 
the most intensive learning period lovely. I haven’t had a pea since of our leisure hours together, ei- the blankets, good idea, long
of my career. It was true that I was, we came to the Falklands.” Then ther in our house or theirs. The drawn-out correspondence with
in a sense, self-selected, but I she stuttered a bit in confusion at level of friendship we achieved the Colonial Office, just the thing,
would lay odds that no record on the realisation of what she had said, with the Tomlinsons, for our re- You won’t come back to the Falk-
my file drew attention to the fact She accepted the invitation, hop- maining time in Stanley, was never lands, of course, but you never
that I did not really intend to ing that he had missed the double quite repeated anywhere else, know what they might offer you
choose the Falklands. entendre. But he had not. After the Sadly, it did not survive for long. at the end of your tour. There are

Bureaucracy cannot have a soup, at the dinner party for twelve, After we both left the Islands, we lots of wonderful places to go and 
sense of humour and anything serving from the end of the table, went abroad again and they stayed work.” 
written down in a file is sacrosanct. HE solemnly placed one pea on an at home. Nevertheless, we kept

Ladders Race, organised by Stanley David Fyfe was first local to 
finish in 15.29. Martin Barnes wonRunning Club

The race twists and turns up the Under 16 years race, while 
and down the streets of Stanley, young Andrew Normand showed 
Since the 'ups' include Snake Hill, his trademark determination to
Hebe Street and Dean Street this is come second, ahead of another tal-
not a race for the faint-hearted. ented youngster. James Coe in third
Nevertheless, the atmosphere was place, 
that of a Fun Run as the runners The Under 16 year old girls 
limbered up at the start, on a beau- were few in number, butraced well, 
tiful, sunny morning. The smell of with Alexandra Cartridge, enter- 
sunblock hung on the air while ing her first race, coming in third 
nervous runners anticipated the place, 
hills, the heat and the hard road There was a disappointing lack 

of local entrants but hopefully more 
Fran Biggs juggled with both will enter the Moody Brook Chal- 

the starting whistle and the Pen- lenge. This has been moved from 
guin News eamera. to start the race Remembrance Sunday to the 16th 
off. Cheers ofencouragement from November at 11,30a.m. It is a fast, 
supporters mingled with criesof.'I flat race of approximately 6 miles 
thought this was meant to be fun!' and should attract many runners 
coming from the back of the pack preparing for the Cape Pembroke

est in my future.
“Now, young fellow, you have

ahead.

asagroupofswiftmenfromM.P.A. Half Marathon on 7th December,
sped into the lead. (Entry forms for the Half Mara-

Tracy Porter steadily picked her thonarenow available from Stanley
I had not realised, before, that way through the field to finish Leisure Centre and from the Gym-

strongly as first lady, while Sarah nasium at M.P.A.)

Simon scoops cup
NINETEEN members of Stanley
Golf Club played for the Merchant

1 remembered his own days in
In spite of all that, neither empty plate and instructed his but- contact for several years, but even- the Gold Coast and the Cayman Is-

Shirley nor I regretted our time in ler to put this in front of Mrs tually distance and time took its toll lands and his early adventures as a
the Falklands or even Fox Bay. I Hopwood. This was duly done. and we never recapatured our care- reporter in Vancouver. He had
learnt to be independent and was The Governor grinned all over free days in Stanley over the bridge been knighted when he was Ad-
forced to be self-reliant and there’s his face. “You can’t say you table or Mah Jong. ministrator in the Cayman Islands,
no doubt, looking back, that my haven’t had a pea in the Falklands At that time in Stanley, it was which didn't rate a Governor in
early days turned me away from now, can you?” said he. easy to make friends, since we all those days. It was hard to realise
clinical medicine and made me a The work I had to do was quite depended on each other for relaxa- that the Falklands had been a pro
bit of a loner. My later experience different and naturally more inter- tion and recreation. We had no TV, motion. For years the Falklands
in Uganda, where I was also pro- esting. Most of the time, I looked no cinema, although the Town Hall was
fessionally isolated, made matters after all the out-patients and my (rebuilt by now) showed films oc-

boss, the new SMO. looked after casionally.

Providence Cup on Sunday Octo
ber 19, which was won by Simon
Goodwin (pictured right) with
Gary Clement second, followed by
Robert Titterington (3rd). Nearest
the pin at the 4th was Kevin Clappn and Graham France was nearest at
the 17th.

The Merchant Providence Cup
was one of the first cups presented 
to the Golf Club after its reopen-a consolation prize for the 

worthy but uninspired, its main 
importance being as a supply and 

the radio reception was poor communications point for the Brit 
and we seldom could listen to any- ish possessions in Antarctica 
thing other than the news pro- Then he said, “One thing you 
grammes. Occasionally we had must never do is work in South 
visits from warships. I particularly Africa. It is the most beautiful 
remember one such visit from

ing in 1983/84. it is played for in 
Above: Under 16 Girls. Claire Kilmartin, Alexandra Cartridge the Club’s first tournament and

and Margaret Normand heralds the opening of the main 
Top right: Under 16 Boys. Martin Barnes, Andrew Normand and playing season.

James Coe

worse - or perhaps it was better!
We left Fox Bay in April 1946. the patients in the hospital. Just

The cup was presented to the
Right: Michelle Jones, Sarah Allan, Tracy Porter, Mick Ford club by Laing-Mowlem-ARC JV

Jim Elmer and Mark Flint (LMA) who were the consortium
that constructed the main airfield, 
ancillary works and the Mount
Pleasant to Stanley Road. The ajetty head vessel; all the materi- 
Merchant Providence Cup is als, fuel plant and personnel came 
named after the vessel The Mer- ashore over this vessel as there 
chant Providence which was were no docking facilities in East 
moored in East Cove and acted as Cove at the time.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Applications are invited to fill a vacancy for a Clerk in the 
Education Office.

Principal duties involve reception work, typing and filing. 
Candidates should have word-processing skills and a polite 
and pleasant manner when dealing with the general public. 
Some previous clerical experience would be an advantage.

Salary will range between £8,964 and £11,208 per annum in 
Grade H depending on the qualifications and experience ofthe 
successful candidate. Actual hours of work are negotiable.

Interested persons should contact the Senior Clerk, Education 
Office on telephone number 27289 for further details. Appli
cation forms are available from the Human Resources Depart
ment and completed forms should be sent to the Chairman 
Appointments Board, Secretariat by 4.00 pm on Tuesday 28th 
October 1997.

HMS Uganda, which was about to over trie Government andthercwill 
be decommtsstoned and become be trouble. They will certainly 
HMCSMontreal. She was about to leave the Commonwealth ”
jom the Canadian Navy and actu- I had not al that time given my 
ally had a Canadian Admiral on future much thought 1 had no oh
board who played a banjo-ukelele jectives, other than to learn and 
and sang what I think we called then earn sufficient to keep the 
hillbilly music. Whatever it was, family afloat. Nevertheless I have 
it was a great treat and we all en- never forgotten those con'versa- 
joyed these visits enormously. This lions on the way to the River Plate 
may have been a prophetic visit South Africa left the Common-' 
for, in a short time, we would find wealth in 1961 and bv then its 
ourselves living in Uganda. I am Government had committed'the 
not even sure whether I had ever extreme folly of establishing 
heard of it before. I do remember Apartheid. So Sir Alan's remark 
looking it up in the Atlas to see was pretty far-sighted, since this 
exactly where ,1 was. was in 1946 and Apartheid did

One certain thing about Her start, at least officially until 1Q4R 
Majesty’s Overseas Civil Service, or thereabouts. V *
which was created just after the

Results of Snakes and Ladders Race:

1st Man - Mark Flint 14.17 
2nd Man - Mick Ford 14.44 
3rd Man - Jim Elmer 15.04

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION1st Woman - Tracy Porter 19.07 
2nd Woman - Sarah Allan 23.05 
3rd Woman - Michelle Jones 24.06 A PHOTOGRAPHIC Exhibition open to everyone, will be 

held in the Falkland Islands Community School on Saturday 
25th and Sunday 26th October from 2.00 - 6.00pm.
A fine collection of photographs by local and visiting 

photographers of both Falklands and overseas subjects will 
be on display.

Entry is by the main school doors and there is no entrance 
fee. Catalogues will be on sale.

Photographic Committee.

1st Boy U16 - Martin Barnes 19.36 
2nd Boy U16 - Andrew Normand 23.52 
3rd Boy U16 - James Coe 24.30

1st Girl U16 - Claire Kilmartin 25.56 
2nd Girl U16 - Margaret Normand 25.56 
3rd Girl U16 - Alexandra Cartridge 38.54

not

To be continued



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
VACANCIESNOTICESNOTICESFORSALE

Byron Marine Limited have an 
immediate vacancy for a warc- 
houseman/handy man. The post 
requires a responsible person 
who is capable of dealing with 
the general public and who has 
organisational and administra
tive skills. For further details, 
please enquire at our office in 
Waverley Mouse, or on tel
ephone No 22245 during office 
hours.

In an attempt to streamline our 
accounting procedures and make 
the system more user friendly the 
Department of Agriculture wishes 
to remind customers that we have 
introduced a system of cash pay
ments for Veterinary' services/ 
drugs which will require payment 
at the time of consultation. 
Customers are requested to make 
sure they bring cash with them 
when they v isit the surgery'. Camp 
customers are also encouraged to 
send cash/cheques where possi
ble with orders for drugs, labora
tory tests, account books etc., 
however, in instances where this 
is not possible the usual billing 
system will still be used.

We have for sale one commercial 
type full length canopied sun bed 
The sun bed is of the high power 
UVB type tubes, which are very 
reliable The bed comes complete 
with some spare UVN Tubes, face 
(small tubes) and body (long tubes), 
plus other spares, capacitors etc 
Incorporated into the frame is an 
hour meter. Asking price is £800 
complete. For further details or to 
view contact Reflections

The Jelly Tots Club will be 
holding another sale of childrens' 
used clothing in the Day Centre 
on Friday 24th October from 2 - 
3.30pm All donations gratefully 
received by committee members 
or bring on the day

From Ellen Davis
Phone/Fax 21791
Orders are now being taken for
Christmas cakes and Christmas
cooking

1 Larder Fridge almost new & 2 
Electric Cookers. Tel 21191 CAKE CREATIONS 

l regret to inform my customers 
that I am unable to take any more 
cake orders before 7th January' 
1998 - except for my regular 
Christmas Cake Customers. 
Please order on or before 31st 
October Tel/Fax 32394. Thank 
you for your custom throughout 
1997. Michele

THE FALKLAND IS
LANDS COMPANY LTD

The Falkland Islands Company 
Limited Port Services have a 
number of vacancies for Steve
dores and Plant & Equipment 
Operators. Applicants should 
have an HGV Licence and be 
experienced in the operation of 
fork lift trucks. Applications 
should be made in writing to the 
Manager. Port Services, The 
Falkland Islands Company, 
Crozicr Place, Stanley

Two single beds with mattresses 
and headboards. Tel: 21040

Quantity' of Shiplap timber clad
ding available. Phone 22684 days 
21770 evenings

75 Christmas Lambs available from 
mid November. Further details 
phone/fax 42001

PERSONAL
Whist results for the 22nd Oct. 
Ladies: 1st Mrs D Clarke 
2nd Mrs E Chapman 
Booby Mrs M Humphreys 
Gents: 1st M Murphy 
2nd Mr Sharon Middleton 
Booby C Clifton

To all Members of Falklands 
Conservation - 
The AGM of Falklands Conser
vation will take place on 10th 
November 1997 at 7pm at the 
Junior School Hall.
At 8pm after the AGM members 
of the public will be welcome to 
attend a presentation by Robin 
Woods of some 60 slides of the 
endemic plants of Motley and 
Middle Island. Robin will also be 
discussing FC's plans for a possi
ble management plan for both 
Motley and Middle Island

The Guide Association will be 
holding a Christmas Bazaar/Cof
fee morning on Saturday 29th 
November 1997, starting at 
10.00am - 12 30. Our Fly Away 
Raffle will be drawn at approxi
mately 12.30 on this day.

The Research Assistant to Coun
cillors, Jenny Luxton will be 
pleased to retain in the office, a 
list of people who may feel they 
would like to be a member of a 
Committee. It is hoped that this 
may encourage some of the 
younger generation to have an 
input and take an interest in the 
running of these Committees. 
Anyone interested please con
tact Jenny by telephone on 27455 
or Fax 27456
Councillor Sharon Halford 
will be pleased to see anyone on 
the following dates:
Wednesday 5th November 
Thursday 13th November 
Saturday 22nd November 
Friday 28th November 
Appointments can be made with 
Jenny Luxton at the Councillors’ 
Office on Tel: 27455. It would be 
helpful if the subject to be disucssed 
can be supplied_______________

Happy 11th birthday to Kim 
in Tibenham for29th 

October. Have a great day 
Love Katie

NOTICES
Stanley Running Club 
Spring Race Programme 
Provisional dates for races lead
ing up to the Zi marathon:
16th Nov. Moody Brook Chal
lenge
Training Schedule for / mara
thon:
Fri. 24th - Run 5 miles
Sun. 26th - Jog 10 miles (slowly)
Tues 28th - jog 1 hour
Wed. 29th - run 5 miles (3rd mile
fast)
Thurs. 30th - Jog 1 hour 
Fri. 31st - run 7 miles

SUPREME COURTOFTHE FALKLAND ISLANDS 
Notice under the Ad minist rat ion of Estates Ordinance

(Cap. 1)
TAKE NOTICE THAT Edward Bernard Anderson deceased of 
Stanley, Falkland Islands died at K.E.M.H., Stanley, Falkland Islands 
on the 2nd day of October 1997 Intestate.
WHEREAS Amy Rose Pole-Evans daughter of the deceased, has 
applied for Letters of Administration to administer the estate of the said 
deceased in the Colony.
NOTICE IS HEREBV GIVEN pursuant to Section 4 of the Adminis
tration of Estates Ordinance to all persons resident in the Colony who 
may have prior claim to such grant that the prayer of the Petitioner will 
be granted provided no caveat be entered in the Supreme Court within 
21 days of the publication hereof.

Week 7

WANTED

Wanted to buy - 3 Piece Suite. In 
good condition Tel: 22450

L A Titterington 
Registrar 

Supreme Court
Wanted - An address for 60 Plus 
Textiles
A whisk for a Kenwood Major 
model No. A907D 
Contact 41006

Stanley
Falkland Islands 
15 October 1997 
Ref: PRO/10/1997

Falkland Islands Tours & Travel in association with Ben’s Taxi's 
& the Fighting Pig Band are pleased to announce the introduction of 

a coach service for future Public Trough functions.
All ticket holders will no longer have the long wait outside the Pub 
for a Taxi. On the evening of a public Trough function a coach will 

depart from the "Globe Tavern" at 23:45. The cost will be £1.00 per
person.

Ben's Taxi's will still however be available at the Trough for 
transport home as usual. For Private function bookings pi 

contact either Leon on 21437 or Aarron on 21775

WANTED - Suitable person 
with culinary skills to add new- 
dimension to a small expanding 
business. For further informa
tion please apply to the Man
ager, Emma's Guest House, 
Phone No. 21056

case
Upland Goose eggs available 

Contact 41006

For spares and repair of washing machines, Hoovers, Fridges, 
Microwaves and Electric motors, call Neil on 21041Need an Electrician7 

Call Graeme on 32555. All types 
of industrial and domestic instal
lation and repairs. Qualified per
sonnel. No. 1 Electrical (Falk
lands) Ltd. P.O. Box 643, Stanley, 
Fax: 32555

Postscript from The Cathedral
There’s a verse in the Psalms that says, “How wonderful it is, how pleasant, 
lor God s people to live together in harmony!” (Psalm 133 / TEV)
Last Sunday, people of all three churches went to the Cathedral for “Songs of 
Praise , a feast of music and hymn-singing, accompanied by the King’s 
Division Normandy Band. The evening theme was “Knowing Christ” when 
church members spoke briefly about their faith. In his longest prayer’ Jesus 
prays to God the Father for all Christians that “they may be one just as you 
and I are one” (John 17.11). He isn’t praying for uniformity, of course not! 
He is speaking about a common unity and harmony that he wants all Chris
tians to experience as they seek to place Jesus in first place in their lives.
A prayer: Lord of all power and might, author and giver of all good things, 
graft into our hearts the love of Your name, that we may be truly one and all 
the glory be given to You. Amen.

HR Shipping Services.
Important Notice: Changes to v250
Please be advised that we will be recieving cargo for Voyage 25U to tne 
South Atlantic at: HR Shipping Services c/o 41 Shed, Dock Gate 4, Eastern 
Docks Southampton. Cargo Receiving Dates: 05.11.97 to 19.11.97.
Between 0800-1200 and 1300-1700 (1600 Fri). Loading will resume m 
Marchwood from v250. Please book all cargo with office at Redhill. Tel:
01737769055. Fax: 01737765916
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FCO visitor talks ‘oil
revenue' and ‘special 

area’ with councillors
HMS

Endurance 

to visit 

Buenos 

Aires

HEAD of the South Atlantic and 
Antarctic Department (FCO) Mr 
John White has spent a week famil
iarising himself with the Falkland 
Islands, following his appointment 
to the post last July.

During a press conference with 
local media on Tuesday (28th) Mr 
White answered questions on a 
number of subjects including the 
Special Area of Cooperation.

Mr White said he had spoken 
with councillors about the recent 
intercessional negotiations which 
have been underway (on the envi
ronment. safely and legal proce
dures etc.) and the attempt to estab
lish a licensing round.

‘ Due to the many complexities' 
involved in reaching a point where 
all parties feel their interests are 
protected, and all legal eventuali
ties covered, he confirmed that, 
things were taking longer than 

expected'. "A great deal of work 
has still to be done," he went on.

He explained that there was not 
one'stumbling block' as such but it 
took time to harmonise those parts 
of British and Argentine legisla
tion which needed it

Mr White denied that his main 
reason for visiting was to raise once 
again theconceptofan oil revenue 
formula'with councillors, but added the Islands to allow an increase in

HMS ENDURANCE. the Royal 
Navy's sole Antarctic patrol ship, 
and the successor to the ship of the 
same name that played an impor
tant part in the 1982 conflict, is to 
visit Buenos Aires on November 
17. reports Graham Bound for 
Mercopress. The courtesy visit, 
hosted principally by Argentine 
Navy's Antarctic Hydrographic 
Service will last for four days.

Among other activities, the crew 
of HMS Endurance will visit the 
frigateSwvme/j/oand Corvette Uru
guay, both now museum ships, and 
the ice-breaker AImirante Irizar.

The visit by a British ship so 
symbolic of the British presence in 
the South Atlantic, says Graham, is 
just one sign of improving military 
relations. Earlier this month, the 
British Rear Admiral McNally spent 
some days in Buenos Aires, where 
he visited the naval bases at Puerto 
Belgrano and Mar del Plata, and 
gave a talk at the Escuela Superior 
de Guerra Naval. Further consoli
dating the improved relationship 
will be a round of formal military 
talks between representatives of 
both countries, due to take place in 
Buenos Aires from November 3 
until November 5. The meetings 
have taken place on a regular basis 
since the renewal of diplomatic re
lations in 1990.

Above: Mr John White, Head of the South Atlantic Department, FCO
the number of Argentine next of 
kin visits over the summer, Mr 
White said that decisions regarding 
the regularity of next of kin visits 
was a matter entirely for the Island
ers, not the FCO. He fell it was. "to 
the Islanders credit," that visits had 
been allowed, referring to it as a 
"very humanitarian gesture."

The Governor also added that 
apart from the visit in November, 
as yet there had actually been no 
other requests for visits over the 
summer from Argentina.

During his visit to the Islands, 
Mr White has fulfilled a packed 
schedule which has included visits 
to the Camp (East and West) meet
ings with councillors, the Oil Man
agement Team, the Fisheries De
partment and members of the pri
vate sector fishing industry, plus 
further briefings on the socio-eco
nomic plan, oil and even mine
fields.

that they had had a 'very amicable 
discussion' on the subject, say ing 
that it would also be a subject which 
would arise when the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs. Mr Tony Lloyd 
later visited the Islands.

Asked if he felt there had been 
any progress on the subject of the 
'oil formula’ desired by the British 
Government, he replied positively, 
saying he felt it qualified as progress 
that, "we understand each other’s 
position very well now."

Asked if he foresaw pressure 
from the British Government on

Meeting sparks lively debate
Street near the Junior School came 
under fire with FIDF being criti
cised from the floor for the number 
of vehicles left there on an appar
ently long term basis.

There was a question concern
ing the non-receipt of pay for ac
credited certificates held by civil 
servants; another on the ludicrous 
complexity of the documentation 
required by government for small 
contract jobs; and comments made 
on the proposed road to the Cape 
Pembroke Lighthouse.

The four councillors were obvi-

A WIDE variety of topics were 
raised at the first open public meet
ing of the new Administration held 
by four of the Stanley councillors 
at Gilbert House on Wednesday, 
October 29, among them immigra
tion, vocational grants, off-street 
parking, roads and youth leisure.

Councillors Cheek, Halford, 
Clifton and Summers welcomed a 
good turn-out to the meeting and a 
lively debate ensued.

The heavy parking along John

Hansen's horses here
This

week: figaj 
Local at* 

children 
enjoy the ■ 

sight of M 
Ian and R 

Susie sS§ 
Hansen's 

recently mp 
arrived 

miniature 
horses

‘ ■

a?

Barker’s back
: ■ously pleased by the success of the 

debate and promised the issue of 
immigration would take priority on 
the agenda for the next meeting to 
be held at 5pm on Wednesday, 
November 12, in the Court and 
Council Chamber.

REGULAR visitor to the Islands, 
solicitor Alan Barker, is back again 
to stand in for Ledingham Chalmers' 
current incumbent, Andrew 
Hobson. Andrew, his wife, Lucy, 
and their two children are taking a 
break of several weeks in the UK. mimi(FIBS)

*
O’
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Keen kids impress Coach CooilWrite to Penguin News, Ross Road, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands

ing session.
He is very up-beat about the 

Falklands, in particular praising 
the enthusiastic and cooperative 
attitude of the young swimmers. 
"The facilities here are terrific," he 
says. "I am surprised that so few 
people use the pool but I'm im
pressed by the kids who are so ea
ger to learn."

He feels the main objective of 
his visit is to move swimming, as 
a sport in the Falklands, forward. 
"Thesituationhere is established," 
he says. "Now we are ready for 
progression."

He advocates the development 
of a five year plan for swimming 
starting with looking at where we 
want to be and then looking at what 
steps will be necessary to get there.

Chief Executive responds 

to readers' letters
SPORTING links between the 
Falklands and the rest of the world 
took yet another step forward this 
week with the visit of top swim
ming coach, Steve Cooil, to the 
Islands.

Steve, 49, combines his job as 
an 'A' level teacher of Computer 
Science in Castletown. Isle of 
Man, with his swimming interests 
and also a third role as Secretary 
to the Island Games Association, 
a position he had held since 1992.

Bom in the Isle of Man Steve 
moved to Derbyshire as a boy and 
studied Sports Science at Lough
borough College before returning 
to the Isle of Man as an adult to 
teach the same subject at schools 
in the capital, Douglas.

In his early thirties he went

Plan did not appealK»" Hiud. Sunk,. t jILLmd Mind* • Irlrpta: INM• lav "IN • Let) Irida* • Prirr: Wp

HAVING experienced serious doubts prior to the election about the speedimmmrnmmmmm?some in the upper echelons of FIG who may feel that to allow such October. ; .T, ™SS| Varry II u’as a
freedom might give free rein to some form of anarchy, they should bear 1. The short track from the Dar- tight estimate designed to stretch 
in mind that to impart to employees the message that they are regarded win Road to the Argentine cem- all those involved and as such it 
as responsible beings, capable, as the Governor put it. "of applying com- etery has got worse and worse over was not promised,' it was a date 
mon sense to their own position." is a message more likely to achieve the years, to the point where it was to aim at Due to circumstances 
positive results than negative. The former wholesale ban on the civil becoming more or less impassable. well beyond local control there 
servant's, "right to engage in a personal attack publicly on any other civil The last party of Argentine rela- have been some minor delays but 
servant or any member of Executive or Legislative Council" (quote. ExCo tives who came to visit the cem- the quarry' is about to become op- 
summary this week) not only, as we know, kept silent an unacceptably etery' actually had the greatest dif- erational within the next fortnight 
high proportion of Islanders, but also questioned those same employees' ficulty getting to it. 3. Tenders for the building"of
abilities to judge a situation responsibly and respond similarly. Whether we like having Argen- the road from Darwin to North

(It is perhaps also worth noting that the easy use of the negative, and tine soldiers buried in the Islands Arm are likely to be issued within 
defensive phrase, 'personal attack', as opposed to 'the right to criticise’ or not. the presence of the war a month. The tender period will 
appears to illustrate the paranoia which has been prevalent among some cemetery' imposes on us at least a probably be two months, therefore 
members of the establishment). moral responsibility to maintain the decision on the contractor is

the access track in reasonable re- likely to be around the beginning 
Wt are often asked at Penguin News why we have a policy of not pub- pair. The cemetery' is visited not of February'. The commencement 
lishing anonymous letters (the present policy allows the withholding of just by parties of Argentine next of the contract is subject to nego- 
name and address if requested by the writer, but that infomiation must of kin every now and Then, but fre- tiation. and the Public Works De- 
be made available to the Editor). The answer is. that for some time we quently by members of H M partment is well aware of the rec- 

°t"eid lhe policy °fthe former Editor John Fowler, who. I un- Forces and other visitors to the Is- ommendations that exist with re- 
derstand. took up the policy as a result of problems caused by a specific lands. A bad approach road will gard to timing

m^(Apologies10joh-inEssdr:
Much as! also .end 10 lean towards this belief (and also ihe facl .ha. ome.hmKabouf.h^trac^th'ouph0 ™ Cf

,t .s more convenient for ourselves if names are available, in .ha. ,. pro- the hiahest mioritvW ° lerms.°f P™rit> 10
' ld« editorial staff with the option of contacting letter-writers if it is fell ever with ano the vish hv a»™ ? T T" SpC ‘C' WCrC
necessary e.g. if phrases are considered libelous) recent input on the tine rela iv«!, „? b> Ak g nJ len othcr Categ°0' 1'™ Hems ap- 
subject from members of the public suggests that many readers feel dif P Th ^ rl! CS duC ? November, H proved as being in front of the 
ferenily. With this though, in mind, we invim fuXVcommen.tom cou d £TTaskcd'fl;hc track brld8e The PWD are working 
readers on the subject. Do readers feel anonymous letters should be pub- rather than^literP^?i * “ T" through lhe schedule in the desig- 
hshed (providing they contribute to a constructive debate) or should the instruction ! h i rlUCd nated Pr'onty and there is as yet 
present policy remain? instruction accordingly. This will no firm start date for work on

Z jSLf gr dday the work on Bodie Creek Bridge, 
he North Camp track, but I hope

Islanders will understand the

I REFER to the letter in the Octo
ber 24, 1997, edition of the Pen
guin News from Mr Gerald Dixon.

Firstly I apologise for incor
rectly spelling Mr Dixon's sur
name.

for Fisheries and Customs Depart
ments, including THIRD FLOOR 
HARBOUR OBSERVATION 
ROOM".

My letter objecting to this farce 
was dated February' 1, 1997.

2. In answer to your remark on 
the submitter of the appeal I draw 
your attention to the lower section 
of page eight, in the same edition 
of Penguin News as your letter, 
which clearly states, "an appeal by 
GERALD DIXON on behalf of 
F.I.DC.

3. No sir, the invitation for re
sponses to the appeal were to be 
directed to the Executive Council, 
but I took the liberty of sending a 
copy to the Penguin News, aimed 
at drawing Islanders' attention to 
the "shady ideas" being put for
ward.

sec-

ion
Secondly, I draw Mr Dixon's 

attention to the word"architect", 
which means, "one who designs 
buildings or succeeds in bringing 
abouta design".. .NOT a planning 
representative.

Thirdly, I would now expect 
Mr Dixon to respond in a similar 
fashion after he has absorbed the 
following facts:

1. The original planning appli
cation submitted, "that ruffled my 
feathers", was Application number 
8/97P, which was published in a 
January 1997 edition of the Pen
guin News and read:

"Outline application for con
struction of tourist related devel
opment comprising shops and of
fices at GROUND LEVEL, with 
FIRST FLOOR accommodation

B Peck 
Stanley

(Not a scholar or politician,just 
an observing, residing 'Kelper').

Thank 0
v-V:i %-v -■

0

’ law*
-
MARILYN and Sharon hope eve
ryone enjoyed the "Proms" with 
the King's Division Normandy 
Band and Miss Margaret Probyn.

This concert was possible 
thanks to Mrs BB Campbell and 
Squadron Leader Steve Isaac, who 
worked on the project for several 
months and co-ordinated the 
Stanley events

They would like to thank eve
ryone who bought tickets, made 
donations and entered into the 
spirit of the occasion on the night. 
Particular thanks must go to Alan 
Jones and Graham Didlick for or
ganising the staging and PA sys
tem; Alison Hewitt for the refresh
ments and helpful ideas; Paul,

Steve Cooil and HE, the Governor at a reception for the IOM coach 
back to university (the University 
of Kent in Canterbury) to take a 
one year Masters in Computer Sci
ence, the subject he now teaches.

Steve's credentials as a swim
ming coach are impeccable. As the 
Isle of Man National Swimming 
Coach he trained young swimmers 
to gold medal standard in the 
World masters in Rio de Janeiro; 
the Isle of Man relay team, coached 
by him, reached the final of a Com
monwealth Games event; and his 
own children, Marcus and Leonie, 
have between them taken many 
medals in the biennial Island 
Games.

To complete the family in
volvement in the sport Steve's 
wife, Carrie, succeeded him as 
National Coach when he took on 
the duties of Secretary to the Is
land Games Association.

The position is no sinecure.
Steve spends four hours each 
weekday evening, plus ten hours 
a weekend, (a total of thirty hours 
a week) on Island Games business.

During his visit Steve has been 
working with what he calls the 
'elite squad', as well as other 
squads ranging right down to jun
iors and has even run a course for 
swimming teachers and helpers, 
with particular emphasis on tech
niques, safety and principles of 
training. Part of this course in
volved demonstratinghow to work 
with up to 30 swimmers in the pool 
and still achieve a valuable train-

Jason. Wayne and Kenneth for 
looking after the balloons and 
decorations and for clearing up the 
next morning.

A total of £777.66 was raised 
from this event which will be 
shared between the Community 
Trust and FIODA Theatre 2000.

We would also like to thank the 
Tabernacle Council for the use of 
their church to allow the Band to 
play to the Old Age Pensioners on 
Sunday, October 19. Thanks, too, 
to Jackie Earnshaw, Mike 
Mitchelmore and Gladys Lee for 
their help on the day.

"We might be examining the need 
for a budget, for example, to pro
vide an ASA coach by the year 
2001, and for the events it is de
cided our swimmers will enter."

With competitionso difficultto 
arrange and attend from the Islands 
he felt motivation was a subject 
that should be addressed as a mat-

Andrew Gurr
Chief ExecutiveStanley Garden Centre

Just arrived on the Anne Boye 
and opening over the next few days.

Alko & Honda Lawn Mowers + Strimmers, Hedge 
Trimmers and Shredders 

Barbecues + Tools + Charcoal

Johnson's Flowering Bulbs including Daffodils, Tulips 
Crocus

Quality Timber Garden Sheds 
New supplies of Forest Panel Fencing

For the children: - Swings, Trikes, Seesaws, 
Climbing Frames 

Lots of Christmas Garden Gifts 
Gnomes, Candles, Weather Vanes, Cards, Christmas T

A new range of Garden Tools from Bulldog:- 
Spades, Forks, Potato Forks, Rakes, Hoes etc.

John Allen Aquariums in most sizes.

We also have the following Seed Potatoes: 
Rocket, Estima, Cara, Maris Piper

Remember time is short to buy your fireworks

We are open every afternoon 
Monday- Saturday 2.00-5.00pm 

Sunday 2.30-4.30pm 
Tel: 21509 Fax: 2618

reason.

Animal Welfare 

Codes apply to all
ter of priority' and in new and im
aginative ways. Setting goals, the 
imposition of targets and regular 
awards for reaching them. He also 
suggested’pairing’ local swimmers 
with swimmers elsewhere (perhaps 
in the Isle of Man) of comparable 
current ability so their times could 
be looked at in a competitive way 
on a regular basis.

He talked too of promotional 
planning - preparation of docu
mentation to allow for sponsor
ship: of raising the profile of the 
sport of swimming in the Islands, 
getting results published in the 
media and of holding monthly 
gatherings to discuss subjects like 
diet, physiology,advances in train
ing methods etc. "Training," he 
stressed, "must be fun, particularly 
here where there is so little com
petition."

He expressed his gratitude to 
the people of the Islands who have 
made him so welcome and said the 
Shackleton Scholarship Fund 
(which paid for his travel costs) 
was an excellent idea. "Govern
ment," he said, "deserve a pat on 
the back."

SssSSEs?
sure her that anv i «C»a? as_ acceptable welfare practice and 
Codes that are uhim i*1!3 Pare will hopefully encourageal] farm- 
Govemmemtvill alfnf y*PaSned ^ ers to give due consideration to 
eluding the Denari °fa ]’ 'H" animal welfare in all their farm-
culture. In addifinn °^Sr‘" InS practices. I would expect farm-
lo take this opportunitvSm°U d ilke erS and the Department of Agri- 
that these Codes an* P°lnt out culture to be already applying all 
formula’ that will 3 maglc or most of the Code provisions- secure for fL l^10?31103^ Andrew Coe
______ !afm 1,Vestock a totally senior Veterinary Officer

Marilyn Hall 
Sharon Middleton

11 i i vr1 ^
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Three Sea Cadet recruits recently broke all kinds of records by successfully

to vis ™ "he UK inspection Team (Lt Cdr Black RN, L. Cdr Blaker .RNR. 
Cam Wcobley RM and Lt Brazier RNR). Badges presented by the visiting 
C P included Seamanship. Long Service & Good Conduct and First Aid. _|
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Ian Cox visit to ‘buoyant’ Stanley
BACK in the Islands this week for 
a brief visit is former Development 
Corporation Assistant General 
Manager, Ian Cox.

Ian left that job. and the Falk- 
lands, in June 1994, at the end of 
his contract, to become the first 
Commercial Representative for the 
Falkland Islands Government Of
fice in London.

Now, in this non-political role, 
though he works closely with 
FIGO Representative. Sukcy 
Cameron. Ian has wide ranging re
sponsibilities. many of which have 
a direct impact on the commercial 
affairs of the Islands. Chief among 
these is the promotion of Falkland 
Islands products: tourism, meat, 
fish, wool, woollen products; to 
markets in the United Kingdom,
Europe, indeed world-wide.

Aviation ..thefuture grown and by what he calls the 
new, “buoyancy and tremendous 
activity of the place.”

Ian now lives in North Suffolk 
and commutes to London three 
days out of five, a round trip of 
some five hours. His wife, Penny, 
who many will remember from 
their time in Stanley, is now Sec
retary of the UK end of the 
Shackleton Scholarship Fund, 
thus, in different ways, the couple 
have both maintained their close 
links with the Islands.

RECENTLY released for public perusal, the Internal Transport Review for 
the Falkland Islands Government commissioned from Mr Mike Summers, of I 
M S Consulting and completed on June 28 of last year, has been for some time j
in the hands of FIG, and in that time has been examined by the Transport j

.V* I •

Advisory Committee, and approved by Executive Council.
The review' examines air, sea and land transport and includes a summary 

of best methods of co-ordinating the three methods of transport for optimum 
benefit to the Islands.' Last week Penguin News reported on the section per
taining to land transport - this week we look at aviation.

An Islander aircraft leaves the all-weather airstrip at Sealion Island
pilots and engineers may be 
essary.’

mand and maintain un-utilised re
sources during the low season. In

have the discounted fare on a Tues- lcrms of passenger activity there is On the matter ol airlrames, the 
day, Thursday and Saturday.' very substantially more movement report recommends that although

(FIG AS Manager, Vernon during the Spring/Summer than the it is not considered appropriate at
Steen, told Penguin News on Oc- Aulumn/Winter seasons.' I his present lor alternative airlrames to
tober 27. that proposals with re- trend is explained as being created be introduced, engineering capabil-
gard to tariffs and weekly use ol by most classes of non-business ity on I win Otters should be ob-
strips had been put forward, and travel, but most particularly by tained il possible, and the introduc-
were being discussed, but would Stanley residents-presumably go- tion ol a rotary wing aircraft made
not disclose details because he did ing to Camp for leisure purposes - as soon as economically viable.'
not want to pre-empt final deci- and overseas tourists. The transport Advisory Commit-
sions.) There is no ready solution to tee, however, did not support ob-

In support of this option. Mike this seasonality, says the report. laming engineering capability 
recommends an alternative well- ol|lcr than flying longer hours in Twin Otters, ‘until such time as
drained airstrip on Sea Lion (note the peak periods and bringing lo- those aircraft are included in the
the report was written last year and cum pj|ots u> supplement where FIGAS Heel.’ 
work on Sealion Island was eoin-

nec-

IN a search of more cost-effective 
operations for the Falkland Islands 
Government Air service, Mike 
Summers, in his report makes the 
important assumption that There is 
no wish by FIG to reduce the level 
of service in the pursuit of greater 
efficiency.' As a result he exam
ines an option which (combined 
with the establishment of road net
works and good all-weather air
strips) would encourage custom
ers to use particular airstrips on 
particular days, instead of FIGAS 
‘necessarily flying to all corners of 
the Islands every day.'

To achieve this, and for it to be 
of benefit lo customer and air serv
ice. he suggests an application of 
differential tariffs., for instance if 
it cost £35 to fly to/from Port 
Howard. Pebble. Saunders and 
Hill Cove on a Monday. Wednes
day and Friday, but £45 on other 
days, there would be a greater ten
dency for passengers to group on 
those days. Similarly F‘ox Bay. 
Weddell and Port Stephens might

BKiiti Home at last..1

Above: Ian Cox, Commercial Representative in London 
sourcing of modular buildings for sociated with. There are three 
the Corporation. websites involved: the Falkland

It doesn’t end there either. Islands Government information
site, the Tourism site and the Cor
poration’s own site. All these sites, 
Ian says, are cross-linked into other 
websites of appropriate interest. 
The prospects opened up by this 
technological revolution obviously 
intrigue Ian. “There is so much 
more opportunity to disseminate 
information to a much wider audi
ence,” he says, and then qualifies 
his enthusiasm with a note of wry 
caution. "I sometimes wonder how 
we would cope if we suddenly had 
thousands of requests for more in
formation!”

Though this is not Ian’s first 
return trip to the Islands (he was 
last here in March 1996) he is 

a project Ian has been closely as- struck by how much Stanley has

THE ashes of a retired naval of
ficer who served as a meteorolo
gist in Stanley almost fifty years 
ago are soon to be scattered on 
Mount William in accordance with 
his recorded wishes.

In a remarkable demonstration 
of affection for the Islands he left 
in the 1940’s Dr David Lawrence 
Niddrie made clear, before his 
death on August 24 this year, his 
desire for his remains to be brought 
to the Falklands.

Dr Niddrie was bom in South 
Africa in 1917 and was stationed, 
as an officer in the Royal Navy, in 
Stanley during the war years. In 
1966 he and his wife moved to 
America where he became a pro
fessor emeritus of geography at the 
University of Florida. His wife, 
Mary, died last year aged 89.

on There are labyrinthine regulations 
He also provides a much governing trade in the European 

needed information service to the Union: regulations the Falklands 
Chamber of Commerce and private have to comply with if we wish to 
enterprise in the Islands, as well as sell our goods in their market 
research facilities for the Develop- places. Ian is the man who liaises 
ment Corporation. As an example with Brussels in the continuing 
of this he quotes a recent exercise negotiations to have the Islands 
in which he had to investigate the established as an exporter to the

European community.
Yet another aspect of Ian’s job 

is concerned with the emerging 
prospect of oil. He has been in
volved in organising exhibitions, 
producing literature, and generally 
ensuring the right information 
reaches all parties.

And then there is the Internet:

Recommendations were also 
made by the report with regard lo 
capital cost (£13,615 funding

necessary. Locum pilots particu
larly can take up the summer fish
eries duties leaving the regular ex
perienced pilots lo fly the passen- planned for the next ten years) bin
ger Rights. As a result, it is recoin- the TAC felt such a cost was con-
mended in the Transport Review servative. and should be treated
that both TTGAS and Civil Avia- with caution. The report also rec-
lion have in hand plans for revised ommended there should be closer
shift patterns for pilots, engineers co-ordination between the TAC
and airport staff to cope with longer and other transport-oriented com- 
llying hours in the peak summer 
months. Increased use of locum

eidenlal to his recommendations) 
a new airstrip be constructed at 
Port Howard. Fox Bay be closely 
monitored and covered if neces
sary'. and consideration be given 
to maintaining a good quality strip 
at Douglas.

The report goes on to look at 
‘peak demand', noting. ‘Like most 
major activities in the Falklands 
ITGAS must set its physical and 
human resources to meet peak de-

FIG Committees 
October 1997

Agriculture: Clifton, Cockwell 
Education Board: Cheek. 
Summers
Fisheries: Cockwell. Birming
ham
Health: Edwards. Cheek 
Oil: Birmingham. Halford 
PWD: Halford, Luxton 
FIDC Board: Luxton, Edwards 
Islands Planning: Summers. 
Clifton
Environmental: Luxton, 
Birmingham
Transport: Cockwell, Luxton 
Management Information: 
Cockwcll
Heritage: Edwards 
Post and Philatelic: Edwards 
FIGAS: Cockwell 
Fire Service: Clifton 
Health and Safety: Summers 
Library: Cheek 
Training: Cheek 
Stabex: Luxton 
Energy: Birmingham 
Civil Aviation:
Police: Cheek
Housing: Birmingham, Halford 
Planning and Building: Halford 
Occupational Pensions 
Committee/Board: Summers 
Retirement Pensions Board: 
Summers
Cost of Living: Summers 
Government Vehicles: 
Birmingham 
Board of Health:
Stud Flock: Luxton 
Community School:
Camp Education/Hostel:
Cockwell
Fox Bay:
Immigration: Summers, Cheek 
Broadcasting and Communica
tions:
Adv. Com. On the Prerogative 
of Mercy: Edwards, Luxton 
Falklands Landholdings Ltd. 
Board: Clifton, Birmingham 
Stanley Services Ltd.: Summers, 
Cockwell____________

mitiees.
Report obtainable from FIDC

General Purposes CommitteeWestlandsHus
Quality, low energy houses 

made in Norway
The first meeting of the General Purposes Committee was chaired by 
Councillor John Birmingham. Here he summarises what took place.
ALL members of the new Council a. Abattoir

The contract for this is pro-
resentative and Susan Eastoe from 
Profile.met at Gilbert House on Wednes

day, October 22, for their first gressing and has been signed at this The Committees list was final- 
meeting of the General Purposes end. The tender dossier will be pro- ised and councillors hope that
Committee. ducedattheendofDecember/early members of the public will add

We started at 8.00am and fin- January, then the tender process their names to the register of com-
ished at 7pm, and on a personal will begin. mittee members being established
note, I have to say how pleased I b. Internet in the councillor’s office,
am that councillors have agreed, in Mr Cox is establishing and set- It was agreed all councillors 
future, to allow a full day for these ting up the website but a lot of would be briefed, prior to the start
meetings. training is still needed here in the of the Standing Finance Commit-

Most of the morning session Islands. FIDC are hoping to bring tee meeting, on Executive Coun-
was taken up with bringing all someone down to the Islands to cil decisions made the previous
councillors up to date with previ- conduct training sessions. day.

c. Tourism bookings are up for The meeting was advised that 
matters, and at 11.00am we visited this coming season. At the moment comments regarding sovereignty
the Oil Department for a general Mr Cox is looking into the East- from the Prime Minister had been

em Bloc market.
Mr Gordon Forbes and Mr Ron

ous GPC and Executive Council-? •

firmly denied by the FCO.
Concern was expressed about

We had several visitors during Young gave a presentation on road safety and parking, and the 
the day; the Chief Executive at- progress of the East Stanley De- Environmental Planning Officer is 
tended in the morning with Mrs velopment. in the process of producing a traf-
Lidda Luxton to brief councillors Councillor Summers will be fie circulation plan, 
on Mrs Luxton’s recent consul- attending the CPA Westminster It was agreed that a public re- 
tancy which was to produce a man- Seminar to be held from March 3- ception could be held on Novem- 
agement report on the KEMH. 14,1998. Councillors Edwards and ber 7 in the Town Hall from 

In the afternoon Mr Ian Cox, Clifton will be submitting items for 6.00pm to 7.30pm, in recognition 
the FIGO Commercial Representa- a CPA Working Party on ‘Redis- of our local sports men and 
tive, attended. Mr Cox explained covering The CPA-Towards The women.
his role and the activities he had 21st Century’. The next meeting of the Gen-
been involved in over the last year. We discussed the forthcoming eral Purposes Committee will be 
He gave a progress report on sev- visit of a group of MP’s, who will held on Wednesday, November 19 
eral matters. These were; be accompanied by the FIGO Rep- 1997.

briefing on oil matters from the 
Director of Oil, Mrs Rendell.Mr. Harry Burt, Managing Director of WestlanrkH 

Falklands between the 22"d and 26,h November H 

find out more about WestlandsHus 
LMW (BM) Ltd. on 22640 to 
manufacturers of luxury, made-to- 
market.

us UK, will be visiting the 
Anyone wishing to meet Harry to 

contact Mrs. Jo Morrison at 
aPpointment. WestlandsHus 

at ^e t0P end of the housing

should 
make an 

measure houses are
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NOTICE OF PLANNING 
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

Notice is hereby given that the following applications for planning 
permission have been received:

Reference No Applicant Development H|gp
asides just as penetrating c?Wc<^' sparkling »’•"> T’tr" f verbalJlU*«°° ondatra,'
spiritualism. Bliihe Snirf, As° Codpiece (circa 1940 sBrttam) m xvhicl, Co,ran! masterfully blended ui, Wi,l,
the requirement to reel , / ° Ending "^ess. b°<hf°r ,he ?as‘ (,hc nUens‘jy °f>'‘ "‘Iricale dialogue, and 
classes through the IZT "cl chintzily comfortable atmosphere maintained at all costs by the upper middle
,1r^MrS,^Pl^^’Sr"iumPh. my dear." or 
r U e,'ca?i',n8 Cllarks Condominc's first wife, Elvira. (Gail 
Condo,nine (Sid Olivera perhaps Snoot;r) "ho d,ed seven years ear- 
surprisingly well-cast and suavely |jcr as the result of. what else, a 
confident in h.s first acting role) iauehing fit. 
is a novelist intent on writing a Condomine is understandably 
book involving the occult He knocked sideways by this develop- 
hires a medium. Madame Arcati. ment, but nevertheless engages 

multi-colour Elvira in a conversation which be- 
clothing in a gloriously over the comes increasingly complex, and for 
top performance by another the audience amusing, as they real- 
FIODA newcomer, Megan ise that Ruth. Condomine's second 
Eggehng) to hold a seance in the wife of five years standing, cannot 
interests of research. 1 he result is see or hear Elvira and is Therefore 
w^al the marvellously eccentric privy only to what her husband is 
Madame Arcati calls, "the

Raising peat shed roof, re-roof 
ing and re-cladding for use as a 
garage at 3 John sTreet. Stanley. 

Mr & Mrs J P Teggart Change of use of peat shed to 
domestic garage and workshop 
at 9 Callaghan Road. Stanley 
Siting of a Portakabin for use as 
a dwelling unit at 54 Davis Street. 
Stanley

Stanley Arms Limited Outline application for the con 
version of building into a super 
market at the Old Transmitting 
Station. Airport Road. Stanley 

Stanley Arms Limited Outline application for the con 
struction of a supermarket at the 
Old Transmitting Station. Airport 
Road. Stanley
Resiling of Portakabin and re
roofing with a duel-pitched roof 
for use as domestic store at dwell 
ing west of Cemetery Cottage. 
Snake Hill, Stanley 
Construction of permanent hard
surfaced car park with pedestrian 
access to Allardyce Street at the 
KEMH Temporary car park on 
St Mary's Walk. Stanley.

Miss Sally Robertson Erection of two-storey dwelling 
at John Street. Stanley (for the 
approval of detailed plans follow 
ing the grant of outline planning 
permission).

Mr K & Mr I Bemtsen Erection of dwelling at 1 Race 
course Road East, Stanley 
Temporary siting of a container 
for storage at Globe Office Car 
Park. Philomel Store. Stanley 
Outline application for retail 
outlet and warehouse facilities 
at Lot 13. Murray Heights 
Erection of Office Building at 
Site 2. Hillside Camp, Davis 
Street East, Stanley 
Toilet compartment for customer 
use at The Woodbine Takeaway, 
29 Fitzroy Road. Stanley 
Outline application for visitor 
centre & related tourist facilities, 
office building, single residential 
flat and parking facilities on land 
adjoining the Public Jetty. Ross 
Road/Philomel Street, Stanley 
Erection of duel-pitched roof on 
Wyseplan Unit at 23 Callaghan 
Road. Stanley 
Extension to dwelling at 23 
Callaghan Road, Stanley 
Replacement of Nissen hut with 
domestic garage and garden shed 
at 3 Villiers Street, Stanley 
Outline application for alterations 
and extensions to existing 
dential accommodation to form a 
self-contained flat and provide 
seasonal accommodation for ste 
vedores and seamen at Admiralty 
Cottage, 2 John Biscoe Road, 
Stanley

These applications may be inspected during normal office hours at the 
office of the Secretary of the Planning and Building Committee, Environ
mental Planning Office. Malvina House Gardens, Stanley. Comments on 
the applications should be made in writing and should be sent to the 
Environmental Planning Officer, Environmental Planning Office, PO Box 
611, Stanley, within 10 days of the date of this notice.
The next Planning and Building Committee is due to be held on 6 
November 1997 in the Liberation Room, Secretariat commencing at 
1.30pm. Members of the Public may attend to observe the workings of the 
Committee.

118/97/BP Mr P Hutton

119/97/BP

120/97/BP Mr K. Duncan

duit. a living person who consciously 
or sub-consciously summons it. A 
process of elimination reveals the 
culprit as Edith who is mesmerised 
by Arcati and. in a state of trance, 
banishes both spirits.

Condomine. with a notable lack 
of grief for cither Ruth or Elvira, 
packs his things and declares he is 
off to sunnier climes, and perhaps 
other women, for a while. Amid fly- pBKP 
ing cushions, falling curtains and 
moving bookcases courtesy of the in
furiated (and now' invisible) ghosts, 
he dons coat, hat and scarf and de
parts chuckling at their inability to 
get back at him.

This was a bold and challenging 
project for the FIODA group, par*- j 
ticularly so in the cavernous space C 
of the Town Hall when the drawing | 
room ambience of the play demands. 
really, a more intimate theatre. Hav- Top: The Backroom boys (andgirl) between acts 
ing said that there was precious little Above: Madame Arcati rests after ‘ectopiastnically manifesting ’ Elvira 
else to complain of in this compe- who chats pleasantly to Condomine despite her ghoulish countenance 
lently staged production. The set Below: Madame Arcati and Condomine attempt to mesmerise Edith 
was, as has become customary' for Bottom: The two spirits are reincarnated once more to take their final 
FIODA in latter-day productions, bow along with the rest of the cast. Note Madame Arcati's ensemble 
spot-on. complete for the period right which included bright blue stockings!
down to the cushioned sofa, french Below left: Elvira drapes herself elegantly over the wind-up gramophone 
window's and. best of all. the huge 
and horrible black telephone.

The cast coped with the difficult, 
voluminous script valiantly even if 
the prompt was, on occasion, as busy 
in the wings as the cast were on-

121/97/P

122/97/P

(all enthusiasm and
123/97/BP Mrs E J affray

124/97/BP F.I.G.
saying.

ectoplasmic manifestation, a vcri- Elvira, realising this, goads her 
ex-husband into shouting at her thus 
causing strife between Condomine 
and his present wife as she assumes 
that he is shouting at her. that he is 
going mad. and/or that he has been 
drinking too much brandy. The row 
that ensues between Ruth (Anna 
Robson) and Condomine is vastly 
satisfying for Elvira, and allows 
Edith, the maid, (Rene Rowlands) to 
indulge her eager disapproval of all 
things alcoholic.

Eventually it emerges that Elvira 
has really returned from the grave to 
murder Condomine so that he can 
join her in Eternity, and 'fixes’ his 

accordingly. (The script neatly 
avoids having to explain how an 
ectoplasmic manifestation’ can ma

nipulate something as heavy as a 
spanner by ignoring the question al-

T . /-< • . ---------------- ,, ............... ...... .......■■■-------- -— . t.0gclher). Unfortunately, her plan
op: Londonune (Sid Olivera in that dressing gown) pleads with second disintegrates when, instead of 

wife, Ruth, (Anna Robson) to believe that Elvira really has returned Condominc, it is Ruth who dies and 
Above: While waiting for Madame Arcati to arrive Charles and Ruth joins Elvira in Limbo.

R . discuss the coming seance with Dr and Mrs Bradman Haunted now by both his former
e ow: Madame Arcati (Megan Eggeling) presides as the seance begins wives Condominc becomes desper-

/// the Condomine's drawing room alc- He recalls Madame Arcati who
’ >.• 'vines that to manifest itself in the

C) IfI real world

78/97/DP

125/97/BP

126/97/P F.I.D.C.

127/97/P Mr A Latorre

72/97/DP F.I.D.C.
car

128/97/BP Mr D Hawksworth
stage.

Sid Olivera was rarely off-stage 
and was, for the most part, the calm 
eye around which the hurricane 
raged. Noel Coward he ain’t, but then 
Coward was for the forties and Sid 
is for now, and all the more convinc
ing for that And I just loved the flow
ered dressing gown and cravat.

Anna Robson's Ruth was a nicely 
understated counterpoint to Gail 
Spooner's more exotic and flamboy
ant Elvira, while it would be diffi
cult to see how Keith Biles and 
Jennifer Jones in their supporting 
roles as the Doctor and his advice
giving wife could have been bettered.

Rene Rowlands (incidentally, the 
only surviving member of the 1967 
production of the same play in which 
she took the role of the Doctor s 
wife) tutted and disapproved 
vincingly as Edith the maid, and 
Megan Eggcling did magnificent,
fluttering,‘"flouncing justice to Cow
ard’s archetypal eccentric English 
lady

129/97/P F.I.D.C

130/97/BP Mr M Wallace

a spirit has to have a con-131/97/BP Mr M Wallace

•.ypSg132/97/BP Mr J Newell

133/97/P SFS Limited
resi

con-

Mcliculously produced by Helen 
Blades and directed with flair and a 
real feel for the comic by Fraser 
Wallace, Blithe Spirit was a comfort
ably enjoyable visit to an era few' can 
still remember. All in all a worthy 
reprise of an old and enduring fa
vourite.
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CHURCH SERVICES LIBRARY
TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday -"Friday 

08.45am - 12 noon and 
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
2pm-5pm

CATHEDRAL
SUNDAY. 8am,}HblJ Comrriun^ . s , v
ion, 10am Family Communion (first The timesand heights ofh’igh and low tides(in metres) at Stanley. 
Sunday every month - Fdmffly Scry- Time given isStanjey time, 
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer For Camp, make the > 02

following changes;
< I 0104 06 WED

1.6 05 0242 0.6
0855 1.5
1523 0.4
2213 1.3

Sunrise 0506 
Sunset 2006

SUN 0711 HOSPITALPHARMACYTABERNACLE - freechurch
1326 0.3 Mornings 10am 12 noon 

Monday/Thursday
Sunday meetings. 10am and 7pm,
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- Fox Bay +2hr 30m'
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchclmore Roy Cove +4 Hrs 30nv

Port Howard +3hrs 19m 
Teal Inlet 4-3hrs 30m 
Sea Lion Is. +lhr 15m 
Port Stephens 
+3hrs 15m 
Hill Cove +4h'rs 
Berkeley Sound+1 hr 11m

St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA') Port San Carlos • , '2036
SUN: 8am Holy Communion; + 2hr 55m : .." SunriselolU
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor- Darwin Harb6iir'U56m : Sunset -003 
ship; 6.30prn Holy Mass;..
MON: 6.30am Mass __
WED: 7.30prri Holy communion; 01 
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350' ;

1957 
Sunrise0511 
Sunset 2001

1.5

2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

21787

06St. MARY S
SUNDAY: 1,0am (fvlHA 6.30pm), 
Week days:i9ani; Sat. also 5pm .

03 0133
MON 0741

0.6 THURSi i.' i; 1.6 0323 0.7i 1400 0.3 1941 1.5
1.4 1616 0.4 MUSEUM2315 1.2

Tuesday - Friday
1030-12 noon/2.00-4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon 
TREASURY 
Monday - Friday

Sunrise 0504 
0.6 Sunset 2008: )ii 04 0205

TUE 0815
November !1 60644 1.6/,
Mi , 1254 0.'3 i // ■ i1

SAT 1922 1,5r:1 -

l - 0.3 07
1.3. FRI 1043- 1.4

1722 0.5 _________
0023. 1.2 8am -12 noon/ 1.15 - 3.00pm 

Sunrise0503
Sunset 2009: !

1430 0415 0.8
2121

;< | Sunrise 0508
: : Sunset 2004

BAHA’I FAITH
liv/.llFor in formation on meetings ^lea^e Sunrise 051V 

ring Tel: 21957 (evenings) Sunset 1959

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
NESS TRUST Contact Shiralec 
Collins, 21597,Sister 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagchands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION

BADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ F.I, RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- Meets second Tuesday of cvep' 
ThjISCfeyS /-YpTl Lilz Burnett, 1 tact SecretaryCCheek,'2)402 : J third month in Day Cenlre at 5pm 
Tel:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel STANLEY GOLF CtUB Compc-
21161 titions on Sunday at 8-45 am: Con- ______________________________
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 CROSS ASSOCIATION New 

Dik Sawlc Tel 21414 FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.

Bridie
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

members welcome. Contact Scc-Contaet
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm, All quqries & .Information oh.race's1 ' retary Irene Baker 20839 or t Meets first Thursday of every
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome etc contact Andrew Newman 1 Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014' month.' ,7.30pm in the Day Centre
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 21606 or Roweria Summers GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV- STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
THE I I GUN CLUB New members 21015 ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 YMCA1 Accommodation .available ; on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm,
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. Contact Terry Peck 21074 1 Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 Fridays 4-5
Box 540 ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE- STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB

Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month (r?
2000 hrs, WOl&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.I. WESTERN LINE DANTF 
CLUB: Meets Drillllalf (All wH- 
come) - Mon: 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWI S 
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4- 
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CH1I n CLINIC 
Day Centre K.EMH luesdays 9 30- 
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

Leisure CcntrcTerm Times Further information/Bookinss: tel 27291
PoolDuy Courts

12 00 - 1 00 
5 00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8.00
9 30 -10 30 
12.00 - I 00 
5 00- 7 00.
7 00 - 8 00
10 30- 1200 

112,00 - 1.00 
'5 00 - 7.00
7 00 r 8.00. 
500-7 00 
7 00 - 9 00

Monday Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public. .
Lane Swimming 
Public

12.00 - I 00, i
5.00 -9.09,. 1

Public
Public

0 30-10 30 
1 12 00- I 00 

5 00-900

Public 1 
Public 
Public •

Tuesday

I lospital/.O AP's ] .. 
Lane,Swimming . i 
Public ■
Adults,
Public , , 
Private Hire

12.00 - ( 00. 
5.QO.909, ■

Wednesday Public
Public

) f
10.30-12,00
1:00-1 00 
5 00-9 bo" '

Thursday Parcnt/Toddlors0-7 Yrs
Public
Public1 )

Parents/Toddlcrs 
Lane Swimming

Wj* i :''!
Adults

i.-,, -
.KX)i 1 )>’ 1

Sunday . J< . ' id J 10.00 JUtOOC J < II PubliU'. J YAW A CM A 1110.0b- 6'00
Adults’1 '■ 510*lad -oi l - : C. '1rt!i:?

:IHiJ IF/151 > 00,b 
•1M0X-0 HIT 01.6

10 00- 11.30; 
12 00- 1.00 
5 00 7.00 
7 00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9,00
10.00 -<1 00 
4.00 - 5 00

Friday I2.00M 1:00 
5 00 -9 00 ,.

Public
Public• ./

;</1 id!'j‘y,

if.'..
4 lO.boU.oo' PublicSulurduy

Adults
Public

1/10.»4 00 -5 00

,V\.i..'U !/:( 1t! i>i'7 vV :!Sv I al/\ I no i ll i vv 7TT - o t



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
PENGUIN FROM MARS (Repeat) 

out of the casino 6.55
,he Jacks°"famil* - “-y

7 55 PIE IN THE SKY
8 45 MICHAEL BARRYMORE'S STRIKE IT RICH fNcvA
9 10 THE BROKER’S MAN v ;
10.00 GAYLE'S WORLD
10.25 FAMILY MONEY Fran struggles to remember the events of the nieht 
she was witness to murder 6
11.15 TFI FRIDAY

SATURDAY 8TII NOVEMBER
9.15 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
9 40 ART ATTACK (New)
10 00 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING
I 30 GRANDSTAND Including: Snooker - the penultimate day's play in the 
Grand Prix from the Bournemouth International Centre, Racing from 
Newbury, the next instalment of the BOA Olympic magazine
6 25 TOP OF THE POPS 
6.55 BULLY
7 05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7.30 DAD
8 00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY 
8 50 CASUALTY
9.40 HAVE I GOT NEW FOR YOU (New)
10.10 TOUCHING EVIL (New)
11.05 POND LIFE (Repeat)

5 15 AGENT Z AND IHt .
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Sally is kicked
6J0 EMMERDALK Chrifto a deal for Kelly to replace the money she 
stole

SATURDAY 1ST NOVEMBER
9.15 LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
9.35 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
10.05 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including. Snooker - the first of nine days play 
in the Grand Prix from Bournemouth; Bowls, the penultimate day's 
play in the BUPA Care Homes Open; Athletics from Edinburgh; 
Football Focus; and a full round-up of the rest of the day's sporting 
events
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS 
6.55 BULLY SURVIVAL GUIDE
7.05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE (New)
7.30 DAD (New) Comedy about a father and son starring George Cole 
and Kevin McNally
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY (New)
8.50 CASUALTY A 13-year old boy working in a clothing sweatshop 
poses a challenge for the A & E team when he punctures a lung after 
falling on a spike
9.40 FILM. BOILING POINT (1993.15) Thriller starring Wesley 
Snipes and Dennis Hopper. When his partner is killed in an undercover 
operation. Treasury' agent Jimmy Mercer vows to take revenge 
11 00 IT'S ULRIKA!
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY There are two of the day's key matches 
in the FA Carling Premiership, plus a round-up of all the day's goals, 
news and talking points

11.20 CRIME LINE (Repeat) 
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY

SUNDAY 9TH NOVEMBER 
10.45 DEAR MR BARKER (New)
11.00 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.25 BLUE PETER 
11.50 WISE UP
12.20 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.55 TWO FAT LADIES
1.25 THE CHART SHOW
2.05 TRAVEL SHOW ESSENTIAL GUIDES 
2.15 BROOKSIDE
3.25 SELECTION BOXES
4.00 HOLIDAY MEMORIES
4.30 CARTOON TIME
4.40 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
5.10 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP Arsenal v Aston Villa
7.00 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT
9.20 BORN TO RUN
10.20 FRIENDS
10.45 CRIME LINE (Repeat)
10.55 SECRET HISTORY The Tragedy of HMS Glorious
11.45 TOTP 2
The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

SCENE HERE Presented by Lucy Jackson 
7 25 EASTENDERS While the Jacksons anxiously await news of Billy's 
safety Carol is determined to carry on as normal
7 55 PAUL MERTON IN GALTON AND SIMPSONS' COMEDY PLAY-

8I20UPRESTON FRONT Eric and Dawn's wedding proves to be a lively 
QfTdir
9.00 MATCH OF THE DAY Strasbourg v Liverpool 
10.55 BULLY Documentary
11.35 OASIS. MAD FOR IT (New)
12.00 TARTAN EXTRA

6.55

WEDNESDAY 5T1I NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 STAGE ONE 10.15 TELETUBBIES 10.40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10.45 TOTS TV 
2 10 NEIGHBOURS Debbie owes Darren an apology 
2 30 THE AIR SHOW Today a look at aviation
3.00 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: THE ADVENTURES OF DAWDLE
4.00 RUG RATS
4.25 ANIMAL ARK
4.50 IT'LL NEVER WORK 
5.15 THE SCOOP
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Marilyn is convinced that Donald does not 
really want a baby
6.00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Andy is left to fend for himself in a cold caravan
6.55 CORONATION STREET Percy decides a change is needed
7.45 THE BILL For Richer For Poorer: When a man is reported missing 
by his mother and then his wife. Garfield and Quinnan think they know 
what's going on 
8.10 DRIVING SCHOOL 
8 40 FRIENDS US sitcom
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE A surprise party for Erica's 30th birthday goes 
wrong for Andrew who finds himself involved in a road traffic accident 
10 00 SKY NEWS
10 30 FILM WISH YOU WERE HERE (1987,15)
12 00 SUNNYSIDE FARM
12 30 DROP THE DEAD DONKEY
12.55 UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS P.S.V. Eindhoven v 
Newcastle United

series

SUNDAY 2ND NOVEMBER 
10.45 JUSTINE AND THE DEMON KICK
11.00 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.25 BLUE PETER 
11.50 WISE UP
12.20 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.55 TWO FAT LADIES
1.25 THE CHART SHOW
2.15 BROOKSIDE Elaine is close to breaking under the strain
3.25 AS TIME GOES BY
3.55 HOLIDAY MEMORIES
4.25 BROOKSIDE Ron's health is under pressure from the Bar
5.40 THE DAY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE 
6.05 IN THE WILD Cheetahs with Holly Hunter
7.00 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT A woman is plagued by a mystery'
9.20 BORN TO RUN Burke tries to swoop on Lili’s assets at Flitch 
Motors - but she hits back where it hurts him the
10.15 FRIENDS: US comedy series
10.40 NETWORK FIRST For The Love of Roy: An account of 
entertainer Roy Castle's battle against lung
11.30 TOTP 2 Hits from Top of the Pops archives, plus today's hits

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
SATURDAY November 1 7.40 Weather, Flights, Annos

8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY November 7
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Classic in Concerts: Elton John
7.30 Five live
7.40 Weather. Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
B F.B.S Programmes 

5.03 The Archers 
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 The Grumbleweeds
7.00 Hoplite to Harrier
7.30 News and Sport
7 40Weather.Flights.Announcements
8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River
10.00 News BFBS
TUESDAY November 4

9.28 Rpl Weather & Flights 
9.30 Repeat News Magazine 
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY November 5

6.00 News BI BS
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Comer
7.30 News and Sport from five live 
7.40 Weather, Flights. Announcements 
8.00Mr Lucky
8.28 Rpl Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30The Italian Renaissance 
9.45 Music Fill 
10 00 News BFBS

10.03 Morning show - Loma 
12 00 News BFBS 
l2.05Lunchtimc announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt 
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Schubcrts winter journey 
7.30Ne\vs and Sport
7.40 Weather,Flights.Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt, weather & flights 
9,30So much blood Pt 2
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

stalker

most SUNI)A\November 2
5.00 News: BFBS
5.03 Music fill 
5.15 Dessert Island Discs
6.00 Music Fill
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements 12.15 Archers
7.00 Church Service-Cathedral
8.00 Sports Roundup 
8 15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk 
9.30Thc Old Curiosity Shop
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAYNovembcr 3
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News and Sport BFBS

cancer THURSDAY 6TH NOVEMBER
SCHOOLS^At'wORK '° 4°

2.10 NEIGHBOURS Toadic sharpens up his image to impress Rebecca, and 
about Ben's intentions towards Anne

2.30 VISIONS OF SNOWDONIA
3.00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
M0 SOTaJd’cT Wi'h WIZAD0RA
4.25 GET YOUR OWN BACK 
4.50 BLUE PETER 
5.15 THE O-ZONE 
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Ailsa 
foods will kill him 
6.05 EMMERDALE Pollard 
6.55 ANIMAL HOSPITAL
been wai™,^ ^ Jacks°n ramil* fira"y

He5|5enT'i?coneBeAmYedCharlie * deMghted

?n2«LDSi^esSKIES (NCW) Fealure-|‘"S«' Pilot

10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 THE PROVOS 
11-25 GOOD STUFF COMEDY

■50 THE CHAIR Psychologist Oliver James talks to David Icke 
FRIDAY 7TH NOVEMBER

i“' usten st,“
2.30 AN INsTector^S-15 “P for her

435 BANANAMAn”'"8 With: M00M1N 
4« MRAWYYM|VAN,A PET SH0P

ssr-
5.40 HOME AND AWAY 1 u-
himself and Chloe hefnnL*. . ,e wants 10 stop anything happening between 
6.00 CRIMELINE starts
610 THE O-ZONE 
6.25 THE WHITBREAD

10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcementsMONDAY 3RD NOVEMBER

FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 1030 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 TOTS TV
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Toadie begs for forgiveness from Lou 
2.30 GARDEN PARTY
2.55 TRACKS
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 POSTMAN PAT (New)
4.20 CARTOON CRITTERS 
4.40 FUN HOUSE (New)
5.10 RECORD BREAKERS (New)
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Justine is furious when Danny gets hauled in 
by the police
5.55 TOP GEAR
6.25 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET The Platt's are in for a surprise at 
Don’s funeral
7.45 THE BILL Lucky Day: Lines has a lot to prove when going 
undercover to track an upmarket car thief
8.10 CLIVE JAMES ON TV
8.35 PILGRIMS REST Tilly discovers some of Bob's old school essays 
which to everyone's surprise are rather good
9.05 SOLDIER, SOLDIER The boys persuade Butcher to invest in 
greyhound
10.00 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK
10.35 FILM '97
11.05 CHILDREN IN NEED 
11.15 SOMETHING STRANGE 
11.40 FOOTBALL LEAGUE REVIEW

BFBS Programmes 
5.03 The Archers 
5.18 Review of CD's of the week
5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6-OONcws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -Gabriclle
7.30 News and Sports
7.40Wcathcr,Flights. Announcements
8.00 Eric Clapton Story Part 2 
8 30 Paths of Inspiration
9.00 News desk from the BBC

THURSDAY November 6
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03The Archers 
5.18 Music Fill
5.30 On StagerJoe Longthorne
6.30 Memories arc make of this 
with Tony Burnett
7.30 News and Sport

All programmes are subject 
. to change. Any changes will be 

broadcast on FIBSwarns Alf to change his ways or fatty

gets into a pickle with Longman

get the news they have AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
when Kim offers to babysit, but

for a new US sci-fi series set
OOOOLondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola
2203News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight 
THURSDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold Dave Windsor 0400 News & essential selection 0500 as Monday 
0903 Gold-Dave Windsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330 Sid Olivera 
1603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Evening show from MPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
0000 London tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News & 
Gold - Dave Windsor 0400 News & Essential selection 0500 as Monday 
-Dusty Miller 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show 
1200 FIBS announcements 1215 The Archers 1230BFBS Reports 1300 
Main News 1330 Sid Olivera 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK 
1900Evening show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News 
& Sports n All

SATURDAY A4nft XI ,
OOOONews & Me Mark Page 0200 News & Eurozone0400 News & 
Benny Brown 0600News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor 0830 News 
Magazine 0903 Sports nail 1100 Sport on 5 1400News & Me Mark 
Page 1600 News & Benny Brown 1800 News 7 Eurozone with A 
Donovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason

0000 News & Weekend World - Jamie Gordon 0200 TNews 7 UK Music 
Week - Gary King 0400 News & Bob Hams 0700 News & Weekend Gold
- Dave Windsor 0800 Steve McQueen 1003 UK Music Week 1200 
Lunchtime Show 1400News & Weekend Word - Jamie Uordonl600Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold - Dave Windsor2100 News & 
Essential selection2200 News & London Tonight 
MONDAY

3" FIBS Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 BFBS Reports 300 
Ncwsplus 1330 Sid Oliveral603 Essential selection 1703 Connect UK
- Andy Wright 1900 Evening show 2100 News & Rock Show 2300 News 
& London Tonight
TUESDAY

a

4*

TUESDAY 4TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS: 10.00 FOUR WAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME

10.25 ZIGZAG 10.45 SNUG & COZI
2.10 NEIGHBOURS First love blossoms for Toadie, and Debbie 
only good in Wayne 
2.30 KEN HOM'S HOT WOK
3.00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY'S WORLD
4.00 NAME THAT TOON
4.25 ITS A MYSTERY 
4.45 BLUE PETER

Dave Windsor 0200
can see

THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN RACE



The Falkland Islands Company Limited
Choose from the largest selection of new vehicles in the Islands
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Land Rover Discovery 300Tdi
Available as a 5-door 7-seat vehicle in Rioja Red, Biarritz Blue and Epsom Green, or 

as a 3-door 5-seat vehicle in Charlestone Green or Riviera Blue. All vehicles have 
Power Steering, Air Conditioning and 4-speaker Radiocassette all as standard.

"...supremely practical, tough and clever off-roader..." - What Car? - July 1997
r -- - ••

*

Land Rover Defender 300Tdi
Available as Station Wagon and County Station Wagon - Choose from the following 
colours: Portofino Red, Coniston Green, Arles Blue or Epsom Green micatallic. All 
vehicles have Power Steering as standard • County models include radiocassette.

"...unbeatable for serious off-roading..." - What Car? - July 1997
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Coil-Sprung Suzuki Jeeps in a range of colours: red, metallic green, metallic blue, and white. 
Ideal as a second car to complement the Defender or Discovery in your drivevyay!

The cheapest real 4x4 on the market at just £9,650 on the road!

Hi,
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New on the last Anne Boye: a selection of quality diesel used cars - 

Ford Fiesta, Peugeot 205 and Citroen AX, starting from just £4,500!!
o a o c

All our vehicles are backed up by our fully equipped workshops and the largest 
selection of spare parts available anywhere in the Falklands.

Hire Purchase available on any vehicles, starting from just £1,500 deposit!

We can now produce high-quality reflective acrylic number plates 
"while you wait" at the Spares Section. Please call in for further details.

i Pi

Telephone Stephen Luxton on 27678 for further details 

or drop in at the Spares Section in Crozier Place 'I, :
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BRITAIN
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THE TIMES 
Falklands talks 

A letter From Sir David Scott 
Sir, President Clinton’

involved in the process. I never wrote about things that hap
pened in the last ten years - that's 
why I don’t write about Northern 
Ireland or terrorism in general - and 
I do this for a very simple reason,
I wouldn’t w'ant to have anyone’s 
death on my conscience. Time pro
tects people. But he told me that 
more than ten years had gone by 
and he gave me some information 
which got me going.

Was that person Colonel 
Stephen Love?

’‘Yes. The British defence atta
che at the British embassy before 
the war. He gave me some infor
mation which he had given to Lord 
Franks (Editors Note: the magis
trate who led the official investi
gation into the British role in the 
conflict.) I spent that summer read
ing all that I could about the Falk
lands War, but each time I finished 
a book, I had more questions than 
answers. It was then that I decided 
to go to Brazil, because I had the 
impression that that country had 
played an important role in the 
conflict which nobody knew' 
about. Through a friend I contacted 
Captain Carlos Doglieli, who 
helped me a lot by putting me in 
touch with people and helping me 
to be objective. I also went to Ar
gentina and Chile, because I had 
the impression that something had 
taken place there, which up until 
then was unknown. I returned to 

Now', he is writing about an epi- England and I discovered what I 
sode of the Cold War (“reading suspected: The SAS operated in 
Russian documents translated to Rio Grande. Also, 1 interviewed a 
German and then into English, 
which is dangerous.") Talking 
about his latest book The Secret 
War, was like going back in time, 
but with the pleasure of someone 
who takes a long rest before return
ing to the typewriter.

In the living room of his house 
in London, a three-storey terrace, 
a few' steps away from Victoria 
Station, West, who was extremely 
patient, underwent an hour and a 
half long interrogation, which be
gan with a question, which was 
more than obvious.

Why did you decide to write 
about Falklands?

“Following a talk 1 gave about 
intelligence with a very varied au
dience, a man came up to me and 
said that he was very interested in 
what I had to say about the 'sur
prise factor.’ The basis of my rea
soning was that not having a good 
intelligence service would mean a 
bloody end. If one is surprised, the 
war ends. That’s what happened in 
Korea, The Seven Day War, Af
ghanistan and the Gulf War. Intel
ligence saves lives. This man asked formation from your book? 
me why I hadn't mentioned the 
Falklands among the intelligence harm to anyone, I always show my 
failures. So, I told him that I was work to the secret services and the 
fascinated by this, but I didn’t re- people who I interviewed, before
ally know much and I told him that I publish it. If there is something 1

Yours sincerely, 
DAVID SCOTT, 

Wayside, Moushill Lane, 
Milford, Godaiming, 

Surrey.

Contents 
Page 1:

International media 
comment on the 
Falkland Islands

s sugges
tion in Buenos Aires that Britain 
and Argentines should resume 
talks on the Falkland Islands (re
port and leading article, October 
18) calls to mind the last occasion 
on which the two countries had 
face-to-face discussions on the is
lands’ future and indeed reached

ARGENTINA 
Please note: The following 

extracts are translations 
The Interview/Nigel West 
“Argentina nearly won the war” 

Considered the unofficial his
torian by the British secret serv
ice, West says that the Argentine 
forces, if they had not been led by 
"illiterates " as far as strategy was 
concerned, could have been victo
rious following the sinking of the 
Atlantic Conveyor "But, they com
mitted too many mistakes. ”

(West has a political past and 
is a writer) “What political career 
are you talking about? We will 
have another ten years of the op
position and I am too old to go on 
waiting." - he indicated, with a 
crafty smile. “I went into politics 
to be useful, to make a difference. 
In the opposition and with a gov
ernment which has a great major
ity. you can’t do anything."

There are no signs of giving up 
in his words. Rupert Allason, as he 
was christened, has decided that 
there is something more interest
ing than the debates in Westmin
ster. And this something is litera
ture.

Page 2-3:
BBC daily press 
review of British

newspapers

News from South 
America provided by 

Mercopressagreement on the first steps to
wards what we sincerely hoped 
would contribute to a final settle
ment. Page 4:

News continued from 
Page 1In 1971 and 1972 I led a team 

from the Foreign and Common
wealth Office to the islands and to 
Buenos Aires to investigate, in full 
co-operation with the Islands 
Council, how closer relations be
tween the Falklands and Argentina 
could be developed.

In November 1972 we signed 
a Communications Agreement be
tween Britain and Argentina, un
der which the Argentine Govern
ment undertook to provide inter 
alia the construction of a tempo
rary' airstrip at Port Stanley, the 
provision of an air services, be
tween Port Stanley and Comodoro 
Rivadavia and hospital facilities in 
Argentina for cases of serious ill
ness, together with subsidised sec
ondary education for the islands’ 
children.

hate it is when they write to me and 
tell me that I misinterpreted what 
they told me. On this occasion the 
D-Notice Committee were con
cerned because I gave the names 
of those who participated in the 
SAS operation. That’s why I only 
included their first names and the 
initial of their surnames. They also 
asked me to change a couple of 
other things, but not the content of 
the book.

Did they ask you to change 
any dates?

“No. and I wouldn’t have ac
cepted it either.”

The reason I ask you this is 
because one of the people you 
mention, Captain Carlos 
Bencherit, wrote a letter to La 
Nacion, in which he assured that 
the first message he sent to the 
Argentine Naval intelligence was 
on April 23rd 1982, whilst you 
said that a British interception 
team in Ascension received this 
information five days before.

Hmm... So he admitted that he 
worked for naval intelligence... the 
only thing I can say is that I put 
that date because that is what 1 was 
told. And my sources are reliable.

You reveal, in detail, the in
tervention of several countries 
who favoured the British, led by 
the United States.

The North Americans acted in 
a very foreseeable way. The thing 
which really surprised me. is that 
they didn't do more. The fact that 
the head of the Latin American 
area of the CIA, Vinx Blocker, was 
in Langley, headquarters of the 
CIA in Virginia, at the time of the 
Argentine invasion, is incredible.

In your book you mention Al
exander Haig very little, even 
though he was the main security 
advisor in the White House.

“That was on purpose: This is

In exchange Argentina secured 
the right of entry for her citizens 
to the Islands and a general relaxa
tion of the trading and other restric
tions which had existed up to that 
time. On balance the agreement 
was greatly to the islanders’ advan
tage.

few people more, including one of 
the agents involved in the diver
sion-purchase operation of Exocet 
by Argentines. And the book wrote 
itself. Two months investigation. 
Two months writing.

Can you tell us who that 
agent was?

“It was an agent who had got 
in touch with me a couple of years 
before, because he had problems 
collecting money from the British 
Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) 
who owed him expenses and as a 
member of parliament, I was able 
to give him a hand. When I began 
to work on the book I called him. 
He accepted to return me the fa
vour immediately.

In the list of thanks in your 
book you mention Vice Admiral 
David Puivertaft, from the D- 
Notice Committee (committee 
made up of representatives of the 
armed forces and the govern
ment, which warn about possi
ble violations of State secrets). Is 
that an elegant way of saying 
that you had to remove some in-

The object was not merely to 
secure a generous package, but to 
convince the islanders that we were 
not, as they had earlier accused 
Lord Chalfont. in the process of 
“selling them down the River 
Plate". T believed that a long-term 
solution of the vital question of 
sovereignty would have to depend 
on the agreement holding for a 
minimum of 25 years, during 
which a generation of islanders 
would have grown up who had 
been to school in Argentina and 
who hopefully no longer regarded 
the Argentinians primarily as 
predators.

Unfortunately, ten years later 
the Argentine Government in
vaded the Islands, thereby shatter
ing for at least a further generation 
the islanders’ hard-won confidence 
that they could be trusted as good 
neighbours. Sadly, discussions in 
Buenos Aires, at however high a 
level are still unlikely to restore any 
such confidence unless the island- 

somehow be once again

“Yes. As I don’t want to do any
Continued on 

page 4
of supplement

ers can
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lured in several papers. The Dai I 
Mirror says competition lo buy m, 
legendary motor manufacturer -** 
the last major British car company
- was expected to drive the askin’o 
price lo about 750 million dollars8

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
WEDNESDA Y 29 OCTOBER 

1997
STOCK MARKETS 

RECOVER
'Markets back from the brink' is 
the way The Guardian describes 
the dramatic recovery in share 
prices in New York. 'Wall Street 
leads market rally' is the headline 
in The Financial Times. It says that 
fears of a repeat of the 1987 crash 
have been assuaged by the Ameri
can recover)'.
US BRITISH NANNY TRIAL 

The final stages of the trial in Cam
bridge. Massachusetts, of the Brit
ish au pair, Louise Woodward, are 
also prominently reported The 
papers agree that the outcome of 
the case hangs in the balance, with 
jurors having to decide whether it 
was a clear case of child abuse or a 
terrible accident.

CHINESE PRESIDENT IN 
USA

Several of the papers carry pictures 
of the Chinese president. Jiang 
Zemin, wearing a large American 
hat on a visit to the colonial city of 
Williamsburg. The Times says that 
when it comes to the more serious 
part of his visit to the United States
- talks with President Clinton - the 
American side can expect little 
progress on human rights. The 
Daily Telegraph agrees: Mr Jiang, 
it says, has made in clear that he 
will accept no lectures on human 
rights from Washington and that 
he expects Mr Clinton to treat him 
as an equal.

WOMEN IN THE ARMY
Following a decision by the Brit
ish Government to open-up more 
front-line positions in the Army to 
women. The Daily Mail runs a spe
cial report on the effects of a simi
lar change in the United Slates. 
Here in Britain, the paper says, and 
against all expectations, the evi
dence suggests that women may 
make better soldiers than men. The 
Mail says they are better shots, 
superior fighter pilots and., more 
willing to kill.

DAVID BOWIE UK’S 
RICHEST POP STAR 

And finally, many of the papers 
report that David Bowie has over
taken Sir Paul McCartney as Brit
ain’s richest pop star. Bowie, the 
man The TimesczWs the chameleon 
of British rock, is now said to be 
worth a cool 550 million pounds. 
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CONSERVATIVE 
DIVISIONS OVER EUROPE 

Further splits in Britain's opposi
tion Conservative party over the 
European single currency domi
nate the headlines in several ol to
day’s newspapers. The coverage is 
prompted by the resignation Irom 
the party’s front-bench team ot a 
senior pro-Europe MP. Ian Taylor. 
He objected lo the declaration by 
the Conservative leader. William
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with several car-cupies the papers, 

rvine a story about secret cameras 
which filmed parents abusing their 
children in hospital wards. I he In
dependent says 
vealed a shocking catalogue ol at
tacks on babies and young chil
dren. with parents being filmed 
suffocating, punching and kicking 
children in hospitals in London and 
the northwestern city of Stoke- 
Trent. The Daily Telegraph says 
the findings raise serious questions 
about the safety of verdicts relat
ing to the unexpected deaths of 
babies and young children. The 
Telegraph says that as a result of 
the surveillance, some mothers 
have admitted they suffocated chil
dren whose deaths were previously 
diagnosed as unexplained cot 
deaths.
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GOVERNMENT STATE
MENT ON SINGLE

EUROPEAN CURRENCY 
The British Government’s decision 
to rule out joining the planned Eu
ropean currency, the euro, when it 
is launched in 1999 is the lead on 
many of the front pages. While re
jecting immediate adoption of the 
euro, the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer. Gordon Brown, called for 
preparations to begin to enable 
Britain to join soon after the next 
general election. The statement, 
together with the Government's 
repeated pledge that a final deci
sion on monetary union would be 
put to the British people in a refer
endum. is welcomed by a number 
of the papers. The Times says the 
announcement will allow for a 
mature debate on the merits of Brit
ain joining the currency. It says 
abandoning the pound before the 
euro was up and running would 
have exposed the British economy, 
and the Government, to 
sary risk. The Sun agrees. It says 
the country has a five year breath
ing space while up to a dozen of 
Britain’s European partners 
bark on a project that could make 
or break them. The Independent 
reports that Mr Brown’s statement 
offered the most dramatically 
clear-cut choice between the two 
main political parties. For while the 
Chancellor backed the principle of 
monetary union, the paper says the 
finance spokesman for the main 
opposition Conservatives made a 
speech which put his party into a 
most extreme position of hostility 
to the currency. 3

NEW YORK STOCK 
EXCHANGE

The turmoil on the New York 
Slock Exchange makes headlines 
in a number of papers. The Daily 
Express splashes with the story on 
its front page. It says traders in the 
London Stock Market are now 
bracing themselves for what the 
paper describes as a ‘meltdown’
following the steepest falls in share
prices on Wall Street for ten years
ROLLSROYCEFOR SALE

And the decision by the British 
engineering and defence group 
Vickers, to sell its Rolls R0yce 
luxury motor car subsidiary is fea-

munity believes the Brazilian cur- “hopeful, but not confident," that 
rency is over blown against the he would give the British authori-
dollar making the country’s ex- tics the slip once again, 
ports much dearer and increasing Britain and Brazil ratified in 
its foreign trade deficit. August an extradition treaty, re-
ARGENTINA SOFTENS FINE moving a major obstacle in the way 
A renowned legal office from Buc- of Britain's attempts to recapture 
nos Aires, Estudio Fargosi and its best-known figure.
Associates obtained an unprec- CHILE’S NEXT SOCIALIST 
edented verdict in the fishing in- PRESIDENT
dustry when it managed to appeal 
and soften a fine imposed on a 
poaching vessel.

§§ttmm the cameras re-

News from South 

America,
British press 

Headline stories: 

October 24 - 30
on- A decade after emerging from 

General Pinochet’s dictatorship, 
Chile seems ready to pick a social- 

A year and a half ago the ist as its next leader. Presently Pub- 
Ukranian flagged Desyatya lie Works Minister, Ricardo Lagos 
Pyatiletka was arrested and or- holds a huge lead in preference 
dered to proceed to Puerto Madryn polls and is considered Chile’s 

late on guidelines for open govern- a^ter 'l was caught poaching in the most popular politician,
menl," underlined Mrs Fernandez South Atlantic off the Argentine Although presidential elections

Still recovering from last Sunday’s Mejidc. coast. The vessel was fined in Chile are more than two years
mid term election which left the Last Sunday the Argentine 800,000 US dollars and 52 tonnes away, the general feeling is that
Menem administration without its electorate returned 51 peronist of squid products were confiscated. Lagos will succeed President 
congressional majority, but still Deputies, 46 from the Alliance, Lawyers from the Buenos Aires Eduardo Frei. a Christian Demo-
with the main block in the House another twelve, and three from ,eSal office appealed against the crat whose term ends in 2000. In a
of Deputies, the Argentine govern- close allies of the Alliance, and fif- r,nc and sincc thcn have been fight- recent survey, 65% of Chileans
ment and the opposition ex- teen from other minority parties. »ng in Court for reconsideration of named Lagos as the politician with
changed conciliatory messages and Overall this means the Peronist the initial ruling. Finally, last Sep- the best future, 
said they were willing to discuss block lost thirteen seats but still is tember. Judge Osvaldo Lagos election would be 
the agenda for the two years of the the main force in Congress with Guglielmino decided to soften the highly symbolic as he would be the
last leg of the present mandate. 118 Deputies out of 257. fme and reduced the sum to first Socialist to reach the presi-

President Menem, after admit- Another consequence of Sun- 200,000 US dollars. dency since Salvador Allende died
ting some of the blame for the poor day’s election is that Menem's sue- ^he ridin8 1S believed to have of gunshot wounds in La Moneda
electoral returns in some constitu- cession is now open; besides no close precedent in recent Argen- (presidential palace) during the
encics, said that the "Peronist party Eduardo Duhalde. Governor of the lme Jud,c,aj a^d could be- bloody 1973 coup led by Pinochet,
is as strong as ever" and preparing province of Buenos Aires, possi- comc a a^dr^aJ^ ^0I" cases- Lagos became known during
to dispute the 99 presidential elec- ble candidates include former folk vpln^p^rn aii wc |he long military dictatorship as the
lions, adding that at the reshuffle singer and Governor Palito Ortega VULNERABLE TO QUAKES leader of the NO. an anti Pinochet
in the ministerial cabinet will be and former Formula 1 pilot and The Magdlanes Reg'on, in the ex- movement organised for a 1988

Pinvpmnr l nlr' Rpntpmann treme south of Chile is vulnerable plebiscite on whether the dictator
BRAZIL SUPPORTS t0 eardl 9ua^es according lo Prof, should stay or go.

CURRENCY Sergio Barrientos from the preslig-
Brazil's central bank sold an un- jous Geophysics Department of the resented a wide range of Chilean
disclosed amount of US dollars Umvers.dad de Chile groups eventually evolved mto the
during seven interventions in an , Dr: Barrtentos tndteated that Concertacton, a centre left coali-

Menem also admitted that unem- effort to strengthen the Real, which f thence of “200 milefau : jn non that!hasgovernedthe country
ployment and lack of transparency had weakened beyond the I,m,t set ^refeN^ca^d South Anted- president in 1990. During the first
(t.e.. corruption) were decisive cl- by a mm, trading band as he Hong converge. makes the democratic government Cages was
cments lor the opposition cam- Kong financial crisis extended to areaPvulnerab|e tB0 quakcs. The Minister 0f Education, and. under
patgn and success, but also stressed the world convergence ends near the Taitao President Frei, Minister of Public
that there will be no changes m the Local slock exchange agents p j 8 next ,0 the A Re. works, a job which has given him
present economic polices and and financial experts believe the plenty of opportunities for high
promised unemployment will be Brazilian central bank may have S „Yhe fauU was quite active a profile and television spots,
down to 7% (from 16%) by 1999. so d as much as four billion US ‘ actually in 1879, and BRAZIL PRIVATISES OIL

former president Raul dollars in morning tradings during )ater £ 1949 when the area expc- INDUSTRY
Allonsm. who helped create in just this last week to keep its currency rienced tw0 importantearthquakes By January 1999. the Brazilian
a few months the opposition All,- within the ceding rate of .1015 jn Qn ; h, hour"period. This means government expects to have sold
ance which had such a good show- and 1.016s Reales to the US dol- can ^ g *ke of (0 seven t0 lhc privatc scclor a 30% share
mg at the polls, said the electorate lar. The decision to take measures moment "stressed of Petrobras. the huge oil tno-

to hold the Brazilian currency P°a™^“ny ' nopoly, which is considered be-
comes amid investor concern that The ^ a|so imed oul that tween the top three companies of 

Gractela Fernandez Mejtde recent devaluation in several Asian unforulnate|y the seismological Latin America,
possibly the most outstanding countries could spread to Brazil, in monjtorjno stations and resources The six billion dollar operation
member of the Alliance stressed the luture market, the Real tumbled ^ Magellanes Region are is the first of a long term plan to
that people voted for “decency" significantly against the US cur- 'practically non existent.’ divest Petrobras which at present
and was optimistic about the fu- rency, projecting a devaluation ol BRITAIN AFTER BIGG’S runs all the business, from explo-
ture. "Menem is no fool, and wants as much as 4.4% by the beginning EXTRADITION ration and extraction of oil and
to exit government by the big door, of December. Great grjlajn officially requested natural gas, to refining and distri-
We don’t need to change the Brazil expects to end )/ with 0fBrazil the extradition of Ronnie bution of fuel,
present economic policies, we need a 12% inflation rate, the lowest in tjie convicted member of a
to improve distribution and legis- decades, but the international com- tjial carrjed out the legendary cussed in Congress was drafted in

"Great Train Robbery'" in 1963. such a way as to help local finan-
The announcement was made cial groups bid successfully for the

by an official at the British Em- Petrobras shares. This seems to be 
bassy in Brasilia. a decisive element in the negolia-

Biggs has lived as a fugitive in lions with other political parties 
Rio dcTjaneiro since 1970, where and strong lobbies from Brazilian

few years later he surfaced after financial groups who fear the corn-
local police detected him working pany might end in foreign hands,
as a decorator without the right as has happened with other priva-
documents. He managed to remain tisation in Latin America, 
in Brazil because he was father to 
a Brazilian born child.

“I’m just going to keep my cool in off shore deep drilling technol
and wait to see what happens," said ogy, where most of its hydrocar- 
Biggs in Rio, who added he was, bons have been discovered.

provided hy Mercopress

LOCKERBIE TRIAL 
CONTROVERSY

The South African President. Nel
son Mandela, also figures promi- 

Several of Friday’s British papers nently in today's papers. They fo- 
print photographs of anxious trad- cus on his call for the British Gov- 
ers from Stock Markets around the eminent to agree to a trial in a neu- 
world watching the slump in prices tral country' of two Libyans ac- 
spread from South-East Asia to cused of involvement in a bomb 
Europe and the United States. The attack which brought down an 
Guardian. under the headline American airliner over Lockerbie 
'World market near melt-down'. in Scotland nine years ago. The 
says the slump in share prices Guardian says Britain is now on 
could hit worldwide economic the defensive because Mr

ARGENTINE mid-term 
ELECTIONS
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HONG KONG STOCK 
MARKET CRASH

confidence and bring the growth Mandela's proposal is supported 
spurt of the 1990s to a juddering by relatives of the victims. The 
halt. In an editorial. The Guardian British Government rejected the 
calls the slump 'serious stuff and idea of a trial in a third country,
says the speculators have not fin- The Express says Mr Mandela was
ished yet. The Independent says snubbed. One of its correspond- 
that while no-one is suggesting we ents. Peter Hitchens, says Mr 
are staring into the abyss of another Mandela's friendship with Colonel 
1929. things could be about to get Gaddafi should make people real- 
very ugly. But the Financial Times ise that the South African President
praises the Hong Kong authorities isn't as perfect as they first thought, 
for defending their currency, even Mr Mandela. The Express says, has 
if it did spark panic in the Stock a talent for associating with some 
Market. It says they must ignore pretty dubious people. The Daily
warnings of the cost, since the al- Mail agrees and says Mr Mandela
tentative would be even costlier. should look at justice in his own

country before talking to other 
The Commonwealth Conference. countries about the subject, 
opening today in Edinburgh, at
tracts plenty of editorial comment.
The Times says the conference The face of a British policewoman, 
should expel Nigeria from its ranks Nina Mackay - stabbed to death in 
for not restoring democracy. The London as she tried to arrest a sus- 
paper says economic sanctions pect - is pictured on the front pages 
should also follow, and calls on the of many of Monday's editions. The 
British Government to take a lead man arrested, accused of killing the 
on the issue. The Independent officer was already facing a charge 
says, however, that any idea that of assault and had been granted bail 
Nigeria will be expelled, in accord- against police advice. The Express 
ance with the pledge made at the quotes the father of the police- 
last Conference two years ago. has woman - himself a retired police 
been relegated to the realm of fan- officer - criticising judges and law-
tasy. It says the Commonwealth vers for releasing people he said
has a pathological loathing of con- should clearly not be free. The Sun 
fiict.

"selective and not global."
"This is not lime for changes 

so close to Sunday’s results and 
with the world financial markets 
in trouble." said Menem.

For the first time President

The NO movement, which rep-

CHOGM

BRITISH POLICEWOMAN 
MURDERED unneces-

em-

voted in favour of hope and a new 
start.

says her death was needless.
WOMEN TO SERVE ON THE 

FRONT-LINE
ENGLISH AU PAIR TRIAL

There are also several front page 
pictures of a tearful British nanny. The Times slays with the theme of 
Louise Woodward, who has been women in uniform with a front 
testify ing at her trial in the United page story about the British Army
States accused of murdering the allowing female soldiers to serve
child in her care. The Independent. on the front-line. The paper says 
under the headline'Teenage inno- the Defence Secretary, George 
cent or a killer?’asks whether she Robertson, will also announce a 
was a nanny so frustrated with her study into whether women should 
lot that she was driven to commit be allowed to fight in combat roles 
murder, or a hapless teenager who alongside men. The Times says the 
became enmeshed in a tragic train move should be seen as part of the 
of events. The Mirror says she labour Government's drive to 
looked for all the world like any modernise the country. The Daily 
teenager nervously facing her first Mail sees it as marching to equal- 
job interview - anxious to please. ity.

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
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The bill presently being dis-

IRAQ WEAPONS 
INSPECTORS

The deteriorating relations be- 
the United States and Iraq 

also receive extensive coverage, 
following Saddam Hussein s de
cision to bar all Americans Irom

I lague, that the party now opposes, 
outright, Britain joining the single 
currency.

SPENCER FAMILY TO 
OPEN ALTHORP TO 

PUBLIC
Front page treatment is also given 
to the news that the family of the working as UN weapons mspec-
late Diana, Princess of Wales, in- tors in Iraq. The Times warns the
tends to let the public visit her move could provoke a military
grave on the family estate in cen- response from the United states,
tral England for a limited period which has an aircraft carrier on
next summer. stand-by in the Gulf

tween

a

Brazil is 70% self sufficient in 
oil and natural gas. and is a leader

CHILD ABUSE FINDINGS 
Violence in British society preoc-
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not a political book. Haig wrote his what rational reasons he could job in which they were able to Menem. Last Monday to the news-
book. Mrs Thatcher too/Thcre are have given to the Junta. The ana- compare the dust found on his paper La Manana Del Sur and
a great number of books about the lysts in London came to the con- shoes with that on a wall of a build- which had been confirmed by for-
war itself. I wanted it to be per- elusion that if he had waited until ing site ten blocks from the bridge eign ministry officials speaking to
fectly clear that I am not in condi- October or November. Great Brit- hejumped off. He had his pockets Clarin. Menem had said “I asked
tions to write about secret diplo- ain. would have had no chance. By full of stones he had apparently President Clinton to speak to the
macy or the acts of war. Those who then, they would have dismantled collected at the building site after authorities in England so that we
were involved can do so. not me. the fleet and the French Exocets hejumped over the wait. As far as

The North American cer- would have arrived in Buenos the possibility of revenge or silenc- ing our relations concerning the
tainty, concerning help from Aires... ing on the part of an Argentine Falklands. always in agreement
Moscow, makes you wonder You say that the Argentine unit. I have no information that within the UN resolutions," which
what Washington really knew forces were encouraged to sink there had been activities in Lon- urge both sides to resume negotia-
about what the Russians did. the Invincible, because they don. I do know that there were in

“Or maybe it's better to say. knew Prince Andrew was on Montevideo, and. so I have been
what they didn't do. because in the board. But, in Buenos Aires ex- told, they were capable of any-
caseoftheFalklands.theRussians actly the opposite is said: No- thing. But. I insist, what happened journalists Daniel Santoro from
were not involved. I am convinced body wanted to touch him be- to Calvi is a mystery. Clarin and Pepe Eliaschev, from
of this, even though I was never cause they feared the war would Your book gives the sensation Radio del Plata. from the US cm- 
able to speak to the KGB delegate get worse. that the only adequate intelli- bassy during the teleconference,
in Buenos Aires. First of all he re- What I can say is that I had the gence action which took place Davidov made the following state-
fused to speak to me and later on strong impression that the capital concerning the Falklands was ments.
in Moscow, he said he was sick. vessels (was in the paper in Eng- Operation Journeyman, ordered
But. I was able to obtain a version lish). were the principal target of in 1977, not by a Tory govern-
of the monitoring from London. the Argentine forces. And in ra- ment but by Labour's
through Oleg Gordievsky. the dou- tional terms, it cannot be explained Callaghan, 
ble agent, who defected before the why they were the last to be at- Yes. And it is not strange if one 
fall of the Berlin Wall. Itwasadis- tacked. Even the most ignorant in asks the military who was the best
aster. Not only did they not advise the matter knows that it is impor- defence minister there has ever
Moscow of the invasion, until two tant to sink the supply and been, the answer is always the
days later, but. right up until the logistical support ships. It is crazy same Dennis Healey. Quite the
end they assured that the British to go after the Capital Vessels, opposite to what people think. La-
would never win. when they can defend themselves, bour always had a better relation-

and on the contrary', can't do any- ship with the military' than the To-
thing without supplies. Their only 
purpose is that of exactly defend
ing the supply ships. It is a defen
sive role, not necessarily of attack.
When they sank the Atlantic Con
veyor they were very' close to win
ning the war. If they had attacked 
one or two more Navy ships we 
would have been finished. That's

can resume negotiations concern-

tions which have been broken off 
since the Falklands war in 1982. 

Answering questions from the

Falklands: “There was a discus
sion between both presidents be
cause it is an important issue to 
Argentina. I don't believe there 
were any specific requests, and 
Clinton told Menem and then later 
said it publicly, that his visit to 
Argentina made him understand 
better how important this matter is 
to the Argentine people, and that 
he considers the increase in rela
tions between Argentina and Great 
Britain should be applauded."

He pointed out “Clinton said 
this as a real and true friend of both 
countries and he would like the 
conversations to go on and in
crease. as both countries have a 
true desire to find a solution to this 
problem. We will offer help but 
without getting directly involved.”

You also mention the case of 
a German engineer who assisted 
the Argentine forces in the Falk
lands. Was it just a personal is
sue, or do you believe West Ger
many knew about this help?

"I think it was a purely personal 
question.”

The Australians, New Zea
landers, and even the Canadians 
appear as clear helpers of the 
British. You tell the case of a Ca
nadian who was allowed to make 
telephone calls every day from a 
telephone box in Port Stanley to 
his embassy in Buenos Aires. Is 
that not a contrast to the allega
tions about mistreatment the Is-

ries.
Do you believe thatOperation 

Journeyman II would have 
avoided the war?

"Yes. The Argentine armed 
forces would not have participated 
in a mission which involved an im
portant amphibious action if there 
had been a British submarine - 
maybe a nuclear one - and two frig
ates in the zone. It is possible that 
the Argentine threat of 1977 had 
not been like that. I have always 
asked myself if the Argentine ships 
were not heading towards Chile 
more than the Falklands. But. In
telligence at the time carried out 
its role well, of allowing the move
ment of a persuasive action. This 
is what was lacking in 1982 and 
it’s where the drama started." 
(Ends)

Saturday 25th October 199~
CLARIN

Between Menem and the British 
Prime Minister 

Falklands: without Clinton's 
mediation

A US official confirmed that 
there was no request for bringing 
both sides together. On the other 
hand Menem said that he requested 
Clinton, during his visit last week, 
to speak to Blair about resuming 
negotiations.

The US government confirmed 
that President Carlos Menem, last 
week, did not request his colleague 
Bill Clinton to speak to the British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair about 
the need to resume negotiations 
over the Falklands.

Secretary of State for Latin 
American affairs, Jeffrey Davidov, 
said so during a teleconference 
from Washington, transmitted si
multaneously to Buenos Aires, Rio 
de Janeiro and Caracas to evaluate 
Clinton’s tour to Venezuela, Bra
zil and Argentina.

Davidow’s answers concerning 
the Falklands contradict the state
ments made by President Carlos

why, to me there are only two ex
planations: One is that the Argen
tine forces were led by 'illiterates’ 
in terms of strategy. The second is 
that they were seeking ‘propa
ganda.’ And what better thing to 
do than sink the ship with the Duke 
of York on it. Eliminating such a 
figure would have affected the 
moral, not just of the fleet, but also 
the British public.

Let’s talk about the sabotage 
of the attempts to purchase 
Exocet by the Argentines. Which 
of all the possible causes of death 
of Robert Calvi do you favour. 
Suicide, murder by the British 
secret service or by an Argentine 
unit operating in London?

“The British Secret Service, as 
far as I know, doesn’t murder any
one. But what I can say is that they 
made Calvi’s life very difficult. His 
contacts in the City of London, 
undoubtedly served so that the 
Midland Bank withdrew its loan 
to the Ambrosiano Bank. But, re
ally I don’t know if he committed 
suicide or he was killed.

What do your investigations 
point you to?

“Suicide. He had lots of rea
sons. You can’t imagine the things 
this man went through before he 
died: The Ambrosiano was suffo
cating in debt; the Midland loan 
had disappeared; he had just got 
out of prison; the week before his 
secretary had killed herself by 
throwing herself out of a window; 
and the Argentines had just surren
dered, putting an end to any finan
cial operation which could save 
him. The police did an excellent

Wool Market Report 
(24.10.97) from 

Falkland Islands Wool 
Marketing

Australia: Sales held in 
Gclong/Sydney. Markets 
closed with Merino Fleece 
types21/22 micron 5/10Acents 
cheaper with 22.5/25 micron 
unchanged. Crossbred fleece 
26.5/27 unchanged. 28/29.5 
Acents dearer with 30/32 mi
cron quoted unchanged. Main 
buyers Japan, supported by 
Western Europe and local 
mills. Eastern Market indicator 
closed 3 cents higher at 692 
cents.

landers say they suffered follow
ing the occupation of the Islands 
by Argentine forces?

I didn’t go to the Islands. I 
don't know what it is like to live 
in occupied territory nor am I in
terested in studying this. But. what 
I do hope is that I have been able 
to show that the Islanders allega
tions, according to which the 
Argentines had used a hospital ship 
to transport the second Exocet 
cargo to the Islands, was not true. 
Because, they couldn’t understand 
how the Argentines had been able 
to take them without it being no
ticed. I know that locally, this was 
a rumour, but it is false. Because 
of all the evidence I gathered from 
people who were involved in the 
operation, explaining to me, step 
by step how they did it, I am sure 
they used a war ship.

Why do you think Galtieri 
decided on March 26th to launch 
the Invasion, when the plans had 
been ready since the previous 
November and it is known that 
if he had waited until the next 
spring, he would have had most 
arguments and logistical sup
port?

NZ: South Island compared 
with the South Island sale Oct 
16. Halfbred fleece 24 to 26 
micron 1% dearer with 27 to 30 
microns unchanged. 34 micron 
and coarser closed 1% dearer. 
The NZ Market indictor was 3 
cents up at 460 cents.

Falkland: Following a busi
ness trip to Italy last week to 
visit the fashion fairs and for 
discussions with our Falkland 
clients regarding potential busi
ness for new season ahead, all 
our regular clients are quite 
pleased with last season’s sales 
and considering fashion for 
spring will be 'softer look’, 
they are confident that their 
purchases of Falkland scoured 
and wool tops will be equal if 
not higher than the present sea
son.

“That is one of the great mys
teries of this century. North Ameri
can diplomats told me it was diffi
cult to see him sober. I don’t know
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Summary of the meeting of Executive Council 

by H E the Governor - Thursday, October 23
Penguin News are grateful to H E 
the Governor for the following 
summary
Till*: first meeting of fxCo since 
the general election took place at 
Government House on Thursday 
23 October. The three new elected 
members for the year to come are 
Councillors Sharon Halford. Lewis 
Clifton and Richard Cockwell. and 
all three were present. Since the 
agenda was relatively short. I 
thought we might get through it by 
lunch time. In fact it turned into 
something of a marathon; we did 
not finish until 5:30 in the after
noon.

ants - something which became ber. health and safety matters, and struclion in camp, particularly re-
highly topical during the general environmental issues. On this last quirements and construction meth-
election campaign. ExCo approved point. ExCo agreed that an explo- ods, and decided to invite an of fi
ll10 deletion from General Orders ration drilling environmental im- cial of the UK Forestry Commis-
ol the old rule 501(3) forbidding pact assessment voluntarily com- sion. whom Councillor Luxton met
any government officer from en- missioned by the oil companies in Scotland this year, to visit the
gaging in any personal attack pub- could be treated as one requested Falklands to give us the benefit of
licly on any other officer or any by me as Governor, making the his experience and advice on speci-
meinber of Executive or Legisla- documentavailableforpubliccom- fieations for road construction,
live Council. This rule is now re- ment. ExCo also agreed that the Executive Council also ratified the
placed by a new one which slates El A should be assessed by an inde- appointment of two Councillors to
that the extent to which an officer pendent, impartial, non-commer- the Board
may publicly participate in the af- cial environmental consultant on Landholdings. These are Lewis
fairs of the Islands in his private behalfofthe Falkland IslandsGov- Clifton and John Birmingham, one
capacity must depend on the offic- ernment. Under the heading of of whom will step down as soon as
er's circumstances, and he or she is health and safety, ExCo. recognis- an acceptable management plan has
expected to apply common sense ing that FIPASS has a number of been agreed. This should be within
to his own position. For example, inadequacies for the oil explora- a year, and will of course have to be
senior officers who advise the Gov- tion phase, agreed to the establish- approved by ExCo on behalf of the
ernor or Executive Council must ment of a small working group to Falkland Islands Government as
exercise a proper reticence in dis- drive work forward on this front, shareholder. Lastly, in case any
cussing publicly matters of politi- partieularly in relation to safety people out in camp are worrying
cal or public controversy. The re- procedures and the acquisition of about possible disruptions to
vised rules will be circulated !o all any necessary new hardware. FIGAS llights. services are con-

Oil Spill - Hill Cove - and the linuing perfectly normally.
environment Underage drinking

Still on the subject of the envi- ExCo strongly approved a Bill, 
ronment. Commander British for introduction in Legislative
Forces reported that an enquiry Council shortly, designed to deal
into the recent oil spill at! lill Cove with the problem of under age drink-
showed that this was the result of ing, which is causing a good deal of
human error. As so often, every- concern to parents and the commu-

cotieand Psychotropic Substances one has learned lessons from this nityasa whole.The law will hence-
Convcntion of 1988 applies, and the hard way, and new safeguards forth prohibit people under the age
the reciprocal enforcement of Or- have been introduced to prevent of 18 drinking alcohol outside their
ders made by courts to deprive any recurrence. ExCo also consid- own homes except if they have
people convicted of drug tralTick- ered an information paper on the permission from a parent or guard
ing offences of payment's or other situation concerning development ian. This will give the police the
awards received in connection with of the Cape Pembroke Peninsula, powers they need to deal with this
drug trafficking. in particular possible road access increasingly worry ing problem, and

Minerals: Then there was an to Gypsy Cove and the lighthouse, youngsters who break the law
Offshore Minerals Amendment Bill and a proposal for management should beware. Personally 1 also
making provision in law for the guidelines, the production of which welcome the appointment of a
exercise of Falkland Islands juris- will involve consultation with all Councillor. John Birmingham, to
diction in relation to the explora- interested parlies. consider ways to provide more
tion for and exploitation ol miner- Accommodation amenities and interests for young
als in the Special Cooperation Area A number of items concerning people in our community, particu-
10 the south west of the Islands. Stanley were discussed, including larly those who are perhaps a bit
Charging Orders Bill: And the an accommodation camp, without old for the Shack, but too young to
third was a Churning Orders Bill. which the Stanley building pro- go into pubs. If it were my choice,
the aim of whiclfis to secure pay- gramme simply cannot proceed, 1 would build a bowling alley. At
ment of money judgments awarded particularly the old people's home all events, 1 hope we can stop talk-

and sheltered accommodation and ing about this, and now actually do 
a new student's hostel. Councillors something, 
asked us to get on with this as To finish up, readers may like to
quickly as possible. They also know that Sir Rex Hunt will be 

A number of points arose in pressed for rapid progress in build- visiting the Falkland Islands again
connection with oil. ExCo took ing the next 10 government houses in the second half of November,
note of the usual monthly report in the East Stanley development. during which there will be a recep-
Irom the Department ofOil. touch- And it was agreed that we should tion for members of the public to
ing on the prospect of site surveys appoint a specialist to assess and meet him. You may also like to
into well locations which will be- make recommendations to ExCo know that we intend to hold a re-
gin in December, the logistics con- on the way protection in existing ception in the Town 1 lall shortly to
tract for onshore activities during and future government buildings salute all our sportsmen and sports-
drilling. due to be awarded by the should be undertaken. This fol- women who have represented the
011 companies at the end of Octo- lows the fire at the FIDC offices in Islands so magnificently in various

overseas events recently.
And, finally, for anyone who is 

worried whether their children will 
be able to get down to the Islands 
for Christmas, Commander British 
Forces gave us the very welcome 
news that the allocation of seats on 
the southbound Tristars on 15 and 
20 December has been doubled, 
from 20 to 40 on each flight. So i 

be spearheaded by the Islands Plan- hope everyone who wants to will 
ningCommittee, giving this strong be able to spend Christmas with 
priority and coherence. ExCo also their families in the Falkland ls- 
considered, yet again, road con- lands.

......
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if Government Affairs
Treasury: As far as government 

affairs were concerned. ExCo con
sidered a progress report by the 
Financial Secretary on the work of 
the Treasury during 1997. particu
larly in five major areas - the intro
duction of up to date pension 
schemes, work on taxation issues, 
especially with a possible oil in
dustry in prospect, improved ar
rangements for our government 
investments, improvements to fi
nancial management, and analyti
cal work connected with possible 
revenue from oil. The latter is of 
course particularly important.

Holiday voucher scheme: Sec
ondly. Executive Council decided, 
on reconsideration, that an amend
ment to the rules on the holiday 
voucher scheme which we agreed 
last month, which would prevent 
anyone who has an overseas pas
sage entitlement through his or her 
contract with any employer from 
being included in the scheme, was 
discriminatory. In fact the number 
of people covered by this can be 
counted on the lingers of one hand, 
but we cancelled the amendment 
nevertheless.

C ou n till or's committees: 
Thirdly. ExCo formally approved 
the distribution of elected Council
lors to statutory committees of one 
sort o r ano t h er, i nc 1 u d i ng t h e cho i ce 
of two Councillors, Mike Summers 
and Lewis Clifton, to the Islands 
Planning Committee, which Coun
cillor Summers will chair. The al
location of Councillors' functional 
portfolios has already been an
nounced in the press.

Freedom of expression for civil 
servants: The fourth point in this 
section concerns the rules govern
ing political activity by. and free
dom of expression for. civil serv-

■\.

- _

government staff.
Orders or Bills 

Drug trafficking: ExCo ap
proved a numberofOrdersor Bills. 
One brings the Falkland Islands 
into compliance with an interna
tional obligation to cooperate with 
other countries to which the Nar-

j.\ sir&ft
life#

in the courts of the Falkland Is
lands. These last two Bills will 
both have to go to LegCo.

Oil

late March.
Camp

As regards camp. Councillors 
felt that the measures agreed last 
month to provide agricultural la
bour assistance do not really go far 
enough, or are not as equitable as 
they should be, so these will be 
looked at again. The whole ques
tion of re-invigorating camp will

Beach Clean-up 
Saturday November l 

Beaver Hangar to Jlielunt 
You are invited to help the Scout Group clear 

rubbish from your view.
Join us at the Beaver Hangar at 9am and pay to 
clean up either with your time or sponsor a bin 

bag.
All cash raised will help Jamboree funds.

BEAUCHENE FISHING AND TRADING CO. LTD
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More than 'point and click'
! Report on the 1997 Falkland Islands Photographic Exhibition

THE fifth Falkland Islands Photo
graphic Exhibition drew an appre
ciative and ‘fair sized' audience to 
the Community School last week
end. The Exhibition, started by 
Mrs Arlene Fullerton (wife of 
Governor William Fullerton) in 
1992, has been held every year 
since then, bar once, and is de
scribed as, "intending to be a qual
ity photographic exhibition with 
high standards of work and pres
entation." It is noncompetitive and 
is open to both professional and 
amateur photographers of all ages.

"This year." said Committee 
Member Phyl Rendell, "around 
250 prints were exhibited, which 
is about average."

She went on to say, "Although 
there are a few regular exhibitors 
(Phyl noted the valuable input by 
photographers Jim Elliot and Dave 
Eynon) there have been many dif
ferent contributors over the years." 
She suggested that this was prob
ably due to photography being an 
expensive hobby, noting that many 
would exhibit every two years, 
giving themselves time to build up 
photographs and have them en
larged.

Below: Sixteen year old GeorginaAround 32 photographers ex
hibited this year (their work ar
ranged on new display boards 
sponsored by local companies) 
most of whom were local resi
dents but also some from further 
afield, such as Dr. Vicky Hards 
from the British Geological Sur
vey Mineralogy and Petrology 
Group in Nottingham. And, while 
the majority of photographs had 
a Falkland Islands theme, (wild
life, Camp life and underwater 
shots) images of Chile, Spain, 
Italy. Bermuda. South Georgia 
and France could also be seen.

Visitors to the exhibition 
would have found it a particularly 
encouraging sight to observe the 
high quality of photographs dis
played by fifteen year olds, Nick 
Rendell and Simon Jones, and six
teen year old Georgina Strange, 
all of whom are pupils at the Is
lands’ Community School, where 
darkroom facilities are available.

Delighted by the turnout of 
photographers and audience, the 
committee have plans to extend 
exhibiting time in the future, pos
sibly making use of a half term 
holiday next year.

Strange with her work. She has
I enjoyed photography as a hobby for

2-3 years. Bottom: Dave Eynon with
his underwater shots. Dave's
ambition is to dive with andHR Shipping Services photograph whales around Falk-

lands' waters.

Announcing shipping rates for the forthcoming
HR Shipping Services is pleased to announce our rates for the fortcoming 

Customers who have shipped with us during the last wool season will qualify for our loya ty ra e as o ows.

Seafreight - Stanley - Marchwood £50.00 per metric tonne

Haulage - Marchwood - Bradford £33.00 per metric tonne

Our published rates are:
Seafreight - Stanley - Marchwood £79.00 per metric tonne 

Haulage - Marchwood - Bradford £38.00 per metric tonne

Our rates are inclusive of:
* Loading of wool at Stanley

* Shipment of wool from the Falklands to the UK

* Discharging at Marchwood 

* Delivery to Bradford

* Bill of Lading

* Standard Customs Clearance
Rates exclude insurance, any local taxes and dues, and Customs examination fees.

Additional Services
HR Shipping is happy to arrange insurance for our customers

To take advantage of our excellent rates this season, be sure to contact us either in Stanley or the UK:

HR Shipping Services 
c/o Stanley Services Ltd 
Airport Road 
PO Box 117 
StanleyTel: 22622 
Fax: 22623

season
'97/98 wool season

Youth leisure and sport 

Don't just talk., take action
■

COUNCILLOR John Birmingham Members of the publice are in- 
and an invited panel of relevant vited to attend, put forward, and 
persons will be holding a public discuss concepts connected with 
meeting in the Community School these subjects.
On Tuesday November 4, to dis
cuss youth, leisure and sport. the Geography Room at 7pm.

The meeting will take place in

MotoX magic at Travellers’ Rest... Repo* by jimmy Moffat
THOSE spectators who braved the 
south-westerly winds on Sunday, 
October 26, were rewarded with 
some spectacular racing by the fin
est riders the Falklands have ever 
produced. Although racing num
bers were depleted it did not 
dampen the enthusiasm of the rid
ers who did make it to the course.

The first race commenced with 
a line up of the clubman class and 
the experts racing together. Once 
the gate dropped, race favourites, 
Jonny Summers, Jan Clarke and 
wild card, Simon Smile from 
MPA, riding Jim Moffatt’s 250 
KTM, battled for the lead - but out 
of the first turn it was Jonny who 
had grabbed the hole slot. He led 
Jan and Simon for the first half of 
the race, not giving an inch, but 
Jan, who had other ideas about 
who was going to win, made his 
move, shot into the lead and that 
was where he stayed for the next 
four races, displaying superb rid
ing technique and thrilling the 
crowd with super jumps.

Some excellent riding came 
from Simon, who could prove to 
be the man to beat if he can get up 
to race fitness. Ian Jordan on his 
250 Kawasaki proved unbeatable

Gregg Hall and Clint Short. These 
two guys have to be commended 
as the course had deep ruts and big 
jumps; not a lot of lads their age 
would have had the courage to go 
around, let alone race.

The day did not pass without its 
thrills and spills, and the little inci
dents that make up a race can be a 
large part of the entertainment 
(even though it may not be funny 
for the victim.) Three such exam
ples were: when Jonny Summers 
made an inside pass on Andrew 
Alazia causing Andrew’s front 
wheel to wash out, dumping him 
into the biggest mud hole on the 
course; when Sean Moffatt wound 
open his throttle going uphill and 
ended up over-taking his bike in 
mid-air; and when Ian Jordan, who

had just passed Shane Blackley, 
looked over his right shoulder to 
see where Shane was. Shane had 
dived on the inside and roosted Ian 
into the next bend. And there are 
many similar tales but which could 
can only be appreciated fully by 
the spectators who turned up on the 
day.

in the clubman class, even hav
ing a tussle with expert rider 
Shane Blackley, who was still 
coming to terms with his new 
RM250. Ian even won his last race 
with a puncture.

Dustin Clarke, who last year 
could be relied upon to provide 
the best spills, got faster all day 
and never put a foot wrong. Bill 
Stewart, an old duffer by now, had 
a bad day trying to come to terms 
with a poor front tyre, but still 
came away with a cup and sec
ond overall.

The Juniors race was by no 
means dull because of the age dif
ferences as the top three were well 
on the pace. Eddie Grimmer had 
grabbed the hole slot in race one 
as he did in all his heats, followed 
by Sean and Jay Moffatt. A mis
take by Eddie halfway through the 
race let Jay Moffatt, who had by 
that time moved into second 
place, pull into the lead. Not a 
good move on Eddie’s part as 
once Jay gets into the lead he is 
hard to pass.

Still, Jay did not have it his 
own way all day, as Eddie won 
the final race of the day. Also hav
ing great rides on small bikes were

Ruth Fowler 
HR Shipping Services 
TDK House, 5/7 Queensway 
Redhill
Surrey RH1 1YB 
Tel: +44 1737 769055 
Fax: +44 1737 765916
E-Mail: hr-shipping services@dial.pipex.com

The next race day will be on 
the last Sunday in November, de
tails of which will appear in the 
press nearer the time. FIMA are 
grateful to the day’s sponsors, 
Falkland Farmers Limited, and to 
the Traveller’s Rest for kindly per
mitting the use of their land.

Finally there will be a fund
raising dance on Saturday, No
vember 1, in the Town Hall; listen 
to the radio for details.

HR Shipping Services
1997/1998 Preliminary Northbound Sailing Schedule

F.TA Falkland Islands ETD Falkland IslandsVoyage ETA UK

31.10.9726.10.97248 02.12.97

28.11.9724.11.97 05.01.98249

Results28.12.9722.12.97 02.02.98250 Race 1 Experts 1. Jan Clarke. 2. Jonny Summers. 3. Simon Smile 
Race 2 Experts 1. Jan Clarke. 2. Jonny Summers. 3. Simon Smile
Race 3 Experts 1. Jan Clarke. 2. Simon Smile. 3. Andrew Alazia
Race 1 Clubmans 1. Ian Jordan. 2. Bill Stewart. 3. Dustin Clarke 
Race 2 Clubmans 1. Ian Jordan. 2. Bill Stewart. 3. Dustin Clarke 
Race 3 Clubmans 1. Ian Jordan. 2. Dustin Clarke. 3. Bill Stewart 
Race 1 Juniors 1. Jay Moffatt. 2. Eddie Grimmer. 3. Sean MofFatt 
Race 2 Juniors 1. Jay Moffatt. 2. Eddie Grimmer. 3. Sean Moffatt 
Race 3 Juniors l. Eddie Grimmer. 2. Jay Moffatt. 3. Sean Moffatt 
Race 1, 2 & 3 Juniors Small Wheel 1. Gregg Hall. 2. Clint Short 
Last Race ‘The Open’ 1. Jan Clarke. 2. Jonny Summers. 3. Andrew Alazia I

20.01.9816.01.98 27.02.98251

20.02.9814.02.98 30.03.98252

20.03.9814.03.98 27.04.98253

20.04.9812.04.98 26.05.98254

mailto:services@dial.pipex.com


CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES VACANCIESFORSALE NOTICES

Goose Green Farm are looking 
for a person to work as a table 
hand in the shearing shed from 
the 3rd-8th and 10-15th Novem
ber. Anyone interested in work
ing in camp for a couple of weeks 
may contact Tony McMullen on 
32270 for further details.

Falkland; Landholdings Ltd.
The Company wishes to employ 

Assistant Manager for its North 
Ami Fami Applications will be 
considered from experienced stock- 
men capable of handling large num
bers of livestock The person we 
seek should be able to supervise 
staff in their day to day manage
ment and when required take over 
the complete control of the opera
tion of the farm We would expect 
that the applicant possesses mod
em day husbandry and manage
ment skills as the farm is embark
ing on a development programme 
Some computer experience would 
be an advantage. The Company 
offers good accommodation and 
the job has a salary package of 
about £15.000 per annum For 
further details interested persons 
are invited to apply in writing to 
the Managing Director. Stanley or 
the Farm Manager at North Ami 
on or before Monday 24th Nov.

One Warn M8000 electric winch 
and one Suzuki DT65 Outboard 
motor with electric trim and tilt. 
Contact 21171

Time on your hands? Would you 
consider voluntary work within 
the community. Please contact 
Sharon 27296. Miranda 27418 
or Sue 27375 at k E M H. for 
more details
Well Baby / Child Clinic
There will be a clinic in the 
KEMI1 day centre on Monday 
3rd November between 5 and 6 
pm. All mothers and babies wel
come. Miranda Cheek

an

1 x .762 Parka Hale Target Rifle 
£580
1 x .303 Lee Enfield Rifle £200 
1x12 Bore Over/under shot gun 
as new £300
1 x 1000 Itr fuel bouser £600 
Electric typewriter £30
2 x Electric 12 volt childs 3- 
wheeler (£150 each) 1 Boys & 1 
Girls
1 x Scandinova Fridge Freezer 
large 7 cu. ft. Fridge and 5.5 Cuff 
Freezer. Very little use £500 
1 x 12 Volt 30 egg Incubator and 
Brooder £50
1 Chain saw electric used once 
£120
1 Electric Coffee Maker £10 
1 x Gas Cooker In line Brand New 
£350 with Grill
For further details contact Tel 
32220/5 Fax 32226 evenings 
Also 1 x 40 ft Flat Bed Turntable 
Trailer £1.000

Stanley Services Ltd have an 
immediate vacancy for a Part 
Time Retail Assistant to work 
Saturday mornings and sonic pub
lic holidays on a rota system. For 
further information or an appli
cation fomi please contact us on 
Telephone 22622 or call in at the 
Service Station. All applications 
should reach us by Friday 7th 
November

FROM THE FALKLAND 
ISLANDS COMPANY LTD 

Effective Monday November 
3rd Pastimes will remain open 
each evening until 6 o'clock and 
don't forget WE ARE NOW 
OPEN DURING LUNCH HOUR 
MORE TIME FOR YOUR 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!!

For spares and repair of 
washing machines, Hoo

vers, Fridges, Microwaves 
and Electric motors, call 

Neil on 21041
Flowzat all W.G. Grace's. Don 
Bradman’s and Brian Lara's 
Anybody interested in playing 
cricket please give Andy a call on 
27167 during normal working 
hours.

TO LET
Office Space at Raymar House

There is currently one office available with approx, floor space of 20 
square metres, at a competitive rale.

This office has just been attractively decorated and is fitted with 12 
power points and around the wall easy accessible phone/fax trunking 

for easy installation anywhere in the office, 
kitchen. Toilet and Reception areas to be shared with existing 

Tenants.
Fully central heated, supplied at no extra cost. Office ready for 

immediate use.
Anyone interested please contact Patrick Berntscn on phone 21311 

evenings or fax 22077.
Come and join a friendly atmosphere with existing tenants. Seafish Ltd 

and Synergy Information Systems

Childs white melamin combina
tion (wardrobe, drawers and cup
board) £80
Fosham 602A broody/rabbit run 
£93
Computer UPS. ACU fiower 30 
£110
Steam iron and ironing board with 
aluminised cover £30 
Single mattress 2'x6" wide £20 
Pine bread bin £12 
21" Sonv Trinitron colour T.V. 
£200
Tel: 21792 Fax 22147

Available Bcauchene Property 
Company Ltd has one unit avail
able for rent in the complex on 
John Street. Please contact 
22260/22664 for further details

CALLING SHEEP & 
CATTLE BREEDERS 

Artificial insemination: there is 
a chance to get AI straws from 
Australia/Tasmania. If inter
ested. please contact the Farm
ers Association office on Tel 
22660 or Fax 22659 as soon as 
possible for details

STANLEY SWIMMING 
CLUB

There will be a swimming display 
by Stanley Swimming Club, fol
lowed by a presentation from 
Steve Cooil. the swimming coach 
from the Isle of Man. who has 
been sponsored by the Shackleton 
Fund. Friday 31st October 7- 
8.30 p.m.
at the Swimming Pool 
Please come along and support 
our bid to train swimmers for the 
Island Games in Gotland in 1999. 
and the Isle of Man in 2001

BYRON MARINE LIMITED
The Byron Group has recently secured a 10 year charter to provide a Fishery' 
Protection and Research Vessel to the Falkland Islands Government 
Fisheries Department, and have purchased a vessel in New Zealand, which 
is currently being converted for this role. Byron Marine vessels are 
exclusively British flag and operated to a high standard. This expansion of 
the Company's business means that the following personnel are required for 
service in the Company's vessels:
Chief Officers: minimum Class 4 (deck) with GMDSS. EEC Endorsement 
an advantage
2nd / 3rd Officers: Class 4 (Deck). Junior Officers will be required to 
undertake extensive boarding operations in Rigid Inflatable Boats.
Chief Engineers: minimum Class 2 (Motor) with Service Endorsement. 
2nd Engineers: minimum Class 3 (Motor).
3rd / 4th Engineers: Class 4 (Motor).
E.T.O.'s: GMDSS certified with electronic/electrical maintenance expe
rience.
G.P Ratings (or SGI): With FRC certificates. Trawling experience an 
advantage.
Fishing Skipper: Required on an occasional basis for research fishing 
voyages.
Tours of duty will be of four months duration followed by two months leave, 
with competitive salaries Study leave assistance will be available for suitable 
personnel following a period of service with the Company. Initial appoint
ments will be for a tour of duty commencing early January 1998.
Please apply in writing or by fax to David Hall, Managing Director, 
at Byron House, No 3 'H' Jones Road, Stanley, Falkland Islands, 
enclosing current c.v. and certificate copies.
Tel: 00 500 22245 Fax: 00 500 22246

Silver Cross Twin Pushchair re
clining seats, cositoes. rain cover, 
good condition approx £80 
T Suzu Trooper LWB 2.8TD 
(1991) 71.000 miles, 9 seats, 
power steering air conditioning - 
good condition. Sale by tender. 
Available mid January 1998 
Phone 76544

One narrow' cane and black 
wrought iron breakfast table and 
two cane and wrought iron 
chairs... seldom used. £200 o.n.o. 
phone 21826 fax 22114

75 Christmas lambs available from 
mid November. Further details 
phone/fax 42001

1 RYD 12 volt Electronic 240w. 
inverter. Good condition £100.00 
Apply Porter on 42020

Special Offer

Britvic Orange Juice 
80p per litre 
or £9.60 case 

Pepsi & 7up Light 
Only £6.00 case

WANTED
Availableat 

Stanley Services Ltd
WANTED - Suitable person with 
culinary skills to add new dimen
sion to” a small expanding busi
ness. For further information 
please apply to the Manager, 
Emma’s Guest House, Phone No. 
21056 _______________

Postscript from The Tabernacle
There is much talk in our papers about ‘The Peace Process.' We read about it 
as part of the political process in the Middle East, in South Africa, Bosnia and 
other parts of the world where people arc in dispute. While the talk sounds 
well meaning and compromise is praised by the mediators, how often is the 
true picture more as the prophet Jeremiah wrote 'They dress the wound of 
my people as though it were not serious "Peace, peace," they say, when there 
is no peace.' (Jeremiah 8:11) The only true peace we can ever know is that 
peace that comes from God. "For God so loved the world that he gave his one 
f.1™ only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal 
lile. For God did not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but to 
save the world through him (John 3:16,17) Jesus said 'Peace I leave with you; 
my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives.‘Do not let your 
hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.' (John 14:27) Surely the 'The Peace 
Process.' that should be upper most in our hearts and minds is that ol our 
relationship with God so that we loo can have true peace, that is the peace 

_____________ ____________ that comes from God.
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Due to unforeseen circumstances 
the Conservatory Tea Party in 
aid of the Cancer Support and 
Awareness Trust advertised in 
last weks paper has been post
poned until further notice

CAMP EDUCATION TEA 
TOWELS
Tea towels have just been re
ceived at Camp Education, sell
ing at £2.50 each. Please ring or 
call into the offlee to get yours 
saved

Neil McKay Co Ltd has vacancies for 
experienced HGV Drivers. Plant Op
erators, Handymen and Stevedores. Ap
plicants must hold a current HGV Li
cence, be competent in the operation of 
a variety of heavy plant and equipment 
and/or have good all round handyman/ 
stevedore skills. Attractive salary pack
age offered. For furtherinformation please
phone Neil on 21300 after 8 pm or write 
to P.O. Box 203, Stanley.
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Stanley beats Comodoro as 

support base for Falklands' oil
STANLEY has been chosen over 
the Argentine town of Comodoro 
Rivadavia as a support base for the 
coming (approximately 15 month) 
oil exploration programme off the 
Falklands for reasons that are 
"purely commercial," according to 
one of the senior oil company ex
ecutives.

In a report by Graham Bound, 
for Mercoprcss. he describes how 
Tim Bushell, Director of South At
lantic Operations for the oil com
pany LASMO pic., explained that 
although his company, and others 
which are cooperating to explore in 
the seas off the Islands from next 
April, had carefully considered the 
cost of a support base in Comodoro 
Rivadavia, it eventually became 
clear that facilities in the Falklands 
were both adequate and economi
cal There was, he said, no political 
consideration in the decision.

Only a week ago itseemed likely 
that Comodoro would be chosen, 
because of the oil infrastructure

already existing in the Argentine is almost guaranteed to stimulate is adequate as a port, and only
port. But Mr Bushell explained that the Islands’ economy, FIG has relatively minor improvements to
Comodoro Rivadavia's distance agreed to spend money to improve management systems and infra-
from the drilling zone had been the dock facilities. Broadly speaking structure are required,
deciding factor. It would, he said, however, said Mr Bushell, Stanley 
take three and a half to four days to 
make a return journey by sea from 
the oil port to the exploration zone.
However, ships operating from THE Argentine President, Carlos ity of controversy before the gen- 
Stanley could make the same jour- Menem has been invited by Prime eral election,
ney in less than a day and a half. Minister, Tony Blair, to Britain for
This would lead to significant sav- an official visit, ‘in recognition of
ings and give support ships the burgeoningtrade and political rela-
ability to react more quickly to any tions, and^his efforts to improve
emergency or urgent requirement ties since the Falklands War.’
for supplies. No date has been set, but it has

"Also in Stanley's favour." said been reported in the British media,
Mr Bushell, "is that we would need that in talks between the British
to operate helicopters from the Falk- Foreign Secretary and the Argen- day, November 6, to the charge that

at Mount Pleasant on October 21 
he answered untruthfully a ques
tion put to him by a customs officer 
in the execution of his duty, and 
also to the charge of possessing a 
controlled Class B drug, namely 
Cannabis Resin. Mr Herrington 
pleaded not guilty to a charge of 
possessing a controlled drug with 
intent to supply another. The case 
has been adjourned until Monday, 
November 17, 1997.

Continued on page 5

Menem to visit Britain
Man pleads guilty to 

charge of possessing 
Class B drugs

RUPERT Herrington Payne 
pleaded guilty in court on Thurs-

lands anyway." Argentina is too far tine Foreign Minister, on Novem- 
distant for air operations, and he ber 4, it was suggested that Menem 
suggested that it would make sense might visit in the second half of 
for both ship and helicopter sup- next year, 
port to be based in the same place.

In return for the oil companies' originally by John Major, but put 
agreement to establish their sup- on hold because the Conservatives 
port base in the Islands, a move that did not want to create the possibil-

The invitation was extended

Bird, or bovine TBP 

Wild cattle tested Horse riding accident 
at Port Louis

PETER Gilding of Port Louis suf
fered seven broken ribs, and a 
cracked vertebrae, as a result of a 
horse riding accident while gather
ing part of his Camp this week. 
Pete's horse reared up and fell back
wards on top of him when it became 
agitated, having been made to move 
away from the other horses present. 
Pete is being treated in the KEM 
Hospital.

FOL LOWING a report made to the 
Veterinary Department, by local 
butcher, Ben Berntsen, that suspi
cious boils' had been discovered 
in one of the wild steers brought 
from Keppel Island to Stanley, vet 
Andrew Coe investigated the car
casses which had been slaughtered 
on Friday November 31

Andrew, who examined all five 
animals on Monday November 3, 
told Penguin News that the boils, or 
lesions, found in two of the car
casses, had been discovered in the 
lymph nodes which drain the intes
tine.

Sports reception
A PUBLIC reception has been ar
ranged to celebrate the success of 
recent and past competitors who 
have taken part in overseas sports 
events for the Falkland Islands, to 
which all competitors and mem
bers of the public are cordially in
vited by the Falkland Islands Gov
ernment.

The reception will be held in 
the Stanley Town Hall, today, No
vember 7,1997, from 6 to 7.30pm

o.-iV—..—j.. .• :• .The boils' which, were typical
of tuberculosis lesions, he said, were Above: PWD prepare pit for cattle carcasses
'localised,' and as such, the actual taken away by the PWD and buried said, until the samples have been 
carcass would have been safe to at the rubbish tip on Tuesday, No- cultured in a UK lab (the results of
eat. However, he added, in order to vember 4. which take some time to develop -
safeguard his reputation, Ben Andrew explained that as yet he approximately six weeks) the Vet- 
Berntsen had made the decision not could not say for certain whether erinary Department will not know
to sell the beef to the local popula- the lesions were actually caused by whether they are of the Avian TB
tion. As a result the carcasses were tuberculosis. Even if they are, he type or Bovine TB. Cont. page 5
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Good deed beach-dean
means more money for 

Scoots Chile Jamboree

Penguin News a "sSlfilSK. .-«•*- EFALKLAND ISLANDS Society
not see?©
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(often ludicrously) posturing utterances emanating from Ar§J\ • 
examine the content of statements and speeches made by P° 1 
the British Parliament. We guard our sovereignty status with the same 
elemental passion possessed of a tigress defending her young. >■ 
forced, in a stalemate situation not of our making, to watch ou[. °aCK5> 
eternal vigilance, it seems, the price we pay for our continuing h er \.

And yet. despite all this, the Falkland Islands are being invade 
Not with bomb and bullet, a la 1982. but in a slow, pernicious cam-

ssss w-s-«sss.’a:and is potentially damaging in a way malignant beyond any military o\er m^ Pabollt what

I refer, of course, to the illicit trade in drugs. It is artlessly tempting to Freemasonry is. or \\.hat they
believe our geographic isolation coupled with the paucity of our popula- I had travel le q v • ,
tion make us an unattractive target market for the so-called drug barons until I came to the Isja <■
and accords us some kind of natural protection from their attentions, but ary 1984. My family o owe a
that kind of dangerous thinking ignores the reality of an ever-shrinking few years later and we made our
globe; the inevitable consequence of importing labour (among whose homes here. Since my arrival 
numbers there are users w'ho. to finance their own habit, will become have overheard, on occasions, con- 
pushers) and the enduring human trait of wanting to make a fast buck. versations knocking Freemasonry.

Do not be under any illusions, illegal drugs are here, in our Islands, between persons who had no idea
They are being used now. Today. Even as you read this the chances what they were talking about,

are that someone, perhaps only a few yards from you. is smoking or Freemasonry'is not a secret so- 
snorting or shooting up some exotic substance with the intention of ciety. It is open to any person w ho
'heightening reality, or. more likely, escaping from it. To deny that pat- is invited to join, no matter what
ent fact is to emulate the ostrich and, worse, place the well-being of creed or colour they may be. How-
Falkland Islanders (predominantly young Falkland Islanders) at risk, ever, the very first rule in Freema-
because. make no mistake, drugs do wreck families, destroy lives and. sonry is that you must believe in
ultimately, kill. God. and acknowledging that other

It has been said with blinding naivety (and recently at that) that drugs people's beliefs are worthy of re-
are not a problem in the Falklands. a statement apparently emanating sped opens the opportunity to
from ignorance of the fact that in 1995/96 at least half a dozen attempts meet people w ho might otherwise
to smuggle drugs into the Islands, many of them using the postal service, have remained strangers to you
were detected by Customs. Although the quantities involved were small Members range from Dukes to the
in commercial terms, they were not all category' B drugs such as canna- ordinary working 
bis or marijuana. More dangerous substances, like heroine, were involved Freemason rv is an association 
on more than one occasion of societies world wide, each coun-

Apart from bludgeoning the obvious to death with a blunt instrument try having their ow n rnnctitnti™ 
by pointing out that these were only the cases detected and therefore, 0? anafmiatfon to vS T
bearing in mind the thousands of people who move in and out of the tries constitutions
Islands each year and the avalanche of freight and mail arriving, prob-
ably represent the thin end of an ever-fattening wedge, shouldn't we be ganisation hSno ■ 0r"
asking if these facts were available to our councillors when they decided the need - elP,I]S and assisting
we have no use for a sniffer dog in the fight against drugs. If not they ran he u ?S lhe,ir mvn !t
should have been. If they were, then their decision is incomprehensible and hpvnnHitback l? lhe 1500s 
and may even, one day. for some unsuspecting Falklands’ family, prove • ,samale dominated
tragically unforgiveable. And even if they really do believe there is no haw th DUl ,n say,ng thal’ women 
drug problem in the Islands they should surely have seen the value of the j.t, ineir,own Masonic Lodges 
dog as a deterrent. We should be sending undisguised signals by every S, n , 5s do: ^ also do an 
means possible that we will not tolerate illegal drugs in our Islands, and m r °k creditable work, 
that we will take every conceivable measure to prevent them entering . n ^ a^b^ spent his last yean 

Which brings me neatly to the case of the man who arrived recently h • e“ after in a Masonic
on the Tristar allegedly carrying a quantity of cannabis. It is surely not In Dunblane> Scotland
acceptable, any more, (should he be found guilty) to administer the legal ™/C?Pw,as a rel,ef 10 my sister and 
equivalent of bruising his knuckles with a couple of tender rappings and yse ’ knowing how well he was
tuning judiciously as we export him to continue his nefarious activities ^ 
elsewhere. It is time to make a stand. If the police have the evidence he 
should be charged with what he has done. And if he is found guilty he 
should receive the properly appropriate sentence; one that will leave no 
drug-runner, pusher or coke-head in any doubt that we are serious when 
we say NO drugs in the Falklands.

■)

£3AT a beach clean-up event organ
ised by the Falkland Islands Scout 
Group to raise funds to send six 
of their members to the Scout Jam
boree in Chile next year, 12 will
ing scouts (cubs and leaders) 
turned up to clear rubbish from an 
area near the old Beaver Hangar.

With the help of Freda Alazia, 
Joan Spruce and Lillian Wallace 
(picking rubbish) and vehicle driv
ers Trevor Browning and Michael 
Sackctt, ten tons of rubbish were 
cleared from around the Beaver 
Hangar, ten tons from the fore
shore and paddock, and another

rover and trailer load from near the 
Jhelum.

Scout leader Phil Middleton 
said most of the rubbish consisted 
of wire fencing, wood (pallets, 
fence posts) machinery, glass, iron 
bars and pipes, and although most 
was removed, some had to be left 
due to lack of time with the lorry 
lift gear.

On the day ( November 1) £ 100 
was raised, however £12000 will 
be needed to send the chosen scouts 
to the Jamboree between Decem
ber 27, 1998 and January' 7, 1999. 
Funds will be raised by the indi-

t 89 mm
with 24.000 participants from all 
over the world the event promises 
to be an incredible blend of people 
and cultures; with a distinctive 
South American flavour provided 
by the hosts.

being looked after and enjoying 
the company of so many friends" 

Freemasonry supports the law, 
the community, the family It does 
not interfere in politics or any 
other beliefs. Their teachings are 
from the Bible.

MAY I through your columns be 
allowed to explain some details of 
FREEMASONRY. The reason for

vidual members, by the fund rais
ing committee, and it is hoped, 
by corporate sponsorship. A 
separate bank account called 
"Scouts Jamboree" will be 
opened to accept donations.

The theme of the Jamboree,

are.
Freemasonry-is criticised from

many quarters and what annoys
most critics is that it never defends 
itself publicly. 1 lowever. over the 
last few years Freemasonry has 
opened its doors to the public. You 
can visit Freemason's Hall in Lon
don and have a guided tour. You 
can even buy, from good book
shops, books on Freemasonry.

What has been the Freemason's 
problem? "Their Own Silence", 
that created mysteries in the pub
lic mind in general as, in the past 
Freemasonry w ould never reply to 
any criticism. This has now

said Phil, is Building Peace' and
Above: Jason Short, Teraaka Middleton, Alex Howe, Matthew Strange.

Below: Phil Middleton and Bruce Humphreys

now.

changed.
Should a member admit to be

ing a Freemason it is the individual 
member's choice. I am proud to 
admit I have been a Freemason for 
46 years.

I had the pleasure to meet the 
Duke of Kent, w ho is Grand Mas
ter of the Grand Lodge of England, 
when he visited the Islands, and 
since he became Grand Master he 
has encouraged more openness 
and frankness in the workings of 
Freemasonry. Leaflets and videos 
have been produced and we are 
encouraged to work for the good 
of others.

Freemasonry- is not a sinister 
network but a charitable force 
working for the good of mankind 
and demands contribution and ef
fort from its members in all aspects 
of life.

man.

Big turn-out for 'sport 

leisure youth' meeting
ment Officer.ENCOURAGINGLY for the or-

Another felt a creche facilityganisers, a relatively large
number of the public attended and would be of use, and asked how-
joined in the debate at the sport/ middle-aged persons who wished 
youth and leisure meeting on 
Tuesday November 4, including 
eleven youths. The overriding 
feeling by the end, with regard to 
the youth of Stanley, commented should occur for older people in the 
one person attending, was that Junior School Hall, 
there was an urgent need for some Among other questions asked of 
sort of drop-in centre with vari- the Leisure Centre Manager, one 
ous facilities. Leisure Centre resident inquired whether thought 
Manager, Paul Riddell also made had been given to extending the 
the suggestion that creation of a opening hours of the Centre. Paul 
cafe and exercise hall as an ex- Riddell made the reply that it had 
tension to the existing Leisure been considered but it would re- 
Centre might be desirable. quire increased staffing.

On the subject of sport, sug- On the matter of youth, one 
gestions for future facilities were member of the public felt the Shack 
made, including an all weather should be used to a greater extent 
running track (a feeling supported by older children, however, it was 
in particular by Patrick Watts and noted that teenagers were unhappy 
Andy Brownlee) a bowling alley, with this facility because of its
a skating rink and another foot- small size, and the stigma attached
ball pitch. A member of the pub- that it existed primarily for young 
lie also made the suggestion that children, 
people could spend time in the 
United Kingdom attending 
courses in coaching eg. in sports panel consisted of Mrs Marilyn 
such as badminton. Hall, Councillor John Birmingham

A number of those in attend- and Mr Paul Riddell, Mr Phil
ance strongly supported the idea Middleton and Mr David Higgins,
of employing a Sports Devclop-

MARGARET Dennis ing to northwestern Mexico, though
Humphreys’ cottage in Stanley has they are said to be extremely com- 
been home, for the past few weeks, mon in captivity.

visitors from South America Distinctively coloured when 
who arrived unexpectedly in a young, the turtles grow to a char- 
shipment of tropical fish delivered acteristic length of ten to twelve 
to the Stanley Garden Centre. inches. Adult males eventually lose

The six are young red-eared their dappling and darken as they 
turtles whose natural habitat is 
Eastern and Central USA extend-

to attend such things as aerobics, 
but were intimidated, could be en
couraged to attend? In response it 
was suggested that similar eventsto six

Bob Fiddes 
Stanley age.

What price access? Looking back on October
THANKS to the letter from the 
Chief Executive (Penguin News, 
October 31) we now know how 
and why the controversial decision 
was taken to improve the track toI

the Argentine cemetery-. Could the 
public also be told the total cost
of this operation please?

Robin Pitalug3
Salvador

READERS of my occasional contributions to this column 
ber earlier this year, that I urged Government to institute 
ministration with a wide ranging remit to to officially represent Sport ‘ d Leisure in official circles, a body with the energy and dedication to 
pet things done This week Councillor John Birmingham, who is the S-ct elected member to hold the newly created portfolio for Sport and 
Vkure chaired an open meeting that had the express objective of ex- 

nlorine’ideas for the future. He must have been encouraged by the en
thusiasm of the 48 citizens (many youngsters among them) who attended 

. or„ thpir views And views there were; from running tracks to youth ^A from coffee bars to bowling alleys; all expounded in a veritable 
,W° L, nV woTds And right there is the trap I urge the Honourable Mem- 

sidestep Our youngsters have listened to verbage enough to fill a ber to sjde^ep^ y * they need ,t now In ^und 1400 AD
Fbr fh noeUohn Lydgate wrote, woordis but wynd; leffwoord and tak 
thedede. Sound advice indeed.

Deaths
2nd October; Edward Bernard Anderson aged 81 years 
20th October; George Henry- Thompson aged 76 years 
22nd October William Henry Roberts aged 74 years

Births
12th October: Keanu Adrian Bagley to Darren Clive Bagley and 
Jacqueline Elizabeth Bagley nee Newman 
13th October: Daelyn Robert Peck to David John Peck and Alison
Emily Robson16th October: Coban Eriksen to Ulrik Lanshcdel Bjorn Eriksen 
and Michelle Eriksen nee Hirtle
23rd October: Shaun Peter Evans to Michael David Evans and 
Donna Newell Evans nee Newell

may remem- 
a sports ad-

Public N otice . ,v,„e M-  ̂ofThe Falkland Islands Government sion °^.a jeen0th recepu°n 
invites lenders for the provision of is require • lion. ,0rnVision 0
two public receptions to be held in 1 -5 bour* endorsed pr . be for*
the Town Hall, the first on Novem- T otreotions' shou ® q-endcrh
ber21,1997,from6.30-8pminhon- Public ReceP chajrmam
our of Sir Rex Hunt, and the second ward ed 10 tar-,at, StanlwtyedneS'
on December 8,1997, to follow on Board, be . 3pm o palk' 
from the parade held to commemo- him on or ^ 1997- sep/es
rated* Battle of the Falklands in ^y.Nove^ G?vCrn^ iender

the right to rejeci ^ 
ceived.

Forty eight members of the pub
lic attended the meeting, and the

provi-
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Airs welUt^Brooklands Safer for Plutonium ship to go 

through Strait’ say Chilean Navy
Continued from front page
Asked what would be happen- sified Islands wide to discover if fc JUJ 

ing in the mean time (whilst await- there are any pockets of infection H
ing UK laboratory results) particu- elsewhere. Since the suspect cattle 
larly considering cattle from Keppel have been isolated on Keppcl Is- 
had been included in the National land and have no contact with other 
Beef herd. Andrew explained that cattle for many years. It is to be

hoped that no such other pockets

that

Bird or bovine TB? Wild 
cattle tested
Conf from front page I

•Mm:p ■•■■■ft
1 •

n ■

SINCE the report inPenguin News ating plants, are specially built and . . .
of September 26. 1997, regarding prepared to stand the worst weather Avian TB (bird TB) said animals reacting positive y ma> 
the news that a ship would be car- conditions. Andrew, is extremely common in need to be slaughtered in or er o
rying plutonium waste through the "If the Pacific Teel is to cross many parts ofthe world, is likely to perform a post mortem to con irm
Strait of Magellan, the Commander the area, according to international be common amongst Falkland wild the diagnosis. Draconian measure
of the Chilean Navy has com- convention, Chile should be in- birds, and commonly affects cat- would be delayed until tne^
mcnled that it would be far safer formed,” said Admiral Martinez tie. If the lesions are of this type, laboratory results were receive
for such a ship to make the Atlan- Busch. which he strongly suspects they since false positive results o e
tic-Pacific crossing through the According to unconfirmed re- will be, such a result will be of no skin test are possible. ^
Strait and not around Cape Horn. ports, the Pacific Teel with a ra- major public or animal health sig- Laboratory confirmation o e 

Admiral Jorge Martinez Busch, dioactive cargo left England on nificancc. It is uncommon for hu- presence of Bo vine 113 wou .r^c
during a short visit to Punta Ar- October 19en route to Japan If the man beings to contract Avian TB, TB testing would have to be inten-
eas, explained that there is no set information is correct this means he added. sified Islands wide to discover i
dale and there has been no formal the vessel will soon have to make a result showing Bovine TB. there are any pockets or iniection
request for a possible crossing of a key decision; either turn east sail- however, would have some sig- elsewhere. Since the suspect cattle
the British flagged ship Pacific ing round South Africa, or keep nificancc with regard to public have been isolated on Neppei is-
Teel on its route to Japan from heading towards the South Atlan- health, though Andrew wished to land and have no contact with otner
England loaded with radioactive tic. emphasise that such a result was cattle for many years, it \s o
material. The Admiral nevertheless On a previous occasion two very unlikely, as it was believed to hoped that no such other pocKcis
pointed out that the vessel carry- years ago, a ship loaded with plu- have been eradicated from the balk- will be found,
ing highly toxic waste, such as ra- tonium (Pacific Pintail) and char- |and Islands,
dioactive elements to be recycled tered by the same company, sailed
in Japan as fuel for energy gener- across Cape Horn. (MP)

re; HI • :£ u.Tuberculin tests had been ordered, 
and all adult cattle offKeppel would will be found, 
be tested as soon as possible. (No Andrew went on to say 
ex-Keppel beef herd animals are incidents such as this underline the 
now being sold before Bovine TB need to introduce modern animal

disease legislation giving powers t
The tuberculin skin tests take to the Veterinary' Service to act in |.; IH 

three days to produce results, any the face of an outbreak of notifiable ^
animals reacting positively may disease, 
need to be slaughtered in order to Interring the infected carcasses 
perform a post mortem to confirm at the rubbish tip should not prove 
the diagnosis. Draconian measures problematic as far as scavengers 
would be delayed until the UK labo- are concerned. "There is no place in 
ratory results were received since the world, as far as I’m aware," 
false positive results to the skin test Andrew said, "where rats have been 
are possible.

Laboratory confirmation ofthe ease. It is highly unlikely they would 
presence of Bovine TB would mean cany' Bovine TB even if they got at Loughborough College (Brooklands House). Falkland Islands' students nose
TB testing would have to be inten- the buried carcasses." " fora photograph for visitors Eric and Shirley Goss on September 28, 1997.

Note visitor from Peter Symonds (Photo: E Goss).
Falklands play Faith flawed' but engrossing
CRITICISED by the Evening a crisis of conscience over

r:it % ~mti -
#

Hv-has been ruled out).

i :X-Sfrmj

found to be a reservoir for the dis- :--i
Andrew went on to say that 

incidents such as this underline the 
need to introduce modem animal

Asked what would be happen
ing in the mean time (whilst await
ing UK laboratory results) particu- disease legislation giving powers 
larly considering cattle from to the Veterinary'Service to act in 
Keppel had been included in the the face of an outbreak of notifi- 

tile takeover of Coalite in 1989. National Beef herd, Andrew ex- able disease.
Also on Tuesday. November 4, plained that Tuberculin tests had Interring the infected carcases

been ordered, and all adult cattle at the rubbish tip should not prove
reported) reiterated worries that offKeppel would be tested as soon problematic as far as scavengers
Argentinian companies could pur- as possible. (No ex-Keppel beef are concerned. "There is no place
chase a large part of the shares in herd animals are now being sold in the world, as far as I’m aware."
the Islands’ biggest company. before Bovine TB has been ruled Andrew said, "where rats have been
While there was no evidence to out). found to be a reservoir for the

The tuberculin skin tests take disease. It is highly unlikely they
would carry Bovine TB even if 
they got at the buried carcasses."

Anglo United restructuresPublic Notice
THE Falkland Islands Government invites tenders from suitably ex
perienced persons for the removal of the remaining furnace fuel oil 
and scrap at the old Albemarle sealing station to a location yet to be 
specified and also for the dismantling of the old oil tank and general 
tidying up of the site of the old sealing station. Further information 
can be obtained from the Supervising Officer. Mr Tom Eggeling. at 
the Environmental Planning Office, Malvina Paddock. Stanley.

Tender documents are available from the Secretariat, Stanley and 
tenders endorsed 'Removal of Oil and Scrap at Albemarle’ should be 
returned to the Chairman. Tender Board, Secretariat. Stanley to reach 
him on or before 3pm on Wednesday 26 November 1997. The Falk
land Islands Government reserves the right to reject any tender re
ceived.

PN: 167/97 
Ref: FIS/17/1

Vacancy - Scientific fishery Observers
THE Fisheries department has two vacancies for Scientific Fishery 
Observers for a four month period commencing in February and 
March 1998. Candidates should be qualified to degree level, prefer
ably in a biological discipline.

Salary will be in grade E ranging from £13,560 per annum to 
£16,956 per annum, entry point being dependent on the successful 
applicants qualifications and relevant experience.

Further information about the post can be obtained from the Ob
server Co-ordinator, Mr Joost Pompert, on telephone number 27260 
during normal working hours. A visit to the department to discuss 
details of the post would be advisable.

Application forms and a job description are available for the Hu
man Resources Department and completed forms should be returned 
to that Department no later than 4pm on Friday 21 st November 1997 

Ref: STF/3IA 
PN: 166/97

an or-
S/a/iifart/as "crucially flawed," but der to shoot an American mercc- 
praised with the words, "it still cn- nary' (on the Argentine side) "this 
grosses," Meredith Oake’s play, set core element of the play generates 
during the Falklands Conflict, no provocative debate." He adds, 
played The Royal Court Theatre in ".. the dilemma is unreal. Men at 
London last month. war are necessarily obliged to carry

"John Burgess impressive pro- out orders." 
duction," says the Standard, "art-

ACCORDING to the Financial 
Times, Anglo United, the heavily
indebted fuels, chemicals and trad- Councillor Mike Summers (it is 
ing group, on November 5 an
nounced restructuring plans that 
will give its Falkland Islands’ sub
sidiary' a listing on the London 
Stock Exchange.

The plans also involve taking suggest that they would, "It would 
Anglo’s Coalite smokeless fuel be a matter of very considerable three days to produce results, any 
and chemicals business private. concern if they did,” he said.
The group’s problems began with However, Alan Brooks, the ar- 
the £500m highly leveraged hos- tide goes on. said the plans were 

" the most effective way to create
value for shareholders.

Anglo shareholders will be of
fered one share in the new Falk
land Islands Holdings for every'

Much of the drama in the play 
fully negotiates the split-moment is based in a farmhouse where re
shifts from comedy to brutality." sides a'petulant wife,’Sandra, who 
However, the critic Nicholas De had left Brixton to avoid the riots, 
Jongh comments that when the pro- and finds herself caught up in the 
tagonist, Sergeant Spier's, suffers Stanley beats Comodoro as oil 

support base for Falklands
.. Cont. from front page

Falklands war.

International Village Meetings

Invites
6 young people aged 17-18, 

curious, courageous, open minded, 
with a sense of humour,

To the IVM Seminar Camp 
in Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego.

From the 5th to the 26th of January. 
1988

The group:A delegation of six from the Falkland Islands. 
A delegation of six from Punta Arenas.

A delegation of three from Ushuaia.
A delegation of three from BA.

the staff:
Juan Manuel Ipina 

Jorgelina Flores Barrantes 
Juan Pablo Contreras 

Eimena Gubbins
& One staff member from the Falklands

International Village Meetings. 
Washington 2360,

(1430) Buenos Ayres,
Argentina

Phone/Fax: (54 1) 381 - 6589 
Quimbus@dc.uba.ar 

www.ivm.org.ar
____ Your question helps.

Falklands still 

a 'big issue’ in 

Argentina

He named warehouse space and said she had little information at

group s banks will lilt tneirstake cern fact that it had been a purely corn-
then buy the Falkland Islands Regarding any possible impact mercial decision, without interfer
ing! du> me i a ik larva islands on the Islands community the oil ence from the Islands’government.
Group from Coalite Group for excculive said that ,ocaf people When asked if she thought the de-

A move this year to sell Coalite sh,oulf hardly notice Ae increased cision to use Stanley as an oil base
c c~>ii f _ i, , l, . chi n industrial activity, the base will would brine negative repercussionbe oiven ,he op.Ln .o8sei™ionE Probably bc by a Pa“ wUh ^n.ma's attitude
with Anglo’s other business for slafftofon'y twe've Par“ns’and al ;o|theflcxpl°raUORn of.°,11.arou"d lbe

. • . • any time there should be no more Islands, Mrs Rendell said she
af '?i! 15 than thirty oil workers in the town, thought this was unlikely. Mrs

rnllinQ Sipwnii ^Anoin'v t.mS Although Argentine has failed Rendell qualified her comments
kers will place about 21m of the 10 win lhe suPPort base, it seems by adding lhat because it was only
banks’ FIH shares at foOp. reduc- '‘kely that companies there will a relatively short oil exploration
ing the bank’s holding to about 40 |am. ‘f,°mv?UPpl>' COntraCtS’ Mr P'^antme this decision did not
percent. FIH, which controls about Bus.hel> s.aid that Argentine com- dictate future decisions regarding
80 per cem ofthe Falkland Islands’ pan,es had bfn approached with a contracts and noted thatArgen-
retail sales, will be left with what view to supplymg materials needed t.na would still have the chance to
Anglo described as. “a manageable by the s,nSle rl8that 15 due t0 dn" be mvolved lhrouSh suPPly con-
level of bank debt,” of £2m.

However, the group said 
Middlebright shares were unlikely 
to have any value because of the 
high level of debt. The business 
going to Middlebright had post tax 
Fosses of £3.8m in the year to 
March 31 and net liabilities of 
£167m.

The listing of FIH is condi
tional on the Middlebright deal 
going ahead. Shareholders will 
vote on the scheme at an extraor
dinary meeting on December 1, 
and dealings in FIH shares are ex
pected to begin on January 19. (Fi
nancial Times).

FIFTEEN years after the Falk
lands Conflict, the Argentine 
desire to "regain” the Islands is 
reported to be still present, but 
it is the middle classes who 
consider the matter of most 
importance (38.3%).

One thousand people were 
interviewed in a survey, taken 
in Buenos Aires during Octo
ber, with the majority of peo- 

the FalklandsVacancy - Junior Agricultural Assistant
THE Department of Agriculture will have a vacancy in the New Year 
for a Junior Agricultural Assistant.

This position would suit a school leaver and will provide an op
portunity to work in all aspects of Agriculture within the departm 

Salary' will be in grade I commencing at £8.304 per annum. 
Further information about the post can be obtained by contacting 

Mr Owen Summers or Mrs Mandy McLeod at the Department of 
Agriculture on telephone number 27355 during normal working hour:

Application forms and a job description are available from the 
Human Resources Department and completed forms should be re
turned to that Department no later than 4pm on Friday 21st Nov 
ber 1992

Application forms and a job description are available from the

Ref: STF/20 
PN: 165/97

pie describing 
issue as either very important, 
important or relatively impor
tant (the latter achieving the 
greatest percentage of 29.5%).

Of all the participants in the 
survey, only 8.1% considered 
that the matter of the Falklands 
was an irrelevant issue.

Answering the question. 
"How important to you is the 
recover)' of the Falkland Is
lands? respondents answered: 
Very important: 28.2% 
Important: 24.4%
Relatively important: 29.5% 
Little importance: 8.6%
No importance: 8.1%
No answer: 1.2%

its first wells in April or May next 
year. It seems particularly likely However, the Argentine For- 
that the essential drill pipes will be eign Minister, Guido di Telia corn-
obtained from Buenos Aires or mented on Tuesday that he was 
Comodoro Rivadavia. concerned that politics may have

Director of Oil, Mrs Phyllis played a part in the decision, which
clearly not favourable to Ar-

tracts.

ent.

Rendell when invited by Penguin was 
News to comment on the decision, gentina.

members of H M Forces.
At the same meeting, Alan

em- AT the Annual General Meet
ing of the Royal British Legion 
it was decided to amend the Jones (Chairman) Bob Fiddes 
membership qualification rules (Secretary) and Jim Simpson 
to include ex and serving mem- (Treasurer) were re-elected for 
bers of the Merchant Navy, in another term of office, 
addition to ex and serving

mailto:Quimbus@dc.uba.ar
http://www.ivm.org.ar
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What is El NiM
ii/rjfr ct />/,««• . cniri to he a British nationalpastimef analysing

* i r' ■■S355B SSS&1 B
«* •** ~ »•- ‘,"s"o"s■

about El Nino... lain United States which settled there
While meteorologists here ,n leleconnectionswn fthjs yeai% was probably the cause

the Islands say it is difficult t0 how a tepid PacI” P Boston of Northern Chile having nearly 
predict whether the Falkland also affect snowta and a footof rain. Santiago had more 
have, or will be affected by El winter rain m Lo . &Midvvest rain in June and July than it nor- 
Nino, our close proximity l0 wheat Pr°sP®cls. . de winds mally gets in an entire year In
South America, where Chile has is tricky. although it Peru, snowstorms blanketed the
suffered catastrophic storms and diminish is unkn < something Andes in early August, and 
floods, said to be caused by El may have to d0 -n yj. floods washed through mountain
Nino, suggest it is a possibility, as unrelated as towns.

El Nino...who? bet)

The following are clerical vacancies 
within the Falkland Islands Govern
ment:
Clerk, Legislature Dcpartmentsal- 
ary ranges from £ 10.716 to £ 12,720 
per annum in Grade G. For further 
information about this post contact 
the Clerk of Councils on telephone 
number 27451 during normal work
ing hours.
Clerk, Falkland Islands Govern
ment Air Service salarv ranges from 
£8.964 in grade H to £12.720 in 
Grade G. For further information 
about this post contact the Senior 
Clerk. FIGAS on telephone number 
27291 during normal working hours. 
Licensing Clerk, Royal Falkland 
Islands Police Force salary ranges 
from £8,964 to £11.208 per annum 
in Grade H. For further information 
about this post contact the Senior 
Clerk. Royal Falkland Islands Police 
Force on telephone number 27222 
during normal working hours 
Clerk Human Resources Depart
ment salary ranges from £8.964 in 
Grade H to £12.720 in grade G. For 
further information about this post 
contact the Administrative Officer, 
Human Resources Department on 
telephone number 27246 during nor
mal working hours.
Clerk, Medical Department salary' 
ranges from £8.964 in Grade H to 
£12.720 in Grade G. For further in
formation about this post contact the 
Administrator. Medical Department 
on telephone number 27415 during 
normal working hours.
Application forms and job descrip
tions for all the above vacancies are 
available from the Human Resources 
Department and completed forms 
should be returned to that Depart
ment no later than 4pm on Wednes
day 12th November 1997. Please 
make it clear at the top of your ap
plication form which post or posts 
you are applying for

Penguin 

Profile: 5 reasons
from the 

Environmental 
Research Unit, PO Box

434

to feed. These patches tend to
around, but are generally found 
within an overall area at particular

moveAS most people probably guessed, 
the greatest consumer of sea food is 
the world’s population of humans.

Penguins are the major top-preda- times of year, 
tors in the southern oceans, and their During the breeding season, 
combined populations worldwide Gentoos rarely forage further than 

around 20-25 million tons 20km from their nest-site, w ith Jack
up to 30km and Rockhoppers 

40km. Breeding sites are therefore

Below average sea-surface
temperatures off South
America’s coastconsume

of fish, squid and crustaceans every' ass 
year. Even so. the world’s commer
cial fisheries remove about three located near areas of high prey con- 
times that amount every' year, and 
that does not include subsistence 
fishing that occurs in many countries, colonies, for example Rockhopper 

It Ts often believed that fish are colonies, have so many penguins 
more or less evenly distributed feeding in these small areas that com- 
throughout the water, or along the petition is high. Therefore the breed- 
coasts. but this is not the case. ing success, and in turn the popula-

Rather like herds of wildebeest or tion size of colonies, is often depend- 
antelope that you see in documenta- ent upon the amount of food avail- 
ries about Africa, fish and squid con- able within these critical areas 
centrate together in high concentra- Clearly any long-term reduction in 
tions. with low concentration being prey abundance^within these areas 
found in the surrounding ocean. will result in population declines.

Penguins are therefore not so And now a question Who or 
much seeking individual prey when what are El Nino and El Nifia, and
they begin to forage, but rather why do they concern penguins^
searching for such patches of high 
concentration where they will remain

1985 normal year
left: 1987 El Nino year
Above average sea-surfacecentration.

The problem is that very' large Falkland Islands’ residents The El Nino effect That> however, is not all... if 
who had holidays in Chile this In weather terms, few things tbe 'ocat>on °f the warm pool 
year, have been heard to express matter more than where warm changes, so does the weather in 
surprise at the unexpectedly high ocean spots are. They provide the regl°ns far removed from the
winds, heavy rainfall, and have thermal energy that drives evapo- tr0?,lICv ..acitLc' , r
even heard of, or observed seri- ration and hence cloud formation E ^in° a^ects Parts
ous flooding. However, El Nino and storms. With warm water |he world using a broker , and 
is not as is sometimes presumed having abandoned Indonesia, m this case the broker isatmos- 
a storm or hurricane in itself, earlier this year, droughts moved pnenc circulation,
strictly speaking it is only the in. New Guinea and Australia As winter approac ies, leje

of water that ap- also suffered similarly. In Indo- slrrea™ that b>0^ across the Pa-
pears off Peru every two to seven nesia crops failed, and water was cific from just o

short. In early October the gov- intensifies El Nino shifts north.
The cham ofevents leading, eminent .here" reported 271 peo- t^e

the unusual weather, which has pie dead from famine or cholera . . . ~ rth ru 
also become known as El Nino, blamed on lack of clean water.
begins when the trade winds that The drought allowed forest
usually blow across the Pacific fires (normally extinguished by
from east to west diminish. Asa monsoons) to bum out of control, 1
result, the bulge of warm water the smoke choking places as far 1 
that the winds^ keep bottled up way as Brunei, Thailand and the 
near Indonesia slosh back to- Philippines, 
wards South America. Through On the other side of the Pa- 

this movement citic, a pool of warm water half 
thought to af- again as big as the continental

temperatures off South-
Amcrica’s coast

What is different about an El Nino 
year to a normal year?

Normal year:
The trade winds blow from east to west, pulling warm water 
behind.
El Nino year:
The trade winds slacken, for largely mysterious reasons.
Normal year
Cold nutrient-rich water wells up from below, supporting the 
Pacific food chain.
El Nino year:
Stationary warm water prevents up-welling. Fish stocks fall. 
Normal year:
A pool of warm water sits off Indonesia, bringing rains to the 
region.
El Nino year:
the warm water sloshes east, taking the storm clouds with it.
Normal year:
The jet streams deliver rain to Southern Mexico and the Pacific 
Northwest

warm current

years.
Answer in Penguin Profile: 6

areas as
the American Northwest, the 
plains etc. may be warmer than 
usual). The other branch of the 

stream in an El Nino year 
Hawaii and moves 

Southern California, Ari- 
the Gulf States and out to

jetHDHBHBPHB starts near 
across 
zona,
the Carolinas, probably causing 
an increase in rain and cold.

The Falkland Island Home Imprcweue.vts Centre
V.O. BOX 185 
I'ORT STAMif 
Falic and Islands

El Nino year
The jet streams shift north, and so do the rains
Below the surface of the sea: In El Nino years, the thermocline - 
the depth where warm surface water meets cold deep water - 
drops in the east. The cold nutrient-filled water cannot rise, 
starving plankton and hence fish. (Newsweek, Oct 6, 1997)

Fax 010 500 22634 
To miONf 22635/22722

jifesMes are pleased to announce the introduction of a new busi- fl'to add to the already extensive range of services available to
our customers.

We are now able to produce an exclusive picture framing service, made to 
measure with an exciting collection of modem and traditional mouldings in 
walnut teak pine, mahogany, gold and silver to mount that special picture, 

portrait or photograph; please call in and ask for details.

Is vour double glazed window turning into an aquarium?
I ifestvles can manufacture locally, made to measure glazing units in three y cover most window rebates.

... ,cn cimply clear, patterned and mirrored glass cut to your specifications, We ancj soon5 Georgian wired glass will be available.

T ifestvles continuing to be the number one home 

improvements centre in the Falklands

teleconnections, 
of warm water is 
feet weather worldwide.

(According to a rece 
in Newsweek, working out

The Mischievous kid ornt article

Dennis the Menace
ACCORDING to one US journalist. ’ If group of tourists were lo 
ing for the birthplace of El Nifto, they would probably end up on tne 
wharf in Callao, a gritty port 20 miles up the coast from Lima. * eru.
It was here, more than a quarter century ago the; er™ei firs 
noticed the enormous mass of warm water and air that now enum 
across the Pacific Ocean every few years: they callc?‘Lf m ’ 
Spanish for "the Christ Child.” because it always appeared, m>sie 
riously around Christmas. ...

The fishermen don’t think El Nino is so divine > 
since 1982, when they watched it kill 300 Peruvians’^ hv dr ving 
lion in damages and destroy the vital fisheries industry 
away its stapfe. the anchovy.... Today, Penmans are giving uamo^ 
appropriate nickname: El Nino Atrevido, meaning T 
Kid, " or, more loosely, Dennis the Menace.
Pictures: Going to extremes...Droughts m Austia ia
deft) and floods in South America have been blamea 
during particular years on El Nina , but ameteoroio 

gist in the Falklands commented the pro 
Chile might have happened without El Nino..

knows for certain.."

not

different thicknesses to

A flood in South America
during an 'El Nino year'

Sources used for PN article: Collins Weather (The ultimate guide to the 
elements); Newsweek October 6. 1997; Sunday Telegraph September*
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Pullout aNovember8-November 14
CHURCH SERVICES
CATHEDRAL
SUNDAY: 8am Holy Commun
ion. I Oam Family Communion (first ForCamp,makethe 
Sunday every month - Family Serv- following changes: 
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

LIBRARY
TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday -Today 

08.45am - 12 noon and 
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
2pm-5pmWED

12 042009 0132 1.3 1.5FoxBay+2hr30m
RoyCove+4hrs30m
PatHo\vaid+3hi519m
TeaJInlet+3hrs30m
SeaLionIs.+Ihrl5m
PortStephens
+3hisl5m
HillCove+4lirs
Berkeley Sound+1 hr 11 m
PortSanCarios
+2hr55m
DtrwinHarbour-56m

SUN 0701 0.8TABERNACLE - free church HOSPITAL PHARMACY1020 0.41328 1.4Sunday meetings. 10am and 7pm.
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pni Minister: Mike Mitchelmorc 
21787

1649 1.6 Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday1956 0.5 2239 0.4
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

13
THURSSt. MARY’S

SUNDAY: I Oam (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

10 0236 1.3 0503 1.6MON 0826 0.7 1108 021445 1.4 1741 1.7
2057 0.5St. CUTHBERT'S(MPA)

SUN: 8am Holy Communion; 
10.30am Fucharist/Moming wor
ship; 6 30pm Holy Mass.
MON: 6 30am Mass
WED 7.30pm Holy communion;
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

2324 0.4 MUSEUM
Tuesday - Friday
1030- 12noon/2.00-4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY

II 0333 1.4
TUE 0930 0.5 ,4

15 FRI 1155
0545 1.81551 0.1November

2151 0.4 1830 1.7
0007 0.408 00525 0.8

1202 1.3
SAT 1841 0.5

Monday - FridayBAHA’I FAITH
8am -12 noon/ 1.15 - 3.00pmFor information on meetings please 

ringTel: 21957 (evenings)

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
BADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ 
Thursdays 7-9pm Liz Burnett, 
Iel:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21161
SPLASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm. 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
tact Secretary G Cheek. 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowcna Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralee 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs, WOl&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall (All wel
come) - Mon: 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS A HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhcc, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

Dik Sawlc Tel 21414

Leisure CentrcTerm Times - Further information/Bookings: tel 27291
Pool CourtsDay

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
l.anc Swimming 
Public

12 00 - I 00 
5.00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8.00 
9 30- 10 30 
12 00- 1 00 
5 00 - 7.00 
7 00 - S.00 
10.30- 12 00 
12 00- I 00 
5 00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8 00 
500-7 00 
7 00 - 9 00

Public
Public

12 00 - 1.00 
5.00 - 9.00

Monday

9 30-10 30 
12.00- 1 00 
5 00 -900

Public
Public
Public

Tuesday

Hospital/OAP’s 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

Public
Public

12.00- I 00 
5.00 - 9.00

Wednesday

10.30-12.00 
12 00-1 00 
5 00-9 00

Parcnt/Toddlcrs0-7 Yrs
Public
Public

Thursday

Parents/Toddlcrs 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Private Hire 
Public 
Adults 
Public

Public
Public

12 00- 1.00 
5 00-900

10 00- 11.30 
12 00-1 00 
5 00 7 00 
7 00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9 00 
10 00-4 00
4.00 - 5 00 
10 00-4 00 
4 00 -5 00

Friday

10 00 - 6.00 PublicSuturday

10.00-6.00 PublicSuiulay
Adults



a a I mfijiYour BFBS Television programmes a» IJimmy Griffin, a former policeman. now working as an insurant

««*
ta^rd and Witty telly adverts 
?0 30 FAMILY MONEY After Fran is injured and suffers from amnesia as 
a result of intervening m a street brawl, her family suggests that she sc h^r 
fn.KC and release some family money ncr

TFI FRIDAY

SATURDAY 15TH NOVEMBER
0 15 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
040 ART ATTACK (New)
inOO PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
0 30 LIVE AND KICKING

1 30 GRANDSTAND Including Racing from Ascot; Women's International 
Hockey; Motor Racing - the RAC Tourist Trophy. Football Focus; and a full 
rnnnd-up of the rest of the day’s sporting events
6 25 TOP OF THE POPS
^ 55 BULLY - SURVIVAL GUIDE 
705 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7 30 DAD
*00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8 50 CASUALTY
9 40 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR YOU 
1010 TOUCHING EVIL
11 05 DROP THE DEAD DONKEY 
1130 MATCH OF THE DAY

4.00 NAME THAT TOON
4.25 IT'S A MYSTERY 
4 45 BLUE PETER
5.15 AGENT Z AND THE PENGUIN FROM MARS (Repeal)
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Chloe and Lachic agree to a casual relationship 
6 00 AUNTIE'S SPORTING BLOOMERS 
6 30 EMMERDALE There is terrible news for the Glovers
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS Lorraine and Joe both have questions for the consult
ant when they make a regular visit to the hospital
7.55 THE GREAT STORM. 999 SPECIAL
8.45 PAUL MERTON IN GALTON AND SIMPSON’S COMEDY PLAY
HOUSE
9 10 DARK SKIES Sci-fi thriller series set in the Sixties Following the 
assassination of President Kennedy, Leongard and Sayers learn of a plan to 
kill world leaders
10 00 BULLY
10.40 OASIS MAD FOR IT
11.05 PICK *N' MIX A selection of classic clips from the BBC archive
11 35 TARTAN EXTRA

9tlTHEAMA8GICAL0ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO 
9.40 ART ATTACK (New)
10.00 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including; Snooker - the penultimate day's play 
in the Grand Prix from the Bournemouth International Centre; Racing 
from Newbury; the next instalment of the BOA Olympic magazine 
series; Football Focus; and a full round-up of the rest of the day's 
sporting events
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS
6.55 BULLY
7.05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7.30 DAD
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 CASUALTY Senior consultant Jack Hathaway faces a life-or- 
death crisis decision when an elderly patient is brought in after a heart

9.40 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR YOU (New)
10.10 TOUCHING EVIL (New) D1 Creegan takes on the case of three 
children who have been abducted
11.05 POND LIFE (Repeat)
11.20 CRIME LINE (Repeat)
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAS' There are two of the day's key matches 
in the FA Carling Premiership, plus goals, news and talking points

SUNDAY 9TH NOVEMBER 
10.45 DEAR MR BARKER (New)
11.00 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.25 BLUE PETER
11.50 WISE UP
12.20 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.55 TWO FAT LADIES
1.25 THE CHART SHOW
2.05 TRAVEL SHOW ESSENTIAL GUIDES
2.15 BROOKSIDE Leo and Gemma start to worry about Mick and the 
court case
3.25 SELECTION BOXES
4.00 HOLIDAY MEMORIES
4.30 CARTOON TIME
4.40 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
5.10 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP
7.00 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING
7.30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT Nick tries to keep the peace in an escalating 
dispute following a car accident
9.20 BORN TO RUN Concluding this six-pan drama about love, 
money and marathon running
10.20 FRIENDS: US comedy series
10.45 CRIME LINE (Repeat)
10.55 SECRET HISTORY The Tregedy of HMS Glorious: Historical 
documentary. In June 1940, aircraft carrier HMS Glorious and her two 
escort destroyers were sunk in the Norwegian Sea
11.45 TOTP 2 Hits from Top of the Pops archives, plus today's hits

MONDAY 10TH NOVEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Ruth offers a shoulder for Anne to cry on
2.30 NAME THAT TUNE (New) with Jools Holland
2.55 HOLIDAY (New)
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 FIREMAN SAM
4.10 CARTOON CRITTERS
4.35 FUN HOUSE
5.05 RECORD BREAKERS
5.30 HOME AND AWAY Selina and Jesse's break-up is dividing the 
whole town
5.50 TOP GEAR
6.20 MASTERMIND
6.55 CORONATION STREET Working with Judy and her baby Katie 
is taking its toll on Rita
7.45 THE BILL No More Milk: Half a million pounds-worth of 
counterfeit money and a 14-year-old tearaway give Rawton and Page 
serious grief
8.10 CLIVE JAMES ON TV
8.35 PILGRIMS REST Bob promises to take Pamela to a Status Quo 
concert, only to find it’s sold out
9 05 SOLDIER, SOLDIER Vera Butcher’s extended stay wreaks havoc 
with her son's love-life, while Lucy's disappearance teaches Fitzpatrick 
he can't treat his daughter the way he treats his men. Angela McCleod 
is worried when her house is burgled
10 00 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK
10.35 FILM '97
11.05 CHILDREN IN NEED
11 15 SOMETHING STRANGE
11 40 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA

TUESDAY 11TH NOVEMBER
NEIGHBOURS Sarah's search for employment leads her to the

2U30eK£N HOM S HOT WOK 
3.00 VANESSA 
3 25 COUNTDOWN 
3 50 ROOM 785 Starting

SUNDAY I6TH NOVEMBER 
DEAR MR BARKER

00 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES 
11.2> BLUE PETER 
1150 WISE UP
12.20 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.55 TWO FAT LADIES 
125 THE CHART SHOW
2.05 TRAVEL SHOW ESSENTIAL GUIDES 
2.15 BROOKSIDE
3.25 THIS IS YOUR LIFE (New)
3.55 HOLIDAY MEMORIES 
4 25 CARTOON TIME
4.40 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
5.05 AUNTIE'S TV FAVOURITES
5.35 THE DAY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE
6.05 IN THE WILD
7.00 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING 
7.30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT
9.20 FRIENDS
9.45 MURDER ONE (New)
11.10 SECRET HISTORY The Tradegy of HMS Glorious
12.00 TOTP 2
The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

present a collection of

WEDNESDAY I2TH NOVEMBER
2 10 NEIGHBOURS Toadie's romance is under threat
2.30 THE AIR SHOW Today a look at the bush pilots of East Africa, 
executive jets and Hong Kong's Kai Tak airport
3.00 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with THE ADVENTURES OF DAWDLE 
4 00 RUGRATS
4.25 ANIMAL ARK
4.50 CARTOON TIME Featuring Bugs Bunny
4 55 THE NOISE SPECIAL. BOYZONE IN BRAZIL
5 15 THE SCOOP
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Chloe and Lachie's casual relationship starts to 
become more complicated
6 00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Terry approaches Steve with his business plan for 
buying the Woolpack
6.55 CORONATION STREET Mike crosses swords with Angie
7.45 THE BILL An Englishman's Home: Garfield and Blake enforce the 
demolition order on a home extension
8 10 DRIVING SCHOOL
8.40 FRIENDS US sitcom
9 05 IN SEARCH OF DRACULA WITH JONATHAN ROSS
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 FILM BRAM STOKER'S DRACULA (1992.18) A lavish Gothic 
fantasy set in Eastern Europe and 19th century London

THURSDAY 13TH NOVEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Rebecca has confessions to make to Toadie
2.30 VISIONS OF SNOWDONIA
3.00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4.00 SOOTY AND CO
4.25 GET YOUR OWN BACK
4.50 BLUE PETER 
5.20 THE O-ZONE
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Fisher freezes on the stage
6.00 CALL MY BLUFF Hosted by Bob Holness
6.30 EMMERDALE Billy leaves Andy on his own for the day
6.55 ANIMAL HOSPITAL
7.25 EASTENDERS Mary realises that she owes Joe an apology
7.55 TIGER BAY Beth has been to the surgery and Sonny is in for a shock. 
Kim is left in charge of Paul, but Helen can't track her down
8.25 CHILDREN IN NEED (Repeat)
8.35 UNDERCOVER CUSTOMS (New)
9.00 SHOOTING STARS (New)
9.30 ROOM 101 Tonight, it's comedian Arthur Smith
10.00 SKY NEWS
10.30 THE PROVOS Documentary
11.30 GOOD STUFF COMEDY
11.55 THE CHAIR Psychologist Oliver James talks to George Graham, 
manager of Leeds United Football Club

FRIDAY I4TH NOVEMBER
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Darren and Debbie's friendship blossoms
2.30 AN INSPECTOR CALLS
2.55 COMEDY CLASSIC: DAD'S ARMY
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: MOOMrN 
4.15 TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP
4.40 MR WYMI
5.00 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND
5.10 SUNNY'S EARS (New)
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Tim finds out the real reason why Sally has been 
so moody
6.00 SPACE CADETS
6.25 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN RACE
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS Joe and Mary are the topic of gossip in Albert Square
7.55 PIE IN THE SKY
8.45 MICHAEL BARRYMORE'S STRIKE IT RICH
9.10 THE BROKER'S MAN Drama series of two-part stories starring Kevin

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
SATURDAY Novembers 7.40 Weather, Flights, Annos

8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY November 14
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements. 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
5.30 Calling the Falklands
5.45 The late afternoon show - cont
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 Classic in Concerts: Elton John
7.30 Five live
7.40 Weather, Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
B.F.B.S Programmes

5 03 The Archers
5.18 The Late Afternoon Show
6 00 Country Crossroads
6.30 The Grumblewecds
7.00 Hoplite to Harrier
7.30 News and Sport
7.40Wcather,Flights. Announcements
8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.2SRpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Boogie up the River
10.00 News BFBS
TUESDAY November II
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers
BFBS Programmes

5.03 The Archers
5 18 Review of CD's of the week
5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 St. News 
6-OONcws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -James
7.30 News and Sports
7.40Wcather,Flights. Announcements
8 00 Eric Clapton Story Part 3
8.30 Paths of Inspiration
9 00 News desk from the BBL

9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
9.30 Repeat News Magazine 
10 00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY November 12

6.00 News BFBS
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7.30 News and Sport from five live 
7.40Wcather, Flights. Announcements 
S.OOMr Lucky
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30The Italian Renaissance 
9 45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS

10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchiime announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5.18 Late Afternoon Show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt 
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Schubcrts winter journey 
7.30News and Sport
7.40 Wcather,FTights.Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & flights 
9.30So much blood Pt 3
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

SUNDAYNovcmbcr 9
5.00 News: BFBS 
5.03 Music fill 
5 15 Dessert Island Discs
6.00 Music Fill
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements
7.00 Church Service-Tabernacle
8.00 Sports Roundup
8.15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didl ick
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights 
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk
9.30Thc Old Curiosity Shop 
9 45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
jjdDN'DAYNovember 10

0-03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News and Sport BFBS

THURSDAY November 13 
10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12 00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5 03The Archers

I s - be
with Tony Burnett broadcast on FIBS
7.30 News and Sport

OVER TO B.F.B.S.AND•••••• ftftnm ondon Tonight 0200As Monday 0300 News & Gold Dave Windsor 
0400As Monday 1900 Evening show from MPA2100 News & Rockola 
2203News & London Tonight 
WFDNESDAY
nnnft I ondon tonight 0200 Today Programme - Radio 4 0300 News& 
rZ 0400 As Monday 1603 Essential Selection 1703 Connect UK with 
Andy Wright 1900 Steve McQueen 2100 News & Rodigans Rockers 
2300 News & London tonight

GoW Dave°Wind»r 0400 & essential selection 0500 as Monday
nQ03Gold-DaveWindsor 1230 Sitrep 1300Newsplus 1330SidOI;vem 
?rnY(F«ential selection 1703 Connect UK with Andy Wright 1900 
Eveningshow fromMPA 2100 News & John Peels Music 2300 News 
& London tonight 
FRIDAY
Go°id LDave w2o!0400News* Essential seAction 0500 as Monday 
n tvMifler 0900 Gold - Dave Windsor 1003FIBS Morning Show

1900Eve'ning show from MPA 2100 News & Friday dance 2200 News

Saturday

SSSS "W? Benny *
Uonovan 2000 News & Rockola 2200 Steve Mason
SUNDAY

H^rts lOOONews & Weekend Gold - Dave W.ndsor2100 N
MONDAY1601'0*12200 NeWS & Lond°n TOm8ht

09on X kreakfast from London 0600The Breakf 1200 News

News &
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“Foreign Office spokesman an
swered with an elegant, “no com
ment,” when he was asked if the 
sovereignty issue would be dis
cussed.

In accordance with rigid Brit
ish protocol, as it is an official and 
not state visit Menem will not be 
able to fulfil his dream of having 
tea with the Queen, as his Brazil
ian colleague President Fernando 
Enrique Cardoso will do soon.

But. Menem, achieved, follow
ing several self-invitations, his aim 
of becoming the first Argentine 
president to visit Great Britain 
since the Falklands' war in 1982.

But protocol won’t allow 
Menem to kiss the Queen's hand, 
nor will he stay at Buckingham 
Palace, nor will there be Argentine 
flags in the Boulevard which joins 
Trafalgar Square with the Palace, 
nor gold coaches, like that which 
recently carried President Nelson 
Mandela.

The date for the visit has not 
been fixed yet. What is known is 
that during the visit Menem will 
inaugurate an Argentine Chair at 
Oxford University, in the Saint 
Anthony College, which special
ises in Latin America, and he will 
visit the Confederation of British 
industry.

With a touch of humour, For
eign Minister Di Telia, rubbed his 
wrist, a sign of political skill, when 
Cl win asked him how he had been 
able to convince Robin Cook to 
issue the invitation. “This relation
ship is 98% fine. So it is absolutely 
justifiable that the first decision of 
this Government is a presidential 
invitation," he said.

“It was possible thanks to a 
change of people and ideas," he 
said enthusiastically, referring to 
the new Labour government, fol
lowing years of the Conservatives. 
The previous Prime Minister John 
Major had invited Menem, to Lon
don, but a date was never estab
lished.

has nominated us extra-NATO al
lies.”

Argentina
Please note: The following 
extracts are translations. 

Wednesday 5th November 1997 
C LARIN

Menem will go to London - no 
talks on Falklands 

It is the first time that an Ar
gentine president will go to Great 
Britain since the 1982\var. It has 
been a permanent aim of Menem's 
diplomatic policy. The visit is 
scheduled for the end of 1998. The 
agenda will exclude negotiations 
concerning the sovereignty of the 
Islands.

ContentsThe statements of United States
President Bill Clinton during his 
visit to Argentina, about the need 
to resume Anglo-Argentine nego
tiations concerning the Falklands 
were discussed by Cook and Di 
Telia. “I pointed out to him that 
President Menem had never dis
cussed mediation with Clinton.” 
(ends)

Page 1:
International media 

comment on the 
Falkland Islands

Page 2-3:
BBC daily press 
review of British 

newspapers

News from South 
America

CLARIN 5/11/97 
Opinion by Lucio Garcia Del Solar 
- Ambassador and former negotia
tor concerning the Falklands 

The President shouldn’t go 
In 1991 the president spoke 

about his wish to officially visit the 
United Kingdom, two years after 
relations with Argentina - inter
rupted by the Falklands’ war - had 
become normal again, during 
which a friendly relationship had 
been established, characterised at 
times by very intense links.

The reaction of the British Con
servative government was cold and 
the prolonged wait turned the visit 
to London into an objective of for
eign policy. Not slow, or lazy, the 
Foreign Office sought to exchange 
it, among other things, for a long 
term fishing agreement, vital to the 
United Kingdom, in our waters in 
dispute.

A presidential visit should 
never be the fundamental objective 
of foreign policy. It is an event of 
protocol and a celebration which 
shows the friendship between two 
peoples and two governments. But, 
if there has been a war, the visit 
can take on a special symbolic 
value, if the deep feelings of the 
people who lost are satisfied in 
their minimum hopes.

It is true that it is the British 
Government which encourages 
commercial exchange, promotes 
important investments, and gives 
support to the international finan
cial organisms. But, it has assumed 
the position that Argentina, hav
ing lost the war, must give up its 
claim concerning sovereignty of 
the Falklands, no matter what the 
Constitution, our government and 
the United Nations say. They claim 
then that the matter must not be 
discussed and our diplomats have 
been able to do absolutely nothing 
to move the British a millimetre 
from their position.

So it seems that the trip should 
only take place when, at least, it is 
announced that both sides have 
agreed on a plan to resume nego
tiations to solve the dispute. That 
would be not only the most pro
ductive reason for a visit but the 
most decorative (ends)

Opinion by Andres Cisneros 
Vice-Foreign Minister 
A display of realism 

During the last fifteen years,

Page 4:
Invitation to Menem to visit 

England next year
The announcement was made 

yesterday by the English foreign 
minister to Di Telia. Menem will 
be the first Argentine president to 
travel to London since the 1982 
war. The Invitation is because of 
the increase in commercial rela
tions.

News continued from 
Page 1

both in Argentina and Great Brit
ain, two positions could be seen 
appearing, concerning the relations 
between both countries and par
ticularly the Falklands’ issue: 
There were those who were set 
upon maintaining sterile confron
tations, and there were those who 
sought ways to overcome, gradu
ally and definitely, the causes of 
the conflicts which exist between 
both countries.

A European government offi
cially inviting President Carlos 
Menem to visit has been a regular 
event and quite normal. The Presi
dent has been received in all the 
countries of the Old Continent (and 
by several of them more than 
once). It was the absence of an in
vitation on the part of the United 
Kingdom government which was 
unusual and inexplicable, and 
which led to interpretations of all 
kinds - generally negative.

There was no bartering
On inviting the Argentine presi

dent (during the meeting between 
Foreign Minister Di Telia and his 
colleague Robin Cook), British 
diplomacy acted using realism, and 
re-engages, in this aspect, normal 
ways which other aspects follow, 
and which Argentina had wanted 
to follow since diplomatic relations 
were re-established in 1990. The 
invitation is in the United King
dom’s best interest and does not 
come about because of any nego
tiations or bartering (which, in 
spite of everything, the ‘always 
pessimistic’ will assure.)

Making matters normal in this 
area, accompanies, finally, com
mercial relations, incoming invest
ments and the constructive nego
tiations concerning oil in the area 
in dispute or the negotiations con
cerning fishing, where there are 
few novelties.
A normal relationship, is the way, 
by which, sooner or later, we will 
make our rights valued and we will 
accomplish what is laid down in 
the National Constitution, (ends)

Finally, the British government 
of Tony Blair has officially invited 
President Carlos Menem to visit 
London during the second half of 
next year. The date is yet to be 
fixed. With a relieved smile. For
eign minister Di Telia received the 
best news of his period as minis
ter. during an hour long meeting 
with his British colleague Robin 
Cook, in the Foreign Office.

As soon as he left the meeting. 
Di Telia immediately telephoned 
Government House, from the car 
which was taking him to the Ar
gentine embassy, but he could not 
speak to the President until he 
woke up from an afternoon nap at 
seven in the evening.

Di Telia chose the economic 
achievement in the relations be
tween both countries to explain 
why the invitation was issued, af
ter years of trying to obtain one.

Summarising the economic de
velopment, Cook said that it has 
been, “so outstanding and expan
sive in commercial aspects and in
vestments that this means some
thing perfectly natural between the 
two countries would happen - the 
invitation for the President to visit 
the United Kingdom, during the 
second half of 1998," the Minister 
told C/arin, during an interview at 
the Argentine Embassy in London.

On the other hand the Foreign 
Office was more cautious when an
nouncing the news of the year for 
the Menem administration, after 33 
visits of Foreign Minister Di Telia 
to London. The spokesman said 
that the British government had 
invited President Menem, “during 
the second half of 1998,” and that^ 
the “agenda is not worked out yet.”

Di Telia, on his part, said that 
during the visit the Falklands con
flict will not be mentioned, the

Asked about other issues on the 
agenda with Cook, Di Telia said 
“In the issue of ecological preser
vation (in oil exploration) things 
are fine. The Fishing agreement is 
more complicated.”

Then a Kelper journalist told Di 
Telia that the oil companies which 
won the tender for the waters to 
the North of the Falklands had de
cided. “for commercial reasons,” 
to set up their base in Port Stanley 
and not Comodoro Rivadavia, as 
Di Telia had hoped. “I hope that it 
is for commercial and not political 
reasons," said Di Telia.

On the other hand Di Telia de
nied having discussed the British 
arms embargo to Argentina, “so as 
not to put him in a difficult situa
tion, because they have maintained 
this measure after the United States
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Both the Telegraph and The Times damaged brain tissue. The pape“ 
give prominence to reports of a hails the research - by a team of 
V sh bv the Prince of Wales and Doctors m London - as one of ihe 
h younger son. Prince Harry to most exciting breakthroughs 
a Zulu village in South Africa. The mod,cal science for years. It says 
Times pictures the royal party be- the technique, which involves in. 
mg welcomed by a troupe of danc- jecling embryonic brain cells, may 
ing girls - remarking that it ended help reverse some of the most 
a memorable week for Prince tragic brain disorders, such as 
Harry as he prepared to fly home Alzheimer s and Parkinson s Dis-
{°BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR ^ BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR
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votes of the peasants and poor city having made no attempt to stop 
dwellers, Oviedo is openly chal- hake fishing, despite quotas reach- 
lenging President Wasmosey who ing the 400,000 tons saturation 
he describes as the, “most corrupt point several weeks before the sea- 
person in Paraguay”.

Wasmosey unsuccessfully first we are asking of Sola is that he 
attempted to block Oviedo’s nomi- takes measures and uses an ele-
nation; then, to have him jailed fol- ment of precaution, and acts now
lowing a Court ruling to no avail; before it's too late. We’re too close 
and now after raiding his residence to the point of extinction,” said 
and discovering “subversive” plans Emiliano Ezcurra, Greenpeace Co- 
and literature, to demote him from ordinator.
the Army. Official figures value the hubsii

Oviedo hiding in a farm not far hake as the main Argentine catch, 
from Asuncion and in permanent generating 300 million US dollars 
contact with the press, assures his in overseas sales and jobs for 
followers he will be Paraguay’s 25,000 people, 
next president and his first job will During the protest demonstra- 
be to jail all corrupt officials. tors carried frozen hake 80 centi-

Paraguay doesn’t make world metres long and weighing 2.5 ki- 
headlines very often, but General los, the correct size, but also sam- 
Oviedo has even managed to attract pies 25 centimetres long and just 

The rocket was to carry Bra- the attention of President Clinton, weighing 300 grams. “Ignoring the 
zil’s second Data Gathering Sat- During his recent visit to Brazil and fact that fish is a renewable re-
ellite into earth orbit to collect in- Argentina, Clinton went out of his source can rapidly lead us to a de
formation on the environment, and way and thanked both countries for pleted ocean without fish and fish-

ean Army. if successful would have com- helping prevent the interruption of ermen. This is the eighth year run-
Thc nomination, by President pleted a 15 year project to place democratic rule in Paraguay. ning that hake has been over

Eduardo Frei. of General Ricardo the country on the short list of FLOODS LEAVE fished,” stressed Ezcurra.
Izurieta, 28 years younger than space age nations. THOUSANDS HOMELESS Responding to criticism, Fish-
Pinochet, (81). was praised by And as the remains of Brazil- Thousands of people have been eries Secretary Hector Salamanco
opposition leaders and is inter- ian technological pride plunged evacuated along the river Uruguay said that Argentina will has suffi-
preted as a radical change in the into the Atlantic, in Sao Paulo, which starts in the heartland of cient hake resources, but the prob-
relations between Chilean military public opinion polls registered one South America and runs for hun- lem si that “fishing rules are not
and civilian authorities. “This is a of President Cardoso’s worst rat- dreds of miles sharing its water, and respected”,
clear indication that Chile is in the ings: 25% of those surveyed were formidable power between Argen-
process of consolidating a truly dissatisfied with his government tina, Brazil and Uruguay, before
democratic regime. Izurieta will and nearly 45% said they would flowing into the River Plate. Chile has began a national mea-
contribute to a better understand- be forced to reduce their Christ- Heavy rainfall all along the ba- sles vaccination campaign targeted 
ing with the military'." said Social- mas shopping because of the strict sin, has pushed the river Uruguay to the 20 to 35 age group after a
ist Senator Carlos Ominami. restrictions. ^Brazil has an annual fourteen and a half metres above bout of the disease was reported

General Izurieta, (54) was cho- inflation below 10% but 43% its normal level, flooding coastal last September with over 45 cases
sen from a list of five finalists pre- annualised interest rates). Another villages, threatening major cities in just one month,
sented to President Eduardo Frei 42% anticipated an economic and anticipating a potential sanitary Three risk groups have been

emergency. According to the Uru- identified following an epidemic
that broke out in a hotel in the south

son is officially called off. “All

British press 

Headline stories: 

Oct 31 - Nov 6
News from South 

AmericaWEDNESDAY 5TH 
NOVEMBER 1997 

BRITISH AU PAIR TRIAL
Many front pages are again dorni- ?
nated by reports of the court hear- Britain s six-month-old Labour 
ina in the United States - at which Government comes in for 
lawyers acting for the British au universal criticism in Thursday’s 
pair. Louise Woodward, argued papers for its decision to exempt 
that her conviction for the murder Formula One motor racing from its 
of a baby in her care should be proposed ban on tobacco sponsor-
overturned. Most papers focus on ship in sport. Many commentaries
the news that the judge is to give make play with the wording of the
his ruling on the Internet. In The health warning carried on cigarette
Mirror's words, 'it’s a bizarre packets. An editorial in the Finan- 
move\ But The Guardian says the cial Times declares: 'Warning! A 
decision is an acknowledgement of promise to ban tobacco advertis- 
the intense international interest in ing can seriously damage your

credibility.’ The Financial times 
says that far from making one of 
the 'hard choices’ promised by the 

Both The Times and the Daily Tel- Prime Minister. Tony Blair, the 
egraphgive prominence to the trib- Government now stands convicted

1997
TOBACCO 
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US BRITISH NANNY FOUND 
GUILTY OF MURDER 

The main story' in today's British 
newspapers is the fate of the 19- 
year-old British au pair, Louise 
Woodward, who was accused of 
murdering the baby in her care. 
The papers went to press before the 
guilty verdict was announced. The 
Mirror has the headline. 'Louise 
Torture' as she waited for the ver
dict. The Guardian highlights 
comments by the judge telling the 
jury to get on with it. The inside 
pages in The Sun and The Times 
criticise the way young girls are 
often used as cheap labour to look 
after children in the United States 
and quote British lawyers as say
ing the trial has highlighted the 
worst aspects of the American jus
tice system where lawyers often 
seek publicity in high profile cases. 

CONSERVATIVE PARTY 
SINGLE CURRENCY ROW 

The row in Britain’s opposition 
Conservative party about its policy 
to oppose a single European cur
rency is again a headline story. 
Following the resignation of one 
senior pro-European Conservative 
earlier in the week, several papers 
highlight statements by the former 
Deputy Prime Minister, Michael 
Heseltine, who said the policy was 
not in the national interest. Britain, 
he said, would have to join sooner 
or later. The Times says that with 
the former Conservative finance 
minister, Kenneth Clarke, also op
posed to the current policy, senior 
Tories fear the party'’s agony over 
Europe could continue right up to 
the next election. The Independent 
says both sides are digging in for a 
long, vicious civil war leaving the 
leadership of William Hague in 
deep crisis. The Financial Times 
and The Guardian headline com
ments by German officials that 
Chancellor Kohl wants to make it 
as easy as possible for a British 
Government to join a single cur
rency as soon as it is prepared to 
do so.

across Europe.
BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 

TUESDA Y4TH NOVEMBER 
1997

BRITISH AU PAIR TRIAL
Many of the front pages are again 
dominated by the case of Louise 
Woodward - the British au pair 
jailed in the United States for the 
murder of a baby in her care. The 
Independent speaks of another ex
traordinary' day of anguish in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, as a crowd 
of demonstrators called for Miss 
Woodward’s release - while her 
lawyers were submitting argu
ments for her conviction to be

near-

NEW ARMY CHIEF FOR 
CHILE

A widely respected career officer 
with no human rights violations 
record will replace former dicta
tor General Augusto Pinochet as 
Commander in Chief of the Chil-

Alcantara base from Brazil’s 
Space Agency in the north east 
state of Maranao.

the case.
ROYAL SOUTH AFRICAN 

TOUR

overturned. The Daily Mail is ... , 0. .... . . , ....
among those focusing on the news ute Paid b>' the Prmce °* Wales to of a humiliating compromise, 
that she is now' ready to accept an the charity work of his former wife. Some of the strongest criticism
alternative conviction for man- Princess Diana. The Times says his comes from those traditionally 
slaughter. The paper says it has comments, at a dinner in South sympathetic to Labour. The left-
been" told by Miss Woodward’s Africa, were aimed at healing a rift wing Guardian denounces what it
parents that the option is seen as w‘tb the Princess’s family follow- calls ’a major victory' by the mer-
the best way of winning her free- ’nS tbe strongly-worded funeral chants of death’, saying Labour has
dom. The Suns frontpage is domi- address given by her brother, Earl made a humiliating retreat on its
nated by a picture of Louise Wood- Spencer. Prince Charles himself is plan to ban tobacco promotion,
ward’s grandmother. According to praised by The Sun. In its com- Pathetically, says the paper. Min-
the paper she has written to the trial rnents column, the paper remarks isters caved in without putting up
judge, begging him to show mercy, that during his South African tour a fight. About the only welcome
FRENCH LORRY1' DRIVERS’ has looked at his most relaxed for the decision comes from the

Daily Express, one of the staunch- 
There is also front page coverage FRENCH LORRY DRIVERS’ est supporters of the previous Con-
of the French truck drivers’strike. STRIKE servative Government. Anyone
The Financial Times sees little The French truck drivers’ strike opposed to censorship and other
hope of an early end to the nation- makes front page headlines in The 'nannying' restrictions on basic
wide blockade, saying the tension Telegraph and the Financial freedoms, says the Express, will be
between the unions and employ- According to the Financial delighted al the move,
ers is still raw' from a similar trial Times, the British Prime Minister. GLOBAL POVERTY
of strength a year ago. According Ton>' Blair, has warned the French The Times criticises the Gov-
to the Daily Telegraph the effec- government that the dispute could emment’s new proposals for help-
tiveness of the strikers tactics was ^shadow an Anglo-French mg to tackle global poverty by re-
demonstrated on the first full day summit in London this week. Mr forming the country’s overseas aid
of the dispute - as petrol stations »‘^a.d he expects the programme. The paper casts doubt 
ran dry and roads to the Channel french authorities to guarantee the on the credibility of the long-term 
ports were clogged. The Independ- of British drivers caught up aim of halving the 1 3 billion peo-
ent notes that the French police m the strike. ■ , , r , • ._i.,n»
intervened to clear some barri- ROYAL OPERA HOUSE £r _ j n Sub^lSt t|ie
cades, but The Times suggests this FINANCIAL CRISES poorest'the'^ believes,
may provide only short-term relief. The broadsheets devote much at- almost always mi ses its target.
According to the paper, the unions 'em,on to reports that one of the whereas Se S income
have vowed to play ‘cat and main opera houses in London icon m u rais‘ng 0 . * th
mouse’ wdth the police - lifting the brink of insolvency The scalp !hrou8h raPld economic g
blockades when pressed to do so, of the financial crisis at the Rovil mcreases the cho,ceS ava,lable l°
and then raising them elsewhere. Opera House in Covent Garden i cr rrMTi ir v

UN WEAPONS was disclosed by its chaifrno 21ST CEJ?TilRY
INSPECTIONS IN IRAQ Lord Chadlington, wheiJ he an"’ n- ANT,QUES , „ the

The latest developments in the dis- peared before a parliament^" Finally some tips from
pute over United Nations weapons committee yesterdav tL r. 7 mass-clrculatl0n Sun on the like y
inspections in Iraq are covered on ian. which leads with the sin™" ?,?l!ques ofrthe century,
the inside pages. The Guardian says it is the latest in a sertPv Y paCe °f techn0,°g>' 0UldatHV8 
speaks of the Iraqis upping the blows to have revealed tZ a- °f etlectron,c equipment so quick ><
stakes by threatening to shoot plight of one of the world's flrC, thLC Sun su88esls that mob s
down an American surveillance opera houses great phones and disposable came
plane. But The Financial Times MEDICAL RESFARru COuld wel1 become s0USht altL/ 
says the despatch of a UN diplo- r BREAKTHROUGH °ther evcryday objects it rcc0?!
malic mission to Baghdad marks a The Independent lead* c mends stashing away now as '
slight easing of tension. page with a report that Rr.v f°nl lure collectors’ items are meat

ROYAL VISIT TO SOUTH enlists have develnneH o h S,C1‘ Pr°grammes, first novels ana
ueveioped a revolu- saucy seaside postcards.

MEASLES VACCINATION 
IN CHILE

by Pinochet u'ho must step down 
as Army chief next March after 
almost 25 years in power.

Izurieta a former military' atta
che to the United States and Israel

slowdown for 1998 and an in
crease in unemployment. Not very guayan Contingency Committee,
encouraging news for President over 12,000 in Argentina, 4.500 in of Chile where most tourists are 
Cardoso"and his ambition to ob- Uruguay and 9,000 people in Bra- Brazilians, a country where 10.000
tain another four years mandate zil have had to abandon their homes cases have been reported so far this

comes from a three generation next October. and are living in makeshift commu- year. In the first group are all those
military' family and is currently the POLITICAL TURMOIL IN nity centres or Army tents. The workers which come in contact
Chilean Army Chief of Staff. Con- PARAGUAY worst hit area is next to the twin with foreigners, that is hotels, ship-
sidered a truly professional officer, Paraguay, in the heartland of cites ofConcordia (Argentina) and ping, airlines, tourist operators; a
during the Pinochet regime he held South America, famous for its Salto (Uruguay) where a huge dam, second group includes those work-
basic duties while other officers long standing military rule, and al- Salto Grande, which can generate ing with newly bom children and 
played political roles. legedly the refuge of many Nazi up to a third of Uruguay’s electric- finally all hospital and medical

But the naming of Izurieta does war criminals, but also the land of ity demand, is regulating the in- school staff,
not herald the final exit for Jose Luis Chilabert, currently the coming avalanche of water so as to Chilean authorities expect to
Pinochet: on November 25th civil- best goalkeeper in the world, is in contain further flooding to the vaccinate a total of 230,000 peo-
ian followers an admirers will cel- the midst of political turmoil. south. But the current level of the pie, not necessarily the whole age
ebrate in several cities his 82nd In the process of becoming a lake, over 34 metres, is too close group since many already have
birthday, while the old dictator full democracy since 1990, when to the maximum 36 metres, and still been inoculated during the 1992
prepares to become a Senator for relatively fraud-free elections rising. and 1996, 1 to 19 years old cam-
life, according to the ruling Con- were held for the first time, Para- In the event of reaching the criti- paigns.
slitution written by his 1973-90 guay is currently preparing for cal mark, and the outlet of water Dr. Irene Leal, head of the cam-
military regime. next year’s presidential elections. proves to be insufficient, the Con- paign indicated that the special

ADVERSE WEEK FOR The front line candidate is former tingency Committe has plans to vaccination period will extend un-
BRAZIL Army Commander in Chief Gen- dynamite the clay embankments at til November 27th and reminded

The first week of November was eral Lino Oviedo, who patronised each end to ease the pressure on the all mothers that toddlers have to
not the best of times for Brazil and the present civilian president, main body of the dam. If this hap- be given the measles shots before
for President Cardoso’s hopes of Carlos Wasmosey, and the man pens, officials estimate another they are one year old.
being re elected next October ‘98. who in 1989 led the troops in a 12,000 people would have to be DEMOCRATIC RECORD
Not only has the Central Bank’s bloody coup to oust Paraguay’s rescued from the advancing floods. FOR ARGENTINA
decision to double interest rates last dictator. “HAKE” PROTEST IN BUENOS AIRES - After dec-
to fend off a speculative attack on But General Oviedo does not ARGENTIN A ades of institutional problems, Aj-
the Real, soured public opinion, have the blessing of the US De- Greenpeace activists openly gentina reached this week 
but the whole country witnessed partment of State nor does his criticised Argentine Fishing au- record, with 5,078 days of unin-
on television the forced destruc- former protege want to hand him thorities on radio and during a col- terrupted democracy since former
tion of the first Brazilian space the presidential office. Oviedo is ourful demonstration staged in president Raul Alfonsin took of-
rockct when one of the four en- also accused of conspiring in early Plaza de Mayo wearing fish heads fice on December 10, 1983.
gines failed to ignite. ‘97 to replace Wasmosey, an at- and holding banners which read;

“Controllers destroyed the tempt allegedly aborted by strong “The^hake crisis has one name;
rocket by remote control as a pre- warnings from Brazil and Argen- Sola,”
cautionary measure 65 seconds tina. 
after lift off,” explained Colonel
Thiago da Silva Ribeiro at the Police forces’ support, plus the

STRIKE

everybody.

UK TO OUTLAW 
DRIFT-NETS

The Independent on its front page 
has a colour picture of two leap
ing dolphins to highlight the story 
that Britain is to use its presidency 
of the European Union next year 
to outlaw' the huge drift-nets used 
by tuna fishermen which have 
killed thousands of dolphins. The 
paper says there is an overwhelm
ing level of support for the move

a new

The previous record of 5,077 
days was set during the presiden
cies of Hipolito Irigoyen and 

The demonstration was target- Marcelo T. Alvear between 1916 
But confident of the Army and ing Argentine Agriculture and and 1930.

Fishing Secretary Felipe Sola for
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GINA 12 6/11/97 And things got complicated with among the reasons why the invitation
The boy’s dream comes true two decisions taken by the Con- took place yesterday was because of

Carlos Menem will visit Lon- servative government concerning the, “change of government in 
don next year, accomplishing a fishing, which in our opinion vio- Great Britain, and the fact that, ”Ar-
personal dream. The visit will be late the Camelar agreement," an- eentina was declared an extra-NA IO
official, but not a state one, an swered Di Telia. “ ally by the United States. It gives the
essential element of protocol The Foreign Minister also gave impression that the British Govem-
which means that the fairytale another reason for the invitation: ment is seeing reality and that the
dream of dinner or (at least) tea the excellent economic relations Argentine President has already vis- 
with Queen Elizabeth II. Head of with Great Britain. “At the mo- ited countries in Europe, the Far East,
State and the Armed Forces, will ment we have bilateral trade of a and the United States,” several of
not take place. Foreign Minister thousand million dollars, which those ally countries of Great Britain. 
Di Telia was visibly content; he will grow to three thousand mil- For the invitation to be postponed
has guaranteed his job in the lion by the year 2000,” said Di made no common sense. "But, why
Cabinet until 1999. With a tired Telia. The Argentine Ambassador now?" insisted the reporter. "It’s a
face, but smiling. Di Telia an- in London. Rogelio Pfirter. speak- sign that the relationship is very
nounced the visit of the first Ar- ing to Paginci 72, added the rela- good.” However, the spokesperson
gentine president to these islands, tionship is excellent in all aspects, admitted that there is, "still a point
“We are very happy,” he said “This can even be seen in interna- on which we have a misunderstand-
during a press conference at the tional relations, on which we have ing, which is the Falkiands, but the
Argentine Embassy in London. a similar point of view, in the relationship is very' good in all re-
Ambassador Rogelio Pfirter at World Trade Organisation, where spects.”
his side. He added that to return both countries support free trade.” A press release from British Am-
the gesture he had invited the ‘"Do you consider that this visit bassador William Marsden said that.
British Foreign Minister. Robin is a victory of your 'charm offen- “the bilateral relations have improved
Cook, to visit Argentina and that sive', the seduction policy, or is it notably in the last few years," and that
he would be, "more than happy completely unrelated0"Paginci 12 the news of Menem’s visit gives him
to invite.” British Prime Minis- asked Di Telia. "I wish to point "great pleasure". One of the embassy

out that the 'charm offensive' does officials, speaking off the record, said 
not mean that one has to be kind that the invitation, “had nothing to

do with Argentine policy, but was be
cause of the British government, 

are making an effort to recognise Blair came into office in May and had 
gentine Foreign Minister. “Who the existence of a community a very' full agenda. The priorities (in
said that?” said a spokesperson which is crucial as far as British foreign policy) were dealing with
from the Foreign Office after re- decision taking is concerned. We European issues and only now has
peating, somewhat robot-like. believe that it will not be possible Menem’s visit been looked into."
that the relations between both to reach a solution without taking Really, the invitation had been is- 
countries are excellent etc. etc. into account the Islanders’ opin- sued in 1995. when Argentina and
When it was explained to him ion. So we have two thousand peo- Great Britain signed an agreement in
that it was the Argentine Foreign pie with whom we want to have New York concerning co-operation
Minister who said it, he an- good relations, because they have in oil exploration in the South Atlan-
swered, ‘'the visit is, as has been political weight, not legal, but it tic. At the time, then British Prime
said, next year, but a precise date is a fact. So. when we have good Minister John Major said that the visit
has yet to be fixed.” Questioned relations we can solve the prob- should take place when there was
as to the difference between a Iem. If not, we will never do it. nothing which could tarnish the bi
state and an official visit the That means we hope to be very lateral relationship, an argument For-
spokesperson answered. “I am charming when we come here, but eign Minister Guido Di Telia, later
not an expert in protocol." that is not part of the offensive. used himself.

The difference between one just a general feeling.” 
kind of visit and the other is not

operate well together.
Officers point out. however, 

that this formation, which has been 
action in Bosnia and Rwanda, 
would be a lot different from a 
wholesale amalgamation of two of 
the most famous, proud and com
petitive units in the armed forces. 
A senior source connected with the 
Paras said: “The British regimen
tal system is the envy of the rest of 
the world. Men go into battle for 
Queen and country, but more so 
for their regiment. To destroy the 
regiment would be a disaster."

A senior Ministry of Defence 
official added: “The ideas has been 
floated before and it was laughed 
at then. “These are two very indi
vidual and specialised units and the 
defence of this coutnry would be 
the poorer if they were to be re
duced - and that’s what amalgama
tion means.”

Paras will this week celebrate 
the 200th anniversary of the first 
successful parachute descent with 
a jump into the Egyptian desert.

4 November 1997 
Commons written answer 30/10/97

Mr Brinton: asked the Secre
tary' of State for Foreign and Com
monwealth Affairs what new ex-

ter. Tony Blair.
The only uncertainty in all 

this seemed to be the date for the instead of grotesque. In reference 
visit. “It will be during the sec- to the South Atlantic it means we 
ond half of 1998." said the Ar-

ceptions to the arms embargo on 
Argentina there have been since 
May 1

Mr. Fatchett: We have recently 
approved the export of a single 
sporting rifle to Argentina follow
ing its repair by the original manu
facturer in the UK. This is an ex
ception. but not a change, to the 
embargo.

WOOL MARKET REPORT 31 
OCTOBER 1997 

WOOL MARKETS
Turbulence on the world stock mar

kets had little adverse affect upon the Aus
tralian wool auctions this week. The 
Australian market indicator rose every day 
to close the week up 21 cents higher at 713 
cents a Kg. Italian buyers at the Newcastle 
sales were particularly chasing finer Me
rino wools to higher levels. Crossbred wools
rose about five to ten cents on the week. 
Pass-in rates were lower than of late.

The New Zealand Indicatorclosedjust 
one cent higher at 461 cents South Africa 
was dearer in rand terms and up one per
cent.

main

There is only one pending agree- 
If he did not triumph with his ment concerning fishing in the water

merely protocol. On one hand “charm offensive” towards the Is- around the Georgias, also under dis-
there is the visit the Brazilian landers, the Foreign Minister can pute. The negotiations are at a stand-
President Fernando Henrique de offer, on a silver platter, something still because of great differences. In-
Cardoso will carry out next which has been seducing President ternational analysts speculated yes-
month to London. The other Menem, for a long time. And thus terday that the invitation will bring
great country in Mercosur should he becomes the only indispensible along with it the resumption of ne-
not receive different treatment. minister in the government; the gotiations in this matter.
But, besidesthis, are the charac- only survivor of the shock waves 
teristics of the first visit of an Ar- of the electoral earthquake of Oc- bassador in London. Rogelio Pfirter,
gentine President to Great Brit- tober 26th. 
ain since the 1982 war. “The visit 
has to be a success. It is neces-

CURRENCY MARKETSAccording to the Argentine Am-
Thc fluctuating movements in the 

world's stock markets described as the bat
tle between greed and risk aversion had a 
severe impact on the currency markets. "It 
is rare for the foreign exchange markets to 
follow stock markets in such close stepas in 
recent days. The curious correlation be
tween movement in equity and currency 
markets seemed to have been confined to 
the US and UK" this week.

The vulnerability of the yen. the New 
Zealand dollar and the Australian dollar 
reported last week was realised. The Aus
tralian dollar weakened against Sterling by 
over six cents to its current trading level of 
AS2.38. Compared to a fortnight ago, the 
New Zealand dollar is now 16 cents weaker 
against the pound at today's level of 
NZS2.67.

the issue will not be resolved for now. 
Pfirter told the Pagina 12 corre
spondent in London that there is no 
commitment on the matter. Exactly

PAGINA 12 5/11/97
Britons and Argentines 

agree Menem can visit
The opportunity chosen by the the same as the British Embassy 

British government to invite Presi- sources said, 
dent Carlos Menem on an official 
visit is due to Tony Blair’s com
mitments abroad and not because For years, they have covered 
of the Argentine political situation, themselves in glory on the world’s 
assured sources at the British Em
bassy. “The invitation has been is- renowned Fighting troops could 
sued now, because the Foreign face their toughest struggle yet - 
Minister thought it convenient and jn the corridors of Whitehall, 
because of his priorities, indi- There are plans to merge the 
cated the sources. Concerning the Army’s elite parachute Regiment 
only polemical issue between the 
two governments - leaving the 
sovereignty of the Falkland Is-

sary to avoid embarrassments. 
There are people in the armed 
forces who probably don’t agree 
with the visit and the Queen is 
the head of the armed forces." 
said Charles Jones, an expert in 
international relations, specialis
ing in Argentina at Warwick 
University, to Pagina 12.

Menem’s visit to Great Brit
ain, has been something which 
has been discussed for such a 
long time that the Argentine spe- 
cialist from The Economist, 
present at the press conference, 
asked why the Foreign Office 
issued the inviatation now. “Was 
it because there had been a 
change of government in this 
country. Different people with 
different ideas. The Conserva
tives wanted a long term agree
ment concerning fishing first.

Britain 20th September 1997
THE EXPRESS

battlefields. Now' Britain's most

Clearly these exchange rate movements 
have impacted the sterling value of wool 
and removed the beneficial effect of the 
increases in Australasian wool auction 
prices. Unfortunately wool buyers are re
porting cheap sources of greasy Falklands 
wool being sold off from last

with their legendary rivals, the 
green berets of the Royal Marines. 

It sounds serious enough to set 
lands to one side - Fishing in the old soldiers marching in protest, al-
South Atlantic, there are not, nor though the Paras and Marines al-
will there be for the time being,

season.

As more shearing gets under way, the 
Agency encourages everyone to keep ef
forts to maintain and improve Falklands 
fleece wool quality ever in mind. Best 
Wishes to all those involved in the 1997/8 
shearing campaign.

Falkland Wool Growers Limited

AGENCY
ready work closely. The Joint 

novelties, said officials from both Rapid Deployment Force, which
operates with both Nato and the 
UN, consists of 3 Commando Bri
gade and 5 Airborne Brigade who

governments.
A spokesperson for the Argen

tine Foreign Ministry said that
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Internal Transport Review for the Falkland Islands Government Weather for 
October

Public Notice
The Medical Department will shortly have vacan
cies for the following nursing posts:

1. A Nursing Sister - salary' in Grade D ranging 
from £16,812 to £25,212 per annum.

2. A Staff Nurse - salary in Grade E ranging 
from £13,560 to £20.340 per annum

3. An Auxiliary' Nurse - salary' in Grades 11/G 
ranging from £8,964 to £15.264 per annum, de
pending on previous relevant experience.

Candidates for the Nursing Sister and Staff 
Nurse posts should be RGN qualified and prefer
ably have several years' nursing experience.

Interested persons should contact the Chief 
Nursing Officer, Mrs Mandy Heathman at the King 
Edward VII Memorial Hospital for further details. 
Application forms are available from the Human 
Resources Department, Secretariat and completed 
forms should be returned to that Department by 
4.00pm on Tuesday 18th November 1997.

!rller lslaricl?hipping.. the future
perusal, the Internal Transport 
Review for the Falkland Islands 
Government commissioned from 
Mr Mike Summers, of M S Con
sulting and completed on June 28 

has been for some 
and in

<9 The weather in October was 
unremarkable in most respects 
with mean temperatures and 
rainfall being very close to the 
monthly averages. One thing 
the Islands did have more of 
than usual was sunshine, there 
being some 22 hours (close to 
13%) more than usual. 
Temperature
The mean maximum tempera
ture of 10.2 deg C was very 
close to the average of 10.3 Deg 
C and the mean minimum tem
perature of 2.4 Deg C mirrored 
exactly the average. The high
est temperature of 15.3 Deg C 
was recorded on the 17th and 
the lowest temperature of -0.8 
Deg C on the 12th. Interestingly 
the lowest grass minimum tem
perature of -9.5 Deg C was re
corded on the morning of the 
17th - the day the maximum 
temperature was recorded. 
Rainfall
The rainfall total of 40.5mm 
was very close to the monthly 
average of 39.8mm with about 
half the total falling in the last 
week. The highest daily total 
was 11.0mm which fell on the 
24th.
Snow
There were 8 days of snow or 
sleet which compares very 
closely with the monthly aver
age of 7 days. There were no 
days on which snow was re
ported as lying.
Sunshine
It is pleasing to report that it was 
a sunnier month than normal 
with the total of 192.6 hours be
ing well above the average of 
170.5 hours. The highest daily 
total was 13.2 hours on the 17th 
(the warmest day).
Wind/Gales
It was slightly windier than nor
mal, there being 21 days when 
the wind exceeded 33 knots 
which compares closely with 
the average of 19 days. The 
highest monthly gust of 57 
knots was recorded on the 2nd. 
Long term averages for Stanley 
(1962-81) are shown in brackets. 
Temperatures are in degrees Cel
sius, winds are in knots, rainfall 
in millimetres and sunshine in 
hours.
Highest daily max temp: 15.3 
(18.4)
Lowest daily min -0.8 (-3.6)
Mean daily max temp 10.2 (9.3)

-----  Mean daily min temp 2.4 (2.2)
-Mlt>nre role "The unprecedented Totally monthly rainfall 4.05 (40.6)

TWO of Britain's elite fig^mg $ays ,he Sunday Times. Total monthly sunshine 192.6
units, the Parachute Regrment and |ike,y to anger serv.ee- k™b>rofdays with rain 19 (I5)
the Royal Mar>nes’ , t0 be men from both units, will b Number of days with snow 8 (5)

rged under plans c\pec sidered by the government as part^ Number of days with snow lying
put fo ministers to create a sup^ strategic defence rev.evr/ due l2oozO(l)
hrinide " it was reported n me completion by the end of this Number of days with fog 2 (3)’“‘.rsE'—K ™ sKssrsawr
s'srs.f-s' ssssassia.
sksssSSb sssbuhxssssss&

IsHlPl
mess*FANCY SOMETHING TASTY7I

Tried Mero (Falklands Sea Bass)? 
A great tasting, easy to cook fish 

. available from
\ Consolidated Fisheries Ltd 

Atlantic House, Stanley 
Tel: 22277, Fax: 22211 
and now available from 
selected retail outlets

rof last year,
time in the hands of FIG, 
that time has been examined by the Transport Advisory Commit- SB

and approved by Executive gjg— ( rn

' V\\ \ ' a
. * •77mm

tee,
Council.

The review examines air, sea 
and land transport and includes 
a summary of best methods of co
ordinating the three methods of
transport for optimum benefit to Above: Tamar FI fPhntn • R»i*-__ *>r • r . „ .the Islands.' Last week Penguin mo * **yron Marine Ltd.)
News reported on the section per- cn,mP r‘mc ln thc schedule for Farm Ltd. and Falklands 
tabling to aviation - this week we WQrk . SSmgs or othcr Profitable Landholdings Ltd. on the acquisi- 
look at biter Island Shipping lion of the agreed sites. (With re-

m

Cable & Wireless
Cable & Wireless has a vacancy for a temporary’ 
part-time telephone operator to work on an as re
quired basis.

The work involves providing operator assistance 
and directory' enquiries for thc national and interna
tional telephone service and a VI IF radiotelephone 
service.

Full training will be given The job will suit a 
mature person who is able and willing to work at 
short notice.

For further details contact John Macaskill on

It is suggested that applying tar- gard to the latter recommendation, 
iffs, which still allow free choice ExCo also felt that a survey should

be undertaken at Fox Bay at the
AT the heart of the report's recom
mendations regarding a future pro- of port, but which would be mark-
gramme for inter Island shipping edly cheaper in thc key ports, and same time.)
is the ’key port concept'. progressively more expensive for Finally it was agreed that the

It was felt that the overall strat- poor or restricted facilities, or for Tamar be retained until the year
eev for making the transportation single user ports, would encourage 2000. at which time a further re
ef freight and livestock around the the use of the key ports. The Trans- view of her continued suitability
Islands more cost effective would port Advisory Committee and would be necessary',
be to link key ports with a system ExCo agreed with this and added
of spine and link roads, such that that key ports 'should also include
each geographical area has free secure warehousing and fuel sup-
access to a "key" port. At each key ply facilities.’ 
port there would be needed a jetty MS Consulting went on to rec- 
in good repair which could by used ornmend that principal islands be
by the Tamar (or her successors) given assistance for the provision
at all, or most, states of the tide, of adequate jetty facilities (pnnci-
and warehouse facilities for the pal island ports, it is noted, s ou 
collection of wool and the distri- be taken as those which currently 
bution of freight1 produce 20.000kg of wool per an-

A shipping link across the num, or who can demonstraea 
Sound on 'either a regular or as new or ongoing economic activity 
required basis' was also envisaged of significant proportions that neeo 
by the report, normally between an enhanced facility).
Newhaven and Port Howard, but U was also recommended that 
depending on demand, any of the Byron Marine be invited to submit
other key ports could be collection proposals for Jev,sc (
or discharge points.' based on the key port concept

The report goes on, 'As the road which would inc0lT0,ra^ Jitiona| 
system develops and gives each sound crossings fn|L location 
area access to a key port, so they Punta Arenas visi . and
should be encouraged to use that surveys, prelimi ry a d

Mero Cheeks (Butterfly Steaks) in Garlic Butter
Cut the cheeks in two, horizontally (butterflied).

Pan fry in garlic butter until golden brown.
SIMPLE!

*Cheeks are also wonderful in a light Malaysian curry

20823.
Applications in writing should be addressed to 

the General Manager. Cable & Wireless and should 
be received on or before Friday 14th November.

Transport Review 
suggested key ports 

East key ports
North Ami 

Newhaven (not yet in 
existence)

Stanley
Port San Carlos (retained in a 

reserved status for major 
shipments to the area and 

emergency)
West key ports

Port Stephens 
Fox Bay 

Port Howard
Hill Cove (reserve like PSC 

on east)
Island key ports

Lively 
Speedwell 

Weddell 
Saunders 
Pebble

(on basis of 20.000kg 
per annum)

It
P.O. BOX 185 STANLEY FALKLAND ISUNDS TEL 22725 FAX 22724 : PROPRIETOR J. MOFEATT

LJ

THE <Z) TOOL
BOX

Just opened - an early selection of Christmas Bargains
Buy a 75 piece Socket Set worth £43.50 and get a Ratchet Screw Driver Set free ** 

Buy a 59 piece Socket Set worth £79.50 and get a Mini Air Compressor free ** 
Stainless Steel Garden Spades or Forks and get a free pair of Secateur’s ** 
Just a few examples of the many Christmas bargains we have on offer **

Hurry while stocks last.

Need another house or vehicle key? We cut keys white you wait.

wool

Possible plans to merge 

Para's and Marines?
POPULAR FIBS Broadcaster, 
Loma Howells, gave birth to a 
baby boy weighing 71bs 4l/20Z 
at the King Edward Vll Memo
rial Hospital just after 8pm 
Monday, November 3.

Minor complications meant 
the baby had to be delivered by
caesarian section.

The baby has been named 
Nathanial James, and both 
pother and son are doing well_

Lots of new Moto Cross gear just unpacked on

a tMA) me

mk
%4 sixthL member of the del- 

Falif1|°n ?** ^P’s 10 travel to the 
of \?nck tk‘s week is the Earl
McR.ohesk’ David John 

u-e Carnegie (Con).
ls carecr has included:

£
I&■«W\.\ ft . vi'U, imtm MMno,

^y"diSraana8“d
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Doctor on Horseback by Dr B (Tom) Hopwood... A true story of the Falkland Islands in the 1940's Demo is Steve’s swansong
TO round off his successful visit 
to the Islands, courtesy of the 
Shackleton Scholarship Fund, Isle 
of Man top swimming coach, Steve 
Cooil, staged an open demonstra
tion of some of the leaching tech
niques he has been introducing to 
young Falkland swimmers.

Parents, swimmers and inter
ested on-lookers all gathered at the 
Community School Swimming 
Pool on Friday, October 31, to 
witness first hand the demonstra
tion with Steve, aided by the 
Swimming Club’s Dennis 
Humphreys and Sarah Allan from 
the Leisure Centre, showing how 
to control and coach dozens of 
swimmers in the pool at any one 
time.

The chips go down and the Governor checks out
friends pointed out that, when I 
had won the previous time, I had 
left the original stake on the table 
so, for that turn of the wheel. 1 had 
been betting two chips, not one. 
This happened twice, so I ended up 
more than £50 in pocket. Although 
I tried to find him. 1 did not see the 
waiter again. I could only hope the 
prescription cured his or his moth
er's rheumatism.

I spent a good deal of the next 
day shopping in style at the big 
departmental store, London and 
Paris. I was escorted round the 
store by an English-speaking as
sistant who, in fact had an MSc in 
Engineering, but the best job he 
could get was as a floorwalker in 
the store and he got this because he 
spoke English, not because he was 
an engineer. 1 spent all the win
nings on presents and clothes for 
Penny and Shirley. It was amazing 
what you could buy in those days 
for what seemed a small amount of 
money. The gifts included a 
wooden indoor swing for Penny 
and also a small slide similar to the 
ones you see in a children's play
ground.

All this time, I was checking on 
Sir Alan's condition at the hotel 
and arranging for someone to keep 
an eye on him after I had left, since 
we were sailing before his ship 
was due to take him back to the 
UK. I had quite an affection for 
him by this time and I could 
perfectly well that his days were 
numbered. He was returning to 
live by himself in a flat in some
where like Leamington How he 
would manage on his own, after 
being waited on hand and foot in 
Government House, was hard to 
imagine. The answer was, of 
course, that he didn't - for he lived 
only a short time after I left him in 
Montevideo.

from continuing to follow the pro
grammes he has suggested in a 
structured and disciplined way.

Though not quite as well at
tended by the swimmers he has 
been involved with during his 
week long stay in the Islands, the 
audience were clearly impressed !1 
by the demonstration. But Steve HH
was anxious to stress what has 
been done is only the beginning of Mr
lhc ^ginning. ' il

“You have some very talented

it will take dedication and a lot of y.:- ©$05
hard work to start winning medals . .'•©-> V ■■■?*?*
at events like the Island Games.” L&lA&A. ■■••""" --‘:rAATj■ There is no reason wh> .hat a: ' ' ■<
should not happen, and I’ll look ^
forward to seeing big improve
ments in Gotland in 1999, and who 
knows, perhaps some medal win
ners in the Isle of Man in 2001.”

THE voyage to Montevideo was They had very odd working hours 
uneventful. When we got within in Montevideo, starting quite early 
the River Plate waterway, the sea in the morning and then closing 
was flat clam and grey, with a mist completely in The afternoon from 
closing down. Against this back- about two to seven in the evening, 
ground, there was the oddest storm then going back to work until 10 or 
I ever experienced. It was hardly a 11 pm, when all the bars and cafes 
thunderstorm, there was no wind. came to life until the early hours of 
no turbulent clouds to be seen any- the morning, 
where, the noise of thunder was 
muted somehow. But all round the 
ship, for an hour or so, there were
forks of lightning diving directly "The waiter says would you 
into the sea. It was the most eerie please give him a prescription for 
occasion and gave one the feeling his rheumatism." 
that the lightning might strike the 
ship at any moment. I never actu
ally heard the hissing of lightning 
meeting the sea. Perhaps it doesnT 
hiss.

Tupinamba for the bowling. This 
was not an American bowling al
ley but much more like the English 
type of skittles. There were only 
nine skittles and they were smaller 
than the modem ones. There was 
no automatic system to pick up the 
pins, but a young boy appeared 
from behind the scenes and reset 
the skittles whenever necessary. It 
was good fun and, before I knew it, 
it was after midnight and I was in 
danger, like Cinderella, of being 
late home. I insisted on going back 
to the hotel and. when the others 
were less enthusiastic, I called for 
a taxi but. in the end. we all went 
back together.

By a minuteortwo before 12.30 
am. I was in place at table number 
eight. I had decided I could afford 
to lose £5 Not much, you might 
think, but it was getting on for 
£500 at today's rates. The rate of 
exchange was 7 pesos to the pound 
Stirling and each chip was worth 
one peso, so I was standing there 
with 35 chips in front ofme. Twelve 
thirty came and went and so too did 
the chips, three at a time on 6, 11 
and 14. At about a quarter to one I 
had five chips left and was re
signed to losing the lot. Only briefly 
did I think of cashing in the last 
five, so on I went. In the next 
fifteen minutes or so, till the end of 
the session, the numbers came up 
eight times. Everything happened 
so quickly I had ajob finding pock
ets for all the chips. I was wearing 
a waistcoat at the time and, for a 
day or two afterwards, I recovered 
odd chips from previously unused 
pockets. I don't remember the ex
act sequence of events but, fairly 
early on, number 14 came up twice 
running and an enormous pile of 
chips appeared in front of me. I 
almost protested that I had been 
paid too much when one of my

23 .© !
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AThe waiter brought my drink 
and said something in Spanish to 
Ted Allison.

••,

m"Oh dear!" I said. "Tell him. 
I'm sorry I cannot give him a pre
scription in Uruguay because I'm 
not on their medical register."

That was a pretty naive remark.
I didn't realise at the time that you 
could buy any drugs you wanted 

whisked off to the Hotel del Parque over the counter at any Pharmacia
in Poscitos, the posh end of Mon- in Montevideo, providedyou could 
tevideo and part of the South pay for it.
American Riviera. Today, this ho- ’ We chatted away happily, the 
tel would have had 5 Stars on any locals trying to decide where would
classification. My bathroom was be the best place to eat and then we
biggerthan our bedroom in Stanley, had another drink. Half-way
Sir Alan, of course, had a suite. I through my second drink, I de-
had seldom seen such magnificence cided it was churlish to refuse the
and was duly impressed. It was waiter's request, 
early evening by the time we ar- I turned to Allison.

"Ted, would you tell the waiter 
I will give him a prescription for 
his rheumatism, on condition 

you go off and enjoyed yourself though that he gives me three num-
with your friends. There is no need bers for roulette at the Casino to- 
to cosset me. I shall be perfectly all night." 
right."

hi

yHe also look time out to explain 
to the spectators exactly what he 
was doing and how, in the long 
term, the swimmers should benefit

When we got to Montevideo, 
we were met as celebrities and * • -«•
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©rived and the Governor elected to 

go to bed.
"When you've settled me in.

>
f

Above: Leisure Centre Manager, Paul Riddell, is presented with an as
sortment of new swimming and buoyancy recreation aids by Chairman 
of the Infant/Junior School Parent Teacher Association. The PTA do
nated £768.70 to purchase the equipment, while profits made from the 
sale of sweets and drinks at the Centre met the cost of freight.
Below: Under the watchful eye of Rosie Hickey eager children get to 
grips with new pool resident, Smiley The Log ____________

■ mmseeI had already had a brief look in 
I took him at his word and went the Casino at the hotel and. al-

downstairs. The stairs eventually though I knew nothing about gam-
swept into a marbled foyer and bling or any of the games played
walking down the final steps was there. I had thought roulette might
like being in one of the Holly- be fun. 
wood-style films which tried to 
make you believe that everyone in who busied himself finding paper
the USA lived in a palace. Across for me to write his prescription. He
the foyer, my friends were wait- was a youngish man and showed
ing. Ted Allison was there from no signs of rheumatism, so I sup-
the Royal Mail office with a cou- posed the medicine he wanted was
pie of his colleagues and Don probably for his mother. Anyhow, 
Clarke, the General Manager elect I wrote him a simple prescription 
of the Falkland Islands Company, for a Salicylic acid mixture which 
on his way to Stanley for the first was standard at the time.

The waiter produced a little 
English.

"Esta noche, tonight Senor, the 
casino she close at one, uno, in the 
morning. You go at half-past 
twelve, not before. At half-past 
twelve only, comprende?"

"Yes," I said.
"You play only on teb\enumero 

"Great, we plan to go bowl ing a ocho, not before half-past twelve."
"Very well," says I.
"Then, Senor, losnumeros,you 

play only six, eleven and four
teen."

mt~
Ton right: Coach Cooil organises a group of swimmers

(Pic B. Peck)
Above: Onlookers concentrate as the demonstration gets under way 

Below: Steve Cooil towers over Swimming Club officials and 
swimmers in a final group photo. (Pic B. Peck)
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The idea intrigued the waiter
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ApPLICATI0NS are invited to fill the position of Aerodrome
SattrytA"rp°ortCer Wi‘h th£ CiVi' Aviati0n DeP^

The successful applicant's job purpose would be to nro- 
v,de a service o ensure the safe operation of any air Traffic
Appl'T nts hoTydfdeaT,rahf,C ZOne ^ 10 ^-aAsland wjTe 
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I was greeted with cries of, 
"Good, here’s the Doctor now. 
How's the old man? Will he let you 
off the leash?"

"Well I think so. I'll go up in a 
minute and see how he is, but I 
think he'll be glad to be on his own 
for once."

I5- • El 1
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‘98, CRITICAL YEAR 

FOR OZONE
1 U

1 Kc ■) ::&A‘ 'v/. |T THE hole in the ozone layer in the million square kilometres, in “81,
I Southern hemisphere currently ex- it doubled; and in “85, it reached
\ tends for twenty million square 16 million, but we are now in a

— kilometres, almost thirty times the process of slow recovery which
area of Chile, according to Profes- could lead us to the original lev- 
sor Victor Valderrama head of the els, by the year 2030”, indicated 
ozone programe at the Magallanes 
University.

But in spite of this impressive international conventions, self
figure, the area is slightly less than regulations in some countries and 
the 24 million peak of “92, and next a growing world conscience are 
year could represent the “climax” helping to gradually revert the 
or turning point of the phenom- damage caused to the ozone layer, 
enon which is believed to have “But, mind you,” insisted 
started in the early sixties. Valderrama, “it’s a very slow and

“In 1979 the area was just one fragile process.”

bit later at the Tupinamba. What'll 
you have to drink?" The waiter 
was hovering and took the order.

I remember the Tupinamba 
quite well. It was on the 25th May 
Avenue, which only sounded right show, all Hashing eyes and ges- 
in Spanish, Avenida Viente Cinco ticulating hands. It was all quite 
de Mayo. Shirley and I had been dramatic. He finished by wishing 
there one night on our way through me luck and thanked me profusely
two vears before. It was empty till for the prescription. He shook me
about 10 o'clock at night and then, vigorously by the hand and would 
during the week at least, it filled up certainly have kissed me if I had 
with men only, and was a cafe not remained firmly seated, 
where people were just as likely to After this incident, we went off 
have coffee and cakes as aperitifs. somewhere to eat and arrived at the

once v .

Press Release
I must say he put on a good now bid for maintenance con

tracts and the supply ofUNDER a new Management
cSS i",o SSJE op.rationasl resources

EllSSSSiJo::: -rpSs use,. Peek has
emment been drawn up explaining the

This contract differs from any working of the new system. It is
previous arrangements made in available from the Falkland Is- 
respect of FIPASS. Under the lands Company Offices atAJro- 
terms of the new contract, local zier Place, or from the rll Ao 
private sector companies may manager s office.___________ _

Valderrama.
The Chilean scientist said that
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Fortuna Ltd stil I has a vacancy 
for an office assistant The posi
tion requires a versatile person 
able to work with minimal super
vision. As well as normal office 
duties the successful applicant 
would be required to tackle a va
riety of tasks related to the com
pany's fishing activities and prop
erty
given to a candidate offering some 
Spanish.
Qualifications should include 
GCSE orcquivalent in English and 
Maths at grade C or belter. Com
puter literacy and a current driv
ing licence are essential 
For further information and a job 
description contact Jan Cheek or 
Stuart Wallace at Waverley House, 
Stanley, Tel 22616 Fax 22617 
Applications in writing should be 
received on or before 14 Novem
ber 1997.

For spares and repair of 
washing machines, Hoo
vers, Fridges, Microwaves 

and Electric motors, call Neil 
on 21041

75 Christmas lambs available from 
mid November. Further details 
phone/fax 42001

Very old 4 x 4 Lada - could be 
repaired or used for spares. New 
exhaust. Offers contact 42174 
(evenings)

Light weight buggy £15 
Cindico Double buggy - well used 
- offers.
Sesame Street garage plus cars and 
characters - £10 
Phone 22145

Results of Whist Drive held on 
the 5th November 
Ladies: 1st Mrs R Duncan 
2nd Mrs S Middleton 
Booby Mrs M Humphries 
Gents 1st W. Duncan 
2nd D Pcttersson 
Booby T Pettcrsson

STANLEY GOLF CLUB 
NOVEMBER MEDAL 
In form golfer Troyd Bowles made 
light of a 2 shot penalty for 
arriving late on tee to record a 
NET 69 in cold, bluster)' condi
tions. In a repeat of the October 
medal result. Troyd again took 
first place on a countback from 
Club Captain, Barr)' Smith 
This Saturday, the Club is host to 
golfers from HMS Brave. Mem
bers who wish to play should 
arrive at the clubhouse by 
1.00pm Refreshments will be 
provided after the match.

SWIMMING GALA 
Stanley Lesiure Centre Swimming 
Gala, sponsored by Standard Char
tered Bank will be held on Satur
day 29th November. Entry forms 
arc available from Stanley Lei
sure Centre and the Gymnasium 
at MPA and must be in by Sunday 
23rd November.

DcarSaz, 
Always a 
leader in 
fashion! 
Happy 

21st with 
love from 

Mum, 
Mikeand 

Debs

rentals. Preference will be

To Guido and Lauretta. Congratu
lations on your wedding day. Best 
wishes, Keith and Glynis

The family of the late Bill Roberts 
would like to thank all the kind 
people who sent floral tributes and 
cards and everyone who helped at 
the time of their sad bereavement

To James at Loughborough Col
lege: Happy 17th Birthday for the 
14th! Have a great day!
Lots of love from Mum & Dad

Good quality Christmas Lamb’s 
off Dyke Island. At 90p per lb 
Freight payable by the purchaser. 
Available 20th November on
wards Contact Mike or Linda on 
tele 42308 or fax 42305

5 continental tyres on rims, in 
reasonable condition Please con
tact 22023

Hoover 800 washing machine 
Perfect working order, delivered 
and installed free in Stanley. 
£200.00 Phone: 21041

Ford Escort 1.3 Estate 3 doors 
engine newly overhauled. New 
piston, rings, carburettor, clutch 
and exhaust. £1.200.00. Call 
21731

Mitsubushi Jeep 4x4, in perfect 
running condition, regularly serv
iced, new tyres. £6,500 o.n.o.
A number of household items. To 
view on Sunday 9th November 
between 3pm and 5 pm.
Contact Jaime Correa 
6 Campbell Drive 
Tel: 21962

E.T.’s Selling from 2 Jersey Road. 
New 3 piece suites in various 
colours, all priced £950.00 
New dishwashers, washing ma
chines, washer dryers, freezers, 
refrigerators and Baby Belling 
cookers all priced under £460.00 
Also anything you need for the 
kitchen, including large plastic 
bins at £7.50
For the horse enthusiast - over 
reaching boots, race reins, head 
collars, lead ropes, sweat rugs, 
foal rugs and much more.
Open Saturday 8 November 
1.30pm - 4pm.
E.T.’s 3 Jersey Road - Robin and 
Diane Stedman’s house 
All enquiries to Tel/Fax 31119 or 
21753

Five ’bimble’ tyres and wheels for 
landrover. Deep "V" tread "Tau
rus" make. View at MPA. Ex. 
Cond. Low miles. £400. Tel. 
73050 __________ .

A big thank you to the lads of 1st Bt. Duke of Wellingtons for 
all the wonderful work they did so well on my house in John 

Street. Siggy Barnes
To all Members of Falklands Conservation -
The AGM of Falklands Conservation will take place on 10th November 
1997 at 7pm at the Junior School Hall.
At 8pm after the AGM members of the public will be welcome to attend 
a presentation by Robin Woods of some 60 slides of the endemic plants of 
Motley and Middle Island Robin will also be discussing FC's plans for a 
possible management plan for both Motley and Middle Island

The owner(s) of the Portakabin 
and Wyseplan unit presently situ
ated on the west side of Hillside 
Camp are notified that the units 
must be removed by Monday 17th 
November 1997. Proof of own
ership must be presented to the 
site agents, the Falkland Islands 
Development Corporation, be
fore removal In the event that 
the units are not claimed and 
removed by the date given, FIDC 
will undertake removal and dis
posal as it sees fit. Please address 
any enquiries to Mrs Fiona 
Didlick, FIDC tel 27211

From the Councillor's Office - 
There will be a Public Meeting in 
the Court and Council Chamber 
on Thursday 13th November at 
5pm.
The primary purpose of this 
meeting will be to discuss the 
Immigration Policy - anyone 
interested is welcome to attend

BYRON MARINE LIMITED
The Byron Group has recently secured a 10 year charter to provide a Fishery 
Protection and Research Vessel to the Falkland Islands Government 
Fisheries Department, and have purchased a vessel in New Zealand, which 
is currently being converted for this role Byron Marine vessels are 
exclusively British flag and operated to a high standard This expansion of 
the Company's business means that the following personnel are required for 
service in the Company's vessels.
Chief Officers minimum Class 4 (deck) with GMDSS. EEC Endorsement 
an advantage
2nd / 3rd Officers: Class 4 (Deck). Junior Officers will be required to 
undertake extensive boarding operations in Rigid Infiatable Boats.
Chief Engineers, minimum Class 2 (Motor) with Service Endorsement 
2nd Engineers: minimum Class 3 (Motor).
3rd / 4th Engineers: Class 4 (Motor).
E.T O. s. GMDSS certified with electronic/electrical maintenance 
rience.
G P. Ratings (or SGI): With FRC certificates. Trawling 
advantage. °

I

expe- 
experience an

Fishing Skipper: Required on an occasional basis for research fishing 
voyages. &
Tours of duty will be of four months duration followed by two months leave,
nplicnCn°nTiPft|i,Ve Sa ar,es' ?l!ldyJeave ““‘^ce will be available for suitable 
personnel followmg a period of service with the Company. Initial appoint
ments will be for a tour of duty commencing early January 1998 
P ease apply in writing or by fax to David Hall, Managing Director, 
at Byron House, No 3 H Jones Road, Stanley, Falkland Islands, 
enclosing current c.v. and certificate coDies 
Tel: 00 500 22245 Fax: 00 500 22246

WANTED
WANTED - Suitable person w'ith 
culinary skills to add new dimen
sion to a small expanding busi
ness. For further information 
please apply to the Manager, 
Emma's Guest House, Phone No. 
21056

Postscript from St. Marys
Conflicts in Marriage

Conflicts in marriage are no tragedy. Almost every couple has them But 
for a marriage to remain intact, conflicts must be worked through openly 
not suppressed. Someone suggested ten guidelines to help you
(1) Accept the partner as he or she is. v y
(2) Don't take reproaches too seriously.
(3) try to sense the feelings behind the words
(4) Find out why the partner is agitated.
(5) Don't dismiss problems but take them seriouslv
(6) Don't judge; remain factual. y'

g] prob,em “a
(9) Together, look for a fresh approach and a new decision 
OOJ^Be ready to compromise until you find a solution that is acceptable to

Trustccs Mike RendeJI, Susan .

l
Farm wanted. Apply in confi
dence to Box 1197. Penguin 
News.NOTICE
Wanted for Port Howard Lodge. 
1 only M & S tubeless radial tyre 
235/70 R16 to fit a discovery 
landrover. Willing to buy or re
place. Please telephone 42187 if 
you can help

Wanted (1) Beford lorry 4x4 
preferably with a tipper body. 
Please contact Mark GJeadell at 
MJG Haulage, telephone 42003 
or fax 42013

Fortuna Ltd - Oflice/Retail units. 
Fortuna wiJJ shortly have avail
able to let the unit in Waverley 
House formerly occupied by By
ron Marine.
Further units will become avail
able around mid 1998.
For further information please 
contact Jan Cheek or Stuart 
Wallace at Fortuna Ltd, Waverley 
House, Stanley. Tel+500 22616 
Fax +500 22617
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"it should be a principle part of British foreign policy 

to try and persuade Argentina to drop their claim "
says visiting Labour MP

5

mI"IN a press conference held at Gilbert House last week, the six visiting Members 
of Parliament made statements to the media and answered a number of 
questions. MPs included: Colin Breed (Lib Dent) Cornwall South East, John 
Marek (Lab) Wrexham (second visit), Sid Rapson (Lab) Portsmouth North, 
Frank Doran (Lab) Aberdeen, Earl of Northesk (House of Lords) Consen’ative 
Whip, Jim Paice (Con) Cambridge
ENTHUSIASM for the Falkland at which delegation leader Dr John 
Islands was a feeling apparent in Marek commented that he would 
the statements of the six MP's at a do his best to try and convince the 
press conference on November 11, British Government that it should

be principle part of their foreign 
policy to try and get Argentina to 
drop their claim.

Reassuring words were also of
fered by Jim Paice (Con) who said 
although he did not doubt that like 
the Conservatives, Labour were 
100% behind the wishes of the Is
landers, the Conservatives would 
still be watching that they did not 
deviate from this policy. Sid Rapson 
(Lab) added that even if Argentina 
did decide to drop their claim it 
would still be for the Falkland Is
landers to decide if there were to be 
any changes with regard to thes/a- 
tus quo (e g. changes to policy 
towards Argentina).

Frank Doran offered some 
words of advice, however, saying 
"Labour is committed, but I think 
you should recognise that you are a 
long way from Britain, and even 
though we like to think we are 
abreast of the situation, it is impor
tant that you keep up the connec
tion with British politicians." He 
described the Falkland Islands Gov
ernment Office in London as an 
excellent organisation, but ex-
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di Telia does 

not doubt 

LegCo will 

allow visit

Above: Visiting MPs lay a wreath at the Cross of Sacrifice on the evening of
Sunday, November 9. 

lands apart from what they had 
seen on television. He hoped to 
return to Britain and influence as 
many of them as possible, saying 
people are more likely to listen to 
those with factual knowledge. He 
added that he was part of a parlia
mentary committee on defence, and 
it was the people on that committee 
who he might be able to influence 

The Earl of Northesk also ex
plained that he there was no "great 
number of South Atlantic experts" 
in the House of Lords, so this visit 
had been of enormous value to him. 
"We have greater opportunities, I 
feel, to get a debate going on the 
Islands in the House of Lords," he 
said, adding that "Islanders can be 
assured that as long as I am able, 
Falkland Islanders will have a voice 
in the House of Lords acting on 
their behalf."

plained that there was a danger the 
"Falklands issue" could become too 
"set" in British politics. He felt 
there was not enough information 
about the positive changes in the 
Islands reaching the politicians.

Asked if there would be an offi
cial debrief when the MPs returned 
to Britain and to what extent did 
their influence go in changing gov
ernment policy. Dr Marek ex
plained that they would be talking 
to the Foreign Minister, Mr Tony 
Lloyd. He went on to say that they 
would be able to use their clearer 
knowledge of the Islands in the 
Houses of Parliament to make sure 
that decisions made in the Parties, 
which might affect the Islands, 
would be of a "higher quality" than 
previously.

Sid Rapson explained that there 
were a number of new Labour MPs 
who had no knowledge of the Is-

ACCORDING to the Buenos Aires 
daily, La Nacion, the Argentine 
Foreign Minister Guido di Telia 
has decided to use a non Argentine 
passport to travel to the Falklands. 
but refuses to disclose the date of 
the trip and nationality of the docu
ment The Minister apparently 
claimed that he has spoken on the 
subject with several members of 
Legislative Council in the Falk
lands. and commented, "I have no 
doubt they are going to let me in." 
Dr di Telia said he has been plan
ning the trip for months and was 
actually waiting for the results of 
the Islands' elections before mak
ing a move, adding that he would 
not be making a surprise visit, and 
local authorities would be informed 
of when he was arriving.

Responding to the above re
port, Councillor John Birmingham 
told Penguin News, "I have never 
been telephoned by Mr di Telia on 
this matter and I feel it would be 
inappropriate for the Foreign Min
ister of Argentina to visit the Falk
land Islands, and as far as I am 
concerned he would not be wel
come." John went on to say, "The 
day Mr di Telia renounces his coun
try's claim to the Falkland Islands 
is the day he will be most welcome 
to visit."

Councillor Sharon Halford 
added, "It is not in our national 
interest to allow Mr di Telia to 
visit."

Continued on page 9

Stanley CSM success as 

contractor for oil company
THE joint venture company regis- pany is pleased to see this contract ment legislation the company was
tered in Stanley - CSM, have an- being operated out of the Falklands unable to supply marine gas oil.
nounced their successful appoint- as they committed serious efforts Marine gas oil was a major compo-
ment by LASMO as the onshore and resources to influence the deci- nentofthe tender and as such made
logistic contractor for the forth- sion by the oil companies to use the it difficult for the company to corn-
coming oil exploration activity. Islands." pete."

Stanley-CSM comprises The press release from the FIC The FIC, however, claim they 
Stanley Services and CSM, an Ab- goes on, "The FIC Ltd. w ith their are confident that "with their dedi-
erdeen company specialising in the partners, Supplylink International cated and highly qualified work
oil logistics industry. B.V. were disappointed to have force they are well placed to benefit

The Falkland Islands Company been unsuccessful in their tender to from the increased opportunities
who also tendered for the contract provide logistics support to the oil this activity will bring."
have announced that, "the com- operators. As a result of Govern-
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What do you know about 

William McDonald?
Check pets before 

using fireworks
fervour’ had somehow abated over the months, they have probably, in 
the past few days, reversed their opinion.

What is. however, perhaps worth noting about some ot the articles, 
features and plethora of analyses on the subject, is that a number have 

only included the more predictable theme, (that the invitation is a 
j forward for Argentina with regard to. "regaining the sovereignty 

of the Archipelago" - as they are wont to put it) but also, despite di 
Tella's denial that the British Government included any conditions with 
the invitation, have picked up on the alternative view prompted by the 
Argentine Opposition Party, which basically asks if Menem has some
how 'sold out' on the sovereignty issue in return for the personal victory' 
of being the first Argentine President to visit Britain since 1982. In fact. 
former'President. Raoul Alfonsin. has demanded in the past week that 
Menem should not go to Britain unless he can guarantee that Falklands’ 
sovereignty will be discussed (a statement accompanied by the sound of 
boos and hisses from those in the media who feel the visit is of value, 
with or without the subject officially on the agenda).

On the whole though, the Argentine media mood appears to swing 
between depression at the British Government's statement that the Is
lands will not be discussed, and optimism at di Tella’s predictable claims 
that the subject will be at the very least analysed (unofficially?) in con
versation. All of this was supplemented by the journalists' barely dis
guised disappointment that the British Media had hardly mentioned the 
subject, and that reaction from the Falkland Islands was unexcited.

On the subject of the above mentioned 'unexcited reaction', while the 
official line sent out from the Islands was obviously deliberately low 
key, and geared to impress on Argentina that Islanders do not feel at all 
threatened by the invitation to Menem, it is probably safe to say that it 
was also a 'line' which did accurately express the views of the majority. 
However, while 1 too agree there is no point in becoming overly excited 
about an invitation which is a maner, on the whole, rooled in economic 
relations between Britain and Argentina, and thus should not necessarily 
be perceived as something which might affect our status, the increas
ingly aggressive overtones from Argentines towards the sovereignty 
subject, which the whole scenario has uncovered, is at the very least 
worth noting.

Over past years, the relatively restrained (if I may call it that) policy 
towards the Falklands adopted by Argentina has provoked occasional 
criticism within its own country. However, recently there appears to be a 
growing and more widely held belief amongst the Argentine people that 
the 'charm offensive’ has ultimately failed and it is time for more aggres
sive 'diplomacy'. Thus, while it is sensible that we in the Islands should 
react logically, as opposed to hysterically, to situations which seem to 
illustrate an increasingly amiable relationship between Britain and Ar
gentina, we should not let this lull us into the dangerous belief that a 
greater 'affection' between those two countries will in anyway alter the 
thought in the minds of the majority of Argentines that we are little more 
than illegal occupants of these Islands.

CAN anyone help0 While travel- James and Charles (?) who setil • 
ling in the USA in September we in South Africa. C(J
met Shccna Wadlinger who would If anyone can shed any mo , 
like to find out more about her light on William McDonald couM 
grandfather. William McDonald. they please let me know or coii 
who was bom in the Falkland Is- tact Mrs Wadlingcr direct at 117 
lands. 28 January 1880. She knows Beryl Street. Los Alamos! New 
that he was orphaned and that he Mexico 87544 USA. 
went to sea at age 12. though she 
doesn't'know if it was from 
Stanley. There were two brothers.

WITH last week being Halloween We have heard stories of pco- 
and Guy Fawkes, the latter becom- pie having to round up horses as a 
ing increasingly popular with the 
availability of bigger and better

result, and small animals dying. So 
please next year make sure all small 

fire works, we hope next year peo- pets are indoors, and there are not 
pie will consider their pets and 
next door neighbours before let
ting off firew'orks in built up ar
eas. Fireworks can cause stress to 
a lot of small animals, and even 
death.

not
move horses nearby, and if you have eld

erly neighbours, check with them 
before letting off noisy fireworks.

Marg and John Adams 
Charlene and John Rowland

Margo Smallwood 
Stanley

British Legion grateful for help Above: Loretta and Gary 
quet of ivory roses, was ably as
sisted by Chief Bridesmaid 
Dorothy Wilkinson, and tiny

A dose shave for British 

Ambassador in Argentina
ON behalf of all the members of 
The Royal British Legion I would 
like to thank all those people who 
gave us a donation and helped in 
any way with this year's Poppy 
Appeal. I would particularly like 
to thank:
The Girl Guides 
The Sea Cadets 
FIBS

Penguin News 
Teabeny Express

All the pubs and shops who 
displayed our tins and poppies.

The total collected last Satur
day was £745.33

ONCE a member of the JSEOD 
and now settled in the Falk
lands, Gary "Guido" Webb 
married fiance Loretta Thomas April Faria and Kelly Stephens, 
(formerly of St. Helena) at 
Christ Church Cathedral on

The groom was supported by 
best man, Keith Alazia.

Loretta and Gary went on to 
enjoy a wedding meal, followed 
by a reception and dance in the 
Town Hall.

The first bomb was found near 
the entrance to the Cordoba Park

POLICE in Argentina defused two 
explosive devices on November 
11, near a hotel in Cordoba where 
the British Ambassador William 
Marsden was staying.

Mr Marsden, who was visiting 
the city to promote British exports, tempted bombings, and one official 
is reported to have praised the Cor- said the bombs,"had the capacity to 
doba Police, and said that they had cause very grave injuries." 
responded admirably.

Saturday, November 8.
Loretta, who wore an ivory 

satin dress adorned with pearls 
and sequins, and carried a bou-

Hotel. Hours later police defused a 
second grenade near the British 
School in Cordoba. No group has 
claimed responsibility for the at-

Alan S Jones 
Chairman 

Falkland Islands Branch 
Royal British Legion

in high placesFIDF to test military skills 

in Commando Challenge
M M

mmSillI M
: : k

THE recent visit of Steve Cooil, 
the swimming coach was very suc
cessful. and has fired up great en
thusiasm amongst our swimmers 
and supporters alike.

Steve put forward a great 
number of ideas to promote the 
club and encourage the swimmers 
to attain higher targets, with a view 
to future overseas swimming com
petitions. Many of his suggestions 
have already been put into action, 
and a list of priorities have been 
drawn up to enable us to follow his 
guidelines. The future of the club 
looks very promising, provided we 
are able to maintain the enthusi-

ming records and swimmer's per
sonal best times. We have even 
had an offer for a return trip for 
Steve to be funded in the not too 
distant future to help with further 
development. This is quite 
markable achievement in so short 
a time.

Major Marvin Clarke of the 
FIDF, told Penguin News, that it is 
also hoped that a team of women 
will walk the route to raise funds 
for the Trust, however, the women 
will not actually be competing 
against the other teams.

Prizes to be won are; the a 
"Yomper" trophy, a miniature of J 
the eighteen foot statue which can I 
be seen at the entrance to the Royal |g 
Marines Museum at Southsea; and 1 
gold, silver and bronze medals ap- 1 
propriately inscribed, sponsored by 1 
Norman and June Clark. |g

Major Clarke is hopeful that the 1
general public will lend their sup- I 
port to the raising of funds for the 
82 Trust by, "making a donation to 
this worthwhile cause."

THE military skills competition 
organised by the FIDF, Exercise 
Commando Challenge Falklands 
Patrol is to be held over the period 
November 25 - November 29, this 
year.

The competition will involve 
teams from the FIDF and MPA 
competing against each other in 
various military skills whilst 
marching from Port San Carlos to 
Stanley following roughly the 
route yomped by 45 Commando 
Royal Marines during the Falk
lands Conflict in 1982.

Teams are required to use the 
event to raise funds to be donated 
to the 82 Trust, a Trust set up lo
cally to assist service personnel 
and their families who are in need.

I* - v I
a re-

To help our progress still fur
ther we need more volunteers to 
fill the following vacancies. We 
need a monthly Sunday meeting 
organiser, someone to video swim
mers, a development team, a Sec
retary or Treasurer for our com
mittee, a newsletter secretary- and 

co-ordinate award

y f
j

Q

someone to 
schemes.

Ifyou feci that you able to help 
in any way, please contact me. or 
any other Swimming Club mem-

HAVING rather nervously used the phrase 'Malvinas fervour' earlier in 
the editorial, it is gratifying to also be able to report a note of* Falklands 
fervour* in the voices of a number of the visiting Members of Parlia
ment, in a press conference last night. A note (I hope I am correct in 
speculating) which appeared sufficiently genuine to last longer than it 
takes the group to return Britain.

And, while the influence of these gentlemen on actual British gov
ernmental policy may be relatively modest, I don't doubt that they will 
enjoy the chance to communicate their new found knowledge (and it 
appears, essentially positive opinion) of the Islands, and the Islanders to 
any group or colleague interested enough to listen.

Tenders are invited by the Falkland Islands Government from interested com- 
petent parties for the provision and management of an accommodation camn 
for 60 persons. F

The tender comprises two elements, the physical camp structure and a 
service provision contract to manage and maintain the facility.

Tenders may be offered for either or both elements.
Copies of the tender documents can be obtained from the Secretary tn 

the Tender Board, Secretariat Stanley. y

from 0,6 De« Di™°' 
Completed tenders, marked Accommodation Camp must reach the Sec 

dayT ^cember *1997 0ard> Secretarial’ Slan,ey on or before 3pm on Mon’-

receivedG0VCniment ^ °0t bind ilSC,f l° aCCCpt the lowesl 0r ^ tender

asm, and get even more support 
from the public. To be a supporter 
ot the swimming club, it ’ 
necessary to be a parent of a club 
member.

Some of the offers which have 
so far come forward are as follows 
We have a press secretary, a 
monthly sponsor, a sponsor seeker 
the use of a venue for Sunday
atternoon meetings and discos We
are havmg swimmer's files made 
^P/ £ US’ ?nd swimmer's progress
bund un"bUlaled- We a,^Plant^
build up a register of local swim-

Above: Baroness Thatcher with Councillor Norma Edwards and 
Falkland Islands Government Representative in London, Sukey 

Cameron, at the 'Falklands stall' during the Party Conferences in
Blackpool in early October. 

Below: Sukey, Jenny Liuxton and Norma chat to Prime Minister Tony 
Blair. Photographs provided by FIGO.

is not

ber.
There will beaSwimmingClu 

meeting in the Community class
room by the library in the F.I-C.b- 
on Thursday 20lh November a 
7.00 p.m. Ifyou feel that you can 
help in any way, please come along- 
you will be very welcome.

Anne Howells,Chairman,
Stanley Swimming Clu^

Public Notice
Vacancy - Police Constable

APPLICATIONS arc invited from men and women to fill a vacancy for a 
Police Constable in the Royal Falkland Islands Police Force.

This post offers a new, interesting and varied career involving a wide 
ran°e of contact with the general public Island wide and the possibility of 
promotion without having to change your job within your chosen occupa-

Salary will be payable in Grade F which extends from £12,384 to £14.556 
ner annum. Entry point will be dependent on the successful applicant's quali
fications and any relevant experience in H M Forces or a Commonwealth
POl'Funher deuMs'of'tlie post1ma^Cbc0obuhu:da^^omClhclC,hief,Police Officer 

teleDhone number 27222 during normal working hours. Application forms 
and a iob description are available from the Human Resources Department 
aSd completed forms should be returned to that Department no later than 
4pm on Wednesday 19th November 1997.

Ref: STF/7
Public Notice No: 173/97 
7th November 1997

tion

pains me^ great ^ are enl'rely untrue. To all of
to publicl/squash the chfw'^ th°Se pe0p,e ParticiPating j"‘If

posedly based on my private life,

on

Amy Jonson 
Stanley
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All that glisters USA trip success for travel team
OIL and fish arc now generally party spent a day obtaining the 
thought of as being the most sig- necessary documentation and ar- 
nificant industries in the Falklands. ranging to hire a stand. VCR. tci- 
- despite large and continuing evision and other essential equip- 
queslion marks over whether or not ment for the booth. The following 
the former will be discovered - 
with agriculture and philately in 
third and fourth places; And 
tainly oil has yet to earn the Islands 
its first penny in revenue.

sand to a density of between t|lrc„ 
and four per cent to be viable 

Even after a mineral has been 
identified the team's detective 
work is not finished. The 
samples of minerals they 
trading from the streams 
creeks may have w-orked dow 
those locations via a hundred 
lets and from many miles away 
over a great period of time. Trac
ing the source is therefore not easy 

Can we look forward to a new 
and hitherto little thought of indus
try' blossoming inland? "We are 
finding more here than we origi-
nally expected to," Alan told

The South Atlantic Resources team in the Falklands. Left to right. guin News, "and of better than 
Bob Young, Raymond Poole, Alan Burns and Stephen Poole hoped for quality." The Islands are,

Using data gleaned from these and then studied again. So pains- he says, "highly prospective”,’
pictures Alan and his team, which taking is this process, Alan said, which means there is around a one
includes local brothers, Ray and that it costs £1,000 to analyse each in ten chance of minerals being
Steve Poole, collect samples from sample. present in commercial quantities,
the beds of streams and rivers in So far minerals identified have "The many eminent geologists
selected locations, transport them included titanium, which, though who have said in the past that there
to Stanley and begin the process jet black in its natural state, is the is nothing here arc probably
of separating ordinary' sand from base ingredient of white paint, gar- wrong,"
the minute grains of other, perhaps, net and, yes, gold. There is also
more significant minerals. Nor- what Alan referred to as "the small contract South Atlantic Resources
mally only a few hundred grains chance” of diamonds being discov- have spent around £ 180,000 so far.
are found in samples weighing be- ered. There are also indications that And the gold? Well, don’t go 
tween twenty and thirty kilograms, there could be deposits of zinc and reaching for your shovel and pan

The small quantities of mineral lead. and head off for the interior. Alan
granules extracted are then sent to Whether or not a mineral indus- does not expect another Klondike 
Australia for micro-analysis. First try in the Falklands would be com- or California. The team have found 
they' are studied, grain by grain, mercial depends on quantitv and just two pieces, each about ,25mm
under microscopes before being finding the best areas. For exam- 
shattered into even smaller pieces pie a mineral should be present in

IT’S official! There’s gold in the 
Falkland Islands - according to 
Alan Bums of South Atlantic Re
sources, the company tasked with 
carrying out a mineral survey of 
the Islands.

Alan, and his colleague Bob 
Young, who have set up base in 
the old Brewery building opposite 
the West Store on Ross Road, gave 
a brief talk describing what they 
have been doing for the past six 
months, what they have achieved 
and what they have found. The 
Falklands, Alan explained, broke 
away from the South-East coast of 
Africa 195 million years ago and 
rotated through 180 degrees on the 
way to their current position in the 
South Atlantic. Consequently one 
of the group’s briefs is to examine 
how mineralisation in South Africa 
(which is extremely well docu
mented) relates to that of the Falk
lands (which isn’t).

The survey process began with 
a series of satellite pictures of the 
Islands which were computer en
hanced to reveal the likeliest areas 
in which to prospect. These were 
later complemented by even more 
revealing satellite radar pictures. 
These are capable of penetrating 
both water and layers of peat to 
show underlying rock structures. 
(Thus has been discovered a pre
viously unsuspected linear fault 
bisecting part of East Falkland).

day was spent setting up the stand Bl 
ready for the one day Exposition .

cer- on the Thursday.
The team were very pleased 

with response to their presence at 
But there is yet another indus- the show and have reported an en- 

try' that has been established for couraging degree of interest in the ! ' 
some years (even if somewhat stut- Falklands' stand, chiefly from tour ■f, 
teringly), involves a meaningful operators and agents from Brazil, Mtg 
proportion of the Falklands’ popu- as well as film makers and travel jjyjj 
lalion. and already makes an im
portant contribution to the 
economy of the Islands.

minute 
are ex-

and
n into 
rivu-

magazincs. M
Thursday night, after the clo- W 

sure of the Exposition, Carole de- ^
Left to right: John Fowler, Audrey Patterson, Carole 

Bedford and Jenny Forrest
Santiago and a meeting with the tacts,’’he said, "amongst suppliers, 
publicity' department of Lan Chile agents and travel journalists.” 
to view the Falkland Islands’ arti- His overall satisfaction at his 
cle (including material and photo- apparent success in the States is
graphs supplied by John) for Lan tinged by surprise at one aspect of
Chile’s in-flight magazine, before the trip. "It is difficult to compre
returning to the Falklands on Sat- hend,” he said, "the sheer volume 
urday. of ignorance that exists about the

"In tourism terms,” John later Falklands in North America.” He
told Penguin News, "we have described how' one visitor to the
achieved a'first’for the Falklands. Exposition exclaimed, "Oh, the 
It is probably the first time the pub- Falkland Islands! I’ve been there, 
lie and private sectors of Falkland I’ve travelled right through South

TO'-vv-i.; i&s i Islands Tourism have combined to Africa.”
I be represented in North America 

The entrance to the Exposition clearly showing the different as ‘suppliers' of holiday destina- 
regions. The Falkland Islands were included in the oons - and this is particularly im-

Latin American section portant because of the regularity of Exposition, provided air tickets at 
the Lan Chile scheduled services extremely good rates resulting in 
in and out of the country.” the total cost of the exercise being,

He was upbeat, too, about the "less than the cost of a quarter page 
general terms of the trip, advertisement in a quality' British 

■‘We have made many useful con-

ni 11(tiribln'UH jt.\UKUh

Now six months into a two year

John was anxious to express his 
gratitude to American Airlines 
w'ho. as organisers of the Tr AAvel

We are talking Tourism here. parted for Santiago and meetings 
Much maligned, even derided as with Ace Tourism, while John 
unworkable, by sceptics in the past flew on to Baltimore arriving
it is now emerging as a viable in- around midnight. The following 
dustry just a year after the appoint- morning he rose early to address 
ment of a full time manager of the a group of travel agents, special is— 
Falkland Islands Tourism Board. ing in eco-tourism, over breakfast 

Under the canny stewardship of - they ate while he addressed. The 
that manager, John Fowler, to- function was co-sponsored by Lan 
gether with the energy and enthu- Chile and they were, John told 
siasmofothersinvolved locally in Penguin News, "a very- focused 
Tourism, the Falklands are now group.” With barely time to draw 
striving once again to become a breath he then moved on to Wash- 
recognised destination for eco- ington where he had a meeting with 
tourism - now, globally, the fast- the Regional Editor of National 
est growing sector in the industry'. Geographic Magazine.

In the latest round in the battle Monday found him in New 
to attract tourist dollars to the Is- York for an interview with the 
lands John recently undertook a Editor of the Travel Section of the 
whistle-stop tour of the United New York Times. Tuesday began 
States of America, taking in Mi- with another breakfast address over 
ami, Washington. Baltimore and ‘Danish and coffee’in Manhattan, 
New York, to promote the Islands, (again co-sponsored by Lan Chile) 

He w'as accompanied in Miami and ended with an intensive meet- 
by local travel entrepreneur, Jenny ing in Connecticut to discuss ad- 
Forrest, and Stanley Services’ vertisingand marketing strategy in 
travel coordinator, Carole Bedford, North America with Les Baker and 
where the three manned a Falkland Audrey Patterson.
Islands’ exhibition booth as part of Les and Audrey combine their 
the prestigious Americas TrAAvel talents under the name of South 
Exposition, organised by Ameri- Atlantic Travel and are to promote 

Airlines. the Islands in the American mar-
Essentially the Exposition was ket. Audrey also runs a long-estab-

a show for travel agents - some fished, well-respected eco-tourism 
2300 drawn from the US, the Car- company called Tread Lightly, 
ibbean and Latin America attended Both Les and Audrey were among 
- where they were wooed by desti- a party which visited the Islands 
nation suppliers and package op- last year and thus have first hand 
erators, tourist boards and regions knowledge of the destination they

and even countries.
Arriving in Miami after an 

overnight flight from Santiago the

(that is a quarter of one millime
tre) across.

success in
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BATUBDAY 29th NOVEMBER ■ PABIS1I HALL
DOORS OPEN U.30p.n. RAFFLES draw commencing »p.m.

LUNCHES aid light refreshment* will be 01 tale.
ktj dotation toward* the refreshment* will be rerj welcome,
u will offer* of cake* and freih prodice for the Cake Stall.

COME ALONG AND BNJ0T Y0U88ELVE8, BRING THE FAMILY 
WITH YOU.

one coficUaticy maited to 

tea, at
iK'-iii____ ______

Guests, athletes and competitors packed Stanley Town Hall on 
Friday, November 7, at a reception sponsored by FIG to 

honour the many sportsmen and women who have represented 
the Falkland Islands in overseas competitions. These included 

the Football League's successful tour of Chile earlier this year, 
the Netball Club's tour of Northern England, the marvellous 
performances of our Moto Cross riders in the Welsh Enduro 

and other events, and the Island Games teams; badminton 
players, swimmers, golfers, athletes and, of course, the marks- 

who brought back no less than seven medals - including 
two silver - from the Jersey Island Games in July.

His Excellency the Governor has kindly agreed to 
afternoon tea in aid of the Cancer Support 
bareness Trust at Government House on 

Saturday, November 22, commencing at 3pm. 
ere will be a raffle with tremendous prizes, 

mth a flection of Christmas gift items, 
the °l.^!s occasion is free, however, due to
from Alt demand, tickets can be obtained
21471 Tl HeV!1 on telephone number 21851 or 

> * from Theresa Lang on telephone number 
21235

sitln^ti0**1 US Qt t*1*3 exclusive event and while you

ssSSEE

The Hill will be open til day on Frldaj 28th Nor. for 
setting up of the stalls and to receive any donations.

Please contact VIt Perkins on telephone or fax 2132a 
if job have anj qaeries.

men

can 7?
9Please come along and give ns your support. £
LREMEMBER THE DATE - SATURDAY 29Tn NOVEMBER f-TT

will be selling. . .
John flew back to Miami on 

Thursday night and from there to
■
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dead of both World Wars, with its laying of wreaths and brief prayers, was but one of thousands held 
the same day around the world, there is little doubt the Stanley event is uniquely special.

The scene is invariably dramatic churches. ^ thc chiny wind, provided a fitting blage, and then came the two
backdrop. , . t

The ceremony, in contrast to the

on

■ •.min
utes silence, meticulously observed 
by the entire gathering, and broken 
by the same buglers symbolically 
blowing Reveille.

in an unfussy way. The weather Thirty metres away, where ih 
pocked Cross, largely ignored for steeply sloping grass bank gives u
364 days of each year, guarded at to the concrete of Ross Road P,7 .^rations. was brief. Andrew
each corner by four members ol the standing three or four deep for sX run- Chief Executive of the Falk-
Falkland Islands Defence Force and enty metres, were the citizenry oftlv hnds read out the names of the
flanked by the grey stone cemetery Islands Mingled with them were ft en the Governor intoned those
walls, was the centre-piece. Around sailors from HMS Brave, soldiers of marvellously evocative words writ-
it were gathered the sombre faced the Duke of Wellington's Regiment ten bv English poet, Laurence
dignitaries, both civilian and mili- airmen of the Royal Air Force tour-
tary. bemedalled representatives of ists and visitors.

■ • -?
■ ■' ■ ■ - ’

Amid much chatter and laughter 
(an affirmation of continuing life af
ter remembering and honouring the 
dead) the crowd dispersed and the de
tachments of FIDF and RAF

Above: The six British Members of Parliament observe two minutes
silence having laid their wreath

Below: The four sentries, Katrina Stephenson, John Horne-MacDonald, Binyon,
They shall grow not old as we 

Behind them the lumpy, iron-grey that are left grow old.
waters of Stanley Harbour churned ' '

Rhoda Irwin and Gerard Ford marched away to leave the Cross toBelow centre: The four at their posts. Gerard Ford is hidden the British Legion, brownies, scouts. another year of lonely vigil. 
But notby the Cross of Sacrifice sea cadets and leaders of the Island's earv them, nor the Much later in theu

Right: His Excellency, the Governor arrives for the ceremony accompa
nied by his Aide-de-Camp, Lt. Derek Clarke, FIDF

Right centre: The Brownies do their best to keep warm in the chilly wind
as they wait for the ceremony to begin

Top, far right: The scene viewed from the cemetery. One of the two
buglers waits by the gate. Military guests stand with their backs to the

Harbour. Commander of the detachments of RAF and FIDF on parade,
was Major Marvin Clarke, standing to attention in the gateway 

Below, right centre: The Governor awaits the moment when he will lay
his wreath, beside him, Aide, Lt Derek Clarke

Captain Peter Biggs
commands a detach-
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LIBRARY
Monday -Triday

CHURCH SERVICES
CATHEDRAL

!TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS
08.45am - 12 noon andSUNDAY: 8am Holy Commun

ion, 10am Family Communion(first 
Sunday every month-Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

For Camp, make the 
followingchanges:

1.30pm-5.45pm 
Saturday: 10am -12 noon 
2pm-5pmWED

19 03031.816 0706
SUN 1327

0.6
FoxBay+2hr30m
RoyCove+4hre30m
FortHowarcMhis 19m
Teallnlet+3hre30m
SeaLionIs.+lhrl5m
PortStephens
+3hrsl5m
HillCove+4hrs
BeikeleySound+lhrl lm
PortSanCarbs
+2hr55m
CawnHartxir-56m

0.1 HOSPITALPHARMACY1.80920TABERNACLE - free church 2008 1.6 Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday

1558 0.4Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm. 
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

2250 1.4
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesdav/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

20
THURS

St. MARY S
SUNDAY: 10am (MPA 6.30pm), 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA)
SUN: 8am Holy Communion; 
10.30am Eucharist/Moming wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion;
8pm Bible Study Tel. 74350

0.517 0134
MON 0749

0352 0.7
1.8 1013 1.5

1415 02 1656 0.5
2346 1.32100 1.5 MUSEUM

Tuesday - Friday
1030-12 noon/2.00 - 4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am -12 noon/ 1.15 - 3.00pm

18 0218 
TUE 0834

0.6
1.7 0449 0.821

1504 0.3 1.4FRI 1115November 1.42154 1759 0.6
15 0626 1.8

1240 0.1
SAT 1919 1.6

0042 1.3BAHA'I FAITH
For informationon meetingsplease 
ring Tel: 21957 (evenings) 0051 0.5

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
NESS TRUST Contact Shiralee 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION

Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED
CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

F.I, RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con
tact Secretary G Cheek, 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

BADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ 
Thursdays 7-9pm Liz Burnett, 
Tel:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm, 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Fed Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

Dik Sawle Tel 21414
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month (2)
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.I. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall (All wel
come) - Mon: 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CjUJB_ Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD Cl INIP
Day Centre KLMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

Further information/Bookines: tel 27291Leisure CentreTerm Times
Pool CourtsDay

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
Lane Swimming 
Public

Public
Public

12.00- I 00
5.00- 7 00 
7.00 - 8.00 
9.30- 10.30
12.00- 1.00
5.00- 7.00
7.00 - 8.00 
10.30 - 12.00
12.00- I 00
5.00 - 7.00
7.00 - 8.00 
500-700
7 00 - 9.00

12.00- I 00 
5.00 - 9.00

Monday

9.30-10 30. 
12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9.00

Public
Public
Public

Tuesday

Public
Public

Hospital/OAP’s 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

12 00- 1.00 
5.00-9.00

Wednesday

10.30-12.00 
12 00-1.00 
5.00-9 00

Parent/Toddlers0-7 Yts
Public
Public

Thursday

Public
Public

Parcnts/Toddlcrs
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9,00

10.00- 11.30
12.00- 1.00
5.00 7.00
7.00 - 8.00
8.00 - 9.00
10.00- 4.00
4.00- 5.00
10.00- 4.00
4.00 -5.00

Friday

10 00-6.00 PublicSaturday

10.00 - 6.00 PublicSunday



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
5 10 5 UN in
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Rebecca is diagnosed as being temporarily deaf
6 00 SPACE CADI: IS
6.25 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN RACE 
6 55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS Ian tells Kathy of his new offensive to trace Cindy and 
his sons
755 PIE IN THE SKY
8 45 MICHAEL BARRYMORE'S STRIKE IT RICH
9.10 THE BROKER'S MAN Dominic Griffin has been kidnapped at gunpoint 
and the only way out is to find Major Russell and take him to Dominic's caDtor 
10 00 RORY MCGRATH'S COMMERCIAL BREAKDOWN 
1030 FAMILY MONEY
11.25 TFI FRIDAY

SATURDAY 22ND NOVEMBER
9 00 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
9 25 ART ATTACK
945 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10 15 LIVE AND KICKING
12 25 THE LORD MAYOR'S SHOW
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Chepstow; Grand Prix Gym
nastics from Birmingham; the next instalment of the Olympic Magazine 
series; and a full round-up of the rest of the day's sporting events
6 25 TOP OF THE POPS
6 55 BULLY - SURVIVAL GUIDE
7 05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7.30 DAD
8 00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 CASUALTY_________________________________________

9.40 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR YOU
10.10 ROYAL BRITISH LEGION FESTIVAL OF REMEMBRANCE 
11.45 MATCH OF THE DAY

4 25 IT'S A MYSItKi
% lhc dcccncy

630 EMMERDALE Biff requests 
funeral
7 25 EASTENDERS Joe is finding it difficult to convince his loved ones 
lhal^«W«HAEL PALIN (New)

8 4~ MATCiloF THE DAY LIVE Liverpool v Strasbourg

!? 35 OASISYMAD FOR IT Concluding this documentary series 
12.00 TARTAN EXTRA

SATURDAY 15TH NOVEMBER
9.15 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
9.40 ART ATTACK
10.00 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES
10.30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Ascot. Women's 
International Hockey; Motor Racing - the RAC Tourist Trophy; 
Football Focus, and a full round-up of the rest of the day's sporting 
events
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS
6.55 BULLY - SURVIVAL GUIDE
7.05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7.30 DAD
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 CASUALTY The spectre of the Hannah Thomas case hangs 
over Holby. as her sister has complained about misconduct over 
Hannah's death
9.40 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR YOU
10.10 TOUCHING EVIL In the conclusion to a two-part story. DI 
Creegan is locked in stalemate with suspected child abductor Ronald 
Hinks. but gets a breakthrough from an unlikely source. Can he find 
the boys in time?
11.05 DROP THE DEAD DONKEY
11.30 MATCH OF THE DAY There are highlights of more top FA 
Carling Premiership matches

5.40 SUNDAY23RD NOVEMBER
10.45 DEAR MR BARKER
11.00 THE TREACLE PEOPLE
11.15 BLUE PETER
11.45 REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY - THE CENOTAPH
1.10 SHORT CHANGE
1.25 THE CHART SHOW
2.15 BROOKSIDE
3.25 THIS IS YOUR LIFE 
3.55 HOLIDAY MEMORIES
4 25 25 YEARS OF THE TWO RONNIES
5.10 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP Full match coverage as Arsenal v 
Manchester United
7.00 AUNTIE'S TV FAVOURITES 
7 30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT 
9.20 MURDER ONE
10.45 JACK DEE' SUNDAY SERVICE (New)
11.10 RUGBY EXPRESS (New)
12.05 THE MTV MUSIC AWARDS

that Linda return home before the

7.55

9.00

FORDSCHOOLS110.00NSTAGE ONE 10.15 TELLYTUBBIES 1040
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10.45 TOTS TV
^ 10 NEIGHBOURS Ben and Ruth begin to get to know each other. Libby 
pushed Rohan too hard, and Sarah makes a bad impression on Karl
2 30 THE AIR SHOW
3 00 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3 50 ROOM 785 Starting with; THE ADVENTURES OF DAWDLE
4.00 CARTOON TIME
4 10 LOTTE
4.25 CITY ANIMAL OF THE YEAR AWARDS 
5.15 THE SCOOP
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Chloe arrives home to find her floor covered 
with traps
6 00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Everyone is moved by Linda's funeral
6 55 CORONATION STREET Alan's actions cause Fiona concern
7.45 THE BILL Rent: Boyden and Keane investigate after a young busker
is hit by a car
8 10 DRIVING SCHOOL
8.40 FRIENDS
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE An old friend of David's now a paraplegic, needs 
help when he and his wife want a baby
10.00 SKY NEWS
10 30 FILM: SNEAKERS (1992.15) Comedy thriller starring Robert 
Redford, Dan Akroyd and Ben Kingsley. Comedy caper about the leader of 
a team of techno-experts on a dangerous assignment to steal security 
secrets
12.35 UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS Coverage of Newcas
tle's game against Dutch champions PSV Eindhoven at St James' Park

SUNDAY I6TH NOVEMBER
10.45 DEAR MR BARKER
11.00 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.25 BLUE PETER 
11.50 WISE UP
12.20 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.55 TWO FAT LADIES
1.25 THE CHART SHOW
2.15 BROOKSIDE Has Christian pushed Rachel too far?
3.25 THIS IS YOUR LIFE (New)
3.55 HOLIDAY MEMORIES
4.25 CARTOON TIME
4.40 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
5.05 AUNTIE'S TV FAVOURITES
5.35 THE DAY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE
6.05 IN THE WILD
7.00 OH! DOCTOR BEECHING 
7.30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT Nick suspects foul play when a lay preacher is 
injured while taking part in a posse to shoot a dog which has been 
worrying sheep
9.20 FRIENDS
9.45 MURDER ONE (New)
11.10 SECRET HISTORY The Tragedy of HMS Glorious: Historical 
documentary
12.00 TOTP 2 Hits from Top of the Pops archives, plus today's hits

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
with Tony Burnett
7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather. Flights, Annos
8.00 Pol Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY November 21
10.03 Morning Show - l.oma 
12 00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements. 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.IS Cancer awareness week
5.30 Calling the Falklands 
5.45 Calling the Falklands
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 On Stage: Suede
7.30 Five live
7.40 Weather. Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

8.30 Paths of Inspiration
9.00 News desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
9.30 Repeat News Magazine
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY November 19
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12 00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchlimc announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers 
5.18Canccr Awareness week
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute
7.00Divided by a common language
7.30News and Sport
7.40 Wealher.Flights,Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9 00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & flights 
9.30So much blood Pt 3
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

SATURDAY November 15 12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers
B.F.B.S Programmes 

5.03 The Archers 
5.18 Cancer Awareness week
6.00 Country' Crossroads
6.30 The Grumbleweeds
7.00 The Goons CD collection
7.30 News and Sport 
7.40Weather.Flights, Announcements
8.00 BBC Story7 of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 Love to Adeline, anorak of

6.00 News BFBS 
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7.30 News and Sport from live live 
7.40 Weather,Flights.Announcements 
S.OOSix Palestrina Masses
8.28 Rpl Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30The Italian Renaissance 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS
SUNDAYNovemher 16

fireTHURSDAY 20TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 MEGAMATHS 10.20 LANDMARKS 10.40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK (Repeat) 10.45 THE RIDDLERS 
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Ruth spends more time with Ben. Is romance in the air 
for Danen and Debbie?
2.30 THE ANTIQUES SHOW (New)
3.00 VANESSA
3 25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4.00 SOOTY AND CO
4.25 GET YOUR OWN BACK
4.50 BLUE PETER
5.20 THE O-ZONE
I'll r amEmv Y Ch,oe is tormcntcd by the fear of Brad
630 EMMERJ3ALE^Jack l0S'Cd ^ ^ 
seen
6.55 ANIMAL HOSPITAL
III CH™NRINSNEED ;nRSep°eanICX ^ h°Ur °f need

smugglhig^erat'iTns ThST(rf-S Continuing this scries about real-life 
wemdeen uE™. T* Cd'll0n looks at ho" Brilish customs olT,cers 
Cali drugs cartel of Colombia'CePl mone>'-|aundcring network of the
9.00 SHOOTING STARS

lorn Ik?VeCwLsAIR'S P1CK w mi*
!;|K=cDo°sr
host Bob^Monkhousc^ Jerem>' lsaacs interviews comedian and game show

FRIDAY 2IST NOVEMBER
TWOSSCIENCE*HABTrAuf^i \VS ST0P’ L00K> LISTEN 10.30 STAGE
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Em^evea s his 1;AMUa PARK
2.30 MILLIONAIRES (New^ h mature s,de 10 Anne
2.55 COMEDY CLASSIC- DAD'S ARMv
3.25 COUNTDOWN * ARMY

7**5 Starting with- 
4.15 BANANAMAN
4.20 TRANSYLVANIA PET 
4.45 MR WYMI
5.00 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND

5.00 News. BFBS
5.03 Music fill
5.15 Dessert Island Discs
6.00 Music Fill
6.30 Weather. Rights, announcements
7.00 Church Scrvice-St Marys Church
8.00 Sports Roundup
8.15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk
9.28 Rpt. Weather & Flights 
9.30The Old Curiosity Shop
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
-MONDAYNovember 17
10.03 Morning show - Lorna

10.00 News BFBS
TUESDAY November 18

MONDAY 17TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 10.30 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 TOTS TV
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Darren plays the knight in shining armour, and 
Ruth turns to Flelen for advice
2.30 NAME THAT TUNE with Jools Holland
2.55 HOLIDAY
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with. WIZADORA
4.00 POSTMAN PAT
4.15 CARTOON CRITTERS
4.45 FUN HOUSE
5.10 RECORD BREAKERS
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Casey warns Fisher - she's going to make his 
life hell! Jesse is devastated bv the news that Selina is marrying Steven
5.55 TOP GEAR
6.25 RIVER DEEP MOUNTAIN HIGH A week in the company of 28 
Engineering Regiment during adventurous training in Bavaria
6.55 CORONATION STREET Liz and Jim share a heart-to-heart
7.45 THE BILL Loyal to the Last: Can the wife of a forgery suspect 
be persuaded to help police convict her husband?
8.10 CLIVE JAMES ON TV
8.35 PILGRIMS REST Tilly's ex-husband arrives offering reconcilia
tion
9.05 SOLDIER, SOLDIER A racing event provides the perfect venue 
for a terrorist attack
10.00 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK
10.35 FILM '97
11.05 CHILDREN IN NEED
11.15 SOMETHING STRANGE
11.40 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA

10.03 Morning Show - Lorna
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers 
BFBS Programmes

5.03 The Archers 
5.l8Cancer awareness
5.30 News from St Helena 
5.45 Calling the Falklands 
6.00Ncws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -The Orb 
7 30 News and Sports
7 40Weather.!-lights,Announcements Crs
8.00 Eric Clapton Story' Fart 4 ; ;

THURSDAY November 20
10.03 Morning Show - Loma
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03Thc Archers
5.18 Cancer awareness week All programmes are subject
5.30 On Stagc.Manic Street Preach- change. Any changes will be

broadcast on FIBSwarns Andy off telling anyone about what he has
6.30 Memories arc make of this -

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.••••••

fromRadio 4 0500 News & Early Breakfast 0600 News & Local Breakfast 
Show 0900 News & Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200 News 
& Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 Feature 1300 News & 
Afternoon Show 1600 News & Essential Selection 1700 Connect UK 
1900 News & Gold 2000 News & The Rockshow 2200 London Tonight 
TUESDAY
OlOONews & America's Finest 0300- 2000 As Monday 2000 News &
Steve Mason 2200 News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0100 News & John Peel 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & America's
Finest 2200 News & London Tonight
THURSDAY
0100 News & The Rockshow 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & John 
Peel 2200 News & London Tonight
FRIDAY
0100 News & David Rodigan 0300 - 1900 As Monday 1900 Essential 
Selection 2000 News & Friday Dance 2200 News & Drum N Bass

SATURDAY
OOOONews & Steve Mason 0200
0800 News&^Bre^fasfShow*1000Sports na“ 1 Sa&Rockumentary
MeMarkPagcl600 News & America's Finest 1800 News & Rock tary
1900 News & David Rodigan 2100 News & Steve Mason 230 
& Richard Allinson

News & Rockumentary 0300 News & 
0700 News & Weekend Gold 

1400

iEs t “f. ™
Weekend Gold 1000 The World This Weekend 100 R» 3”“

Drop 2200
News & London Tonight

TUESDAY 18TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 FOUR WAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME 10.25
ZIG ZAG 10.45 THE SLOW NORRIS
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Marlene sets up Sarah for a fall
2.30 KEN HOM’S HOT WOK
3.00 VANESSA 
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY'S WORLD
4.00 NAME THAT TOON

MOOMIN

SHOP



► The Falkland Islands Company Limited < ►4
Choose from the largest selection of new vehicles in the Islands

r LAND 
*ROVERa) The best 4 X 4 X FAR...

Land Rover Discovery SOOTdi

Available as a 5-door 7-seat vehicle in Rioja Red, Biarritz Blue and Epsom Green, or 
as a 3-door 5-seat vehicle in Charlestone Green or Riviera Blue. All vehicles have 

Power Steering, Air Conditioning and 4-speaker Radiocassette all as standard.

"...supremely practical, tough and clever off-roader..." - What Car? - July 1997

$ SUZUKI

Coil-Sprung Suzuki Jeeps in a range of colours: red, metallic green, metallic blue, and white. 
Ideal as a second car to complement the Defender or Discovery in your driveway!

The cheapest real 4x4 on the market at just £9,650 on the road!

New on the last Anne Boye: a selection of quality diesel used cars - 
Fo^^sta, Peugi^^O5 and Citroen AX, starting from just £4,250!!

All our vehicles are backed up by our fully equipped workshops and the largest 
selection of spare parts available anywhere in the Falklands.

Hire Purchase available on any vehicles, starting from just £1,500 deposit!

We can now produce high-quality reflective acrylic number plates 

"while you wait" at the Spares Section. Please call in for further details.

Telephone Stephen Luxton on 27678 for further details 

or drop in at the Spares Section in Crazier Place◄ ► ' i ►



Penguin News Current Affairs, November 14, 1997 Supp. 1

itii Penguin News
Current Affairs Supplement 3

Argentina
Please note The following extracts 

are translations.
CRON 1C A 6/11/97
London warns that the 

Falklands will not be discussed 
The British

nounced by Foreign Minister Robin 
Cook, last August, would be to grant 
British citizenship - which the Kelpcr 
already have - to the inhabitants of the 
other dependent territories, now that 
I long Kong and its millions of inhab
itants have been handed over to the 
Chinese.

“It is a cosmetic change because 
many dependent territories arc both
ered by this phrase which seems to 
imply colony, and reminiscent of the 
times of the British F.mpire,” explained 
the Foreign Office to the Argentine 
foreign ministry', to calm them down.

This analysis is another attempt to 
consolidate the status quo of the Falk
lands, after the Kelpers attempt at get
ting the United Nations 
Decolonisation Committee to recog
nise their right to self-determination. 
The self-determination will be the first 
step towards declaring the Falklands, 
as a free state, associated to Great Brit
ain, now that they obtain an annual in
come of 30 million dollars from the 
sale of fishing licences and expect to 
cam much more with the royalties 
which they will obtain if oil is found 
in the waters around the Falklands.

HEATHER M BRILEY INTER
VIEWED ARGENTINE VETERANS 
OF THE CONFLICTIN’ BUENOS 

AIRES ON FRIDAY 7TH 
NOVEMBER 1997.

What do you think about Presi
dent Carlos Mcnem’s visit to the 
United Kingdom next year?

Hector Beiroa; “We heard about 
the visit through the newspapers, there 
was no official communication al
though we are in contact with the for
eign ministry with whom we have a 
close relationship which has improved 
with organising the visit of the rela
tives to Darwin cemetery' and the trips 
to the decolonisation committee of 
the United Nations. Ever since this link 
began with the ministry they have of
ficially informed us many times about 
the characteristics of Argentine foreign 
policy concerning the Falklands. A 
couple of day's ago we had an infor
mal meeting to discuss the arrange
ments for the forthcoming visit and 
during that informal meeting we were 
told that undoubtedly the visit will cre
ate big expectations, not just in this 
country but internationally. We have 
always been very clear on this matter, 
there is a need for Argentina, through 
its Head of State, to bear in mind the 
matter of the Argentine sovereignty of 
the Falkland Islands, South Georgia 
and South Sandwich in a trip to Lon
don and not just for the matter to be 
present but that it is a very important 
matter in bilateral relations. If not what 
happened before in the Argentine poli
tics, in all the other attempts to re-es
tablish relations in 1966, 1968, the 
implementation of the famous um
brella, which has postponed the mat
ter of Argentine sovereignty, which is 
in favour of British interests of main
taining their position over the Falkland 
Islands. Of course the fact that we sug
gest negotiations concerning 
eignty does not mean that the United 
Kingdom will accept them, but Argen
tina would do well, in this case through 
its representative the Head of State in 
having the sovereignty issue present 
as a very important or the most im
portant one of the matters to be dis
cussed on the bilateral agenda. It is not

just in the relationship with the Brit
ish, also through the press and other 
ways to reach the British people so that 
they know the rights and what is Ar
gentina’s position concerning the mat
ter. In that aspect all the publicity 
President Menem can give to the mat
ter is very important. There are also 
other officials who are travelling, 
shortly the defence minister will go to 
London. It is important for the British 
people to know what is Argentina's 
position.

Do you think that if sovereignty 
of the Islands is not on the agenda 
Menem should not go to England?

The problem is the following. To
day bilateral relations linked to the 
Falklands do not just concern, as an 
important issue, the sovereignty claim, 
but there are also pending negotiations 
concerning the conservation of fauna 
and oil exploration and exploitation.
There are very strong economic mat
ters and in some way it is convenient 
to postpone the sovereignty issue and 
continue with a certain status quo 
which allows investments to take 
place, which arc taking place in the 
Falklands area.

You mean it suits both Great 
Britain and Argentina

Correct, but there are also third 
parties involved not just Great Britain 
and Argentina, third countries, who, 
to be able to invest, require judicial 
security and when there is an unre
solved conflict it is complicated. We 
believe that it would be good if both 
governments were aware of the fact 
that dealing with the sovereignty is
sue would affect the economic inter
ests of the area. From the point of view 
of the Argentine interest sovereignty 
cannot go on being postponed because 
there is also inclusively a Constitu
tional right which lays down Argen
tine rights over the Falkland Islands 
and there is a promise on the part of 
President Menem to recover the is
lands by the year 2000.

And what should Argentina do 
to recover the Islands?

First of all they should modify their 
foreign policy 180 degrees, it is a 
policy which has obtained no results 
concerning the sovereignty of the 
Falklands, even though there have 
been economic achievements The Sen
ate is dealing with the hydrocarbons 
law the fishing law has been approved 
but has to be signed. There has to be a 
radical change in the country’s foreign 
policy, more active presence in all the 
international forums where there arc 
many countries which could support 
the Argentine claim of sovereignty, 
this is from a diplomatic point of view 
but they should have a stronger posi
tion concerning bilateral relations 
which are not directly connected to the 
sovereignty claim. For example Eng
lish investments, trade, politics with 
the United Kingdom. There arc discus
sion groups which are made up of 
members of parliament; it is very im
portant that a space for discussion and 
debate is created, but it is very impor
tant that sovereignty is included and 
that the right atmosphere is created to 
discuss this matter.

Lets talk about the relatives visit 
to the Islands

Hector Citeros; On the 19th of this 
month, 15 relatives are travelling to the 
Falklands and a Catholic priest, who because the Falklands belong to Ar-
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will offer spiritual support as has been 
done on the previous visits. This is a 
series of three trips which have taken 
place this year and we are co
ordinating with the Argentine foreign 
ministry', that from January', February, 
next year they begin again. So far there 
have been a total of four visits, which 
have all been the work of the veterans 
foundation and the commission of 
relatives of those who died in Falk
lands, who are the organisations who 
want these visits to take place. They 
will come back on the 20th, so they 
will be in the Falklands about 24 hours. 
It is foreseen that the Islands govern
ment and military' personnel receive 
the group. Later the group will be 
transported to an inn about 70 kilome
tres from Mount Pleasant-Darwin and 
that is where they will begin their visit 
to the cemetery. We want all those 
relatives who have not been able to 
visit their dead to do so. They are com
pletely humanitarian trips. Altogether 
there will have been a total of 45 rela
tives visiting the graves this year. 
There are wives, sisters, brothers, 
mothers and fathers in the group, each 
representing different families going 
on this trip. On this trip there will be 
eleven women and five men includ-

The Foreign Office, concerned 
about limiting the impact of the an
nouncement, outlined that the invita
tion was only the culmination of the 
good relations developed by the 
United Kingdom and Argentina in 
London and Buenos Aires, since 1990, 
when diplomatic relations were re
stored between the two countries. 
Symbolically, at the beginning of the 
year, relatives of Argentine soldiers 
who died during the conflict were able 
to visit the archipelago.

CLARIN 6/11/97 
After Mcncm’s invitation 

An eventual gesture by London, in 
favour of the Kclpers is worrying. 
London is studying the possibility 
of increasing the judicial status of 

its 13 colonies. This could be
another step towards the 

autonomy of the Falklands. The 
foreign ministry has asked British 

diplomats about the project.
By Daniel Santoro 
The government is concerned 

about the possibility that the Falklands 
be included in a general revision of the 
status of its colonies, which Great Brit
ain is doing, official sources told 
Clarin. The revision would mean the 
transformation of the colonies, which 
are currently known as “dependent ter
ritories'’ would become “foreign terri
tories.”

ing the priest. The aeroplane is Chil
ean but will leave from the Buenos 
Aires city airport military base, will 
make a technical stop in Comodoro 
Rivadavia and the fly on to the Islands 
where they will arrive at about 2pm 
on the 19th. On the 20th after visiting 
the cemetery the group will come back 
to Buenos Aires about 8pm. The Ar
gentine government pays for the trips, 
we are the ones who negotiate them 
but the government pays for them, as 
they should.

Victor Menzies: “The co-ordina
tion is also done by the veterans com
mission which depends upon the inte
rior ministry.”

Are there any trips scheduled for 
next year?

In January, February and March 
and then again, if everything goes 
ahead as we hope, in October. What 
we calculate are six or seven trips a 
year so that all the relatives who want 
to can visit the Falklands. They need 
to go, it is a spiritual need, to re-meet 
their loved ones. God, in some cases, 
it is good for them to visit the graves 
of our dead, they are on Argentine soil,

The study of this possibility was 
mentioned by the British government 
to the foreign ministry off the record 
and was then mentioned in the Falk
lands by the director for the South At
lantic and Antarctic of the Foreign 
Office John With, during a visit to the 
Islands.

Even though the British confirmed 
that this change of status will “not in
clude” Falklands and Gibraltar (over 
which Great Britain has a dispute with 
Spain). Argentine diplomats are fol
lowing closely the study, whose results 
will be known next February' in Lon
don, during a conference of the 13 "de
pendent territories" London currently 
has, following the return of Hong 
Kong to the Republic of China The 
other dependent territories are, for ex
ample, the Bermudas.

Another of the measures which 
will be included in the study, an-

sover-
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place for ramming the eventual 
champion, Jacques Villcneuve in 
the deciding race of the season.
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tional Wool Textile Organisation. democracy.” as well as an unexpected

The global production forecasts for reference to the Falklands and Gibral- 
the 1997/98 season, (July-June), stand tar. After the final declaration was 
at 1.438 million metric tons (clean ba- drafted and signed, President Henrique 
sis), down from 1.468 million tons in Cardoso of Brazil was the first of the 
96/97 and 28% down from 1989/90 all leaders of Spain, Portugal and 19 latin 
time record. american countries to leave, forced by

The organisation predicts another the financial speculation against the 
record crop for China and a further big Brazilian currency, 
drop in the former Soviet republics. The summit’s final declaration as
Supplies however will comfortably is common on these occasions covers 
meet demand in 97/98, because of con- several wide ranging issues, calling in 
tinuing sales from the Australian stock- general terms for social justice, free- 
pitc. Some of the forecasts for 97/98 in dom of expression and free access to 
thousand tons, with 96/97 comparisons information, protection of human 
in brackets, are as follows: Australia rights, fight against poverty, terrorism, 
450(451); New Zealand 195(203); drug trade and corruption, as well as 
China 159(150); former Soviet Union the need for free and fair elections. 
83(100); Uruguay 55(60); United King
dom 40(42); South Africa 38(37); Ar
gentina 37(41); Brazil 11(11)-

FISHMEAL PRICES SOAR eignly over the Falklands “as soon as 
During the last twelve months fishmeal possible”, and makes a similar refer- 
prices have soared almost 11% from an ence to Spain’s claims over Gibraltar, 
average 557 US dollars a ton, to 618 In a rather dull and disorganised 
dollars in September '97. a trend which summit, as has happened previously, 
is expected to continue during the com- Fidel Castro from Cuba and President 
ing year

Increasing prices are a consequence at the centre of the state. A frail Castro
of the "El Nino” phenomcnom which defended “people’s power”, and con-
has had a negative influence in Peru- demned Western-style democracy
vian catches, the main world supplier which is governed, he stressed, “by the

rich for the rich.”
Menem said, "real democracy is 

more fortunate but officials from freedom, respect for human rights and 
Chile’s Fisheries Department are warn- giving the native bom the possibility 
ing that exceptionally warm waters are of progressing in their own country,
expected during the coming weeks in and being able to leave it without be-
the north of the country. The proxim- ing watched.” 
ity of summer along with high tempera
tures of the surface water, between 2.5
and 4 degrees Celsius above normal. As Brazilians prepare for what seems 
plus a climatic anomaly of even higher a lean Christmas, opposition to the
temperatures moving south along the government’s 51 points austerity plan 
coast will have an impact on Chilean is mounting among civil servants and 
northern fisheries. Congressmen who say the plan only

WORST LEGISLATIVE penalises workers and the middle 
SETBACK FOR C LINTON class instead of the rich.
US President Bill Clinton suffered The “package" that includes tax 

one of his worst legislative setbacks hikes, layoffs, and spending cuts, is ex- 
CHILEAN ANTARCTIC when he had to concede defeat on his peeled to save at least 18 billion US

INSTITU1E MOVES TO PUN TA attempt to win from Congress the so dollars next year and help boost inves-
ARENAS called “fast track" or expanded trade tors' confidence in the Brazilian cur-

An extension of subsidies to all pro- negotiating power. rcncy and financial standing. But it
ductive activities, tax incentives, more After strong personal lobbying dur- could also raise unemployment and
decision making powers to local gov- jng ^ wbo|e weekend, but unable to plunge the Brazilian economy into a
emment and the transfer of the Cliil- convince a significant group fo dissi- recession.
ean Antarctic Institute main offices to dent Democrats Clinton had to accept Of the 51 measures. 23 must be ap-

London term speculators and a strong Punta Arenas, were some of the meas- lhe p0Slp0ncment of the House of Rep- proved by Congress, and even the Sen-
demand for beef and agricultural com- ures announced by Chilean President reSentatives vote because of its certain ate president, a government ally, ad-
modities have land prices in Argentina Eduardo Frei during his three days fai|ure mits that some of them will have to be
booming Among the speculators are tour of the extreme south of the coun- The dccision puls in doubt whether modified before they are even consid-
well known international tycoons such try. the Qjnt0n administration can launch ered. The plan raises personal income
as the Italian Benetton family and “These incentives are targeted to durino 1998 the announced negotia- tax, excise taxes on fuel, cars and liq-
George Soros, the British-Hungarian develop the region and attract inves- lions&on a Free Trade Area of the uor, and includes plans to layoff
financial agent who have acquired 1.3 tors from overseas, said President Americas a project strongly supported 33.000 civil servants and reduce
and I million acres, both of good graz- Frei who added that a complementary bv lhc us' buKsincss and financial com- 100.000 pensions. While the rate hike
ing and agriculture land set of measures, the so called “Plan munity but rejected by trade unions and budget cuts announcements were

“With the coming global economy. Austral' . are presently under legisla- and environmentalist groups. welcomed by local and global inves-
land in Argentina is still cheap and an live consideration. ^ Clinton said he would seek passage tors, the government has had to slash
interesting long term investment, ex- According to officials from the 0f ^bc track legislation next year, bv halt its 1998 economic growth fore- 
plained an agent from Buenos Aires Public Works Ministry, a percentage but 1998 wi,| be an election year and cast which now stands at 2%.
based Di la Serna Business Brokers of the capital investemnt projects de- opposjtjon t0 the plan could be even

But Argentine businessmen and cided in Santiago will now be leased slronger The fast lrack gives the White cemed that the Brazilian recession
bankers, some of whom have sold their out to local contractors by regional House authority to negotiate trade could reduce demand for Mercosur
family assets to foreign corporations governments. deals, which Congress can only accept goods. Some economists believe that
are also buying land. ^ ~?ldenl j[rei a . sPe,lt a du^,v!S" or reject, but cannot add amendments, Argentina’s economic growth may be

For former banker Luis Otero iting Chilean bases in the South Pole a time consuming process. The absence cut as much as one and a half percent-
Monsegur, the beginning of the end and anticipated Chile will be prepared 0f lbjs authority caused concern in the age point (from 6,5% to 5%), during
of farm subsidies in Europe, and ac- for when the more strict international World Trade Organisation because it 1998. In Uruguay exporters arc wait-
cess to the American and Japanese beef regulations concerning environment- couid cloud prospects for future glo- ing for “the dust to settle” before mak-
markets next year when Argentina will tal conservation of the Antarctic be- baj lrade ta[ks including those on farm ing any comments, but the main con-
be declared free of foot and mouth dis- come enforceable next April. Chile, produce which are expected to begin federation of industry, does not discard
case, “offer very encouraging pros- which has been in the Antarctic lor in early 2000. requesting compensatory incentives,
pects,” with a potential earnings return over half a century, currently has "This is bad news indeed, without TOURIST INDUSTRY COM- 
rate “betwen 13 and 15%.” According seven bases and is planning to set.up lrack the US position is going to PLAINS
to Cresud, Soros’ Argentine partners, another one in Patriot Hills, just 600 look very hollow”, said a senior del- But one of the 51 measures did
a hectare of farm land in Japan costs miles from the South Pole. President egale l0 WTO, who added that “his- bring an immediate reaction from
280,000 US dollars; in the United Frei, before returning to Santiago, ot- tory shows that we need the leadership neighbouring countries: that was the
States, 7,000; in Australia 4,700 and licially inaugurated the new jetty and 0f lbe smgle top trade power to get decision to raise the aiport embarka-
in Argentina 3,700. Prices for good ^ro things donc in lhc lrade ncSolialin8 lion fee on international flights, from
grazing land are as follows, 1 12,000 RECORD LOW WOOL I HO- process”. 18 to 90 US dollars
US dollars a hectare in Japan ,3,500 DUCT ION FALKLANDS AND GIBRALTAR Tourism industry representatives
in the US, 2,800 in Australia and 1,500 Falling numbers of sheep, bad The seventh Ibero-American summit in Buenos Aires and Montevideo com-
in Argentina. weather and better returns from other which was held in this Caribbean is- plained that the measure could dra-

But Cresud also points to the fact farming activities will make world land belonging to Venezuela, ended a matically reduce revenues for the re- 
that with businessmen and heavy in- wool production fall to a record low day eariier expected with a clear gional operators, particularly now
vestments rapidly moving into agricul- this season according to the Interna- commitment to “strengthen and perfect when the summer season is about to

SSSK
ITALY

Finally, the discovery of a literary 
treasure is featured in The Times 
It says a long-lost story- for chil
dren, by Mao' Shelley, tHe author 
of Frankenstein, has been found in 
the private archives of an Italian 
family. The paper say the manu
script - about a boy who runs away 
from home and is adopted by a 
fisherman - had lain unread and 
unnoticed for more than 150 years.
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POLITICAL PARTY 

FUNDING
The focus of today’s front page 
headlines is on the issue of large 
donations by businesses and their 
representatives to British political 
parties. As the Financial Times 
puls it, the Labour Prime Minister. 
Tony Blair, has called for a ceiling 
on political spending in an attempt 
to end the Conservatives' long
standing financial advantage, and 
extricate the government from its 
worst crisis yet.

The call follows

News from South 
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British press 

Headline stories: 
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The document also, for the first 
time, calls on Argentina and Great 
Britain to continue talks on sover-

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
WEDNESDA Y 12 NOVEMBER

BOMBS FOUND IN AMBASSA
DOR MARSDENS HOTEL IN 

CORDOBA
Argentine Foreign Minister Guido Di 
Telia said that the bomb incident in 
Cordoba involving the British Ambas
sador was not the prevailing feeling 
among Argentines regarding Great 
Britain

lure, family farming is also disappear-

“Twenty years ago with 30,000 
hectares you were considered a big 
landowner; no more, now you need 
at least double that number and heavy 
capital investment if you want to com
pete and make a reasonable 10% 
profit on your assets,” says Marcelo 
Mindlin from Cresud.

HAKE PLANT IN PUERTO 
WILLIAMS

A fish processing and freezing plant 
with a daily capacity of fifteen tons 
was officially inaugurated in Puerto 
Williams, Chilean Tierra del Fuego. 
During the ceremony, a first shipment 
of 105 tons of hake was loaded on a 
reefer bound for Vigo where it is ex
pected to arrive by mid December.

The two million dollar industrial 
investment which employs 23 per
sons. will be supplied by sixteen 
coastal vessels and two high seas 
trawlers that will be catching mainly 
hake and cod. The processing plant 
and the adjoining deep water loading 
jetty belong to the Punta Arenas 
Concar company which was granted 
several tax incentives to make the in

past. The Times reports that Brit
ain's most senior law officer, the 
Lord Chancellor, wants to sweep 
away the ancient trappings of his 
office. Lord Irvine of Lairg is ap
parently keen to scrap the tradi
tional 17th century costume of wig, 
tights and buckled shoes which go 
with his job as part of moves to 
modernise the judiciary'

BBC PRESS RE\TEW FOR MON- 
DA Y 10TH NOVEMBER 1997

TENSION RISES 
OVER IRAQ

The heightened tension in the Gulf 
provoked by Iraq's failure to com
ply with United Nations weapons 
inspections features prominently 
on several of the front pages. The 
Times says fears of a military con
flict in the region have grown fol
lowing Baghdad’s threat to shoot 
down the American-piloted UN 
spy plane that is set to resume sur
veillance flights over Iraq today.

The paper says Iraq has ordered 
a maximum state of alert for all 
army units. All military' leave has 
been cancelled, it says, and all 
commanders have been told to ex
pect an attack. The Independent 
says the British Prime Minister, 
Tony Blair, has made it clear his 
country would support United 
States forces in any military 
strikes. The paper comments that 
Mr Blair is keen to ensure that the 
US does not appear isolated. It says 
the British Government is consid
ering the use of Tornado fighter 
bombers, which were employed in 
the Gulf War.

EUROPEAN MONETARY 
UNION

A number of papers report that 
Britain will today take its first prac
tical steps towards joining the Eu
ropean single currency. They say 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Gordon Brown, will announce that 
the Government is planning a pub
lic education campaign to promote 
monetary union. The Daily Tel
egraph comments that the cam
paign will be similar to the one 
before decimalisation in 1971, to 
prepare people for the prospect of 
euro notes and coins early next 
century. The leadership of the op
position Conservative Party, how
ever, continues to voice objections 
to early membership of the single 
currency. This stance, says the 
Guardian, has put the party on a 
collision course with business 
leaders - traditional Conservative 
supporters - after a new survey 
showed wide business backing for

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR
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INTEREST RATE 

RISE
The news that interest rates have 
risen for the fifth time since the 
Labour Government came to 
power in May dominates the front 
page of The Times. The move, by 
the Bank of England, is con
demned by the opposition Con
servative party, with one senior 
politician calling it 'a punch in the 
guts' for businesses and homeown
ers. The Times says the Bank’s 
decision to increase base rates to 
7.25 per cent only days after Lon
don's Stock Market suffered a se
vere collapse has stunned the Brit
ish financial sector.

ANGLO/FRENCH
SUMMIT

The Independent fills half of its 
front page with the news that the 
Prime Minister. Tony Blair, will 
today greet his French counterpart 
at the top of the ultra-modem Ca
nary Wharf tower in London's 
Docklands, rather than in the more 
traditional setting of an oak-pan
elled state room. The change of 
tack, the paper says, is a bid by Mr 
Blair to portray Britain in a more 
modem, less stuffy light.

NEIL HAMILTON 
The Guardian turns its attention to 
the disgraced former Conservative 
Minister, Neil Hamilton, who has 
been strongly rebuked by a Parlia
mentary committee which found 
there was compelling evidence that 
he accepted money to ask ques
tions in Parliament. The paper says 
Mr Hamilton was shown to have 
acted with ‘a casualness that bor
dered on contempt’ in his finan
cial dealings.

SIR ISAIAH BERLIN DIES
And The Guardian joins other pa
pers in marking the death of Sir 
Isaiah Berlin - philosopher, histo
rian, and once described as Brit
ain’s greatest thinker. According to 
The Daily Telegraph, no one has 
written more convincingly or lu
cidly about the world of thought.

BA SABOTAGE THREAT 
Meanwhile The Mirror says that 
detectives are investigating a bi
zarre sabotage threat to British 
Airways. The paper says anony
mous extremists are urging cabin 
crews to poison pilots’ food, dam
age controls and disrupt flights.

LORD CHANCELLOR 
SEEKS NEW IMAGE 

Finally, another break with the

ing
1997

THREAT TO IRAQ 
DROPPED

The crisis over weapons mspec- 
Iraq exercises the more 

papers. The Independent 
says the United States is struggling 
to find allies in its confrontation 
with President Saddam Hussein. It 
says hair-splitting over the num
bers of Americans allowed on 
United Nations weapons inspec
tion teams could become part of 
any eventual settlement.77j<? Times 
says the United States and Britain 
have dropped a threat of ’serious 
consequences’ if Iraq continues to 
bar American inspectors, in the 
face of opposition from France, 
Russia and China. The paper warns 
against punitive air strikes. It says 
they do little military' or economic 
damage, yet kill real people. It says 
Saddam Hussein has precipitated 
the crisis to win precisely that out
come. which would be certain to 
boost his standing.

LOUISE WOODWARD 
The Louise Woodward affair still 
gets prominent coverage, although 
many of the papers deem that the 
inside pages are now sufficient for 
the British au pair, whose murder 
conviction for killing the baby in 
her care has been reduced to man
slaughter. The Independent says 
the rowdy joy her supporters dis
played when news of the reduced 
sentence came through has been 
replaced by restraint: it says cheers 
and smiles suddenly seemed inap
propriate. A columnist in The 
Times speaks of what she calls ’the 
bloodlust of the British public in 
its eagerness to exonerate Miss 
Woodward. By way of illustration, 
the columnist says that a woman 
in the au pair’s home town was 
beaten up for refusing to wear the 
yellow ribbon that has become the 
emblem of her supporters. The 
Mirror paraphrases the anger of the 
baby’s mother, with a headline in 
the form of a question about her 
former employee; ’Why is she a 
hero with a fan club?’

MICHAEL SCHUMACHER 
There is also much indignation 
about a perceived injustice in the 
sporting world - the supposed le
niency shown to the former World 
Formula One motor racing cham
pion, Michael Schumacher by the
sport’s ruling body, says
that Schumacher has both cheated 
and prospered, now that he has 
merely been stripped of his second

controversy 
over a donation of one million 
pounds by the controller of For
mula-One racing, Bernic 
Ecclestone, to the Labour Party 
which had exempted motor racing 
from a ban on tobacco sponsorhijx 
Labour is returning the money and 
stressing that the donation had noth
ing to do with its decision on to
bacco sponsorship. But the Inde
pendent says Cabinet colleagues 
of Mr Blair are privately dismayed 
over his handling of the issue, and 
it says the brutal message was pun- 
gently put by the Independent MP. 
Martin Bell, who said the percep
tion ofwrong-doing can be as dam
aging to public confidence as 
wrone-doing itself.

RONNIE BIGGS 
EXTRADITION REFUSED

The Guardian, Telegraph and 
Times give prominence to a picture 
of Britain's most notorious fugi
tive. Ronnie Biggs, one of the so- 
called Great Train Robbers, smil
ing broadly after a Brazilian court 
turned down a request for his ex
tradition to Britain. The Times says 
the ruling means the 68-year old 
will see out his days in the safely 
and warmth of Rio dc Janeiro, 
where he has lived for most of the 
last 32 years, following his escape 
from a British prison.

SANCTIONS AGAINST 
IRAQ

One of the most prominent for
eign stories is the LIN vote on fur
ther limted sanctions against Iraq. 
The Daily Telegraph says that Iraqi 
defiance of the UN's travel ban on 
senior Iraqi officials has set the 
scene for possible American and 
British military action next week - 
if President Saddam Hussein car
ries out his threat, so the paper 
says. Washington has also suffered 
a double snub by it’s boycotting ol^ 
an American sponsored conference 
on economic co-operation between 
Arabs and Israelis.

MERCEDES MODEL 
WITHRAYVN

There is also wide coverage ot 
the decision by the German car 
manufacturer, Mercedes Benz, to 
withdraw from sale its new smal 
car, the A-Class model.The Guard
ian is one of a number of papers 
showing a picture of the mode 
rolling over in a road test, whic i 
raised doubts about its safety.

tions in 
serious Carlos Menem from Argentina wereDi Telia visited William Marsdcn 

on his return from Cordoba where a 
bomb and two powerful explosives 
were found at the hotel in Cordoba 
where the British diplomat was stay
ing, and in a nearby British school.

Marsden completed his three day 
official visit to the city, the second 
most important in Argentina, with a 
special police escort.

Although there was no immediate 
sign to link the incident to the dispute 
between Britain and Argentina over 
the Falkland Islands, the federal judge 
investigating the case said it w(as. "not 
difficult to reach such a conclusion,” 

“It looks more like a threat, since 
no message was left,” said Judge 
Ricardo Bustos. Another of the explo
sives was found next to the British 
school, one of the most traditional and 
exclusive schools of Cordoba.

Ambassador Marsden. back in 
Buenos Aires, downplayed the inci
dent saying it was the action of some 
“crazy nuts", and was grateful for the 
quick action of the police and Justice 
Department

LAND PRICES BOOM IN 
ARGENTINA

of fishmeal.
Chilean fishermen so far have been

DRASTIC BUDGET CUSTS 
IN BRAZIL

vestment

Brazil’s neighbours are also con-

begin.
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which Ambassador William Marsdcn 
is in charge of. The visit is scheduled 
for the second fortnight of the month 
and will take the mourners to Stanley. 
The visit will take place between No
vember 19th and 20lh and the group 
will be made up of 15 relatives. As is 
usual, the Foreign Office has already 
informed the Legislative Council of 
the Islands, who approved the rela
tives' visit.

The visit is being handled with a 
low profile to avoid political manipu
lation and it is hoped that Guido Di 
Tella’s negotiations increase the fre
quency of the humanitarian visits. 
Relatives told this newspaper that 15 
years after the conflict and with the 
high level of relations with Great Brit
ain. there should be a better willing
ness on the part of the Islanders to let 
the relatives go and pray at their loved 
ones graves more frequently

The Islanders fear is that the in
crease in visits of the Argentines 
weaken their position of not having 
contact with the Continent. Rex Hunt, 
former governor of the Islands and 
present share-holder of the oil com
pany Desire Petroleum, was one of the 
first to indicate that, "the relatives have 
no political interests but there is the 
risk that their visits could be used with 
propaganda aims."

Nonetheless, the political aspect 
was in the Kelpers minds in the docu
ment Ambito Financiero published as 
a scoop on March 13th in which it laid 
down the fear concerning the humani
tarian visits.

The relatives will visit the 234 
graves in Darwin Cemetery and there 
will be a religious service. The trans
fers will take place from the local air
port to the cemetery, will once again 
involve complicated arrangements, to 
avoid contact with the residents. 
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AUSTRALIA Sydney - Merino fleece 
generally unchanged with 25 - 26 mi
cron slightly dearer and 25 - 26 mi
cron up to 1 Zi% dearer. Crossbreds 27- 
28 micron 2% cheaper, remainder un
changed.
Adelaide - Merino fleece generally 
unchanged with 25 - 26 micron 1% 
dearer
Freemantle - Merino fleece generally 
unchanged with 24 - 26 micron 2% 
dearer
NEW ZEALAND
Christchurch - Most merino fleece 
were Finn to dearer buy up to 2%. 
Halfbreds were dearer by 2%, and 
crossbred fleece was unchanged with 
stronger descriptions in buyers favour. 
Second shears were slightly dearer. 
General The latest 0.25% rise in UK 
lending rates took the textile trade as 
much by surprise as it did the markets. 
The bank of England may be able to 
identify inflationary pressures but for 
the textile industry all the pressures for 
many months have seemed to be in the 
opposite direction.
Sterling strength in particular, 
further enhanced has made new export 
business extremely difficult to obtain 
and greatly increased the damage done 
by competitive imports.
Weakness is against continental Eu
rope, where the wool textile industry 
is flourishing with exchange rates in 
their favour,, and also against Asian 
countries which provide some of the 
import competition.
The problem is already causing harm 
in some wool textile industry sectors, 
but others are able to keep busy with 
orders already on the books. Comb
ing remains very busy coping with a 
good call for deliveries. After reduc- 

in European combing capacity 
related to the preceding recession.

gentina. historically it does, and by 
fact, so we will go and visit it as often 
as we can. that is what the veterans' 
federation and relatives’ commission 
want.

istcr) Continue with this process of 
normalising relations with Great Brit
ain. In that way, sooner or later we will 
make our rights valid and we will ac
complish what is laid down in our 
Constitution”

Carlos Perez Liana (radical party 
shadow foreign minister): “We have 
to insist in international organisms. 
Now we have a wonderful opportunity, 
the trip is programmed and the agenda 
has to be puf together. We must ex
pect the government to include 
thing linked to the Falklands issue” 

Dante Capulo (former foreign min
ister): “Increase the diplomatic cost of 
the English occupation. This is done 
in international forums. Menem with
drew the issue and lost the opportu
nity to find a solution. This govern
ment is nearly as responsible as the 
British, for the lack of a solution.”

Carlos Escude (expert in interna
tional affairs): "Carry out such a suc
cessful economies of the world and a 
country which the Kelpers would be 
proud to call their own land. For that 
decades of work are necessary.

AMBITO FINANCIERO 10/11/97 
Rcconstruction

The group of relatives will spend 
the night in a hostel in Darwin., a man
sion with a dozen rooms, which was 
reconstructed with contributions from 
the Argentine government

Last October 9th the vote to choose 
the new members of the Legislative 
Council took place and among those 
re-elected was Norma Edwards, who 
represents the hard-line as far as the 
visit of relatives of soldiers who lost 
their lives in the fighting. Edwards, 
when the last visit took place on Janu
ary' 22nd publicly complained to the 
government in London because she 
interpreted that the increase in the fre
quency of the humanitarian visits was 
against the policy of rejecting contact 
with the Argentines. In March, this 
newspaper reproduced, as a scoop, a 
document of the Kelper Government 
called "Political Briefing from the 
Falkland Islands Government." which 
expressed the Islanders position con
cerning the humanitarian visits. In one 
of the paragraphs the document said: 
“The Falkland Islands Government 
believes that it would be appropriate 
if the bodies of those killed were re
patriated to Argentina." And inclu
sively offered to finance the transfer.

Up to now' no modification of this 
position has been heard of: However 
during the electoral platforms of the 
recent campaign. Mike Summers - 
shareholder of the new airline, Falk
land Islands Airways, which will soon 
fly Sao Paulo, Uruguay, Stanley - 
Sharon Halford and Jan Cheek, con
sidered that the refusal to allow citi
zens with Argentine passports could 
not be made more flexible in the case 
of direct relatives of those who died 
in combat.

The Governor of the Falklands Ri
chard Ralph, an official appointed by 
the Foreign Office, and whose last job 
was at the embassy of Lithuania, is the 
one w'ho has to inform the members 
of the Legislative Council of the plans 
and movements concerning the rela
tives’ visit. The official has recently 
received criticism for a decision to give 
priority to w'ork to improve the part of 
the road which leads to Darwin cem
etery.

AMBITO FINANCIERO 10/11/97 
The Kelpers want to return the 
bodies of Falklands fallen 

The Foreign Ministry is organis
ing another trip to the Falkland Islands 
of the relatives of war veterans who 
were killed during the 1982 conflict. 
The preparations are going on dis
creetly between Argentine diplomats 
and officials of the British Embassy,

decide their future freely, because 
there is a sovereignty conflict between 
Argentina and the United Kingdom 
and that it should be resolved in ac
cordance to the principles of territo
rial integrity.

Including Falklands in the docu
ment arose because Portugal requested 
the case of East Timor, an Island they 
have a conflict with Indonesia over.

How are you getting on with 
your obtaining your pensions?

Last Wednesday part of the pen
sions law was approved which applies 
to those veterans who had not been in
cluded before, and families of those be mentioned. The Portuguese, unlike 
who died. It has been approved by the what happens with Argentina in the 
Deputies and Senate and now it is wait- Falklands. asks that the conflict be re- 
ing for the president's signature, we solved by asking the population of 
hope as soon as possible. This will Timor, 
benefit about 4.000 people w'ith a pen
sion and health scheme, the rest of the 
ex-soldiers and relatives were already 
covered. The pension is US300 per 
month.

some-

The Argentine and Spanish delega
tion agreed to include the matter Por
tugal requested, but refused that the 
Margarita Declaration invoke the prin
cipal of self-determination and also 
requested that the document mention 
the Falklands and Gibraltar, the rock 
which is under the power of the United 
Kingdom, with whom Spain has a sov
ereignty dispute.

EA PRENSA 8/11/97 
Di Telia responds to criticism 

concerning Mcnem’s visit to London 
Foreign Minister Guido Di Telia 

questioned on Friday the Alliance’s 
position against President Carlos 
Menem’s visit to London, if among the 
issues on the agenda the Argentine 
sovereignty of the Falklands Islands 
is not included, and claimed that the 
British government’s invitation "con
solidates the relations at the highest 
level and generates trust."

“I do not share the theory' that he 
should not go if the matter is not dis
cussed. With that reasoning, the w'ay 
of obtaining it is never,” complained 
the minister, who considers it a suc
cess in itself for getting Prime Minis
ter Tony Blair's Labour government 
to invite Menem.

Speaking to the press at Ezeiza air
port. Di Telia said that Argentine offi
cials "are happy and content,” with the 
invitation - which will take place dur
ing the second half of next year - and 
warned that he will oppose anyone 
who “think absurd or incorrect things.” 

"We have achieved the substan-

Saturday 8th November 1997
CLARIN 

Falkland Islands
Will be mentioned but not 

negotiated
DURING the visit President Carlos 
Menem will carry out next year to 
Great Britain, the Argentine govern
ment w ill claim Argentine rights in the 
South Atlantic, in the same way that it 
has been doing at United Nations 
meetings and other international or
ganisms.

The Foreign Ministry' yesterday 
(Friday) said. “There will not be sub
stantial negotiations concerning the 
Falklands question, Argentine will re
iterate its position which it has stated 
at the United Nations and other inter
national forums,” it said in a commu
nique.

According to the communique the 
invitation issued to Menem ."was
transmitted w'ilhout any conditions and 
without excluding any issues.” to For
eign Minister Di Telia by his British 
colleague Robin Cook during the 
meeting they had last Tuesday in Lon
don. Which means there are no ob
structions for the Falklands to be in
cluded in the agenda when Menem and 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair 
meet.

Ever since the invitation became
knowm - it will be the first visit of an 
Argentine president since the 1982 
Falklands war - a polemic began as to 
whether the sovereignty of the Islands 
should be on the agenda or not. After 
the conflict, the British Government 
never accepted to discuss this matter. 
Members of the opposition Alliance 
have also said that if the sovereignty 
issue is not going to be discussed 
Menem should not go to the United 
Kingdom

tial,” outlined the foreign minister and 
also defended the strategy the foreign 
ministry has been carrying out with the 
aim of recovering sovereignty of the 
Falkland Islands. He recalled, that af
ter the war in 1982, British trade was 
“nearly null and void” and at the 
present time it reaches “200 million 
dollars with financing up to 1.200 mil
lions. That’s dosh, big dosh," he said, 
using slang to enhance his point.

Defending the importance the min
istry gives to Menem’s invitation he 
pointed out that it “consolidates rela
tions at the highest level and gener
ates trust. We are the 13th country' as 
far as importance and contribution is 
concerned at the United Nations. We 
belong to the West Alliance, not be
cause we are eccentric, but because it 
is the main one and the one which ben
efits us most.”

“We are United States extra- 
NATO allies and now' we have ob
tained the visit to London. Conclud
ing, we follow this path, because it is 
the one which suits us best, simply 
that,” he reasoned.

LA NACION8/11/97 
For the first time claims for the 

Falklands will be endorsed 
Margarita Island, Special envoy 

It is the first time that a document 
of the Ibero-American summit meet
ing will deal with the sovereignty con
flict between Argentina and the United 
Kingdom, over the Falklands Islands. 
The declaration, which will be issued 
tomorrow (Sunday) which the presi
dents will sign, will request that the 
negotiations resume to find a peaceful 
solution to the difference, as soon as 
possible.

The text says no more than the 
resolutions of the United Nations, 
w'hich also urges both countries to ne
gotiate and w'hich the United Kingdom 
has refused to discuss since the war 
ended in 1982 because they consider 
the sovereignty issue over and done 
with.

now

NOT1C/AS 8/11/97 
This magazine, which deals with 

local and international events (which 
is considered by many as the local 
equivalent to Time or Newsweek) does 
not refer to President Menem’s visit 
to London itself. However, in a sec
tion called “Spy”, under the heading 
“Pulse” it asks the question:

What should Argentina do so 
that Great Britain accepts to resume 
negotiations concerning the sover
eignty of the Falkland Islands? 

Andres Cisneros (vice foreign min-

The declaration says that the solu
tion should include territorial integrity 
and that Argentina opposes the right 
for self-determination which the Is
landers (Falklands) invoke.

The Argentine position is that the 
Islanders cannot hold a plebiscite and

tion
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Who needs consultants Late letter
by Andrew Gun IN answer to the question posed 

by Mr Robin Pitaluga with regard 
to the cost of upgrading the track 
leading to the Argentine cemetery, 
I am informed by the Public Works 
Department that the totalk cost was 
£5,854.66 not including the addi
tional costs of supervision or the 
write down of plant.

went book. "TheD.lbert Principle" canno, expect to haveaccesMo all 
defines a consultant as. a person specialist knowledge within ™ 
who takes your money and annoys home environment- indeed to dn 
your employees while tirelessly so would be very inefficient 2
searching for the best way to ex- need for such knowledge is rften
tend the consulting contract." spasmodic. g often

There are many examples that Thus, 
prove such cynicism justified but 
there are also numerous success 
stories where the use of consult
ants has been of considerable ben
efit.

There arc obvious reasons why 
a small Island economy such as our

cently carried out a survey to see 
how much money has been spent 
on consultants over the last three 
years, 1994-97, and Heads of De
partments have given their views 
on the effectiveness of the projects 
concerned.

The results are encouraging, in 
that the vast majority of consul
tancy projects are considered by 
Departmental Heads as having 
been very satisfactory' indeed.

A summary of costs by depart
ment is attached and the most sig
nificant fact is that by far the larg
est part of our expenditure has been 
within the departments of Oil and 
Fisheries (66%). After that the Hay 
project and Public Relations ac
count for about another 22%, and 
that only leaves some 12% spread 
between other functions.

Some of the projects are large 
in scope and time, the British Geo
logical Survey work for us being 
an example; but others are small 
and represent the cost of an annual 
inspection or the maintenance of a 
necessary' standard.

HR Shipping Services offer competitive 

rates for Falklands Residents with land
for construction

Andrew Gurr 
Chief Executivethe FIG generally oper- 

policy of only employing 
consultants when the skill or time 
is not available within government 
It is also our policy to use Island- 
based consultants where appropri

ates a LORD Kennet recently asked 
Her Majesty's Government, 
"What are the purposes of the 
new facility' being operated by 
the United States Air Force on 
Ascension Island and whether 
the United Kingdom authori
ties are to be given comprehen
sive information about the re
sults of its operation?"

Baroness Symons of 
Vemham Dean replied, "The 
new radar site on Ascension 
Island is undertaking an inves
tigation into the distortion of 
very high frcquency/ultra high 
frequency signals as they travel 
out of the atmosphere and back 
to earth. The US will share the 
results of their experiments 
with us if we so wish."

Have you purchased land for building purposes?

HR Shipping Services would like to offer you our 

special “rate” for shipment of your M House Kit” 

between the UK and the Falkland Islands.

Within the FIG we have re-
TotalProject No. %

1.553,242
1.269,465

592,847
445,379
139.860
119.299
78.450
38,307
26,178
17,968
6,815
3.868
2,442

Oil 13 36.17Fisheries 
Secretariat 
Public Relations 
PWD
Attorney General 
FIDC
Agriculture
Treasury
Fire & Rescue
Education
Aviation
Medical

4 29.56
5 13.81
3 10.37
9 3.26
1 2.78
4 1.83
2 0.89
2 0.61
1 0.42
1 0.16We will offer 

every 28 days from Southampton, UK.

1 0.09an “all inclusive” rate with a sailing s1 0.06
&Possible breakthrough 

for land mine clearance
ft-m

gaZZ'i
v

m is*ACCORDING to The Sunday 
Times, American Scientists believe 
they are close to solving one of the 
world's most pressing humanitar
ian problems, that of land mines. 
Scientists from a nuclear research 
facility in California have invented 
a simple radar device that can pin
point land mines left buried in the 
ground.

The radar system invented by 
scientists at the Lawrence 
Livermore laboratory can be 
cheaply produced and used like a 
metal detector. But it has a much 
greater range and could even be 
operated from a helicopter hover- 
mg over a minefield.

The hand-held

atic tendency in early trials to high
light other objects such as tree 
roots, large stones and metallic 
waste, has been corrected and new 
prototype with extra chips has per
formed impressively in the labo-

Don’t miss this excellent opportunity! to . V.

•3

®iiSll Wm
ON November 3, 1997, a ceremony took place on Mount William for the 
scattering of the ashes of the late Dr. David Lawrence Niddrie (ex Royal 

Navy WW1I) who died in Gainesville, Florida last August, and lived in the 
Islands after the war. The ceremony was conducted by the Rev. David 

Osborn from MPA, and was attended by additional British Forces
Falkland Islands personnel.

ratory.
One of the challenges facing 

scientists was to calibrate it to spe
cific terrains, such as the iron-rich 
soil of Cambodia and the hard, 
stony ground of Afganistan.

"A lot of people have tried solv
ing this problem but few have gone 
out on the ground to see what the 
problems of the de-miners are," 
scientist Tom Rosenbury told The 
Sunday Times. He went on, "Since 
we’ve got the most advanced 
ground-penetrating radar in the 
world, I think we've got a pretty 
good shot."

For bookings please contact:

Report on press conferencewithsix visiting MPs
said by how Defence, and the pres
ence of the military, "pervades the 
Islands."

It was Defence, too, that had 
interested Labour's Sid Rapson. 
(He sits on the Defence Commit
tee). "Having been here," he said, 
"I can see that the cost of Defence 
is irrelevant because it would be 
spent anyway, and our armed 
forces are getting excellent 
training...I will be going back to 
the Minister of Defence to tell him 
he should retain the level of De
fence here. I shall be able to de
bate the Defence argument much 
more clearly."

Lord Northesk combined com
merce with conservation in his 
comment that he believed, "the 
Falklands' approach to Fisheries 
Conservation arguably leads the 
world. That is something we can 
take back and broadcast 
widely to the benefit of the Is
lands."

Continued from front page 
The six MP's agreed that any pre
conceptions they had about the Is
lands prior to their arrival had been 
shattered by what they have seen 
and heard. Frank Doran said he had 
come to study how Islanders are 
approaching possible oil develop
ment, and described how he was, 
"impressed by my ignorance." He 
was, he said, "amazed at the size 
of the land mass here," and had 
experienced, "a re-emphasis of the 
emotional ties the Islanders have 
with their homeland."

Jim Paice commented on his 
pleasure at how readily Falklands 
people are to, "take on the chal
lenges of the future, and that they 
are determined to be responsible 
for their own future."

One of the party, Colin Reid, 
said he found the situation was,"far 
more complex in a number of ar
eas, economically," than he had 
thought. He had been struck he

Ruth Fowler 
Liner Department 

HR Shipping Services 
TDK House 

5/7 Queensway 
Redhitl

Surrey RH1 1YB 
Tel: +44 1737 769055 
Fax:+44 1737 765916

Stanley Services Ltd 
Airport Road 

Stanley
Falkland Islands

version pin
points land mines in a three dimen
sional display of the soil. This is 
relayed to an eyepiece, worn by the 
operator. The machine's problem-

PUBLIC NOTICE
APPLICATIONS are invited to fill two vacancies for Sports Attend
ants at the Leisure Centre commencing duties as soon as possible. 
Une is a permanent post and the other is temporary. For those appli
cants who do not hold the lifeguard qualification, full lifeguard train- 
Ing wiU be given.

The successful applicants must be physically fit and willing to 
work as part of a close knit team during unsocial hours including 
weekends and public holidays. Working hours will vary between 
n 35 per week, depending on the shift. r#- .

Rate of pay will commence at £4.27 per hour for an unqualified 
person and £4.60 per hour for a qualified person.

Full details of these positions may be obtained by contacting 
Recreation Manager, Mr Paul Riddell on telephone number -7-9n 
thJu8 normaI working hours. Application forms are ava,,1^b/l.ef“^ 
shn*!5,?an Resources Department, Secretariat and competed forms 
nould be returned to that Department stating clearly which post you 

N^Rerested in, by 4.00pm on Thursday 20th November 1997. J

Tel: +500 22622 

Fax: +500 22623
Email: hr-shipping-semces@dial.pipex.com

more

mailto:hr-shipping-semces@dial.pipex.com
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§5?—®y _*?ke Sulivan Shield
g-SEEH ~S£=
weekend visited MPA for the see- and defended their first L lead itiM 
ond leg of a Challenge Shield tour- with such dotted deerniinainn '^-'A 
nanienl having notched up a mas- that after ninS matches (aT of 
sive lead at home m the first eg, which were much closer affairs
coming away with anything less than those of the first leg) thev had -.....
than a win w ould have been a trag- scored a further 16 goals to MPA', 
edy. and. worse, a travesty indeed 10. b lvu A s

Sponsored by Sulivan Shipping 
Services Limited, the format for 
the tournament differed from nor
mal competitions in that all the 
goals scored by the teams (three 
from Stanley, three from MPA) 
were added together to give a final 
grand total.

In the first round, in Stanley,
MPA were let down by a few key 
players who failed to turn up. and 
consequently found the going dif
ficult as the three Stanley teams 
played at breakneck pace and rat
tled in a total of 74 goals against 
MPA's 45

Later the teams and officials 
enjoyed the hospitality of the 
Globe Tavern, though unfortu
nately, due to antiquated licencing 
laws, the more junior members of 
the team were unable to chat to 
their erstwhile opponents over a 
coke or two. And there is no deny
ing this was a shame because it is 
this after-match process that allows 
the heat of a tough sporting event 
to dissipate into friendly rivalry' as 
games are re-lived and analysed.

The tables, to a limited extent, 
were reversed on Sunday, Novem
ber 9, as a somewhat depleted 
Stanley team travelled up to MPA 
for the second and final leg. Be
cause of last minute withdrawals 
it was necessary for team organ
iser, Gary Clement, to draft sev- 

young. up and coming play
ers (Ian Jordan and Alan Bonner)

WestlandsHus
Quality, low energy houses 

made in Norway

The final
was 90 - 55 in Stanleys favourfa
pleasing result as they had taken 
both the home and away legs.

Speaking after the competition
Gary Clement wanted to express 
his gratitude to the sponsors 
(Sulivan Shipping Services Lim
ited) and the Physical Training 
staff at MP A for helping to organ
ise the event and providing a Gur
kha curry' after it.

score
Above: Stanley ‘C’ in action with

Bill Chater tussling vv 
for the ball 

Right: Jeremy ‘Spurs' Henry of 
Stanley ‘B ’ moves in

L-liiiuh~i]' Ell
-w

U MPA Results
TV-

■<C£
" V

Stanley A 
Stanley B 
Stanley C 
Stanley A 
Stanley B 
Stanley C 
Stanley A 
Stanley B 
Stanley C

2 MPA A 5
2 MPA B 0
0 MPA C 0
3 MPA B 1Mr. Harry Burt, Managing Director of WestlandsHus UK, will be visiting the 

Falklands between the 22nd and 26lh November. Anyone wishing to meet Harry to 

find out more about WestlandsHus, should contact Mrs. Jo Morrison at 
LMW (BM) Ltd. on 22640 to make an appointment. WestlandsHus are 

manufacturers of luxury, made-to-measure houses at the top end of the housing 
market.

2 MPA c 1
0 MPA A 2

1 MPA C 0
3 MPA A 0 
3 MPA B 1

The Stanley Teams

Stanley ‘A’ Team:
Capt. Paul Riddell 

Alan Bonner 
Claudio Ross 
Migs Cofre 
Colin Buckland 
Tom Chater

• . :■

G/K .....

Leadership by Sacred Institutions 
not by Individuals

NOVEMBER 1 was a day to cel
ebrate for the local Bahai Commu
nity as they marked the 25th Anni
versary of the formation of their 
locally elected body of nine, the 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is 
of Stanley. The body is one of 
17,000 such elected assemblies in 
the world which are authorised to 
administer the affairs of the Bahai

pital Day Centre included an art 
and craft exhibition. The displayed 
work which was produced by resi
dent members of the community 
and accompanied by inspirational 
quotations from the Bahai Writ
ings, was viewed appreciatively by 
those present on the occasion. The 
relaxed evening, which also in
cluded a delicious buffet supper, 
will be remembered by many as 
both interesting and enjoyable.

HE Governor Ralph com
mented to a local member of the 
Assembly shortly after the 
evening, "I was very glad to be 
present at such an important mile
stone for the people of your faith 
who live in the Falkland Islands."

The Baha'is themselves felt 
very happy and appreciative that 
so many of their invited friends 
were able to join them for this land
mark occasion.

Stanley 'B' Team:
Capt. Dale McCormick 
G/K Ian Jordon 

Luke Clarke 
Doug Clark 
Jeremy 'Spurs' Henry 
Simon GoodwinMITSUBISHI MOTORS

Stanley C' Team:
Capt. Bill Chater 
G/K Chris Gilbert

Wayne Clement 
Javio Lazo 
Pete White 
Ian Betts

communities.
The Local Bahai community, 

consisting of individuals with di
verse personalities and life styles, 
but united by their common belief 
that all the world's major religions 
are from one Divine Source and that 
all humankind are the servants of 
God, joined with invited friends to

_____________________celebrate 25 years of continuous,
STANLEY Golf Club President, Gallagher will visit Goose Green; uninterrupted annual elections of a 
Sir Rex Hunt, together with profes- MPA; golf courses on the West, 
sional golfer Bernard Gallagher will teach schoolchildren in 
will arrive next week, November Stanley and be available for group Baha'is.
18, for a two week visit. coaching sessions and games of

Sir Rex was instrumental in re- golf with members at Stanley Golf
in Club, including a golf competition
e the afternoon of November 22.

[. The L200 Double Cab Pickup 4x4 GLX
eral

Golfing Gallagher to arrive next week
non-political nature to form this 
institution which is sacred to theMl

The new L200 Double Cab Pickup 4x4 
GLS with Alloy Wheels 1|

14%o more Horspower |
20%o more Torque *
Factory-fitted Side Steps 
Limited Slip Differential

The celebration held at the Hos-

APPLICATIONS are invited to fill the newly created post of Mainte
nance Engineer in the Property and Municipal Section of the Public 
Works Department.

The successful candidate will be responsible to the Deputy Direc
tor of Public works for the establishment, development and manage
ment of effective fully planned maintenance systems for all Govern
ment buildings.

The post requires an experienced person with broad technical 
knowledge. Minimum qualifications are a Higher BTEC or HND in 
Building Technology or equivalent and five years experience of 
preplanned maintenance. A good working knowledge of planned main
tenance software is essential and candidates must hold a current driv
ing licence.

Salary ranges from £16,812 to £25,212 per annum in Grade D 
depending on qualifications and experience.

Further details of the post can be obtained from the Deputy Direc
tor of Public Works on telephone number 27193. Application forms 
and a job description are available from the Human Resources De
partment, Secretariat and completed forms should be returned to the 
Chairman Senior Appointments Board, Secretariat by 4.00pm on Fri
day 28th November 1997.
Ref: STF/3/1 Pub Not: 175/97

yiving the Golf Club's fortunes i.
^83 when there were only five ______

regular members. It is fitting that. Members should consult the club
Ur*ng his visit, one of the main notice board for the full itinerary

competitions, the President's Bowl, and contact Mike Summers for 
'vill be held at Goose Green on further information of coaching, 
Sunday November 23. Many of the playing and social arrangements, 
clubs present membership of fifty The club is indebted to lhe 
are expected to attend Shackleton Fund for their support

Bernard Gallagher needs little in helping to improve the stand- 
roduction. One of the youngest ard of golf throughout the a 

ever Scottish Amateur Champions; lands and encourage young per- 
mner of numerous European tour sons to take up the game.

Professional tournaments; Ryder This weekend, to <ensurf 
of u tCnm member; twice Captain complete success of the next fort- 
int>|hj.European Ryder Cup Team, night, members are requeued to 
reol dlnig the victorious side which assemble at the Clubhouse on 

the Cup in 1995; he was both Saturday at 1 pm and Sunday 
or many years Club Professional at 9am to help with Clubhouse 

En'YeiUW0rth Golf Club one of painting and essential course
cviidncourTesSt fam°US ^ maintenanCe^Report: F Jackson

During his

«3 ,

m
For further information please contact us on 
telephone 22622 or call in at our offices at the 

Service StationAMITSUBISHI 
II MOTORS

Available from

STANLEY SERVICES LTD
stay, Bernard



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
PERSONALNOTICESFORSALE VACANCIES

DOMESTIC WASTE 
CONTENTS SURVEY 

As you may know from the ques
tionnaire which was recently sent 
out seeking your views on waste 
disposal, the Falkland Islands 
Government is trying to improve 
how waste is disposed of in the 
Islands. As part of this process, 
the amount of household waste 
which could be composted and 
possibly used as fertifilizer or a 
soil improver needs to be calcu
lated. Analysis of one typical 
weeks waste is to be done of refuse 
collected by Bonners Haulage 
during the period 16 to 22 of 
November. A refuse bag marked 
with white crosses will be supplied 
to you on or soon after Friday 14 
November This will be placed 
adjacent to your wheeled bin. 
Could you please use this bag for 
waste of the following types that 
you would have routinely placed 
in your bin for collection during 
that week. Paper, cardboard, 
foodscraps and garden waste such 
as grasscuttings. The bag should 
be placed by or in the top of your 
bin and will be collected in the 
normal manner. Thank you for 
your assistance

Garage Sale at Middleton's. Dol
phin Cottage (Behind racecourse 
Road). Household items, CD’s 
video tapes and many other items. 
Saturday 15 November 2-4 pm.

Byron Marine Limited have 
vacancies for their vessels for the 
following staff. One Engine 
Room / General Purpose Rating, 
Ordinary Seaman, and One Jun
ior Catering Rating. Each of the 
above vacancies will require the 
successful applicants to 
mencc work in January 1998. For 
further details, please contact our 
office on Tel 22245 during office 
hours

75 Christmas Iambs available 
from mid November Further 
details phone/fax 42001

Single bed. mattress and head- 
board £85 Ironing board £5 
New "curver" pfastic storage 
trunks £15 - £20 depending on 
size. Telephone Helen Blades 
21632

com-

I Contessa Solarium/Sunbed 
1 Ladies Raleigh Camaro 12 speed 
mountain bike. Enquiries to 
Wendy 22310 evenings/lunch
times

Eurofishing Ltd . will have a 
vacancy in the new year, for a 
Fish Processor/Gcneral Hand.

Duties will include: fish and 
squid processing, general repairs 
and maintenance to plant and 
equipment. Work on the inshore 
fishing vessel Laura Jay. and as
sisting company agents when re
quired

To Angie - Happy 21st for 
today, love Mum Dad AM and 

Nan2 Armchairs £75 each or near
est offer Tel: 21177 To Alan W.

Great to see you again, don't leave 
it so long next time Andy Lynn 
Nigel Alison and Carol

Five dining chairs Upholstered 
in burgundy. £30 each. Contact 
M J Upholstery on 21659

Freehold property for sale - Ex
cellent central location in Stanley 
Partly furnished, single storey 
dwelling consisting of kitchen, 
living room, two bedrooms, bath
room. hall and two entrance lob
bies. separate garage, peatshed 
and storage shed. Situated on ap
proximately one eighth of an 
acre of land. For details and ar
rangements to view contact June 
Wade Tel 21080. NO TIME 
WASTERS PLEASE. Tenders 
in writing to Mrs J Wade 41 
Fitzroy Road. Stanley, not later 
than 30th November 1997. The 
tenderer is not bound to accept 
any offer

A valid driving licence is es
sential to this post

The ability to speak Spanish 
would be a distinct advantage 
Enquiries to Melanie Clausen - 
Agency Manager on 22275 dur
ing normal working hours.

I would like to thank Dr Richard 
Davis. Sister Jane Cotter, FIT Lt 
Phil Hoolc and the helicopter crew 
and Dr (sorry lads I don't know 
your names) who came to my help 
in the early hours of Monday 10th, 
when Keith was taken ill.
Lastly, but by no means least a big 
thank you to Nick. Annie and Rob 
who came to my help very quickly 
I am very grateful to you all 
from Avril Bonner, Salvador

LMW(B.M) Ltd. currently has a 
vacancy for an office adminis
trator, with the post being either 
part or full time depending on the 
abilities of the successful appli
cant. Applicants will require to be 
computer literate and have a 
working knowledge of Microsoft 
Word, Excel and Access, have a 
working knowledge of basic ac
counting theory, and be capable 
of working with minimal super
vision. For further information 
contact Hamish on 22640

Lorna. Anne & Roger Howells 
would like to thank Wing Com
mander Watkins, Wing Com
mander McGuire. Dr Diggle and 
Jane Cotter for the safe arrival of 
Nathaniel James on Monday 3rd 
November. Thank you also to all 
the ward staff for looking after 
Loma and Nathaniel so well. Loma 
also wishes to thank everyone who 
sent cards and presents. They were 
all gratefully received.

We would like to take this oppor
tunity to thank those who gave 
presents and gifts, and to everyone 
who attended the wedding and re
ception, making our day most 
memorable. We would like to say 
a special thank you to: - Keith, 
Basil, Dot, April, Kelly, Maria, 
Enid, Les, Pauline, Erroll, Cherilyn, 
Jonathon, Nick, Jenny, Vi and also 
to Baz for making the long journey 
down.
Guido and Loretta
School Holidays begin on Tuesday 
December 9th.
I am offering for children up to the 
age of 10, a child minding service 
with various supervised activities, 
ie - organised sport - swimming - 
visits to the park and Surf Bay 
Numbers are limited. Phone 21851 
for details

FORSALE
Government House has for sale 
by tender one 90 TDI Defender 
Landrover ex GH5. This vehicle 
is two and a half years old and has 
8000 miles on the clock. It has 
been regularly maintained by the 
FIC Garage and is in excellent 
condition. If you require further 
information or wish to view this 
vehicle then please contact the 
Management Officer at Govern
ment House on 27433 during 
office hours Tenders are to be 
endorsed "Tender GH5 Govern
ment House" and should be sub
mitted on or before 4.30pm on 
Monday 24 November 1997. 
Government House does not bind 
itself to accept the highest or any 
tender.

FOR SALE BY TENDER 
4 bedroomed bungalow at 11 Ian 
Campbell Drive, Stanley. The 
property has a large lounge with 
a front porch leading to a balcony 
via a patio door. Fully fitted 
kitchen which has completely 
tiled walls, fully fitted bathroom 
with completely tiled walls and 
electric shower. Spacious master 
bedroom with fitted wardrobes 
(bedroom 1) small spare room 
with a built in sauna (bedroom 4) 
the second bedroom is also spa
cious with a fitted wardrobe with 
the third bedroom adjoining. The 
property has an oil fired central 
heating system, also it is fully 
fenced and has a pathway to the 
front gate - to the rear there is a 
portacabin unit. The property is 
available with or without furni
ture and fixtures. Tenders in 
w'riting to Mr & Mrs M W Collier 
PO Box 32 Stanley or view by 
appointment only on 21642. The 
tenderers do not bind themselves 
to accept the highest or any ten-

✓

WANTED
EVIE & JIM ELLIOTT are look
ing for a furnished house/flat to 
rent for about 6 weeks from 28 
Dec 97. Please contact Anya on 
21857

Wanted to Purchase: A Hunting 
Rifle .308 or 223 or one of a 
similar size.
Anyone having one for sale please 
contact Falkland Supplies. Fax/ 
Phone 21297

Falklands Landholdings Lid are look
ing fora cash register for one oftheir farm 
shops. If anyone has a spare one they 
would be prepared to sell please con
tact Dwcnda Newman at Landholdings 
Office on 22697/98

For tender: One Portacabin situ
ated to the right of the Race
course committee hut. All ten
der, by 4.30pm Friday November 
21, to be sent to Jelly tots Club, 
PO Box 32, Stanley. Enquiries to 
S Collier on 21642 or D McGill 
21113

CRICKET practice next week - anyone inter
ested??7 Tues 18 November 6pm - 8pm 
Wed 19 Nov 6pm - 8pm 
At the edge of the Football Pitch 
Possible match being arranged at MPA on 
Sunday 23 November
Information from Andy Davis Tel 27169 
(Dental Surgery)der.

Fresh hen and duck eggs £1.50 per dozen. Phone Diana on 32244 FIDF Christmas Party, Friday 5 December 1997
Tickets at £10 each can be purchased from the FIDF Office before Monday 
24 November 1997

E.T's will no longer be trading from 3 Jersey Road - Robin and Diane Stedman’s 
house. All enquiries on remaining stock to Elaine Tel: 31119 Fax 31119 
Stock available 

1 Bosch Dishwasher 1 Nakio Fridge
5 x 4 cu ft Freezer's 5 Hoover Washer Dryers

3 Elcctra Washing Machines 2 Baby Belling Cookers
Also large and small swing bins, cutlery, trays, basins, buckets, dishdrainers, 

tea, coffee and sugar jars, coasters, trays, mugs, clocks, butter dishes and scales, 
all in blue or green. Also Morphy Richards 5 piece pot sets with 10 year 
guarantee, large frying pans and milk pans also blue or green.
Also baking trays, cake tins, pizza trays, pie tins and much more. Hurry w'hile 
stocks last - all at unbelievably low prices.
Plus 1 x 3 piece suite, peach and green only £950.00.
Also doormats, headcollars, lead ropes, over reaching boots, sweat rugs, foal 
rugs, training rollers and lunge cavesons

Toshi and Zuni: Congratulations on the birth of your baby girl, 
Yukari, on Oct 30. Sec you in Jan. From Andrea, Gus and all at 

Byron SWA Ltd.
Postscript - From the Baha'is
For many people, the question, "Is there a God or not?" has never been resolved. They 
wouldn't say God exists, but they wouldn't say He doesn’t either. Is it enough to leave it at 
that? It depends on how one answers the question, "Does life have a purpose?" Have we been 
bom into this world, with all our qualities, by sheer accident?
If such thoughts make us wonder, it is comforting to know that God Himself spurs us to 
investigate. Speaking through Jesus, He told us to seek, and we would find; ask, and it would 
be given to us; knock, and the door would be opened.
And through Baha'u’llah He has assured us, "...no man that seeketh Us will We ever 
disappoint...”
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RELATIVES of Argentine soldiers 
who died in the Falklands in 1982 
arrived at Mount Pleasant Airport 

' at 4 15pm on Wednesday Novem
ber 19. having made the journey 
from the Jorge Ncwbcry Airport in 
Comodoro Rivadavia in a tiny 
Fairchild SA227 aircraft.

The party of Fifteen were ac
companied by catholic priest.
Gabriel Zapata, and met by Maria 
Strange and Joanne Lawrence rep
resenting the Government, and 
Government House, and Captain 
Gemma Hardy representing the 
British Forces.

Having passed through Cus
toms. the relatives spoke to mem
bers of the Falkland Islands media, 
plus Elisabctta Pique from La 
Nation, Nicholas Tozer from The 
Buenos Aires Herald and an Ar
gentine film crew, all visiting for 
that purpose.

The party were then transported 
to Darwin, where they spent the 
night in the Lodge, and visited the 
Argentine cemetery.

The next-of-kin attended a mass able to visit the graves of their 
at theccmetery the following mom- loved ones.
ingbcforebeingtakenbacktoMPA.

The visit followed the same pat
tern as previous visits, and indi
viduals in the quietly emotional 
group on Wednesday expressed to She replied, when asked if some of and cannot be taken away."

Hew Pike new star
LIEUTENANT General Sir Hew 
Pike, who led the men of the 3rd 
Battalion, the Parachute Regiment 
during the battle for Mount 
Longdon in 1982, is soon to take 
over as Director of Operations for 
NATO in Bosnia. Reporting for 
Mercopress, Graham Bound, said 
that. "Insiders are suggesting that 
the military man who made his 
name in the Falklands can expect to 
enjoy even more senior postings 
when his NATO command in 
Bosnia is over. He may even take 
on the most senior post in the Brit
ish Army, Chief of General Staff.... 
Most officers who have taken on 
the top job have had some experi
ence of combat, even if only on 
Britain’s back-yard Northern Ire
land. However General Pike, the 
Army's rising star, would be the 
first Falklands' veteran to take on 
the most important and influential 
role in the British Army."

Ju Lawrence and Maria Strange greet group leader, Abd Dalai de Massad

Argentine next-of-kin 

visit Darwin graves
the media their happiness at being the relatives would be happier if the

bodies of the soldiers were returned CAPED bus question
to Argentina, "No, this is where 

Anna McGrath, who lost her they died so they should stay," add- 
husband, an army aviation officer, ing. "they should also stay in con- 
in 1982, commented that it was the sideration of the relatives of those 
first time she had been able to visit. Argentines who were never found,

COUNCILLOR John Birmingham 
in a question for written answer, 
recently asked the Chief Execu
tive, "why, ten months after the 
incident which damaged the 
CAPED Bus, it is still not on the 
road?" And, "could he give me a 
breakdown of the repairs required 
and the estimated cost, and can he 
advise me of who will be footing 
the bill?”

Three months for man caught with cannabis
Pleasant Airport after arriving from the second charge of making an 
the United kingdom on October 21 untrue statement to a customs offi

cial when 19 tablets of a substance

A SUSSEX man appeared in 
Stanley Magistrates Court, this, 
week, for sentencing after plead
ing guilty in the same court on No
vember 6 to one charge involving 
illegal possession of a controlled 
substance, and a second charge of 
making an untrue statement to a 
customs official.

Senior Crown Counsel, Mr 
Robert Titterington, told the court 
that Rupert Herrington Payne, a 
painter and decorator sub-con
tracted to work on the Government 
House refurbishment programme 
was stopped by Customs at Mount

this year.
When the customs officer put called physeptone (methodone) 

it to him that he had in his posses- were later found in his luggage, 
sion a controlled substance Mr

In answer, the Chief Executive 
explained that the relevant parts for 
the bus had now arrived and the 
F1C would shortly be in a position 
to repair the vehicle, although at 
the moment they were unable to 
give a completion date due to heavy 
work commitments.

The estimated cost including 
spares and labour would be be
tween £ 1.700 and £2000 and would 
be funded by the Medical Depart
ment following a decision by the 
Health and Medical services Com
mittee.

Mr Payne was cautioned, ar- 
Payne produced a small package rested and taken to Stanley police 
wrapped in cellophane and sealed station where he was questioned, 
with black insulating tape. Asked He admitted the package he had 
what it was he responded, "canna- yielded to customs contained two

blocks of cannabis resin, one 
He was then asked if he had any weighing 51 grams, the other 

other controlled substances in his 71 grams, facts confirmed by tests 
possession and replied that he had carried out by police involving re

agent chemicals.
He claimed the cannabis was for

bis".

not.
It was this statement that led to

his own personal use during his 
stay in the Islands, which was origi
nally intended to be until Decem
ber 17 but delays in completing the 
contract on Government House had 
extended this to around mid-Feb
ruary. A statement from the fore
man of the contracting company, 
Orostream Limited, had been re
ceived confirming this.

The cannabis, he said, had been 
purchased from a man at London 
Bridge Station just prior to his de
parture from UK. Cont. page 3

Endurance calls in
HMS Endurance which recently 
spent five days in Buenos Aires 
(17-21 November), where she was 
welcomed by a delegation of Ar
gentine officials is due to arrive in 
the Islands next week. Members of 
the Endurance crew will play in a 
traditional 'shield match’ against a 
Stanley team onThursday, Novem
ber 27.

-v_w

■

THE arrival of the hefty luxury passenger liner MV Silver Cloud in 
Stanley on Thursday, November 21 confirmed the opening of the tourist 

season in the Falklands. The Bahamian registered vessel carries 265 
passengers and 214 crew and weighs in at 16,927 gross tonnes.
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continue maintaining his daughter 
and might also mean the loss of his 
flat in Sussex.

He said Mr Payne did not in
tend to mislead customs over his 
possession of the 19 tablets of 
physeptone but at the time was 
badly shaken, frightened and con
fused. He thought the question 
applied only to illegal drugs and it 
did not occur to him that prescribed 
drugs would be included.

Sentencing Mr Payne to three 
months imprisonment suspended 
for twelve months on the charge 
of possession, and fining him £ 100 
on the second charge. Senior Mag
istrate, Mr David Jeremiah, said 
that though opinions differ about 
the use of cannabis the court could 
only take the view that it is illegal.

Pen one as there might have been had 
he been recklessly driving a vehi
cle. He, Mr Payne, had already 
suffered in that the acute anxiety 
he had experienced since being 
arrested had caused Orostream 
Limited to dispense with his serv-

Continued from front page
Enquiries made of the UK Cus

toms National Coordination Unit 
had shown, Mr Titterington said, 
that cannabis now had a street 
value of £4.07 per gram, making 
the total value of the amount in Mr 
Payne's possession around £500.

The physeptone tablets. Mr 
Payne told police, had been pre
scribed by a doctor in England as 
part of a drug rehabilitation pro
gramme he had been participating 
in. Further enquiries confirmed 
this to be true.

Mr Titterington went on to say 
that the claim by Mr Payne that the 
cannabis had been for his own use

sons. Mr Barker explained, that Mr 
Payne had accepted work in the 
Falklands and had been receiving 
a gross wage of £3,000 per month.

Mr Payne's involvement with 
prescribed opiate drugs stemmed. ices, 
said Mr Barker, from a time seven He said Mr Payne had no as- 
years ago when he had undergone sets in the UK but that a cheque
surgical treatment at Guy's Hospi- from Oroslrcam (amounting to 
tal to correct a congential defect £6,000) for work already com- 
of his rib cage. DF118. a pain killer pleted was currently lodged with 
had been prescribed and Mr Payne Standard Chartered Bank awaiting 
had become addicted, and moved clearance, 
on to other drugs including heroin.

Realising he was in a mess he 
voluntarily entered a drug rehabili- conclude that justice might best be

served by imposing a non-custo- 
dial sentence as the alternative 
could affect Mr paync's ability to

Hasta la vista fromJalim
1 AM writing to say good bye to all alter I had been lor an ann .
the people that I have met in mem. the Chamber oreomm m'

WHILE I have never had any great urge to seek out the Tulare: fifteen ^^^ea/s'inhav^lhae^h^re'and reau and® (un'ermn",^0^ I!“;

from a bnel phase in the eighties comprising dreams of meeting 3nd ^ and ,\vj|| always remem- inchargeofthcmakeupf0r^lng
marrying Mark Knopfler) 1 have recently devdoped a sneaking envy ol .1 b fricnds. colleagues and stu- and a couple of FIODa h°°l
a number of celebrities, for no other reason than their lame has oilered ber my ir.enas, _ lions and | hc Mav i" f
them the opportunity of appearinc on that spleen venting television pro- cl » » 1 Am t lot about the 1 do honeth-n i\gramme Room 10f. FoMhose no. in the know. Room 101 includes a have 'earneda lo i abo ut IOr 1hoP .hj have
celebritv describing a number of pet hates (Eurovision Song Contest. Falklands. i * p<- ^ • . i ' • ‘ 'J lc sanic
spinach', lawyers etc. etc.) while the host allows the very worst of these ^^cXTve ^n b5.h fhe' Islands e&cc iffi
10 B^mg“SSr{a“mcul,- in this business. I am goodand the bad things about the jus.takcf opponun^^

too regularly informed) and being aware that a personal audience with place, where I have shared so many message to my students at I ICS:
Nick Hancock is probably little more than a pipe dream. I am prompted different happy and not so nappy o you all:
to purge Penguin News pet hates, from this more modest platform. To moments with so many different make the most of your school
begin with those five words guaranteed to produce a mass response not people. Above all I will alway s years, take every opportunity to
dissimilar to that caused by the sound of nails on a chalk board. 1 refer of remember the social life, the local learn something new because it is
course to readers letters which open. "To whom it may concern," and pubs and their unique atmosphere never too late to discover new
then proceed to deny a gem of circulating gossip. Why. 1 feel obliged to which can be different every7 week- things, appreciate the w onderful
ask. is it not obvious that such letters do little more than wrongly rein- end and the dances at the Town buildings and facilities you have
force in the mind of those perpetuating the gossip that the subject in Hall. FIDF and the Trough. and the teachers who have so much
question js their concern, and that their opinions on the subject are^of I am taking back w ith me lots of to offer you Don't take it lor 
some value? While I have enormous sympthv for those victims of the memories that have become a very granted. Don't waste your time,
'bored and bitching', in my humble opinion letters such as these only important part of my life. I w ill use it.... try to be better people and
add to speculation. never forget working for the first remember that Knowledge is the

On some relatively lighter notes, but of no less irritation to members time on the radio with Camp Ed only thing that you can carry
of this office. I present to readers further Penguin News offerings for teachers and then on the phone everywhere and doesn’t weigh
Room 101: w ith Camp children. This is some- anything or take any room. The

Lying computer software: programmes which claim you have com- thing I had never done before. I future of the Falklands is in vour
mined an illegal error' (and shut down) when you know very' well you've have had the opportunity to inter- hands,
done no such thing^ pret fora fishing vessel in trouble.

Office stress: The smell of sewage which permeates through [hePen- a Russian TV crew which had a
gum Sews office - the black bits which regularly emerge from the taps. Chilean interpreter because thev
and the constant wony that the two may be in some way connected. could hardly speak English for

Uncooperative camera equipmentiThe sudden realisation that your KEMH doctors two years aeo just
film is about to rew ind during the minute silence, or the solo song of the * J
nervous six year old in the school play.

Being wrong: Waking at 2am on Friday morning utterly convinced 
that the sweeping and inflammatory statement made m the editorial 
entirely unjustified... and it's too late to change it.

Being boring: Sweating over a difficult article whilst being aware 
that the subject is so uninteresting that few will bother reading it any
way. *
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Produc-

In the circumstances, Mr 
Barker suggested, the court might

appro-
way

tation programme several years 
ago. Methodone had been pre-vvas, "probably believable." Fig

ures obtained from the UK on daily scribed in reducing quantities to 
consumption of the average user 
would indicate the amount in Mr

help, "wean him off hard drugs." 
This was why, Mr Barker said, Mr 

Paync's possession was Payne had been carrying the 19 
compaiablc with the time scale of tablets of physeptone.

The rehabilitation programme 
has included counselling sessions

Governor opens 

Seamen's Centrehis stay assuming, Mr Titterington 
said, "habitual daily usage."

Mr Titterington explained the and Mr Payne has been off hard
drugs for twelve months Fie had, ! 
however, got into the habit of j 
smoking some 'reefers' at the end 
of each day. "to aid relaxation," but 
had vehemently and repeatedly de- I 
nied that he had ever been a sup- > 
plier of drugs. Had MR Payne been 
in the UK. Mr Barker said, he 
would only have been in posses- ! 
sion of enough cannabis to satisfy | 
his own immediate needs.

Mr Barker pointed out that Mr 
Payne had readily admitted posses
sion of the drug and had been as 
helpful as possible during the in
vestigation. The amount of canna
bis he had was consistant with the 
amount required to support his 
habit over the period of the con
tract in the Islands and also did not 
have any of the materials he would | 
have needed if he had intended to j 
sub-divide it.

He said Mr Payne realised the I 
seriousness of the offence and that j 
it carried a heavy penalty. He also 
realised that it was inexcusable and 
wished to apologise to the court for 
his actions.

It was, said Mr Barker, "a

normal method is to crumble a 
small amount of the substance into 
tobacco to make a 'spliff. Approxi
mately 125 milligrams per spliff.
"Five of these per day," Mr 
Titterington said, "is not un
known."

He said the Crown were ask
ing for forfeiture of the drugs, un
der section 24.1 of the Misuse of 
Drugs Act. and costs of £35.

Mr Alan Barker, acting for Mr 
Payne, then provided the court 
with more detailed information on 
Mr Payne's background.

He had first arrived in the Is
lands on July 21 this year, at which 
time he was not carrying any 
drugs. He had been living with a 
girl for five years in private rented 
accommodation in Crowborough.
Sussex, and had a daughter (of 
about eight) by a previous relation
ship. He helps to support the 
daughter. Mr Barker said, by pay
ing voluntary maintenance of be
tween £200 and £300 per month.

Mr Payne had been unem
ployed for some time and ' 
sequence was in arrears with his 
rent and also had unpaid bills from victimless crime," because, though
British Telecom for which he was what Mr Payne had done was ille-
being pressed. It was for these rea- gal there had been no risk to any-

the Falkland Islanders' approach to 
ing on the FIPASS road in Stanley getting things done" that the 

I was officially declared open by His project had not simply been left to 
Excellency, the Governor, at a cel- government but that "an enormous 
ebration ceremony on Thursday, number of people from Stanley, 
November 13. the Camp and the Forces" had

Speaking to the invited guests, made significant contribution "in 
who included Paul Jarrett, the Na- one way or another" to the project, 
tional Secretary of the Royal Na- He singled out Kirsten and

TI IE new Seamen's Centre build-

Goodbye to all and I hope \vc 
can meet again!"

Jaime Correa 
Spanish Teacher

& -:

ik.
Sfivir di Tella's off to 

Cloud-cuckoo-land again
■ •was

I REFER to your front page pi:;;
_ . _ , f . , on 14 November about Mr diBeing bored: Being laier forced to listen to the opinion of the only Tella. Some ljme aao , descnbed

person who read the article, missed the point, but noted every spelling or him M |ivjng in "c|oud_cuckoo.
error of grammar. |an(j »

'Press releases’: Advertisements optimistically labelled 'press re- lf h thi k thi , •
lease* in the hope they will be included for free. Council is eoine to oermh h?mm

Penguin News dependability: the knowledge that we. without ex- emer th Falk,and lLT h! m.^
ception will manage to make a mistake in even- letter ever sent to Pen- sti|| beh ££ Ma| be they h^ve
81 Advice: Being informed that we should report with greater accu- ^_en 8iven him a passport! 
racy.... have you ever read the Sun? Compare and be thankful.

There are of course, many more gripes about which I could bang on 
infinitely, but I cannot write on the subject of pet hates, without refer
ring to the misery that is public meetings. While I am. of course, aware 
that these honourable gatherings have a great many uses, and should 
never cease to be, it doesn't excuse the fact that they are often direly 
abused. There are a number of scenarios which characterise a public 
meeting, but the two which stand out comprise: that where time allotted 
is taken up. not by constructive discussion, but by a few individuals 
ranting aggressively and giving all the appearance of being deaf (when 
responses are offered); or the other, generally referred to in this office as 
the 'patient/psychologist' meeting.

This latter type undoubtedly characterised the gathering to discuss 
immigration last week, where (judging from what might be described as 
an atmosphere of apathy, and the lack of opinions on offer regarding 
'trickle or strategy immigration’) the audience seemed to have attended 
in the hope of hearing answers, while councillors went in the hope of 
inviting answers, or at the very least, views, from the audience. After a 
fairly inconclusive hour (only enlivened by a spontaneous straw poll on 
whether the visit of di Telia should be allowed) it is probably safe to say 
that on this particular subject there will need be a great many more ses
sions on the couch, before even a sign of progress. It may also be 
noting that that same progress will probably only occur at th 
it takes us to realise that answer to problems such as these, 
much from ourselves as our representatives.

P S. Last time the Argentine 
press had difficulty translating 
"cloud-cuckoo-land". For their 
benefit. Roget uses expressions 
such as fantasist: dream-world: 
myth-maker, hallucination: bi
zarre; pipe-dream etc. etc. All ol 
these seem appropriate.

Bill Luxton 
Chartres 

-------- ---------- -i

lece
-----------------------------------

Mike Hughes makes his speech at the opening ceremony. Carol 
Stewart-Reid records for FIBS as HE the Governor 

and Paul Jarrett look on 
Mike Hughes for particular praise. 
"This," he said, "would not have 
happened without them." He paid 
tribute to their "vision, their com-

tional Mission to Deep Sea Fish
ermen, the Governor made men
tion of the contribution made by 
generations of seamen to the de
velopment of the Falkland Islands. mitment, their spirit, their determi-

" We of the Falkland Islands," nation, their persistence in making 
he said, "owe a vast amount to the this wonderful enterprise come to
men of the sea both for our trans- fruition."
port links and for the revenue from Visitors to the Centre can read 
fishing which has brought so much local, British or foreign newspa- 
prosperity to the Falkland Islands." pers, books or periodicals over 

He went on to say it was, "fit- coffee, enjoy home cooked meals, 
ting and right," that we should give or play pool. There are washrooms,
something back in the form of the television and video, a music cen- 
"rather splendid" Seamen's Centre, tre and a payphone in the privacy
"It was consistent," he said, "with of the rear hall. _________

in con-.

Public Notice:
Applications arc invifeHta'niPIbli-c Works Department Department: 0 1 *be following vacancies in the Public Works

THE Globe Tavern gets a new lid Further improvements will in- 
as part of a continuing pro- elude a beer garden, internal al- 
gramme of improvements. New terations making the present two 
licensees, Julie Clarke and Car- bars into one big one, and bench 
men Miranda, have already in- seating along the front wall to fa- 
stalled a new juke box introduced cilitate alfresco meals in warm 
Sunday breakfasts weather.

filtration Plant fw

normal working hours ruckwood on telephone number 27446 during 
electrician. Power & FI

Mechan'0rmal Working ho °n’ ^CS Harris on telephone number 27149

Foreman011113* Working hours1 LeS Harns on telephone number 27149

W^59^r annum *^Jicipar! sect'on - Salary ranges from £13.560 to 
ma7w/?anagcr- Mr Willie Rn 7” furlher delai,s about the post contact the 
Hand mkln8 hours Bow,es on telephone number 27193 during nor-

£8,964 to fl^Sj’pc^annm & ^uniciPal Section - Salary ranges front 
27mTacl ^ Works ManT m 9rade fl/G For further details about th<-

Wi,lie Bowles on ,clephone n
turned I!Uman Resource^n^^'131'00 for aI1 thc above Posls are— 0 a‘Depa"™"‘"Ola~'C00„WPednCesdT3rdhSecc^=r

urs. Mini Ads
We are looking for volunteers to help with a children's holiday scheme 
during the summer months. For more information contact Marilyn or 
Sharon - Tel: 27296 
Swimming Gala
Stanley Swimming Pool will be closed for a swimming gala until 2pm ' 
on Saturday, November 29.
Moto Cross This Weekend
This Sunday, November 23, is the second round of the 1997/98 Moto 
Cross Championship. The venue is Keith Grimmer's land just off the 
MPA road. Practice starts at 10am, racing at 11am. Come and see the 

I thrills and spills of the Falklands' craziest people!

worth 
c same pace 

must come as
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The Internet - Part 4 of 4 

By Nikki Buxton ; a fairy tale,
©pea cheque-book

Penguin 

Profile: 6 feat m©'V, The Internet
ypfe, doesn’t byte!

internet facts: '■aa:rjrs-
ingloSla„T.va<;m^iage-a(;cord-

ManagingDirccianMikeBurren-rScwsas
meal and management expertise contributed by CSM. P SC 

CSM (Consolidated SupplyJu enr9C95?° bCfan '"><4 £ 
aeemem5 'ndcpendOTt^n-

■ississss;::-wwsss-re-
North TeC'S Ulin Am^ica. 
North America. Azerbaiinn
Kazakhstan (formerly pan of the
Soviet Union), and North Africa
and such is their success in these
personncl.nOUemplOyarOUnd30°

sneS,rrenlly in the Fa,k,a"ds (he
spends up to sixteen weeks in the 

Is each year) Mike Burrett 
talked at length to Penguin News 
about the new company, what the 
winning of the contract means to 
Stanley CSM. what it means to 
other service proving companies 
and entrepreneurs in the Islands 
and he impact it is likely to have 
on Stanley.

First he explained how the two 
scparaic companies. SSL and 
CSM. came to form the new part- 
nership. K

“We (Stanley Services) realised 
very early on in the path to secur
ing the contract that we would not 
be able, as a company, to offer the 
oil companies full management of 
their logistic requirements. What 
we had then would have put us 
only in the second or even third 
level of suppliers. We talked with 
other suppliers, including CSM 
and discovered they had been to 
the Islands on two extended visits 
and were seeking to tie in with a 
local company.”

There was a certain inevitabil
ity to what followed as further con
tact showed the profiles of the two 
companies dovetailed in almost 
perfect compatability. It was says 
Mike Burrett, “a fair)' tale relation
ship. A relationship which ulti
mately won them the contract in 
the face of strong opposition from 
local, UK, and even Argentine, 
based competition.

Winning the contract is, how
ever, the thinnest part of the wedge. 
StanJey-CSM will be providing 

all onshore logistics support for the 
oil industry in the Falklands,” 
Mike said. “That means we will be 
responsible for all shipping move

ments. turning vessels - both over- penditure programme, 
seas freight vessels and oil rig sup- Though Stanley-CSM is owned 
ply vessels - round within given by the two companies (51% by 
time frames, storing freight, get- Stanley Services Limited, 49% by 
ting it on to supply boats, receiv- CSM) there will be a completely 
ing freight from supply boats, etc new management structure in

stalled to run the new joint com- 
With all this the company, pany. “It will be essentially an op- 

Mike points out, does not intend erational set up,’’Mike said,“so we 
to do everything themselves. Sub- will be bringing in an Operational 
contracting necessary services is Superintendent, someone with 
obviously going to play a big part sound experience of the industry.” 
in successfully meeting the terms There may also be possibilities 
of the contract as far as Mike and for locals to be employed in ad- 
his company are concerned. "Our ministrative and secretarial roles, 
philosophy," he said, “is to utilise
existing infrastructure where pos- pencilled in for early March 1998 
sible." In commercial terms this Mike is already preparing the 
means local people will be invited ground for serious talks with local 
to talk to the company about spe- provider companies. He will then 
cific services and or materials they be expecting to receive written pro
may be able to supply. These range posals. Mike is understandably proud of
from supplying stevedoring facili- Just how well local companies his company's achievement in se- 
lies to rubbish handling to provid- and Stanley Services themselves curing the overall contract. “We,”
ing office and residential accom- will do from the exploration phase he said, “as a company, are very
modalion. of the Falklands’ oil industry will pleased about being able to assist

Mike is keen to see new entre- be revealed over the next eighteen in bringing business to the Is-
preneurs coming forward. "There months or so, but for the moment lands.”
are opportunities for people with 
limited resources to become in-

from
the Environmental 

Research Unit, 
PO Box 434

ora-

1. In Britain in 1996. over 
250.000 people were con
nected to the Internet from 
their home computers, with 
this number rising daily. This 
doesn't include all of the 
businesses, academic institu
tions. etc. which are also con
nected.

also post regular reports of 
their work for anyone to read

currently over 40 
million people around the 
world who are linked to the 
Internet.

6. E-mail is cheaper and faster 
than the post or a fax. A full 
page email message takes less 
than a minute to send, and 
with the Cable and Wireless 
charge of 10 pence a minute, 
this is a very cheap way to 
send mail!

7. There are Internet cafes 
springing up all over the 
world - you can sit in these 
cafes, sipping a drink, and 
connect to anywhere in the 
world from the computer ter- 
minals. The charges are 
slightly more than the base 
rate, but still very reasonable. 
Who knows, there may even 
be an Internet cafe in the 
Falklands one day soon ...

etc.
THE name 'El Nino' means The 
Boy' and was so named after Je
sus Christ because it refers to 
changes in oceanic currents and 
weather patterns across South 
America that usually reach their 
peak around Christmas time. Such 
events only occur ever)' few years,
ever)’ seven years is often stated Galapagos penguins are so se- 
but in fact their occurrence is vari- verely affected by food shortages 
able both in timing and severity. during El Nino that they have be- 

During El Nino, cool nutrient come adapted to its cycles, and 
rich waters that flow northwards cease breeding entirely when wa- 
up the Pacific coasts of Chile and ter temperatures exceed twenty 
Peru become displaced by warmer, four degrees Celsius, 
nutrient-poor waters flowing from 
the central Pacific. This drop in 
nutrient levels results in poor 
growth of single cell plants, called 
phytoplankton, which are the 
grasslands of the ocean.

This, in turn, results in food

to catch by commercial fisheries 
and seabirds alike.

Penguins are particularly af
fected by El Nino. especially along 
the Pacific coasts of Chile and Peru 
where fish are forced to migrate 
further offshore in search of cooler 
currents.

5. There are

With an operational start date2. The Internet started in the 
United States and is still 
dominated by it. Around two 
thirds of the host computers 
are based there, with the rest 
scattered throughout the 
world. There are currently 
over 5 million host comput
ers providing services to the 
Internet.

SSL MD, Michael Burrett

The effects of£/ Ninoare wide
spread, disrupting weather patterns 
across South America and the Car
ibbean, and altering food chains 
around the Pacific and Atlantic 
coasts of South America, includ
ing the Falkland Islands. El Nina 

shortages throughout the oceanic is the reverse of El Nino. 
food chain. Species higher up the 
food chain, such as fish and squid, 
not only reduce in numbers, but 
also become dispersed over much 
wider areas, making them harder

3. Over 100 countries are fully 
linked to the Internet, and 
most have electronic mail 
links to it.

Falkland Islands Offshore Oil Exploration 
November/December 1997 Newsletter

Falklands Offshore Sharing 
Agreement (FOSA) Supply 

contract
Stanley-CSM, a joint venture 

company registered in the Falk
lands between Stanley Services 
and CSM, an Aberdeen company 
specialising in the oil logistics in
dustry, has been appointed by 
LASMO on behalf of FOSA to 
provide onshore logistical support 
from the Islands for the forthcom
ing oil exploration activity'.

The company expects to em
ploy up to 12 staff to carry out the 
logistics work. Office staff will be 
required as well as people to move 
equipment from storage areas to 
the supply boats. Stanley-CSM 
plan to engage local companies 
wherever possible to provide haul
age and stevedoring services.

Environmental Matters
Environmental Impact State

ments - Exploration Drilling in 
Tranches A, B,C, D and F.

Shell Exploration and Produc
tion South West Atlantic BV.
Amerada Hess (Falkland Islands)
Limited, LASMO International 
Limited and IPC Falklands Lim
ited have submitted to the Gover
nor an environmental impact as
sessment entitled "Environmental 
Assessment for the Proposed Ex
ploration Drilling Operations Off
shore the Falkland Islands."

The Governor has decided pur
suant to section 66(2) of the Off
shore Minerals Ordinance 1994 to 
publish this in the Gazette. The 
Governor invites any person who 
wishes to do so within 42 days of 
the date of this Gazette, to make 
written representations to him in

volved.” he says, "or for new ad
ditions to current businesses re-And now a question: In what 

year did around 40,000 penguins 
die from oil pollution along the 
coast of Argentina? Answer in 
Penguin Profile: 7

relation to the contents of the docu
ment and as to the applicants in
tentions stated therein as to the pro
tection of the environment. Any 
written representations sent should 
be addressed and sent to the Gov
ernor care of the Director of Oil, 
Department of Oil, Ross Road, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Interested persons should note 
that the Governor will be sending 
a copy of any written representa
tions he receives to the oil compa
nies who submitted the environ
mental impact assessment. The oil 
companies may make written rep
resentations in reply to the Gover
nor within 28 days thereafter.

The Governor will not grant 
consent to the exploratory' drilling 
works until after consideration by 
the Executive Council of -

1. any written representations 
received as a result of this notice;

4. Research scientists in the 
Antarctic keep in touch with 
their colleagues at home 
through the Internet. They

quiring limited outlay." Examples 
include the ongoing necessity for 
the testing of slings and lifting 
equipment, and, of course, trans
port.

Synergy Information Systems Ltd. He anticipates having to use the 
Stanley-CSM expertise to, "sup
port many of these local service 
providers during the initial transi
tional phase as they change from 
how they work now to how they 
will have to work to satisfy the 
needs of the oil companies.”

In spite of the overall 'bullish’ 
mood Mike refuses to go over the 
lop. "This is not an ‘open-cheque 
book’ situation." he told us. "We

4 Raymar House Lookout Industrial Estate r
Phone (500)22051 Fax(500) 21831 

email:

P.O. Box 539 Stanley Falkland Islands 
Modem (500) 22454

synergyjnfo@compuserve.com

CURRENTL Y /! VAIL ABLE:
EPSON STYLUS 600 COLOUR PRINTERS 

up to 1440 dots per inch printing resolution 

16.7 million colours

are contractually bound to deliver 
services at a certain price so local 
companies must retain a sense of 
realism. Though we would always 
prefer to place work with local con
tractors. if bids are too high we are 
prepared to bring in outside peo- andpic. 2. any written representations 

made by the oil companies in re-

If you would like to receive a 
copy of the Gazette please contact 
the Department of Oil.

Environmental Forum 
Dr. Alasdair McIntyre from 

Aberdeen University is to chair the 
Falkland Islands Exploration and 
Production Environmental Forum 
for the next two years. He will be 
chairing the next meeting of the 
Forum planned for Thursday 11th 
December. Environmental repre
sentatives from the oil companies 
will also travel to the islands for 
the meeting. The Environmental 
Planning Office now co-ordinates

Continued on page 11

He also advises people to exer
cise caution before investing vast 
amounts of money in plant and 
equipment. '‘We have to keep a 
sense of perspective and not for
get that the exploration phase has 
a limited life.” This philosophy of 
care is reflected in Stanley Serv
ices own preparations. “Everything 
we do will be a cost-effective foun
dation for moving on. Like every
one else,” he says, we would be 
foolish to rush in with wholesale 
investment.”

In spite of this stated ethos 
Stanley Services have invested in 
excess of £6 million into the infra
structure of the Islands and are 
currently in the process of carry
ing out a further £2.6 million ex-

4 pages per minute printing speed 
photographic quality colour

ply.

printing
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ARRIVING A T THE END OF NOVEMBER: 
PENTIUM 166, 200 AND 233 MHZ COMPUTERS 

SOFTWARE, SCANNERS, JOYSTICKS, PRINTERS, MODEMS

CALL NIKKI FOR DETAILS AND TO RESERVE YOUR
, etc

ORDER TODAY
■ i

mailto:synergyjnfo@compuserve.com
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Cancer Awareness Week Living the GambiaHelping people 

live with cancer| Stanley-CSM Ltd] LIVING and working as an English 
teacher in an African village in her year 
out of study, Rachel Fowler, daughter of 
John and Veronica Fowler of Stanley, has 
been keeping her parents in touch with 
life in The Gambia. Having initially

Following our recent appointment as On-shore Logistics 

Managers for the forthcoming oil exploration we are 

planning to be fully operational by 1st March 1998.
We are therefore looking for local companies to work with 

us in this objective in the following categories

ronica with the intention of writing a 
small article about Rachel,Penguin News 
were so intrigued by her news and anec
dotes that we decided to treat readers to 
extracts from her letters over the next few weeks.

Rachel arrived in Africa on September 13, but did not write until 
September 20, delayed she explained by the fact that so much had 
happened to her that a mere summary of her experiences seemed woe
fully inadequate.

Rachel begins. It has probably been one of the strangest weeks of 
my life. The shock of being here, in Africa, still hits me hard now. 
Take now for instance - l am sitting in the middle of the compound, 
it's 9 o' clock at night and / am writing by the light of the moon. There 
are three children nearby just sitting and watching the "Tubab " writ
ing. They are only three of many who half an hour ago were dancing, 
singing and drumming in the moonlight.

I have only just learned the names of all the 'permanent fixtures ' 
and there are more to come back from holiday. I am living with Mo
ses and Clarice and have definitely struck it lucky., they are lovely. 
Because they are Christian, Clarice is the only wife and they have 
only two children. However, Moses ’ two older brothers have con
verted to Islam and have many children between them. (Rachael in
cludes a complicated family tree of the 'Jatta’ family with whom she 
lives, an asterisk marking a number of the names). Only those with 
asterisks live with us, as far as I can make out, but people appear and 
disappear everyday and no one seems to mind or even notice very 
much.

Service Providers
Plant Transportation 
Road Transport 
Stevedoring

Crane and Plant Hire 
Engineering Services 
Waste handling

■u r
Members of the Fctlklands Islands Branch of the Cancer

Support and A wareness Trust... etc
CANCER is an ugly word: and no ing been personally touched by the 
amount of comestic vocabulary disease in different ways - as pa- 
will ever make it otherwise, but it tient. as carer, as family, as nurse, 
is not a death sentence. It no longer and therein lies their strength, 
need be a terrifying word. It is Allow' them to help you to let 
treatable some light in on what has tradition-

That is the message the Falk- ally been a dark and fearful cor- 
land Islands Branch of the Cancer ner. They will tell you that more
Support and Awareness Trust are and more people are coping with,
seeking to get across in this, Can- and finding life, during and after
cer Awareness Week. cancer.

Infrastructure
Office Accomodation 
Living Accommodation

Warehousing 
Open Storage Area

/ have been named after Moses and Clarice's daughter Sibi, and 
it has become second nature, when asked my name to reply “N’tomu 
Sibi Jatta leti".

My Mandinka is slowly improving but it is not helped by the fact 
that M and C are not from the Mandinka but the Karaninka tribe.

I am well... but still too much in awe of everything to make much 
sense of it yet...

Next week: an embarrassing moment in class, and a friend’s expe
rience with a chicken!

... etc
Communication is of para

mount importance. It is often dif
ficult to confide in close family or

Cancer can bring many differ
ent and difficult emotions and 
thoughts, both in the sufferer and 
among their families and friends. friends if you are feeling unwell 
Often the first instinct is to keep and suspect that the problem might 
the knowledge to themselves, be serious; many of us have expe- 
maybe from fear of being pitied but rienced that dilemma - not because

we do not want them to know but

Full details including specifications and indicative rates should be forwarded
by 30th November 1997 to

Michael Burrett 
Stanley CSM Ltd
c/o SSL Service Station, Airport Rd, Stanley

BFBS live from December 1
more often, I suspect, the age-old 
axiom the 'if no one knows iX might because we are afraid of hurting 
go away’. Of course it does not and or worrying them. It is even worse 
if left the problem usually gets when you eventually pluck up the 
worse. That is where the Trust courage to go to the Doctor and the 
comes in, ifyou are ever diagnoscci diagnosis is serious. That is when 
as having cancer, and you cannot you remember the motto of the 
face anyone else, call them, they Cancer Support and Awareness 
are a mine of information and a Trust, 'Helping people live with 
tower of strength. Their qualifica- Cancer.’ 
tions have been gained in the 
toughest school of all - each hav-

BORED with watching out-of-date programmes of lesser importance 
footie? Depressed by the thought (soap operas, Sky News etc.) 
of Christmas telly being shown would be dropped in place of en- 
two weeks after Christmas? Not to suring all necessary parts of such 
worry, BFBS aim to have live tel- dramas as Murder One or Soldier 
evision brought to the Islands via Soldier (where a lost episode might 
satellite by December 1, 1997. cause confusion) were broadcast 

BFBS Station Manager, Dusty before the change over.
Miller, told Penguin News that the 
programmes would be exactly as 
before, but instead of being two 
weeks out of date would be relayed be treated to such things as Christ- 
the same day as seen in Britain. mas programmes on Christmas 
“They will of course be time day, three separate ’live’ news
shifted three hours because of the broadcasts and all of the usual
time difference between the Islands soaps, dramas, documentaries and 
and UK,” he added. Dusty wished gameshows. Eventually, however, 
to emphasise to fans of said Dusty, added to the normal 
BFBS’family style shows that al- broadcast will be breakfast televi- 
though the programmes would be sion, beginning at 7am, and hope- 
channelled in by satellite, no spe- fully a link up (beginning at the 
cial dishes or any other equipment normal close down time) with the 
would need to be purchased by 
viewers. The material will simply

We are also looking for enthusiastic, 
in the following categories :- committed personnel

After December 1, when HE 
the Governor and CBFFI will 
launch live television, viewers willArticle: Joyce Allan

Operations Superintendent
Secretarial
Clerical
Warehousing
Crane & Plant Operators

Below: The original Cancer Awareness Group: Derek Howatt, 
Sister Bridie, Alison Hewitt, Sherilee Collins and Theresa LangDrilling Materials Sup 

Stevedoring 
Radio Operators 
Security

ervisor

...etc

Please send a cv. to Michael Burrett at the ah 
All replies received will be treated in the strictet 00^ ^ ^ November

BBC’s 24 hour news channel. 
Changes are not only coming 

into a BFBS computer hard to television, however. The use ofcome
drive before being relayed around the satellite will also mean the fa- 
the Islands at the appropriate time, cility for a second radio channel.

He went on to explain that in One BFBS frequency will broad- 
the weeks leading up to the change cast non stop pop music, while the 
to live television, there would be a other will concentrate on news, 
period of “catching up” to do, due sport and Radio 4 style pro
to the Islands being two weeks be- grammes. “Like BFBS television,” 
hind UK in terms of broadcast pro- said Dusty, “there will be some- 

Because of this, some thing for everyone.”grammes.
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CHURCHSERV1CES
CATHEDRAL

LIBRARY
TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday - Friday 

08.45am - 12 noon andSUNDAY: Sam Holy Commun
ion, 10am Family Communion(first 
Sunday ever)'month-Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

For Camp, make the 
followingchanges:

1.30pm-5.45pm 
Saturday: 10am - 12 noon23 0141 1.3

SUN 0727 0.8
1341 1.3
2007 0.7

Sunrise 0440 
Sunset 2038

WED
26 0409 1.4 2pm-5pm

1018 0.7
1639 1.3
2227 0.7

Sunrise0436 
Sunset 2043

FoxBay+2hr30m
Roy Cove+4 hrs30m
PatHovvard+3his 19m
Teallnlet+3his30m
SeaLionIs.-Hhrl5m
PortStephens
+3hisl5m
HillCove+41irs
Berkeley Sounds 1 hr 11 m
PortSanCarlos
+2hr55m
Dtrwnil-lartxxr-56m

November

HOSPITALPHARMACYTABERNACLE - free church
Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm.
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchclmore 
21787

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursdav
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

27
24 0239 1.2
MON 0841 0.7

1452 1.3
2100 0.7 

Sunrise0438 
Sunset 2040

THURSSt. MARY'S
SUNDAY: 10am (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

0444 1.5
1054
1719
2303

Sunrise 0436 
Sunset 2045

0.5
1.4
0.6St. CUT11 BERT’S (MPA) MUSEUM

SUN. 8am Holy Communion: 
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship: 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion:
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

Tuesday - Friday
1030-12 noon/2.00-4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am -12 noon/1.15-3.00pm

25 0330 1.3
TUE 0935 0.7 

1551 1.3
2147 0.7

Sunrise 0437 
Sunset 2041

28 0514 1.5
FRI 1128 0.4

1756 1.4
2335 0.6

2 2 0602 0.8 
1227 1.3

SAT 1905 0.6
-——------ ?— . Sunrise 0441
For in format ion on meetings please gy ns et 7036 
ringTcl: 21957 (evenings)

BAHA’I FAITH Sunrise 0435 
Sunset 2046

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
NESS TRUST Contact Shiralcc 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday ofevery 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach,
R Fiddcs or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall (All wel
come) - Mon: 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED
CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV
ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings 
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
tact Secretary G Cheek, 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowcna Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

BADMINTON Cl.l'B Mondays/ 
Thursdays 7-9pm Liz Burnett, 
Tel :21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 

Dik Sawle Tel 21414Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm, 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

Further information/Bookings: tel 27291Leisure CentreTcrm Times
CourtsPoolDay

Public
Public

12.00- 1 00 
5.00-9.00

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
Lane Swimming 
Public

12.00- I 00 
5 00 - 7 00 
7 00- 8.00 
9 30 - 10.30 
12 00 - I 00 
5 00 - 7 00
7.00- 8 00 
10.30 - 12 00 
12 00- I 00
5.00 - 7.00
7.00 - 8.00 
500-7.00 
7.00 - 9.00

Monday

Public
Public
Public

9.30-10 30. 
12.00 - 1.00 
5.00-9 00

Tuesday

Public
Public

12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9.00

Hospital/OAP's 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

Wednesday

Parcnl/Toddlcrs0-7 Yrs
Public
Public

10.30-12.00 
12 00-1 00 
5.00-9 00

Thursday

Public
Public

12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9 00

Parents/Toddlers
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

10 00 - 11.30 
12 00 - 1 00
5.00 7.00
7.00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9.00 
10.00-4 00 
4 00- 500 
10 00-4 00 
4 00 -5 00

Friday

Public10 00-6.00Saturday

Public10.00-6.00Surulay



» A» I IYour BFBS Television programmes » T IWEEK ON NEWSROUND
' ?0 JuNNY's FARS
535 HOME AND£AWAY Casey resolves things with Rebecca 
5*25 THE^WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN 

7 25 EASTENDERS Cindy 
7C50CpiEe IN THE SKY
MO MICHAEL BARRYMORE'S STRIKE IT RICH 
9 05 THE LOCKSMITH (New) Pierce takes on Barry, a distant relative who 
has been in trouble with the police, as an assistant Then Roland's 
Life is attacked and his daughter goes missing 
000 RORY MCGRATH'S COMMERCIAL BREAKDOWN 

10;30 TURNING WORLD (New) A three-part drama set in a crumbling 
‘ vium which is threatened with closure &
11.25 TFI FRIDAY

■ ANOTHL^udieNCE 
00 PICK -N" Mix 

H.30 MATCH OF THE DAY

tndsDnrA3n°TH NOVEMBER
i nn MR BARKER

ISAGE mutant HERO TURTLES 
•25 BLUE PETER 

11.50 WISE UP 
12.20 SONGS OF PRAISE 
2_55 TWO FAT LADIES 

\25. THE CHART SHOW
2 15 BROOKSIDE
3 25 THIS IS YOUR LIFE
HI AE|NTIE: THE INSIDE STORY OF THE BBC (New)
4.55 CARTOON TIME
5.05 25 YEARS OF THE TWO RONNIES
5.45 THE DAY THAT CHANGED MY LIFE 
6.15 BROOKSIDE
7.00 AUNTIE'S TV FAVOURITES 
7.30 BLIND DATE 
8.25 HEARTBEAT 
9 20 MURDER ONE
10.45 JACK DEE' SUNDAY SERVICE 
H IO RUGBY EXPRESS
12.05 TOTP 2

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

SATURDAY 22ND NOVEMBER
9.00 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
9.25 ART ATTACK
9.45 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES 
10.15 LIVE AND KICKING
12.25 THE LORD MAYOR’S SHOW
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Racing from Chepstow; Grand Prix 
Gymnastics from Birmingham; the next instalment of the Olympic 
Magazine series, and a full round-up of the rest of the day's sporting 
events
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS
6.55 BULLY - SURVIVAL GUIDE 
7.05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7.30 DAD
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 CASUALTY Charlie finds himself compromised by consultant 
Jack Hathaway over the death of an elderly patient, where Hathaway 
allowed her to die as the prognosis w'as so poor. The problem is that 
their statements of the facts do not match, as general manager Elliot 
Matthews discovers. Meanwhile Kate Wilson is facing an uncertain 
future after being caught shoplifting, and cannot face Charlie when she 
is prosecuted. Even her friend. Baz. cannot set near her 
9.40 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR YOU
10.10 ROYAL BRITISH LEGION FESTIVAL OF REMEMBRANCE 
11.45 MATCH OF THE DAY

4 45 BLUE PETER
5.15 BYKER GROVE (New)
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Lachic asks Terri out 
6 00 AUNTIE'S SPORTING BLOOMERS
6.30 EMMERDALE Paddy is offered a permanent job at the vets. Jack and 
Richard use up all their luck 
6 55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS Ian's continued search for Cindy is given a surprising 
boost
7.55 FULL CIRCLE WITH MICHAEL PALIN Today he travels through 
Japan and South Korea
8 45 PAUL MERTON IN GALTON & SIMPSON'S Lunch in the Park
9 10 DARK SKIES 
10.00 BULLY
11.40 OASIS: THERE AND THEN Highlights of the band's concerts last 
vear at Earls Court in London and Maine Road in Manchester
'12.05 TARTAN EXTRA

WITH FREDDIE STARR

RACE
a surprising phone call from Ian's privatereceives

estranged

SATURDAY 29TH NOVEMBER
9 15 THE MAGICAL ADVENTURES OF QUASIMODO
9 40 ART ATTACK
10 00 PETER PAN AND THE PIRATES 
10*30 LIVE AND KICKING
1.30 GRANDSTAND Including: Ireland v New Zealand 
545 INTERNATIONAL RUGBY England v Australia 
7 25 TOP OF THE POPS
7 55 BULLY - SURVIVAL GUIDE
8 00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY 
8.50 CASUALTY
9 40 HAVE 1 GOT NEWS FOR YOU_________________

WEDNESDAY 26TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10 00 STAGE ONE 10.15 TELLYTUBBIES 10 40
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10 45 TOTS TV
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Libby aoes out of her way to help Rohan
2.30 HOME FRONT (New)
3 00 THE CLOTHES SHOW 
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with THE ADVENTURES OF DAWDLE
4 00 THE ENCHANTED LANDS
4.15 CONAN THE ADVENTURER (New)
4 35 HOW 2 (New)
4.50 RUN THE RISK (Repeat)
5.15 BYKER GROVE Cher is in trouble with the synchronised swimming 
team
5.40 HOME AND AWAY Steven is to be charged with hit and run 
6.00 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.30 EMMERDALE Sam explains why he has returned to Emmerdalc. 
Sarah tells Rachel what she thinks of her
6.55 CORONATION STREET Fiona counts the cost of her mistakes 
7.45 THE BILL Too Much To Lose. Pc Stamp tries to persuade a fed-up 
prisoner not to blow his chances of release 
8 10 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED (New)
8 35 CRIME BEAT (New) This programme looks at how the trade in 
illegal drugs is being handled. Martyn Lewis reports on how police, councils 
and local communities work to drive the dealers out, a new way to help 
addicts kick the habit; and a campaign to warn schoolchildren about the 
dangers of drugs
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE Andrew and Erica clash over how to deal with a 
baby's mysterious illness 

/v^O.OO SKY NEWS
10.30 FILM WHAT'S EATING GILBERT GRAPE? (1993,12) Comedy 
drama starring Johnny Depp and Juliette Lewis. Gilbert Grape has a dead
end job and lives with his severely disfunctional family. He also has been 
having an affair with a local housewife, but his life changes with the arrival 
of Becky

SUNDAY 23RD NOVEMBER
10.45 DEAR MR BARKER
11.00 THE TREACLE PEOPLE
11.15 BLUE PETER
11.45 REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY - THE CENOTAPH
1.10 SHORT CHANGE
I 25 THE CHART SHOW
2.15 BROOKSIDE Has Barry got a scheme in mind9
3.25 THIS IS YOUR LIFE 
3.55 HOLIDAY MEMORIES
4.25 25 YEARS OF THE TWO RONNIES
5.10 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP Full match coverage as Arsenal v 
Manchester United
7.00 AUNTIE'S TV FAVOURITES 
7.30 BLIND DATE
8.25 HEARTBEAT Police drama series set in Sixties Yorkshire and 
starring Nick Berry. An aristocratic alcoholic causes problems for Nick 
- and Greengrass has grand plans for Ashfordly Hall
9.20 MURDER ONE A prison inmate claims that Sharon Rooney 
confessed to the murder of Governor Van Allan
10.45 JACK DEE'S SUNDAY SERVICE (New)
11.10 RUGBY EXPRESS (New)
12.05 THE MTV MUSIC AWARDS Ronan Keating hosts the annual 
music awards, held this year in the Ahoy Stadium, Rotterdam

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather, Flights. Annos
8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY November 28
10.03 Morning Show - Lorna
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers
5.18 The later afternoon show 
5.45 Calling the Falklands
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 On Stage: Deacon Blue
7.30 Five live
7.40 Weather, Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9 28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

SATURDAY November 22 8.30 Paths of Inspiration
9.00 News desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
9.30 Repeat News Magazine
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY November 26
10.03 Morning show - Loma
12.00 News BFBS
12 05Lunchtime announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers
5-lSThc late afternoon show'
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Divided by a common language 
7.30News and Sport
7 40 Weather,Flights,Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9 00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & Rights 
9.30So much blood Pt 3
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers
B F.B.S Programmes

5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 Families and how to survive 
them
7.00 The Goons CD collection
7.30 News and Sport
7 40Wcather,Flights.Announcements
8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights 
9.30Anorak of fire
10 00 News BFBS
TUESDAY November 25
10.03 Morning Show - Lorna
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers
BI BS Programmes

5.03 The Archers
5.18Hie late afternoon show 
5 30 News from St. Helena 
5.45 Calling the Falklands 
6.00Ncws Magazine
6.30 In Concert -James
7.30 News and Sports7 40Weathcr.Flights,Announcements
8 00 Eric Clanton Story Part 5 __

6.00 News BI BS
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7.30 News and Sport from live live
7.40 Weather. Flights, Announcements 
S.OOSix Palestrina Masses 
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights 
8 30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30Thc Italian Renaissance 
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS
Sl'NDAYNovcnibcr 23

MONDAY 24TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 10 30 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 TOTS TV
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Rebecca surprises Toadie. Is romance on the cards 
for Darren and Debbie?
2.30 NAME THAT TUNE with Jools Holland
2.55 HOLIDAY
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
4.00 ALEXANDER THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE 
4.15 CARTOON CRITTERS 
4.40 FUN HOUSE
5.10 RECORD BREAKERS
5.35 HOME AND AWAY It’s been three days and Rebecca still cannot 
hear
5.55 TOP GEAR
6.25 MASTERMIND - IT STARTED NOW IT'S FINISHED
6.55 CORONATION STREET The pressure builds on Jim 
7.45 THE BILL Last Respects: Meadows hopes a family reunion will 
lure a pair of thieves into the open
8.10 THE COOK REPORT (New)
8.35 BLOOMIN' MARVELLOUS (New) New comedy series starring 
Clive Mantle and Sarah Lancashire as Jack and Liz, a successful couple 
in their 30's who live in York and have a volatile and quirky marriage
9.05 SOLDIER. SOLDIER The boys invent a foolproof way of making 9.00 SHOOTING STARS 
a killing in Primrose's First dog race, but end up Fighting for their lives ^9.30 THEY THINK IT'S ALL OVER (New) 
during a survival exercise /’KuTO.OO SKY NEWS Drama starring Robert De Niro and Ed Harris. Two Vietnam
10.00 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK l P veterans are reunited when Joseph "Megs" Megcsscy visits the home of his
10.30 FILM '97 \^_Former comrade Dave, who is still troubled by wartime experiences The tension
11.00 CHILDREN IN NEED between the two men is heightened when Megs strikes up a friendship with Dave's
11.10 SOMETHING STRANGE sister
11.35 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA

5 00 News BI BS 
5 03 Music lilI 
•VI5 Dessert Island Discs 
6.00 Music Fill

Wca^r. Bights, announcements 
TOO Church Scrvicc-St Marvs Church 
» 00 Sports Roundup 
o-15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick 
»-30 Repeat Weather & Flights 

• Music Show 
0.00 News Desk
9 anT?pl^VVcalhcr & Fli§hts
Q ,?TKh° Old Curiosity Shop
in nnMusic Fil1
HF00 News BFBS
to^-^^QUgmber 24 

UJ Morning show - Hermina

THURSDAY 27TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10 00 MEGAMATHS 10.20 LANDMARKS 10 40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK (Repeat) 10.45 THE RIDDLERS 
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Rohan moves into Ramsay Street
2.30 THE ANTIQUES SFIOW
3.00 VANESSA
3 25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
4.00 SOOTY AND CO
4 25 GET YOUR OWN BACK
4.50 BLUE PETER 

*5.15 THE O-ZONE
5.35 HOME AND AWAY Rebecca gets her hearing back / 

>^6.00 CALL MY BLUFF Hosted by Bob Holness
6.30 EMMERDALE The Woolpackers go on a surprise trip
6.55 ANIMAL HOSPITAL CS -7-0
7.25 EASTENDERS Joe shares his worries abom 
8 25 CHILDREN IN NEED (Repeat) Yo Q f
8.35 UNDERCOVER CUSTOMS This edition looks at how

THURSDAY November 27 
10,03 Morning Show - Loma 
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5.03T he Archers 
5 18 The late afternoon show All programmes are subject
5 30 In Concert - The Levellers t0 change. Any changes will be
6,30 Memories are make ot this - broadcaston FIBS 
wiih Tonv Burnett

OVER TO B.F.B.S.w'omen with Grant

AND„ . _ one customs
0nicer destroyed a European smuggling organisation worth millions of 
pounds

AftAnoonnShownl60^0 ^NewT^Essentia^Selection^^OO^Cormect\jK 
mTZs &Gold 2600 News & The Rockshow 2200 London Tonight

s*turday

& Rich & David Rodigan 2100 News & Steve Mason
SUNDAY A1UnSOn

0400 Ne\VS ? Something for theWeekend 0300 News & p^su^eeWS &
Weekend o ^ Bob Harris 0700 News & David Rodnga? ^Larv 1200 
Sos2Goo d 1000The WorldThis Weekend n00R^"^l|ob 
HajTis 19ftnx^°r the Weekend 1400 Richard Alhnson 1600 N<e s
News l^®°News & Weekend Gold 2100 News & Pressure Drop z 
0001ndon Tonight

TUESDAY , ,
Steve^Mason 22M1?<£* London Tonight 

m mSJohn Peel 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & America’s 
Finest 2200 News & London Tonight

0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News &

FRIDAY 28TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 EUREKA! 10.15 STOP, LOOK, LISTEN 10.30 STAGE 
TWO SCIENCE ENERGY 10.45 POTAMUS PARK
2 30 MILLIONAIRES'Sa baS 3 bus*ness ProPosa* for Lou

2.55 COMEDY CLASSIC: DAD'S ARMY 
3.25 COUNTDOWN 
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: MOOMIN 
4.15 PLASMO (New)
4.20 TRANSYLVANIA PET SHOP 
4.45 MR WYMI

TUESDAY 25TH NOVEMBER
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 FOURWAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME 10.25 
ZIG ZAG 10.45 THE SLOW NORRIS 
2.10 NEIGHBOURS Anne. Ben and Billy arc reconciled 
2.30 FOOD AND DRINK (New)
3.00 VANESSA
3.25 COUNTDOWN
3.50 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY’S WORLD
4.00 DENNIS THE MENACE (New)
4.25 IPS A MYSTERY

2000 As Monday 2000 News & John

0200 News & 
"Today
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Argentina
Please note: The following 

extracts are translations.
A AIBITO FIN A NCIERO13/11/9 7
The twin of the English ship that 

unleashed the Falklands 
rives. It comes as a previous signal 
to Mcncm’s trip.

It will speed up the lifting of the 
amis embargo.

On November 17th the ice breaker 
l/MS Endurance of the Royal Navy 
will arrive in Buenos Aires Port. The 
ship's visit - identical to that which had 
notorious participation in the Falk
lands conflict, takes place a week af
ter the Foreign Office’s invitation to 
Carlos Menem to carry out an official 
visit to London.

The warship's presence is foreseen 
by the Buenos Aires foreign ministry 
as a favourable signal to include the 
lifting of the arms embargo on the 
agenda of sensitive issues President 
Menem will discuss with the British 
Prime Minister. Tony Blair In Great 
Britain the policy of the embargo has 
been questioned by members of the 
Trade and Industry Commission of the 
House of Commons because of its 
limitations on British firms from the 
defence sector to invest in 
privatisations in Argentina. The Ar
gentine Navy will be the war ship’s 
host, which is on its way to the Ant
arctic to carry' out scientific tasks, con
tracted by the British Antarctic Sur
vey. organisation similar to the CAN 
( National Antarctic Commission) in 
Argentina.

~The relations between the two na
vies operated as discreet channels of 
diplomatic relations when in 1991 the 
embargo allowing English spare parts 
to Argentine ships during the Gulf War 

allowed The visit of the British 
ice breaker Endurance, commanded 
by Navy Captain Timothy Barton, is 
included within the round of military 
contracts, a mechanism which was 
designed to promote reconciliation and 
mutual trust following the 1982 con
flict. In the military exchanges the 
mention of the veto concerning sup1- 
plying of spare parts is part of the in
formal dialogues. They are based upon 
the fact of the possibility of obtaining 
spare parts and service of propulsion 
systems ( marine and aeroplane tur
bines) which are far from the strict 
classification of arms.

The British Marines will carry' out 
a series of protocol visits, including a 
celebration aboard ihcSarmiento Frig
ate. The Navy's concern following the 
events in Cordoba earlier this week in
volving British Ambassador William 
Marsden. led to a series of contacts 
between officials of the embassy to co
ordinate the security measures for the 
arrival of the Endurance and move
ments of the crew. The Endurance will 
make a stopover in Buenos Aires Port 
and then leave for the Falkland Islands 
and then go to the Antarctic.

Official sources confirmed that 
fuel will be offered to the British ship, 

xpression of the good level of

bllaGmdoeDitTella is following closely 
the work his defence colleague Jorge 
Dominguez carries out, ensuring that 
negotiations continue as the foreign 
ministry wishes them to do so. And the 
lifting of the arms imbargo is one ol 
the objectives still to be resolved and 
which involves both ministries.

Dominguez will also visit London 
on an official visit during the first week 
of December. It is hoped that the mili
tary bilateral relations will avoid an
gry' situations like those which look 
place in London between November 
14th and 16th 1996. Sources at the 
foreign ministry said that at that time 
- from the Argentine embassy in Lon
don - the British defence officials 
transmitted their disgust because the 
Argentine committee, headed by Sec
retary' of Military' Affairs Jorge Pereyra 
de Olazabal, did not include repre
sentatives of the Armed Forces.

Alignment
Also the foreign affairs ministry 

has improved its control of negotia
tions concerning military alignment 
following United States Secretary of 
State Madeleine Albright’s communi
cation to Di Telia that the US govern
ment designate Argentina as an extra- 
NATO ally.

The diplomatic strategy to obtain 
the lifting of the embargo laid down 
by the English government always 
took into consideration the designation 
of Argentina as a special NATO ally 
as a better scenario for lifting of the 
embargo. The first loosening of the 
embargo took place in 1991 during the 
Gulf War. Argentina sent two ships 
which operated under the United Na
tion flag, in the multi-national peace 
forces. At the beginning of the Falk
lands conflict John Biffcn. then secre
tary of state for foreign trade, had an
nounced a military embargo on spare 
parts for marine turbines Olympus and 
Tyne manufactured by Rolls Royce. 
In the operations in the Gulf the de
stroyer ARsl Alnuranie Brown, re
quired spare parts for its turbines. Dis
creet negotiations went on between the 
Argentine foreign ministry and the 
Foreign Office, who finally authorised 
the Royal Navy to provide he neces
sary material In the House of Com
mons. industry and trade commission, 
the embargo has been dealt with on nu
merous occasions, the fundamental ar
gument was brought up in 1995. The 
Sessions Book ofThat year, paragraph 
35, recommends looking into policy 
concerning in the sector

LA PRENSA 16th November 1997 
Reflections concerning

Faklands

the wool from the sheep, a market 
which was falling. My reflection is: if 
some day the islands become Argen
tine who will go and live there? I fore
see that it will be an Army, Navy or 
Air Force garrison. So, our leaders, 
instead of thinking about “charm of
fensive" plans should think about what 
to do in the Islands with their inhabit
ants. instead of just going on about the 
sovereignty issue. That is done in the 
territory, once they are ours.

Juan Matheu
Martinez
Buenos Aires province.
CLAR1N 18/11/97 Editorial page 

Adequate way to go to the 
Falklands

Foreign Minister Guido di Telia 
expressed his aim to travel to the Falk
lands with a foreign passport to get 
round the prohibition laid down by the 
Islanders concerning the entrance of 
Argentine citizens.

The use of a foreign passport on 
the part of the foreign minister of a 
country is an initiative which is diffi
cult to place in usual diplomatic prac
tises. Even more so when it can reach 
adverse results to the objective of 
them.

Contents
Page 1:war ar-

International media 
comment on the 
Falkland Islands

Page 2-3: 
BBC daily press 
review of British 

newspapers

News from South 
America

Page 4:
News continued from 

Page 1

ful in the delicate negotiations which 
are being maintained with Great Brit
ain and particularly with the inhabit
ants of the Falkland Islands.

LA PRENSA 18/11/97
The court will resolve a claim 
of a Falklands ex-soldier 

The Supreme Court of Justice must 
resolve whether or not a physically 
handicapped person, as a consequence 
of injuries suffered during the Falk
lands war, has the right to be compen
sated for harm and damages suffered, 
as well as receiving the correspond
ing salary for retired military person-

The case concerns Army Sergeant 
Eduardo Azzetti, who was handi
capped as a result of his participation 
in the war-like conflict between Ar
gentina and Great Britain.

During the first and second hear
ings the former military man’s claims 
were denied because it was argued that 
his injuries were a consequence of his 
job and risk of the profession, mean
ing he could not be compensated in a 
civil court.

The court awarded him a “pen
sion” of 60 percent of the current sal
ary of a superior officer.

Now the Supreme Court must de
cide whether or not this ruling is valid

What occurs, is that citizens with 
Argentine passports have been banned 
from entering the Islands since the war 
ended. Since then the Legislative 
Council of the Islands has allowed 
some Argentine journalists in on the 
condition that they hold a passport 
from another country.

The Foreign Ministry inscribes this 
project in their policy of achieving rec
onciliation and a relationship of trust 
with the Islanders as a consequence to 
improve the negotiating position ofour 
country in the dispute over the Islands.

Almost nobody discusses the need 
to improve the relations with the in
habitants of the Falklands and with 
Great Britain and the usefulness that 
this can have in current and future ne
gotiations. But, that does not justify 
the adoption of gestures which cannot 
only seem strange and surprising but 
also counter-productive for the aims 
argued.

Among the unusual gestures pro
duced by our foreign ministry as the 
sending of Christmas presents, a letter 
addressed to the islands and a visit by 
Di Tella’s relatives, all with Swiss 
passports and as tourists, which tried 
to show what the Argentine good will
ingness towards the inhabitants of the 
archipelago.

Now, to add the possible visit by 
the foreign minister himself, using a 
foreign passport and as a private trav
eller.

nel

was

or not.
LA NACION 18/11/97
Nothing has changed in the Falk

lands
“Definitely the Argentines are not 

welcome here. What they did in 1982 
is unforgivable.” Straight to the point 
Ray Davies, an English military man, 
age 60, summarises what most of the 
Islanders feel. His words are a slap in 
your face. Just like the wind.

Tomorrow another group of 
Argentines will arrive in the Falklands. 
Fifteen relatives of soldiers who were 
killed during the 1982 conflict will 

to pay homage to the soldiers 
buried in Darwin cemetery.

In no way is a good atmosphere 
(climate) waiting for them. It is very 
cold and the sky is cloudy. Davies is 
fighting against a wind chill factor 
which is against the calendar (if this is 
spring better not to imagine what the 
winter is like) walking with his dog 
along a deserted beach of white sand. 
The waves of the stormy sea break on 
the beach. Huge seagulls take off and 
land in the icy wind.

“Every day l come and walk here

Dear Editor,
Following the announcement of 

President Carlos Menem’s trip to Eng
land, the following reflections occur 
to me concerning the Falkland Islands.

In January 1975 I visited the Is
lands on an Italian cruise. In spite of 
the fact that it was summer we got off 
the ship well wrapped up because it 

very cold. My wife and I were 
among the first off the ship in what 

then called Port Stanley. We 
toured the town and visited the shops 
where there were English products and 
also Argentine ones. But, when the rest 
of the tourists arrived we felt ashamed, 
because our compatriots robbed all 
kinds of things in the shops, to the 
extent that they had to close and only 
let one person in at a time into the 
shops. ( Is it not understandable that 
the Islanders are not fond of us with 
such a testimony?) We also visited the 
airport to see the runway built by the 
Argentine Air Force. During the jour
ney we could see how inhospitable the 
Islands are. At the time they lived from

It does not seen to be a useful or 
adequate initiative. Nobody can con
sider a trip by the Argentine foreign 
minister to the Falklands as a simple 
personal visit with the aim of improv
ing bitterness.

And if the islanders accept the visit 
as a private gesture it is not clear what 
benefits will be the outcome for Ar
gentine interests.

Worse even, the use of a non-Ar
gentine passport to enter the Islands 
could be interpreted as implicit recog
nition of sovereignty. In this case the 
result would be purely negative.

There arc diplomatic attitudes 
which are more conventional, maybe 
less spectacular but maybe more use-

was

was
come

as an e
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today's newspapers. The Daily Mirror 
devotes all its front page to the story, 
with a further account on the inside 
pages under the headline * Valley of 
Death*. It quotes eye-witnesses as say
ing many tourists were mown down 
in pitiless machine-gun lire, some still 
sitting in their coaches. Others were 
picked off as they tried to run for cover.
The Guardian says the gunman cut the 
throats of victims who were still mov
ing. It also describes the miraculous 
escape of a ticket coliecter. Said 
Ahmeds' at the tomb of Matshepsut.
He had asked one man for his ticket 
when the man pulled out a gun. Three 
ofSaid Ahmed’s friends standing near 
him were shot dead. He survived be
cause their bodies fell on top of him.
The Independent says the killers have 
destroyed one of Egypt’s biggest 

foreign tourism, for perhaps years
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Times argues that holiday companies 
and tourists should not over-react to 
the killing, and pull outen-masse front 
Egypt. That, it says, would be giving, 
in to the gunmen who view tourists as 
western imperialists The Guardian 
says that some tourists clearly want to 
remain, and have accused the British 
Foreign Office of panicking by advis
ing tour companies to evacuate them. 
The Daily Telegraph headlines the 
anger of President Mubarak of Egypt, 
who went to the scene of the killing 
and told his Interior Minister bluntly 
that he had failed.

The Blue Star Line was begun a 
century' ago in Liverpool to buy beef 
in Argentina and Uruguay, and in 1912 
started sailing regularly to the River 
Plate with its own refrigerated vessels.

“We were the first agents to estab
lish direct links between the River 
Plate and northern Europe, and we 
have plans to recover that trade plus 
the refrigerated freight which has be
come one of our strongest commercial 
abilities”, said Tony LongstafT. Gen
eral Manager of Blue Star Line Argen
tina.

lar cities in Europe, the new company 
should rapidly become a favourite for 
the economic class traveller."

CIIRISTOPIIERSEN WINS
LEASE FOR MONTEVIDEO 

HARBOUR
Christophcrscn Maritime Agents in 

association with Macrsk Inc. from Den
mark won the lease to equip and man
age for thirty years the container stand 
in the Montevideo harbour.

The lease that will be made official 
in two weeks lime, means the Uru- 
guayan-Danish consortium have to in
vest almost one hundred million dol
lars during the next thirty years. This 
includes an extension of several acres 
of the present container’s deposit and 
the incorporation in the next twelve 
months of the huge cranes necessary 
to handle containers plus all the com
puter system to manage several million 
tons of freight annually. The 
Christophcrsen-Maersk bid of 67 US 
dollars for handling each container was 
considered by the Montevideo Port 
authorities the most acceptable. The 
other two bids quoted S2 and 84M US 
dollars, belonged to Belgian-Uru- 
guayan consortiums. The winning con
sortium will have to pay an annual li
cence of one million dollars plus ten 
dollars for each container.

SHIP OWNERS PAY COSTS 
OF CLEANING OIL SPILL

mm mm
News from South 

America
British press 

Headline stories; 

Nov 14 - Nov 20 The English shipping company 
currently has 45 container vessels, 
which can operate dry and refrigerated 
cargo, and has purchased 800 addi
tional refrigerated containers for the 
River Plate run that will be incorpo
rated during 1998.

The service was inaugurated last 
October with brand new "BrazilStar", 
a vessel launched last September 
which has a nominal capacity of 2468 
TEU and 300 containers.

CHILEAN SALMON EX
PORTS

The United States Department of 
Commerce in a preliminary decision 
indicated that Chilean salmon exports 
practically do not receive government 
subsidies and therefore are not exposed 
to possible sanctions.

The US salmon industry' claims 
that the Chilean produce is highly sub
sidised and is demanding a ban of 
salmon imports alleging unfair com
petition. The Chileans have counter
acted contracting former US presiden
tial candidate Bob Dole to defend their 
case. According to a short release from 
the US Department of Commerce. 
Chilean salmon exports only receive 
a minor subsidy (0.65 in a scale that 
enables counter tariffs as from 2.0)1, 
but hearings will continue.

"It’s very positive and encourag
ing but it's only the first leg. We must 
prepare intensely for the second half." 
said John Bielh, Chilean Ambassador 
in Washington.

But Joe McGoniglio who repre
sents the plaintiff, said “we trust the 
final decision will support our claim 
and condemn the unfair trade prac
tices."

provided by MercopressIRAQ
The other main international story 

is the situation in Iraq The Times says 
that the United States is stepping up 
pressure on Baghdad by building up 
its forces in the region. The Guardian 
says that a diplomatic solution is now 
more likely after Moscow said its talks 
with the Iraqi foreign ministers had 
yielded a possible solution to the cri
sis over the make-up of United Na
tions’ Inspection teams. But the Inde
pendent quotes an assessment by Brit
ain’s Intelligence Service that if Iraq 
is allowed to operate without the pres
ence of UN inspectors it could pro
duce. within a matter of months, a 
small number of biological and chemi
cal weapons, including warheads And 
the paper says that London and Wash
ington are determined not to allow that 
to happen.
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ROYAL GOLDEN WEDDING 
ANNIVERSARY

All today’s papers agree that the 
Golden Wedding anniversary of The 
Queen and Prince Philip is the main 
story of the day. and photographs of 
the royal couple celebrating their 50 
years of marriage arc on almost all the 
front pages

The Sun says, living in the gold
fish bowl of world attention, staying 
married to the same person for 50 years 
is not easy - and it is an achievement 
of which The Queen and Prince Philip 
can be justly proud It is ironic .the Sun 
says, that while The Queen’s marriage 
has been solid as a rock, those of her 
children were built on sand The Times. 
however, quotes Prince Philip as say
ing that he thought his children had 
done rather well under very demand
ing circumstances. The Times de
scribes Prince Philip’s speech as unu
sually personal The Daily Telegraph 
agrees, and says the Prince made a 
poignant and remarkable personal ex
pression ofpride and praise for his wife 
and children.

The Mirror says although the mon
archy is far less popular than when 
they got married. The Queen and her 
husband are aware of that, and seem 
determined to do something about it. 
The Daily Telegraph says Britain 
should take the opportunity of The 
Queen’s 50th wedding anniversary to 
remember how much the country' has 
improved: the extent of wealth, free
dom and opportunity in the Britain ot 
1997 was almost unimaginable in 
1947, the paper says.

RUNAWAY schoolboy
Finally, many papers take up the 

story of a young boy from one of Brit
ain’s most famous private schools, 
Rugby, who has run away to Barba
dos because of what the Daily Mail 
calls ‘pre-exam nerves’. The Tel
egraph says the boy told a friend that 
he needed to get away. The Guardian 
suggests that he may be merely pre* 
paring himself for his geography ex
aminations!

CHILEAN DEFENCE MINISTER 
AMBASSADOR IN ARGENTINA 
Chilean Defence Minister, Edmundo 
Perez Yoma will become Chile’s next 
Ambassador to Argentina. In a short 
press release the Chilean Foreign 
Ministry' said that the Argentine gov
ernment had agreed to Perez Yoma’s 
appointment, adding that the minister 
would remain in his current job until 
early next year.

Perez Yoma. a Christian Democrat 
ally of President Eduardo Frci had said 
he wanted to quit his post but was 
asked by Frei to remain for a while

The minister had come under 
heavy political fire this month for his 
handling of the vetoed promotion of 
an army brigadier who was allegedly 
involved in human rights violations 
during the seventies.

According to witnesses and human 
rights groups. Brigadier Jaime Lepes 
was personally involved in the bloody 
repression of opposition leaders and 
militants in Punta Arenas, during the 
early seventies

The Brigadier’s promotion had 
been sought by Army Commander in 
Chief General Auguslo Pinochet, the 
former dictator who is due to retire 
next year to become a senator for life. 
Perez Yoma will replace Eduardo 
Rodriguez Guarachi.

BRAZIL PLANS TO SWAP 
OIL IMPORTS FOR FUTURE 

OUTPUT
Brazil hopes to pay for an expected 

two billion US dollars of oil imports 
next year with oil the country plans to 
produce in the future. The move is part 
of an effort to help reduce the coun
try's widening current account deficit 
because it will allow Brazil to import 
needed oil without laying out any cash.

Brazil’s oil production supplies 
about 60 percent of the daily 1.5 mil- * 
lion barrels consumed in the country 
with the remainder imported. Oil ac
counted for 10 percent of all Brazilian 
imports in the first ten months of 1997. 
In 1996 when Brazil imported 4.95 bil
lion US dollars of oil, it posted a 5.5 
billion US dollars trade deficit.

Under the proposed agreement 
Petrobras, Brazil’s state-controlled oil 
company, would set up partnerships 
with foreign and Brazilian companies 
to drill and produce oil. The expan
sion programme is expected to boost 
production 1.2 billion barrels a day by 
2000, up from 890.000 barrels cur
rently. The oil would be returned after 
the future partnerships start to produce 
oil and help boost the overall produc
tion.

The schedules arc part of a new 
"open skies” arrangement currently 
under consideration between both 
countries, which should be ready to 
sign before the end of the year. Con
tinental is one of the major carriers of 
the United Stales and is in open com
petition with American and United 
Airlines for the Latin American pas
senger and freight markets. In related 
affairs, Spanish Iberia Airlines an
nounced that as of next year the com
pany is to increase to four the number 
of flights to Madrid from Montevideo, 
and to ten from Buenos Aires.

At present Iberia Hies directly to 
Europe three times a week from Mon
tevideo and seven from Buenos Aires.

personal tribute from Mr Blair
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LABOUR PARTY FUNDING
The main story on today’s front 

pages is the public apology by the Brit
ish Prime Minister. Tony Blair, over 
his handling of disclosures about a one 
million pound donation to the Labour 
Party from a motor racing executive. 
The issue has dominated the political 
scene for the past week, especially in 
the light of the Government’s decision 
to exempt Formula One motoring rac
ing from a ban on tobacco advertis
ing. The papers generall\ regard Mr 
Blair's performance, in a BBC televi
sion interview, as a polished one in 
which he appealed for the public's 
trust and said his Government had 
done nothing wrong. The Daily Mail 
said Mr Blair had put on a display of 
disciplined contrition, as for Ihe 
Guardian, it states that there should 
have been a more fulsome apology for 
the Government’s evasions, half-truths 
and plain lies. The Independent says 
Mr Blair's party has been damaged 
because it was forced to make disclo
sures in rather the same way that the 
former Conservative Government had 
to admit to some irregular financial 
dealings.

In an article in The Times. Mr Blair 
promises a swift shake-up of the po
litical funding system. He backs na
tional limits on amounts spent by par
ties. a limit on individual donations, 
and the publication of donors and the 
amounts they give. He says he is pre
pared to legislate to force all parties to 
open up their books about future do
nations to guarantee fairness.

IRAQ
The main international story is 

again the situation in the Gulf, and in 
particular the failure by the American 
Secretary of State to win support for 
Washington's policy towards Iraq dur
ing her tour of the region Most pa
pers agree that, as a result, any mili
tary action has been put in abeyance 
and there is now a greater emphasis 
on diplomacy. The Daily Telegraph, 
along with The Tunes, highlights the 
statement by President Yeltsin, follow
ing a weekend phone call with the 
White House, that he is willing to try 
to help achieve a diplomatic break
through. The Guardian says Iraq has 
hinted at a possible solution over the 
row about the make-up of the United 
Nations weapons inspection teams. 
According to the paper, while such a 
compromise remains on the table, the 
US and Britain are likely to hold off 
from punitive military action
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IRAQ
The possibility of military confron

tation between the United Stales and 
Iraq is prominent in the early editions 
after Iraq's decision to expel Ameri
can members of the UN's weapons 
inspection team in Iraq. The Independ
ent says the standoff escalated with a 
speed that few had anticipated - includ
ing the UN Secretary-General. Kofi 
Annan - after a UN Security Council 
resolution imposed travel restrictions 
on Iraqi officials linked to efforts to 
block weapons inspections The 
Guardian says the expulsion of the 
American weapons inspectors, on a 
humiliating drive through Iraq to Jor
dan. and the UN’s announcement that 
it is withdrawing all but a skeleton staff 
from Baghdad, in effect leaves Iraq 
free to develop weapons of mass de
struction that have been banned and 
monitored since the end of the Gulf 
War in 1991.

The Financial Times says Presi
dent Clinton has had emergency meet
ings with his advisers, but it quotes 
American officials as saying this 
should not be seen as a signal that mili
tary action is imminent. The paper also 
reports a unanimous vote by the 
American House of Representatives to 
support unilateral military action if 
other measures failed.

The Daily Telegraph and The 
Tunes lead with the story that a Brit
ish aircraft carrier, the Invincible, is 
being sent from the Caribbean to Gi
braltar at the entrance to the Mediter
ranean The Times says the move 
means Britain is preparing to send a 
potent strike force to the Gulf, al
though no decision had yet been taken. 
The paper adds that the British Prime 
Minister. Tony Blair, and his visiting 
Israeli counterpart. Binyamin 
Netanyahu, agreed during talks in Lon
don that there should be a tough allied 
stance towards Iraq. A number of pa
pers also draw attention to the immi
nent arrival in London of the Ameri
can Secretary of State. Madeleine 
Albright.

earn
ers.
to come.

The Daily Express focuses on the 
panic felt by many tourists who remain 
in the area, saying travel companies 
were planning an emergency airlift to 
fly them home The Times says tour 
operators from all over the world are 
considering whether to pull out ol 
Egypt. It says the tourist bloodbath 
has dealt a fatal blow to President 
Mubarak’s attempt to convince the 
world that his five-year campaign 
against Islamic militants is succeeding. 
In an editorial, the Times says if Mr 
Mubarak really wants to tackle the 
problem, he must look beyond a sim
ple tough response from his security 
forces. T he paper argues that militant. 
Islam is taking full advantage of frus
tration among Arabs at the stalled 
Arab-lsraeli peace process, a growling 
gap between rich and poor, the absence 
of legitimate channels to express po
litical opposition and corruption 
which has accompanied economic re
form The Daily Telegraph says it is 
no coincidence that the attack occurred 
at a time when Iraq is again challeng
ing the West, and particularly the 
United States. The paper argues that 
Saddam Hussein articulates the Arab 
sense of injustice at the West’s insist
ence that Iraq should observe United 
Nations resolutions when Israel 
flout its obligations towards the Pal
estinians

Insurance companies have reached 
an agreement with the Uruguayan gov
ernment to pay 2.5 million US dollars 
for the costs of the clean up of the worst 
oil spill in the Uruguayan coast.

Last February the "San Jorge", a
55.000 tons tanker transporting oil from 
Comodoro Rivadavia to Brazil, ran into 
some uncharted rocks twenty miles off 
the Uruguayan coast and spilt an esti
mated 10% of its load creating an 18 
mile long, half a mile wide patch of 
thick oil.

The oil gradually advanced towards 
the coast spoiling some of the prime 
beaches of Uruguay packed with tour
ists in the middle of the summer sea
son as well as killing an estimated
5.000 sea lion pups from a nearby is
land reserve.

Finally a work force of 1.500 men 
cleaned up the beaches while Uru
guayan Navy units and Argentine air
craft dispersed the worst of the oil spill 
with chemicals.

The agreement only covers costs of 
the cleanup and leaves the door open 
for other civil claims such as loss of 
profit, (for the tourist industry), and 
damage to the marine life and environ
ment.

Iberia, which has an important stake 
in Aerolineas Argentinas, will also be 
participating in the British Airways- 
Amcrican Airlines association plan to 
take over a leading control in the 
former Argentine state owned com
pany.

PERU. “A CARICATURE OF 
A DEMOCRACY’’

World renowned writer Mario 
Vargas Llosa was declared "persona 
non grata” by his peers after having 
declared that Peru is a “cartoon de
mocracy.

Peruvian bom Vargas Llosa. and 
now a Spanish citizen, indicated that 
"Peru is living under a dictatorship 
disguised as a democracy. There are 
some democratic procedures, but in 
essence it’s a caricature of a democ
racy.”

can

A final decision is not expected 
until next March.

Chile who in 1981 only harvested 
53 tons a year, has become the second 
world producer, behind Norway, and 
exports almost 100.000 tons to the 
United Stales. The salmon industry 
now employs 70,000 people and has 
foreign sales of 500 million US dol
lars.

Liberal Vargas Llosa who has 
been a Nobel Prize Literature candi-BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
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LUXOR TOURIST KILLINGS 
Today's British newspapers devote 

many pages to eye-witness accounts 
and details of the victims killed by Is
lamic extremists in Egypt. Nearly 
every one of them carry pictures on 
their front pages of five-year-old 
Shaunnah Turner from Rippondon in 
Northern England, who was gunned 
down along with her mother and 
grandmother. The Mirror has a mon
tage of pictures of the five-year-old, 
describing her as ‘the little lamb 
slaughtered at the temple’. The Daily 
Star has the headline ‘For God’s Sake’ 
and says Shaunnah and the other tour
ists were slaughtered by what the pa
per describes as ‘Muslim maniacs kill
ing in the name of Allah’.

The Independent quotes the son of 
an elderly British couple, who were 
also murdered, as saying he had joked 
with them to take bullet-proof vests 
before they set off on what they had 
described as ‘their holiday of a life
time’.

date several times is an acerbic critic 
of Peruvian President Alberto 
Fujimori, w-ho closed Parliament in 
1992, reformed the Constitution and 
had himself elected for a second man
date in 1994.

President Fujimori has been ac
cused of ruling the country' with an 
iron hand in alliance with the mili-

INTERNATIONAL FISH 
SHOW IN BUENOS AIRES 
“Pes AL ‘97, the largest interna

tional fish industry- exhibition in Argen
tina will be held in Buenos Aires dur- . -t. . . . ..ing the first week of December lVlar,vel A slower trading rythmn
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SOUTH AMERICAN WOOL 
MARKET REPORTtary. and there are permanent claims 

of human rights violations and attacks 
to the press. Vargas Llosa became a 
Spanish citizen when he was denied 
a new passport by the Fujimori re
gime.

“We invite him to a literature
POLITICAL PARTY FUND

ING
There is broad coverage of con

tinuing controversy in Britain about 
the ethics of donations made to politi
cal parties. ber.

HUMPHREY, THE DOWN
ING STREET CAT, RETIRES 

One story almost guaranteed to 
touch the heart of the nation is the re
tirement of Humphrey, the cat from the 
Prime Minister’s Downing Street resi
dence. Humphrey - a national charac
ter whose exploits have been widely 
chronicled over the years - is reported 
to have been found a new home in the 
English countryside after retiring be
cause of medical problems. The Times 
says he left complete with basket, lit
ter tray and toy mouse, but without a

The Times quotes the group re
sponsible for the killing, the Al-Gamaa 
al-lslamiya, as saying their intention 
was to take foreign hostages. But eye
witnesses, quoted by the paper, say the 
gunmen appeared to have one inten
tion - to kill as

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR TUES
DAY 18 NOVEMBER 1997

LUXOR TOURIST 
MASSACRE

The killing of more than 68 for
eign tourists in Egypt by Islamic ex
tremists dominates the front pages of

a
many people as possible.

In an article on an inside page, Die
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In the Argentine cemetery in Dar

win, which a group of Argentine rela
tives of the dead, will visit today, the 
only thing you can hear is the sound 
of the wind and the noise of the rosa
ries hitting hundreds of crosses.

The place is the most impacting 
one in the Falklands: In the middle of 
the hilly scenery, where you can see 
the sea faraway, a white fence near to 
a terrible reality.

In tidy rows 232 crosses have been 
put up. which form something like an 
inverted T. in the crown of which you 
can see another great cross. Their im
maculate white colour is a contrast to 
the well kept green grass. As well as 
plastic rosaries, the crosses have arti
ficial carnations tied to them, put there 
by relatives on previous visits.

The objects, speak of the despera
tion of a father, mother or brother, to 
leave something there that can accom
pany the loved one, in the overwhelm
ing solitude, thousands of kilometres 
from their family.

Going round the cemetery is diffi
cult. There are 232 crosses, but 236 
Argentines buried there, because in 
one grave there are two bodies together 
and in another four.

Those which are unidentified have

because I love this place." says 
Davies, breathing deeply the air in 
Surf Bay, two kilometres from 
Stanley, the capital and only city on 
this archipelago.

A hundred metres away near 
some sand dunes, there is some wire 
fencing on which there are some red 
signs which stand-out which warn: 
“Danger Mines." This is one of the 
hundreds of areas covered in land
mines by Argentine soldiers during 
the conflict.

“The Argentine invasion was 
like the attack on Pearl Harbour: 
there was never a declaration of 
war," says Davies, who in spite of 
his statements was not here during 
the conflict, but he arrived ten years 
ago to work for the local electric 
company.

Fifteen years after the war, 
wounds continue open. To the Is
landers the Argentines have commit
ted a serious crime which no charm- 
offensive or reconciliation can re
pair.

about all this. who as well as a passport from another 
country must have the special approval 
of the government.

What is your opinion of Foreign 
Minister di Telia?

“He is a nice man, I have met him 
many times and he is a very civilised 
‘gentleman. But. as you have noticed the 
people in the islands do not see him as a 
kind and friendly man but as the foreign 
minister of a foreign country, which 
maintains a claim against us. If not, it 
would be very different. The local peo
ple and the Legislative Council have al
ways said that things would change if 
there is no sovereignty claim. This would 
transform the situation enormously.

The people say that they are afraid 
that the new English Labour govern
ment will not continue with the same 
policy as the Conservative government 
as far as sovereignty is concerned. 
What do you think about this?

“What I can say is that during the last 
few days of the electoral campaign and 
when they were in office, the Labour 
party said on numerous occasions that 
they were not going to make changes in 
the’fundamental points of British policy. 
This means that the sovereignty is not 
negotiable and that they will continue to 
respect the Islanders wishes of remain
ing under British sovereignty. So. there 
will be no change. What will go on is the 
wish to improve the good relations with 
Argentine and try, as far as it is possible, 
to leave what happened in 1982 behind. 
In that we have made great progress 
which assures stability in the region.

And what do you think about the 
visit that President Menem will make 
next year to Great Britain?

“It is very welcome. The people in 
the Islands believe that it will help to pro
mote stability and good neighbourliness 
with Argentina, so it is very good. Both 
the British government and The Argen
tine government have described this visit 
as a recognition of the intensifying and 
improvement in bilateral relations, espe
cially in commercial aspects. The sover
eignty will not be negotiated during the 
visit.

Criticising Di Telia 
Drizzle, a wind that never stops, 

huge black clouds, racing across the 
sky. "We pray for it to be fine when 
there are tourists here, but we love it 
when it is like this when Argentines 
come,” says Tony, as a joke but seri
ously.

Everyone concludes that it is not 
“hate" that they feel towards the 
Argentines, but more mistrust. In
cluded in that is our Foreign Minister 
Guido di Telia, one of the best known 
Argentines in this land.

The Islander who does not receive 
his famous and questioned Christmas 
gift, has a friend who has had the 
pleasure of the gift, and the visit of 
his daughter, son-in-law and grand
children (thanks to a Swiss passport), 
at the beginning of 1996. which has 
been difficult to forget

Concerning the announcement 
last week that he will come “soon” 
using another passport, presumably 
Italian, there is no agreement either.

“The Government won't allow it. 
If di Telia wants to come here with 
another document, he should do it af
ter 1999, when he is no longer minis
ter. It is absolutely inappropriate at the 
present time as foreign affairs minis
ter," is the unanimous opinion.

The Legislative Council, the only 
elected organism of the Islands, which 
consists of either members, is the 
group which must give di Telia au
thorisation.

The only people who are not re
jected are the relatives of the 
Argentines killed in combat in 1982: 
“They are welcome.” says Jackie 
Summers.

And she adds: “They were only 
carrying out orders. The war was not 
their fault, it was an unnecessary trag
edy.”

It doesn’t matter that the United 
Kingdom has re-established diplo
matic relations with Argentina, nor 
that economic agreements have been 
reached which were before unthink
able. The matter of sovereignty can
not be discussed.

“We can't forget what they did 
to us. The conflict is still very fresh," 
says Jackie Summers, another Is
lander, who is not afraid to speak out 
and says, “The Argentines are still a 
threat to us.”

“Obviously less so than before,” 
she admits "because now we have a 
good military' defence. But the peo
ple are still worried: Until the 
Argentines give up their claim of 
sovereignty of the Islands, we can
not have a normal relationship.”

Memories of 1982
Unlike Ray Davies, Summers 

was in the Islands during the war “It 
was a nightmare, difficult to bury.” 
She had to leave her house in Stanley 
and, “like a refugee” escape along 
with her two, small daughters to a 
house in the countryside

She says, that when she returned 
to Stanley, when the conflict had 
ended she found her house semi-de
stroyed. “There were booby traps all 
over the place. I was afraid to touch 
anything,” she recalls.

Like the rest of the nearly 1,500 
inhabitants of the city, Summers 
firmly supports the idea that letting 
Argentines into the Islands has been 
prohibited since then.

“When they give up their claim 
to sovereignty over our territory, 
they can come here whenever they 
want and there will no more prob
lems,” she says, aware that this is an 
a Utopia.

Her fear goes beyond what she 
considers “indispensable” on the 
part of the Argentines. She is also 
afraid of the new Labour Govern
ment. “We are still not clear about 
whether or not they will adopt the 
same policy as the Conservatives 
concerning the sovereignty,” she 
confesses.

Tony Smith, an Islander, age 35, 
who is accompanying three Argen
tine media who were able to enter 
the Islands on passports from other 
countries to cover the visit tomor
row and the next day of a group of 
relatives of the victims, also says that 
everything will change once Argen
tina drops its claim.

“I believe that we have the right 
to decide which country to belong 
to and we belong to Great Britain,” 
he says, emphasising that he thinks 
that it is important that we journal
ists report what the Islanders think

a sign on them which says 'An Argen
tine soldier known unto God.’ Even 
though they are graves of unknown 
soldiers, they are "adopted graves" by 
relatives who were once able to cry for 
their dead with a name and surname. 
They also have a flower and rosary.

At the foot of many crosses which 
are not anonymous, there are marble 
or bronze tombstones, hearts, candles 
and even some photographs of smil
ing boys, of no more than 20 years of 
age.

That of the conscript Juan F. Rava, 
has a religious stamp of the Virgin 
Mary and reads, “Your grandmother, 
aunts, uncles, cousins and little cous
ins.” On another, that of Corporal Raul 
A Gomez, who was killed in combat 
at age 19. there is a flowerpot which 
recalls his native origin: Goya. “To
day, faraway we are still waiting for 
you to come back. With love, mummy, 
brothers, sisters and nephews.” is read 
where soldier Guillermo Granado

LA NACION 19/11/97
La Nacion in Falklands: Interview 
with the governor by Elizabetta 
Pique
Foreign Minister di Telia an
nounced that he will come to the Is
lands using another passport. Will 
he be allowed in?

“I think that for now the question 
is hypothetical. We read about it in 
the Argentine press but we have not 
received any formal request from the 
government which is necessary.

The migratory policy is in the 
hands of the Islands government, of 
the government of Great Britain and 
in this particular case in the hands of 
the elected Legislative Council, who 
must consider it once a formal pro
posals has been made.

Di Telia will not be allowed in 
to the Islands

“But, some Legislative Council
lors have already said publicly that 
such a visit will not be welcome. Per
sonally I think it is clear that the Leg
islative Councillors consider that 
members of the Argentine govern
ment are not welcome in any kind of 
situation, unless they change their 
point of view concerning the sover
eignty issue of the Islands.

What will happen if di Tella’s 
hypothetical proposal becomes a 
formal request?

“It will have to be considered. I 
don’t think the Legislative Council 
will change its mind.

Does the Legislative Council 
have in its hands the legal means to 
impede this trip?

“Yes. The migratory control is an 
affair of the Islands government and 
there is a very clear policy which lays 
down that common Argentines can 
visit the Islands if they use a non-Ar
gentine passport but not Argentine 
government officials. There are spe
cial rules for Argentine journalists

Sovereignty will not be negotiated, 
but Argentina will try and bring it up...

“That is an Argentine affair I under
stand that the position of the Argentine 
government is that it is not possible for 
the President to travel to Great Britain 
and not mention the Falklands question, 
but the British position is very clear as 
far as this is concerned: The sovereignty 
is not negotiable nor discussible, even 
though it is recognised that there is a dis
pute with Argentina.

What did you feel last July when 
the former British colony of Hong 
Kong was returned to China?

“As happened to many British peo
ple, mixed feelings. It was something that 
had to happen because there was a treaty 
which laid down the return. But, it has 
no implication with the Islands question 
because it is a totally different situation 
It is wrong to think that there is any con
nection between Hong Kong and that the 
British government is ready to return the 
islands: What the government does want 
- as in the case of Hong Kong - is a good 
relationship with Argentina. For exam
ple it is very good that members of the 
Islands government has discussed oil and 
fishing matters with Argentina and I 
would like, in as far as it is possible, that 
this co-operation continues and increases.

Is there any chance that there could 
be another meeting between Argentina 
and the United Kingdom like that at 
Chevcning?

“That would be to speculate. What 
di Telia is showing is that he is knocking 
at the British government’s doors for that 
and in this case it will be something the 
British government must consider.

LA NACION 19/11/97
Relatives visit to the Falklands

rests.
The Argentine cemetery of Darwin 

is situated on the isthmus of the same 
name, which separates the two Islands 
To reach it you have to drive for 45 
minutes along a stoney road from 
Mount Pleasant airport

The place is far from Stanley (120 
milometres, an hour and a half in a 
4x4) not just because the islanders pre
fer that they be distant from the city, 
but because 15 minutes away is Goose 
Green, where on May 28th one of the 
bloodiest battles took place.

WOOL MARKET REPORT 
14 NOVEMBER 1997 

New Zealand: North Island compared to 
South Island November 6th. Crossbred fleece 
32/33 micron fully 2% dearer with 34 to 37 
micron par to 1% dearer. Due limited offer
ing unable to quote finer types. Competition 
mainly from Western Europe, Local Mills, 
China . supported by India and Pakistan. 
Australia: Sales held in Sydney and Mel
bourne. Merino fleeces 23 to 25 micron 
closed firm with 26 to 28 types barely firm 
and 29 & 30 microns 1% cheaper.
31 to 34 microns closed firm Eastern 
ket indicator closed unchanged at 708 c/kilo 
Western market indicator closed 1 cent lower 
at 647 c/kilo General: With exchange rates 
for the Australian dollar touching their low
est for five years at one point this week, Brad
ford prices for tops have been reduced even 
while the main market indicators stay un
changed. Not every firm has reduced prices 
again, but it only takes two or three to do so 
to show the way for potential buyers to bid 
less. Falling prices often mean that buyers 
hold back in the expectation of further de
clines to come, but with Christmas and sea
sonal factors soon liable to reduce wool avail
ability, some traders feel that better business 
might not be far away.

mar-
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... A true story of the Falkland Islands In the1«WsDoctor on Horseback by Dr. B (Tom) Hopwood Mission man thrilled

THE 'office boy makes good' is a 
cliche much beloved of (and vir
tually done to death by) the Jeffrey 
Archer school of fiction. Less com
mon arc the true life 'rags-to-richcs' 
stories of actual flesh and blood 
characters. Still fewer are the talcs 
of those who begin at the bottom 
and. eschewing more lucrative ca
reers. reach high and often unsung 
positions within the charitable in
stitutions of Great Britain.

Thirty years ago. as the Sixties 
still swung and Britain boomed, a 
young
landed a job as an office boy with 
the Royal National Mission to 
Deep Sea Fishermen. Today he is 
the National Secretary' to the same 
mission, is a Justice of the Peace 
and was made an MBE in recog
nition of his charity work over 
many years.

Last week he visited the Falk- 
lands to be present at the official 
opening of the newly completed 
Seamen's Centre, close to FIPASS, 
and took time out to talk to Pen
guin News about his life, his work 
and the charity he has served for 
thirty years. The first thing he 
wanted to stress was that the Royal 
National Mission to Deep Sea 
Fishermen is not a church. Though 
some of the Mission Superintend
ents have an ecumenical back
ground others are drawn from a va
riety of backgrounds.

He, himself, worked among 
fishermen at a number of ports, 
among them Humberside and Ab
erdeen. gaining valuable insights 
into the specific problems of Brit
ish seamen One of the most 
prevalent of these problems is what 
Paul now describes as. "the decline

Discovering the "exotic’ in Pumta Arenas
^ inhnnv actually due to sail that we heard

I LEFT the Governor in his sump- Our passage through the Straits nor 1 took up the invitation, j t|iat replacement was about to
tuous bed at the Hotel del Parquc was very impressive. I lay in bed in happily, though our * bJ appointed. The inevitable hap-
knowing full well that I should not my gazebo with the curtains drawn danced around and seemed o o pcncj and I had to stay until my
see him again, so the promises we right back and what a sight it was! joy it. We had another armr replacement arrived. Shirley de-
made of meeting back in the UK By this time, not only was a full we both agreed we had had c H ^ ^ ^ would lake lhc op_
must have sounded unreal to us gale blowing, but there was a snow- of this drear place, o utit a ) m t0 visit one of her old
both. storm as well. In spite of this, the then we realised that * « “ ds > Buenos Aires, a girl who

water itself was relatively calm, no longer with us. Whcriwtas marricd a Spaniard in Barce-
We made so little progress and it one of the womenAt M ''£<■ ,ona and whom she had not seen
became so difficult to maintain tainly not girls) where the Capta YW were ill nacked un
course that Johnny, the Skipper. was. she gestured »,.h her hands -emed a uood idea
said he wished we could anchor and said. 'El Capitano. gone push consequence of the
until the storm had blown itself push, he will return pronto i?"6® ,hnM in Leer
out. The sheer sides of the Straits We were so taken aback that we delay was that was able to meet
towered above uson both sides and couldn't gel out of the place last my successor S/a l( r^; ‘“l
apparently the depth of water was enough to avoid upsetting anyone ex-Olympic boxer for Ireland and
such that there was not enough by bursting out laughing. We stag- pugilist tor rinity Dub in. Jackie
anchor chain to reach bottom. Ly- gered outside and started sliding had been in the RAI in Iceland so
ing in my bunk, the snow was all over the ice. more-or-less on he was really turning things upside
blowing exactly parallel to the wa- our hands and knees. Since we dow n. In spite ol his rishness,
ter and a great snowdrift piled up were laughing so much, standing which was emphatic, almost his
on the w indward side of my little was a problem. We were laughing greatest love was Scotch Whiskes.
cabin. It became very' hazardous at ourselves as much as anything. which was not even then in abun-
indeed going to the dining saloon We simply had no idea at all that dant supply, most Falkland Island-
or crossing the deck at all Johnny's "lively place" was in fact ers relying on Brazilian gin and

Punta Arenas, when we got a brothel. Nothing was ever said rum, both grossly over-prool. I
there, was frozen solid. The roads about this night's adventure. might say. We spent about a month
were glacial but there were very On our return, to Stanley, it was together because the Lafonia was
few cars and one had to walk eve- to find a new Governor in Govern- otherwise engaged and. during this
rvwhere. The English Club was a ment House and a 2.000 ton ship. time, we cornered the whiskey
refuge of leather arm-chair com- SS Lafonia. in the harbour. This market, not for profit but to ensure
fort. We stayed ashore at the local was to be the flagship of the Falk- that Jackie would not be deprived
hotel while the ship went across land Islands Company and she re- We also spent several evenings at
the Straits to collect Patagonian ally did put the poor old Filzroy to Government I louse, playing bridge 
w ool and presumably deliver stores shame. It w as intended that the with the Governor By this time,
from Montevideo. Lafonia should do the trips to and Lady Clifford had given up and

When the Fitzroy returned. from Montevideo and the Filzroy returned to the UK. Jackie was not
Johnny, the Captain, said the hotel should go round the Islands coi- one whit disturbed by HE's cmi-
and club were too boring and he lecting the wool and delivering nence and regaled us/with his in-
would take us to a place where the stores. This sounded fine and so it herited charm and technique with
drinks were good and it would be was forawhile but, some few years many a raucous story. One remark
quite lively, so off we went, Johnny, later, when the price of wool had I do remember was - 
Don and me. We slithered down been hit by the advent of man- "She's what 1 wud call an old 
several streets, the houses shrouded made fibres, the Lafonia was sold Bag. Your Excellency, if you'd par-
in darkness. We stopped at what and the clock put back. She was a don de expression sor"
looked like an ordinary bungalow' great acquisition at the time, with Even in such a small place the
and Johnny knocked confidentially good-sized cabins and a deck for Governors w ere treated w ith the
on the door. The door opened cau- promenading and. in good w eather,
tiously. sitting gossiping over a gin and

"Ah! Captain Johnny, come in, tonic, 
come in." Then behind she called 
"Este el Capitano."

At this, the whole place sud
denly lit up. revealing a largish 
room with a bar set out with a few' 
tables and chairs. Apart from the 
bar, the room must have been like 
an ordinary Chileno sitting-room, 
which I suspect it was most of the 
time. Three or four largish women 
appeared from nowhere, dressed 
mostly in black with thick, thick 
legs and carry ing all before them.
They were very polite, serving 
drinks and the inevitablefiambres.
One of these formidable women 
put on the gramophone, the old 
HMV type with the handle and the 
dog watching the turn-table go 
round. One of the w'omen volun
teered to dance, but neither Don

snooker and table tennis) as well 
as canteens. They are used by lo
cal community groups as well as 
fishermen.

Pastorally the Mission accepts 
wide-ranging responsibilities. 
They will find financial support in 
emergencies; break bad news to 
bereaved families; care for wid
ows; help with children; or even 
just provide an ear. "Recently," 
Paul said, "I found myself attend
ing an enquiry with a family sim
ply to give moral and practical sup
port."

We had had a good trip up from 
Stanley and indeed I had always 
been reasonably lucky with the 
weather whenever I was on the 
Fitzroy. The coming trip was to 
change all that with a vengeance. 
At one point. I remember asking 
the Captain. Johnny Johnson. "I 
suppose she’s safe enough. Johnny 
isn’t she? I mean, we’re not going 
to lose a mast or anything." He 
grinned sardonically and cocked a 
yellowish eye in my direction.

"Well. Doc. all I can tell you is 
that if she takes three seas running 
on her foredeck she won’t come up 
again."

Back 1 went to the wing of the 
bridge and stood watching the 
waves towering above the little 
ship. I now knew what was meant 
when mountainous seas were talked 
about. Here they were. In the first 
onslaught, some of the glass win
dows on the bridge had been 
cracked and the first wave that 
came smacking against the glass 
was usually the worst. I looked out 
on nothing but white cascading 
water. There was no part of the 
foredeck to be seen. Then you could 
sense the ship struggling to get up 
against the mass of seawater and. 
before she could manage it. down 
w'ould come another wave and in 
no time there was another mass of 
white water threatening the deck. 
Just before it could land, the bows 
would shudder up and out of the 
water, just enough to catch a 
glimpse of the deck. Time and again 
this happened. I kept constant 
watch, almost mesmerised by the 
sight, so that on that voyage I only 
left the bridge in the dark and for 
meals - solitary ones.

The Fitzroy used to chug along 
at a steady ten knots, but on this 
trip w'e only achieved 150 miles 
one day and 90 miles the next. She 
should have been covering just over 
240 miles. Johnny, when he was 
making up the log. remarked that 
he was pretty sure most of this was 
backwards. The voyage took 2 'A 
days longer than it should. On this 
trip, w'e were not going direct to 
Stanley, but calling at Punta Are
nas first. Eventually, we entered 
the Straits and I remember think
ing that, when this happened, the 
weather would moderate and eve
rything would be more comfort
able.

"mm****
man named Paul Jarrett

Another vital service the Mis
sion provides is that of specialist 
referring. "We’re not social work
ers. And we don't always have the 
answers," Paul said, "but we usu
ally know a man who does."

He professes to be, "absolutely 
to the charity, receives no govern- thrilled," at the establishment of 
ment aid and exists solely on the the Seamen's Centre in Stanley, 
generosity of the public and com- "To have the support and 
mercial enterprise. "We rely on agement at the highest level, and
donations, voluntary gifts and right across the board, in the Falk-
legacies," he says wryly. However lands is absolutely marvellous." 
the Mission (a minnow among He explained that the catalysts 
some of the larger British charities) for the Stanley Centre were Mike 
does employ a number of profes- and Kirsten Hughes, both of whom 
sional fund-raisers whose sole have had previous experience of

Mission work in UK. Further, and

Mission Secretary Paul Jarrett pictured recently in Stanley
of a once great industry'."

"Our long association with 
fishermen," Paul says, "has put us 
in an almost unique position where 
we have a special understanding 
of British fishermen and the means 
and knowledge to meet their spe
cific needs."

In real terms that means the 
Mission, as an entity, is constantly 
changing to meet these new de
mands. Mission centres in some 
ports, where fishing has signifi
cantly declined, are closing whilst 
new centres are being opened else
where. (Examples of these are 
Northern Ireland and Plymouth.)
Still other branches or centres are 
in the process of being reshaped.

"Very' often," Paul says, "we 
begin the process of opening a new 
mission at the express request of 
fishermen in the particular area."

The "Mission", as Paul refers

encour-

function is to generate support.
Though the charity maintains vital, links were provided by 

a head office in London it is now Stephen Palmer, Gerry' Murphy 
represented in 96 fishing ports and Captain Nick Barker - names 
throughout the country, the major- very' familiar to Islanders, 
ity of these having a part-time ’aux
iliary superintendent’ or'honorary' 
agent’, who acts as a contact point 
between the Mission and fisher
men in times of need.

There are also 19 welfare or 
purpose built community centres. ods to see if they will successfully 
Many of these have shower and adapt to the Falkland Islands' situ- 
recreational facilities (pool, ation."

Paul is now keen to see the 
Centre become fully integrated 
into the social fabric of the Falk- 
lands. "Every section of the com
munity has a part to play," he says. 
"My role is to introduce our meth-

Outdoor pursuits for Clamshell kids
m Accompanied by FICS staff,

Veronica Fowler, Rosie Hickey 
and Linda Burnard. as well as Lei-

greatest respect, so I did wonder 
how Jackie's genius for informal
ity would make out. Since he re
lieved me years later in Africa, he 
must have managed all right.

About a month after Shirley 
and Penny had left. I found myself 
at the end of the Falkland

in November!
The trip began in bright sun

shine on Monday morning, a time
when the students are usually grap- sure Centre manager. Paul Riddell,

the children were kept busy pitch
ing tents, cooking alfresco camp 
meals and conquering the heights 
of Twelve O'Clock Mountain be
fore returning on hot and windless 
Wednesday.

£;y;, r r. _ -Sir Miles Clifford, the new Gov
ernor. unlike his predecessor, was 
married, but I think his wife had a 
hard time adjusting to the dreari
ness of Stanley and felt rather iso
lated by protocol, which severely 
restricted the people with whom 
she could be friendly. She was of 
an imperious turn of mind and did 
try' knocking the local ladies into 
shape, but with little success. As 
for Sir Miles, he was probably simi
larly depressed by the lack of col
leagues and the loneliness of his 
position. We were only in Stanley 
for rather a short time after his 
arrival and we did miss the friend
liness of Sir Alan Wolsey Cardi-

S*f.;— -ZT-

pling with the finer points of Eng
lish grammar or wrestling with 
Archimedes' Principle, and a fast 
voyage, courtesy of the FIC 
launches, across the calm waters 
of Stanley Harbour.

experi
ence. When eventually I embarked 
on the SS Lafonia. I had the first 
official day off since I had arrived. 
1 he trip to Montevideo with Sir 
Alan had been on duty, so I was 
resolved to make a holiday of the 
trip home.

When I got to Montevideo, it 
was to discover that although, as a 
Government Servant, I had some
priority, the Government Coast 
Agent was encouraging us to put 
ofl our departure and make the 
most of the opportunity to enjoy 
Uruguay for as long as we liked. 
My first task was to go in search of 
Shirley and Penny in Buenos Aires, 
so off I went on the River boat up 
the River Plate. We had a pleasant 
time in BA, but it was more-or-less 
midwinter, and the Argentines had 
their recurring and persistent po
litical problems.

nal.
As the time to leave grew closer, 
prepared for the journey with 
ie impatience. Although the war 

was over, it seemed that the re
cruiting machinery of the Colonial 
Office had not improved and still 
functioned with Victorian propri
ety, preserving its august and mys
terious authority. Thus it was not 
until a week or two before we were

bowman slips the mooring rope as cheerful Year 
Eight head for Clamshell bay 

TIlp Eight: Yet more of Year Eight on the foredeck of the Speedwell 
pi ^ a[mua* camping expedition to the Camp for two days and nights 
, arpshell Bay for children from earlier this week.

e Community School has be- After the dismal weather of re-
corne something of a tradition that, cent weeks they might have ex
its year, gave the students of'Year pected to have their spirits damp- 
ight an opportunity to leave ened but instead encountered tem- 

s t?nC* schoolrooms behind peratures more reminiscent of 
vnile they enjoyed the freedom of Torquay in June than the Falklands

we
som

Public Notice
THE Falkland Islands Government invites all members of the public to a 
reception to be held in the Stanley Town Hall on Friday 21 November 1997 
from 6.30 to 8pm in honour of Sir Rex Hunt, who will be present at the 
reception. A good turnout is hoped for to meet Sir Rex, a staunch supporter 
of the Islands.
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Flint sets new markPUBLIC NOTICE
Public Notice

FALKLAND ISLANDS GOVERNMENT 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

Notice 
sion have been received: 
Reference No. Applicant 
128/94/DP Mr M Luxton

THERE was never any doubt that 
this year’s Moody Brook Chal
lenge race had to result in a new 
record being set, no matter what 
time was achieved by the winner, 
after the start point was moved 
from Whalebone Arch to the Lei
sure Centre. But any fears the or
ganisers (Stanley Running Club) 
may have harboured that the new 
mark would not be worthy of the 
tremendous time, set by Richard 
’Speedy' Thomas two years ago. 
were dispelled as Mark Flint, a sen
ior RAF NCO based at Mount 
Pleasant who is also an interna
tional athlete of considerable re
pute. powered to victor)' in 25 min
utes 33 seconds.

Although described by chief 
organiser, Sarah Allan, as. “six 
miles over a fast, flat course." the 
reality of moving the start point 
also had the effect of reducing the 
distance the runners had to cover 
by about half a mile. This obvi
ously altered the apparently eye
popping average mile times put up 
by Mark from ,4m 15s to a more 
acceptable 4m 38s.

In spite of-a fairly stiff south 
west wind it was an enthusiastic 
field of no less than thirty one run
ners. among them nine under six- 
teens, that toed the line just inside 
the main gates of the Community 
School complex at around 
11.30am on Sunday, November

From the gun it was Mark Flint 
who set the pace, tracked by two 
more RAF athletes. Dave Green 
and Clive Wintrip. Trailing in their 
wake came a pair of local runners,

Right: Run- m- 
tiers start off

cotzxfi
School, on the 

six mile 
Moody Brook 

Challenge 
on Sunday, l 
November

16. .

Development
Erection of a two storey dwelling at 
the rear of 15 Filzroy Road, Stanley. 
(For the approval of detailed plans fol 

lowing the grant of outline permission). 
Extension to quarry at the Frying Pan, 

I Fitzroy
Retrospective application lor removal 
of peat shed and its temporary replace 
ment by a portacabin for use as living 
accommodation and the provision of 
off-street parking at the rear of the 
Warrah Guest House. Stanley 
Outline application for single storey 
dwelling to suit disabled person at 72 
Davis Street. Stanley.

Construction ofa dual pitched roofover 
existing building at Plot 37 Davis 
Street.

The Falkland Islands Government is seeking to recruit for the new 
post of General Manager. Health Care.

This will be a challenging post as the post holder will be responsi
ble for the operational management of all health care services in the 
Falkland Islands. He/She will report to and work closely with the 
Chief Medical Officer who is responsible for Strategic Planning and 
the professional oversight of Clinical Sendees.

The Health Sendees are based in the modem King Edward VII 
Memorial Hospital and are well funded and equipped.

The successful candidate will be expected to to provide clear lead
ership and management, work with the Chief Medical Officer and 
others in developing the KEMH as a community health resource and 
free the senior medical staff from operational responsibilities.

The Health Sendee is a National Health Service funded by Gov
ernment revenue and there is no division between Primary and Sec
ondary' Care. Dentistn'. Social Sendees or Community and Public 
Health.

The secondary' care is jointly run with the Ministry of Defence 
who provide the surgical team.

The post requires a graduate (or equivalent) with several years 
management experience at least five of which should have been in 
Health Care. Previous experience of Primary' and Secondary Care is 
very' important and some experience of community' care is desirable.

Experience in personnel management and preparation of budgets 
is essential and the successful candidate must be able to motivate 
staff, be flexible and adaptable and fit into a small, highly trained 
multidisciplinary' team.

Salary' is in the range £29.304 to £40.000 per annum in Grade A, 
depending on experience and qualifications.

Interested persons should contact the Chief Medical Officer for 
further details. Application forms and a job description are available 
from the Human Resources Department, Secretariat, and completed 
forms should be returned to the Chairman, Senior Appointments 
Board, Secretariat, by 4pm on Friday, November 28, 1997

Gordon Forbes 
Construction (FI) Ltd

134/97/PB

135/97/PB

Mr R Turner136/97/P I -iBelow right: 
Winner, Mark 

Flint (RAF) 
receives 

a trophy from 
Sarah Allan.

FI DC.137/97/P

Stanley.
Change of use from Bar to Country 
Western Club & Race Bar with 
extension to toilet block, addition ol 
mono-pitched roof and provision of 
overhead telephone line, also off-street 
parking at the Racecourse Bar. 
Racecourse. Stanley 
Conversion of peat shed to domestic 
garage and workshop at 27 Callaghan 
Road. Stanley
Siting of 20 ft white container as stor-

Country Western 
Club

138/97/PB

Peter Biggs and Tony Burnett. Be
hind them the field quickly set
tled with Tracy Porter almost in
evitably heading the women’s 
race and Marty Barnes leading the 
chase for the under sixteen‘s hon
ours (despite wearing his anorak 
for the first mile or so).

By the time the leaders reached 
the turn round point at Moody 
Brook the race had become some
thing of a procession. Mark Flint 
having stretched his lead to about 
a minute. Clive and Dave were 
still locked in combat another

Mr R Goodwin139/97/PB

Seafish
Chandlery Limited age at the Seafish Chandlery. Airport 

Road. Stanley.
These applications may be inspected during normal ofTicc hours at the office 
of the Secretary of the Planning and Building Committee, Environmental Plan
ning Office. Malvina House Gardens, Stanley. Comments on the applications 
should be made in writing and should be sent to the Environmental Planning 
Office, PO Box 611. Stanley within ten days of the date of this notice.

The next Planning and Building Committee is due to be held on Decem
ber 4. 1997 in the Liberation Room, Secretariat commencing at l 30pm. Mem
bers of the public may attend to observe the workings of the Committee.

140/97/PB

minute ahead of Tony who was 
ploughing a lone furrow some 
forty seconds ahead of Peter 
Biggs.

6

'v^eauchenE/
legs as they passed the runners still 
on their way out. Tracy had estab
lished a solid lead over her closest 
rivals, sister Fran Biggs and Mandy 
Maclver. from MPA. In the boy’s 
event it was already obvious that, 
barring accidents, Marty would not 
be caught by second placed Evan 
Jones, but the real race w'as among 
the under sixteen girls with 
Margaret Normand. Kiasha 
Mclnnis and Claire Kilmartin all 
running together.

There was little change to the 
order on the way to the finish. Mark 
took the winner’s trophy while 
Dave Green won his personal bat
tle with Clive Wintrip. finishing ten 
seconds up in 28m 12s. Dave is an 
accomplished tri-athlete who hopes 
to be competing in the forthcom
ing Stanley Leisure Centre Swim
ming Gala on November 29.

Tony Burnett comfortably held 
on to his fourth place in 30m 15s 
(and was first veteran home) while 
Peter Biggs slipped one place to fin
ish in sixth in a time of 33m 38s. 
Tracy Porter confirmed her domi
nation of women’s running in the 
Falklands notching a sound 35m 
56s, without being pressed and. she 
claims, without warming up.

Further back Mandy Maclver 
had managed to pull away from 
Fran Biggs, the two finishing in 
40m 19s and 41 m 38s respectively. 
That Fran is Stanley’s most im
proved runner this year is down to 
the amount of hard work she has

put in over the winter, and there is 
little doubt it is showing dividends 
in her performances.

Marty Barnes duly took first 
place in the boy’s race in a very- 
creditable 39m 33s, some three and 
a half minutes up on second placed 
Evan Jones. Andrew Normand 
taking third in 46m 56s, and dis
tinguishing himself bv being the 
only competitor to claim he found 
it easier running into the wind.

Then, just when it seemed the 
excitement was all over, the three 
girls, who had run all the way as 
if tied together, staged a breathtak
ing finish, taking The tape in line 
abreast and providing the judges 
with a real headache. Eventually 
the decision was made. All three 
were given the same time of 49m 
32s. Margaret Normand was given 
first place, Kiasha Mclnnis second 
and Claire Kilmartin third.

The weather, always a factor in 
the Falklands, was relatively kind 
and best summed up by record set
ter, Mark Flint. *lIt was hard 
ning into the wind - but nice com
ing back!”

Next race in the Stanley Run
ning Club programme is the 
(in)famous Cape Pembroke Half 
Marathon on Sunday, December 7. 
This is open to walkers as well as 
runners. Entry forms, which must 
be in by Friday, November 21

F.l. Office: P.O. Box 150, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands.
Tel: (500) 22664
Telex: 2439 Fax:(500)22650

Fleading back to Stanley, now 
with the wind at their backs, the 
leaders were able to stretch their

Continued from page 5
these meetings for the Falkland 
Islands Government.

Site Surveys
Svitzer Ltd. (Britsurvey) has 

been licensed to carry out site sur
veys over areas where the oil com
panies plan to drill. MV L Espoir 
will be in Falklands waters at the 
end of November and the work is 
expected to continue through the 
summer and be completed before 
the 11 lex fishing season com
mences in February. M VL Espoir 
is expected to dock at FIPASS pos
sibly twice during the survey for 
crew changes. In addition to gath
ering data about sea-bed condi
tions for the oil companies, benthic 
samples will be collected for analy-

One Year Metocean Survey 
started in June

GEOS representatives re
turned in early November to re
trieve equipment placed in the 
northern trances to collect data on 
currents and tidal influences. 
They are also monitoring drifting 
buoys by satellite in order to un
derstand surface current move
ments.

Falkland Islands Fishing & Trading Co. Ltd.

BEAUCHENE
CLOTHING AND KITCHENWARE

SHOP Chris Shaw from Shell and 
Robin Stevens of GEOS outlined 
the science behind mctoccan sur
veys at a public meeting in 
Stanley attended by 40 people and 
expanded on some of the early 
work being carried out in the 
North Falkland Basin.

OPENING HOURS 9-12 AND 1 - 5PM 

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
FROM FRIDAY 21ST NOVEMBER WE WILL BE SELLING 

STEPHANIE MIDDLETON'S RANGE OF CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

THIS SHOP WTLL BE CLOSING DOWN ON SATTTHOAV
6TH OF DECEMBER

Mrs P M Rendell 
Director of Oilsis.

PUBLIC NOTICE 
INVITATION TO TENDER

The Falkland Islands Government invites tenders from suitably quali
fied contractors for the 'construction of a containment wall for the 
Fire Training area at Stanley Airport. Tender documents are avail
able from the Secretariat upon payment of £25 deposit, refundable 
upon submission of a bona fide tender.

Tenders endorsed "Fire Training Area Containment Wall" should 
be returned to the Chairman, Tender Board, Secretariat to reach him 
on or before 3pm on Friday 5 December 1997.

The Falkland Islands Government reserves the right to reject any 
tender received.

Public Notice Number: 177/97

run-

now

SO HURRY DON'T MISS OUT , are
available from both Stanley Lei
sure Centre and the MPA Gymna
sium.



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
PERSONALPERSONAL iFORSALE ■4FORSALE

THANK YOU!
To all those who - direct or indi
rectly. have shown care and con- 

about Pilar's health, as well 
as to those who simply decided 
not to show their genuine 
thoughfulness, although 1 am sure 
it has been equally there. The 
unreservedly warm and sincere 
support brought quite some re
warding relief and soothed our 
grief, becoming a real pillar to 
this family.
Finally, I believe you have under
stood the obvious reasons why I 
would not respond immediately 
in return to the various inquiries.
I wish each and every' one of you 
the best of health - the most 
valuable possession in life Thank 
you indeed1 Antonio_________

75 Christmas lambs available 
from mid November. Further 
details phone/fax 42001 
Freehold property for sale - 
Excellent central location in 
Stanley Partly furnished, single 
story dwelling consisting of 
kitchen, livingroom. two bed
rooms. bathroom, hall and two 
entrance lobbies, separate garage, 
peatshed and storage shed. Situ
ated on approximately one eigth 
of an acre of land. For details and 
arrangements to view contact 
June Wade Tel 21080. NO TIME 
WASTERS PLEASE. Tenders 
in writing to Mrs J Wade 41 
Fitzroy Road. Stanley, not later 
than 30th November 1997. The 
tenderer is not bound to accept^ 
any offer
FOR SALE BY TENDER 
4 bedroomed bungalow at 11 Ian 
Campbell Drive. Stanley. The 
property has a large lounge with 
a front porch leading to a balcony 
via a patio door. Fully fitted 
kitchen which has completely 
tiled walls, fully fitted bathroom 
with completely tiled walls and 
electric shower. Spacious master 
bedroom with fitted wardrobes 
(bedroom 1) small spare room 
with a built in sauna (bedroom 4) 
the second bedroom is also spa
cious with a fitted wardrobe with 
the third bedroom adjoining. The 
property has an oil fired central 
heating system, also it is fully 
fence3d and has a pathway to the 
fronst gate - to the rear there is a 
portacabin unit. The property is 
available with or without furni
ture and fixtures. Tenders in 
writing to Mr & Mrs M W Collier 
PO Box 32 Stanley or view by 
appointment only oh 21642. The 
tenderers do not bind themselves 
to accept the highest or any ten
der Closing date for all tenders to 
be in by Friday 12th December 
Falkland Supplies has for sale 
by Tender one Range Rover - 
eight years old.
This vehicle had extensive work 
carried out on the Engine, 
amounting to £4000 back in April 
of this year. Five weeks later it 
was involved in an accident, and 
rolled, on the Mount Pleasant 
Road, causing severe damage to 
the vehicle.
The vehicle is offered for sale in 
its present condition along with a 
small quantity of spare parts. 
Persons interested in looking at 
the vehicle are advised to contact 
Falkland Supplies for an appoint
ment because a number of items 
have been removed from the 
vehicle for security reasons and 
are located, along with the spare 
parts, in a Garage away from the 
vehicle.
We would consider selling the 
vehicle in parts or as one lot. 
Offers close on Monday 1st De
cember. .
Tw igworth trading has for sale by ten
der the following items. 1. approxi
mately 50 acre plot of land, near the 
Travellers Rest, near Mount Pleasant 
Road. Land is fully fenced.
2. 2 only interlink portacabins, middle 
sections, in v good condition. The land 
and cabins could be sold as one lot or 
separate, details and viewing contact 
Falkland supplies: 21297 or contact P 
Short. Tenders clsoe Fri. 28 Nov

1) Bcdford Lorry with tipper. Full 
working order. Engine low milage, 
good condition Contact Dave 
Eynon on 21144/21145
2) Yamaha outboard motors. 40 
H P. (Hi tech range) both 
outboards are long shaft, oil in
jection. manual start, remote 
control. Condition v. good both 
outboards serviced and regularly 
flushed with fresh water. Would 
sell as TWIN INSTALLATION 
or as SINGLE UNIT PRICE 
£1600 each or nearest offer. 
Contact Dave Eynon on 21144/

cem

To Codcy - Happy 1st Birthday 
for Sunday With lots of love 

from Mummy and Daddy and J24 5
Brother Knitting machine and 
ribber with various attachments 
in good condition. Hague hand 
linker model D10. Contact Carol 
Eynon 21144/21145 
One 2 1/4 litre petrol S3 Land 
Rover L\VB. In working condi
tion £850 ONO One multimedia 
Pentium PC. 75Mhz. 8mb RAM. 
CD-ROM. Fax/modem and soft
ware £950 ONO. Call John Tel: 
22303
1 Round Bedside Table with 
blue frilled cloth £25. 2 Montana 
Baltic Dining chairs new £65 each 
1 Philips sunbed £300. 1 Plant 
stand £25. 1 Cane arm chair £65. 
1 Rayburn Supreme stove - bums 
peat, diesel, or kerosene C£1200. 
1 Dcvillc Room Healer burns 
diesel or kerosene £375 Tel Jane 
on 21105
1 DR 350 Suzuki Trials Bike
with a selection of spares asking 
price £1800. All inquiries to Mark 
Tel:- 21105

Byron Marine Limited have 
vacancies for their vessels for the 
following staff: One Engine 
Room / General Purpose Rating. 
Ordinary' Seaman, and One Jun
ior Catering Rating. Each of the 
above vacancies will require the 
successful applicants to com
mence w'ork in January 1998. For 
further details, please contact our 
office on Tel 22245 during office 
hours

For my other favourite niece on 
her 24th birthday on the 25lh 

We would like to thank everyone 
who assisted in the safe arrival of 
Philip Richard, especially Dr Tom 
Omara-Botto and the surgical team. 
Thanks also to all the staff in the 
KEMH who looked after Loreto 
and Phillip so well and to all those 
who sent gifts, cards and greetings 
A special thank you to Jackie 
Eamshaw for all her help, kind
ness. good humour and for gener
ally putting up with us.
Loreto and Gavin Short

Fortuna Ltd requires sea-going 
representatives to work on Tai
wanese and Japanese jiggers in 
the illex fishery for approxi
mately four months from mid 
February’ 1998.
Applicants should preferably have 
a degree in marine biology, be 
physically fit and able to work in 
sometimes difficult conditions 
Payment will include an allow
ance for every- day spent at sea. 
For further information and full 
details of remuneration please 
contact Fortuna Ltd.. Waverlcy 
House, Philomel Street, Stanley, 
Tel +500 22616 Fax +500 22617

NOTICES
FIDF Christmas Party 
Friday 5 December 1997 
Tickets at £10 each can be pur
chased from the FIDF Office be
fore Monday 24 November 1997 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB NEWS 
During Bernard Gallacher's visit 
to the Falklands, the following 
competitions have been ar
ranged:- First of all at Stanley 
Golf Club, an 18 holes medal will 
be held this Saturday 22 Novem
ber - please arrive at 10.30am for 
an 11.00 am tee off. There will be 
refreshments after the game. 
Secondly, on Sunday 23 Novem
ber. the President's Bowl will be 
played for at Goose Green. Tee 
off time will be 10.00am (9.00am 
Camp time). This will be a 
stableford competition with again 
refreshments afterwards.
Finally, on Thursday 27 Novem
ber, there will be a 9 hole compe
tition at Stanley with tee off time 
between 4.00 - 5.00 pm. This will 
be followed by a BBQ and a talk 
by Bernard of his golfing experi
ences at the top level with par
ticular reference to the Ryder 
Cup.

Camping can be a great way 
to see the Falklands. Why not 
take the family and friends 
away for the weekend this 
summer? Hebe Tours have 
available for hire on a daily 
basis: Tents I, 2 & 3 man 
Camping equipment, Fishing 
rods
VHF & HF Radio s 
Phone 21560 Fax/Ans 21561 
for details

Muchas Felicidadcs a la familia: 
Mora - Munos en especial a los 
abuelitos Raquel y Ricardo Ya que 
ha ilegado al mundo un nuevo 
Nieto. Sobrino y Primo 
Phillip Richard Short 
Carinos de losPadres Chochos 
Loreto y Gavin

NOTICE A clearance of the two 
storage areas of hardstanding to 
the south of FI PASS is to lake 
place shortly. Any organisation 
or person having any property 
situated thereon should contact 
the FI PASS Manager or arrange 
for the removal of the property 
within 21 days of this notice. 
Unclaimed properly will be dis- 
posed of._________

To Balders, David & Loo 
I.S.I.S working well. Thanks for all 
your help.
Regards Dilly

Go
Clodagh Erin Gergia 6 Sionaid 
A ceadmile beannachtai le 20 
samhain. T& tu mo H’inion go 
halainn deas. T& a fhios agam, nil 
beidh agam leat anois. Ta mo croi 
ag bristeach, mar Id tu cois mo croi 
agus mo beatha. Td md ag 
smaoineamh ar tusa i gcofiai. Beidh 
me anseo i gconai agus beidh me 
leat agus do deirfiur Roisin deas go 
luath.
As do hathair agus do deirfiur agus 
do clann \ loch gorman, a cead mile 
pog-

School Holidays begin on Tues
day December 9th.
I am offering for children up to 
the age of 10, a child minding 
service with various supervised 
activities, ie - organised sport 
- swimming - visits to the park 

and Surf Bay Numbers are lim
ited. Phone 21851 for details

Postscript - from The Cathedral---------------------------------------------
... if you con/css with your mouth, ‘Jesus is Lord,' and believe in your heart that God raised 
him from the dead, you will be saved" (Romans 10.9)
There are many things about which Christians may disagree — as long as we disagree without 
being disagreeable There are two things, however, about which there should be no disagree
ment: the authority of the Bible, and the Person of Christ. Take first the Person of Jesus Christ. 
Une great preacher said: “Christianity is Christ.” To be a Christian means accepting Him as 
saviour, as Lord, and as the second Person of the Trinity, Anyone who denies this truth cannot 
be a Lhnstian. rhe second belief to which every Christian should subscribe is the authority of 
tne Bible. 11 we do not believe its truths, bring ourselves under its authority, and obey its 
commands we cannot call ourselves Christians. We may describe ourselves as moral, or respect
able, but we cannot call ourselves Christian.
Prayer Heavenly Lather, we know we must be tolerant, understanding and respectful of other 
people s beliefs, but never let us become so tolerant that our convictions are compromised. In 

____________________ _______________________________ Jesus Name we pray. Amen.
Pe-iifljin News is printed at the Government Printing Office. Stanley and published for and on behalf of the Media trust (Penguin News). Stanley Falkland Islands from ofTiccs on Ross Road. Stanley, Falkland Islands 

22684/^2709 Fax 22238. All words and photographs are copyright of the Media Trust (Penguin News) and must not be reproduced without permission. Editor Lisa Riddell, Deputy Editor: Tony Burnett 
Trustees: Mike Rendell. Susan Morrison. Janet Pom pen-Robertson. Tom Blake and Stuart Wallace
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nd of the r@ad for ABO News ins
THE future of the Argentine-Brit- Falkland Islands, is being consid- 
ish conferences, which since the 
mid-1980's have sought ties be
tween the two countries and the

conferences, the venues for which 
alternated between Argentina and 
Britain, had succeeded in estab
lishing a dialogue between two 
nations which in the immediate af
termath of the Falklands' war had 
been highly suspicious of each 
other, and had even, "succeeded in 
bringing Islanders to the discus
sions."

ered. and. according to a key or
ganiser (reports Graham Bound) it 
is almost certain that there will be

Peers to visit
MEMBERS of the House of 
Lords, Baroness Hooper and 
Lord Montgomery, will be vis
iting the Islands this month, Bar
oness Hooper between Decem
ber 6-13. and Lord Montgomery 
between December 4-10.

The two peers, who have 
been invited to the Islands by 
Falklands' Legislative Council
lors will fulfil a busy schedule, 
including meetings with a 
number of heads of government 
departments, Camp visits, vari
ous tours and a meeting with 
Councillors.

Baroness Hooper, who had 
expressed a wish to visit the 
Islands, is an influential mem
ber of the House of Lords and 
was involved in the recent de
bate on the dependent territo
ries. She is also a patron of the 
GAP Association.

Lord Montgomery is also an 
influential peer, who speaks 
often in the House on the sub
ject of Latin American politics. 
He is the alternate Chair for the 
Argentinc/British Conferences 
and he too in the past expressed 
a wish to visit the Islands.

no more of the events.
According to Alisdair Forsyth, 

a key member of the South Atlantic 
Council, the Argentine British con
ferences which have taken place 
approximately every two years, 
have served their purpose, and are 
no longer necessary.

Forsyth told the Merco Press 
correspondent that, "the general 
perception among delegates to the 
conference a year ago in the Argen
tine city of Salta was that the job 
was done."

THAT the imminent advent of oil Now that normal trading and 
exploration could spark a shortage diplomatic links have been re-es- 
of administration expertise in the tablished, there is, said Forsyth, no 
Islands, is the conclusion of a longer a crisis. He said that the

Shortage of 

administrative 

expertise 

imminent 

in Stanley

But, said Forsyth, even if the 
South Atlantic Council in London 
and their co-organisers in Buenos 
Aires. The Consejo Argentino de 
Relaciones Internacionales\\'\shcd 
to carry on with the meetings, the 
commercial sponsors, who have 
paid for hundreds of air fares and 
hotel bills making the six confer
ences possible, would be unlikely 
to maintain their support.

Continued on page 3
number of businessmen in the pri
vate sector as well as government 
officials.

Though some of the more sen
ior management posts, created by 
the news that the logistics contract 
has been awarded to Stanley-CSM, 
will be filled from overseas, oth
ers will attract workers already in 
the local market. As FIG arc cur
rently struggling to fill a number 
of civil service jobs, concerns are 
growing.

Chief Executive, Andrew Gurr, 
told Penguin News this week that 
as of November 20 Government 
were seeking to fill no less than 81 
job vacancies, many of which are 
office based.

The vacancies are spread across 
many government departments 
with PWD claiming the majority - 
23 - ranging from apprentice me
chanics to quarry workers to a de
sign technician draftsman, as well 
as seven handymen/plant opera-

Shackleton Fund brings 

Gallacher to Falklands
Right: FICS 

pupil, and 
golfer. PAKarl

M'Nightingale, 
attempts a 

swing under 
the expert eye 

of Ex Ryder 
Cup Captain, 

Bernard 
Gallacher at 

the Stanley 
Golf Course 

on Friday, 
November 21. 

His visit 
was made 

possible by

i. :

t u Stanley youth 

charged with 

assaulti,A
A SEVENTEEN year old youth 
was remanded in custody at a 
specially convened youth court 
in Stanley on Wednesday, No
vember 26. after police charged 
him with assault leading to ac
tual bodily harm.

The youth will appear in 
court on Friday, November 28 
after Senior Magistrate. David 
Jeremiah, refused to grant him 
bail.
A cinema of sorts
Do you want to contribute to a 
cinema with a difference? Let 
John Birmingham know if you 
have any old films, projectors 
(or relevant spares) of the type 
used particularly in Camp set
tlements in the past.

0the
Shackleton 

Fund and Mr 
Gallacher, 

accompanied 
by Sir Rex 
Hunt, has 

been 
encouraging 

golfers 
throughout 

East and 
West 

Falklands. 
Interview 
next week

TV-T I'tors. J
The Medical department have 

seven vacancies: FIGAS, six: Fish
eries five; Agriculture seven; FIDF 
two: the Secretariat five.

A number of the 81 job vacan
cies are. in fact, part time, includ
ing a requirement for twenty re
tained firemen in the fire depart
ment, eight casual domestic staff 
for Government House, and a fur
ther five Special Constables for the 
Police Department.

Twenty eight of the jobs have 
already been advertised, others will 
be in the coming weeks.
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GH tea aids Cancer 

Awareness Trust
Write to Ross Road, Stanley, Falkland IslandsPen

A more insidious pollution Falkland Islands Exhibition
soldiers on in Croydon

Extract from a letter to Penguin 
News from Geoff Moir.
WE have only just completed yet 
another major Exhibition on the 
Falkland Islands, and 
engrossed in the unenviable task of 
clearing up and catching up on all 
the things which have accumulated 
on my desk during that more than 
demanding fortnight.

I do wonder at times if folk 
down there do understand there are 
still many of us in the UK who are 
doing all they can to tell people 
about the Falkland islands, their 
way of life, their history and the 
wildlife This exhibition was the 
tenth successive year that the Falk
land Islands Agency has staged this 
major exhibition in Croydon, and 
it is still drawing large numbers of 
people from all over the country to 
see it, and perhaps, purchase some 
of the magnificent wool and wool
len garments available. We are 
booked in again for 1998, and have 
a provisional reservation also for 
1999. Equally as much, it is a pos
sibility that we might 'spread our 
wings' a little further for we have 
been invited to take the exhibition

FALKLAND ISLANDS
importation9DURING the 1993 election at the 

public meeting of candidates, the
WHILE there are probably innumerable individual methods used by loan. °r b> lhc governme 
employees of the world to help kick-start themselves into their working to I eter 2>y - • ‘
day. caffeine and nicotine being among the most frequently used, we are brought up. 
treated in this office to a handy rush of adrenaline as a result of the early audience men ^ c ihout
morning, faxed arrival of media stories about the Falklands. And. if our the pupils wen- L ,l
'not entirely objective’ responses to the frequent inaccuracies or con- being oiterea r gs • -
temptuous tones in many of the articles are often pointless in terms of gested that strings c c ,
actually constructing Penguin News itself, they can be useful in assisting inched to this loan, i.c. i u ^
us face the day with at least some measure of nervous energy. lege did something a ou - L

This being the case then, we probably have reason to thankZ.^ Nacion fore being given the oan. it ^ ^
journalist, Elizabetta Pique, for any increased vigour in our attitude to didate (who I think may ave e
work recently, stimulated by the unmistakeably resentful stance adopted elected) said that as drugs were en-
bv the ladv in at least two of her reports from the Islands this week demic in UK schools this would

not be fair I found this a rather

Ronv Rcud. NUnlr>. Falkland Rlandv • Telephone: 22684 • Fax: 222J8 • E\rn Frida) • Price: 60p
Reading the recent r. 

the court case, the actualreport on
of the drugs would appear tcThavl 
beeen quite accidental, or a tin nfr 
from say UK; so how

to some other major cities in the
UK

My part in this demanding 
event is to stage a wide ranging 
philatelic display, and this year I 
used the theme of "My life on a 
Falklands Sheep Farm," for I lived 
at Fox Bay West for four most 
happy years, and this display 
brought back so many pleasant 
memories. Now we are fast com
ing to the end of another year, and, 
despite having spent the first three 
months at home recuperating from 
a hip replacement operation, I 
have still managed to give a fur
ther seventy plus lectures and 
philatelic displays all over the 
country, maintaining my annual 
average of about 100. I too look 
forward to 1998, for I already 
have sixty or more engagements 
booked

Thus I hope you will under
stand there are many of us who 
are still working as hard as we can 
on behalf of the Islands, and hope 
we may be spared to continue for 
many years to come.

many more 
not caught9 And especially on 

flights Irom South America or 
ships.

am nowarc

Maybe our Customs and Police 
arc trained in the detection of 
drugs, which is doubtful, but what
facilities do they have?

The recent so called punish
ment meted out seems to give a 
clear message to drug importers 
that they do not have to worry if 
they get caught. If they plead weak 
minds, a girlfriend with a daugh
ter to support and have to pay 
£200/300 per month out of a pov
erty salary of £3000 per month, all 
they will get is a very small fine 
and sent home.

(during her visit over the period of the Argentine next-of-kin visit.)
While all Islanders questioned by the Argentine media and our repre- perturbing view to take 

sentatives alike took pains to make it clear that they viewed the humani- What worries me further is the 
tarian visits as not only acceptable, but unquestionable. Ms. Piquet ap- recent sentence given to a drug
peared unable to control her irritation at the un-newsworthiness of this importer. At the last election the
attitude, and rather irresponsibly proceeded to create the impression in subject of drugs and their mipor-
her article that not only are we putting gruesome pressure on relatives to tation was again mentioned, and
ship the bodies of their loved ones back to Argentina as quickly as pos- sniffer dogs were suggested. The
sible, but will in the future refuse to allow them to visit unless they fly use of these dogs had been turned
via a commercial airline. down by the previous council, a

If this were not enough, her later article describing the Islands’healthy decision supported in general by
economic situation, although accurate in the portrayal of facts and fig- the other candidates, one saying
ures. was written in a way apparently aimed at fueling Argentine envy that the use of sniffer dogs would
and resentment of Islanders and their way of life. And while I grudg- create panic in the outside world
ingly accept that it must be difficult for Argentine visitors not to feel that the Falklands had a drug prob-
some degree of irritation when witnessing this community functioning lent. I believe I was the only can-
disturbingly well without interference from their compatriots. I w ould didate to advocate the use of dogs
suggest (with respect to the former article) that it would be helpful to and to have a more vigorous de-
Argentine journalists who wish to return to the source of their subject in lection programme,
the future, to attempt to write the whole truth. There is no doubt that drugs

In fact, it may be a helpful exercise for the authorities in the Falk- (maybe at the moment just in lim-
Iands who allow the visits of foreign reporters, to bear in mind w hich ited quantities) are being brought
journalists have been unable to resist indulging in artistic licence’ to an into the Islands' and nofjust can-
unjustifiably damaging extent, with the consequence of encouraging them nabis. I defy anyone in the Police
not to seek future invitations to the Islands. " Immigration. Council or Admin

istration to state categorically that 
drugs are not here and not being 
brought in regularly. And can any
one in authority say what methods 
are in place to detect and discover

Top: Stall holders Christine Heyvitt and Abby Heathman. 
Below: Sarah Davies and Chelsea Parsons entertain partygoers.

•T-V*

So what is the message to give 
the world? We have sniffer dogs 
so we must have a major drug 
problem? Or we have no drugs 
problem so we can afford to treat 
drug importers as naughty little 
boys, stop their pocket money for 
a few days and send them back to

Geoff Moir 
Croydon, Surrey

mummy.
Wake up you people in author

ity and give the Customs and Po
lice some real backing to stop this 
problem before it gets completely 
out of hand. Stop thinking about 
possible pollution by oil (or some 
of the favoured few making mil
lions) and concentrate your collec
tive brains on a more insidious 
pollution.

Commitment to Falklands not 
idly made says Earl of Northesk patients referred to Britain, and 

possibly another syringe pump for 
the hospital.

The Trustees asked that their 
grateful thanks be passed to all 
those who helped out with the 
event, those who attended, and in 
particular BFBS and FIBS for 
their time in publicising Cancer 
Awareness Week.

CANCER Awareness Trustee, Mrs 
Theresa Lang, declared the 
fundraising tea, held at Govern
ment House last Saturday, "a com
plete success."

£438.43 was raised from stalls 
and the 100 tickets sold, and these 
funds, said Theresa, will be in the 
First place used to buy another set 
of Cancer Awareness books for the 
service people and their families at 
Mount Pleasant Airport. Any re- public now felt more aware of the 
maining money will buy the £10 disease as a result of the publicised 
telephone cards offered to Cancer information last week.

in the not too distant future, per
haps even before Christmas. That 
said, it seems sensible to wait un
til Baroness Hooper and Viscount

IN a letter to A Is Jenny Luxton 
thanking her for her invaluable 
contribution to the recent visit by 
Members of Parliament, The Earl 
of Northesk, included the follow- Montgomery have returned from 
ing message. their visit in order that they also
REST assured that my commit- have the opportunity to contrib- 
ment at the press conference was ute.
not idly made. In this I would hope Once again, very many thanks 
to be able to initiate a general de- David Northesk
bate on the Falklands in this House Earl of Northesk

<9 Ben Claxton 
Stanley Theresa hoped that the general

'Falklands' 
welcome' an example 

to everybody

What will El Nino 
mean to us? Diary date

November 29
compared to the three days of the 
ABC meetings, attendance will be 
higher. Forsyth explained that he 
expects around 100 people to at
tend the February event. (MP)

FANCY SOMETHING TASTY?!
Tried Mero (Falklands Sea Bass)? 
A great tasting, easy to cook fish 

x available from
N Consolidated Fisheries Ltd 

Atlantic House, Stanley 
Tel: 22277, Fax: 22211 
and now available from 
selected retail outlets

Although the audience will be 
dominated by the British, CARI is 
being invited to nominate a few 
Argentine experts to attend and 
speak However Forsyth stressed 
that, unlike the ABC where there 
were some times bitter nationalis
tic arguments, speakers at the new- 
style meetings will be required to 
be totally objective, avoiding the 
expression of any political feel
ings. "The whole purpose is to be 
balanced and informative," he said. 
"They will not be debating ses
sions."

Continued from front
EL Nino is much in the news 
these days, seemingly respon
sible for every unusual weather 
event occurring all over the 
planet. The Americans predict 
that the current El Nino will be 
the most powerful one so far 
this century. There has been 
some speculation as to the pos
sible effect on the local 
weather. It might be interest
ing if the Met office could look 
back into the local records for 
the previous most powerful El 
Nino, the southern summer 
1982/83. My recollection was 
that it was particularly sunny 
with big high pressure systems 
bogged over Brazil pushing the 
South Atlantic lows to the 
south of the Islands. Maybe I m 
wrong. .

Whatever, my prediction is 
ban in Stanley

page
Forsyth, who was recently in 

Buenos Aires with two fellow mem
bers of the South Atlantic Council 
to discuss the future of the ABC 
with CARI officials, said that the 
British group now hopes to replace 
the conferences with a series of 
"more focused" one-day meetings, 
at which experts will brief other 
interested people on the often com
plex details of issues that continue 
to affect relations. He said that at 
the Salta meeting last October there 
had been an obvious lackofspeicific 
technical knowledge in such areas 
as oil exploration and fishing. The 
"Falklands Up-dates," as the meet
ings are to be called, could rectify 
this.

(Copy of letter written to Miss 
Jenny Luxton. Councillors Office)
I AM writing to thank you most 
sincerely for the kind and warm 
way in which you escorted us 
around the Islands on our Parlia
mentary visit last week. Every
thing went smoothly, and I am 
grateful to you for the way that you 
managed to accommodate our
FOg?eLreed.UeStSaSthepr0gramme

It was

Leisure
Centre

swimming
Ian Strange to 

exhibit in BA
A NUMBER of natural history 
watercolours, and limited edi
tion prints by local artist and 
photographer, Ian Strange, are 
presently being exhibited in a 
large cultural centre in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.
The exhibition of Ian's work 
opened on November 20 and 
will run until December 14.

Black and white and col
our photographs, by Ian, of 
wildlife and landscapes and a 
number of portraits of people 
around the world will also be 
shown.

THE annual Stanley Leisure 
Centre swimming gala will 
take place on Saturday, No
vember 29. The gala starts at 
10am and prize giving, it is 
hoped, will begin between 12 
and 1pm.

This year's gala is spon
sored by the Standard Char
tered Bank, and the Leisure 
Centre, through Penguin News, 
would like to publicly thank 
Mr Keith Biles for his contin
ued support in purchasing the 
medals for the gala.

Mero Lomos (neck fillet) in breadcrumbs and 
Parmesan cheese

(From Sheena & Martin's kitchen)

Cut the Mero into chunks approximately 4" x 2" x 1". 
Coat the Mero chunks in beaten egg before coating them in 
a mixture of approximately 40% grated Parmesan cheese 

and 60% breadcrumbs.
Pan fry quickly in butter.

Serve immediately.
With the fillets, please be sure to serve immediately after 

cooking as if they are kept warm in the oven 
____ ___________for any length of time

Although CARI is still to con
firm its agreement that the ABC's 
should be wound up and replaced 
with the less ambitious Up-dates, 
the British hope that the Argentines 
will give the plan their approval, 
and then move on to organise their 
own similar events (no doubt to be 
called the Malvinas Up-dates). The 
British further hope that they will 
invite a small number of British

with me forever,’^dT'shan"13'"
fc'nly use the experience and the
nortSageS gamed whenever the op- 
~ly arises- The welcome 
Crnm ne aM received from the 
als^n thL°^|anH ordinary individu- 
eve^hnn! an?i,S an examPle to 
wil? dy> and 1 hope that you 
Si«cnd my thanks to all with 
whom we came in contact.

James Paice M.P. 
House of Commons 

London SWlA OAA

a
cer-

The first Falklands Up-date will 
take place in London during Febru
ary' 1998, possibly within a few 
days of the Dependent Territories 
Conference which will be 
sposnored by the Falkland Islands 
Government.

a hose pipe 
sometime in March 98! experts.

Although only lasting one day,Mike Harris 
Stanley i
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Sex and drugs and in control Late letters
Why councillors?

,S3M&SSK

. I U,lL m lrte. tslands or The Governor asked if the track V
, ptesence of the war cent- could be made passable sooner '

c rv imposes on us at least a rather than later, and I issued an 
moral responsibility to maintain instruction accordingly. This will 
the access track in reasonable re- cause a slight delay in the work on 
pan. the cemetery is visited not the North Camp track, but ! hope PREVIOUS question: “In whal collect more oil, they are too buoy- 
just by parties ofArgentine next of Islanders will understand the rea- y?ar d’d around 40,000 penguins ant and highly unstable. Tankers
kin every now and then, but fre- son die from oil pollution along the overcome this problem by filling
quently by members of HM Forces My question is simply this: If coast of Argentina?” their empty tanks with sea-water,
and other visitors to the Islands A what "the Chief executive says is The answer is every year. (The but this must be discharged prior 
bad approach road will inevitably true, why, then, do we have Coun- Eigtire is determined by counts of to loading with fresh oil. This wa-
reflect badly on us as a government cillors? dead penguins washed up on the ter can be discharged after dock-
and as a community. Keith Whitney shore that are coated in oil.) These ing, where oil mixed with the wa-

deaths do not result from acciden- ter is removed to prevent pollution,
tal oil spillage, of which there have but all this costs time, and hence
been very few, but from the delib- money. To save time, many tank-
erate discharge of oily ballast wa- ers dump this oily ballast water at

nal goes out as the event is hap- ter into the open ocean by oil tank- sea, a few miles before reaching the
ers, in order to save money dock, so that they can reload with

This is not a problem unique to oil more rapidly.
This is illegal of course, but the 

Falkland Islands government, for 
example, could only prosecute if

disk before being re-broadcast sev- gal control over the way that oil the tanker was registered in the
Falkland Islands, which is un
likely. With no realistic means of 
enforcement, it is certain that tank
ers will continue to dump the oily 

waters. Oil tankers are only gov- water at sea to save money. This 
Joe Booth erned by the country in which they means the unnecessary' death of 

Stanley were registered, and such tankers thousands of penguins wherever 
are therefore registered in countries they happen to live in the vicinity 

!;lbat lurn a blind e>'e 10 bad of an oil industry.
And now a question: Do pen

guins hunt primarily by sight, 
sound, or touch? Answer in Pen-

Penguin Profile: 7 
From Mike 
Bingham,

En vironmen tal 
Research Unit

By Vet, Andrew Coe
on the breed. The first signs are 
swelling and bleeding from the 
vulva and, in Britain at any rate, a 
male dominated fan club ot as
sorted ugly mongrels camped

‘'front lawn. NB. Garden

to seven months. Providing you 
enjoy spending approximately 150/
of your life in a high security pri$on° 
with a derranged inmate I 
say 'go ahead'.

If on the other hand

of this cute little trick, some, for 
reasons that are beyond me, seem 
to get hooked on it, and for them 
I'm" afraid the best cure is rather 

radical than the traditional

PROCREATION is a powerful 
force amongst our otherwise pliant 
pets, and in order to make them 
more socially acceptable we've had 
to come up with ways and means to 
control their natural urges... some
times for their good as well as our 
own. So lets begin by asking you 
the question. What do you know 
about your dog's sexuality'0

Male dogs usually reach pu
berty at around seven to ten months 
of age. but don’t worry, they don't 
get spotty faced, talk to you in 
monosyllables or develop a fasci
nation for motorbikes and beer. 
The first thing you’ll probably no
tice is that they start to pee side
ways by cocking a leg instead of 
squatting like a bitch and they fre
quently develop an overfamiliarity 
with cushions and the legs of dis
tinguished visitors to the house.

Whilst you may find this some
what embarrassing (or hilarious, 
depending on who the visitor is) 
spare a moment's thought for your 
guest who, taken unawares, is never 
quite sure just how hard they should 
try to shake 'Timmy' off without 
offending you. the host, yet at the 
same time preserving some sem
blance of dignity for themselves.

Although most dogs grow’ out

Penguinswouldout
;more

cold shower. Castration (vasec
tomy is for wimps) removes the 
production of the offending hor
mones and Timmy usually settles 
down into the impeccably behaved 
(sexually speaking that is) pet so 
beloved of Enid Blyton novels.

As a cure for over aggressive 
dogs, however, castration is far 
less of an answer, and although I 
would usually recommend trying 
it as a last resort, the results are not 
usually very encouraging. It ap
pears that dogs that get a kick out 
of attacking other dogs, or even 
people, do so for reasons unrelated 
to sex.

Vyou prefer 
a rather more orthodox lifestyle 
where doors can be opened fully m 
order to leave the house, you can 
choose between two options 
Firstly, you can have her spayed! 
or neutered, which means a hyster
ectomy with the additional removal 
of the ovaries. From then on she 
can't have pups, will never

on your
hoses, buckets of water, heavy pro
jectiles and irrational screaming 
usually bring only temporary re
lief to this problem but they can 
make you feel a whole lot better 
and may help fend off the need to 
seek comfort from a pet sexuality

':
i .1 oil■■ Wi

i

awareness group.
The bitch in the meantime 

changes from an adorable, faithful 
and totally trustworthy companion 
into a rampant nymphomaniac es
capologist who sees every door or 
window left slightly ajar as an in
vitation to party. If you do manage 
to keep her shut in you'll need ear 
plugs to cope with her whining 
inside the house, and the neigh
bours will need them to cope with 
the howling from the wolf pack 
outside.

It is also handy to have a 'Re
late' counsellor on hand to mediate 
in the argument that inevitably 
ensues between you and your 
spouse as to w ho inadvertently let 
'Tess' escape. And when you do 
find her with her suitor looking lor 
all the world like an eight legged 
'push-me pull-you' in full view of 
the neighbours, please just draw 
the curtains, pour yourself a stiff, 
sorry1, strong drink and accept de
feat at that point because there is 
nothing you can do to separate 
them until nature has taken its 
course. On a totally unconnected issue,
whu ,?not.lotal,y *ost however. the other day someone expressed 

hilst there is no such thing as the concern about having seen a dog 
morning after pill, there is the morn- left in a car in the bright sunlight, 
ing after injection, which, if given Cars turn into ovens on summer 
wi in rourdays of mating is pretty days and every'year in Britain dogs
good at preventing pregnancy. It die as a result 
rnmPK00u8tJheheathoweverancl 11 is simply not sufficient to 
• fJf.1 chesdeveloPanastywomb leave the windows open an inch or
ihveto f 3 reSU,t’ necessitating two, far better to leave the dog at

RiJhf °m^' home. Remember, hot dogs are
far a arCi usua ^ *n season things to eat at the races, not things fomhreeweek period every' five to be found in cars.

come
into season and will never again 
flutter an eyelid at a canine pal 
even in jest. Rest assured that HRT 
will be quite unnecessary. 1 would 
opt for spaying her at six months 
old. before she ever comes in sea
son. as this greatly reduces the 
chances of her developing mam
mary tumours in later life.

The second option which still 
allows you to breed from her at a 
later stage is to give her hormone 
injections at regular intervals every 
few months. This stops her coming 
into season but she'll start to cycle 
again once the injections are with
drawn. The main drawback to this

Programmes not live’
Some people recommend cas

trating all male dogs intended to be 
kept as pets. I don't concur with 
this view but am happy to admit 
that personal empathies may have 
somewhat clouded my judgement 
Female vets might have a more 
balanced opinion but then again 
they might well not!

Bitches mature and come in 
heat, or season, between eight and 
fifteen months of age depending

BFBS have done, and are still do
ing. a wonderful job bringing ra- pening.
dio and television into the Islands, That is not whal is going to 

, and 1 support them whole- happen with the BFBS programme Argentina, in fact it occurs virtu-
heartedly in the continuing im- schedules. The signal will be taken ally everywhere that oil tankers
provements they are making to the from UK and recorded onto a hard operate. Governments have no le-
services they provide.

However. I must lake issue with eral hours later to take into account tankers operate in their 200 mile
them on one small but. I feel, vital the difference between our time waters, and we have already heard
point, and that is the use of the zone and that of the UK. The pro- at a recent public meeting that the
word “live” in relation to the pro- grammes are, therefore not “live” same situation exists in Falkland
grammes to be broadcast from but recorded.
December 1 My understanding of 
“live” broadcasting is that the sig-

approach is that some bitches de
velop the aforementioned womb 
infection.

So there you have it, the ways 
and means of keeping you in con
trol ofyourdog'ssex lifeandavoid- 
ing unwanted pups. Give us a call 
if you want to discuss it further or 
if there's anything you don't under
stand.

From A Radio Update operating practices.
Tankers are designed to sail 

fully laden with oil, and hence 
during the FIBS evening show from when they are returning empty to guin Profile: 8. 
1700; and the omnibus edition returns 
on Sunday mornings from 1700 

On the FM network there will be

Stanley Services
We would like to take this 

opportunity to advise 

customers who are 

expecting orders from the 

Argos catalogue that due to 

the volume of goods just 

arrived it will take longer 

than the normal period to 

unpack and organise for 

your collection.
Our apologies for this delay, 

an announcement will be 

made when orders 

are ready

ON December 1st the MW frequency 
becomes a dedicated BFBS 2 channel,
24 hours a day. seven days a week, 
enabling listeners who prefer the more
serious and sedate side of broadcast- news on the hour every' hour. The FIBS 
ing to received classical music pro- morning show is extended to 1230 
grammes, comedy, short stories, a mix- daily, allowing more local infomiation 
c of Radio Four, Radio Five and -and announcements than ever before.
World Service news. Sport and Infor- with non-stop music output as an al- 
mation. temative to BFBS 2 Islandwide.

Woman’s Flour, for example, is These programme changes on FM
available every weekday morning, and MW are designed to offer a wider 
live, from the UK at 0700 local time. choice to a very diverse audience
BBC Radio Four's PM programme is Islandwide....something for the young FOR the last three years Italian tions afterwards,
on daily at 1400, followed by the main and not so young, music listeners and scientists from Milan and Rome
news of the day at 1500. All Radio news addicts, sports followers and Universities have been carrying
Five’s sports and news coverage will those of us who like the local input. 0ut detailed research on elephant
be there too, starting in the afternoon News, Sport, international and lo- seajs on gea jjon isian(j
and going right through the night with cal intormation, music and 
no break.

For Archers fans, a slight change 
of daily playout time from 1215 to
1345, with a repeat on the FM network formed 24 hours a day

Diary date.. December 9

Sealion research 

lecture
ture

A STATEMENT to Her Maj
esty The Queen and His Royal 
Highness the Duke of Edin
burgh was recently sent by the 
HE the Governor, Mr Ralph on 
the occasion of their 50th wed
ding anniversary.

The statement comprised 
the following: On behalf of the 
Government and people of the 
Falkland Islands, as well as of 
members of Her Majesty’s 
Forces serving in the South 
Atlantic, 1 should be grateful if 
warmest and most affectionate 
congratulations could be ex
tended to Her Majesty the 
Queen and His Royal Highness 
the Duke of Edinburgh on the 
golden anniversary of their 
marriage.

Public Notice
emmentTHE Falkland Islands Gov

™°stly between four and twelve on 
,arms around the Islands
teachers'wkff a"degree 'as'both
StolelV111 bC '-Veins £
nSy> ^f0sls can be very de- 
professionSl'1 r^uire lhe SOcia> andSsjasas-
suited'to^ single “ ?r°bably mostafasas
baSed n Pei,henrerTea^her wi» be 
Arm. The Wm* P 0r North

Those who have visited the Is-the families of his/her pupils.
Both Teachers may be required 

to teach in the Stanley schools from 
time to time, contribute to work
shops and provide support in a sub
ject area.

Salary will fall within the range 
£16,812 to £23,364 per annum de
pending on experience.

Further details may be obtained 
from the Camp Education Supervi
sor on telephone 27118 during nor
mal working hours.

Applications and a job descrip
tion are available from the Human 
Resources Department, Secretariat 
and completed forms should be re
turned to the Chairman, Senior Ap
pointments Board, Secretariat, by 
4pm on Wednesday, December 10> 
1997. >

fpius |and ™y.'vel! havfnoticed the tass
FIBS keeping you in touch and in- on individual seals and in some

cases names sprayed on them in 
hair dye.

Some fascinating conclusions 
are being reached by this team, and 
Dr Filippo Galimberti, who has 
been heading up the research, has 
kindly agreed to make a public 
presentation on the work that has 
been done on Sea Lion Island, on 
Tuesday December 9 at 5.00pm in 
the Geography Room at the Com
munity School.

In a press release the Chief Ex
ecutive noted that the presentation 
promised to be most interesting, 
and there would be a time for ques-

Public Notice
APPLICATIONS arc invited to fill the immediate vacancy of Caretaker/ 
Head Cleaner in the Falkland Islands Community School.

The successful applicant will be responsible for the general upkeep 
and cleanliness of the Community School and Leisure Centre and to en
sure that the buildings are secure at the end of each day. Applicants should 
be willing to work unsocial hours and perform outside duties in all weath
ers as well as be able to work unsupervised.

This is a full time position and salary is payable in Grade G ranging 
from £10 176 to £12,720 per annum.

Further information is available from the Falkland Islands Commu
nity School. Application forms and a job description are available from 
the Human Resources Department, and comp eted forms should be re
turned to that department no later than 4pm on Wednesday, December 3, 
1997.__________________________________________________
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Executive Council Meeting, 

Thursday, November 20 1997
Penguin News

cuxd a ghost called Ollie
Jackie Cotter talks to Phil Middleton about FICS work 
experience, and describes her week at Penguin News

and proceeded to terrorise the Pen- 
News team for about ten min- 
The rest of the week was also

are grateful to H E Services/CSM, the Stanley based cidents and consequential environ- teachers by one. Lastly under this
The Governor for this summary ioint venture company, of the con- mental damage. heading, we approved a derogation
GIVEN the length of the agenda the tract to provide on-shore logistic sup- Fisheries from the Education Ordnance so as
ExCo meeting which took place on port from StanleyTor tbcJorthcom- A$ for fishcrics< ExCo rcacled l0 J? enable Mike Summers, former
? hursda>' 20 November ought to ,ng oil exploni ton activity, he sub lhc ,oli calchcs hi t sca. Chairman of the Board of Education

t?*s5»S3». SES- nsSHaasSSySSriStCSS ttSMSSESRS. ‘ Obligations under

-rrrvariousneeded the elected members of of Aberdeen University, to chair our lhcrc. This experimental fishing will instruments
ExC o this year are Sharon Halford, new Falklands of which bc ll8hll>' controlled, and stopped at Turning now to the Falkland Is-
Richard C ockwell and Lewis Clifton la! ^orMm* ^ • Stan.ev on 11 De- once if il is considered to bc doing lands’ obligations under various in-
l he following account of our delib- will take pla - more harm than good. We also ap- temational instruments. Councillors
orations does not follow the order m cember; and progress over_ major proved lhc renagging on the Falk- approved some proposals designed
which we dealt with particular items seabird and ecta "Pr lands register of two stern freezer to ensure that we are in compliance
on the agenda Rather, I have gramme with trawlers, currently flagged on the with certain important Conventions
grouped subjects together by theme, nancial backing ot tlu.on companies. Spanish rcgister bul Councillors. of the International Labour Organi-
and not necessarily in order of intrin- ExCo also approve an c somewhat concerned about the in- sation. These relate in particular to

ofOrders on various aspecs 00 creasing number of such reflaggings, remuneration of migrant workers
shore Health and a e y asked for firm policy recommenda- brought in temporarily to carry' out
force on 1 January iese 1 tjons from officials on rellageings work on a specific engineering or
equip us With state of the art health a„y construction contract; making em-
and safety measures which , in tu . F nerPV ployers, not just illegal immigrants
should do a great deal to prevent ac- gj themselves, legally liable for bring-

lurn.ng to energy ExCo ap- ing workerS in iUegally; ratifying our 
proved the adoption of some revi- exjsljng policy 0f allowing a dis- 

the national energy policy mjssed immigrant worker to look for
Briefly, the Energy Advisory Com- a|lemaljVc employment, (we do not 
mittee s objectives, amended in F eb- relurn sucb immigrants to their coun

try' of origin unless they remain with
out an offer of employment); and the 
right of migrant workers to an an
nual holiday in his or her home coun
try'. I stress that the latter does not 
impose any financial obligation on 
employers. The second topic under 
this heading concerns drug traffick
ing offences, on which Councillors 
agreed that a new Drug Trafficking 
Offences Bill could be introduced in 
Legislative Council which will radi- 

In relation to agriculture. I am cally overhaul the way in which drug
glad to report that ExCo approved the trafficking confiscation proceedings 
release of £400.000 to allow the De- are investigated and conducted, 
nartment of Agriculture to get on strengthen the courts power of en- 
wUh the replacement fencing forccment. and ensure the sat.sfac- 
scheme I should point out that this tion of amounts payable under a con- 
aDDlies only to those farmers who fiscation order. This will bring us into
have actually applied for such grants, compliance with our obligations un- 
Any others have to await any der the Narcotic and Psychotropic future scheme. ExCo also agreed in Substances Convention of the UN. 
principle to a block insurance policy
for farmers engaged in tourism to Next, ExCo approved a number

their public liability. This is Reguiati0ns and Orders conse-
very much related to tourism, but will nt on the new Taxes Ordinance 
also be beneficial in terms of Tela- 1997 pubfished earlier this year, 
lions between the military' and the These cover payment on account of
population out in Camp. The pro- tax apportionment of deductions, 
posal is subject to approval by Stand- and annuaj va|ues ru|cs relating to 
ing Finance Committee.

Education

phone in fear of crabby councillors 
or raging readers. My day continued gain 
w'ith some typing up of news faxes 
about the Endurance.

When Fran arrived I was taken to 
a small, chilly room, which I was told arrival of the Argentine next-of-kin. 
was the dark room. When the lights To become a Falklands

’newshound’ you have to have a

1 WROTE to a number of places 
about work experience, not expect
ing that many would have me. I cer
tainly didn't expect to get the job at 
Penguin News. as they had probably 
heard the rumours, and there was a 
large number of people going for the 
job there... but surprisingly 1 got it!

1 arrived on Monday and was im
mediately whisked out to the court 
and council chamber to report on a 
drugs case. 1 then spent the afternoon 
typing and doing other chores. Tues
day started well, but after a time the 
telephone and fax began to get on my 
nerves a little. At home I get really 
excited if the fax rings, but it gets a 
bit annoying if you get seven a day 
and the phone doesn't stop ringing.
I soon began to dread picking up the

fisheries prosperity started. In those 
days pensions were much lower than 
they arc today, and Councillors 
wanted to reduce the disparity. The 
increases approved will be on a slid
ing scale, depending on when offic
ers retired. I am very' glad that we 
have finally done something about 
this long-standing problem. Council
lors also approved a Pension Scheme 
Bill 1997 which will provide for a 
pension scheme which all employ
ees, self-employed persons or resi
dents of the Falkland Islands can be 
members of. The Government’s pro
vision will be non-contributory for 
its employees. We hope the legisla
tion will be in place by 1 January 
1998. The Bill enshrining this new 
scheme will be introduced in the Leg
islative Council.

ExCo also approved some in
crease in payments to patients trav
elling overseas for medical treatment; 
an increase in the daily board and 
lodging allowance for Camp children 
from £2.50 at present, to £3.50. This 
will come into effect on 1 July 1998.

We also approved a subvention 
from the FIG towards the cost of the 
Met Office at MPA, in recognition 
of the significant economic benefit 
we gain from accurate weather fore
casting.

ExCo were pleased to receive 
proposals from the management of 
FIG AS about ways of improving the 
efficiency and flexibility of the air 
service, covering in particular fares, 
scheduling, and staggering flying 
hours. These will now have to be 
subject of cost benefit analysis, but 
Councillors welcome this construc
tive thinking on these matters by 
FIGAS.

While on the subject of flying. 
Councillors also approved a set of 
general aims and policies in relation 
to our air links with the mainland, 
both the existing link with Chile, and 
the proposed new services to Mon
tevideo and Sao Paolo.

ExCo addressed two questions 
relating specifically to Stanley. First, 
we confirmed the limit of 300 peo
ple as the maximum that should be 
in the main auditorium of the Town 
Hall at any one time. This is entirely 
motivated by fire safety. And second, 
Councillors asked for the earliest 
possible introduction of the taxi drop 
off point outside the West Store.

Finally, we agreed a slight re
scheduling of ExCo meetings be
tween now and June 1998, involv
ing advancing the annual budgetary 
sessions in April. We also hope to 
hold one ExCo meeting in Camp, 
probably at Port Howard, in Febru-

And that is that. May I just re
mind readers that the December 
meeting of ExCo on 11 December 
is, by convention, one at which we 
take only urgent business which can
not wait.

utes.
relatively uneventful except lor a trip 
to Mount Pleasant to photograph the

were turned off I immediately re
membered the stories the Penguin great sense of humour (and the abil- 
News staff had 'kindly’ told me about ity to understand Tony's jokes); a 
the resident ghost called Ollie. I man- falling apart vehicle, which must be 
aged to roll a film faster on to the able to go and has an engine which
reel than Fran (probably because I sounds like an Islander Aircraft, and
wanted to escape without meeting the a lot of patience when phones con

stantly ring, and computers shutghost!) but it was definitely a fluke, 
as it did not happen again as quickly down unexpectedly, 
all week. On behalf of year ten, I would like

Wednesday was quiet until about to say thanks to employers for putting 
ten thirty, when a certain geography up with us. even if we can't make 
teacher put his head around the door tea.. sic importance

OilThe idea of work experience is to 
show students who are about to 
leave school what it is like to get a 
job and how to go about getting one; 
there are letters to be completed and 
delivered, and interviews to be at
tended. To find out more I spoke to 
Mr Philip Middleton who organised 
the work experience week.

Jackie: How did you encourage 
people to offer jobs?

Mr Middleton: Every year I 
write to as many employers that I can 
think of that are possibly going to 
offer jobs, so I start with literally the 
phone book and I go through all the 
government departments and then go 
through as many private individuals 
as I think can offer jobs. The number 
is about seventy. Then I put in a gen
eral letter of what I want them to do. 
they then say yes they would like to 
take someone on. or not this year.

Jackie: Was there a bigger re
sponse in job positions this year 
rather than last year?

Mr Middleton: Generally it’s 
about the same, we usually get an 
offer of about anywhere between 
forty-five and fifty vacancies. The 
difference comes on the number of 
students there are in the class this 
year. There were about thirty, last 
year there were less, so it appeared 
that there was more choice. It’s not 
the job that changes it’s the people 
that apply for those jobs that makes 
the difference.

Jackie: Everybody had to write 
a formal letters, how did this go?

Mr Middleton: We suggest eve
ryone writes at least two letters, some 
people only wrote one and had to be 
placed at the end of the day, some 
people went to the other extreme and 
wrote six and had a choice of two or 
three jobs. Like all these exercises 
those who take it seriously find it 
very easy and write a very good let
ter and there is no problem. Those 
who think it’s all a bit of a laugh and 
don’t really take it seriously always 
have staff chasing them for letters.

Jackie: Could you name some of 
the places people went to?

Starting with oil, we took note of 
the usual monthly progress report by 
Phyllis Rendell. the main features of 
which were the award to Stanley

General Purposes Committee 
Wednesday, November 19 

Summary by Councillor Jan Cheek
for councillors to attend meetings 
and conferences overseas and pro
visionally nominated the follow
ing:

Councillors Edwards and Sum
mers to attend the Dependent Ter
ritories Conference with Mike 
Summers also attending the CPA 
Westminster Seminar.

Councillors Clifton and Bir
mingham to represent us at the 
Committee of Twenty-four and 
Councillors Cockwell and L 
at the party conferences.

Councillors Cheek and Halford 
to be the representatives at the 
CPA in New' Zealand.

In our December meeting we 
plan to work on priorities for ac
tivities and capital projects. We 
have already agreed that a group 
be set up to look at housing needs 
for the next five years.

It is understood that BFBS will 
be addressing the problems being 
experienced with radio reception 
,n Camp.

Some

sions to

ruary. are broadly to improve the 
quality of Camp life through provi
sion of economic 24 hour power, to 
reduce reliance on imported fuel by 
increasing use of renewable energy 
sources, to encourage energy conser
vation by the introduction of energy 
saving measures, and to promote 
maintenance of electrical installa
tions and safety standards Islands- 
wide

GENERAL Purposes Committee 
met from Sam until 6.45pm on 
Wednesday, November 19 All 
councillors were present except the 
Hon W Lux ton

Top: Karl Tapper spends a week with the Fire Department. Below: Ailie Biggs 
helps out at the Infant/Junior School. Photographs: Jackie Cotter.

Most of the morning was spent 
in a discussion of future planning, 
especially financial, using the 
Coopers and Lybrand report 
starting point. This was a valuable 
exercise but of course only the be
ginning of an ongoing process by 
which this council intends to take 
a firmer grip on planning for the 
future.

as a
Agriculture

uxton

At 1 lam Mr Crick and Mr 
Harker attended with the Deputy 
Director of Public Works to outline 
the preliminary' I Ialcrow report on 
options for waste management. In 
a wide ranging discussion council
lors and consultants agreed on gen
eral principles to be incorporated 
into the final report.

In matters arising from the Oc
tober meeting it was confirmed that 
two people from the Forestry' Com
mission will visit the Islands in 
January to advise on the basic road 
building techniques used by the 
commission.

There had been a quite good re
sponse to the request for names 01 
people willing to serve on Govern
ment committees, there is still an 
opportunity to add further names, 
so please contact Jenny Luxton 1 
you wish to be included.

The details of committees
issues such as

ofsom*

Hr
But l have to say that’s part and par
cel of the whole programme, because 
we are trying to mirror what goes on 
in the real world. Sometimes students 
won’t get their first or second choice 
and they’ll have to make do with their 
second or third.

Jackie: Will there be a lesson to 
discuss the week?

Mr Middleton: Yes, when the 
students come back after their one 
week work experience, there will be 
a debriefing session. The idea is that 
we get a lot of comments back from 
employers, and the students 
visited on their work sites anyway, 
and we get a lot of comments back 
then. There has been a lot of feed
back already and that is discussed 
with the students to see how they 
think it went and to see if we 
make any improvements.

! Taxes OrdinanceMr Middleton: Yes, we have 
placements in: Conservation; The 
Road Gang; Fisheries; K.E.M.H. 
Secretariat; F.I.C. Warehouse; Pen
guin News; Leisure Centre; Central 
Stores; F.I.G.A.S. Government 
House Gardens; Fire and Rescue; 
Malvina; Upland Goose; Agricul
tural; Design Office; F.I.D.C. Cable 
and Wireless; Post Office; Number 
One Electrical; M.P.A. in the gym; 
Nursery School; L.M.W. in the of
fice and on the work site; Customs; 
Choice Fruits and the Infant Junior 
School.

cover

concern was expressed 
the suggestion that 

anding around Stanley 
port was to be lifted and used. 
However this may not now be nec
essary as we understand that the 
quarry is not back in production.

The Chief Executive attended 
at 3pm to discuss 
trative details.

His Excellency the Governor 
vill a.tlcnded at 4pm to answer ques

tions on political
Jbe next GPC meeting will be 

held on December 10.

about
hardst taxable amounts in respect of some 

benefits in kind received by employ- 
As regards education, ExCo ap- ees from their employers. These are 

proved the broad thrust of the Edu- rather complicated matters and I will 
cation DeDartmcnt’s development not attempt to go into detail here, 
plan for the years 1997 to 2000, in- They will be published in the Offi- 
cluding proposals for the develop- cial Gazette^ 
ment of the Infant and Junior School Pensions
site, which is becoming urgent. Re- ExCo also approved a raft of 
fleeting the increasing number 0 measure dealing with pensions, the 
pupils in Camp Education, we a so Eirst 0f vvbjch Was the award of pen- 
approved a proposal to increase e sjon jncreases l0 Government serv- 
numberoftravelling teachers by' wo, jce pensioners who retired before our 
and the number of radio telephone

air-

some admims-Jackie: Do you feel students 
were happy with their positions?

Mr Middleton: The majority, 
yes. The majority got their first or 
second choice, but I ended up hav
ing to place four on the last day so 
there were some disappointments.

are all ary.

matters.be completed when 
the possible amalgamation 
have been resolved.

We looked at the requ jrementcan
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CHURCH SERVICES
CATHEDRAL

LIBRARYTIDES AROUND THE ISLANDS Monday - Friday 
08.45am - 12 noon and 
1.30pm-5.45pm 

Saturday: 10am -12 noon

SUNDAY: 8am Holy Commun
ion. 10am FamilyCommunion(first 
Sunday every month-Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

The times and heights of high and low tides (in metres) at 
Stanley. Time given is Stanley time.
For Ca mp, make the
followingchanges: 30 0613 1.6 w" Q|49 Q6

0800 1.7
1428 0.2
2111 1.4

Sunrise 0431 
Sunset 2053

2pm-5pm

HOSPITALPHARMACYTABERNACLE- free church FoxBayr2hr30m
RoyCove+4his30m
PatHovvatd+3hrs 19m
Teallnlet+3his30m
SeaLionIs.+lhrl5m
PaiStepl-tens
+3hisbm
HillCove+4hrs
Berkeley Sound+I hr 11 m
PortSanCalos
+2hr55m
CtrvvinHarbar-56m

SUN 1234 
1909 
0037 

Sunrise 0433 
Sunset 2049

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday

Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm, 
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

1.5
0.6

2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesdav/Friday
3.00pm - 5.00pm

St. MARY’S
SUNDAY: 10am (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

December 04
1.7 THURS01 0645

0220 0.7
0843 1.6
1514 0.2
2201 1.4

Sunrise 0430 
Sunset 2055

MON 1308 0.2
1946 1.4

St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA) MUSEUM
SUN: 8am Holy Communion; 
10 30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion:
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

Sunrise 0432 
Sunset 2051

Tuesday - Friday
November 1030 -12 noon/2.00 - 4.00pm 

Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am - 12 noon/ 1.15- 3.00pm

29 0543 0.8
1200 1.3

SAT 1833 1.4
0006 0.6 

Sunrise 0434 
Sunset 2048

0.602 0111 
TUE 0720 

1340 
2028 

Sunrise 0432 
Sunset 2052

05 0314 0.6
FRI 0935 16

1605 0.4
2254 1.3

1.7
0.2
1.4

BAHA'I FAITH
Forinformationonmeetingsplea.se 
ring Tel: 21957 (evenings)

Sunrise 0430 
Sunset 2056

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

NESS TRUST Contact Shiralce 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
F10DA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Contact D. Humphreys Tel. 22028
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm, 
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SlIB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. Contact A Geach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
F.l. WESTERN LINE DANCE
CLUB: Meets DrillHall (All wel-
come) - Mon. 7pm. Contact Tricia 
Hanlon 21406
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWKS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD ri.INir
Day Centre KhMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con
tact Secretary G Cheek, 21402 
STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe
titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con
tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 
FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
All queries & Information on races 
etc contact Andrew Newman 
21606 or Rowena Summers 
21015
YMCA Accommodation available 
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

BADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ 
Thursdays 7-9pm Liz Burnett. 
Tcl:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel 
21 161
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm 
Contact
NETBALL CLUB Tuesdays 6-8pm, 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUN CLUB New members 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. 
Box 540

CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS. WEAV-

Dik Sawle Tel 21414

ERS & HANDICRAFTS Meetings
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
Contact Marj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE-

Leisure CcntreTerm Times Further information/Bookings: tel 27291
Pool CourtsDay

Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public
l.anc Swimming 
Public

12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9.00

Public
Public

12 00 - I 00 
5.00 - 7 00 
7 00 - 8.00 
9 30- 10 30
12.00- I 00
5.00 - 7.00
7.00 - 8.00 
10.30- 12 00
12.00 - I 00
5.00- 7.00 
7 00 - 8.00 
500-7 00
7 00 - 9 00

Atoiulay

9 30-10.30 
12 00 - I 00 
5 00-9 00

Public
Public
Public

Tuesday

12.00- 1.00 
5.00 - 9.00

Uospital/OAP's 
Lane Swimming 
Public 
Adults 
Public 
Private Hire

Public
Public

Wednesday

10.30-12 00 
12 00-1 00 
5 00-900

Pareni/Toddlers0-7 Yrs
Public
Public

Thursday

Parcnts/Toddlers
Lane Swimming
Public
Adults
Private Hire
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

12 00- I 00 
5 00 - 9.00

Public
Public

10 00- II 30
12.00- I 00
5.00 7.00
7.00 - 8 00
8.00 - 9.00
10.00- 4.00
4.00 - 5.00 
10 00 -4 00 
4 00 -5.00

Friday

Public10 00-6.00Saturday

Public10.00 - 6.00Surulay



»Your BFBS Television programmes uTT» i
7 50 WORLD CUP DRAW
S 00 VOLCANO STORIES - MONTSERRAT The extraordinary 
real-life story of the island of Montserrat and the islanders who 
trying to cope with the recent volcanic eruptions
8 30 UNDERCOVER CUSTOMS
9 00 MEN BEHAVING BADLY (New)
9 30 THEY THINK IT'S ALL OVER
10 00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 FILM: THE PEOPLE UNDER THE STAIRS (1991 18) Horror 
starring Brandon Adams. When 13-year-old "Fool" breaks into the house 
of the landlords who arc about to evict his family, he stumbles 
nightmare world - the world of the people under the stairs

FRIDAY5TH DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS 
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 EUREKA! 10.15 STOP, LOOK LISTEN 1030 
STAGE TWO SCIENCE ENERGY 10.45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
115 POTAMUS PARK followed "by BFBS WEATHER 
I.30NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS Lance steps into the boxing ring
2.15 MILLIONAIRES Today, a profile of ex-wrestler Tony Walsh 
2.40 COMEDY CLASSIC: DAD'S ARMY 
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with: MOOMIN

^FULL cmCLEWITHM^CTAEL PALIN Today he travels to 
Borneo where it’s monsoon time, across the equator to Java, the most 
densely populated island in the world
8.45 WORLD IN ACTION
IOOODNEWSSAND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
10 30 THE COMEDY STORE
10 55 CUTTING EDGE (New) Passport Control Documentary'.
11.45 TARTAN EXTRA

WEDNESDAY3RD DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 STAGE ONE 10.15 IELLYTUBBIES 10 40 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10.45 THE WEATHER SI 10W

j? 30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)

1.15 TOTS TV followed by BFBS WEATHER 
I 30NEWS
1 50 NEIGHBOURS Rohan rethinks his relationship with Libby 
Marlene touts for business for Lou’s bus
2.15 HOME FRONT
3.45 THE CLOTHES SI IOW
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.40 ROOM 785 Starting with THE ENCHANTED LANDS 
3 50 CONAN THE ADVENTURER
4.15 HOW 2
4.30 SMART (New)
5.00 BYKER GROVE Brigid’s health and fitness craze becomes 
dangerous
5.25 HOME AND AWAY Selma finds out that Steven has lied Jesse 
makes one last attempt to get Selina back. And Casey and Aaron get 
mugged
5.45 TOMORROW’S WORLD
6.15 EMMERDALE The Cairns have a housewarming party for 
Woodside. Sam takes Marlon to see the van he has been stealing parts 
from Meanwhile Rov discovers Biff and Kelly arm in arm
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 CORONATION STREET Des receives a shock. Judy and Gary 
plan for baby Katie's future
7.45 THE BILL Rift: A teenage fight over an older man turns out to 
have more serious implications
8.10 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED 
8.35 CRIME BEAT
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE A young firl stumbles into Cardale looking for a 
new start, while Andrew decides to tell Erica how he really feels about

10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 FILM: HAMBURGER HILL (1987. 18) War drama starring 
Anthony Barrile and Michael Patrick Boatman. Vietnam 1969. A 
klA°u 'r0m lbe ^Sl a'rbome Division is ordered to take Hill 937 in 

esesoS|diers/al,ey’ deSP‘te be‘ng fierce,y defended b> tough v'otnam-

Due to changes to scheduled programmes as a result of 
arrangements for the future broadcast of live television, BFBS 
are only able to this week provide a television schedule from 
Monday to Friday.

4.00 PLASMO 
4.05 HURRICANES
4.30 MR WYMI
4.45 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND 
4 55 THE WARD
5.20 HOME AND AWAY Irene is bewildered by Selina's mysterious 
disappearance. Jesse wanders the streets in despair
5.40 GAMESMASTER (New)
6.10 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN RACE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS Frank returns to Albert Square to console Ricky and 
Bianca after their recent tragedy
7.50 DES O'CONNOR TONIGHT (New)
8.45 MICHAEL BARRYMORE'S STRIKE IT RICH
9.10 TPIE LOCKSMITH Frustrated by the police's inability' to find 
Carla's attacker, Roland decides to use his locksmithing skills to set a trap
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 RORY MCGRATH’S COMMERCIAL BREAKDOWN
11.00 TURNING WORLD Khan is in trouble: his abandoned wife is 
trying to get revenge and the authorities have advanced their plans for the 
hospital closure
11.50 TFI FRIDAY

are

MONDAY 1ST DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 10.30 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines) Pre
sented by Richard Madeley and Judy Finniaan
1.15 TOTS TV Followed by BFBS WEATHER REPORT
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS Lou's launch part}' grinds to a halt. Libby is 
confused about her feelings for Rohan
2.15 NAME THAT TUNE with Jools Holland
2.40 HOLIDAY
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
3.45 THE PARKIES
3.55 THE ADVENTURES OF PADDINGTON BEAR
4.05 BRAMBLY HEDGE
4.30 FUN HOUSE
4.55 RECORD BREAKERS
5.20 HOME AND AWAY Marilyn is frantic about the oncoming 
storm, but Fisher is calm and controlled. Ian has an emergency to 
deal with
5.40 TOP GEAR
6.10 999 LIFESAVERS This week, the seven-year-old girl who 
became a human torch after setting her dress alight at a fireworks 
party, plus advice on how to have fun and stay safe on Bonfire 
Night
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 CORONATION STREET Judy flees to safety with baby 
Katie. Les is gening too close for Samantha’s comfort. Deirdre and 
Jon’s shopping trip in an eventful one
7.45 THE BILL Gentleman Jim: WPC Blake is thrilled about her 
move to CID. Jim Carver isn’t
8.10 THE COOK REPORT
8.35 BLOOMIN' MARVELLOUS Jack has a good dose of mid-life 
crisis and he and Jeff head down to the lively Parachute Club. 
Meanwhile, Liz and Shaz wonder if they’ve married the right men
9.05 SOLDIER, SOLDIER A revelation rocks Fitzpatrick’s family, 
and Hobb's nightmare on civvy street ends in disaster for Butcher
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK Guests tonight include 
Ronnie Corbett and former South African President FW de Klerk
11.00 FILM'97
11.30 THE RUGBY CLUB
11.10 SOMETHING STRANGE
12.10 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA

into a

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
6.00 A call from the dead (drama)
6.30 Memories arc make of this - with 
Tony Burnett
7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather, Flights. Annos 
8 00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Corn, with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY December 5
10.03 Mornine Show - Lorna
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Announcements, 
BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Arehers
5.18 The later afternoon show 
5.45 Calling the Falklands
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 On Stage: Boo Radley's
7.30 Five live

SATI RDAY November 29
6.00 News BI BS
6 03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7 30 News and Sport from live live 
7.40 Weather. Flights. Announcements
8 OOSix Palestrina Masses
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30Pcoplc like us (comedy) The Man
aging Director
9 45 Music Fill
10 00 News BFBS
SUNDAY November 30
5 00 News: BFBS 
5.03 Music fill
5.15 Dessert Island Discs
6 00 Music Fill
6.«J0 Weather, Mights, announcements
7.00 Church Service-Tabernacle
8 00 Sports Roundup
8.15 Folk MusicShow with Fiona Didlick 
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9 00 News Desk
9.28 Rpt. Weather & Flights 
9.30The Old Curiosity Shop
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAY December 1

8.00 Eric Clapton Story Part 6
8 30 Paths of Inspiration
9.00 News desk from the BBC
9 28 Rpt Weather & Flights
9.30 Repeat News Magazine
10 00 News BFBS 
WEDNESD \} December 3
10.03 Morning show - Loma 
12 00 News BFBS 
12.05Lunchtime announcements 
BFBS Programme
5.03 The Archers 
5.18The late afternoon show- 
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7 OODivided by a common language 
7.30Ncws and Sport 
7.40 Wcather.Flights,Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9.00 New'S Desk from BBC
9.2S RpL weather & flights _ ... ,
9.30Not so Tiny Tim or God bless ^2 Weather, Flights Annos

8.00 Announcers halt hour
8.30 Country' Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

10.03 Morning show' - Flermina
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.05 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers
B.F.B S Programmes

5.03 The Archers
5.18 The late afternoon show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 Families and how to survive 
them
7.00 The Goons CD collection
7.30 News and Sport
7.40 Weather, Flights. Announcements
8.00 BBC Story of Pop
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.2SRpt Weather and Flights 
9.30Aunt Julia & the scriptwriter
10.00 News BFBS
TUESDAY December 2
10.03 Morning Show - Loma 
12 00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.10 Lunchtime announcements 
12.15 Archers
BFBS Programmes

5.03 The Archers
5.18The late afternoon show
5.30 News from St. Helena 
5 45 Calling the Falklands 
6.00News Magazine
6.30 In Concert -Pavement
7.30 New's and Sports
7.40Weather,Flights. Announcements

everyone
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

TUESDAY 2ND DECEMBER
7.00 BJ3C BREAKFAST NEWS
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 FOUR WAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME 
10.25 ZIG ZAG 10.45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
1.15 THE SLOW NORRIS followed by BFBS WEATHER 
1.30NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS Lou is eager to receive the morning papers. 
Darren sees the error of his ways
2.15 FOOD AND DRINK
2.45 VANESSA 
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY'S WORLD
3.45 KIPPER (New)
3.55 ROGER AND THE ROTTENTROLLS (New)
4.05 DENNIS THE MENACE
4.30 BLUE PETER
5.00 BYKER GROVE
5.25 HOME AND AWAY Summer Bay catches the tail end of 
cyclone Raymond. Justine tries to rectify things with Tiegan. And 
Jesse organises a surprise for Steven's bucks night
5.45 A QUESTION OF SPORT
6.15 EMMERDALE Zak takes up busking to earn money for 
Christmas. Tony and Emma come to an understanding, while Sophie 
and Zoe reach a decision about their relationship
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS It's a painful day for Ricky and Bianca, Ian is 
forced to deal with Cindy's demand to see her children, and will

THURSDAY December 4
THURSDAY 4TH DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
srmniHc°?H,10 00 M£GAMATHS 10.20 LANDMARKS 10.40 
10 50 KILROY W0RK(Repea,) 1045 THE WEATHER SHOW

I thf (!ncluding ITN News Headlines)
L30NEWS DDLERS Followed b>’ BFBS WEATHER

throws Debbie and Darren enjoy their time apart. Lou
for freedom t0 remember- Billy, Toadie and Hannah make a bid

245 Vanessa QUES SH0W

3.10 COUNTDOWN

3:45 SOOTYAND CO8 Wi‘h WIZAD0RA
44:3^LEUTEYP°EUTRER0WNBACK

5 25 hTH0E °‘Z0NE

tells Justine nono Vacbie has an emergency to deal with. Ian
looks like his attack^/ /^nd Aaron threatens someone who
6-45 CALL MY BLUFF5l80t the right man?
6-15 EMMERDAI F 7.1 k°Sted by Bob Ho,ness
talk to an ang^y Roy * haS troub,e with a rival busker. Biff tries to

iSiFpSEATK““roRT
pain

10.03 Morning Show - Lorna
12.00 News B.F.B.S.
12.05 Lunchtime Annos 
BFBS Programme 

5 03The Archers 
5.18 The late afternoon show 
5.30 In Concert - The Levellers

All programmes are subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S.
fromRadio 4 0500 News & Early Breakfast 0600 News & Local Breakfast 
Show 0900 News & Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 1200News 
& Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 Feature 1300 News & 
Afternoon Show 1600 News & Essential Selection 1700 Connect UK 
1900 News & Gold 2000 News & The Rockshow 2200 London Tonight 
TUESDAY
01 OONews & America's Finest 0300-2000 As Monday 2000 News &
Steve Mason 2200 News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0100 News & John Peel 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & America's
Finest 2200 News & London Tonight
THURSDAY
0100 News & The Rockshow 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & John 
Peel 2200 News & London Tonight
FRIDAY
0100 News & David Rodigan 0300 - 1900 As Monday 1900 Essential 
Selection 2000 News & Friday Dance 2200 News & Drum N Bass

SATURDAY p
OOOONews & Steve Mason 0200 News & Rockumentary 0300 News* 
Sports N all 0500News & Me Mark Page 0700 News & Weekend Gold 
0800 News & Breakfast Show 1000 Sports nail 1200 Saturday Live 1400 
Me Mark Pagel 600 News & America’s Finest1800News & R^mentary 
1900 News & David Rodigan 2100 News & Steve Mason 2300 Ncnns 
& Richard Allinson 
SUNDAY
0100 News & Something for theWeekend 0300 News & Pressure Drop 
0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & David Rodigan 0900 Ne\ 
Weekend Gold 1000 The World This Weekend 1100 Rockumentary 
Sosmething for the Weekend 1400 Richard Allinson. 1600 News & B 
Harris 1900News& Weekend Gold 2100 News & Pressure Drop 2200

MOND Bondon tonight
Ro^ku^maryO0300lNewsn&eEssentla^seIecdonn0^00CNew^&* "Today"

1200

Ricky does his best to cheer Bianca up and ease her
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LA PRENSA 20/11/97

The Argentines were well 
received by the Islanders

Several inhabitants of the Falkland 
Islands yesterday expressed that the 
relatives of the Argentine soldiers who 
died in the 1982 war are welcome in 
the archipelago.

Speaking to the Argentine media 
who arrived in the islands along with 
the relatives, some Islanders, among 
them employees, drivers and neigh
bours, classified the visit as "humani
tarian. with no political meaning.”

Also several Islanders asked 
whether there are other such trips 
scheduled, because there is no banning 
on these trips for the Argentine gov
ernment to request - through the right 
channels - that these visits be allowed 
to take place. On numerous occasions 
the Islands Council has said that there 
is no reason why these visits cannot 
take place.

LA NAC ION 22/11/97
DHL offered to pay the costs to 

allow the pictures into the country
The President of the private firm 

DHL in Argentina. Ricardo Giacchino. 
announced yesterday (Friday) that his 
company will pay the customs fees 
which were demanded from an artist 
in the Falklands. who sent ten paint
ings to Buenos Aires front the Islands.

At the same time Vice-Foreign 
Minister Andres Cisneros, requested 
that the customs report to him why 
they imposed customs taxes on goods 
which come from the Falkland Islands, 
as if the Islands were not part of the 
national territory.

As there are no direct flights from 
the Falklands to the mainland, James 
Peck sent his pictures for an exhibi
tion which will take place in a portemo 
gallery, via Chile, as La Nacion re
ported yesterday.

When the pictures arrived in Bue
nos Aires, the customs confiscated the 
pictures, valued them at $2,500 ' 
(US$2,500) and demanded the pay
ment of $273 to let them in to the coun-

DHL's headquarters, so they can ob
tain the corresponding advice.”

Giacchino, meanwhile, requested 
an interview with the administrator of 
the national customs and with the sec
retary of public income "to harmonise 
the norms in effect."

LA NACION 22/11/97
The Councillors of the Islands 

reject any kind of reconciliation by 
Eliza betta Pique

Of the approximately six hundred 
houses there are in this city, which the 
Islanders consider their capital and call 
Port Stanley, one of the oldest and pic
turesque is that of the Legislative 
Council, the only elected organism in 
the Islands

In its very well kept garden, be
side a mast with the Colony’s flag fly
ing on it. there is one of the few trees 
to be found in the place (brought from 
abroad and planted especially, because 
in the archipelago there are none.)

The house, a typical Patagonian 
construction with a metal roof, is on 
the side of the bay, in the blue waters 
of which you can see old ship wrecks. 
The scenery inspires peace.

Inside, the atmosphere is totally 
different Richard Cockwcll. Lewis 
Clifton. Norma Edwards. Jan Cheek 
and Mike Summers, five of the eight 
members of the Legislative Council of 
the Islands, are on guard. Without 
beating around the bush, they reject 
anything which resembles reconcilia
tion or a certain level of "friendship” 
with Argentina.

Unlike the Governor Richard 
Ralph, they prefer not to use diplo
matic words, during an interview with 
La Nacion they reiterate their iron 
policy. Sovereignty will not be dis
cussed and the only acceptable thing 
is for the Argentine politicians to re
nounce their territorial claim

The Councillors don’t want to 
know anything about having air-links 
with the Continent, even though it 
would be advantageous to them be
cause of distance and costs. “It is ironic 
that the Argentines want to re-create 
what they destroyed in '82,” says Sum
mers (before the war there were LADE 
flights) and indicated that "there is no 
possibility” that this connection be re
established.

Referring to this, Summers con
firms that as from March or April next 
year there will be a third option to 
travel to the Islands The Falkland Is
lands Airways, which he owns, will fly 
from here to Montevideo. (Up until 
now the only two ways were from 
Punta Arenas, on LAN Chile, or from 
London on a British Air Force aero-

Con tents
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Page 1plane.)
Any contact whatsoever with the 

mainland seems to both them. So much 
to the effect that they said that "if there 
is another visit” by relatives of the dead 
soldiers, the group will have to come 
with a commercial aeroplane and not 
as they did on this trip on a charter 
flight from Comodoro Rivadavia.

The dead

VC
you think that April 2nd, that year, 
was possible because the United 
Kingdom had practically stopped 
worrying about its faraway and un
der-populated colony in the South 
Atlantic.

This alleged "forgetfulness" or 
even “betrayal." England seems to 
be paying for highly.

As Diggle says, in the hospital, 
which is in Stanley, the only city in 
the Islands (with some 1.500 inhab
itants) all the services are free. Sev
enty people work there, 24 of which 
arc nurses, who earn an average of 
34,000 dollars a year. "This hospi
tal can be compared with any good 
hospital in the world We have eve
rything except for a cat-scan.” says 
Diggle. And he adds: "The Islands' 
government spends more than five 
million dollars a year on health.

The education in the Islands
These figures are surprising, vis

iting the only secondary school in 
Stanley also leaves you with your 
mouth open: the building is modern 
but it maintains the Patagonian-Brit- 
ish style of all the city and is the big
gest building in the whole of the Is
lands. It has a computer class-room, 
equipped with dozens of latest 
model PC’s, and looks like the edi
torial department of a newspaper - 
swimming pool, carpentry work
shop. basketball court and two 
squash courts. It is all free and can 
be used by the rest of the commu
nity.

With this in mind, they did not hide 
that their great wish would be for the 
relatives of the victims to decide to
take their bodies. “We would give 
them to them without any problems,” 
they all say in chorus, with a shine in 
their eyes.

“If my son had died abroad, I 
would like to have his grave near so 
that I could go and visit it every day," 
says Norma Edwards, knowing per
fectly well that the relatives of the Ar
gentine soldiers who died, want their 
loved ones to stay in the place they 
fought for, even though it is thousands 
of kilometres away from their homes. 

Nor do they want to know anything 
Straight to the point, they say that about the offer made by Di Telia a few 

they consider “extravagant" Di fella's years ago to “clean-up” the areas which 
proposal to visit the Islands with a are covered with some 17.000 land- 
non-Argentinc passport. "If he were mines. “This is an almost impossible 
to come to announce that they are go- mission and we would prefer to do it
ing to give up the territorial claim for- ourselves. Instead of people dying, it
ever, it would be different. But as for- is better to keep the mined areas fenced 
eign minister it is impossible that he off, like they are now," they say. 
can come," says Norma Edwards. Top level health and education

The Councillors do not bat an eye- and salary increases
lid when the United Nations "The problem is that we have too 
Decolonisation Committee’s resolu- much money to spend" To Argentine 
tions are mentioned, which urge both ears this phrase sounds unlikely. Not 
sides (Argentina and the United King- only because of the content of the 
dom) to negotiate a peaceful solution phrase but because the person who 
to the conflict. They counter-attack says it is: Doctor Roger Digglc, direc- 
using the islanders right to self-deter- tor of the only, and flamboyant, hos- 
mination. pital in the Islands.

"Our perception is that the Going round the Falkland Island 
Argentines ignore our right to exist,” medical centre gives you an idea of the 
says Richard Cockwell. incredible economic development

They rule out any possibility of an here. It has 32 beds, an operating thea- 
agreement and consider absurd the tre, labour ward (an average of 30 ba- 
idea of "shared sovereignty” outlined bies a year are bom here) scanning 
by our foreign ministry. “This is our machines and state-of-the-art technol- 
country."they indicate. Also they clas- ogy for dentistry, first aid and every- 
sify as “unrealistic” the fact that Presi- thing you can imagine 
dent Carlos Menem said that the sov- The new establishment was inau- 
ereignty of the Islands would be re
covered “before the year 2000” and 
outline that this attitude "is a threat."

try
The company DHL which had 

transported the material paid the 
amount requested by the customs, kept 
the pictures and. to hand them over, 
demanded that the gallery where they 
were 
the money.

Sara Garcia Uriburu. owner of the 
gallery where the Falklands painter 
will exhibit the series “Darwin Cem
etery” said that the amount the customs 
valued the pictures at "is ridiculous" 
because the unknown Peck pieces ol 
work are not worth over a hundred 
pesos.

going to go on display pay them The school was inaugurated in 
1992, a relatively short time ago, 
and it cost 21 million dollars. “Fol
lowing the war it was decided to 
spend money on infrastructure and 
this school is the pride of our com
munity.” explains the British head
master. David Higgins.

“1 am sure that in England there 
are a lot of young people who do 
not have such an establishment. 
Many of the children don't realise 
how lucky they are," adds Higgins.

Now there are 153 students”(be-

Statement from Dill 
"Following the situation concern

ing the transportation of pictures of a 
Falklands resident to the Continent, 
the company DHL Argentina, 
as it found ’out about the events, de
cided to immediately pay the costs of 
the customs taxes concerning the art
ists work, so that they can participate 
in the exhibition," said the statement 
which was signed by Giacchino.

For any future items which are sent 
from the Islands, the company recom
mended “that they get in touch with

gurated at the end of 1987. It cost 35 
million dollars.

If there is something which the Is- 
“I think it is amazing that during landers recognise unanimously, it is 

the visit the North American President that the 1982 war produced an “eco- 
carried out to Argentina, with there be- nomic revolution.” It’s more, many 
ing important things to talk about, Kelpers - a nickname which they say 
Menem and Clinton ended up talking doesn’t bother them, comes from 
about the Islands.” said Mike Sum- "kelp" in English seaweed which can

be found all around the Islands - make

as soon

Media coverage 
continued on 

page 4
of supplement

mers.
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ruption and politically-inspired 
investment have driven much of 
the expansion in lending, which 
has now been revealed to be msup-
^DIVORCE OF EARL 

SPENCER
Affairs of the heart, too. are cx- 

citina passions. I he tabloid press 
is awash with details about the di
vorce of Earl Spencer, the brother 
of the late Princess of Wales. The 
Sun. Mirror and Daily Star all 
seize on the allegation in a Cape 
Town court that he had affairs with 

twelve different women

Fremantle, an estimated 2,700 New Zealand and South Africa 
miles to the Northeast, where they are expected to arrive in the corn- 
will face charges for alleged ille- ing days to help out with the hake 
gal fishing.

If found guilty, they face

1997
EARL SPENCER
DIVORCE CASE
The subject which receives the 

most widespread coverage is a 
court action in South Africa 
the divorce proceedings between 
the brother of Diana. Princess of 
Wales. Earl Spencer, and his wife 
Victoria. The story is the only front 
page story in the mass-circuclation 
Daily Mail. Sun and Mirror, and 
is also given front page treatment 
by the Daily Telegraph and the 
Guardian. Many newspapers have 
more details on inside pages, and 
carry pictures of the stately home 
of the Earl's family at Althorp, 
where Princess Diana is buried.

WINNIE MANDELA 
HEARING

The Independent highlights a 
very' different South African legal 
hearing - that of the Truth and Rec
onciliation Commission which is 
examining allegations of murder 
against Winnie Madikizela- 
Mandela, the former wife of the 
South African President. The front 
page report is accompanied by a 
picture of a pensive Mrs Mandela, 
and concentrates on the evidence 
of South Africa's leading Method
ist. Bishop Peter Storey. The pa
per says his passionate testimony, 
in which he suggested that the 
apartheid era had eroded some peo
ple's sense of good and evil, ap
peared to blow away what re
mained of Mrs Mandela's credibil-

emergency.
Argentina will also begin sat- 

heavy fines and could even have ellite monitoring of the fishing 
the vessels confiscated. fleet during next December.

ARGENTINE FISHERIES SCIENTIFIC VESSELS
BILL RETURNS TO THE IN PUNTA ARENAS

SENATE
In the midst of strong contro- gins several scientific research 

versy the Argentine Federal Fish- vessels are scheduled to arrive in 
eries Bill will be considered by Punta Arenas, from where they 
the Senate after receiving half will be operating as support base, 
sanction in the Chamber of Depu- The first to arrive will be the 
ties which modified 30 of the 73 Spanish Navy oceanographic 
articles of the original draft. ship, 77esperides" that will be

The bill establishes the crea- supplying Spanish stations and 
tion of a Fisheries Secretariat and doing volcanic activity and seis- 
a Fisheries Federal Council, that mic research in the Antarctic wa- 
will be responsible for the Argen- ters.
tine Fishing policy and the grant- The Russian flag “Yuzhmor 
ing of licences. The bill also ex- Geologiuya” will be arriving in 
tends the economicjurisdiction of Punta Arenas for the first time 
the coastal provinces to twelve next week and the^Lawrence M. 
miles. Political experts anticipate GoulcT' will replace the “Polar 
a strong debate in Senate since the Duke" in the US Antarctic op- 
different interests of the industry erations. 
are pressing for changes.

The factory ships, mostly joint guayan Navy vessel, 
ventures with foreign companies, “VanguardicV left this week with 
want to continue processing in the supplies and fuel for the Uru- 
high seas while the land-based guayan base in King George Is- 
fleet insists fish must be industr- land as well as with the neces- 
ialised in the local packing plants, sary elements to equip a new sta-

The bill sanctioned by Depu- tion in the Antarctic continent, a 
ties bans the incorporation of sec- former British refuge.

CARLOS MENEM’S 
BROTHER A PRESIDEN

TIAL CANDIDATE

over

As the Antarctic season be-

Mews from South 

Ameoeai
British press 

Headline stories: 

Nov 21 - Nov 28
up to
while his wife was in a clinic lor 
alcohol addiction. I hey all latch on 
to the description of him as a ‘se
rial adulterer', and carry' pictures 
of his wife walking side by side 
with a woman uho says she was 
one of his conquests.

provided by Mercopress

WORLD’S GREATEST 
FACTORY SHIP BARRED 

FROM CHILEAN WATERS
The Chilean Supreme Court 

unanimously upheld the ruling of 
an Appeals Court which means 
the “American Monarch”, con
sidered the world’s biggest and 
most modern fish processing ves
sel is barred from operating in 
Chilean waters. In spite of the 
fact that Pesquera Yelco S.A., 
that represent the American com
pany which owns the 60 million 
US dollars vessel have antici
pated they will sue the Chilean 
government, the ruling puts an 
end to a debate which began in 
August ‘96 when Chilean fish
ing authorities denied the valid
ity of the hake licences which 
were to be extended to the 
“American Monarch”.

Chilean fishing industry offi
cials were very much concerned 
that a vessel of those dimensions 
could easily deplete the hake re
sources in the Punta Arenas area 
where the American Monarch 
was expected to operate.

Pasquera Yelco said the rul
ing favours the only surimi (fro
zen fish pulp) company operat
ing in the area, which coinciden
tally “belongs to a Japanese 
group”.

In Punta Arenas the head of 
Maritime 

Leonardo Castex considered the 
situation very delicate, and re
gretted that the ruling, “impedes 
the development of Punta Are
nas.”

PROVED
Chilean Minister of Public 

Works, Ricardo Lagos, an
nounced that five million dollars 
will be invested in the upgrad
ing and expansion of the Punta 
Arenas airport. Mr Lagos 
pointed out that the whole op
eration would be managed by a 
system of private concessions.

“The lease for the contract is 
expected to be ready in late ‘98 
and works should begin in early 
‘99,” said Lagos.

The five million dollars will 
be invested mainly in improving 
the passenger handling capacity 
of the airport.

The number of passengers 
and tourists travelling through 
the aiport is increasing at an an
nual rate of 20%.

IRELAND INVESTS IN
SEAWEED INDUSTRY
Next December a commer

cial seaweed farm will open off 
the Galway coast in Ireland. The 
farm is targeted to produce sea
weed for human consumption to 
export mainly to Japan.

Scientists of the University 
of Galway have identified 
among the many Irish varieties, 
the Porphyra linearis and the 
Alaria esculenta, more com
monly known as the nori and 
wakame, considered the most 
popular seaweed in the Japanese 
sushi bars. According to the Irish 
Seaweed Industry Organisation 
there’s a great potential in the 
world market, estimated in 4 bil
lion US dollars.

Japan imported 223,000 
tonnes in 1994 and there’s an in
creasing demand from Europe 
and the United States.

AUSTRALIAN NAVY
ARRESTS TOOTHFISH 

POACHERS
The Australian Navy arrested 

two large factory ships poach
ing for Patagonian toothfish in 
Australian protected areas off 
Heard and McDonald islands in 
the sub-Antarctic area.

The Belize and Panama 
flagged vessels had their cargo 
confiscated and were escorted to

from its renowned predecessor. 
140 years old. at the British Mu
seum in London's Bloomsbury 
district: the process of shifting 12 
million books is under way. Prince 
Charles famously likened the edi
fice of the new library' to an acad
emy for secret police, but The 
Times reports that several writers 
have given enthusiastic approval. 
Lady Antonia Fraser. Sir Harold 
Pinter. David Lodge and Kathy 
Lette were among writers given a 
sneak preview, and the Times re
ports that they all responded fa
vourably. Lady Antonia Fraser 
described the new Reading Room, 
with its modern facilities, as thrill-

BBC PRESS REl TEW FOR 
MONDA Y 24 NOl EMBER 199~ 

JAPANESE FINANCIAL 
BROKERAGE COLLAPSES 

News of the closure of the big 
Japanese financial brokerage. 
Yamaichi Securities, came too late 
for the first editions. However, the 
Financial Times had already given 
prominence to the company's 
problems in the wake of a scandal 
centered on billions of dollars in 
illegal debts. The Financial Times 
editorial says a Yamaichi collapse 
means a new and dangerous phase 
in Asia's economic crisis. Mean
while. a front-page story- in The 
Times says President Clinton has 
guaranteed America’s commit
ment to the troubled economies of 
Asia. The newspaper says that on 
the eve of the Asia-Pacific Eco
nomic Cooperation Forum in Van 
couver. the President attempted to 
calm jittery eastern markets by- 
emphasising the United States' role 
as a Pacific power. The Times 
quotes him as saying that Ameri
ca's future and Asia’s are joined, 
and with such deep stakes in the 
region their security and economic 
interests so hand in hand.

ESTATE OF DIANA, 
PRINCESS OF WALES 
The Guardian leads with the 

Prince of Wales' decision not to 
exploit a tax loophole which would 
avoid the payment of millions of 
pounds of inheritance tax on the 
estate of Diana. Princess of Wales. 
The paper says the move Averts an 
embarrassing row over the Royal 
Family’s relationship with the 
taxman. Most papers also cover 
Prince Charles’s appointment of 
the former primer minister. John 
Major, to act as an independent 
adviser of the couple’s young sons. 
15 year old Prince William and 13 
year old Prince Harry, in the pro
ceedings. The Daily Mail sees Mr 
Major's appointment as a public 
relations move of bemusing bold
ness.

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
WEDNESDAY 26 NOVEMBER
199~

COUNCILLOR’S PRE
BUDGET REPORT

Wednesday's British newspa
pers relegate to the inside pages 
their coverage of financial markets 
following the turmoil in the Far 
East, and switch attention to the in
terests of poorer sections of Brit
ish society. There is an overwhelm
ing welcome for the draft budget 
oulined in Parliament by the Fi
nance Minister - the Chancellor of

In related affairs the Uru-

ond hand vessels and curtails glo
bal licensing to fishisng fleets. 
Licences will be extended taking 
into account the previous eight 
years record.

the Exchequer, Gordon Brown. 
Several papers say it gives an early 
Christmas present in additional 
benefits for the elderly, and for sin
gle parents. For the Daily Tel
egraph. however, the expansion of 
benefits for single mothers is less 
of a gift, and more a longer-term 
plan to fund child-care arrange
ments so that mothers can return 
to their paid jobs. The Guardian 
calls the proposals the biggest 
shake-up in the British welfare 
state in its 50 year history', which 
will get the unemploved back to 
work. Both the Financial Times 
and the Daily Male also focus 
planned changes for business taxa
tion.

mg.
Upper House Provisonal 

President Eduardo Menem has 
decided to join the list of 
Justicialista Party (PJ). presiden- 

The Argentine government tial hopefuls for 1999, putting at 
announced the banning of hake stake the presidential aspirations 
fishing during next December as of Eduardo Duhalde, one of the 
well as the extension of the pro- strongest contenders Tn the
tected spawning area which now heated race, 
will cover 220,000 square kilo
metres of the South Atlantic.

ity.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS 

POLICY
The Daily Telegraph reports an 

unexpected friendship between the 
nation’s long-established fee-pay
ing schools and the governing La
bour Parly, which not so long ago 
was vowing to abolish them as 
bastions of privilege. The paper 
highlights remarks by an Educa
tion Minister, Stephen Byers, that 
it is not Government policy to abol
ish special tax-breaks for such pri- 
vate schools - as had been mooted 

which they say will bring - and that Labour wants instead to
Britain more into line with build bridges with them. The story'
praactices in the United States. is also featured by The Independ- 

FOREIGN NEWS STO- ent under the heading: Labour s 
RIES warm embrace for the old private

... f , r ,here >s Prominent coverage school enemy,
says, the burden of sustaining the from South Africa of the allegedly HEADMISTRESS AC-
world economy will fall solely on criminal acts by [’resident CUSES PARENTS OF BEING
the United States and Europe. Ihe Mandela s divorced wife, Winnie OVER PROTECTIVE
Times says that the current Asia- described by witness to the Truth The Times lakes up the com- 
Pactf.c summit in Vancouver, Commission; and of the hearing in ments of a school headmistress,
Canada, could hardly have been Cape Town into the divorce of Earl who sutmestsnarents are being too
better timed. It says that President Spencer, the brother of Diana protectfve oHheir children The
Clinton should emphasise the need Princess of Wales. Other foreign headmistress savs that not allow-
for adequate international financial news includes a report in Th, Liu y e u ‘ r p0
support And it urges the panici- Guardian of how cnSme s keen TJ.L° C3tCh, 3 °S-
A no. to push A>EC’s original the body of Lenin intactwhU^ ~d7 ‘ InTeof
free trade agenda into the back- view in his mausoleum L \ b suinng mur ^ ..
ground, arguing that trade will be DOMESTIC STORIES 1!! 63n,d thc5 “ iIf
essential to the region’s longer- The Daily Telegraph pives a .a*scss r,sks ^or ^emsel • 
term recoveiy. But one of the pa- more than a page to concern! that dr'i^ngtoo^fare^hconlyY^5
per sown columnists sounds a note a British ban on hunting as some ur, ng t0.° ,asl are onl.
of caution. She says APEC has so MPs are proposing, will ?ead To If* Safy 3 n3lUral i° ve 
far proved ineffectual precisely deer being culled in large numbers Ft/108’ Sh° S3yS’ Sha ivrdis- 
because of the refusal of many of And most of the papers report a* d T y°Ung pcoplc 3 8 d
its member states to recognise what new British statistic - a survey serv,cc-
she calls the dark side of the Asian shows that a million British men 
miracle. She says cronyism, cor- get drunk at least once a week

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
TUESDA Y 25 NOVEMBER 1997 

COLLAPSE OF 
YAMAICHI SECURITIES 

The Independent says that the 
Japanese authorities should have 
put the loss-making Yamaichi Se
curities out of its misery years ago. 
It says the fact that instead they 
allowed the company to disguise 
its losses justifies a damning ver
dict on Asian-style capitalism. The 
Financial Times says that Japan 
must restore confidence in its 
economy in order to stop the rot 
spreading around the world. It says 
it needs to stimulate domestic de
mand, inject new capital into its 
debt-ridden financial system and 
fund its neighbours. Otherwise, it

ARGENTINA BANS 
HAKE FISHING

President Carlos Menem’s 
brother admitted he considered 

The high seas processing himself fully qualified to join the
freezers will have to cease opera- race, but made it clear that: ‘\ve 
tions starting December first un- have to wait for the party mem- 
til the end of the year, while the bers’ reaction.” 
ban for the “fresh catch” vessels 
begins December 15th. As far as of the province of Buenos Aires, 
the protected area, the federal wastheundisputedheirofPresi- 
government will request the prov- dent Menem until last October 
inces of Chubut and Santa Cruz when he was defeated in the mid- 
to include the area of the San term elections.
Jorge Gulf. Meanwhile the leaders of the

Agriculture Secretary, Alliance who defeated the 
Federico Sola, also anticipated Peronists last October, Graciela 
strict fishing restrictions for 1998, Fernandez Mejide and Rodolfo 
including the so called “biologi
cal rests” which will oblige li
censed trawlers to remain in port 
for several days every month, as 
well as an additional “extraction 
fee.”

on

Eduardo Duhalde, Governor

the Chamber,

Miodrag Marinovic, presi
dent of the Punta Arenas Cham
ber of Commerce and Industry 
was also bitter about the incident.

“We are concerned about the 
lack of transparency in the case, 
and really affected because the 
ruling blocks a 60 million dol
lars investment and the creation 
of 200 jobs in Punta Arenas”, 
stressed Marinovic.

The Norwegian built “Ameri
can Monarch" is currently 
moored in Seattle, US.

PUNTA ARENAS AIR
PORT WILL BE IM-

Terragno, were given a red car
pet reception in the United States 
where they met with White 
House and Congress officials, as 
well as with bankers and the 
president of the International 

The measures are geared to Monetary Fund, 
help recover the depleted hubsii Another presidential hopeful 
hake resources that in five years and next Chairman of the Radi- 
have dropped by half, because of cal Party, Fernando de la Rua 
over catching and lack of conser- currently mayor of the city of 
vation, according to Argentine Buenos Aires who also was awav 
scientific research. Catches officially invited to Germany 
jumped from 375,000 tons in was granted a “presidential” 
1992 to well over 600,000. equivalent status by the Helmut

Consultants from Canada, Kohl government.

BRITISH LIBRARY’S 
NEW READING ROOM 

OPENS
Several papers report on the 

opening of the Reading Room of 
the British Library’s new building 
in the London suburb of St 
Pancras. The facility' has moved
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speaks Castellano with a pronounced, 
English accent, and, she said, has never 
wanted to speak to the press. Follow
ing this, yesterday she rejected an in
terview with La Nation. I’m not in
terested." she said.

Her position is understandable: 
Maria is considered by the Islanders 
as just another one of them and it is 
logical that she does not want to have 
any problems, especially concerning 
the territorial dispute.

The other Argentine woman who 
lives here in Lillian Wallace. She has 
lived in the islands for 22 years, but 
was born in a Patagonian city in our 
country- Comodoro Rivadavia. She 
currently works in the agriculture de
partment in the Island. She didn’t want 
to talk either.

LA NACION 24/11/97 
President Carlos Menem yesterday 

(Sunday) ratified that during his visit 
to the United Kingdom, during the sec
ond half of 1998, "the sovereignty will 
be spoken about."

During a press conference which 
the President gave in Olivos (his offi
cial residence-HB) the President also 
denied that the British government has 
imposed as a principal condition of his 
trip to London, not to deal with, nor 
even tangentially, the Argentine sov
ereignly claim over the archipelago.

The Falklands have been present 
in the Argentine press in the last two 
weeks, because of the visit of the rela
tives of soldiers who died during the 
1982 war to Darwin cemetery, and 
because of the Islands Governor Ri
chard Ralph's statements to La Nation 
that the visit of any Argentine official 
is not welcome in the Islands, follow
ing Foreign Minister Guido di Tella’s 
expressing his wish to visit the Islands 
using a foreign passport.

tween 11 and 16 years old) but the ers who from time to time “invade did I receive a secret telegraph from the
school was built for the next 50 years them." Even if a tourist wants to eat. Foreign Office," which vaguely warned
and has room for double the number if the cooks shift is over, then they’ll about strange movements and suggested
of pupils. Even though it is hard to have to go hungry. When there is the possibility of an occupation by the
believe, Spanish is obligatory’ be- money, there is money. Argentine armed forces. Takes the meas-
tween 11 and 14 years of age and in LA PRENSA 23/11/97 ures you consider necessary," he recalls
the last two years is optional. Sidelines a paragraph of the telegram read.

How much does a teacher in the Guido di Telia received, accord- He says he was "treated extremely
Falklands earn? Jaime Correa, a ing to a rumour doing the rounds in well" by the Argentine military and that
Chilean who has taught Spanish for the foreign ministry, the suggestion he never met General Mario Menendcz,
the last four years and is about to from the British Embassy of not shak- his de facto successor for 73 days. But.
leave, gets 40,000 dollars a year. ing up matters in the media concern- the moment he most recalls is when he

Salary increase ing the sovereignty of the Falklands was obliged to go to the municipality and
Since the end of 1986. when the during President Carlos Menem’s visit he refused to shake hands with one of the

exclusion zone for fishing was laid to London. The warning said that, if generals who were in charge of the op-
down. unilaterally, at 150 miles expectations are created, the presiden- eration.
around the Islands, the Islanders tial trip could run the risk of being "An interpreter advised me to do it
salaries have increased 700 percent. postponed. " as a question of courtesy, and I told him

The government collects money Meanwhile in the Foreign Office. that I thought it was uncivilised to oc-
from the foreign fishing boats, but there is no concern about Di Tella’s cupy a country," he recalls,
what has made the Islands rich is the trip to the Falklands. This is a prob- Afterwards, he was ordered to go 
income from squid With a subsidy lent the Islanders will resolve, with- back to his house and gather his belong-
the government formed 12joint-ven- out the participation of London And ings and those of his family, and it is then
tures with companies based in the according to all the indications, they that the myth of the governor leaving
United Kingdom. Taiwan. Japan, won’t have any problem doing so. with his uniform on. was bom. "I didn't
South Korea and Spain. LA NAC/ON23/11/97 know how to pack it. above all the hat

Because of this, in a city which Rex Hunt: "Galticri’s and my son Tony said "Why don't you
is similar to a typical town in the Ar- craziness brought good things" by pul it on?" My wife advised me not to do
genline Pampa, it is not odd to run Elisabetta Pique so and told me not to be ridiculous, but I
into a Spaniard or Asian who is in- Sir Rex Hunt, the governor the Ar- pul it on all the same. Obviously the Ar-
volved in the fishing business. gentinc armed forces made leave the gentine military were not at all happy.”

Nor it is strange to find waiters Falkland Islands on the afternoon of he says
and waitresses with dark skins, who April 2nd 1982, is considered here a 
have emigrated from the Island of real hero, that is. of course, after 
Saint Helena (where Napolean Bo- Margaret Thatcher, 
naparte, was exiled which is also a His image, wearing a dress uni- 
British colony) or Chileans who form, with feathers in his hat and 
have settled here, seeking a better sword, while he said goodbye to his 
way of life. people, has remained as a symbol of

According to Legislative Coun- a story which is difficult to forget, 
cil sources, the annual income, Rex Hunt is now 71 years of age 
which comes from fishing is 35 mil- and is retired, but every now and again
lion dollars. And the average salary’ he travels to the archipelago, "which 
of each inhabitant is 20,000 dollars he feels sentimentally linked to."

where he is guest of honour at numer
ous grand receptions.

In his sixth visit since he gave up 
his position as governor in Novem
ber 1985. along with the famous Brit
ish golfer Bernard Gallacher - Rex 
Hunt is still the Honorary President 
of the golf club on the outskirts of 
Stanley - the former member of the 
British Foreign Office yesterday held 
a conversation with La Nation in the 
winter garden of the governors house, 
where he is slaying.

Fifteen years after the war, 
what do you feel towards 

Argentina and the Argentines?
‘M think that through Galtieri’s cra

ziness many good things have hap
pened. Now. you have an elected, 
democratic government, not a military 
regime and the Islands have obtained 
much more assistance from the Brit
ish government. As you can see, now 
this is a prosperous community and 
much more developed. When I was 
here in 1982 the islands had 1813 in
habitants and it was decreasing.
Now, there are more people than ever,
2490, according to the last census, 
which does not include the military.
Things are going very well, but what 
I consider most important is that the 
young people nowadays go and study 
abroad but come back here with their 
university degrees, because they see 
here a good future, as long as they are 
left in peace and they are not both
ered by the Argentines "

Rex Hunt, speaks with no resent
ment and his blue eyes have a deep 
look. He recalls all the details prior to 
his forced exit from the Islands, the 
Argentine helicopters landing on the 
football pitch next door to the gover
nor’s house, the uniformed soldiers 
with painted faces, and he confirms 
that, “the invasion” took us “com
pletely by surprise.”

“We never thought that Galticri 
would be so stupid. It was a very well 
kept secret,” he says. “Only sixteen 
hours before, at 3.30pm, on April 1st,

At the airport he decided to take it 
off. "Because it was not a comfortable
suit to travel in an aeroplane, my wife 
was right." He was then flown to 
Comodoro Rivadavia "We were there for 
two hours and I thought that I would be 
taken to Buenos Aires as a hostage but 
instead they took us to Montevideo, from 
where I later returned to England."

On June 24th 1982. ten days after the 
Argentine surrender, the governor re
lumed to the Islands to carry on in his 
post until November 1985.

He emphasises that he has been re
tired since then, even though “what hap
pened in 1982 created a link which will 
never be broken.”

Rex Hunt prefers not to comment on 
di Tella’s intention to visit the Islands

a year
You can see the prosperity. 

Nearly all the inhabitants of the Is
lands have a car (more than anything 
else a four wheel drive, of course 
with the steering wheel on the right) 
and the majority of the 600 houses 
in Stanley no longer use turf for fuel, 
but gas or electric cookers.

In the local supermarkets you 
can find a wide variety of food
stuffs, obviously, there are no Ar
gentine products and the prices are 
in line with the salaries: That is to 
say quite high.

WOOL MARKET REPORT 21 
NOVEMBER 1997 

It was a week of finer wool auctions in 
Australia and consequently smaller weights 
of wool were on sale, ahead of larger offer
ings next week. The Australian Easiem Mar
ket Index rose 2 cents on the week, to close 
at 710 A cents On Tuesday one bale of 15.4 
micron Merino fleece wool sold at 23.600 A 
ccnts/kg. The next day a bale of 13.4 micron 
Saxon Merino fleeces attracted even more 
serious interest, achieving a price of 34,000 
A cents/kg. In spite of this, the superfine 
Merino indicator closed 160 cents lower than 
at the end of October, at 1.414 A cents.

New Zealand showed mixed price 
changes, with their Indicator 3 cents lower 
at 458 cents. A sale of British wool (5% 
lower) was affected by this slightly softer 
trend and demand was limited by a payment 
date of 17.12.97, just before the Christmas 
recess.

with a passport from another country'- "I 
am no longer involved,” in the political 
question

Do you consider that one day the 
Islands could be independent?

' Yes. that is certainly a possibility. 
If oil is discovered, there will be a greater 
income than that from fishing and I am 
sure they could be economically inde
pendent. Now, everything is independ
ent except for defence. I think that the 
future here is spectacular, as long as the 
Argentines don’t try and get the sover
eignty of the Islands.

Do you think that in the future 
there will be an agreement between 

Argentina and the United Kingdom?
“The only possible way for a solu

tion to the conflict is for Argentina to for
mally renounce its claim."

LA NAC ION 23/11/97

Convertibility
The prices which can be found 

in the shops in the Islands are simi
lar to those which you would find in 
the middle ofLondon. In the Islands 
there is also a kind of “convertibil
ity:” A pound sterling, is the same 
as a Falkland pound.

What used to be the main income 
for many Islanders for a long time 
has now moved to second place, the 
sale of sheep's wool, even though 
some people go on living from the 
land.

STOCK AND CURRENCY MAR
KETS

Asia is being seen to have a growing 
banking crisis, which dominated trading on 
a number of stock exchanges yesterday. 
“Fears that the region is facing a protracted 
period of high interest rates and worries about 
the funding position of some banks combined 
to send the sector sharply lower.” (FT) The 
relevance of this to all wool markets, is via 
Australia, which has over a third of its ex
ports going into the affected Asian econo
mics.

Two Argentine women in 
Falkland Islands

Maria Strange is one of the two 
Argentines who live in Stanley and ac
companied. as interpreter, the 15 relatives 
who yesterday returned from their hu
manitarian 24-hour visit to the Falkland

The difference is that before the 
war there were 32 big ranches, whilst 
now there are more than 90. This 
subdivision was possible thanks to 
the Falkland Islands Development 
Corporation, which decided to buy 
the large estates to sell to the locals.

Tourism is another source of in
come in this land. As you can see 
Spaniards or Taiwanese, working in 
the fishing business you 
North Americans and Japanese tak
ing photographs and buying stuffed 
penguins as a souvenir each time a 
cruise liner stops for a day in the city 
port (liners which travel to the Ant
arctic or cross the Maghcllan straits 
to go to Punta Arenas and Puerto 
Montt). The Argentine tourists are 
not allowed off the ships.

But the Islanders seem to live so 
well as they are, they don’t seem to 
worry too much about the foreign-

Demand for the Australian dollar has 
declined of late. At the start of the new wool 
season in July, the Australian dollar stood at 
AS2.23 to the pounds; since then it has weak
ened to its current rate of AS2.46. The effect 
has been a ten percent reduction in Austral
ian export prices in Sterling terms. High qual
ity Australian fleece 23 micron wools are on 
sale for about 270 pcnce/kg, which is 
rently capping the sterling wool market. 

THE AGENCY
The Agency has developed some good 

contracts for next year: 29 micron fleece @ 
265 pence/kg compares well with 
Australian prices.

Tlie itinerary for my forthcoming visit 
to farms during December has been final
ised and will be airmailed.

Many thanks for the Bale Specifications 
which are being sent to the Agency. It is par
ticularly helpful if I can receive a farm’s Bale 
Specifications after each shearing run.

Islands.
Maria is from Adrogue and has lived 

here for 25 years, when she moved here 
with her first husband, an Anglo-Argen
tine who had relatives and property in the 
Falklands.

Now she is married to a British man 
and they have a daughter from the Is
lands.

can see
cur-

Along with a group of officials from 
the Islands government, Maria spent 
Wednesday night in Darwin, the same 
town where the group of relatives stayed. 
In a brief chat, near to the cemetery, 
Maria said that the relatives were "happy 
and “had a good night.”

But nothing more than that. Maria

current
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ll®,, Gambia
EKSZZl'fiSmy room and started opening the J0 and I hnrt n S‘ Lu^kll>' Rebecca, somethinp m no h) pnotised. or

5» rtR-* “?5rK-»never seen her before. It may of the five Wc h fhoursoul 
sound alarming but I’m getting 
used to such random occurrences 
now.

I’m dreading tomorrow and 
don't think I can face another day 

mind another week) at

International Tours and Travel Ltd down on.
I also had a feathered friend 

experience when a newly hatched, 
foetus like chick from a nest in the 
roof of a classroom fell onto one 
girl's desk and lay there quivering, 
causing waves of panic among the 
kids and leaving me only able to 
whisper, "somebody do some
thing... please!"

After the offending creature 
had been matter-of-factly removed 
by one of the boys l first felt a bit 
sick and then had hysterical laugh
ter for about five minutes.

Of course the timetable they 
gave us was completely wrong so 
we spent most of the second week 
running from classroom to class
room trying to find where we were 
meant to be before finally suc
cumbed to the Gambian teacher's 
attitude of 'sit back, relax, let the 
kids find you'.

The heat is still unbearable and 
getting worse. It's like a 24 hour, 
hot, wet blanket being wrapped 
round you. They say October is the 
worst month and it's all downhill 
from there -1 hope so. I can't take 
much more of being white and 
overweight in this weather.

I heard from Will in China the 
other day he had just had the air 
conditioning installed and spent 
the day watching videos and mak
ing snacks in the microwave. Ini
tially I felt jealous and then 
thought, "No!" He made hardly 
any mention of life outside their 
flat whereas I am doing so many 
things I worry about not spending 
enough time with the family. There 
is no way I would swap my new 
experiences and the warmth and 
generosity of the people for a little 
bit of electricity!

I had a dream about being on 
the telephone to Mum last night - 
is she trying to communicate tel- 
epathically?

Next week: Malaria? Or not?

In the Beauchene Shopping Centre 

Tel : 22041 Fax : 22042

very funny week 
though. Many times when I was 
standing in front of the class I did 
feel as if my body had been pos- 

Thursday - l saved the day by sessed by Mum's spirit - much ex- 
suggesting they give us the key to pressive waving of arms and shout-
the special needs room the volun- ing etc etc! 
teers had set up last year. This My biggest embarrassment 
meant we were able to hide in there came when I taught the class
all day, plus I nearly wept with joy 'Pictionary' on Wednesday. They
when we discovered the cupboard really loved it and whipped
was well-stocked with materials through all the objects - candle,
and instructions never to let the bread, book, shadow etc really fast,
other teachers discover our stash! It was when l decided to expand 

Friday - suddenly the limeta- the game and try to draw 
ble was finished and we were ex- that it all went pear-shaped, 
pected to teach there and then - l drew 'happy' just as a big 
never mind the absolute lack of smiley face and they seemed to 
any materials or resources. We understand. Then I asked one boy 
even had to provide our own chalk, to volunteer. I wrote the word 'sad' 

Anyway, the outcome of eve- on a piece of paper and also whis- 
rything is that l am teaching ten pered it to him. He began to draw
periods of English a week and nine a series of dots and then furious
of...wait for it...Art and Craft. I 
know, l know, don't laugh. I must pressed and gushed vocally to all

the class about his artistic impres
sion of the word and how some
times we could express emotion 
better through pictures than words.

The artist in question shifted 
uncomfortably in his seat, the rest 
of the class looked puzzled. Finally 
someone said, "I think that's sand, 
Miss Jatta." I looked in horror from 
the artist's nodding head to the pic
ture of what was, unmistakeably, 
sand on the blackboard.

There was nothing I could do 
but mutter, "Hmm, yes - definitely 
sand - right, next picture." and go 
back to objects like 'man' and 'tree'.

Rebecca, now Fatou Jammah, 
had her turn when she marched 
purposefully into a Year 8 class
room. determined to be assertive 
and aggressive, only to be attacked 
by a chicken in the corner which 
she had unknowingly put her bag

were supposed to
fill.

Mew Ideas - Mew Destinations from the Travel Pros !

Christmas Shopping in Santiago
Round-trip airfare from MPA & 7 nts hotel. Tourist Class: £507. Superior: £5?4

Easter Island
7 nts. Prom £1055. Round-trip airfare MPA-Easter island, 2 nts hotel in Santiago, 5 nts hotel 

on Easter Is. Airport transfers and sightseeingtours on Paster Is.

Easter Island & Tahiti
14 nts. Prom £16£2. Round-trip airfare MPA-Papeete, 2 nts hotel in Santiago. 4 nts 

B&B on Easter Is. £ nts hotel and transfers in Papeete

(never
school. Last week was the first 
week and an absolute nightmare

Monday - they said, "can you 
just take any class and talk to them 
fora while." Four hours later I was 
hot, sweaty and close to tears hav
ing only managed to 'talk' for about 
twenty minutes and spent the rest 
of the time wanting to run away.

Tuesday - they said. "no. don't 
bother going back to your class - 
let's do the timetable instead." Be
cause, of course, there was no way 
the timetable could be done before 
the term started as they had to wait 
to see which teachers actually turn

emotions

scribbles over them. I was so im-

The journeys of 

Jumber LezhavaElorida Fly/Drive
Prom £1119. R-trip airfare MPA-Miami. 12 days car-hire ind. all insurance and faxes

SO you've reached the half cen- so much he went on doing them, 
tury: you're fifty years old. You've And on...and on...and on...
been educated, raised a family and
seen them off into the world. , , v- .
You've had a successful career and Guiness Book of Records, first 
earned the respect of your peers. came the one hour recor • •
You apparently have it all and press-ups. Then i ’
yet., you are bored to distraction - 16,274. Six hours, 1 K • f
and you may, in these days of in- hours; 34,955, and y 
creasing longevity, still only be hours: 44 141. Th'^ about thtU

Take up philately, or golf, or . He notched up 1,720 000 press
crown green bowling. In real ex- ups in 100 da>'s(^ g J? finally Chile last Saturday, on his eighth
tremis there is always formation press-ups every day), Q jn a bike and 39th tyre.
ballroom dancing with the blue a massive total o , » Pour years into his odyssey his

ss sxssu ;s. ■taa «-snas sa'sssr™??*and inescapable open arms. anyone, you wo radiating continents of Africa. Asia, -Aus
Or, you could do something a stocky, balding ^ tralia and America (North and

completely different. good health woii d South) even managing to be in
Like Jumber Lezhava, a 58 year age 54, m 199^.’ d the world Atlanta during last year sOlymp 

°ld mathematician from the Re- spirit, he set . t to visit 227 Games. . . .
Public of Georgia (until a few years on a bicycle; hisTarget,t ^ ^ ^ Nol surprisingly Jumber drinks
ago part of the old USSR) countries in eight >e • . n0 alcohol and advocates the joys

. Hismid-1 iferennaisancebegan has pedalled through 80 major Qfdoingpress.upswi*theenthu- 
*Hh a life-saving operation at the countries ’8i) from siasm of a confirmed zealot He
j£e of 47, and the simple idea that Falkland]sla_^-----
he wanted to achieve a reasonable U I
level of fitness.

Until he started setting world 
records and found his name in theCalifornia Ply/D rive

Prom £1272. R-trip airfare MPA-Los Angeles and 12 days car-hire inch all insurance and taxes

The Big; Apple
Prom £1266. R-trip airfare MPA-New York. 6 nts hotel

Special Senior Citizen Pares from MPA
Auckland £1012, Brisbane £1299. Melbourne £1299. Sydney £1220. Wellington £1154

an

speaks five languages, though his 
English is heavily accented (glot
tal even) and emphasised by the 
symphony his arms seem to be 
permanently conducting.

The dynamism that has driven 
him thus far is never far from the 
surface. He is not short of self-re
spect, but the thought that he is an 
ordinary man accomplishing ex
traordinary things does not seem 
to occur to him. Thanking the peo
ple of the Islands for their many 
kindnesses, and in particular Mon
signor Agreiter for putting him up, 
seems much higher on his list of 
priorities.

Jumber leaves the Islands for 
Punta Arenas on Saturday, No
vember 29. From there he hopes 
to be able to get to Antarctica 
though cost may be prohibitive. 
Whichever route he takes he will 
not go unnoticed. He is a splash of 
hopeful colour; a reminder that 
there are many different ways of 
growing old gracefully.

Choose a Cruise in 199ff:
Mew selection of brochures |ust arrived

Gift Vouchers:
Ideal for Birthdays, Weddings, Christmas. Any Value!

" All above tariffs are per person based on dbl occ. Airport taxes not ind. 

Official Sales and Passenger Handling Agent for
Normal enough, 

not an unusual desire in men 
°f that age, but what followed 
mjght, for most of us, 
what

and

© LanChile seem some- 
over-ambitious, over-ener- 

&.etic, and, definitely 
httle extreme.

Jumber {pictured right) began 
doing press-ups. And he found he 
Enjoyed doing press-ups. He also 
t°und he was good at doing press
es- He enjoyed doing press-ups

b»ZF
, more than a

The Chilean National Airline

mmmmGO WITH THOSE WHO KNOW!
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News from Stanley Golf ClubV Public Notice
Vacancy - Forestry Assistant

Applications are invited to fill the vacancy of Forestry Assistant in 
the Department of Agriculture.

The main purpose of this post is to provide technical support to 
the tree and shelter-belt programme. Applicants should have exist
ing knowledge and experience of tree planting and tending in tem
perate forestry conditions. The position also entails working with 
the minimum of supervision, ability to maintain technical records 
concisely and neatly, an adaptability to different tasks and condi
tions and some computer skills. A full driving licence and an ability 
to drive a tractor with a range of equipment is essential.

Salary' for this post is in grade G ranging from £ 10.176 to £ 12,720 
per annum, entry' point being dependent on the successful appli
cants relevant qualifications and experience.

Further information regarding this post can be obtained by con
tacting the Department of Agriculture on telephone number 27355 
during normal working hours. Application forms and a job descrip
tion are available from the Human Resources Department and com
pleted forms should be returned to that Department no later than 
4pm on Tuesday 9th December 1997.

The Secretariat, Stanley.

Stanley Services Ltd.
Has in stock Glidalong Trailers 

model AT506, which has its wheels 
positioned outside the body for 

greater stability even on the roughest 
terrain. With galvanised steel chassis 

for durability, 
strong but lightweight 

construction and dual purpose tyres 
- its built to last -

Also in stock - Large range of 
Galvanised Roof-racks for Shoguns, 

Landrover 110 & 90, 
Discovery & Suzuki Jeep.

Some available in Vi length.

Phone us on 22622for further 
information or call in and see us at 

the Service Station.

By Frank Jackson
COMPETITIONS arranged during 

j visit of Sir Rex Hunt and 
Bernard Gallachcr proved to be a 
resounding success for two local 
golfers.

On Saturday morning twenty 
two members competed in an 18
hole medal. I his resulted in a win Bernard (iallacher was on hand 
for Glen Ross who sank three bird- to present the prizes, 
ies in a superb round of 59.

The full result was:
1 Glen Ross 59
2 Mike Summers 64
3 Kevin Clapp 65
4 Adie I.ovvc 66
5 Sir Rex Hunt 71

across to Goose Green where 25 Sir Rex Hunt, presented the prizes, 
members played for the President’s The Golf Club’s thanks and 

owl, one of the main competi- appreciation got to June McMullen 
lions of the season. In cool and for her hospitality; to Tony 
windy conditions scoring was McMullen for preparing an excel-
more difficult than on the previ- lent course; to Falklands
ous day with ten players in con- Landholdings for providing re
tention coming to the 18th green. freshments; and to Bernard

r\n eim/i stunn ic. i Lntae final reckoning winner of the Gallacher for taking full part in the
On Sunday the golf tour moved President’s Bowl was the in form event.

Troyd Bowles on countback from 
John Jones.

the

This week sees BernardCricket New Gallacher coaching and playing at 
Fox Bay and Port Howard, retum- 

The prize winners were: ing to Stanley for final coaching
1 Troyd Bowles 35 points sessions on Thursday, Friday and
2 John Jones 35 points Saturday. On Thursday evening
3 Simon Goodwin 34 points there will be a nine hole, three club
Best Front Nine Gary' Clement Stableford competition between 
Best Back Nine Tony 4pm and 5pm. This will be fol

lowed by a BBQ from 7pm on
ward, and a short review by 
Bernard of his golfing experiences 
at the very top level.

All members and partners are 
welcome for an evening not to be

9
By Stephen Tyldsiey

Stanley go down fighting
Public Notice

Vacancy - Plant Operators, Quarry
Applications are invited to fill vacancies for Plant Operators in the 
Quarry Section of the Public Works Department commencing as 
soon as possible.

Applicants must hold an HGV licence and have experience of 
operating heavy plant.

Interested persons should contact the Foreman, Mr Trevor 
Morrison on telephone number 27182 during normal working hours 
for further information of the duties involved.

Application forms and a job description are available from the 
Human Resources Department and completed forms should be re
turned to that Department no later than 4pm on Friday 5th Decem
ber 1997.

The Secretariat, Stanley.

McMullenIN their inaugural match the newly over, but Stanley dug in and strong 
formed Stanley Cricket Club took bowling performances from Rosie 
on a strong MPA team, away from Hickey and Roger Diggle (two 
home, on Sunday, November 23. wickets each) allowed the visitors

Stanley won the toss and to make a game of it. It was not
elected to bat first In very cold, until the eighteenth over that MPA
blustery conditions MPA produced reached the winning total of 70 for 
a very strong bowling perform- 5 wickets, 
ance. managing to restrict Stanlc) 
to 67 for 9 off 25 overs.

Star performance for Stanley be holding further practice sessions 
came from Pete Daniels who car
ried his bat for 31 runs.

MPA began their innings as if 
they wanted to get back in the pa
vilion and out of the wind in short 
order, taking 11 runs off the first

Nearest the Pins Don Henry' 
and Rod Tuckwood

Longest Drive Dusty Miller 
Professional’s Prize Bernard 

Gallacher
Appropriately, Club President, missed.

The Soccer SceneStanley Cricket Club have sev
eral more matches planned and will

every' Wednesday between 6 and 
8pm at the Playing Fields.

Any new players will be most yi-IE 1997/1998 Stanley Services yellow cards brings a one match 
welcome. For further details con-

By Patrick Watts

suspension and a red card a two 
match ban.

Football League season will kick 
^I^Steve on 22498 or Andy on off on Sunday, November 30, with

a double header when Redsox take The new FIFA rules have been 
on the Globe Tavern (kick-off adopted in that goalkeepers must 
4pm) followed by Argos against release the ball before six seconds
Foster’s Ice at 6pm. have elapsed....a goal can be scored

League fixtures are scheduled direct from the kick-off, a goal- 
for Tuesday and Friday evenings keeper can move along the goal- 
and representative games on Sun- line during the taking of a penalty 
day afternoons. The first major fix- but he cannot now handle the ball 
ture will be on Thursday, Novem- directly from a throw-in. 
ber 27, at 5.30pm when Stanley 
play their perennial rivals HMS Anniversary' of the club visit to 
Endurance. Punta Arenas last season, all play-

League teams should be regis- ers present at the AGM indicated 
tered with the new secretary', Annie their willingness to help fund their 
Gisby. at the Pink Shop by travel expenses if another trip 
Wednesday, November 26, along could be arranged later this season, 
with the £ 10 subscription fee from While four teams are expected
each player. Failure to pay sub- to contest the league championship 
scriptions this season by Decern- this season, and most players have 
ber 15 will result in the suspension already been assigned to teams, if
of the offending player. there is anyone who wishes to play

Troyd Bowles is the Chairman soccer on a regular basis and is 
this season with Elizabeth Crabbe without a team, then they should 
continuing as Treasurer. Commit- contact the secretary, Anne Gisby, 
tee members are Migs Cofre, Paul on 21399, or Chairman, Troyd 
Riddell, Tom Chater and Douglas Bowles, on 21189 as soon as pos- 
ClarL. sible, and every effort will be made

The first team kit is being spon- to accommodate all those wishing 
sored jointly this season by Stanley to play this season.
Services and the Upland Goose Transfers between teams can- 
Hotel. no1 ta^e P*ace un*ess authorised by

the Committee.

Public Notice
APPLICATIONS are invited to fill a clerical vacancy in the Phila
telic Bureau.

Duties of the post will incorporate many facets of the philatelic 
scene, including servicing customers stamp orders, preparation and 
cancellation of First day Covers, handling of mail, answering 
tomers queries and distribution of information and advertising mate
rial, also undertaking the Bureau typing and various other computer 
related returns. The successful candidate must be willing to board 
cruise ships during the summer months to sell First Day Covers and 
stamps to the tourists. .

Applicants need not necessarily have any previous philatelic or 
postal experience as in-service training will be given. A knowledge 
of clerical duties and word-processing qualifications would be _ 
advantage. The ability to be polite and patient with customers both 
on the phone and face to face is essential.

Salary is in Grade G ranging from £ 10,176 to £ 12,720 per annum, 
entry point being dependent on the successful applicant s qualilica- 
tions and relevant experience. .

Further details of the post can be obtained by contacting Mr Anton 
Livermore, the Chief Clerk, Philatelic Bureau, during normal work
ing hours. Application forms are available from the Human Resources 
Department and completed forms should be returned to that depart
ment no later than 4.00pm on Monday, December 1, 1997.________

Beauchene Vessel Management
the company wishes to contract a qualified person for the post of 
Operations Manager. . .

All applicants should satisfy the following conditions.L To preferably have educational qualifications in accoun >

2. At least three years experience in the fishing/agency business.
3. Be able to communicate and write in Spanish. Prefe

be given to persons fluent but not essential. tinnc
Salary will be paid according to experience and qua i .
The successful applicant would be expected to take up th p 

early as possible in the New Year. , . t lhe

«—* -
U^erthan December 12, 1997. __ _____________

BEAUCHENE FISHING AND TRADING CO LTD

cus-
Following the successful 50th

an

NEW DRY AND FROZEN GOODS ARRIVING MV ARETI

CAPONS 3.4KG PORK CHOPS 907G 

PORK ROASTS 

PUFF PASTRY 

POMME FRITES 2.5KG

DOUBLECREAM SUCKS 

VOL AU VENTS COCKTAIL 

STEAKHOUSE FRIES 2.5KG On the disciplinary front, two

BEACHENE Fishing and Trading Co. Ltd., require a clerk for their 
busy retail office, to commence work early January'. Applicants 
should be competent in the use of Windows 95 using Excel and 
Microsoft Word. Knowledge of Sage would also be helpful. Deal
ing with the public is an essential part of the job, therefore a pleas
ant and cheerful personality is required.

Salary will be paid according to age and experience.
All interested persons please apply in writing to the manager, 

Beachene Fishing and Trading Co. Ltd., no later than Friday, 
December 7th._______________________________________ __

DRESSED CRAB 4-SOZ 

SMOKED SALMON 200G
CRABSTICKS 1KG 

LOBSTER TAILS



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
PERSONALNOTICESFOR SALE V..yjj

Freehold property for sale - 
Excellent central location in 
Stanley Partly furnished, single 
story dwelling consisting of 
kitchen, living room, two bed
rooms. bathroom, hall and two 
entrance lobbies, separate garage, 
peatshed and storage shed. Situ
ated on approximately one eighth 
of an acre of land. For details and 
arransements to view contact 
June Wade Tel 210S0. NO TIME 
WASTERS PLEASE. Tenders 
in writing to Mrs J Wade 41 
Fitzroy Road. Stanley, not later 
than 30th November 1997. The 
tenderer is not bound to accept 
any offer

White Ford Escort XR3i Car 
with spares. This car is in excel
lent condition and has been well 
maintained. Contact telephone 
21017 after 6pm or weekend to 
view. Price £3.000 or nearest 
offer. Bids in writing by Wednes
day 3rd December to Jean and 
Alex Smith. PO Box 35. Stanley. 
The sellers do not bind them
selves to accept the highest or 
any offer.

Nitro - Raleigh Ten Speed Moun
tain Bike. Gents. Very sood con
dition. £80 o.n.o. Tel 22184 af
ter 4.30pm

Lada Niva 4WD. 1 6L. 5 speed. 
23.000 miles, sunroof, radio cas
sette, £1400 ono. Phone 21971 
after 5pm

Lada Niva 1600 
Reasonable condition. Sensible 
offers please. Tel: 31023 - Satur
day and Sunday

Cane and black wrought iron 
kitchen table and 2 chairs. £150 
ono. Owner leaving. Tel 21826

Landrover 110 T.D.I. 200 five 
door station wagon in good con
dition. 22,000 miles on the clock, 
90% of which has been run on the 
West roads. New timing belt was 
fitted at 20,000 miles, also the 
vehicle was thoroughly checked 
over at the same time. Sold com
plete with roof-rack and bull bar. 
Offers to Ken or Joyce on 42096 
evenings.
Need an Electrician?
Call Graeme on 32555. All types 
of industrial and domestic instal
lation and repairs. Qualified per
sonnel. No. 1 Electrical (Falk- 
lands) Ltd. P.O. Box 643. Stanley, 
Fax: 32555

Capability Landscapes 
Landscaper now at your service. 
Telephone now for free quote on 
the job you want done. No job to 
small, no job too big!
Tel/Fax 21064 working hours 
Tel: 21065 evenings

VACANCY - ADMINISTRA
TIVE ASSISTANT 
Applications are invited by the 
Falkland Islands Company Ltd 
for the position of Administra
tive Assistant. This position will 
be based at FI PASS Duties will 
include general office adminis
tration A knowledge of admin
istrative procedures, and word 
processing is essential. Applica
tions for this position are to be 
submitted to the FI PASS Man
ager c/o Falkland Islands Com
pany Ltd.. Crozier Place 
Gordon Forbes Construction 
(Falklands) Ltd invite applica
tions from experienced JCB 3C7 
JCB 4C operators for their West 
Tracks Contract.
Applications should be made in 
writing with full details of rel
evant experience to PO Box 28 
Stanley or in person to the West 
Tracks Camp at Hill Cove. 
Cable <& Wireless has a va
cancy for a full-time telephone 
operator to commence duties as 
soon as possible. The work in
volves providing operator assist
ance and directory' enquiries for 
both the national and interna
tional telephone service and a 
VHF radiotelephone service A 
seven-day shift system is worked, 
including weekends and public 
holidays. For further details con
tact John Macaskill on 20823 
Applications in writing should be 
addressed to the General Manager 
Cable & Wireless and should be 
received on or before Monday 1st 
December.
Byron Marine Limited have 
vacancies for their vessels for the 
following staff: One Engine 
Room/Gcncral Purpose Rating. 
Ordinary- Seaman, and One Junior 
Catering Rating. Each of the 
above vacancies will require the 
successful applicants to com
mence work in January 1998. For 
further details, please contact our 
office on Tel 22245 during office 
hours
Fortuna Ltd requires sea-going 
representatives to work on Tai
wanese and Japanese jiggers in the 
illex fishery for approximately 
four months from mid February 
1998. Applicants should prefer
ably have a degree in marine 
biology, be physically fit and able 
to work in sometimes difficult 
conditions Payment will include 
an allowance for every day spent 
at sea. For further information 
and full details of remuneration 
please contact Fortuna Ltd., 
Waverley House. Philomel Street, 
Stanley, Tel +500 22616 Fax 
+500 22617

.O--' »v.:..y~

IN VITATION TO TENDER 
The Falkland Islands Govern
ment invites lenders from suit
ably experienced contractors for 
painting works at FI PASS. Ten
der documents containing the full 
details of works to be carried out 
and contract conditions can be 
obtained from the FI PASS man
ager.

t V 1
Happy 23rd Birthday to Ally on 
the 2nd of December. Don't you 
look sweet. Whatever happened'’ 
Love you lots have a nice birthday 
and don't get drunk.
From Dad Mum Robert and Helen

Fortuna Limited invite appli
cations for the following work: 1. 
Scraping and Painting Waverley 
House. 2. Scraping and painting 
the roof of the 'Globe|Offices.' 3. 
Erection of fencing around the 
'Globe' gardens.
Contact: Stuart Wallace or Jan 
Cheek on telephone 22616 or 
call at Fortuna's offices in 
Waverley House to discuss the 
work involved.

On Monday the December 1 at 
7pm in the Geography Room at 
the Community School Robin 
Woods will be holding a presen
tation of some 60 slides of the 
endemic plants of Motley and 
Middle Island. Robin will also be 
discussing Falklands Conserva
tion's plans for a possible man
agement plan for both Motley 
and Middle Island.
Everyone is welcome to attend 
this presentation.

Well-baby/child clinic Monday 
1st December 5-6pm in the Day 
Centre of KEMH. Contact 
Miranda Cheek. Health Visitor 
on 27418

Johan Gray Birthday 28th No
vember. Have a great 21st birth
day. We love and miss you loads. 
Looking forward to seeing you 
around Xmas. Mum and Dad XX 
Lots of love
Sue and Derek Howatl would like to 
thank the doctors and nursing staff 
at the KEMH for their kindness 
and care towards Frank during his 
illness. A special thank you from us 
to Connie and Frances.

Pauline and Aidan Kerr thank eve
ryone who helped with Fergal's 
safe birth, particularly Dr's Botto 
and McGuire, Ms Mandy Heathman 
and the surgical team. Thanks also 
to KEMH staff for your care and 
attention and to everyone who 
sent us cards, gifts and congratula
tions. We are delighted!

A huge thank you to everyone who 
helped with Kate's arrival, espe
cially Mandy and Richard (glad the 
crash course came in handy so 
quickly). Also thank you very 
much to everyone for the gifts, 
cards, good wishes and kind 
thoughts. And another huge thank 
you to mum for running around so 
much, and dad at the other end of 
the fax machine From Anna and 
Tim__________________________

Postscript - from The Tabernacle 
For many people, the question, "Is there a God or not9" has never been resolved They 
won't say God exists, but they won’t say He doesn't either. Is it enough to leave it at that? 
It depends on how one answers the question, "Does life have a purpose?" Have we been 
bom into this world, with all our qualities, by sheer accident? If such thoughts make us 
wonder, it is comforting to know that God Himselfspurs us to investigate. Speaking through 
Jesus, He told us to seek, and we would find; ask, and it would be given to us; knock, 
and the door would be open. The Bible, God's w-orld to all mankind, makes His existence 
clear, Psalm 19 says The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work 
of his hands. Day after day theypourforth speech; night after night they display knowledge. 
There is no speech or language where their voice is not heard. Their voice goes out into 
all the earth, their words to the ends of the world So for those who would see, yes there 
is a God but He is not an impersonal being. He cares about us as individuals, even to the 
number of hairs on our heads He knows everything about us, even our darkest secrets. It 
is because He loves us that He sent Jesus who said, 7 am the way and the truth and the 
life. No one comes to the Father except through md t is only through belief in Jesus and 
putting our trust in Him, obeying His instruction for our lives that we have forgiveness 
for all our dark side and so peace with God

An encouraging gathering enjoyed 
another evening of Auction 
Bridge on the 26 November. Prize 
winners were: 1st Mr & Mrs D 
Roberts. 2nd Mrs J Middleton & 
D Pettersson Booby: with a record 
score of JUST 650 - Mr & Mrs B 
Hill. The next Bridge evening, 
which is scheduled for Wednes
day 10th December is the pre- 
Xmas drive. Players are asked to 
bring a few cookies for the coffee 
table, and to remember their gim
mick parcel for the black bag.

STANDARD
CHARTERED

BANK
STANLEYBRANCH 
AREPLEASEDTO 

ANNOUNCE THAT WITH 
EFFECT FROM 

MONDAY
1STDECEMBER1997

THEBANKWILL 
REMAIN OPEN FOR 

BUSINESS 
ATMID-DAY. 

NORMAL BANKING 
HOURS WILLNOW BE: 
MONDA YTO FRIDAY 

8.30am TO 3.00pm

WANTED
Wanted to buy - Motor vehi
cle, runabout or Rover in rea
sonable condition, prepared 
to pay up to £2,000, please 
contact Brett Phi 11 ips, Attor
ney General's Chambers, 
27273

Wanted -1 Hard Top for a 90 
Land Rover. Please contact 
MarkGleadell atMJ.G. Haul
age, Telephone 42003 or fax 
42013

Tnmees MikeRendell, Susan Morrison. Janet Pompen-Robenson, Tom Blake and Stuart Wallace
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Councillors to 

speak at 

Dependent 

Territories 

Conference

' - *•:*<*. .-vr-,

>.# gr,:-;r,.* vy,^

COUNCILLORS Mike Summers 
and Norma Edwards, are to attend 
a Dependent Territories Associa
tion Conference on February 4, at 
which Councillor Summers will 
give a talk on ’ Management of De
velopment of the Dependent Terri
tory EconomyThecouncillors will 
also be attending talks on subjects 
including; The constitutional sta
tus of dependent territories in the 
21st century. Rights and responsi
bilities in the dependent territory,1 
and the relationship between the 
European Union and dependent ter
ritories.

During the time that Councillor 
Summers and Councillor Edwards 
will be in the United Kingdom there 
allegedly exists the possibility that 
they will appear at the first Talk- 
lands Up-date’ on February 3, one 
of a series of one-day meetings 
designed to take the place of the 
Argentine British Conferences. 
However, when asked by Penguin 
News for details of this option, a 
representative from the councillors 
office, said, "absolutely nothinghas 
been confirmed on this subject."

Above Photographer, Norman Clark, captures the scene of an accident involving a military vehicle on the \ fount Pleasant 
Road on November 25. In this case there were no severe injuries, however, over the years the road has claimed six lives

Currency crisis for Koreans may mean problems for Falklands' economy
the 11 lex licence fees by 10%. and 
have allowed more time before de-

IN a'helpful gesture', the Falkland Falkland Islands is generated by 
Islands Government have reduced Korean Fishing Companies. FIow- 
the cost of lllcx licence fees for ever, due to severe currency prob- 
Korean fishing companies suffer- lems they may not be able to pay for 
ing financially as a result of the fishing licences in the Islands. How 
severely devalued yen.

A currency crisis in South East the Falklands will not be known for 
Asian countries may have a‘knock certain until licences must be paid 
on' effect on the economy of the for 
Falkland Islands. A large propor
tion of the 12 million pounds rev- ment are attempting to help the 
enue from the I Ilex fishery in the Korean companies by decreasing

posit payments should be made. 
Deposit payments of 10% of the 
total fee and the opening letters of 

much this crisis w ill actually affect credit should have been completed
by December 1, but FIG extended 
the deadline until 12 noon on De
cember 5. The balance of the de
posit and letters of credit do not 
now' have to be presented until De
cember 19

The Falkland Islands Govern-

Falkland Islands Association fight back
IN a battle ofmemoranda, the Falk- (SAC), by presenting a five page 
lands lobby group. The Falkland memorandum to the British For- 
Islands Association (FIA) re- eign Office in which it urges Brit- 
sponded to contacts made by rival ain to maintain its traditional sup- 
group. the South Atlantic Council port for the status quo.

Led by Sir Rex Hunt, the FIA 
were reacting to an initiative by the 
SAC, a group which is seen in the 
Islands, and by the FIA, as strongly 
pro-Argentine.

The Council, a group of Lon
don-based businessmen and aca
demics with strong expatriate Ar
gentine support, had sent a memo
randum to the Minister with re
sponsibility for the Islands and Ar
gentina, Tony Lloyd, claiming that 
the Government must look seri
ously at a number of possible solu
tions to the 'dispute'. Their list, 
which was reported on in Penguin 
News on August 29, ranged from 
total independence for Islanders to 
close association with Argentina.

Acting with the blessing of 
councillors in Stanley, the FIA has 
responded with its own memoran
dum to Mr Lloyd in which it totally 
refutes the Council's ideas. Funda
mentally, the Association claim that 
their opponents choose to ignore 
totally Islanders' right to self-deter
mination.

Gurkhas triumph in 

Commando Challenge
Mr.

Tenants 
told to go

AN unknown number of Stanley 
tenants are reported to have been 
given notice to quit their homes by 
FIG officials. A treasury spokes
man refused to comment, but in at 
least one of the cases, arrears with 
rent is alleged to be the cause of the 
notice.

\ mm
t'.jj

•-.tv-a
Asked if FIG had plans to'em

ploy a bailiff, the spokesman told 
Penguin News that though govern
ment legislation allowing the ap
pointment of a bailiff does exist, he 
could make no further comment.

Public Meeting rh
TFIERE will be a public meeting in 
the Court and Council Chamber at 
5pmonTuesday, December9, with 
Baroness Hooper and Lord 
Montgomery. Everyone is welcome 
to attend and put questions to these 
influential members of The House 
of Lords.

Sir Rex and his colleagues go 
on to deny that any of the SAC's 
ideas can work - at least at this 
stage.

■ ■

A team of Gurkhas on attachment to the 1st Batalion Princess of Wales 
Regiment display medals won in the Commando Challenge. Report page 10. / nfor motion provided by Merco

Press.
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M©yal Marines Chief
in Falklands visit

Your lettersPen Remembering Frank Howatt
Voice from

the past
FALKLAND ISLANDS I HE Commandant General of the 

Royal Marines, Major-General 
David Pennefather CB OBE. has 
arrived in the Islands for an offi
cial six day visit as the special 
guest of the Falkland Islands Gov
ernment at the forthcoming Battle 
Day celebrations.

Last year's special guest was 
Major-General Mike Scott. Colo
nel ol the Scots Guards during the 
1982 conflict.

Major-General 
Pcnnefathcr was born in 1945 and 
commissioned into the Royal Ma
rines in 1963. He has strong con
nections with the Falkland Islands 
having been on Major General Sir 
Jeremy Moore's staff in 1982. Fol
lowing the Argentine surrender he 
was one of the first guests to stay 
in Government House.

His links with the South Atlan
tic precede 1982, though, and ac
tually begin with his father who 
participated in the Battle of the 
River Plate, visited the Falklands

aboard /IMS Exeter, and subse
quently served on the Falkland Is
lands Committee.

His visit also celebrates the 
long-standing connection of the 
Royal Marines with the Islands and 
coincides with the 21 st anniversary 
of the granting of the Freedom of 
Stanley to the Royal Marines.

During his visit, Major-General 
Pennefather will meet elected 
councillors, visit San Carlos, to lay 
a wreath at the Blue Beach Cem
etery, and the battlefields at Dar
win/Goose Green, Mount Harriet 
and the Two Sisters.

He also hopes to meet former 
Royal Marines now living in 
Stanley, visit Sea Lion Island and 
Port Howard, and unveil a plaque 
dedicated to five Royal Marines 
buried on Saunders Island between 
1766 and 1770.

Major-General Pennefather. 
who will be accompanied by his 
wife, Sheila, will stay at Govern
ment House while in Stanley.

Row Kiud. Manlo. lallduid hLwd* • Irlqibmr: • Fat: 1I2J8 • tun Frida.* • Pritt: Wp

UNLIKE many Islanders 1 have, shamefully, never been a particu
larly committed 'radio news' person, firstly perhaps, because of my
preference for immersing myself in the comfortingly unreal world of
the novel, and secondly, possibly due to some deep seated resent- fa requesting membership wit it ic
ment of the radio as a result of childhood memories of being exiled Falkland Islands Association in 
from the kitchen whenever the BBC News and Sports round-up came London, Mr A an e s inc u 
on 'the box'. In fact even now (and like most others of my genera- the following e ai J ■ 
tion, I presume) while I find the goings on in the wider world an enceofthe
absorbing subject I still have a tendency to be rather more partial to p lin NgWSt for t/ie interest of
sources providing 'sound and vision’ as opposed to sound only. readers

That said, and despite the fact that I, and my family are dedicated ^ j wenl l0 work for the 
fans of the excellent services provided by KTV, it was a delight on Vestey Group Union International 
Monday to be able to revel in the satisfying thought that I was watch- an(j Was sent out to live in Buenos
ing news from Britain only a few hours after my in-laws in Winches- Aires. Argentina, where I worked
ter had done the same. (I must confess however, that this frisson of in their plant called thcFngorifico 
pleasure could not compare to my extremely unsophisticated display Anglo (prior to that I used to be in

the OTC at school, and joined the 
HAC in 1937 in the then Infantry' 
Battalion). I had signed up for 
service at the British Embassy 
Buenos Aires in the event of w ar.

to London until June or July 1940 
- it was not so. cfsy l° get a ship
ping berth - and in due course 1 
was sent out to India and was com 
missioned in the Indian Artillery' 
travelling through all countries* 
from Libya to Burma

But I have never forgotten the 
Falklands and still have^my pho
tographs. We lived in the Cathe
dral Hall, and after some 
soldiering, drank, played golf be
hind the Governor's House (Sir 
Herbert Henneker Heaton. I 
think), played hockey, rugby and 
of course rode out for penguin 
eggs The ship we travelled in was 
the SS Lafonia

There may still be one or two 
members of that party still alive 
somewhere.

David

of rapture at the sight of a 'Falklands' weather report on television!)
It appears clear that this past year, or so, will be recorded in Falk

lands' history books as a watershed in communications for we Is
landers, not just in terms of being aware of general world news (for it 
is appropriate to note that residents of this country' have never been 
particularly insular with regard to that subject) but for the business 
world in particular, the increased use of international phone and fax 
and the launch of the new earth station, bringing with it access to the 
internet. And, while all these innovations (to the Falklands, that is) 
carry with them a myriad of practical uses and the deservedly posi
tive connotations conjured up by the word 'communication', I am 
reminded of some wry words written (if memory serves me correctly) 
by Sir Rex Hunt in a newsletter for Penguin News some years ago. 
On the subject of speed of modem communications Sir Rex bemoaned 
the fact that there simply wasn't, 'time to think any more.' Answers 
to questions are demanded immediately; queries require rapid re
search - contemplation at leisure has, it seems, become a thing of the 
past. And, in fact, with respect to the Falklands itself, only a few 
weeks ago, a member of my family commented tetchily (having read 
a Penguin News interview- with Mr Ian Cox, in which he referred to 
the 'new buoyancy of the Falklands’), "1 don't like this new Falk
lands." My relative was not -1 think - denying a need for the Islands 
to develop, but simply expressing a vague regret that we were losing 
something almost intangible, best described perhaps as a 'cosiness', 
a feeling that (excuse the cliche) our close-knit community is being 
diluted by our greater contact with the rest of the world. Where once 
we relied on each other for support, we can now seek quick advice 
from countless other sources.

game of snooker next door at the 
FIDF club, dancing, and the an
nual Sports Meetings. Frank had 
a healthy appetite and loved tradi
tional Falkland meals of roast

FRANK Howatt was born on 
March 16th 1916 in Glasgow, as 
his parents had left the Falklands 
for his father to join the Merchant 
Navy during the First World War. 
The family returned to the Falk
lands in 1919 where Frank grew 
up with his brothers. Donnie and 
Eric, and sister Evelyn. All the 
family returned to the United 
Kingdom in the 1930's except 
Frank.

and in September 1939 was sent 
down to Port Stanley, together 
with about 35 other volunteers 
from Buenos Aires and Montevi
deo in Uruguay. Some of us left in 
late December, but did not get back

olive-almostAlan J Wells 
4 Morecoombe Close, 

Kingston Hill, Kingston-Upon- 
Thames, Surrey

goose, lamb, mutton and beef. 
Suppers before peat cutting were 
usually a couple of fried penguin 
eggs.

FOLLOWING the opening of the Governor, Mr Richard Ralph, of- 
Cable & Wireless Earth Station last ficially opened the service, 
week, with its attendant increase 
in communications potential, the 
British Forces Broadcasting Serv-

Islanders and military' alike will 
now be able to enjoy their favour
ite BFBS programmes on the same 

day they are 
. broadcast in

Frank and Lizzie, with their 
granddaughter Helen, decided to 
go away to England to live in 1977 
for medical and family reasons. 
Shortly after settling in Gosport 
Lizzie was diagnosed with bone 
cancer and Frank nursed her until 
she died in his arms at their home 
in March 1980. After several re
turn visits the call of the Falklands 
was too strong for Frank to resist 
and he returned permanently in 
1991 to be with his friends and son 
Derek and daughter-in-law Sue.

Frank enjoyed travelling and 
had several holidays overseas 
mainly in the UK. A recent holi
day he enjoyed was to Australia 
and New Zealand to visit his 
brother Eric and other family 
members and friends. A particu
larly proud moment for Frank was 
representing, with others, the Falk
land Islands at the VJ Day celebra
tions in London 1995. Although 
he enjoyed his overseas trips Frank 
was just as content when travel
ling around the Islands and in par
ticular visiting the farms on the 
coastal vessels with his seafaring 
friends.

Public Notice
Vacancy - Clerk in the Post Office

APPLICATIONS are invited to fill a vacancy for the established post 
of Clerk in the Post Office.

The main duties of the post will involve sorting and franking mail 
but some counter work will be required from time to lime when the 
Counter Clerks are on leave. A smart appearance and a pleasant man- 

when dealing with the general public will be essential.
The successful candidate will be required to work a basic 371/: 

hour week from Monday to Friday. Actual hours of work may need 
to be flexible as the Post Office remains open through the lunch hour 
Overtime may be required on some Friday evenings and Saturday 
mornings to sort and distribute airmail.
„ ^or Posl W*H be in Grade G and range from £10,176 to
£12,720. Entry' point will depend upon age, qualifications and previ
ous relevant experience.

Further details of this position may be obtained from the Post
master, Mr Jimmy Stephenson, during normal office hours. Applica
tions lorms are available from the Human Resources Department, 
secretariat. Completed application forms should be forwarded to the
cemb™ai997PP°lntmentS B°ard’ by 4 00Pm on Monda>' ,5lh De'
3 December 1997
Ref: STF/8
Public Notice 190/97

During his school days Frank 
developed an interest in boxing, 
was coached by his father and 
earned the nickname of’Tunney' 
from a match he won at the same 
time that Gene Tunney won the 
heavyweight title from the great 
Jack Dempsey in 1926.

Frank started work on the Es
tate Louis Williams as peat boy at 
the age of eleven, and when he left 
school was taken on as messenger 
boy, delivering groceries to cus
tomers on a bicycle with a basket 
on the front. He worked his way 
up to Chief Storekeeper in which 
position he retired in 1977. Apart 
from serving on outpost at Sapper 
Hill during the Second World War 
Frank worked all his life at the 
Globe Store. Frank will be remem
bered by many for his accurate 
slicing up of butter and cheese and 
for knowing where to locate any 
of the wide range of items stocked 
by the firm.

In 1941 he married Lizzie 
Smith and they raised four children 
- Joy, Linda. Derek and Jeanie. For 
around 30 years the family home 
was at No 7 John Street. When 
Frank was not at work at the Globe

j other parts of 
: the world.
; News will be 

immediate 
and up to 
date. and 
sport, for in
stance, will 
often be live, 
or almost, 
particularly 
with pro
grammes 
like Grand
stand on Sat-

Above: Engineer Martin Bowd demonstrates the technology . 'lfter- 
necessary to the new service.

Below: Affable BFBS station boss, Dusty Miller, in celebratory 
mood after weeks of work and worry to get the

service up and running this new and
ice took their turn this week to step very- welcome service from BFBS, 
firmly into the 21st century- with completely live television in the 
the inauguration of their new ’same Falklands still remains the prov- 
day’ television service to the Falk- incc of KTV who pioneered satel- 
land Islands which began on Mon- lite services and now offer a wide
day, December 1. selection of channels to the pub-

^ Television signals from the lie. on subscription, including live 
UK are taken, via satellite trans- sport (ESPN). CNN, BBC World 
mission, onto a computer hard disk News, cartoons and, of course, 
sited at MPA and then automati- movie channels 
cally transmitted 
round the Islands at 
the appropriate 
time, le currently, 
three hours after be
ing recorded.

BFBS Falk
lands' Manager, J 
Dusty
hosted the celebra- $ 
tions at the Station's 
MPA studios after 
His Excellency, the

ner

As it happens, I like this 'new Falklands’. I am not convinced that 
to go forward we must lose all of the good parts of the 'old Falk- 
lands’. Call me naive, but I believe we are intrinsically honest peo
ple, who, despite our broadening horizons, exposure to outside in
fluences and encouragement, and money, do not necessarily have to 
become a land of self-seekers, able to communicate with the rest of 
the world but not with each other.

APOLOGIES to our readers for the lack of coverage of the recent 
visit by Sir Rex Hunt. An interview was arranged with him near the 
end of his visit, however, presumably due to his increasingly hectic 
schedule he was unable to attend.

noons.
Despite

4&

Send your family, friends or clients a
Christmas message

rough the pages of Penguin News 
y * Per c°lumn inch [VArs - £2per column inch)

Pen9uT^messaSesM publication in 
(thp^lnft on Friday December 19 (the last publication before Christmas) 

should reach us by

Frank was diagnosed with can
cer a year ago and despite exten
sive medical treatment which pro
longed his life, he finally suc
cumbed to the illness and died in 
hospital on 26th November 1997.

Frank led a full and active life 
and was both a social and a fam
ily man. He is survived by a 
brother and sister, four children, 
ten grandchildren and eight great 
grandchildren. He will be sadly 

years with Lizzie, and in later years missed by them all. 
by vehicle to places such as Frank will be remembered by 
Brookfield and Port Louis. He also many for his firm handshake and 
enjoyed a few short snorts and a cheerful character.

International Tours & Travel Ltd
Wj/rfy P.O.Box 408, Stanley, Falkland Islands.

--1 SBBpgjggg^ Tel +5OO 22041 Fax +500 22042 Store he spent a great deal of his 
time maintaining his property, 
tending a vegetable garden and 
keeping the home fires burning 
with a good supply of peat. For 
leisure Frank loved to visit his 
friends in the Camp, which was on 
horseback during his courting

This Week’s Travel Idea!
La Serena

Ints from: £544. 14nts from: £628. 
Round-trip airfare MPA-JLa Serena. 2nts hotel in Santiago. 

5nts or 12nts beach-front self-catering apt in La Serena.
Miller,

© LanChile ■m.Tlif. flftg jjgjgMj Altline.

|
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£2.5m Earth Station opens
dayq'ueues* ofsubscHbe™ wafting V Jj^d «* ■X,mnium P'atCS °f ““
havcTccom ^ phofru'‘homc jfUtok Although it appears to be sta-
accordi t r /yng °[ j?10 past- tionary, complex technology al-
Cien *r 11 Vn- ^ap c and w'rclcss lows thc dish to shift infinitesi-
follnuino ih1ager' Steve Raker; mally to track the satellite which
•i ® commissioning of is geo-stationery over the equator.
S n, nn - ?"? ,0?£ Earth MSf \ “In lay terms,” Steve said!* “that
jl r c 0° the hillside above means that despite its position

unity School in Stanley /; thousands of miles up in space it
. „1,0,linc! ors’ businessmen and holds thc same position above the
local dign.tar.es gathered at the site VWmSSL'f J >^Vv\ earth’s surface, thus appearing

ri ay November 28, to watch rfrom ground-level to be station-
his txcellcncy. the Governor, un- 'W": ^___j-
veil a small plaque, commemorat- “
ing the occasion, and officially 
declare the Station open.

Costing around £2.5 million the 
Station is a technological triumph 
utilising state of the art equipment 
to further open the communica
tions door from the Falklands to 
the rest of the world.

George Russell is the Manag
ing Director of Cable and Wire
less' Indian and Atlantic Ocean 
Islands Division and has timed his 
first visit to the Falklands to coin
cide with the Earth Station open
ing.

"In real terms," he told Penguin 
News, "this new advance means 
that the capacity restrictions we 
had with the existing dish are gone.
We’ve increased from twenty in
ternational circuits to thirty two, so 
the occasional congestion which 
has occurred in the past has gone.”

The new dish and its attendant 
technology with digital circuits 
also ‘enables’ high speed data to 
be transmitted and received.
"Something," Mr Russell said.
"that had been a problem with the 
old dish."

The system has been designed 
to cope with current demands but 
is capable of upgrading. “Because

Ex Ryder Cup Captain, Bernard 

Gallacher agrees that there is
A future for golf 

in the Falklands

B I ■

" he e\-by try ing to impress them, 
plained. Once they had seen how 
it 'should be done', he lectured 
them on the fundamentals (stance, 
swing etc.) before giving some in
dividual tuition. Impressed by their 
enthusiasm, he commented that 
with practice, a few good golfers 
could emerge, "particularly from 
the girls." The most enthusiastic of 
the group returned for further les
sons later during the visit, and both 
he. and PE teacher Rosie Hickey 
(described by Gallacher as "a re
ally good golfer.") were amazed to 

in the

LOOKING relaxed in the Upland 
Goose Hotel, if a little sunburnt, 
after his busy golfing schedule last 
week, ex Ryder Cup Captain. 
Bernard Gallacher joked about Sir 
Rex Hunt's diplomatic approach 
when he persuaded Bernard to visit 
the Islands with the aim of encour
aging golfing in the Falklands. "He 
first asked me if I could think of a 
young 'pro' who would be prepared 
to come down here in the summer 
months to give a few lessons, but 
then went quickly on to suggest 
that if I couldn't actually think of 
anyone, perhaps I would consider 
visiting," explained Gallacher.

Bernard Gallacher. a golfing 
professional between the years of 
1968 and 1994. and once the resi
dent professional at Wentworth 
Golf Club, is married with three 
children. "I’m resting at present," 
he explained, "and enjoying every 
minute of it." In fact he normally 
'only' plays golf every' other day at 
present, and laughingly com
mented that his wife was now, "the 
keen golfer." in the family.

"Sir Rex was prompted to ask 
me to visit the Islands after the Is
land Games in Jersey," he ex
plained in an interview with Pen
guin News. "Sir Rex realised that 
the team just didn't have the tui
tion or facilities to get them up to 
the required standard." He ex
plained that golfers (other than the 
Falklands team) in the Games had 
been playing in far better condi
tions, so the Islanders were basi
cally unequal to the challenge.

To the delight of local golfers, 
the professional agreed to visit the 
Islands, arriving on November 18. 
ready for the gruelling schedule set 
up by golf club committee mem
ber. Mike Summers. "The first part 
of the schedule was tiring," said 
Gallacher, who was still suffering 
from jet lag at that time. One of his 
first tasks was to 'work' with a large 
group of school children. "I started

Top and right:Some individual 
tuition from Bernard Gallacher

ary.
a One of the biggest innovations 
I as far as the Falklands is con- 
1 cemed, and one that is as signifi- 
y! cant for the general public as it is 
5 for business, is the access Cable 
s and Wireless will soon be offering 

Above: The eleven metre dish pointing permanently at the equator to thc Internet. Anyone with a PC,
the whole system is modular we Station is the huge dish weighing a modem and the necessary soft-
can increase the number of inter- in at some six tons and measuring ware will be able download data
national circuits should the de- eleven metres across. So critical is from an Internet website onto their
mand require we do so,” Steve its concave shape that it is designed own hard disk at high speed, and
Baker said. He went on to explain to a maximum error tolerance of then browse that information at
that restrictions are no longer just three millimetres, and is capa- their own leisure without incurring
ground based. “The real con- ble of withstanding winds far heavy telephone charges,
straints, he said, "are in the air. The greater than those normally expe- It puts a whole world of infor- 
satellites over the Atlantic Ocean rienced in the Islands, ie up to 200 mation at the disposal of local busi-
are very' congested.” miles per hour. ness, including political and finan-

The talents of a number of dif
ferent organisations and companies 
have gone into the the successful 
installation of the Earth Station.
"Gordon Forbes constructed the 
buildings,” Steve explained. "NEC 
of Japan were the contractors for 
the Earth Station itself, there was 
a different supplier for the power 
systems, (there are two giant gen
erators to provide an alternative 
source of electricity in the event of 
a general power failure) another for 
the air conditioning, and. of course, 
our own technology people in UK 
acted as the project managers.”

The most visible part of the new

hard working’ Campers, but in 
particular to the golf course at 
Rincon Ridge Farm (Sharon and 
Leon Marsh) which, he said, "had

V • • •

great potential."
Asked how he thought the

Stanley Course could be improved, 
he said, that without the butcher)'.

see genuine improvement 
technique of some of the pupils.

Travelling around the Camp 
was a revelation to Bernard who 
was deeply impressed not only by 
the skill of local pilots ("practically- 
landing in farmer's back yards") but 
by the casual acceptance by the pas
sengers of what he felt the average 
British person would perceive as 
the dangers of landing on grass 
strips in high winds. Goose Green, 
Fox Bay and Port Howard all re
ceived a visit from Bernard, a few

and if the golf club could somehow 
get a long" lease on that ground, a 
fong term plan could contribute to 
a redesigning of the course "The 
problenfis." he said, "in the Islands 
you really are playing a different 
game altogether, there are no sand 
hazards or trees, and the terrain is
so much rougher."

"Of course." he added, "many 
of the great golf courses began just 
like the ones in the Islands, with 
basic facilities."

happy and the committee appears 
to view thc visit as having been 
worthwhile.... as regards golf in the 
Falklands, everything is in the early 
stages, but." he said with great sin
cerity, "it definitely has a future."

games and tips on such potential 
problems as local golfers develop
ing bad habits as a result of the 
constant strong wind. He paid trib
ute, during the interview, to the

On the whole. Bernard felt as a 
result of his visit, "we've made a 
step in the right direction." He went 
on to say that, "Sir Rex seems quite

Below: Gallacher fans relax in the sun
■ :

/■ ? i-'a

&* -*■ a? *

3L
Above: Stanley Manager, Steve Baker and Managing Director of 

the Indian and Atlantic Ocean Islands division of 
Cable and Wireless, George Russell 

If ice was allowed to form in cial news, share prices, wool mar- 
the dish it could be a problem but ket movements, commodities etc 
is prevented by two big blower etc.
heaters that automatically switch Armchair shopping will be- 

including, England's triumph on at a pre-set temperature and come reality with selection, order-
throughout the 1966 World Cup. spread a blanket of warm air in- ing and payment arrangements

Flis career as a goalkeeper com- side the dish, which is also insu- made, literally, without leaving the
menced at the age of fourteen years lated by polystyrene inserted be- computer console,
having only played twice in a 
school eleven prior to being asked 
if he would like to play as a goalie 
for a local team in Sheffield, as 
their goal keeper was unavailable.
This he accepted, and at the age of 
seventeen years commenced his 
career as a regular goal-keeper, 
never losing his place, and going 
on to play for England (perhaps 
one of the greatest goalkeepers 
England has ever produced). His 
career ended after a serious car

Stan meets ‘Banks 

of England’
PRIOR to his departure from Eng
land last month, local man, and 
veteran sportsman, Stan Smith, 
was
hosted by Market Drayton Foot
ball Club held at a Royal British 
Legion Club. The dinner was also 
attended by guest speaker, ex Stoke 
City and England goal keeper, 
Gordon Banks, as well as come
dian Denny Waters.

Meeting Gordon Banks was a 
dream come true for Stan, and he 
wrote to Penguin News telling 
something of the experience.

After the introductory formali
ties I was taken to my table and to 
my surprise found myself seated 
opposite Gordon Banks at the top 
table. Gordon chatted keenly to us 
all during the meal, and to me, as 
a keen football enthusiast, it was a 
certainly an honour to converse 
with such a great man. After the 
meal ended he gave a very inter
esting talk on the build up to, and

invited to attend a dinner

Public Notice
Vacancy - Tradesman PlumberAnniversary of the Battle of the Falkland Island*

«* of the Naval aagag— * *

ass ssr fc ^ F,lkl,nd F«» .»•

THE Water Supply Section of the Public Works Department pres
ently has a vacancy for a Tradesman Plumber.

This position requires an experienced and qualified tradesman 
who has worked on all types of plumbing, pipe-fitting and water 
supply installation. The successful applicant will be responsible to 
the Senior Plumber and Water Supervisor and will need to be able 
to work independently. It will be necessary at times to work unso
ciable hours and to be prepared for emergency or other call-out 
duties as required.

Salary' is in Grade F ranging from £12,384 per annum to £14,556 
per annum.

Interested persons should contact the Water Supervisor, Mr Rod 
Tuckwood, on telephone number 27446 during normal working 
hours. Application forms are available from the Human Resources 
Department and completed forms should be returned to that De
partment no later than 4pm on Friday, December 12, 1997.

accident, when his right eye was 
severely damaged.

Denny Waters the comedian 
was a classic entertainer, he 
amused the company present by 
asking, "how did Ray Evans, the 
Manager of Liverpool, get his 
CBE?" Answer. "He Couldn't 
Beat Everton."

ss »srP:= -1
parade, and after prayers, he, the Commander British Forces, the CO HMS Leeds Cn*ti„ P1"???1: His Excellency The Governor will inspect 
will be a fly-past at 11.10am. J castle and Major General Pennefather will lay wreaths. There

After the ceremony at the Battle Memorial there will be a March Past Hi* cv^ii 
entrance gates to Government House Lawns. ' S txcellency the G

Following the parade there will be a public reception in the Town Hall until .
The Secretariat, Stanley, PNNo: 188/97 1,1,1 lpm’t0

dais at theovemor will take the salute from a 
which all are cordially invited.
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Stanley Leisure Centre Open 
Swimming Gala Results

From France to 

Falklands for Simon
Under 7yrs 10m Freestyle: 1st Sam Coe. 2nd Smantha Dodd, 3rd 
tjnder7y n>S 10m with float: 1st David Hewitt, 2nd Samantha Dodd.

Under^yrs'fom Novelty Race 1st Lucas Biggs. 2nd David Hewiu,
3rd Samantha Dodd. ,
Under 1 lyrs 25m Freestyle Final: 1 st James Coe and Robert |
Titterington. 3rd Kiasha Mclnnis
Under 1 lyrs 25m Breastroke Final: 1st Victoria Hall. 2nd Margaret
Normand. 3rd James Coe I
Under 1 lyrs 25m Backstroke Girls: 1st Christine Hewitt. 2nd Kiasha 
Mclnnis. 3rd Margaret Normand
Under 1 lyrs 25m Backstoke Boys: 1st Robert 1 itterington, 2nd James 
Coe, 3rd Andrew Normand.
Under 1 lyrs 25m Novelty Race Final: 1st Kiasha Mclnnis. 2nd Jade 
Clayton, 3rd Roxanne Morrison.
ll-Uyrs 50m Freestyle Girls: 1st Claire Kilmartin, 2nd Barbara 
Howells. 3rd Dionne Jones.
11 _ 14yrs 50m Freestyle Boys: 1st Alistair Ceballos. 2nd Evan Jones.
3rd William Normand
ll-14yrs50m Breastroke Girls: 1st Claire Kilmartin and Barbara 
Howells, 3rd Dionne Jones.
ll-14yrs 50m Backstroke Girls: 1st Debbi Robson. 2nd Cathy 
Jacobsen. 3rd Jenna Humphrey.
Open 25m Freestyle Womens’ Final: 1st Claire Kilmartin, 2nd 
Rachael Freeman. 3rd Barbara Howells (D Jones omitted by mistake) 
Open 25m Freestyle Men: 1st Alistair Ceballos. 2nd Evan Jones, 3rd 
Kumar Mclnnis.
Open 25m Breastroke: 1st Barbara Howells. 2nd Claire Kilmartin, 3rd 
Dionne Jones.
Open 25m Breastroke Men: 1st William Normand, 2nd Kumar 
Mclnnis, 3rd Andrew Jarvis.
Open 25m Backstroke: 1st Debbi Robson, 2nd Rachael Freeman, 3rd 
Jenna Humphrey.
Open 25m Backstroke Men: 1st Alistair Ceballos. 2nd Evan Jones,
3rd Kumar Mclnnis.
Open 25m Butterfly Women: 1st Debbi Robson. 2nd Rachael 
Freeman, 3rd Barbara Howells.
Open 25m Butterfly Men: 1st Alistair Ceballos. 2nd Evan Jones.
Open 50m Freestyle Women: 1st Barabara Howells, 2nd Rachael 
Freeman, 3rd Debbi Robson.
Open 50m Freestyle Men: 1st Alistair Ccballos, 2nd Evan Jones, 3rd 
Kumar Mclnnis.
Open 50m Breastroke Women: 1st Claire Kilmartin. 2nd Dionne 
Jones, 3rd Victoria Hall.
Open 50m Breastroke Men: 1st William Normand, 2nd Kumar 
Mclnnis, 3rd Andrew Jarvis.
Open 50m Backstroke Women: 1st Debbi Robson, 2nd Rachael 
Freeman, 3rd Anna Robson.
Open 50m Backstoke Men: 1st Alistair Ceballos. 2nd Evan Jones, 3rd 
Kumar Mclnnis.
Open 50m Butterfly Women: 1st Debbi Robson. 2nd Rachael 
Freeman, 3rd Barbara Howells.
Open 100m Freestyle: 1st Evan Jones, 2nd Alison Barton. 3rd Racahel 
Freeman.
Open 100m Breastroke: 1st Claire Kilmartin, 2nd William Normand. 
3rd Barbara Howells.
Open 100m Backstroke: 1st Debbi Robson, 2nd Rachael Freeman, 3rd 
Alison Barton.
Open 20°m Breastroke: 1st Claire Kilmartin, 2nd William Normand. 
3rd Megan Eggling.
Freeman25"1 Individual medley: 1st Evan Jones, 2nd Rachael

MAJOR Simon Hopkins, Military 
Liason Officer in the Falklands be
tween November 1992 and Decem
ber 1993, and his wife Julia are 
'thrilled’ to be able to return to the 
Islands for another tour. Simon told 
Penguin News that he and his family 
so enjoyed their time in the Islands 
that they requested another tour, 
which to their delight was granted. 
Over the past years, the family have 
been based in Provence, in the South 
of France where Simon worked as 
British Liason Officer at the French 
Artillery' School and French Army 
Aviation School.

Their two 'children’. John (study
ing Environmental Science at Ply
mouth University) and Katie (study
ing her 'A' levels at Dean Close 
School in Cheltenham) were also 
pleased with the news and will be 
joining their parents during school 
holidays.

Katiey John, Simon and 
Julia Hopkins

their last tour, and are looking fo
So'far. Simon and Julia have seen ward to being able to show their faces 

many of the people they met during on West Falklands.

r-

Stanley Golf Club News
Infant Splash-infrom Frank Jackson

TWENTY two members competed match involving superstars Nick 
in a nine hole, three club competi- Faldo and Bernard Langer, and han-
tion on Thursday evening, Novem- dling the intense demands of the
ber 27, resulting in a comfortable win world’s sporting press. Captaincy in 
for Glen Ross with 19 points, fol- such situations requires tact, diplo-
lowed by Ron Young (17). Gordon macy. skill and a good sense of hu-
McConnell, Barry Smith and mour. Bernard proved that he had all 
Lachlan Ross (all 16 points). these attributes, which contributed to

Europe regaining the cup in 1995.
On behalf of the Golf Club Cap

tain. Barry Smith, gave a vote of 
The evening was rounded off by thanks to both Sir Rex Hunt and 

prize giving followed by an amus- Bernard for their hard work and ad- 
ing talk by Bernard Gallacher on the vice throughout the fortnight visit, 
psychology required to successfully and to the Shackleton Fund for spon- 
man manage a European team soring what had proved to be a very' 
against America in a high pressure instructive and enjoyable visit for 
situation. both existing and budding young

Problem areas included; one- golfers in the Falklands. 
sided publicity extolling the excel- Next week it’s back to basics with 
lenceof the American game: middle the monthly medal on Sunday. De-
of the night phone calls directly to cember7 (report to the Clubhouse by 
European players rooms to hinder 8.45am).
sleep and relaxation (who says golf On the Monday Afternoon of 
is a gentlemans' game?); dealing Battle Day (December 8) there will 
with the diverse Latin temperaments be a competition starting at 2.00pm, 
of Sevvy Ballasteros and please report by 1.45pm. 
Constantino Rocca; relaying advice Refreshments will be provided 
from coaching guru, David after both competitions.
Leadbetter during a vital foursomes

The little ones showed off theirNOT to be outdone by their seniors,
'water confidence’, while olderthe Infants took part in a 'splash-
children demonstrated jumping in,in’ on Tuesday December 2.

Although non-competitive, the and swimming across the pool, 
children from reception class to Headmistress Jean Smith said

A barbecue supper was then en
joyed by approximately 50 members 
and guests.

*4 . -.i

iTop: medal winners line up for a photo opportunity.
Above: 1 l-l4yrs girls

v ■ tv.]
•. ■

Mr
Below: David Hewitt, Sam Coe, Samantha Dodd and Lucas

Biggs.

L ~7'1* j.1*-j-v..

■ ...........

A jPublic Notice
THE Falkland Islands Government invites applications for the post of 
Supply Teacher in the Infant Junior School for two terms commencing 
January 1998.

Candidates must be qualified teachers with a degree. Applicants for 
this post should state clearly the areas of Primary teaching in which they 
are experienced. They should also state any areas of special interest that 
they have as well as any contribution that they could make to extra-cur
ricular activities.

Salary range will be from £16,812 - £22,644 depending on experi-

...

£
Trophy Winners

^jjartered Bank Junior Swimmer (male) Most points in und^ 
Fir t, -m lreest>',e’ breastroke and backstroke: James Coe. 
fr^tvU°KSw,mTer (fema>e) Most points in under 1 lyrs 25m 
StandL’r?"30(1 backstroke: Kiasha Mclnnis. . n
25m anH ?nhartrered Bank Senior Swimmer (male) Most points m ope 
Ceballos ^ ^reest^e’ breastroke, backstroke and butterfly: Al«s 4

' •
U r-'-X-i

■ J ft®, 3 '*•
f3s

■•-VV-, 4. •3

Wr s 'ence.
fr£lcrj°.r swim™er (female) Most points in open 25m and 50m 
JB ServiXc^^?^?’ backstroke and butterfly: Debbi Robson. , .
Claire Khmariii °Uni°rS) F°r lst fema,c 1 l'l4yTS f * 

vidua, W malC FICS PUPil ^ °PC" 4X25m indl'

For further details regarding this post contact Headteacher of the In
fant/Junior School, Mrs Jean Smith on 27294.

Application forms are available from the Human Resources Depart
ment, Secretariat, and should be returned to the Chairman, Senior Ap
pointments Board, Secretariat by 4.00pm Wednesday 10th December 
1997.

•' ' ,-vT '

'■N r<r.
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Penguin News
fi Information

Pullout
December6 - December 12

CHURCH SERVICES LIBRARY
Monday -Triday
10.00am - 12.00 and 
14.45 - 17.45

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
14.00 - 17.00pm

TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDSCATHEDRAL
SUNDAY: 8am Holy Commun
ion, 10am Family Communion(first 
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

The times and heights of high and low tides (in metres) at 
Stanley.Timegiven is Stanley time.
For Camp, make the

07 0514 07 10
SUN 1149

followingchanges:
FoxBay+2hr30m
RoyCove+4hrs30m
P0rtHo\\and+ 3hrs 19m
Teallnlet+3his30m
SeaLionls.+lhrl5m
PortStephens
+3hrelom
HillCove+4hrs

HOSPITAL PHARMACYTABERNACLE - free church 14 WED 0257 1.5
0911 0.5
1538 1.5
2121 0.6

Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm,
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday

1810 0.5 
0056 1.3

Sunrise 0429 
Sunset 2058

2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday 
3.00pm - 5.00pm

Sunrise 0428 
Sunset 2102

St. MARY S
SUNDAY 10am (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

11
08 0637 0.7

BerkeleySound+lhrl lm MON 1309 1.4
PottSanCarlos 
+2hr55m
DarvvinHartxxir-56m

THURS
0351 1.6
1009 0.4
1640 1.5
2213 0.6

1919 0.5St. CUTHBERT’S (MPA) MUSEUMSUN: 8am Holy Communion; 
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass

Sunrise 0429 
Sunset 2100

Tuesday - Friday
Sunrise 0428 
Sunset 2103

November 1030-12 noon/2.00-4.00pm 
Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am -12 noon/ 1.15 - 3.00pm

06 0408 0.7
1036 1.5

SAT 1704 0.5
2353 1.3 

Sunrise 0429 
Sunset 2057

09 0156 1.3
TUE 0803 0.6

1426 1.4
2024 0.6

WED: 7.30pm Holy communion; 
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350 12 0440 1.7

FRI 1058 0.3
1735 1.5
2303 0.6BAHA'I FAITH Sunrise 0428 

Sunset 2101For information on meetings please 
ringTel. 21957 (evenings) Sunrise 0428 

Sunset 2104

CLUBS AND CONTACTS
Contact Terry Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUP

on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm 
GxfcECtMarj McPhce, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE
NESS TRUST Contact Shiralec 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Ilovvatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets First Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm,
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. ContactAGeach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWI S 
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4- 
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD Cl IMP
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Cheek Health Visitor 27418

BADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ Box 540
Thursdays 7-9pm Liz Burnett, F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
Tcl:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel tact Secretary G Cheek, 21402 
21161 STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe-
SQUASH CLUB I hursdays 5-9pm titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con- 
Contact Dik Sawle Tel 21414
NETBALLCLUBTuesdays6-8pm, FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC.
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome All queries & Information on races 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119
THE FI GUN CLUBNewmembers 21606 or Rowena Summers 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 21015 
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. YMCA Accommodation available HAND1CRAF fS Meetings

Meets second Tuesday of every 
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS REDtact Mike Summers on tel: 21542 CROSS ASSOCIATION New 
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV-

etc contact Andrew Newman

Leisure Centre Holiday Times Further information/Bookines: tel 27291
Day Pool Courts

12 00 - I 00
2.00- 4.00
5.00- 7 00 
7 00 - S 00
10.00- 11.30 
12 00-1 00
2.00- 4 00
5.00- 7 00
7.00- S.00 
12 00-1 00
2.00- 4 00 
5 00-7.00
7.00- S.00 
300-7.00 
7 00-8 00 
12 00-9 00 
12 00- 1.00
5.00- 7 00

Lane Swimming
Public
Public
Adults
OAP
Lancs
Public
Public
Ladies
Lanes
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Adults
Public
Lanes
Public

Monthly 1100-2 00 
3 00 - 9 00

Public
Public

Tuesday Public
Public
Public

10 00-11.00 
12 00-2.00 
3.00-9 00

Wednesday 11 00-2.00 
5.00-900

Public
Public

12.00-2 00 
5 00-9 00

Thursday Parents'Toddlcrs
Adults

II 00-3 00 
5 00-900

Public
Public

Friday

Adults
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

7.00 - 8 00 
10 00-4 00 
4 00-5.00
10.00 -4 00
4.00 -5.00

10.00-6 00 PublicSalnrtlay

10 00 - 6.00 PublicSuiulay



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
Hmbbc breakfast news

!? 30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines) 
i 15 POTAMUS PARK followed by BFBS WEATHER
1 30 NEWS

50 NEIGHBOURS
2 15 OUR HOUSE (New)
2 40 COMEDY CLASSIC: DAD'S ARMY 
V10 COUNTDOWN
1 35 ROOM 785 Starling with ARTHUR (New)
4 05 HURRICANES 
4 30 MR WYMI
4;45 the week on newsround

4.55 THE WARD
5.20 HOME AND AWAY
5.40 GAMESMASTER
6.10 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD’S GREATEST OCEAN RACE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 SCENE HERE 
7.25 EASTENDERS
7.50 AN AUDIENCE WITH THE SPICE GIRLS 
8.45 MICHAEL BARRYMORE'S STRIKE IT RICH
9.10 THE LOCKSMITH
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
10.30 POLICE 2020 
12.05 TFI FRIDAY
The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

10.50 KILROY VI „ ... x
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
1 15 THE SLOW NORRIS followed by BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 FOOD AND DRINK
2.45 VANESSA
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with: JAY’S WORLD
3.45 KIPPER
3.55 ROGER AND THE ROTTENTROLLS 
4.05 DENNIS THE MENACE
4 30 BLUE PETER
5.00 BYKER GROVE
5.25 HOME AND AWAY
5.45 A QUESTION OF SPORT
6.15 EMMERDALE
6 40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS
7.55 FULL CIRCLE WITH MICHAEL PALIN On the itinerary today. 
Australia and New Zealand
8 45 PANTOLAND (New)
9.10 DARK SKIES
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 THE COMEDY STORE
10.55 CUTTING EDGE
11.45 TARTAN EXTRA

SATURDAY 6TH DECEMBER
9.00 T1TCH _lixrrc
9 10 WOLVES. WITCHES AND GIANTS
9.25 ART ATTACK
10415°dJl°ImSI™T- NO BETTER LOCATION

IT 15 FA CARUNGPremiership Liverpool 
2 05 GRANDSTAND Including: News summary'. Rugby Union 
coverage as Scotland take on South Africa at Murray field; Racing from 
Chepstow Football Focus; the next edition of the British dympic 
Association magazine series; and a full round-up of the rest of the days

530*INTERNATIONAL RUGBY England v South Africa in the

^UNCLASSIFIED FOOTBALL RESULTS 
7 15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
7.25 TOP OF THE POPS
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 CASUALTY
9 40 HAVE 1 GOT NEWS FOR YOU 
10.10 TOUCHING EVIL 
11 00 ALL RISE FOR JULIAN CLARY 
11.30 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
11.50 MATCH OF THE DAY Liverpool v Manchester United

10.30

v Manchester United

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
K A T U R D A YD e c c m b c r 6
6.00 News Ui-H'i
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7.30 News and Sport from live live
7.40 Weather, Flights, Announcements 
S.OOSix Palestrina Masses 
8.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
8.30 Dessert Island Discs
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.20 Music Fill
9.30Pcople like us (comedy) The Art-

10.03 Morning show - Hermina
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.06Ncws Middav
12.09 Music fill
12.15 Lunchtime announcements
12.30 B.F.B.S Programmes 
5.02 The Archers
5.17 The late afternoon show
6.00 Country Crossroads
6.30 Families and how to survive 
them
7.00 The Goons CD collection
7.30 News and Sport
7.35 Weather.Flights, Announcements 
8-OOWct Wet Wet Album Special
9.00 News Desk f~om the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights 
9.30Aunt Julia & the scriptwriter
10.00 News BFBS
TUESDAY December 9
10.03 Morning Show
12.00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.06 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime announcements
12.30 BFBS Programmes
5.03 The Archers 
5.17The late afternoon show
5.30 News from St. Helena 
5.45 Calling the Falklands 
6.00News Magazine
6 30 In Concert -Counting Crows
7.30 News and Sports
7.3 5'Weather, Flights. Announcements

8.00 60 Minute theatre 'Secret Jour
ney'
9 00 News desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
9.30 Repeat News Magazine
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY December 10
10.03 Morning show
12.00 News & Sport from BFBS 
12.06 News Middav
12.09 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements
12.30 BFBS Programme 
5.02 The Archers 
5.17Thc late afternoon show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt 
6 30 Just a minute 
7.00Divided by a common language 
7.30News and Sport
7.35 Weather,Flights,Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt, weather & flights 
9.30Thc Archbishop's egg
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

5.02The Archers
5.17 The late afternoon show
5.30 Drama 'Cold Call'
6.30 Memories are make of this - with 
Tony Burnett
7.30 News and Sport
7.35 Weather, Flights. Annos
8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY December 12
10.03 Morning Show
12.00 News & Sport from B.F.B.S. 
12.06 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements,
12.30 BFBS Programmes 
5.02 The Archers
5.17 The later afternoon show 
5.45 Calling the Falklands
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 In Concert - Levellers
7.30 News & Sport from Five live 
7.35 Weather, Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.
All programmes are subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

SUNDAY 7TH DECEMBER
8.00 MATCH OF THE DAY
9.30 BREAKFAST WITH FROST
10.30 DEAR MR BARKER
10.45 TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
11.10 BLUE PETER 
11.35 WISE UP
12.05 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.40 CELEBRITY READY STEADY COOK
1.10 THE CHART SHOW
2.00 NEWS
2.05 BROOKS1DE
3.15 THIS IS YOUR LIFE
3.45 AUNTIE: THE INSIDE STORY OF THE BBC
4.45 CARTOON TIME
5.00 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP Wimbledon v Southampton 
6.50 ANIMAL PEOPLE (New)
7.20 BLIND DATE
8.15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
8.25 HEARTBEAT
9.20 MURDER ONE
10.45 JACK DEE'S SUNDAY SERVICE
11.10 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
11.25 TOTP 2
12.10 RUGBY EXPRESS

WEDNESDAY 10TH DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
FOR SCHOOLS 10 00 STAGE ONE 10.15 TELLYTUBBIES 1040 
SCHOOLS AT WORK 10 45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
1.15 TOTS TV followed by BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 HOME FRONT
2.45 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with: FUNNYBONES
3.40 THE ENCHANTED LANDS
3.50 CONAN THE ADVENTURER
4.15 HOW 2
4.30 SMART
5.00 BYKER GROVE 
5.25 HOME AND AWAY
5.45 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.15 EMMERDALE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
6.55 CORONATION STREET
7.45 THE BILL
8.10 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED
8.35 CRIME BEAT
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 FILM: DEATH BECOMES HER (1992.PG)
12.05 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS Newcastle v Dynamo Kiev, 
Juventus v Manchester United

ist
9.45 Music Fill 
10.00 News BFBS 
SUNDAY December 7
5.00 News BI BS 
5.03 Music fill
5.15 Dessert Island Discs
6.00 Music Fill
6 30 Weather, flights, announcements
7.00 Church Service-Cathedral 
8.00Wet Wet Wet Album Special
8.15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick
8.30 Repeat Weather & Flights
8.45 Folk Music Show
9.00 News Desk
9.28 Rpt. Weather & Flights
9.30 Paths of Inspiration with Desmond 
Tutu
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAY December 8

THURSDAY December 11
10.03 Morning Show 
12.00 News & Sport frontB.F.B.S. 
12.06 News Midday 
12.09 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements 
12.30 BFBS ProgrammeMONDAY 8TH DECEMBER

7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 BOOK BOX 10.15 NUMBERTIME 10.30 
GOOD HEALTH 10.45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
1.15 TOTS TV Followed by BFBS WEATHER REPORT
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS Lance's ego takes a battering, and Toadie and 
Anne join ranks against Billy
2.15 NAME THAT TUNE with Jools Holland
2.40 HOLIDAY
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with: W1ZADORA
3.45 THE PARKIES
3.55 THE ADVENTURES OF PADDINGTON BEAR
4.05 FUN HOUSE
4.30 RECORD BREAKERS
4.55 GOOSEBUMPS (New)
5.20 HOME AND AWAY Has Selina run off with Jesse9
5.40 TOP GEAR
6.10 999 LIFESAVERS This week, the British Army's remarkable 
attempt to rescue a brown bear in Bosnia
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 CORONATION STREET Deirdre's housewarming finds Jon 
making an announcement
7.45 THE BILL Stand By Your Man: Daly uses cunning methods to 
trap a drugs supplier
8.10 THE COOK REPORT
8.35 BLOOMIN' MARVELLOUS
9.05 SOLDIER, SOLDIER
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK
11.00 FILM '97
11.30 THE RUGBY CLUB
12.10 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA

AND OVER TO B.F.B.S. BFBS2XLSPrinted 03/11/97

S1=SS F’stlklaartcJ laid t-nclas.........
98.5FM PROGRAMME GRID FOR CHANNEL 2
OOOONews & Steve Mason 0200 News & Rockumentary 0300 News & 
Sports N all 0500News & Me Mark Page 0700 News & Weekend Gold 
0800 News & Break fast Show 1000 Sports nail 1200 Saturday Live 1400 
MeMarkPagel600 News&America'sFinestl800News&Rockumentary 
1900 News & David Rodigan 2100 News & Steve Mason 2300 News 
& Richard Allinson 
SUNDAY
0100 News & Something for the Weekend 0300 News & Pressure Drop 
0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & David Rodigan 0900 News & 
Weekend Gold 1000 The World This Weekend 1100 Rockumentary 12UU 
Sosmething for the Weekend 1400 Richard Allinson 1600 News & Boo 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold 2100 News & Pressure Drop 22UU 
News & London Tonight
MONDAY VI „
0000 London tonight continued 0100 News & In Concert 0200News* 
Rockumentary 0300 News & Essential selection 0400 News a 
Today" fromRadio 4 0500 News & Early Breakfast 0600 News & Local 

Breakfast Show 0900 News & Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning bfto 
1200 News & Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 Feature=1300 
News & Afternoon Show 1600 News & Essential Selection 1700 Connect 
HR 1900 News & Gold 2000 News & The Rockshow 2200 Londo 
fomght

O jOONews & America's Finest 0300-2000 As Monday 2000 News & 
Jteve Mason 2200 News & London Tonight 
WEDNESDAY .
P?00 News & John Peel 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & Americ 
"BllJRS^DA News & London Tonight

Pe?i°£ews &Thc Rockshow 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & John

Friday0 Ncws & London Tonight

■SOTCZCal WED THJRMON TTJE FBISAT SUN
C3On Stage00

5 Live Overnight______PreqiBBC Radio

THURSDAY 11TH DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS

»E“™™™kTowA>KS

1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 THE ANTIQUES SHOW
2.45 VANESSA
3.10 COUNTDOWN
MS SOOTY ^ANd'co"^ Wi‘h WIZAD0RA
4.10 GET YOUR OWN BACK 
4.35 BLUE PETER
5.05 THE O-ZONE
5.25 HOME AND AWAY
6T5 EMMERDALLEUFF Hosted by Bob Holness

$ KoSea™er
7.25 EASTENDERS

^xTUSGP0[NTS
|-00 menbe™G^aHdSlyELEMENT

REPORT
12.20 JAMES BOND

News and Archers 04On Arcr.ers
Omnibus

Oi
Bf&S Reports | Feature | Sports TaOr | Counterpoint StrapStage

OSNawsday02
News W«> sac Worm wwa

BoaH CluP ho«.' Rada 4Clydes
Classes

08A Taste of
N Ireland

03

Today- 07News/P ace's
Re*g on 
Music* 

Latter from 
America

04
fromToday

63 BBC Radio 4 0803

World New* Pause for Thought and 09Sport on 406
BTBS Report, I Feature [ Soots Ta* [ Counterpart 1 S.!repMom ServiceMarty »g

My WordArchers
Omnibus

07
Woman'sBTBS Reports

W/End on 2ShortStoryOS
NewswithEurpFQe & 2McO i Co genSe

muse
09

Two's CompanyUd
The Wotid
Tha W/End One SoarMeskWond at

Cassc Clyoes McO* Co
I Review l Classca I LB

Happy
Cavs

Snort SsaySport
Sunday MuicKal

News.PM Shifton
Sport

ArchersS
on

PM Programme
from BSC Wade *5

Payof theNewsOavC
kteSor"s
6-04

AftfVeqfMtn Square OneMy Music I My WordShort StoryMeridian
Sitrap MermanSportsTatkCfydes

Classics
Counterpoint
Chnst Music Thursday

Match
SnortTuesday

Match Pay 20Inverdales
Footfcaa

MondaySound
Portrait

Short
OnfromStory

StageNght 
Radio & 21from RadoShortOn

53Rada 5PlayStage
22

Ton ghl Book CkibWorld andThe
23RueRadio20 Rado
DO3521 5
OIlivatiroTUESDAY 9TH DECEMBER 

7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
FOR SCHOOLS 10.00 FOUR WAYS FARM 10.10 STORYTIME 1025 
ZIG ZAG 10.45 THE WEATHER SHOW

22 Overnight
02IT

FtiTueSunSat
- SHAKEN AND STIRRED

i
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said Dominguez.
Before Britain, Dominguez will 

spend several days in Israel where he 
was invited by the Israeli defence in
dustry.

“Prices will go down before they 
start climbing.” said Ed Margolis, a 
New York broker. Brokers also point 
to the fact that the new quotas should 
not have such an impact since OPEC’s 
current production is closer to 27 mil
lion barrels per day, because several 
country members short of cash, such 
as Venezuela and Nigeria, have been 
pumping well beyond their allowable 
volumes. International oil prices have 
dropped an estimated 18% since early 
October

LANDMINES 
CONFERENCE 

IN CANADA 
At least 121 countries and many 

non government organisations, partici
pating in a conference convened by 
Canada, signed this week the Ottawa 
Treaty which bans world-wide the 
of anti personnel mines.

Invoking the memory of Princess 
Diana and of countless victims of 
landmines, Canadian Foreign Minis
ter Lloyd Axworthy chaired the con
ference, which nevertheless had some 
major holdouts such as the United 
States, Russia, China, India, Pakistan, 
Cuba and most Middle Eastern coun
tries.

use

Mews from
America

CUBAN TIES FOR PUNTA 
ARENAS

Punta Arenas and Regia, a small 
city close to La Habana. the capital of 
Cuba will begin an exchange pro
gramme in the health, safety, and edu
cation areas.

The idea is the follow up of a trip 
to Cuba by several town Councillors, 
who came back quite impressed with 
the standards of public health and edu
cation, in spite of the very tough eco
nomic conditions in the island.

Teachers, nurses and hospital ad
ministrators will be spending time in 
Cuban schools and hospitals, while 
Cubans are interested in town manage
ment expertise and privatisation of 
some of the city’s utilities.

The agreement is ready to be signed 
pending the legal framework to be de
termined by Chilean authorities. Regia 
has a similar population to Punta Are-

provided by Mercopress

The Clinton administration has 
promised to ban the export of 
landmines but stressed that it currently 
needs the deadly weapon to protect its 
troops stationed in the Korean penin
sula. During the conference Axworthy 
personally received a "Ban the 
landmines" caravan that left Califor
nia last October and visited 29 US and 
Canadian cities before reaching Ot
tawa. Among those in the caravan were 
members of the Vietnam Veterans 
Association and the 1997 Peace Nobel 
Prize Winner, Jody Williams.

BRAZILIAN PRESIDENT IN
BRITAIN ON STATE VISIT
Brazilian president Hcnrique 

Cardoso began, last Thursday, a four 
day slate visit to Great Britain, pledg
ing to keep to a strict economic reform 
programme despite market turbulence.

Gun salutes and London's Morse 
Guards greeted the arrival of Cardoso 
who was given a welcoming party by 
Q)ueen Elizabeth II that included Prime 
Minister Tony Blair and heads of the 
armed services.

Accompanied by a mounted escort 
from the Household Cavalry, the Presi
dent and the Queen rode to Bucking
ham Palace in the State Coach, fol
lowed in a second coach by Mrs 
Cardoso and Prince Philip.

Earlier, at a meeting with the Con
federation of British Industry' Cardoso 
said his government acted decisively 
with a proposed austerity package to 
tackle the recent financial crisis, 
"which spilled over from Asia." 
Cardoso said there would be no U- 
tums or deviation from the current 
policies that have cut inflation and 
speeded up privatisation in Brazil.

The Brazilian president also under
lined the necessity for an agreement 
between the European Union and 
Mercosur, although he criticised Brus
sels protectionism in agriculture. "Bra
zil is the world’s second most impor
tant emerging market, behind China, 
and the fifth in receiving foreign in
vestment,” said Cardoso.

Finally Cardoso said that "Brazil 
is no longer an underdeveloped coun
try, although we still are an unfair 
country, which we plan to overcome 
with education.”

CHILEAN LOOK FOR 
JUREL

550 MILES OFF THE COAST
In an attempt to determine what 

has happened to the adult population 
of “jurel”. the Chilean government is 
investing half a million dollars in a 
research project, well beyond its Ex
clusive Economic Zone.

During fifteen days five vessels, 
sailing as far as 550 miles off the Chil
ean coast, will collect information and 
data on the “jurel” the main compo
nent for the manufacturing of fishmeal, 
the most important export product of 
the Chilean industry.

In normal years Chile catches ap
proximately four million tons of 
“jurel” but volumes have dropped con
siderably during the last season in spite 
of several successive bans, because of 
the absence of eleven inches plus long 
specimens. The Chilean government 
suspects over fishing in the area, or 
water temperature changes because of 
"El Nino" could have an influence.

The former Soviet fleet was de
tected fishing between 400 and 500

miles off the Chilean coast, where 
some of the jurel research will be tak
ing place.

Fishmeal and fish oil represent 
650 million US dollars annual expels 
for the Chilean industry. International 
fishmeal prices have increased over 
50% during the last twelve months.

The final report and its conclu
sions are expected to be ready before 
the end of December.

A healthy and strong economy 
also has its drawbacks, and Chile is 
no exception. In a country that for the 
last decade has grown at an annual 
rate of 6 to 7% a year, exporters are 
asking the Chilean government to 
“adjust" the exchange rate with the 
dollar, presently at 425 pesos to the 
dollar, and to take it to 486 pesos.

Chilean industry and farmers 
complain that the devaluation of the 
peso vis-a-vis the dollar has not kept 
pace with local inflation meaning that 
costs, in pesos, are increasing faster 
than revenue from foreign sales, as 
well as favouring the purchase of for
eign goods.

The loss of international competi
tiveness. because of a strong peso, is 
estimated at 10 to 15% and therefore 
exporters are demanding an exchange 
rate of 486 Chilean pesos for each 
dollar

nas.
CHILEANS RESCUE 

60 YEAR OLD 
AUSTRALIAN 

LADY EXPEDITIONER
A 60 year old Australian woman 

who wanted to become the eldest URUGUAY
expeditioner to walk by herself to the In the opinion of several operators.
South Pole had to be rescued after fall- about 20% of the Uruguayan clip has
ing into a crevice in the ice and is now changed hands from growers. Mainly
recovering in Punta Arenas. Ms Anne to local stopmaker/exporters.
Thayer began her journey from The market slowdown, showing that
Hercules Inlet, next to the Weddell Sea presently only the main, “bread-and-
coast and expected to cover the 800 butter” type Corriedale fleeces have a
miles distance to the South Pole by the maximum price of US/kg 2.40 greasy
end of December. But just 180 miles farm-gate.
away from starting point and while The main feature of the week actually 
pulling a 250 pounds sledge, she suf- was the sale and shipment of 90,000
fered the accident that left her uncon- wethers to Saudi Arabia. With an av-
scious for two hours. erage weight of 40 kg each, and paid

A portable automatic transmitter in between USS 21 and 21.50 farm-
permanent satellite contact with a co- gate.With much less demand from the
ordination centre in the United States Southern Brazilian slaughterhouses, it

Io recover our 1990 competi- warned of the mischance and a Twin was very easy to conclude this opera-
tiveness, and avoid becoming an "ex- Otter belonging to Adventure Network lion in an unusually short time,
pensive country, we need a more re- jn Puma Arenas was dispatched to her ARGENTINA
alistic and dynamic exchange rate; our rescue. The main worry of Argentine wool
experts have calculated that we need Because of the very severe weather exporters these days, is lack of new
486 pesos tor each dollar it we want conditions it finally took three days to sales. Some classic sections of the
our exports to keep growing It will fly Ms Thayer first to Patriot Hills and market, for example Lincoln Lusters
also mean a great boost tor the local then (0 Punta Arenas. however small these days, are at an
tourist industry, underlined Cristobal Ms Thayer admits being an invet- absolsute standstill for lack of new 
Valdes, president of the Chilean Cor- erate adventurer since she was 18 years sales, either tops to the Taiwan fancy
poration ol Exporters.^ old and counts among her feats an 800 yarn spinners, or in the scoured state

kL }I O INCREASE mj|es walk to the North Pole; a 1,300 to India where delayed orders from
OIL PRODUCI ION miles foot expedition in Alaska to study Russia are still complicating new sales

Ol EC. the organisation of oil ex- wolves, and sailing up the Amazon. and also opening of L/CS for
porting countries decided to increase ARGENTINE DEFENCE eluded business.
,ts. daily productioni from 25 to 27.5 MINISTER VISITS The respected Buenos Aires daily "La
million barrels per day. GREAT BRITAIN Nacion" reported last Saturday in its

iin,“. ? regular meeting of Argentine Defence Minister Jorge agricultural section, about the effects 
Ol EC. held in Indonesia, the eleven Dominguez is scheduled to travel to of the famous "Nino" current' Whilst
country members oil cartel that ex- Great Britain on an official visit start- it provokes drought in Australia and
tracts 40 /o of world production de- jng next December 8th some parts of Africa and Asia, as well
cided to accept a proposal front Saudi Dominguez who will be the first as heavy rainfall and floods in South- 
Arabia, which will now be entitled to Argentine Defence Minister to visit cm Brazil, Northern Argentina and
a dai y production of 8.76 million Britain since the South Atlantic con- Northern Uruguay with delaved
barrnPPrK'rheSt Ik fi-ftcen ye^S P’,cl» said the triP aims al “strengthen- shearings, on the other hand it is a real

OPEC believes the increased pro- jng bilateral relations”, and is part of a blessing for Patagonia, where °reen
duction will not influence prices, but programme of joint activities between pastures are seen throughout the re-
European experts in the spot market the two Defence Ministers. gion. For example the Northern
don t necessarily agree and think The Argentine official also revealed Patagonian Estancias belonging to 
much will depend on the coming win- thal next year the British Forces Chief Benetton, where the avera°e vearlv
ter m the northern hemisphere and any of staff and First Lord of the Admi- rainfall is of 430mm. This season ttev
forthcoming agreement between the raUy would be travelling to Argentina. already have had 580 mm durin° iust
United Nations and Iraq. International “During my visit to Britain I also 10 months, also helped by less £ 
?«o/riw,h^Vudrv?PKd a[? csu.mated expect to confirm the date when the than other seasons. Lambing has in-
18/o since early October, from just be- British Minister of Defence, Mr George creased by 10% and higher wool
than^19 dollars ^ ^ ° CSS Roberlson’wiU bc visitin§ Argentina,” yields are also expected, probably by

WEEKLY SOUTH AMERI
CAN WOOL MARKET 

REPORT
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land islands,'”is the exact text of the 
communique.

Following the signing of the 
joint declaration in the Palace of 
Bolonia, Di Telia had told journal
ists that Menem and Prodi spoke 
about the Falklands during their 
previous bilateral meeting. “We 
have Italian support for the Argen
tine position, which is that of sit
ting to negotiate under the United 
Nations guidelines, because on the 
contrary it will be impossible to 
resolve the question/'

The Argentine foreign minister 
recalled that for several years Italy 
has been voting at the United Na
tions General Assembly in favour 
of direct negotiations.

When he was asked why, in the 
joint declaration, the Falklands is
sue is not mentioned, Di Telia just 
made a gesture and said that it 
would be in an Italian government 
communique.

Diplomatic subtleties, typically 
Italian, are aimed at avoiding d' 
rect friction with Great Britain.

Because of it they refused to 
include it in the solemn joint dec
laration. But. to "recover” the is
sue, as Argentina had requested, it 
included it in a press release which 
sumarised the agreements the two 
countries reached.

Penguin News Current Affairs, December 5, 1997Supp. 4 Supp. 1
mined to bring these elements to
gether.”

LA PRENSA 3/12/9/
Seeking Italian support over 

the sovereignty of the Falklands 
President Carlos Menem con

firmed in this city that it is likely that 
a reference will be made to the Ar
gentine claim of sovereignty over the 
Falkland Islands, in the joint decla
ration. which he will today sign with 
the head of Italian ministers Romano 
Prodi.

they will try at least for the matter 
to appear in some paragraph of of
ficial statements. Meanwhile the 
Argentine government almost cer
tainly believes that there will be a 
joint statement concerning the ro
tation of positions on the United 
Nations security council.

CLARIN 2/12/97 
Malvinas and the United 

Nations, on Di Tella’s agenda 
Rome

Expectations concerning 
changes in the cabinet or commer
cial relations between the two 
countries are not the only two 
things which are in mind during 
Carlos Mcnem’s visit to Italy. The 
wish for some gesture concerning 
the Falklands issue, on the Italian 
government’s part and the 
strengthening of the co-ordination 
of criteria concerning the United 
Nations Security Council are also 
the main issues in the hands of 
Foreign Minister Guido di Telia 
and his contributors, according to 
the minister himself.

It is clear that it is difficult to 
expect a strategic partner of Great 
Britain in the European Union to 
make any definite kind of state
ment referring to the sovereignty 
dispute over the Falklands be
tween London and Buenos Aires.

But, because of exactly the fact 
that it is a member of the Euro
pean Union an indication on the 
Italian government’s part in favour 
of a solution to the Anglo-Argen
tine problems, basically the Falk
lands dispute, will be key to Ar
gentine diplomacy.

The Daily Telegraph 3/12/97
Hogg plans to build £80m 

war chest
Hogg Robinson, the business 

travel group, is amassing an £80m 
war chest, and has begun a share 
buy-back programme of up to 
15pc of its stock.

News of the buy-back accom
panied Hogg’s interim results yes
terday, which showed pre-tax 
profits, before charges, of £ 14.5m, 
up from £ 12.1m last year. An ex
ceptional charge of £ 12.9m from 
the sale of the group’s transport 
division in September helped re
duce the bottom line result to 
£1.9m.

had a temporary agreement and 
then a firmer one. which maybe 
has not been a definite one, but 
it took up a lot of time. The Ar
gentine negotiators and officials 
led by Guido di Telia and the 
British with me at the head of the 
group, put a lot of effort into this 
matter. I think it was and is a 
good example of a commitment 
which satisfied us and satisfied 
the Argentines, it was not a game 
in which one wins and one loses. 
Also, I would like to add that I 
am very happy that President 
Carlos Menem has been invited 
to visit this country'. I believe it 
is a good step.”

Yes, it is a good step and 
you know that Dr Menem has 

wanted to visit the United 
Kingdom for several years. 
Why didn’t you invite him 
when you were in charge of 

the Foreign Office?
(The question makes him un

comfortable). "What is crucial is 
that it is a successful visit. And 
that is a question of timing. I had 
to think about that and thought 
that the trip would not be suc
cessful. That does not mean to 
say that I did not agree to dis
cuss the matter with your foreign 
minister, because I always con
sidered it a good idea. I would 
have liked to have invited Dr 
Menem, but the timing was in
dispensable. I believe that the 
analysis carried out by the 
present government that it is now 
possible to have a successful visit 
is correct. Both Conservatives 
and Labour agree with that. S. we 
will do everything we possibly 
can so that this happens.

THE WOOL RECORD 1/12/
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Argentina
Please note: The following 

extracts are translations.
Story written on November 21st 

by Dairios y Noticias News 
Agency.

initial position.
It is not his first trip to Buenos 

Aires, but it is his debut as an ex
hibitor. "People have been asking 
me to come here for many years, 
but only recently was there a defi
nite offer. It is an honour for me to 
come here and show my art.” he 
admits.

Asked about his contact with 
the Portenos, he answers that he 
intends "to portrait people of dif
ferent nationalities, so I would like 
to meet Argentine people. I am 
also interested in getting to know 
some of the local fauna.”

The chat comes to an end when 
an assistant tells Ian. that in spite 
of the fact that he had confirmed 
his presence during the inaugura
tion of the exhibition. Foreign 
Minister Guido di Telia had called 
to excuse himself, "due to state 
problems.”

Strange shows a light expres
sion of disagreement, but almost 
certainly, inside himself, he is 
grateful he is not to be another vic
tim of the "charm ability” of the 
Argentine official.

''BUENOS AIRES HERALD
26/11/97

toms made pay import duty on his 
pictures, Ian Strange had no prob
lem whatsoever.

Until December 14th Strange, 
a British man, who has lived in the 
Falklands since 1959 has his pho
tographs and delicious water paints 
on view at the Recoleta Culture 
centre. Speaking to La Nacion, he 
said that he has been very well re
ceived by the portenos and ex
pressed that he is not interested in 
the territorial dispute.

“It is the first time I have had 
an exhibition here, which is an hon
our for me and I hope that nobody 
makes politics out of this,” he said. 
"I came because there are not, nor 
should there be, barriers in culture 
and art,” he added.

Ian Strange has been married 
for more than fifteen years to 
Maria, one of the few Argentines 
who live in the archipelago, with 
whom he has a 16-year old daugh
ter, called Georgina.

Besides painting and taking 
photographs he is a nature lover. 
He has written several books about 
the fauna and flora of the Islands 
and has designed more than a hun
dred postage stamps, bearing eco
logical designs.

He only has bad memories of 
the 1982 war. "It is something that 
should not have happened. I under
stand both sides, but it was a big 
mistake/’ he concludes.

LA NACION 30/11/97
Fifteen years after the Falklands 

war an Argentine defence minister 
will visit Great Britain for the first 
time, with the aim of "consolidat
ing bilateral relations,” in the mili
tary' area.

This is an important step - 
added to the announcement that 
President Carlos Menem will visit 
the United Kingdom in 1998 - and 
the visit will begin on December

Contents
"It is very likely that in the agree

ments we sign in the future there will 
be references to the Falklands issues, 
which will not cause any kind of dis-
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Falklands Artist
“I am an artist, I don’t discuss 

politics,” warns Ian Strange, an 
English painter and photographer 
who has lived in the Falkland Is
lands for nearly forty years, before 
he shakes hands with the journal
ist who has come to interview him.

Immediately, and without giv
ing the journalist time to introduce 
himself, he adds that the visit by 
the relatives of Argentine soldiers 
who died in the Falkland Islands’ 
"is a coincidence,” referring to the 
exhibition which last night (Thurs
day) began in salon three at the 
Recoleta culture centre.

tortion to Italian policy at an interna
tional level,” said Menem during a 

conference. Including Italian 
over

Page 2-3:press
support for the Argentine claim 
the Islands, in the joint statement, was 

of Foreign Minister Guido di 
Tella’s aims when he arrived in this 
European country. Trying to obtain 
the Italian support, Menem yesterday 
(Tuesday) said that if the country 
does so it would not cause any diffi
culties in the relationship which Italy 
maintains with the European Union, 
of which Great Britain is member.

"We must not forget, that with 
Italian support, on numerous occa
sions, the Decolonisation Committee 
of the United Nations has said that it 
is in favour of negotiations between 
Argentina and Great Britain, each 
time with more votes in favour,” re
called Menem.

BBC daily press 
review of British 

newspapers
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America
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mean?
“Personally, it is a very sig

nificant event because I will be 
the first Argentine defence min
ister to visit the United Kingdom 
since the Falklands war. My visit 
is a continuation of the govern
ment’s policy to strengthen the 
bilateral relations with the aim 
of finding a peaceful solution.

How will the military 
policy continue growing?
"We will go on deepening the 

exchange of people in both coun
tries. In 1998, the head of the 
joint chiefs of staff will visit us 
(in March) and the first English 
Lord Admiral (in June). We are 
also hoping that the defence min
ister George Robertson will con
firm his visit here.

Have you received any 
special instructions from the 

government?
"We believe that it is a great 

responsibility, because we are 
dealing with an important step 
which aims at consolidating the 
relations, even though both 
countries have different opinions 
concerning the Falklands.

LA NACION 30/11/97 
“I \^ould have invited 

Menem”

Once laid down "his” rules, Ian 
shakes hands and at this moment 
opens a little crack through which 
he lets escape - very few - concepts 
concerning his activities and expe
riences.

“My work focuses on animals 
and plants in the Islands,” he tells 
DYN very diplomatically, trying 
not to mention the archipelago 
which to the English is the Falk
land Islands and Malvinas to the 
Argentines.

But along with some twenty 
paintings of Patagonian birds, ferns 
and other vegetable species which 
survive the climate, there are fifty 
photographs showing faces of peo
ple of different races.

In the middle of the Japanese, 
Dutch, United States and Spanish 
faces. Strange points out one and 
allows himself the only sentimen
tal expression of the afternoon: 
"That is my daughter.”

The girl is the fruit of the mar
riage between Ian and Maria, an 
Argentine, who, as well as living 
in the Islands, works for the Islands 
government secretariat. The young 
girl was born in Buenos Aires be
cause of complications during her 
pregnancy, Maria had to be trans
ferred to a Buenos Aires clinic.

In spite of being married to a 
woman (who speaks Spanish, 
Strange only knows a few words 
of Castellano.

"I enjoy everything I do. I am 
not a professional photographer. I 
work for myself. I am an independ
ent artist.” explains Strange in an 
elegant English. Mis work will be 
on display at the culture centre 
until December 14th.

"I am also an ecologist. I try and 
help the conservation of species, I 
give opportunities to scientists and 
students so that they can study the 
fauna of the Islands,” he adds.

As the chat goes on Ian relaxes, 
but with the brightness of the pho
tographer’s flash he returns to his
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Main wool market indicators in 
Australia showed fairly small changes 
on the week. The Australian Eastern 
Market Index rose another 2 cents this 
week, to close at 712 A cents/Kg. 
whilst the Western Indicator was up 4 
cents closing at 653 A cents/Kg 

GOLD AND CURRENCY 
MARKETS

The Asian financial crisis devel
oped further this week South Korea 
are seeking at least a $20bn (£12bn) 
rescue package with the aid of the In
ternational Monetary Fund

Yamaichi Securities, Japan’s 
fourth largest broker, closed on Mon
day, because of a “liquidity squeeze” 

Concern about the Asian market 
region continues, with Central Banks 
working to prevent a broader crisis.

The Australian dollar hit a four- 
year low yesterday at $0 678 to the US 
dollar, because 1) the price of gold fell 
below $300 per troy ounce for the first 
time since March 1985 (Australia is 
one of the world’s big gold produc
ers) and 2) Japanese investors sold sig
nificant quantities of Australian bonds 
Such weak demand for the Australian 
dollar continues to see relatively cheap 
Australian wool exports, when Aus
tralian dollar prices arc converted into 
the currencies of their main trading 
countries.

Finally the president said that 
"such a statement would be very 
good to Argentina.”

What is true is that any Italian 
gesture of this kind would increase 
the possibilities for the country' to 
reach an agreement with Great Brit
ain to negotiate a peaceful solution 
to the conflict.

CLARIN 4/12/97

Hake future worries
British-Argentine group

The Commission for Fishing in 
the South Atlantic has just held a 
meeting in Buenos Aires. The joint 
British-Argentine organisation 
expressed concern over its findings 
on the hake species.

And the Argentine and British 
delegations also opted to send a 
squid investigation team on ajoint 
project to the area. The two con
tingents are developing an early- 
alert system for boats Fishing ille
gally. The commission has recom
mended that both governments 
fish no more than 40,000 tons a 
year of illex squid.

The commission praised the 
joint research work of Argentina’s 
Institute for Fishing Research and 
Development and the British Im
perial College. The group’s lead
ers, Argentine Ambassador 
Orlando Rebagliati and John 
White, head of the South Atlantic 
and Antarctic Department, both 
emphasized their interest in the 
preservation of key fish species in 
the South Atlantic.

The research ship contributes 
to the commission achieving its 
objectives of cooperation for the 
preservation of certain species.

Both parties discussed the find
ings of two separate working 
groups - in London last July and 
in Mar del Plata on November 19 
and 20.

LA NACION 28/11/97
Strange, from the Falklands 

to Recoleta
Unlike James Peck, the Falk

land artist who the Argentine cus-

97
Quality' scheme in the 

Falklands
Farmers in the wind-swept 

Falkland Islands are proceeding 
with their own "Falkland Wool

Menem meets the Italian head 
of government

Even though diplomatically sub
tle with the aim of maintaining its 
position as a member with Great 
Britain in the European Union and 
NATO, the military' alliance, the Ital
ian government yesterday (Wednes
day) gave President Carlos Menem 
the satisfaction of proposing in writ
ing a reference to the need for Bue
nos Aires and London to negotiate 
the sovereignty issue of the Falkland 
Islands. Menem and Foreign Minis
ter Guido di Telia were both work
ing on the possibility that this refer- 

appears in the joint statement 
signed yesterday following the half- 
hour meeting between the president
and the Italian Head of Government THE AGENCY
Romano Prodi. Menem himself had The Agency received more enquir- 
sia that this was his wish, during a ies lhan ,ale' this week, with manu-
press conference on Tuesday h facturers wanting to obtain wool sup-

Italy did not grant him his wish P‘ieS f^carlV 1998 Agency prices are
The joint declaration does not include £ncrlIIy.considered Khl&h’ ,howcVcr 
the matter Rm n , ,Y^ude some business was achieved,he matter. But a press release from Many thanks for the Bale Spccifi-
me 1 residency of the Ministers cations which are being sent to the
Council - Prodi - prior to the joint Agency. I am in special need of all
declaration included the much outstanding Bale Specifications for

wool on board the HRS vessel Mr 
Areti.

Quality Scheme,” in common 
with producers in parts of Argen
tina and Chilean Patagonia, who 
share similar climates and are 
themselves taking part in clip- 
preparation programmes aimed 
at obtaining the best possible 
prices. 8th

In a gesture of recipricocity 
British Ambassador in Argentina 
William Marsden, during the clos
ing ceremony of a seminar about 
primary health care, which took 
place in Argentina, said that Presi
dent Menem’s trip "will stimulate 
all kind of co-operation,” although 
he especially made reference to the 
health area.

Hogg plans to use both its 
£37!/;>m cash pile and raise bor
rowings, taking its gearing up to 
30pc, to create the war chest, 
which will be used for the buy
back and acquisitions. The com
pany has already committed £ 15m 
to buying back up to 7!/2pc of its 
shares, and revealed yesterday that 
this could double.

Chris Brown, finance director 
said: "We won permission at the 
AGM to buy back up to 15pc of 
the company’s shares.”

Hogg has not set a price limit 
on its share buy-back programme, 
but Mr Brown said: "We could

Falkland farmers have had a 
mild winter but are now experi
encing a cold spring - right at 
lambing time (writes our South 
American correspondent.)

CLARJN 1/12/97 
Seeking a mention of the 

Falklands

In his book Hurd says that 
one of the most important func
tions of diplomacy is negotia
tion. With this in mind he refers 
to three "extremely difficult” ne
gotiations: That which took 

Before leaving on this official p*aCl“w’1^ China concerning the 
visit (with a stop-over in Israel) construction of the new airport 
Dominguez spoke to La Nacion: !n “onS ^ong- the oil and fish-

VVhat is the purpose of your r'eS°hations with Argentina
in reference to the Falklands and 
the Maastricht Treaty.

But when Hurd was re-

ence

Yesterday morning (Sunday 
there was an important issue 
which took up the best part of the 
meeting Foreign Minister Guido 
Di Telia held with Ambassador 
Erman Gonzalez, Senator 
Eduardo Bauza and Argentine 
Ambassador in London Rogelio 
Pfirter. The possibility that in 
some of the statements the Ital
ian government will make dur
ing President Carlos Menem’s 
visit, they mention the Falklands.

The Argentine officials know 
that it will not be easy for their 
Italian colleagues to agree to 
mention such a delicate issue, but

visit to the United Kingdom?
"It is a very important visit, 

because it is pan of a programme ■ , . 4. , _ , .
of work we have been carry ing out minded that the fishing issue has 
with the Defence Ministry in Eng- r.eac^ an agreement with
land. Especially with English De- Argentina, Hurd reacts indig- 
fence Minister George Robertson, nantJy- Ah, not that. Yes, we did 
with whom we maintain a task of reac.*J an agreement concerning 
bilateral exchange, which culmi- ?^u.’ which inconveniently is 
nates in my visit. ?orn in Argentine waters, breeds

What does your being there Falklands waters and dies in
Argentine waters. First of all we

improve earnings per share by 
buying at higher levels, even over 
300p.”

High on the list of possible ac
quisitions are Hogg’s 40 joint- 
venture companies in 16 countries.

Chief Executive David 
Radcliffe said. "We are deter-

awaited paragraph.
their hopeThmhrough negotiations ^ 1 am 'ooking ‘of'vard to mectin| 
with Great Britain, in accordance ™yZL«“tZill mairSyE

nnh//f ,hV n‘ r“°'r,0ns and de‘ maelinSrarnlers on scveral lslands and
cisions of the United Nations, a cor- West Falkland from 13.12.97 until
rect and quick solution can be found 23.12.97 and then on East Falkland
to the sovereignty issue of the Falk- untH 7.1.98.
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didn't know about political mur
ders. He tells the paper: "It’s like 
Hitler saying he did not know 
about Auschwitz.'

KYOTO WORLD 
CLIMATE 

CONFERENCE 
The Guardian on its front page 

reports a warning from four Brit
ish scientists addressed to del
egates at the environment confer
ence in the Japanese city of Kyoto. 
The scientists predict that global 
warming could kill more than 20 
million people over the next 50 
years. The four, whom the paper 
calls key advisers to the British 
Government, said they had calcu
lated how many lives would be 
saved by the decisions taken in 
Kyoto, and had found that what
ever happens at the summit, mil
lions are at risk from starvation, 
drowning or thirst. They said they 
had released their findings to. as 
they put it. inject some reality into 
the proceedings

Finally, the Daily Mail puts a 
wry spin on the news that the pres
tigious Turner prize for art has 
been won by a video artist whose 
work includes shots of a line of 
policemen trying to sit still for an 
hour. It's headline says: ‘Consta
ble Picture Wins the Turner’, add
ing in brackets: (No, Not That 
Constable.)

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
THURSDAY 4 DECEMBER 1997

WINNIE MANDELA 
HEARING

The one foreign story that grabs 
the attention is the Truth Commis
sion hearing in South Africa into 
allegations against Winnie 
Mandela. Reports dwell on the 
gruesome murders recounted by 
her former bodyguard Jerry 
Richardson, who said he killed on 
her orders. The Guardian reckons 
the testimony gave Mrs Mandela 
a substantial boost: it says that dur
ing what it calls ‘a bizarre perform
ance under cross-examination.’ Mr 
Richardson repeatedly contra
dicted himself. The Daily Tel
egraph agrees that his credibility 
was badly impaired by his own 
admission that he had been a po
lice spy. It describes his comport
ment as ‘eccentric', saying that it 
pandered to attempts by Mrs 
Mandela's lawyer to discredit him.

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE
The heavyweight papers devote 

an inordinate amount of coverage 
to the row over the Royal Opera 
House at Covent Garden - a front
page story, two feature pages, a 
columnist’s view and leader arti
cle in The Times sAone. An all-party 
committee of MPs has recom
mended that the entire Board re
sign over what one member called 
‘abysmal failures' which have left 
the Opera House in Covent Gar
den heavily in debt. The Times, 
Telegraph, Guardian and Inde
pendent all latch on to the line in 
the report that said: ‘We would 
prefer to see the House run by a 
Philistine with the requisite finan
cial acumen than by a succession 
ofopera and ballet lovers who have 
brought a great and valuable insti
tution to its knees.’ The Times 
leader remarks caustically that 
while operas are supposed to be 
melodramatic. Select Committees 
are not. The Independent begs to 
differ. It says the report has turned 
a parliamentary formality into the 
best show in town. But it doubts 
that it will have much effect, re
calling that when a similar com
mittee attacked the exorbitant cost 
of compact discs, the record com
panies simply raised the prices.

BEEF-ON-THE-BONE
BANNED

There’s also exasperation in 
several papers at the British Gov
ernment’s decision to ban beef-on- 
the-bone, putting further pressure 
on farmers squeezed by the scare 
over mad cow disease. The Mirror 
asks: ‘What the hell CAN we eat?, 
while the Daily Mail headline 
poses the question: ‘Beef: What 
Are We to Believe Now?’

British press 

Headline stories:

CZECH COALITION 
COLLAPSES

A Times editorial examines the 
collapse of the Czech coalition 
government, declaring that the 
free-market conviction of the 
Prime Minister, Vaclav Klaus, de
serves to outlast his political 
eclipse. The Times believes that his 
errors have been those of imple
mentation. not of stratesy

MONTSERRATIAN
SCHOOL
CHILDREN

The Sun laments news that 
school children from Montserrat 
evacuated to Britain from the vol
canic Caribbean island have been 
surprised to find British education 
standards are not as high as back 
home. The Times agrees that what 
it calls ‘the children's old-fash
ioned virtues and attitudes' have 
long disappeared from Britain's 
inner cities.

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
MOSDAY 1 DECEMBER 1997

CJD TISSUE TRANS
PLANT

On a morning preoccupied with 
domestic issues, the Daily Mail, 
the Telegraph and the Daily Ex
press all lead with a story promi
nent in most papers: an urgent 
health service inquiry after the dis
closure that tissue from the eyes of 
a w oman donor who had been suf
fering from CJD. the human form 
of mad cow disease, was used in 
three transplants. The Times re
ports that the material was cleared 
for transplant despite a post
mortem examination which 
showed that the woman had CJD. 
The Telegraph says transplant sur
gery throughout Britain will be 
reviewed because of the affair. 

WELFARE 
BENEFIT CUTS 

The Independent's lead story 
tells readers that planned changes 
in Government welfare spending 
overwhelmingly penalise women 
and favour men. The paper says the 
Government’s decision to go ahead 
with a cut in benefits to single par
ents isjust one example of the bias. 
However the Times' front-page 
headline says that measures could 
be delayed as the Government tries 
to defuse what it calls ‘the biggest 
revolt by backbench Members of 
Parliament since the Labour Party 
won power last May’.

KYOTO WORLD CLI
MATE CONFERENCE 

In low-key foreign coverage, 
the Independent focuses on the 
opening of the world climate con
ference in the Japanese city of 
Kyoto. The paper's correspondent 
says Japan is desperate to make a 
success of the meeting, but will be 
tom between its desire to present a 
green face yet still please its ally - 
the United States. On another glo
bal event - World AIDS Day - a 
Guardian editorial warns that the 
disease is spreading in the devel
oping world on an almost unim
aginable scale, with 16.000 people 
a day becoming infected. The 
Guardian says that, ironically, the 
biggest threat to the Third World 
could be the retreat of AIDS in the 
West and the complacency that 
would almost certainly follow.

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
WEDNESDA Y 3 DECEMBER
1997

NEW TAX-FREE SAV
INGS SCHEME 

Most papers arc preoccupied 
with a new tax-free scheme an
nounced by the British Finance 
Minister Gordon Brown to encour
age people on low incomes to start 
saving. The Times points out that 
nearly half the adult population in 
Britain have no savings at all, and 
warns that today's workers will not 
be able to rely on the welfare state 
to underwrite their old age. The 
scheme for the first time involves 
supermarkets - people will be able 
to invest at the checkout. The Sun 
attacks the Government for scrap
ping existing tax-free schemes and 
taxing investments exceeding
50.000 pounds - that is around
80.000 dollars. It ridicules the 
claim by the Paymaster-General 
Geoffrey Robinson that such peo
ple are relatively well-off. Remind
ing readers of Mr Robinson's ad
mission that he has 13 million 
pounds in lax-avoiding offshore 
accounts, the Sun says that if the 
savings limit were raised, he might 
be encouraged to bring his money 
back to Britain. The Daily Mail 
puls it more bluntly. It tells Mr 
Brown that kicking those who have 
already got the savings habit is a 
rotten way to popularise thrift. And 
the Daily Telegraph says the plan 
will punish a million savers.

PAKISTAN PRESIDENT 
RESIGNS

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
TUESDAY2 DECEMBER 1997 

SOUTH AFRICAN 
TRUTH COMMISSION 

The more serious papers report 
on the hearings at the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission in 
South Africa into allegations that 
a popular doctor in Soweto was 
murdered on the orders of Winnie 
Madikizela-Mandela. While other
papers concentrate on the supposed 
intimidation of witnesses by Mrs 
Mandela, The Independent ques
tions whether the governing ANC 
is really - as it puts it - hanging her 
out to dry, in order to thwart her 
bid to become the party’s deputy 
president. It notes that the premier 
of Mpumalanga province, 
Mathews Phosa, kissed Mrs 
Mandela even while the doctor’s 
family was weeping over the lat
est testimony against her.

On the foreign pages the crisis 
in Pakistan gets prominent cover
age. The Times says the resigna- 

Counterbalancing its account of tion of President Leghari leaves the 
the proceedings, The Times reports prjme Minister, Nawaz Sharif in
that the T ruth Commission’s inves- an unassailable position. And it 
tigators have uncovered mass warns that with so few constraints 
graves containing the bodies of at there will be an overwhelming
least 260 black activists allegedly temptation for him to move to- 
murdered in the last years of white wards a more dictatorial style of 
rule. Calling them ‘the killing government. The Guardian agrees, 
fields of apartheid’, the same saying he could be emboldened to 
Mathews Phosa dismisses the as- eliminate all checks on his power, 
sertion by the last apartheid-era TURNER
president, FW De Klerk that he ART PRIZE
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Seafish Chandlery LtcL
Airport Road 

Stanley
Telephone: 22755 Fax: 22705 

24 Hour Answerphone Service: 21656

Infant /Junior School 

Prizegiving 1997Pre-schooler, Jessica Chapman 
(4) receives theAlice Keenleyside 

Cup for her picture of An 
animal.'

We are pleased to announce that we will be opening to the public on 

Wednesday 10th December 1997. Hours of business will be as
follows: IN a packed School hall this week, children of the Infant/Junior School 

were presented with a variety of prizes for achievements throughout the
year.

His Excellency the Governor. Mr Ralph, opened the prizegiving with 
a few words of encouragement for those children who would not receive 
a prize, saying, "at least you know you did your best." and suggesting it

Office: Wednesday - Friday from 8.00am to 12-noon
may be their turn next year

Throughout the hour, children from Pre-School to year 2 performed 
their carefully rehearsed songs, and the event was opened with a song ofShop: Wednesday - Sunday from 1.30pm to 5.00pm welcome from Junior Pupils. Left: Medal winner Alex

Office and shop will be closed on Monday and Tuesday

The shop has been completely rearranged to enable customers to 

come and browse at their leisure. We have a wide range of food, 

drink and household products available all at very competitive 

prices, and the Chandlery side of the shop stocks Mobil Oils, a 

variety of ropes, chains, shackles etc., and we have thermal suits, 

jackets and trousers available, ideal for farmers when out gathering.

Goods just arrived from Chile include Beers, Wines, Soft drinks, 
Sugar, Rice, Tinned Fruits, Chicken Food and much, much

Campers requiring any further details please either fax or telephone 

Pat Pratlett, who will be managing the Chandlery and she will be 

pleased to send you a price list for any goods which you may be
interested in.

We look forward to seeing and hearing from you. We are 

here to help and welcome customers old and new to visit the 

shop any afternoon from Wednesday to Sunday inclusive.

ii

A wonderful
effort from
FICS pupils
says Eileen

EILEEN JAFFRAY was de
lighted to report that the Christ
mas cards designed by pupils of
the Community School sold out
very quickly, raising £252.50
for the Stephen Jaffray Memo
rial Fund. £68.10 was alsomore. raised for the fund by the pu
pils of Mrs Simpson's class, 11
Ross. "It was a wonderful effort
on the part of the children," said 
Eileen, and asked that her grati
tude be publicly expressed to 
them.
Because of the popularity of the 
FICS Christmas Cards, Art 
Teacher, Tim Simpson, intends 
to have a great deal more printed 
next year. Many of the cards 
were purchased by local busi
nesses for sending to clients - a 
gesture which also meant a great 
deal to Eileen Jaffray.

A SEISMIC SURVEY will commence in the area shown below on 
December 7 and is expected to take approximately two weeks

1. Vessel Details: Name: MV L'Espoir. Int Call Sign: PFPY. LOA: 66.3 metres. Beam: 10.6 metres. Draft: 
5.0 metres. GRT: 1168 tonnes. NRT: 350 tonnes. Hull colour: Navy Blue. Superstructure colour: White. 
The area in which this survey will be conducted is bounded by the following co-ordinates:

North West corner 49-17 south 59-24 west 
North East corner 49-17 south 59-20 west 
South West corner 49-20 south 59-25 west 
South East corner 49-20 south 59-21 west

The vessel will be towing a single seismic streamer, the end of the cable will be marked by a raft or a buoy 
bearing a radar reflector and white flashing light. The vessel, while surveying, will display signals in ac
cordance with the International Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea, Rule 27(b).
Securite messages will be broadcast at least twice daily at 0930 local time and 2130 hrs local time 
frequency of 4066.1 KHz by the seismic survey vessel.
If fishing or steaming in the vicinity of the seismic survey vessel, a good listening watch should be kept 
VI-IF Radio Channel 16. , , . • .
The MV L'Espoir should be given a wide berth by ail other vessels. Note Rule 18 of the International 
Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea. For further information please contact the Fisheries 
Liaison Officer, Stanley Services Ltd. Tel: 22622.

on HF
Apologyon

Our apologies to Karl McKay 
of Stanley, for mistakenly refer
ring to him in Penguin News 

^ast week, as Karl Tapper.
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Gurkhas conquer Commando Challenge by Patrick Watts

Stanley fall to organised EnduranceFIDF compete strongly on march but lose points on tasks
short Approaching the Murrell the fastest composite time. The FIDF 
teams faced a CQB (close quarter team, though m second place on 
battle) situation which constituted the march were pushed into third 
that day's command task. place by the Falkland Islands Field
J--------------' Squadron after all penalties were

applied. JCUFI were fourth while 
HMS Brave and the Resident Ra
pier Squadron finished with under 
the required number of men to 
count in the team competition.

Major Marvin Clarke. FIDF, 
who originated the concept of the 
four day event, said the exercise 
had been, "totally worthwhile." It 
had been, he said, very testing from 
the organisation and management 
point of view Back up teams had 
been had been extremely busy hav
ing to. "build a new camp for the 
marchers every day. Non-competi
tors providing logistics support 
often worked from dawn to mid-

THE much vaunted ’Commando 
Challenge', a four day yomp from 
Port San Carlos to Stanley punc
tuated by various military tasks, 
proved every bit as tough as it was 
expected to be.

Six teams of eight men from 
different units, plus another, unof
ficial team of three Stanley 
women, set out to cross, on foot, 
the widest part of East Falkland, 
emulating the feat of the British

the East. Close to the end of that 
first day the teams met with their 
first commando task in the lee of 
Curvado Rocks. These were fairly 
gentle, in comparison with what 
was to come on later days, and 
consisted of first aid and signals, 
both in theory and practice.

JCUFI were the only team to 
lose a man on the first day. He be
came violently ill with suspected 
food poisoning and was airlifted

THE scoreline tells its own story 
but the chapters make interesting 
reading. Missing team captain, 
Jimmy Curtis, goalkeeper, Good
win. plus Philips, Peck and Henry, 
meant that youngsters Luke Clarke 
and Wayne Clement were asked to 
take on difficult tasks, while the 
obvious lack of match practice - 
just one game played previously - 
on the bigger pitch (which now 
measures 122 x 67 yards, was an 
obvious disadvantage to all play-

In recent years Stanley have 
easily dismissed the challenge of 
Endurance, so it was a delight to 
see a well organised and eager 
Royal Navy team, fresh from

isolated up-front on the few occa
sions that the ball reached them.

Stand-in goalie, Neil Clifton, X
had little chance of saving any of 
the goals which flew past him and
he made several important, and
brave, saves in the second half.

A goal within seconds of the

til mid-way through the second
half before the visiting keeper was 
troubled by a shot from Riddell.ers

Stanley had the misfortune to
lose Clarke. Chater and Smith with
injuries in what was a hard but
never a dirty game.

Less pleasant was the conduct between the two sets of support- ance took the cup away with them
following a get together in the 

Uncertainly surrounds the pros- Upland Goose (team kit joint spon- 
pectsofa second game between the sors) afterwards, and on the day 
two sides in February, but Endur- they fully deserved their victory.

ers.

League NewsAbove: Cpl Paul Watson
On timing alone the teams had 

settled into a pecking order that 
remained unchanged right to the 
end of the exercise. Leading, with 
the shortest time taken, were the 
Gurkhas. Behind them came the 
FIDF and then the Falkland Islands 
Field Squadron.

Though day four presented the 
teams with their least taxing march, 
in terms of distance at around 20 
kilometres, it was still a strength
sapping programme with Wireless 
Ridge and Sappers Hill to scale 
and several command tasks to 
overcome. The first of these was 
an exhausting section attack up 
Mount Longdon, the second, a fall
ing plate shoot at the Rookery Bay 
firing range.

This last was a straightforward 
time trial, the Gurkhas pipping the 
FIDF by a mere two seconds.

The physical effort over, the

Globe Tavern 11 Redsox 1
THE Stanley Services League sea- while Claudio Ross, Wayne Clem- 
son opened with decisive victories ent and Ian Jordan also hit the back 
for the Globe Tavern and Victory of the net. Redsox consolation goal 
teams. The Globe overwhelmed a came from Javier Lazo.

Full marks must go to the Ios-

Above: FIDF team ready to leave Port San Carlos
back to MPA.

In another incident on that first
Forces during the conflict of 1982.

The six teams were: the Falk
land Islands Defence Force, the 
Falkland Islands Field Squadron, 
the Resident Infantry Company 
(the Gurkhas on attachment to the 
1st Battalion Princess of Wales 
Regiment), the Resident Rapier 
Squadron. JCUFI (Joint Commu
nications Unit Falkland Islands).

generally young and inexperienced 
Redsox team by 11-1, with Colin ers for battling to the very end, and 
Buckland and captain, Troyd in particular young John Smith
Bowles, both hitting hat tricks. deserves a mention for his skill and 

Chris Gilbert scored twice gutsy approach.
Victory Bar 5 Argos 1

day a BV. attempting to intercept 
two teams that were marching in 
the wrong direction, came to grief 
on the steep hillside and rolled 
over. No one was injured but a 
Chinook helicopter had to fly in a 
replacement and then remove the 
damaged BV.

Above and top right: Two moments from an absorbing game
pounding an Argentine Navy team of several of the Endurance sup- 
to an 8-1 defeat in Buenos Aires, porters who verbally abused Pen

guin News photographer and Edi- 
Stanley’s defence had a night- tor, Lisa Riddell, and her young

mare start and after just twelve son, and also threw stones at lines-
minutes had conceded 3 goals. The man, Simon Goodwin, when his
midfield players found it difficult decisions displeased them. This 
to cope with the extra yardage and was not the traditional good-na-
strikers Riddell and Ross were left tured banter normally exchanged

take the field. At the other end Paul Riddell, 
who could have had a first half hat

THE Victory’s 5-1 win over Argos 
was a rather flattering scoreline, 
but chances were taken when they trick, did achieve the reward 
came, and Jeremy ‘Spurs’ Henry which his hard work deserved with 
scored twice with captain, Dale a late effort.
McCormick, hitting a unstoppable Young Stephen Aldridge 
volley and Bill Chater adding to showed immense promise for 
the total. William Goss’s own goal Argos and was unlucky not to get 
completed the Victory’s scoring. his name on the scoresheet.

Above: Lt Derek Clarke, FIDF' 
night - longer hours than the teams 
themselves," Major Clarke added.

The list of personnel Major 
Clarke has reason to be grateful to 
is long but he particularly wanted 
to mention Corporal Paul Watson 
and Private Gerard Ford (FIDF) 
for assisting with the preparation 
of the exercise; Captain Docherty, 
Lance Corporal Knight (medic)

The longest march of the 
four day exercise (on day 
two) took the teams 35 kilo
metres South East to the
Malo. It also took an increas
ingly heavy toll on the 
teams. Twisted ankles and 
blisters were much in evi
dence with HMS Brave, 
RRS and FIDF all losing a 

! man each. Katrina 
| Stephenson went down with 

an injured knee and was air
lifted to KEMH from the 
first checkpoint, but after 

! treatment was flown back 
! the same day to rejoin her 

team-mates at the Malo.

Keith’s Cross goes South
Globe Tavern 1 Argos 0KEITH Wheeler is a 37 year old 

American to whom the old saw‘we and in deference to airline and 
all have our cross to bear’ has a shipping restrictions has built his 
special, and very literal, meaning, cross in sectional form for ease of 

For the past twelve years the transportation. A pneumatic wheel 
man from Tulsa, Oklahoma has 
been walking the world ‘carrying’ 
a timber cross twelve feet long and ground, 
six feet wide. However, Keith has

ticalities the Romans never did,
Earlier, Argos goalkeeper,Last Tuesday Argos were just two 

minutes away from a 0-0 draw with Frankie Hayward, had saved a 
the Globe but the ever dangerous Troyd Bowles penalty. Argos were 
James Peck swung the ball in from lucky not to get a point having sur- 
a comer which deceived everyone vived a wave of attacks from the 
and hit the back of the net. Globe.

prevents the end of the cross wear
ing away as it is dragged over the

Keith is an evangelical minis- more than twenty wars, arrested at strated by the fact that Hannah,
had to contend with modem prac- ter who says he is a “Pilgrim For least twenty times by suspicious though only seven, has already set

Peace’ and has authorities, beaten and left for dead foot on six different continents,
visited 85 coun- by men with clubs in Shreeveport, Josiah, still only four years old, on

___ tries with his Louisiana, and even faced a firing five.
cross, actually squad in Southern Mexico. He has never, he says, asked for
walking 11,000 Through all this turbulence money or donations for his minis- 

.i- miles. Keith still maintains as normal a try but found people and busi-
m Spreading family life as possible. He is mar- nesses gave anyway so he formed
~ what he calls ried to Cherie and has a daughter, a non-profit making organisation
1 “the message Hannah, who is seven, and a son, to enable donors to set their gifts

for Jesus,” has Josiah, four. The maximum time agamst taxes,
taken him to he will allow himself to be away
Nicaragua, El 

Nil! Salvador,
M 1 i }j Bosnia and

South Africa, weeks at a time.
He has been Tne aeicnumauvu »»*m »»•*»*». 

vfcivSi caught up in he clings to this regime is demon-

Day Two’s command 
task involved crossing a 
river keeping the majority of 
kit and clothing dry. One 
team took the instructions al
most too literally and 
stripped completely, wading 
across the icy, shoulder deep 

water with their equipment held The Gurkhas face their first commando task in good spirits 
, r , CaPtain Peter Biggs arriving at New House 

teams waited for the times to be and Sapper Hastings 
calculated penally points sub- He wished, also, to thank the 
traded and final positions alio- landowners over whose wide acres 
catc^- the teams had tramped, and Tony
4, ~ . and Jenny Anderson and Carol and
the final honours completing the Terrence Philips for the use of their 
march from West to East in the

Above:
HMS Brave, and the women's 
team - Miranda Cheek and Katrina above their heads.
Stephenson of the FIDF, and Trudi 
Clarke.

Day one saw the teams head
ing out of Port San Carlos at hourly hike for the now- yomp-hardened 
intervals; their destination, Hope teams, though JCUFI, FIDF, HMS 
Cottage, around 31 kilometres to Brave and the RRS were still a man

His stay in the Falklands was 
from them in any twelve month probably his briefest anywhere, 
period is 122 days - a third of a managing to get ashore from the 
year, but never for more than three cruise ship Disko for a few hours
3 '___ before sailing on into Southern

The determination with which waters to ‘carry’ his cross in Ant
arctica.

111 I
The 25 kilometres from the 

Malo to the Murrell Bridge on the 
third day was a relatively short

As expected the Gurkhas took

facilities.



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

NOTICESFORSALE PERSONAL PERSONAL
1 Two Seatcr Settee and two chairs, 
fireside style (open wooden arms 
and legs) Apply to Morrison Tel: 
32291

1 Samsung 800W Microwave 
Oven Offers to Tel: 21213

SCOUT POST 
Post your Christmas Cards in a 
Scout Post Box and we will de
liver them anywhere in Stanley 
for just 5p a card. Boxes are 
located in the Gift Shop, Kclpcr 
Store, K.2, Fleetwing, Pastimes. 
Celebrations. Co-op.
Beauchene. KEMH and Leisure 
Centre

Trudi .Katrina and Miranda would 
like to thank everyone who helped 
last week with our walk from Port 
San Carlos to Stanley. Especially 
the FIDF Support Staff, the 
Phillips and Andersons. our spon
sors and the Commando Chal
lenge Teams

Jim and Jean Lewis would like to 
thank everyone who has sent 
cards, gifts and best wishes to Jean 
whilst in the UK on medical. Your 
kind thoughts are greatly appre
ciated. They would also like to 
take this opportunity to wish all 
relatives, friends and acquaint
ances a Merry' Christmas and a 
happy New Year, as no cards will 
be sent this year.

Glen and Margaret would like to 
thank all the staff at the KEMH 
not only for the safe arrival of our 
beautiful daughter Vicky, but for 
caring for the two invalids also 
lingering in the Maternity Ward 
Special thanks go to the Surgical 
Team. Drs Digglc and Elsby. Jane 
Cotter. Ros, Paula. Elaine. 
Janette, and Mandy We would 
also like to thank our families for 
taking good care of all three of us 
at this delicate time!! Finally we 
would like to say a big thanks to 
everyone for their cards, gifts and 
good wishes.

The family of the late Frank 
Howatt would like to thank eve
ryone for their kind words, cards 
and flowers at the time of their 
recent, sad bereavement.

I "■f*
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Three door Landrover 110 with 
surround sound radio and 2-metre 
set. £1,500 ono: 5 x Mini Grip 
Tyres on Rims (one never used) 
£400. Suzuki Instruder VS 750 
Motorbike with panniers £5.000 
Contact Bill Chater on 21399

■ .!CABLE & WIRELESS 
Interested in what the Internet 
can do for you? Or unsure what 
it's all about0 Why not 
along to the Parish Mall on 
Thursday afternoon between 2 
and 8pm for a demonstration. 

EUROFISHING LTD 
CLOSING DATES FOR 

THE CHRISTMAS PERIOD 
We would like to inform 

customers that we shall be 
closing from the 24th 

December 1997 to the 4th 
January' 1998 inclusive.

All orders should be placed by 
the 19th December 1997 to 
ensure delivery.
For any urgent business during 
this closure, please contact the 
Agency Manager on 21302. 
We would like to take this op
portunity to wish our customers 
and everyone in the islands a 
very Merry Christmas and a 
prosperous New Year

1
come

Happy Birthday for the 9th 
Violet Love Mum Maurice 

and family
Ford Escort Estate 1.3-3 

doors, re-conditioned engine. If 
interested call 21731

B.J.’s Butchery are now taking 
orders for Christmas Lambs. Price 
£20.00 per lamb: £10.00 per half 
lamb. £5.00 per quarter. Sawn in 
half and delivered to your door for 
no extra cost. Please have orders 
in by Wednesday 17th December. 
Remember price has not changed 
for the past seven years.

For Sale from E.T.’s - 4 Hoover 
Washer Dryer's from £453 00. 2 
Baby Belling Cookers from 
£240.00, 1 Electra Washing Ma
chine from £320.06. 3 4 cu ft. 
Norfrost Freezers from £199.99. 
All brand new. Hurry while stocks 
last. Also Morphy Richards 5 
piece pot sets, with 10 year guar
antee. frying pans, milk pans, 
trays, coasters, clocks, butter 
dishes, kitchen scales, mugs. tea. 
coffee and sugar jars, dish drain
ers. basins, buckets, cutlery trays, 
small and large swing bins, all in 
blue or green. Plus bakeware, 
every' tray or dish you need to 
bake those Christmas goodies. All 
priced at £2.00 For the horse 
enthusiast, sweat rugs, foal rugs, 
over reach boots, headcollars. lead 
ropes, bridle racks, plus, new in. 4 
pairs aluminium alloy racing stir
rups only £23.50 per pair All 
would make ideal Christmas 
presents.
Please phone or fax 31119 for 
further details and prices.

Canon EOS 50 E camera with a 
Sigma 28 - 200mm Zoom lens. 
Complete with a vertical grip- 
battery pack and remote lead. 
Also a Canon EZ380 speedlite 
flash dedicated to this camera. 
Camera, lens and flash only 2 
years old and in very good con
dition. Battery pack/grip brand 
new.
Price £650.00 Contact John 
AdamsTel 21445/21018 to view

l:| JS3 $-•
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Sarah Forster

Happy Birthday for tomorrow. 
Have a great day. Love the 

shades!!!
All our love from Amanda and 

Paul XX

Cable & Wireless will be starting 
a trial of new opening hours for 
the Public Counter at the Ross 
Road Offices
From 2nd January 1998 the Pub
lic Counter will be open at the 
following times:- 
08.00 - 12.00 and 13.15 - 16 30 
Monday to Thursday 
08.00 - 12.00 and 13.15 - 16.15 
Friday
The PublicCounter will be closed 
as usual at Weekends and on 
Public Holidays.
Phonecards will still be available 
out of Public Counter Hours 
until 10pm daily, as at present. 
Cable & Wireless would be 
pleased to receive any com
ments from customers on the 
new hours in due course.

VACANCY
VACANCY - ADMINISTRA

TIVE ASSISTANT 
Applications are invited by the 
Falkland Islands Company Ltd for 
the position of Administrative 
Assistant. This position will be 
based at FIPASS.
Duties will include general offlee 
administration. A knowledge of 
administrative procedures, and word 
processing is essential. 
Applications for this position are 
to be submitted to the FIPASS 
Manager c/o Falkland Islands Com
pany Ltd, Crozier Place.

Ian Stewart Construction Ltd has 
vacancies for 2 qualified Carpen
ters and 1 experienced JCB Opera- 

If you have the necessary quali
fications and would like to join 
small friendly team of builders then 
don't delay call lan today on 22474 
during normal working hours or 
21661 in the evenings for details of 
pay and conditions.

Falkland Club. Battle day party. 
The party to celebrate Battle Day 
will be held this year on Sunday 
the 7th December, commencing 
at 9pm. Usual rules apply, please 
remember to bring a plate of food 
for the bullet table Thank you

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS 
COMPANY LTD 

BATTLE DAY 
MONDAY 8TH 

DECEMBER
FOODHALL & FLEETWING 

OPEN
9AM.-5PM 
ALL OTHER

DEPARTMENTS CLOSED

For sale: 1 x buffet unit: 1 x T V. 
Comer unit
1 x small bookcase: 1 x Coffee 
Table. All in mahogany, Price 
£185 lot. Also 1 x Pine coffee 
table (new) £20: 1 x Pine 2 drawer 
tallboy, new £50: 1 Unimog & 
Spares
Contact Phillips, Hope Cottage 
Farm Tel 31113 Fax 31133

tor.
WANTEDa

Home wanted for 5 Muscovy 
ducks and 1 drake, anyone 
interested in all or some of 
these ducks phone 41012

1 electric lawn mower, little use 
£80: 1 new starter motor for 
Lister S.T. engine £240. Phone 
41012

TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION REQUIRED
LMW(BM)Ltd are seeking persons interested in accommodating UK 
joiners during periods when contractor accommodation is unavailable. 
Payment at a rate of £25.00 per day will be made for full board consisting 
of one single furnished room, self service breakfast, packed lunch, and 
evening meal, twice weekly washing of personal laundry. Preference 
will be given to retired folk wishing to generate additional revenue from 
spare rooms, with older more mature joiners being chosen for this type 
of accommodation. For further details contact Hamish on 22640

Postscript - from St Mary's
One Minute Wisdom „ .
To a Preacher who kept saying, "We must put God in our lives, tne 
Master said, "He is already there. Our business is to recognise this. 
An encouraging thought for these weeks of Advent when we 
Christians are invited to reflect on the coming of Our Saviour, Jesus 
Christ

Cable & Wireless will be holding a Charity Fund Raising Dance on 12th December 
1997 at the Town Hall, proceeds going to the Stephen Jaffray Memorial Fund.
Cable & Wireless will be contributing to the total raised from the special fund set up 
by the Chairman to celebrate the 125th anniversary of Cable & Wireless and is designed 
to support local charities in the countries in which Cable & Wireless operates.
The evening will include a cuny supper, licensed bar, a variety of musical entertainment, 
raffles and an auction.Tickets priced at £10.00 per head will be available shortly, telephone 20820 to reserve 
your tickets (over 18's only will be admitted).
Please come along and support this very deserving cause, the more we raise locally the 
more Cable & Wireless will contribute.
In addition we are delighted that our friends at BFBS will be joining us on the night.
They are working hard on their own fund raising for Wireless for the Blind and we will 
be seeking your help for this as well.
So lef s make this the charity event of the year. Come and enjoy yourselves but remember 
those less fortunate and in the traditional Falklands style give generously to both these 
worthy causes.

Penguin News is primed at the Government Printing Office, Stanley and published for and on behalf of the Media trust (Pentium NVwct c. i r .>.
Telephone 22684/22709 Fax 22238 All words and photographs are copyright of the Media Trust (Penguin News) and must not h.» Falktand Islands from ofTiccs on Ross 1
Trustees Mike Rendell, Susan Morrison. Janet Pom pen-Robertson. Tom Blake and Stuan Wallace ^ oduccd without permission Editor Lisa Riddell

Road, Stanley, Falkland Islands 
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A T a specially arranged press con
ference held in the Councillor's 
office in Gilbert House on Tues
day, December 9, visiting peer. 
Viscount M ontgomery ofA la mein, 
CBE, said he knew he was consid
ered to be 'pro-Argentina'because 
he had been "misquoted in the 
Falkland Islands Neyvs Letter. 
Indeed,” he said, "I am pro-Ar
gentina. I'm pro-Chile, I'm pro- 
Brazil, I'm pro-Salvador, I'm pro- 
Cuba. "

His fellow visitor, Baroness 
1 looper. interjected, "And pro-Falk- 
lands too."

Lord Montgomery said there is 
no incompalabilily in being pro- 
Latin America and being pro-Falk- 
lands. "We need to live in peace 
with our neighbours." he said, "the 
question of sovereignty is a com
pletely different issue, a political 
issue which impacts on the trading 
patterns in this part of the world It 
impacts on the relationships be
tween the countries concerned and 
the countries in Latin America. 
Anything I can do to bring peace 
and understanding between coun
tries, I shall do."

V iscount Montgomery has been 
involved with Latin America for 
over forty years, chiefly in a con-

Pro Argentine and pro 

Falklands claim peers
Ford

Montgomery,
Councillor

Lewis 
Clifton 

and 
Baroness 

Hooper at 
a lively' 

public 
meeting 

held in the 
Court and 

Council 
Chamber

on
December

9.

sultancy and advisory role assist- providing consultancy and invest- America, 
ing commercial enterprise. He is a 
past president of the Anglo-Argen
tine Society and is vice-chairman
ofthe All Party British Latin-Ameri- profession, and aConservative Life Council, and arc in the Falklands as
can Parliamentary Group. For many Peeress. She has been a member of invited guests of the Falkland is-
years he has been Managing Direc- the European Parliament and is lands Government, 
tor ofTerimar Services, a company currently Deputy Speaker in the

ment services for companies over
seas, primarily in Latin America.

Both Baroness Hooper and Vis
count Montgomery' are members 

Baroness Hooper is a lawyer by of the controversial South Atlantic

Lord Montgomery's interest in 
Flouse of Lords. Her business in- the Falklands situation is, he says,
terests include a number of "a purely personal one." He has 
directorships, among them Morgan been in Parliament for twenty two 
Grenfell Latin American Compa- years but has never been in the 
nies Trust pic., which is heavily government, 
involved in investing in Latin

Strong opinions in 

stormy public meeting Continued page 9

Cook defends Gibraltar 

from Spanish pressure
A STORMY meeting in the Court you, why should you not be 
and Council Chamber at which friendly to them?”
Baroness Hooper and Viscount He said there would be advan-
Montgomery met members of the tages in a closer relationship and FOREIGN Minister, Robin Cook,
public on Tuesday, December 9, that trade links crossed interna- responded negatively on December of pressure adopted by Spain from
left the noble visitors in no doubt tional boundaries. Now that Ar- io to a suggestion from Madrid that time to time will not work," Mr
as to the unpopularity of their more gentina is a stable democracy you Gibraltar should revert to Spanish Cook said, cont page 9
liberal suggestions concerning re- have nothing to tear, because
lations with Argentina " throughout history no democracy

Asked by Annie Gisby, of has ever started a war.”
Stanley, what his position is on the Mrs Judy Summers told him it 
Falkland Islands position. Lord was too soon. “The relationship 
Montgomery replied that he was, with Argentina impinges on cve- 
"sad about your relationship with rything. They would have to wait 
Argentina. They are friendly to at least another generation ”

IN a question for written answer from Councillor Jan Cheek, the 
Chief Executive was asked to indicate ‘ how many dwellings are in 
the Government housing pool, and of those how many arc occu
pied or allocated?' The Chief Executive replied, There 
rently 193 Government owned properties, of these 186 are avail
able for general allocation and 182 are allocated at present, of 
these 65 are allocated to contract staff. Three of the unallocated 
quarters are Murray Heights Park Homes designated for stu
dents/trainees returning from overseas, the fourth being a two 
bedroom house subject to recovery through the Courts. There are 
currently 7 quarters unoccupied.’_________________________

and difficult than it is. "The policy

rule at the end of an indeterminate 
transition period during which it 
should be ruled jointly by Britain 
and Spain. As with the Falklands 
and Argentina, Mr Cook said it 
was, "the fundamental position of 
the British Government that there

Falkland Islands 

Association 

honour Velma 

for dedicationcan be no compromise on sover
eignty against the wishes of the
people of Gibraltar." Gibraltarians AFTER many dedicated years as a 
massively rejected any change in member of, Ld working for, the 
‘heir Status in the most recent ref- Falkland Islands Association, it was

announced that Mrs Velma 
Malcolm of Stanley has been made 
a Vice President for Life of the 
Association. Sir Rex Hunt made 
the announcement at a meeting on 
December 6 and in a letter to H E 
The Governor, Mr Richard Ralph.

are cur-
erendum, reported the Daily Tel
egraph on December 11.

Mr Cook also denounced re
peated intimidation by Spain which 
has threatened to make the border 
crossing from the Spanish main
land to the Rock even more slow
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Your letters Falklands' water 

project a success 

in Nepalese village

Royal Marine plaque unveiled 

at Port Egmont
Penguin News

Why not let 

di Telia visit?
FALKLAND ISLANDS

R-m Knit). Maitlrt. lilUiml Mind* • Irlrplimr: 22«»S4 • Fax: IlliS •»*rn Frida* • I'ntr: Mip

Editorial written this week by Deputy Editor, Tony Burnett
GERMAN playwright. Bertolt Brecht, wrote in 1939. Unhappy the land
that has no heroes!...No. Unhappy the land that needs heroes. Of course , ,
he meant people not land but that is hairsplitting on an (sic) heroic level, jj-jERE has been a lot ot e 
and, whether we need them or not. most of us embrace the concept ot regardingthe proposed visit 1C
heroism without necessarily understanding why, or what it really is. ne palklands by Guido di Telia. My
child has his Superman; the adolescent his pop star or sportsman; the vjcw js? vvhy not let him come and
adult his Amelia Earhardt or Edmund Hilar>' or Colonel H Jones. He- $ee tjie islands for himself, and let
roes, to our ordinary minds, are extraordinary people who achieve ex- ^ meel the Islanders - the man
traordinary things, they are often the product, too, of an extraordinary jn ^ slreet> as the saying goes .
time and set of circumstances, for instance, would Douglas Bader have /j^r di Telia) has only gained 
become the icon of persistent courage that he did to a Britain desperate an impression of some of the peo-
for images of hope if Hitler hadn't invaded Poland? And would Joan of . fosl\y councillors, mainly *::
Arc. with her visions and attendant mysticism, so potent m the fifteenth thc Penguin News. If he meets oth-
century, have achieved sainthood in a more 'enlightened' era? ers ^ ma., rea|jse that the people

If you are by now wondering where I'm going w ith this, have pa- 0f these Islands are happier as they
tience -1 think I know and I will get to it. are Dj Tei|a-S daughter went away

My belief is that heroes are more often perceived than real, and real ^ a go0[j jmpressj0n of the
heroes never perceive themselves as such - a fact more thrust upon me . g ^ wg cou|(1 hope that he 
than observed at around lunchtime on Sunday, December 7th. I had just P G ' u jth lhe same feelings, 
completed the Cape Pembroke Half Marathon, finishing. literally, miles ® arts 0pthe wor|d lead-
behind the winner, but in a time respectable for a man of my years. I > f dcrs from olher'coun.
loru"Sed- complacently comfortable, in warm sunshine on the lush grass tries which have strained relations, 
of Victory Green munching an apple, sipping a cool fruit juice, exchang
ing war stories of the race just run with other early finishers and ap
plauding slower competitors as they finished. It was a good twenty min
utes after my race was over that I watched a heavily built man, mouth 
agape, vest dark and sodden with sweat, stagger, rather than run. over 
the finish line and collapse, chest heaving, on the grass. I saw him smile, 
and it was then that the thought occured to me that here, on this day, at 
this time, I was looking at a hero.

Two hours before, at the Totem Pole start of the race. I had seen the 
same man. pensively staring towards the distant lighthouse, the momen
tarily unguarded expression on his face clearly speaking of apprehen
sion at the coming ordeal. He shifted his over-weight body ponderously 
from foot to foot in unenthusiastic parody of a warm up. Close to him, 
already on their toes, were a group of the elite runners. Their faces showed 
only exhilarated anticipation. To them would go the honours of the first, 
second and third places; one of them was even about to set a new course 
record that may never be bettered. Thirteen miles on foot held no terrors 
for them - they often run further in training.

To my fleshy hero, though, thirteen miles represented a small Ever
est, which, two massively painful hours on, he had conquered. Blistered, 
bruised, and unutterably weary he lay on the grass gulping air to repay 
the oxygen debt he owed his aching muscles, and the smile he wore was 
the smile of a winner. I stayed then, along with many others, to applaud 
every last hobbling runner and walker, seeing them now not as losers but 
as heroes who, because they had started something, refused to quit until 
they had finished.

Heroism is often perceived rather than real. Real heroism is facing 
the unknown, frequently with fear, but facing it. Real heroism is rising 
to each day knowing it will be little different from the last. Real heroism 
is sometimes going on doing something we’d really rather not but do 
because others depend on it. Real heroism is maintaining the ordinari
ness of every day living that provides extraordinary people with the thea
tres in which they perform their extraordinary feats.

*****
ON a less philosophically esoteric note, and, at the risk of being obvi
ous, we are fast approaching the end of 1997. There has been much to 
relish in 1997. There have been political triumphs and, some would say 
disasters; there have been commercial changes; marriages, births and 
inevitably, deaths. There has been sporting success; advances on the oil 
front and conservation worries: There has been tragedy, pathos and hu
mour and even the occasional belly laugh - all the necessary ingredients 
really, that go into the making of a top soap opera.

Next week, in a special feature, to say farewell to 1997, Penguin 
News takes an affectionate look at the year past. Don’t miss it’ you’ll be 
surprised how much has happened, and how much of it you have forgot-

*****
THIS week we have been enjoying the presence of distinguished guests 
Lord Montgomery and Baroness Hooper. Having interviewed the noble 
personages and also listened to them at a public meeting in the Court and 
Council Chamber I was struck by how much Baroness Hooper appears 
to have learned from her brief time here, and how little Lord Montgomery 
has. Whether sincerity had much to do with what either said is a matter 
of opinion but while his Lordship advocates a new openness of attitude 
to the ’friendly* Argentines it is sad that his own attitude to the Falklands 
seems so utterly closed and divorced from reality.

COUNCILLOR John Birming
ham recently received an update 

the project in Nepal funded by 
the Falkland Islands Government 
to assist the residents of a village 
called Simtar in their quest for 
'safe water.'

According to Debbie Holmes 
of the Charity Water Aid. con
struction of the gravity scheme, 
and tap stands, has recently been 
completed due to prevailing 
weather conditions allowing work 
to progress unhindered. The grav
ity scheme, says Ms Holmes, is 
now in place and safe water is 
available to the villagers.

The construction comprised a 
main trench being built from the 
spring to the allocated tapstands. 
This was completed ahead of 
schedule which meant that the 
work to protect the spring could 
begin very quickly. The commu
nity. she goes on. have been fully 
involved with all aspects of the 
construction and had ensured that 
the maintenance systems were set 
up to allow for the project to be 
fully handed over at completion.

All six tapslands are in position and 
the villagers are using these for all 
their domestic water needs. She 
adds, "All 47 households have de
posited money for the further con
struction of the latrines. This means 
we have been able to go ahead and 
cast the main components for the 
latrines and the trenches are in the 
process of being dug."

Regarding community partici
pation. Ms Holmes explains that the 
villagers have set up a water and 
health committee, from whom they 
have chosen community members 
to take on the roles of caretakers 
and maintenance workers. A 
number of women from the village 
have volunteered to be trained as 
health workers, a role which is vi
tal to the progression of the project, 
as without health and sanitation 
education the villagers are unlikely 
to receive the full benefits of the 
water and sanitation supply.

The villagers have been fully 
involved at all stages of the work, 
donating their labour whilst con
tinuing with their normal work to 
ensure the supply was constructed.

in search of peace, so I can't see 
any harm in him coming - as long 
as he is not accompanied by a large 
entourage.

Jock Fairley 
Port Stephens.
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HSEE. Andersen 
Stanley THE Commandant General of the 

Royal Marines, Major General 
David Pennefather CB OBE, re
cently unveiled a plaque to com
memorate the men of King George 
Ill's Navy and Marines who lie bur
ied on the hillside at Port Egmont, companied on the visit by H E the 
Saunders Island, a little way from Governor. Richard Ralph. Joan 
the site of the first British settlement Spruce and John Smith of the mu- 
in the Falklands. The men were at seum and National Trust. The 
the garrison at Port Egmont be- plaque was produced at the Royal 
tween 1766 and 1770. General Label Factor)' in Chippenham 
Pennefather unveiled the plaque on and the whole project made pos

sible by the support, encourage-
Museum Curator. John Smith, ment and enthusiasm of David 

told Penguin News that there are and Susan Pole-Evans. and all at 
five graves, unmarked except for Saunders Island, who, despite 
simple headstones of local rock, al- heavy shearing commitments 
most concealed in the ground. As managed to get the fence up, 
part of the Camp cemeteries refur- painted and the plaque installed 
bishment programme, which is now in record time; and also to former 
part of the Falkland Islands Mu- Royal Marine, Dennis Bolt, for 
seum and National Trust, the site making the wooden plinth, 
has been enclosed within a ranch 
style post and rail fence with the cal representatives of the Royal 
cast metal plaque positioned on the Marines, Royal British Legion, 
northern side.

As well as being a fitting me
morial to those hardier men in har

dier times, said John, the grave 
site will be of additional interest 
to those many people who now 
visit the remains of the old set
tlement.

General Pennefather was ac-

Penguin News Christmas opening 
hours fact sheet

If local businesses and other public 
services wish to include details of their 
Christmas opening hours in the above 

fact sheet (in the last edition of Penguin 
News before Christmas - Dec 19) details 

should reach us by December 15

Public Notice
ANYONE wishing to subscribe to the 1998 Falkland Islands Gazette 
(the official Government publication containing such items as Gov
ernment appointments and Ordinances) may do so by contacting the 
General Office in the Secretariat. The cost of the 1998 subscription 
for people living in the Falkland Islands is £25. Those living overseas 
who wish to subscribe should contact the General Office in the Secre
tariat for further details.
The Secretariat 
Stanley 
Ref. GSO 7/1 
Public Notice: 191/97

December 7.

Send your family,friends or clients a
Christmas message

through the pages of Penguin News 
per column inch 

(UAPs - £2 per column inch)

Wreaths were donated by lo-

International Tours if Travel Ltd
/jf' P.O.Box 408. Stanley, Falkland Islands.

^ TW -500 22011 Tax+500 22012
Red Cross and Royal Naval As
sociation.

This Week’s Travel Idea!
Christmas messages for publication in 
y enSu,n News on Friday December 19 
( he last publication before Christmas) 

should reach us by
December 15. 4.30pm.

Iguazu Falls. 7ntsfrom:£726 
Round-trip airfare MPA-Asuncion. 2nts hotel in Santiago. 

Airport transfers, 3 nts hotel & City Tour in Asuncion. LEIF'S
Transfers, 2nts hotel & full-day excursion at Iguazu.

We are now taking orders for sliced meats, salads 
and cheese for collection on 23 or 24 December or 

to be sent to camp. We are again offering our 
Hamper Service delivered anywhere in Stanley or 
posted to Camp. All hamper orders to be received 

by Wednesday 17 December please.
Orders can be placed on 

Telephone 22721, Fax 22678 
or call in to the Shop.

New stock recently arrived includes:
Pasta Jars, Giant Pasta Shells,

Spice Racks, Sweet and Savoury Gift Packs, 
a selection of Chocolates, 

Gingerbread Figures, Mini Mugs 
or Fruits in Brandy.

CalI in and see what we have to offer.

O LanChile
TNc Chilean National Aiding

Looking back on November
lZTco'gcommunicaiio" was received by His Excel- 

mentor from Buckingham Palace this week:

thankyoiMher ^ Duke Edint)urgh have asked me to 
Islands fnr and the people of the Falkland

occasion nfUtL^lnd messa8e of good wishes on the 
Her Ma estv I^GMea Wedd*"g Anniversary. „ 

the events organ isLd^,S R,oyal H,Shness greatly enjoyed all 
very touched t(? celebrate their anniversary and were 

The Queen and d • e man.y. messages they received, 
all their best «r fnnce Philip have asked me to send you 

ishes and renewed thanks for your kind 
thought.

Births
November 3: A boy. Nathaniel James Howells to Lorna Marie Howells 
November 6: A girl. Sinead Zara McGill to Darrel Ian McGill and 
Lynn Jane Summers.
November 13: A boy, Phillip Richard Short, to Gavin Phillip Short 
and Loreto Yvonne Short nee Mora Muno.
November 12: A boy, Fergal Kerr to John Aidan Kerr and Pauline 
Bernadette Kerr nee Boylan.
November 15: A girl. Kate Alexandra Stenning to Timothy Charles 
Stenning and Anna Russalka Stenning nee Doughty.
November 28: A girl, Victoria Margaret Williams to G 
len Williams and Margaret Elizabeth Williams nee Lang.
Deaths
November 26: Frank Derby Howatt aged 81 years.Ac . . Mrs Mary Francis

Assistant Private Secretary to The Queen i
■

Ji
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News of 'end of year’ events at the Falkland Islands Community School5»sj

STANLEY GARDEN CENTRE Prizegiving 1997^STANLEY
tGROWERS

position awards, Head Teacher’s Girl 
Commendation Certificates,
Records of Achievements (Yrl 1), Prize for Endeavour in Sport, and 
Duke of Edinburgh Awards Marie Summers took the cquiva- 
(Bronze), School Debate prizes, lent award for girls.

Presented by the Governor and the award for the Chief Ex- 
wcre: prizes for winners of the ecutive’s Prize for Progress (win- 

to observe the annual prizegiving Susan Whitley Exhibition Awards, ncr Sammy Hirtle). The Endeav- 
lor achievements throughout the Christmas Card design and

Marti Barnes won the boysHmm
THE SUMMER HOLIDA Y 

SEASON IS HERE RELATIVES and friends of pupils 
of the Community School gathered 
in the Gymnasium on December 3.

year.RDENNURSERIES & GA 
^ . CENTRE

ijfujS.

STOCK; PATIO CHAIRS & TABLES IN WHITE OR GREEN, AND LOUNGERS & TRADITIONAL
HARDWOOD GARDEN BENCHES

ALSC^nTwT^
FERTILIZER SPRAYERS ETC.

SHORT OF STORAGE? - TOP QUALITY WOODEN GARDEN SHEDS IN TWO SIZES 
ALSO SMALLER TOOL-STORE LOCKERS.

DON'T FORGET OUR LAWN MOWER HIRE SERVICE AT JUST £5.00 PER HOUR 
- A POWERFUL STRIMMER IS ALSO AVAILABLE.
SHORT ON IDEAS FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS?

WE HAVE LOTS OF GARDEN GIFTS INCLUDING:-
QUAUTY METAL WEATHER VANES IN VARIOUS DESIGNS, GROW IN POTS, GNOMES, GARDEN TOOLS

NOVELTY FLASHING, EARRINGS & BROOCHES.
CHILDRENS’ SWINGS - 1, 2 OR 3 SEATER, ONE COMPLETE WITH SLIDE, ALSO TRIKES 

WE HAVE ONLY A FEW CHRISTMAS TREES LEFT, INCLUDING THE FASCINATING EVER CHANGING
COLOUR FIBRE OPTIC TREE.

HOW ABOUT A BOUQUET OF FRESH FLOWERS DELIVERED TO YOUR LOVED ONE IN STANLEY ON 
CHRISTMAS MORNING? ORDERS MUST BE RECEIVED B Y DECEMBER 20TH - ASK JAN FOR DETAIL S 

ALSO BASKETS OF FRUIT CAN BE MADE UP TO ORDER.

WE ARE OPEN EVER Y A FTERNOON 2.00 - 5.00PM 
SUN DA YS 2.30 - 4.30PM 
TEL: 21509 - FAX: 22618

our Prize was presented to LouiseNOW IN com-

23RD AND 24Til.

Pupils (and a party)
to be proud of

I 1 A LEAVING dance was held in
HOWTO , MOP," the FIDF hall on November 28.

to mark the departure of theI i present Year 11 from the FalklandTHE Islands Community School, be-ID O) TOOL ^ 

BOX
fore, as a teacher put it, they head
out in to the big wide world.
Year 11, with a little help from
their tutors, Mrs Fowler and Mrs
Simpson, and under the creative
supervision of Jaimie Correa, did
the rest - from making guest lists, 
designing the invitations, trans
forming the FIDF hall into a fes- 

/ tive area, and providing food.

JUS' re“'Ved "The S «“■

ARC WELDERS ** AIR COMPRESSORS **

In a report for Penguin News** BATTERY one of the tutors said. "But more
BUMPER JACKS ** than the excellent organisational*h effort they put in. these departing 

pupils showed, by their behaviour 
and standards of dress, that they

ALSO FORLTHE°MOTOeCROStKPR1nnD t0 menti°n.
GOGGLES ** RACE SHIRTS ^MCKETS Ga™RER:-

tyres and Sm tube?VES ’*
their community.... they also 
looked sensational as the photo
graphs show.”

& are young people we can all be 
proud of.^a credit to themselves, 
their parents, their teachers andHELMETS **

Above: FICS pupils treat parents and friends to a medley of 
Elvis Presley hits. At the Falkland Islands Community School 

'Evening of Music* the audience listened to music ranging 
from 'Allegro Moderato in F* (Ailie Biggs on piano) and 

Skye Boat Song* performed by 7 Ross, to 'March of the 
Indians * - an IGCSE composition by Marie Summers. The 

evening also included an award of certificates of merit to Year 
9 for composition, and a presentation of prizes to winners of

the Carol Writing Competition.
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Battle Day
remembered

same aay m 1) 14. F rayers0fremembrance were read at the service with HE the Gover- 
_ nor quoting from the Book of Revelations (Ch 21 vl-7). As last year The Band of Her 
B Majesty s Royal Marines p|ayed at the service, which was also attended by detach- 
H ments of the Royal Navy, ftom UMS Leeds Castle, and the Falkland Islands Defence 
■ Force.

At approximately 10.15 the three detachments formed up outside the cathedral and 
marched, led by the Royal Marines, along Ross Road, past Government House to the 
Battle Memorial, where a large crowd had gathered in hot sunshine, and under uncom- 

Above: Brownies on parade monly calm skies, to observe the parade.
Marbies approach the^Memorial At ll?e Memorial a short service was held, followed by an inspection of the detach- 

Major Marvin Clarke, F/DF, ments by His Excellency the Governor, who paused to speak with many on parade. 
invites HE the Governor to Wreaths were then laid by The Governor, representatives of Her Majesty’s Forces, 

Bottom left: T^RoyMM^rinel Members of the House of Lords, Baroness Hooper and Lord Montgomery, and
Band at the junction of Ross Road youth organisations. Major Clarke of the FIDF then formed up the parade before it was 

West and Racecourse Road led away past the dais at Government House where the The Governor took the salute. 
MonlgjJ^fbjdM^Genemi After thc Parade a wel1 attended public reception was held in the Town Hall, ending 

Pennefaiherpay their respects the official niceties of this much respected day. Above: The building of the Battle Day memorial after World War I 
Below: HE, The Governor inspects the detachment of FIDF 

Bottom l to r: Iris McPhee, Win Barnes (resident in New Zealand since 
1964) and Rene Rowlands enjoy the balmy weather during the

Battle Day Parade
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Pullout a
December 13 - December 19

CHURCH SERVICES LIBRARY
Monday -"Friday
10.00am - 12.00 and 
14.45 - 17.45

Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
14.00- 17.00pm

TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDSCATHEDRAL
SUNDAY: Bam Holy Commun
ion. 10am Family Communion (first 
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

The times and heights of high and low tides (in metres) at 
Stanley. Time given is Stanley time.
For Camp, make the 
followingchanges:
FoxBay+2hr30m 
RoyCove+4his30m 
PortHowarcFEShis19m 
Teallnlet+3hrs30m 
SeaLionIs.+lhrl5m 
PortStephens 
+3hsl$m 
HillCove+4hrs 
BcrkeIeySound+1 hr 11 m 
PortSanCarlos 
+2hr55m
EferwinHarixxr-56m 
December
13 0525 0.7

1146 1.5
SAT 1826 0.5

2349 1.3 
Sunrise 0428 
Sunset 2105

17
WED 0200 0.6

0814 1.7
1438 0.3
2130 1.5

14 0607 0.7
SUN 1233 1.4

1913 0.5
0033 1.3

Sunrise 0428 
Sunset 2106

HOSPITAL PHARMACYTABERNACLE- freechurch
Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday

Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm, 
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmorc 
21787

Sunrise 0428 
Sunset 2108
18
THURSSt. MARY'S

SUNDAY. 10am (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

0243 0.7
0857 1.6
1533 0.4
2213 1.4

15 0649 1.8
MON 1318 0.2

1958 1.5
3.00pm - 5.00pm

St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA) MUSEUM
SUN: 8am Holy Communion. 
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON 6.30am Mass

Sunrise 0428 
Sunset 2107

Tuesday - FridaySunrise 0429 
Sunset 2109 1030-12 noon/2.00-4.00pm 

Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am -12 noon/1.15- 3.00pm

16 0118 0.6 
TUE 0732 1.8 19

1403 0.2
2045 1.5

0327 0.7
FRI 0942 1.6

1618 0.5
2268 1.3

WED 7.30pm Holy communion; 
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

BAHA'I FAITH Sunrise 0428 
Sunset 2107 Sunrise 0429 

Sunset 2109
For information on meetings please 
ring Tel: 21957 (evenings)

_____________ CLUBS AND CONTACTS
on Wednesday evening at 7.30pm
OrtECtMarj McPhee, tel: 21106 
CANCER SUPPORT & AWARE
NESS TRUST Contact Shiralee 
Collins, 21597,Sister Bridie 
22086, Derek Howatt 21385 
FIODA Actors/singers/stagehands 
contact Alan 21019 
DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Meets first Thursday of every 
month. 7.30pm in the Day Centre 
STANLEY SWIMMING CLUB
Coaching Tuesdays 4 - 5pm,
Fridays 4-5
STANLEY SUB-AQUA CLUB
Contact David McLeod Phone:
20836 (day), 20843 (home) 
RUNNING CLUB Meets Wednes
day 5.30pm, contact Tracy Porter 
21574
THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Meets 1st Monday every month @
2000 hrs, WOI&Sgt Mess, Hillside 
Camp. All ex or serving Service 
persons welcome. ContactAGeach, 
R Fiddes or KD Greenland for 
infor 21454 or 27222.
STANLEY SHORT MAT BOWLS
CLUB Friday 7-9pm Sundays 4-
5pm.Contact Angela Lee on 21762 
or M. Humphreys on 22028 
JELLY TOTS CLUB meets Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays at the 
Day Centre from 2.30 - 4pm. All 
welcome
WELL BABY/CHILD CLINIC
Day Centre K.EMH Tuesdays 9.30-
11.30am. Contact Miranda 
Check Health Visitor 27418

Contact Tcrrv Peck 21074 
ASTHMA SUPPORT GROUPBADMINTON CLUB Mondays/ Box 540

Thursdays 7-9pm Liz Burnett, F.l. RIFLE ASSOCIATION Con- 
Tcl:21770 or Rene Rowlands, Tel tact Secretary G Cheek, 21402

STANLEY GOLF CLUB Compe- 
SQUASH CLUB Thursdays 5-9pm titions on Sunday at 8.45 am. Con- 

Dik Saw Ic Tel 21414 
NETBALLCLUBTuesdays6-8pm, FI MOTORCYCLE ASSOC. 
Wednesday 6-7pm All are welcome All queries & Information on races 
Contact Sarah Allan 22119 
THE FI GUNCLUBNewmembers 21606 or Rowena Summers 
welcome Contact Ped Tel: 21663 21015
or Graham Didlick 21622 P.O. YMCA Accommodation available

Meets second Tuesday of every
third month in Day Centre at 5pm 
Contact Graham France on 21624 
FALKLAND ISLANDS RED

21161

tact Mike Summers on tel: 21542Contact CROSS ASSOCIATION New
members welcome. Contact Sec
retary Irene Baker 20839 or 
Chairman Nick Hadden, 21014 
GUILD OF SPINNERS, WEAV-

etc contact Andrew Newman

ERS& HANDICRAFTS Meetings

Further information/Bookings: tel 27291Leisure Centre Holiday Times
CourtsPool

Public
Public

11 00 - 2 00 
3 00 - 9 00

Lane Swimming
Public
Public
Adults
OAP
Lancs
Public
Public
Ladies
Lanes
Public
Public
Adults
Public
Adults
Public
Lanes
Public

12 00- I 00 
2 00-4 00
5.00- 7 00 
7.00 - S 00 
10 00 - 11 30
12.00- 1 00 
2 00-4 00
5 00-700
7.00- 8.00 
12 00-1 00 
2 00-4 00
5.00- 7.00
7.00- 8.00 
300-7 00
7.00- 8 00 
12 00-9 00 
12 00- I 00
5.00- 7 00

Monday

Public
Public
Public

10 00-11 00 
12 00-2 00 
3.00 - 9 00

Tuesday

Public
Public

11 00-2.00 
5 00-9 00

Wednesday

Parcnts'Toddlers
Adults

12.00-2 00 
5 00-9 00

Thursday

Public
Public

11 00-3.00 
5.00-900

Friday

Adults
Public
Adults
Public
Adults

7.00 - 8 00 
10 00-4 00 
4.00-5 00
10.00 - 4 00 
4 00 -5.00

Public10.00 - 6 00Saturday

Public10 00 - 6 00Sunday



BFBS Television programmes (cont)Your BFBS Television programmes
2.15 FOOD AND DRINK
2.45 VANESSA
3 35 ROOM Starting with: JAY'S WORLD

3.55 MGER AND THE ROTTENTROLLS 
4.05 DENNIS THE MENACE
4.30 BLUE PETER
525 HOME^AN^AWAY Chloc decides against telling Lachic that she is

pregnant with his baby DT 
5 45 A QUESTION OF SPORT 
645 EMMERDALE A. strange tramp 
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORI

7 25 EASTENDERS Tony tries to unravel the complicated situation in
7 55ChFULLnCIRCLEC,WITH MICHAEL PALIN On the itinerary' today. 
Chile and Bolivia including the crossing of the Andes
8.45 PANTOLAND
?0.00°NEWSS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
10 30 THE COMEDY STORE
10.55 CUTTING EDGE
11.45 TARTAN EXTRA

|0.UU ItLCI UDDlLO 5.20 HOME AND AWAY
5.40 CRIMELINE
5.50 THE CAR'S THE STAR
6.10 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST OCEAN RACE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
6.55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS
7.50 DES O'CONNOR TONIGHT
8 45 MICHAEL BARRYMORE'S STRIKE IT RICH
9.10 THE LOCKSMITH
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
10.30THE PRIME MINISTER
10.40 CIRCLES OF DECEIT 
12.15 TFI FRIDAY
The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext service of BFBS 
TV and also on BFBS Radio

SATURDAY I3TH DECEMBER
9.00 TITCH
9.10 WOLVES. WITCHES AND GIANTS
9.25 NEIL'S ART ATTACK SCRAPBOOK 
9.45 OUT OF SIGHT
10.15 LIVE AND KICKING
1.15 GRANDSTAND Including: News summary; Netball - England v 
New Zealand; The National Winter Swimming Championships in 
Sheffield; Racing from Haydock; a review of the British Touring Car 
Championship; Football Focus; and a full round-up of the rest of the 
day's sporting events
6.15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS 
6.55 BEST FRIENDS (New)
7.05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7.30 DAD
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 CASUALTY
9.40 RAVE I GOT NEWS FOR YOU
10.10 TOUCHING EVIL
11.00 ALL RISE FOR JULIAN CLARY
11.30 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
11.50 MATCH OF THE DAY

10.25 CHUCKLE VISION (Repeat)
10 45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
1.15 POTAMUS PARK followed by BFBS WEATHER 
| 30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS The Wilkinsons and the Martins join forces 
? 15 OUR HOUSE
2.40 COMEDY CLASSIC: DAD'S ARMY 
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3 35 ROOM 785 Starting with: ARTHUR
4 00 HURRICANES 
4 25 MR WYMI
4 40 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND 
4 55 THE WARD

in the woods unsettles Sam

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
SA IT KDA\December 13
6 00 News BFBS
6.03 Music Fill
6.30 Children's Corner
7.30 News and Sport from five live
7.40Weathcr.Flights,Announcements 12.30 B.F.B.S Programmes 
S.OOSix Palestrina Masses 5.02 The Archers
8 28 Rpt Weather & Flights 5 17 The late allemoon show
8.30 Dessert Island Discs 6.00 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 6.30 Families and how to survive
9 20 Music Fill them

8.00 Annie Lennox talks about the 
album Diva & her career
9.00 News desk from the BBC 
9 28 Rpt Weather & Flights
9.30 Repeat News Magazine
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY December 17
10.03 Morning show-
1200 News & Sport from BFBS 
12.06 News Midday 
12.09 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements
12.30 BFBS Programme 
5.02 The Archers
5.l7The late afternoon show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute 
7.00Divided by a common language 
7.30News and Sport
7.35 Wcalhcr.Flights.Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & flights 
9.30Christmas Present
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS

10.03 Morning show - Ilermina 
12 00 News and Sport BFBS 
12.06Ncws Midday- 
12.09 Music till
12.15 Lunchtime announcements

5.17 The late afternoon show
5.30 A deal with disease
6.30 Memories are make of this - with 
Tony Burnett
7.30 News and Sport
7.35 Weather, Flights, Annos
8.00 Pol Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY December 19
10.03 Morning Show
12.00 News & Sport from B.F.B.S. 
12.06 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements,
12.30 BFBS Programmes 
5.02 The Archers
5.17 The later afternoon show 
5.45 Calling the Falklands
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 In Concert - Manic Street 
Preachers
7.30 News & Sport from Five live 
7.35 Weather, Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.

All programmes arc subject 
to change. Any changes will be 
broadcast on FIBS

SUNDAY 14TH DECEMBER 
8.20 MATCH OF THE DAY
9.30 BREAKFAST WITH FROST
10.30 DEAR MR BARKER
10.45 ACE VENTURA - PET DETECTIVE
11.10 BLUE PETER 
11.35 WISE UP
12.05 SONGS OF PRAISE
12.40 CELEBRITY READY STEADY COOK
1.10 THE CHART SHOW
2.00 NEWS
2.05 BROOKSIDE
3.15 THIS IS YOUR LIFE
3.45 CARTOON TIME
3.55 JOBS FOR THE BOYS (New)
5.00 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP Bolton v Derby 
6.50 BLIND DATE
7.45 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
8.05 HEARTBEAT
9.00 BBC SPORTS REVIEW OF THE YEAR
11.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
11.15 RUGBY EXPRESS
12.10 TOTP 2

WEDNESDAY 17TII DECEMBER 
7 00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
1000 TELETUBBIES 10 25 CHUCKLEVISION (Repeat)
10 45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
1.15 TOTS TV followed by BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS Billy worries about his parents
2.15 HOME FRONT
2 45 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.45 ROOM 785 Starting with: FUNNYBONES 
3.40 THE ENCHANTED LANDS
3.50 CONAN THE ADVENTURER
4.15 HOW 2 
4 30 SMART
5.00 BYKER GROVE
5.25 HOME AND AWAY Chloe is determined not to let being pregnant 
stop her achieving her goals
5.45 TOMORROW'S WORLD
6.15 EMMERDALE Andy tries to cover for his dad by telling Sarah that he 
stole her ornaments
6 40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
o'?a STREET Fiona returns to the salon
8.10 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED 
8.35 CRIME BEAT 
9.05 PEAK PRACTICE Erica's 
tested
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 FILM: SHALLOW GRAVE (1994 18)
12.00 THE BEST OF JO BRAND

THURSDAY 18TH DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
10.00 TELETUBBIES 
10.20 CHUCKLEVISION (Repeat)

!S:X,EuX™ s"“

3.10 COUNTDOWN
Ias soo-SVandoT wUh WIZAD0RA 

«o BT BA«
5.00 ZIG-ZAG-AH. THE SPICF OF i tcc 
So25bHOME AND AWAY M^nlc^o of her emotions

64 5 EMMERDABLEUFF H°Sted by Bob Ho1

6.55 An)maLNHOSPITSALVEATHER REP0RT

7.55 CONFESSIONS11 S 3 S3d day for Ricky an<* Bianca 
8.35 EYE SPY

930

9.30Pcoplc like us (comcdy)The ski 7.00 The Goons CD collection
7 30 News and Sport 
7.35 Weather. Flights. Announcements
8 00 INXS Album Special
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28Rpt Weather and Flights 
9.30Aunt Julia & the scriptwriter
10.00 News BI BS

rep
9.45 Music Fill 
10.00 News BFBS
SI ADA N December 14
5.00 News: B! BS 
5.03 Music fill 
5.15 Dessert Island Discs 
6 00 Music l ill I I KSDAY December 16
6.30 Weather, flights, announcements 10 03 Morning Show 
7 00 Church Service-Tabernacle 12.00 News and Sport BFBS

12.06 Music Fill8 OOWet Wet Wet Album Special 
8.15 Folk Music Show with Fiona Didlick 12 15 Lunchtime announcements

12.30 BFBS Programmes 
5.03 The Archers 
5.17 flic late afternoon show- 
530 News from St. Helena

8.30 Repeal Weather & Flights 
8 45 Folk Music Show 
9.00 News Desk 
9.28 Rpt. Weather & Mights
9.30 Paths of Inspiration with Oscar 5.45 Calling the Falklands 
Peterson

THURSDAY December 18
10.03 Morning Show- 
1200 News & Sport fromB.F.B.S. 
12.06 News Midday 
12.09 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements 
12.30 BFBS Programme 
5.02Thc Archers

MONDAY 15TH DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS 
10.00TELETUBBIES
10.25 CHUCKLEVISION (Repeat)
10.45 THE WEATHER SHOW
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING (Including ITN News Headlines)
1.15 TOTS TV Followed by BFBS WEATHER REPORT
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS Sarah turns down the offer of a lifetime
2.15 NAME THAT TUNE with Jools Holland
2.40 HOLIDAY
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with: WIZADORA
3.45 THE PARRIES
3.55 THE ADVENTURES OF PADDINGTON BEAR
4.05 FUN HOUSE
4.30 RECORD BREAKERS
4.55 GOOSEBUMPS
5.20 HOME AND AWAY Steven and Jesse put their differences aside
5.40 TOP GEAR
6.10 999 LIFESAVERS
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 CORONATION STREET Jack's new date delivers a nasty surprise
7.45 THE BILL Mr Friday Night; Boyden and Page investigate when 
good-time girl disappears
8.10 THE COOK REPORT
8.35 BLOOMIN' MARVELLOUS
9.05 SOLDIER, SOLDIER
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK
11.00 FILM '97
11.30 THE RUGBY CLUB
12.10 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA

6.00Ncws Magazine
6 30 In Concert -Counting Crows
7.30 News and Sports
7.35 Wealher.Flights, Announcements

9.45 Music Fill 
10.00 News BFBS 
MONDAY December 15

commitment to the Beeches is strongly
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OOOONcws & Steve Mason 0200 News & Rockumentary 0300 News & 
Sports N all 0500News & Me Mark Page 0700 News & Weekend Gold 
0800 News & Breakfast Show 1000 Sports nail 1200 Saturday Live 1400 
Me Mark Pagel600 News& America’s FinestI800News&Rockumentary 
1900 News & David Rodigan 2100 News & Steve Mason 2300 News 
& Richard Allinson 
SUNDAY

0100 News & Something for theWeekend 0300 News & Pressure Drop 
0400 News & Bob Harris 0700 News & David Rodigan 0900 News & 
Weekend Gold 1000The World This Weekend 1100 Rockumentary 1200 
Sosmethingforthe Weekend 1400 Richard Allinson 1600 News & Bob 
Harris 1900News & Weekend Gold 2100 News & Pressure Drop 2200 
News & London Tonight 
MONDAY
0000 London tonight continued 0100 News & In Concert 0200 News & 
Rockumentary' 0300 News & Essential selection 0400 News & 
"Today" from Radio 4 0500 News & Early Breakfast 0600 News & Local 
Breakfast Show 0900 News & Gold lOOONews &FIBS Morning Show 
1200 News & Announcements 1215 The Archers 1230 Feature 1300 
News & A fternoon Show 1600 News & Essential Selection 1700 Connect 
UK 1900 News & Gold 2000 News & The Rockshow 2200 London 
Tonight 
TUESDAY
0100News& America’s Finest 0300-2000 As Monday 2000 News & 
Steve Mason 2200 News & London Tonight
WEDNESDAY
0100 News & John Peel 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & America's 
Finest 2200 News & London Tonight
THURSDAY
0100 News & The Rockshow 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 News & John 
FRID^OO ^cws ^ London Tonight

PROGRAMME GRID FOR CHANNEL 2
U5SXE -wSAT SUN MON TUE WH) THUR FW

00 On Siago 00
BBC Radio Live5 OvcrrLqhtKjieJOtMpe P»OQ»

On A/cr.c n
Omnibus

0! News jnd Archery 04
Stage Bf BS Reports | Feature [ SportiTalk | Counterpoint Silrep

Newsday Newsweek02 03
News Wee* BBC World sarv.co

A 7a»t* of
N Inland

Cfydea
Clpit-q

Newsbncfmg03 Boon Cloa Radq 4and 06

NewvPapery
Region 
Mule 4 

Letter from 
America

Today"04 07
Today 

sac am < from

WEATHER 03 BBC Radio 4 06

World New« Panin for ThoughtC6 Soort on 4 Archers 09
Manly Mil Morn Service BfBS Broom| Feature | Sports Ta» |Counterpart! Strep
Meridian Archers

Omn-bus
My Word07 10

Woman i
Hour
News

3f BS Report
Short Story W/Gnd on 2

with
y«nc«

ca
EurpFite

McO 4 Co 409 _I2_a Two's CompanyLtd
10 The World

Tha W/End
13

World Oneat 4 Spartdosk
Sport 1 Happy r

I Davs I
"I Clydes I McO 4 Co
| Classics | Ha

C'assC
Renew

Sw S\ar»I' U
Sunday

NowVPM SMI
Kaleidoscope

Archers

<2 on 13
Sport

513 16
onand cries for her PM Programme

from BBC Radio 414 IT
5

Oavid
Motions
a-ofl

13 at the Pay 18ness Short Story I My MusicMeridian My Word ArA'eq/Min Square One
Counterpoint Oyd« i

C lames
ScodsTaat S.1TQO16 Marry M4 Merdian 19

Chnst Muse Tuesday
Match

Thursday
Match
from
Radio

John
tnverdales 
Footba* 

Night 
Radio 3

Short
Scurd
Portrait

Shod
Story

Monday
Match 
from 

Radio 5
17 Pay 20TUESDAY 16TH DECEMBER

7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
10.00 TELETUBBIES
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2 New Ranges of 

Bedroom Furniture

ALPME '

Finished in white, with lots of storage, 
Alpine is the natural choice to match 
any colour scheme.

1^7 Choose from Double Wardrobes, 
| Double Wardrobes with 2 Drawers, 2,3 

& 5 Drawer Chests, Bookcases,
Ottomans, Bedside Chests and Student 
Desks.

: ■ * .
.

k ‘s ■Stm
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■ ■
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AZT
An extremely smart, modem bedroom 
range with Natural Blue Washed Pine 
style doors and drawer fronts on a Light 
Pine style carcase.
A choice of 2 Door Wardrobes, 3&5 
Drawer Chests, Bedside Cabinets, 
Ottomans, Stowaways, Bookcases, Desks 
and PC Workstations.

H.P. Available on purchases over £100.00 - Subject to approval
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Argentina
Please note: the following 
extracts are translations

LA NACION 5/12/97 
They want to remove the mines 

from the Falklands 
Foreign Minister Guido di Telia 

yesterday (Thursday) recalled that Ar
gentine proposed to Great Britain the 
removal of the land explosives which 
its armed forces planted during the 
1982 war conflict in 1982 in the Falk
land Islands.

In Ottawa, Canada, Dd Telia yes
terday signed the conviction concern
ing the prohibition of the use, storage, 
production of land-mines and their 
destruction.

Argentina, thus became one of the 
120 countries which reject the use of 
land-mines, which Lady Di had fought 
for until her death

The agreement was proposed by 
Canada but opposed for diverse rea
sons by the United States. Russia. 
China, Finland, Turkey, Iran. Iraq and 
Egypt, among others, but they send 
observers to the conference, which, in 
practice, is a sign that they are in fa
vour of banning the use of these 
bombs, which kill or mutilate 26,0000 
people every year

“We have come to this meeting 
convinced of the need to confront with 
commitment and effectively the seri
ous problem concerning the planting 
of land-mines,” said Di Telia. "We do 
so believing that the most efficient way 
is to have a co-ordinated and continu
ous operation ofthe international com
munity, to put an end to the serious 
damage which these devices produce 
all over the world,” he added 

Lots of damage
Damages, according to di Telia, 

during his speech, affect indiscrimi
nately soldiers and non-soldiers: “The 
massive signing by South American 
countries of the convention once again 
confirms South America’s image as a 
region which wants peace, understand
ing. co-operation and progress.” he 
added. "We are convinced that trans
forming this part of the world in an 
area free of the danger of these mines, 
is something achievable,” he con
cluded

.AMBITO FINANCIERO 5/12/97 
Another airline will link 

London to the Falklands.
A new airline will connect the 

Falkland Islands with London follow
ing a stop-over in the city of Montevi
deo. Uruguay The inaugural (light is 
expected during the beginning of 
March 1998. This new, direct, connec
tion between the Falkland Islands and 
the Oriental Republic of Uruguay, with 
the final destination of London, hin
ders the Argentine foreign ministry’s 
aim of re-establishing air-links from 
Comodoro Rivadavia. The new con
nection is a private initiative which is 
led by Mike Summers - member of the 
legislative Council of the islands 
which was elected last October 9th - 
in agreement with British Airways, the 
United Kingdom’s national flag car
rier. The new company called Falkland 
Islands Airway (F1A) will link-up with 
the British Airways flights to London, 
which leave from Sao Paulo. Brazil, 
following a technical stop in Monte
video. Now. the islands government 
will have another way of linking the

Islands with the Continent which is 
added to the way they have had since 
the beginning of this year, when a sub
sidy for Lan Chile to fly from Punta 
Arenas. Falklands was approved. 
Summers initiative makes it more and 
more difficult for a direct connection 
with Argentina, something the charm 
offensive initiated by Foreign Minis
ter Guido di Telia has been unsuccess
fully seeking.

To try and gel through the barri
ers put up by the helpers concerning 
communication with our country, the 
foreign minister imagined a visit to the 
islands using another passport. The 
CARI Argentine Council of Foreign 
Relations said that the minister had 
obtained his inspiration from Napo
leon Bonaparte's phrase “my best 
field-marshal is surprise.” The effi
ciency of the measure as far as chang
ing the Islanders attitude, was not dis
cussed and the veteran diplomats used 
the classic “no comments" to avoid 
getting into the matter. The Islanders, 
on their part reject Di Tella’s visit.

Strategy
The project ofthe new airline Falk

land Islands Airways is part of a strat
egy ofthe islands government to link 
the consolidate links with the conti
nent with Chile and Uruguay, so as not 
to have to depend upon Argentina in 
the future. Summers and his local part
ners strategy is following this and will 
take advantage of (he British Airways 
route - Great Britain’s national flag 
carrier - between London and South 
America, and using a plane from this 
company, will operate between the 
Islands, Uruguay and Brazil. The mat
ter was studied by the Foreign Office, 
because to obtain permission the 
United Kingdom had to negotiate with 
Brazil. Up until now Great Britain had 
no rights to fly from that country to 
the Falklands.

The Argentine foreign ministry 
will have to shortly authorise the fly
ing ofthe plane through Argentine air 
space, a request which the British gov
ernment is handling, in the name of 
the islands government. The Argen
tine foreign ministry’s policy has been 
of not putting up obstacles concern
ing flights, as long as the authorities 
of the stop-over country', Brazil or 
Chile, recognise Argentina’s right to 
the route with the Falklands.

There has already been an attempt 
of an unsuccessful connection via 
Montevideo, in 1994 by Air Atlantic 
Uruguay. This airline used a Hercules 
C 130, but rumours linked the com
pany to Argentine shareholders. The 
British Civil Aviation Authority and 
the Transport ?Department said that 
the chosen aeroplane "was not certi
fied for commercial traffic.” However, 
Air Atlantic sources confirmed that 
this company has “acquired the legiti
mate right” concerning the route, 
which means that it can make claims 
or hinder any attempt by other airlines 
of operation in the same route, such 
as the Falkland Islands Airways 

BUENOS AIRES 1/ERslLD 7/12/

Another artist from the Falkland 
Islands is making his mark in Buenos 
Aires. To be precise, this time in the 
Rccoleta Cultural Centre (last year it 

at Sara Garcia Uriburu’s). He is 
lan Strange, an outstanding portrait 
and landscape photographer. But what

struck we most are his beautiful, 
unique, painted drawings of local 
fauna and flora. I don’t call them paint
ings, even though they arc very skil
fully painted , its the support of col
our. The works would still look great 
in black and white.

The purpose is to instruct the 
viewer on the animals’ or the plants’ 
appearance, like Audubon, to name but 
one naturalist. Strange has also de
signed stamps with these subjects. But 
the results go beyond the merely in
structive. This artist’s deep love and 
commitment are evidence in the deli
cacy and expressiveness of his works. 
There’s an inner vibration, a feeling 
and poetry that other illustrators fail 
to transmit.

LA PRENSA 6/12/97
Without a passport

“The recent visit of relatives to visit 
the graves of their loved ones, who 
died defending our Islands, has once 
again brought to the light of day the 
British banning of Argentine passport 
holders into the Islands. An extortion 
for us to give up our legitimate claim 
of sovereignty and take away our dead 
ones from land of our country.

"In 1973, along with my wife, we 
had an unforgettable visit to Stanley. 
We flew with Lade, from Comodoro 
Rivadavia because following United 
Resolution 2065 in July 1971, no pass
ports was required. It was a period of 
regular air and sea communications, 
during which YPF installed a fuel 
plant. Falkland children studied in sec
ondary' schools in Argentina and the 
official air service, in case of an emer
gency, flew sick people to Comodoro 
Rivadavia or the British hospital in 
Buenos Aires.

“During that year we toured the 
islands, with our back-packs and most 
ofthe time in an old cutter with a sail 
and engine, hired from a Falkland Is
land fisherman. In it we visited Annun
ciation Bay, Puerto Soledad; we were 
in the house where Vemet and his fam
ily lived; we toured the ruins of the 
political-military post set up by Mar
tin Rodriguez in 1829, we had polite 
and nice conversations with Falkland 
families; we were invited to services 
at the Anglican Church and the Catho
lic Chapel of Saint Mary'; we watched 
a play in the town hall and we spent 
many an afternoon consulting the rich 
books and the museum which John 
Smith was in charge of.

“Even more, we spent a nice 
evening in the house of our friend the 
broadcaster Patrick Watts. They were 
amazing days full of happiness. At last 
we had made our dream come true of 
getting to know our Falkland Island
ers had been described by Juan Carlos 
Moreno following his visit in 1937. A 
milder climate and less benign than 
that the residents of Patagonia and 
Terra del Fuego have put up with in 
Rio Grande or Rio Gallegos. An ex
traordinary' beautiful scenery.

“Looking beyond the war with 
Argentina, which Argentina did not 
really want, but had to suffer because 
of the worst political and diplomatic 
conditions and with absolute military 
inequality. Foreign Minister Guido di 
Telia, instead of travelling to the Falk
lands with a foreign passport, should 
turn up in Stanley, with no passport, 
and let the British government assume
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responsibility for the treatment he 
receives.”

Enrique S. Inda 
Deputy,
La Matanza, Buenos Aires 
DAILY MAIL 6/12/97

Islanders win right to work 
in Britain

The tiny island of St. Helena has 
come a step closer to winning Brit
ish citizenship for its inhabitants. 
Ministers have agreed a special 
scheme for 35 people from the re
mote South Atlantic dependency to 
work in Britain.

The quota will permit 80 St 
Helenians and five inhabitants of its 
sister island, Tristan da Cunha, to 
be employed in Britain for three 
years.

It will be a significant boost for 
the 5.500 strong community which 
has no bank and suffers 18 per cent 
unemployment.

The move came after a declara
tion from St Helena arrived in West
minster to press for their rights to 
live and work in the UK to be re
stored.

Last week The Mail on Sunday 
reported how Ministers were keen 
to recognise St Helena’s 'special 
case’ for citizenship under a review 
of Britain’s 14 dependent territories.

The Foreign Office will an
nounce the results early next year 
when a private Bill to restore citi
zenship to St Helena will go before 
the Commons.

St Helenian civic leader John 
Newman said; ‘It is a small number, 
but it is a step in the right direction. ’

LA NAC ION 7/12/97
Dominguez begins his visit to 

the United Kingdom
The Defence Minister Jorge 

Dominguez, will tomorrow (Mon
day) be the first official in the area 
to visit Great Britain following the 
Falklands war.

His arrival in London will not 
only have a high protocol content, 
also, the Argentine official will deal 
with the need to insist (as the Ex
ecutive Branch has done during the 
last few years) upon the lifting of 
the arms embargo which the Eng
lish government imposed against 
our country' following the war-like 
confrontation in 1982.

During his only day of work ac
tivities Jorge Dominguez will meet 
with British Defence Minister

97
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The Independent focuses on an
other of the Government's proposed 
cuts - to benefits for lone parents. The 
paper writes that a possible rebellion 
by some Labour Members of Parlia
ment over the cuts is worrying the 
Prime Minister, Tony Blair. Accord
ing to The Independent. some senior 
Labour officials have been putting 
pressure on the rebels - warning them 
not to go against the Government. A 
report in the Daily Mad says the 
backbench rebellion will pul Mr 
Blair's personal authority to the test.

Soviet Union and its notoriously dirty 
heavy industry . The paper quotes the 
former British Environment Minister. 
John Gummcr. as saying that America 
was treating the summit as a trade ne
gotiation over the price of beans in
stead of a last-ditch discussion to pro
tect the planet. Mr Gummcr is quoted 
by The Guardian as saying that the 
richest nation in the world was play
ing games with the lives of the poor-

BRANSON'S BALLOON 
BLOWS AWAY

There are pictures aplenty of the 
t>coon Richard Branson's helium bal
loon as it ripped free from its 
ings in Morocco and soared skywards 
without the gondola in which he 
to have made a fresh attempt to cir
cumnavigate the globe. The Independ
ent asks Who let go of the string?' 
The Daily Telegraph reports that Mr 
Branson was in the process of signing 
his will when he was told He says lie 
thought it was a joke at first, but then 
looked out ofthe window and watched 
it float away The Times recalls that 
the last time Mr Branson tried bis bal
loon circumnavigation, he pleaded 
with the Algerian authorities not to fire 
at it: now he says he is in the bi/.arre 
position of trying to persuade them if 
necessary' to shoot it down, so that it 
doesn't become a hazard to aircralL

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
THURSDA Yll DECEMBER 199T 

KYOTO WORLD CLIMATE 
CONFERENCE

There is a mixed reception for the 
efforts of sleepless delegates at the cli
mate conference in Kyoto to curb 
greenhouse gases. The Daily Tel
egraph says the Kyoto protocol prom
ises for the first time to make it cheaper 
to save energy than to use it. But The 
Guardian says delegates were strug
gling frantically to salvage an already 
much-diluted agreement. It highlights 
the warning by the summit chairman 
that three years of painstaking nego
tiations were being squandered The 
Times wonders if dismay at the out
come is really justified. Columnist 
Wilfred Beckcrman argues that there 
is good reason to believe that, on bal
ance. for the world as a whole, the ef
fects of climate change would be ben
eficial. He says growing seasons would 
be extended in vast areas, crop yields 
would rise, and greater cloud 
would lead to increased soil moisture, 
asking what’s so bad about all that?’

NORTHERN IRELAND 
PEACE PROCESS

In an exclusive interview in The 
Sun, the Prime Minister Tony Blair 
previews his historic meeting today 
with the President of Sinn Fein. Gerry 
Adams. In it he warns Sinn Fein that 
if its armed wing, the IRA 
violence there wall be no place for Mr 
Adams at the negotiating table. But he 
says no government can start a peace 
process believing that it is doomed to 
failure. I he Northern Ireland Secretary' 
Mo Mowlam tells The Times that she 
will look a fool if the IRA does renege 
on its commitment to peace, but says 
the alternative is inevitable failure The 
Express devotes two pages to the pros 
and cons. One of its columnists argues 
that Mr Adams has walked across from 
Belfast on a causeway of corpses. He 
says appeasement brings the benefit of 
short-term peace, but warns that it will 
be a day of infamy, and urges those 
who value democracy to mourn. 
Among the victims of IRA violence 
he mentions is 12 year old Tim Parry. 
The boy’s father, writing in The Sun, 
says he and some 3.000 other families 
have lost loved ones through the ab
sence of a lasting settlement. Without 
all-inclusive talks, he concludes, there 
never will be one.

vnru'mcn*n)onoP°ly and where 
Yl I- has a majority share will invest 
/-)0 million US dollars and Maxus 
the other 445 million US dollars.

The decision to triple invest
ments \vas taken because of the ex
traordinary results of our first year 
ol operations with Andina and the 
great hydrocarbons potential of Bo
livia.” underlined Mr Monti.

BRAZILIAN CARRIER IN 
MONTEVIDEO 

A Brazilian aircraft carrier and 
the destroyer “Paraiba” arrived in 
Montevideo alter several weeks of 

naval exercises in the South 
Atlantic with the Argentine Navy.

The 20.000 tons carrier, the only 
one left in Latin America, is regu
larly involved in combined landing 
and taking off exercises with fighter 
bombers from the Argentine Navy, 
u'ho no longer have a similar vessel 
since the “25 de Mayo" 
scrapped.

The Brazilian carrier and its de
stroyer escort arc equipped with SH3 
Sea King and Lynx helicopters and 
specialise in anti submarine warfare, 

LULA TRIES AGAIN 
The president of Brazil’s Work

ers’ Party, Luiz Inacio "Lula" da 
Silva, announced he will be running 
once again for the 1998 Brazilian 
presidential elections.

Lula, a charismatic leader and 
former union leader in the auto in
dustry', who became famous for his 
pacific but fierce opposition of the 
military1 regime. lost to Collor de 
Melo in 1990 and to Henrique 
Cardoso in 1994.

Lula is a prototype of Brazilian 
recent history: his family emigrated 
from the impoverished northeast of 
Brazil and settled in the industrial 
hub of Sao Paulo where he grew up 
and after a few years of schooling 
began working in factories.

President Henrique Cardoso, who 
managed to have the Constitution 
reformed and wants to be re elected 
is the favourite candidate for Novem
ber 1998. at the moment. Cardoso 
defeated Lula in 1994 with a success
ful economic programme he imple
mented as Finance Minister, but the 
Asian crisis has generated many 
doubts about the soundness of the 
current policies. Unbeatable just a 
few weeks ago, Cardoso was forced 
last month to double interest rates, 
increase import tariffs and cut spend
ing by 20 billion dollars.

DECISIVE PRESIDENTIAL 
SUMMIT IN MONTEVIDEO 

Mercosur and its associate mem
bers will be holding in Montevideo 
beginning December 15th, the last 
presidential summit of 1997 with an 
agenda of decisive issues for the ex
pansion of the block.

Chaired by President Julio 
Sanguinetti of Uruguay, who holds 
the "pro tempore” secretary of 
Mercosur, presidents from Argen
tina, Brazil, Paraguay, Chile and 
Bolivia will discuss the integration 
of new members, along with Mexico 
and the Andean Community. Conse
quences for the FT A A (Free Trade 
Area of the Americas) /Mercosur dia
logue following the Clinton admin
istration failure to obtain the “fast 
track” relations with other trade 
blocks, mainly the European Union; 
the Far East financial crisis and the 
recent decision by Argentina and 
Brazil to raise their common exter
nal tariff an extra three points to a 
maximum of 23.

Negotiations with Mexico and 
the Andean Community are quite ad
vanced and the presidential summit 
is expected to make a political state
ment ratifying the decision to expand 
Mercosur in spite of the world finan
cial turmoil.

A controversial issue will be the 
increase in foreign tariffs decided by 
the two main members of Mercosur 
following the international specula
tors run on the Brazilian currency. 
Uruguay and Paraguay have six 
months to decide whether to apply 
it or not.

In the closing ceremony Argen
tina will take over from Uruguay the 
"por tempore” secretary of Mercosur 
for the next six months.

RECORD FOREIGN 
TRADE

Mercosur’s foreign trade during 
1996 reached a record 144 billion 
US dollars, an increase of 102% over 
1990 when the block was first 
started, in the same period Mercosur 
trade with third countries increased 
89% which helps to understand the 
growing importance of intra regional 
trade since Mercosur was officially 
started in 1991.

The European Union is the main 
trade partner of Mercosur, followed 
by the United States. Europeans ab
sorb 31% of Mercosur exports, the 
US 20%. As far as sales to Mercosur, 
Europe represents 33% and the US, 
29%
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BLAIR BACKS ACCUSED 

MINISTER
These are difficult days for the 

Prime Minister. Tony Blair, and his 
Government, and most of the papers 
focus on his attempt to come to the 
rescue of one of his junior finance 
ministers. Geoffrey Robinson. The 
Daily Mail and The Daily Telegraph 
both say Mr Blair has staked his au
thority on the survival of Mr Robinson, 
a millionaire businessman, who has 
been accused by some newspapers of 
holding money in offshore tax havens. 
He has consistently denied any wrong
doing. and. as The Times and others 
report, is threatening legal action 
against newspapers which repeat the 
allegations The Financial Times re
ports that Mr Blair has not only gone 
on television to say Mr Robinson is 
an extremely good minister, but has 
also re-stated his determination to 
employ more businessmen in the Gov
ernment.

WELFARE BENEFITS VOTE
The Independent focuses on an

other big problem facing Mr Blair - 
the threat of a rebellion by some of his 
own Members of Parliament in a 
Wednesday evening vote to reduce 
welfare benefits for single mothers. 
The paper says ministers and Govern
ment business managers are going 
round MPs. alternately threatening and 
cajolins them to stay in line.

“DJ BUYS OWN RADIO 
STATION

For many of the mass circulation 
papers, the main news is that a radio 
presenter has succeeded in buying his 
own nationwide radio station. Chris 
Evans - who hosts a breakfast show 
on radio and a television show on Fri
day evenings - has put together an 83 
million pound deal to buy Virgin Ra
dio. The Mirror is one of several pa
pers to point out that if a rival group 
had bought the station. Evans would 
probably have lost his job.

FOREIGN STORIES
Few foreign stories find a place on 

the front pages. Among them, the Fi
nancial Times says merger of two 
Swiss banks to form the Union Bank 
of Switzerland will produce an insti
tution managing funds approaching 
1.000 billion dollars; and The Inde
pendent says there are hopes of a 
breakthrough in talks on the confer
ence in Japan on climate change.

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
WEDNESDAY 10 DECEMBER 1997 

KYOTO WORLD CLIMATE 
CONFERENCE

By and large, the press has been 
depicting the climate conference in the 
Japanese city of Kyoto as a showdown 
between Europe and the United States 
over how to reduce greenhouse gases. 
The Times reports that there is consid
erable anger at a US plan to set limits 
but to allow a trade in quotas. One en
vironmental group called it a fiddle 
which would allow America to buy up 
quotas from Russia, where carbon di
oxide emissions have fallen by nearly 
30 per cent since the demise of the

was
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LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS IN 
CHILE

wasNorwegians and an American, 
landed without incident.

TRANS PATAGONIA
express

Argentina is planning to build a 
train system that will start in San 
Antonio del Oeste, province of Rio 
Negro, and roll all across Patagonia 
to Rio Gallegos in Santa Cruz.

1 he project that was announced 
by President Menem during a meet
ing with governors from the south 
of Argentina is intended to connect, 
with a fast and reliable freight trans
portation system, all Patagonian 
ports.

Warming Summit on Brink ofFailure’. 
A photograph shows a polluted sky 
over Mount Fuji, which overlooks the 
conference venue. Kyoto. The paper 
writes that the fudged agreement 
emerging from Kyoto will do next to 
nothing to solve potentially disastrous 
climate changes. The Independent re
port suggests that if the rich nations 
agreed to cut their emissions by only 
a few per cent, it would signal to de
veloping countries that those who pro
duce most of the pollution do not take 
the problem seriouslv.

DANGER OF SCOTTISH 
NUCLEAR DUMP 

The Guardian reports on the dan
gers of a nuclear dump in the north of 
Scotland. More than 1.000 tonnes of 
nuclear waste were deposited in a shaft 
near cliffs at Dounreay Nuclear Power 
Station between 1959 and 1977. But 
now the cliffs are eroding, and there is 
a danger that the shaft could collapse 
into the sea. contaminating the sea and 
fish stocks. The Guardian says the 
Government will need 500 million 
pounds to clean up the area and pre
vent an ecological disaster.

CONCERN OVER NEW ‘FLU 
STRAIN

BBC PRESS RE ITEH' FOR FRIDA) 
5TH DECEMBER 199"
WINNIE MANDELA HEARING 

Once again, the more serious pa
pers are drawn to the Truth Commis
sion in South Africa, where Winnie 
Madikizela-Mandela denied any in
volvement in the murders of some of 
the people she fell out with in the late 
1980s. Several carry a remarkable pic
ture of her embracing the mother of 
14-year-old Stompie Moeketsi Seipei. 
the boy allegedly tortured at Mrs 
Mandela's house and then finished off 
with a pair of garden shears by her 
former bodyguard. The pictures' the 
same, but there are two schools of 
thought about what it meant. The In- 
dependentsays the hearing was stuffed 
with grotesque moments, but none 
worse than that embrace. It says the 
Commission’s chairman. Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu interrupted a telling 
cross-examination of Mrs Mandela to 
set up the picture, offering what it calls 
‘sham reconciliation' in the absence 
of truth or even a glimmer of contri
tion. And the Daily Telegraph says 
Mrs Mandela clearly saw it as an op
portunity to advance her *Evita-like' 
career. The Guardian sees it differ
ently. Although the picture shows Mrs 
Mandela doing the embracing while a 
bemused-looking Mrs Seipei averts 
her gaze, the paper says Stompie's 
mother strode over to kiss her, leav
ing her beaming with delight. And the 
Mirror calls it ‘an emotional moment' 
that drew aasps and cheers.

PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
But there's unanimity about an

other picture showing how Prince 
Charles, visiting the offices of a maga
zine for the homeless, suddenly found 
himself face-to-face with a contempo
rary from his early school days. The 
Daily Telegraph says the Prince was 
visibly astonished when self-confessed 
alcoholic Clive Harold, who was once 
a best-selling author, confessed that 
they were at school together in the 
1950s. The Sun's associate editor 
chimes in with some reminiscences of 
Mr Harold when he was a journalist. 
She says in those days he always had 
a good-looking woman on his arm and 
a glass in his hand. She says when the 
work and the women deserted him. the 
glass stayed; and she bets that she is 
not the only one of his old colleagues 
who looks at him now and muses; 
‘There but for the grace of God...’

BBC PRESS REl TEW FOR MON
DAY 8TH DECEMBER 199 7

KYOTO WORLD CLIMATE 
CONFERENCE 

The main headline on the front 
page of The Independent says 'Three 
Days to Save the World: Global

In a by- election with not many 
surprises, besides the lack of inter
est of the younger voters, the Chil
ean ruling coalition managed to re
tain its working majority in Depu
ties but failed to win the additional 
Senators necessary to break the 
dominance ofthe conservative and 
for life nominees, who control the 
upper House.

The total 120 seals in Deputies 
and 20 out of 38 "eligible" seats in 
the Senate were at stake in Thurs
day’s voting.

But i f the December elections did 
not stir the electorate’s desire to par
ticipate in the campaign and did not 
attract massive attendance to the 
polls, next March when the swear
ing ceremony takes place promises 
to be quite an event. Together with 
the newly elected members, a well 
known figure of recent Chilean his
tory will be taking his seat as Sena
tor for life: General Augusto 
Pinochet.

Pinochet, the Army commander 
who deposed President Allcnde in 
1973 in a bloody coup and ruled with 
an iron fist until 1990. will then be
come one of nine Senators for life 
enshrined in the 1980 Chilean Con
stitution drafted by the military' in 
exchange for a return to democracy.

A controversial figure, Pinochet 
knows of no middle ground, vener
ated by followers and loathed by 
enemies, he still manages to stir and 
split Chilean public opinion almost 
evenly.

South American Wool Market 
Report

Uruguay: Business activity is prac
tically nil, with only a few corriedale 
farmlots sold, and only nominal price 
ideas given for finer qualities.

Argentina: The devalued Austral
ian dollar is affecting competitively of 
Argentine wool exporters, as the Ar
gentine peso is tied par to the US. De
spite the business slow-down, well- 
prepared clips keep being sold, gener
ally important quantities sold by ten
der. Ganadera Esquel sold this way 
their Chubut/Cordillera pre-lambing 
shorn clips, as follows: “Shaman/La 
Hermosa" 59T, 19.7 Mic 63.76% dry 
sold at US/KG 3.62 Greasy all-in farm- 
gate
"Mimosita” 18T. 20.2 mic 67,85 drv 
sold at US/KG 3.70 to ADF' Sunica” 
13T. 20,2 Mic 66,51 drv sold at US/ 
KG 3.53 to ADF "Rio Frio" 17T 22.9 
Mic 70.03% dry sold at US7KG 2.70 
to ADF Punta Arenas: In this area, 
where the main buyer by far is stand
ard wool for their local combing mill, 
about 45/50% of the 8.5M KG greasy 
clip have already changed hands. 
Many sales concluded on the 
sheepsback with advances of 40%. 
Last Thursday 04/12 a very important 
group of farms "El Ovejero" and "Tres 
Chorrillos” with a total of 178.755 KG 
Nett greasy all-in super white wools 
average 26.8 mic 71,21 % dry, were 
sold by tender wool Chile at US/KG 
2.19 greasy all-in delivered Punta Are
nas combing mill. This is equivalent 
of US/KG 3.10 all-in F.O.B. clean dry 
basis. This group of wools showed a 
micron range between 20,4 mic for 
merino ewe-hoggets up to 29,7 micron 
corriedale ewes, yield range varied 
from 63,9% dry for corriedale ram 
hoggets up to 74.1% dry for the same 
29.7 micron ewes. Content varied be
tween 0.1% for merino ewe-hoggets 
and 1.1% for corriedale ram-hoggets. 
Bellies were 6.35% of the totaL”and 
other oddments represented 13.58% of 
the total all-in. These wools are packed 
in bales made from pre-film bags 200 
microns thick, non-contaminant and 
manufactured in Argentina, the same 
promoted by “Prolana” the other side 
of the Andes.

The Trans Patagonia express 
will be linking. San Antonio del 
Oeste, Sierra Grande, Puerto 
Madryn, Trelevv, Rawson, 
Camerones. Caleta Cordoba, 
Comodoro Rivadavia, Caleta Oliva, 
Puerto Deseado. San Julian and fi
nally Rio Gallegos.

The first 500 miles ofthe project 
from San Antonio del Oestc to 
Comodoro Rivadavia, will demand 
an investment of 400 million US 
dollars.

Next January Prime Minister 
Jean Chretien and a delegation of 
700 businessmen will be visiting 
Argentina, along with two compa
nies interested in the project.

PROMOTION OF 
PATAGONIA

Chilean and Argentine officials 
and representatives from the private 
sector participated in Punta Arenas 
in the second meeting ofthe com
mittee to promote the development 
of Patagonia.

"Leaving aside politics, we must 
consider Patagonia as only one area 
and work together towards the crea- 

of a more dynamic and busi- 
environment,” said Ricardo 

Salles, Mayor of Punta Arenas.
This is the second meeting ofthe 

Group dial convened for the first 
last May in Comodoro

The main front page story in The 
Express reports that British scientists 
are analysing a new virulent strain of 
flu so that a vaccine against it can be 
developed. The new strain is believed 
to have killed two people and infected 
two others in Hong Kong. But The Ex
press reports concern is mounting that 
it could escalate into the worst epi
demic for 30 years.

buyer Standard Wool

cover

WORLD TRADE 
ORGANISATION DISMISSES 

COMPLAINTS AGAINST JAPAN 
An editorial in theFinancial Times 

looks at the World Trade Organisation 
decision to dismiss complaints by the 
United States and the European Un
ion that Japan discriminated against 
photographic film imports. The paper 
commends the WTO's impartiality and 
says the United Slates has nothing to 
gain by calling into question the sys
tem under which, until now. it has won

three skuhvers die
IN SOUTH POLE

Two Americans and an Austrian 
who were participating in the first 
skydiving operation over the South 
I ole plunged to their deaths when 
their parachutes failed to open.

. The three belonged to a party of 
six skydivers that was participating 
m the first private event of its kind 
organised by Adventure Network 
International, a private company that 
ias been flying tourists to the South 

1 ole since 1988.
The six jumped from a Twin Ot- 

?r al 2,820 metres of altitude near 
he Amundsen-Scott South Pole Sta- 
jon, and it was not clear why two of 

e parachutes didn’t open and the 
not fully. The company re

ported that the six skydivers were 
experienced in cold weather jump- 
‘n8, (including in the North Pole), 

net they brought their own para
ph?8 that they packed themselves, 

their three companions, two

returns to
tion
ness

time
Rivadavia. .

During the two days eighty rep
resentatives from both countries 
discussed road infrastructure, cus- 

migration, transport and tour-

every case.
The lead story in The Times sug

gests the British Government is con
sidering taxing or means-testing child 
benefits and other welfare payments 
as part of a reform for the welfare state. 
The paper says housing benefit paid 
to the unemployed and low earners 
would also be affected in proposals 
aimed at limiting the role of the wel
fare state to that of a safety net for the 
poorest. In an editorial, the paper 
agrees, saying as long as Ministers are 
careful to protect the poor from 
penury, they should feel free to take 
an axe to middle class benefits.

toms,
ism. ypf invests heavily

IN BOLIVIA
The Argentine oil company Yl t 

and its American subsidiary Maxus 
will be investing 1J85 million dol
lars in die exploration and exploi
tation of hydrocarbons in Bolivia

dUf Robert Monti?CK> of YPF said 
, Andina, the company created 
1996 from the former Bolivian

third

that
in
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Falkland Islands.

At the time Foreign Minister, 
Guido di Telia recalled that resolution 
2066 of 1965 “was approved by the 
vast majority, and it should be remem
bered, without the vote against the 
United Kingdom, which clearly lays 
down that there is a sovereignty dis
pute between Argentina and the United 
Kingdom.” Resolution 3160 of the 
same assembly says that “to resolve 
the colonial situation, previously the 
sovereignty dispute must be resolved 

THE GUARDIAN 10/12/97 
Spain changes tack, offering to 
share rule over Gibraltar 

Spain will today suggest sharing 
sovereignty over Gibraltar with Brit
ain in a diplomatic offensive likely to 
be rebuffed by the Foreign Secretary, 
Robin Cook.

The proposal, which commenta
tors in Madrid presented as a soften
ing of Spain’s absolute claim on the 
Rock, will be put to Mr Cook in Lon
don by the Spanish foreign minister. 
Abel Matules.

He is also expected to oiler eco
nomic inducements and social security 
benefits for Gibraltar’s 30.000 inhab
itants.

1982Rodriguez (military attache in the 
country).

The first stage of his European trip 
which ended on Friday. Dominguez 
finished a week visiting Israel, where 
he visited factories although, “he ex
pressed no interest in particular 
items." officials sources said.

The-possibility that our country 
will begin negotiations to purchase Is
raeli aeroplanes was ruled out by 
spokespeople close to the minister.

They clarified that, "the visits to 
the factories were only to listen to of
fers," of the amis industry in Israel. 
“Dominguez didn't go to look for any
thing to buy.” they insisted.

LA NAC ION 7/12/97 
Great idea

“Foreign Minister Guido di Telia 
wants to travel to the Falklands using 
a passport from another country. It is 
a great idea.

" "Maybe we should have taken the 
Islands dressing our soldiers in uni
forms of armed forces from other 
countries and hoisted the flag, say the 
Swiss flag for example. If we had done 
so London would be angry with the 
Swiss and our foreign minister could 
travel to visit the Kelpers. without 
having to disguise himself as a for-

Gcorge Robertson, and will be re
ceived in the House of Commons by 
Tom Cox, who is in charge of the 
commission which deals with mat
ters related to the relationship with 
Argentina. With both, the minister 
will discuss the need to lift the amis

Mr. Robertson said: “I look forward 
to welcoming Mr Dominguez to the Min
istry of Defence to review the marked 

in our defence relations.improvement
“Our forces have worked together 

with the peacekeeping force in Cyprus 
and recently HMS Endurance paid a suc
cessful visit to Buenos Aires.

"These practical contacts represent a 
highly successful example of defence 
diplomacy at work."

The Ministry would not disclose the 
substantive nature of the talks and could 
not say whether sovereignty of the islands 
would come under discussion. But a 
spokesman stressed the significance of 
the meeting, the first of its kind on cither 
British or Argentine soil.

Members of the Royal Family have 
in recent years made contact with Argen
tina.

embargo which is still in place.
Great Britain has maintained this 

measure with our country and has 
impeded in the last years the pur
chase from English factories ot the 
spare parts which the Argentine 
armed forces need to repair numer
ous pieces of equipment from Eng
land.

Meanwhile, on a political level, 
the maintaining of the embargo is 
because of British mistrust concern
ing possible future actions on the 
part of Argentina to recover the Falk
land Islands.

In 1995, the late Diana, Princess of 
Wales, visited a cancer clinic in Buenos 
Aires. But tensions spilled over when a 
mother of a veteran who died on the 
Belgrano verbally abused the Princess 
from the crowd.

Britons also expressed misgivings 
when Prince Andrew greeted the captain 
of an Argentine training ship at the 
Dartmouth Roval Resatta in 1994.

AMBITO FINANC1ERO 10/12/97 
London continues without 

deciding upon sovereignty claims
The sovereignty conflict Argentine 

maintains with Great Britain over the 
Falkland Islands once again sees the light 
of day following Spain’s claim over Gi
braltar. On the British side, the attitude 
is similar. In both cases they refer to the 
inhabitants to decide the outcome of the 
conflict.

Sovereignty claim
Any reference to the sovereignty 

claim over the South Atlantic Islands 
“will be out of the agenda." defence 
ministry' sources told La Nacion.

The Falkland Islands are still an 
issue of strict handling by Foreign 
Minister Guido di Telia and will be 
put on the negotiating table again 
when President Carlos Menem 
meets British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair, next year.

Because of that Dominguez will 
concentrate his strategy on return
ing from London, with a sign on the 
part of Blair's government that the 
arms embargo will soon be lifted.

LA NACION 7/12/97
Greater understanding 

concerning co-operation
Argentina and Great Britain rati

fied their understanding concerning 
co-operation in oil activities in the 
south-west Atlantic which were 
agreed upon in the joint declaration 
of New York in 1995.

The fourth meeting of the joint 
commission of hydrocarbons which 
took place the day before yesterday 
(Friday), in London, both delega
tions agreed to respect the first point 
of the declaration, which lays down 
that the sign must not be interpreted 
as a change of sovereignty or terri
torial jurisdiction over the Falkland 
Islands, South Georgia, Sandwich 
Isles and the corresponding waters 
around them.

The group supported the co
ordinated elaboration of a tender in 
the special co-operation area. They 
confirmed their commitment to 
agree upon the specifications of con
ditions and to shorten the period of 
the tender recommended greater 
work in matters related to the pro
tection of sea life: the need to study 
projects ofjoint scientific investiga
tion; promote the exchange of infor
mation and the participation of firms 
from both countries in the activities.

According to Argentine diplo
mats the maintaining of the em
bargo, ‘'makes no sense," because of 
the current level of political and 
commercial understanding between 
Argentines and the British and be
cause of Argentina’s recent delega
tion as an extra-NATO ally of the 
United States.

The Foreign Office said yesterday 
that the British Government would 
stand firmly by the colony’s 1969 con
stitution - the people of Gibraltar must 
consent to any change in its status.

A spokesman for the Gibraltar gov
ernment said it regretted not being 
parly to the talks

Gibraltar's chief minister. Peter 
C’aruana, wants the colony to be made 
a Crown Dependency, like the Chan
nel Islands. But. under the 1713 Treaty 
of Utrecht, Spain has “first refusal" if 
Britain agrees to change its status.

The Spanish foreign ministry' de
clined to comment yesterday on 
whether it would relax restrictions on 
air and sea access to the Rock.

WOOL MARKET REPORT 5 
DECEMBER 1997 from Falkland 

Islands Wool Marketing
Australia: Sales held in Newcas

tle/Adelaide. At the close 21 to 24 
micron fleece closed up to 1 % cheaper 
with 25 micron unchanged and 26 
micron 1% dearer.

The limited offering of crossbred 
wools were generally quoted un
changed.

Western Europe and Japan main 
buyers supported by China and local 
mills.

cigner.
“Shame it wasn’t thought of at the

time..."
Aldo Cammarota 

Capital
LONDON 7/12/97 
Britain yesterday rejected a re

newed call by Argentina to lift an arms 
embargo in place since the two coun
tries fought a brief but bloody war 
over the disputed Falkland Islands in 
1982. The British government’s determina

tion to maintain sovereignty of Gibral
tar. and letting it depend upon the popu
lation of the rock, is the same as the po
sition maintained concerning the Falk
land Islands. It is a way of putting the 
matter on hold, whilst keeping the eco
nomic pressure groups happy and avoid
ing an official British definition. So it 
derives to a decision of the Islands 
“kelpers” who oppose negotiations with 
Argentina. About 2,000 inhabitants are 
those who decide, according to London.

“The British government’s declara
tions concerning the sovereignty of Gi
braltar is extremely clear and robust," 
said the spokeswoman of the government 
of the Falkland Islands in London ,Suky 
Cameron, without batting an eyelid. She 
added that, "the government has repeated 
that the sovereignty (of the Falklands) is 
not negotiable."

Bilateral relations have thawed in 
recent years, and President Carlos 
Menem is due to set the seal on the 
improvement in lies by visiting Lon
don next year.

But Defence Minister Jorge 
Dominguez, on a visit to London, said 
he had failed to persuade British De
fence Secretary George Robertson to 
lift the embargo yet.

"We want to delete any restriction 
in the area of defence, but no position 
was adopted," Dominguez said

He said it was still very much Ar
gentina’s aim to get the embargo lifted 
as soon as possible.

The success of Argentina’s de
fence strategy does not depend on 
Britain's lifting the embargo as Bue
nos Aires can buy all the military 
equipment it needs from other gov
ernments or can manufacture it itself, 
Dominguez said.

"We see it as a political fact. The 
elimination of the embargo would re
flect very clear political progress (be
tween Britain and Argentina)," he 
said.

Eastern market indicator closed 
unchanged at 708AC

New Zealand: At Napier and 
Christchurch the offerings totalled 
24700 bales with 31% passed in.

At the close hallfired fleece 
quoted unchanged with 29 to 32 
cron types 2% cheaper with 32.5 and 
coarser 2.5% cheaper. The overall 
market indicator closed down 11

Difference
The recent official visit of Defence 

Minister Jorge Dominguez, who last 
Monday met his British colleague George 
Robertson, and the announcement of 
President Carlos Menem’s official invi
tation from Tony Blair’s government to 
visit London next year, has not changed 
the Foreign Office’s position The differ
ence between Gibraltar and the Falklands 
is that the inhabitants of Gibraltar wish 
to maintain their British nationality but 
have economic and judicial autonomy, 
which among others the Isle of Man has, 
becoming a key European “off-shore" 
centre.

were
mi-

YORKSII1RE POST 8/12/97
UK and Argentina in first 

defence talks
The first meeting between defence 

ministers from Britain and Argentina 
since the Falklands War will take 
place in London today.

Defence Secrctary.George 
Robertson, will welcome his Argen
tine opposite number Jorge 
Dominguez as part of the build-up of 
defence relations between the two 
countries since the conflict 15 years 
ago.

cents
General: Wool prices fell in New 

Zealand and although Australia closed 
reasonably firm the market 
assessed as strong enough to offset the 
need for price reductions for currency 
reasons. The rate for sterling against 
the Australian dollar at around 2^50 to 
the £ is at its highest for 5 years.

For some time one of the brighter 
features in Europe, with new orders 
patchy, was a good call for deliveries 
of earlier orders. Recently this seems 
to have slackened, with processed 
stocks accumulating in warehouses 

prime materials, fishing and oil. waiting for instructions.
Meanwhile the metropolis continues pro- Christmas could be playin° a part 
moting negotiations between Buenos but with talk of developing difficul- 
Aircs and London, tjcs for exporters, the outlook, short

Argentina achieved a favourable deft- term, is not seen as cheerful, 
nition from the United Nations Prices quoted generally are lower 
Decolonilization Committee, where a again this week, with currency. The 
resolution was voted for, which questions main reason but static or easier wool 
the persistent “colonial situation” in the markets contributing.

was not

Meanwhile there are the “Kclpers" of 
the Falklands, 14,000 kilometres 
the sea from London and who because 
of defence reasons, prefer to strengthen 
their umbilical cord with Great Britain 
whilst they await the economic outcome 
of two

Brotherly dinner 
Dominguez will hold a dinner at 

the Argentine embassy for officials, 
members of the House of Commons, 
businessmen and representatives 
linked to Latin American affairs and 
defence.

Along with the minister will be 
the Ambassador in London, Robelio 
Pfirter. secretary of military' affairs, 
Jorge Pereyra de Olazabal and two 
military officials: Lieutenant Colo
nel Juan Durante (the ministers as
sistant) and Captain Eduardo

across

It will be seen as an important step 
in healing the wounds of the 74-day 
conflict in 1982 in which 255 British 
servicemen were killed, 780 were in
jured, and many more suffered long
term psychological effects. On the 
Argentine side. 329 sailors died in the 
South Atlantic on just one day when 
the General Belgrano was sunk by a 
Royal Navy submarine on May 2,
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pro Argentine and pro Falklands claim
continued from front

He says he has been invited to A theme expanded upon by Lord 
join the front bench but has always Montgomery. "The SAC," he said, 
declined, preferring to remain a "was actually set up to counter the 
'tradition backbencher. Falkland Islands Association a

"My interests are less as a party powerful organisation with a mas- 
politician and more of an interna- sive budget." He contended that the 
tionalist," he said. South Atlantic Council had a'more

Defining her role as a member balanced approach to the prob- 
ofthe South Atlantic Council, Bar- lems." 
oness Hooper said, "The SAC is 
regarded as a back-bench activity, 
not a government thing - there's a 
very strict differentiation."

tircly accurate," he said. "It is im
portant to have a counter-balance 
because every situation has two 
points of view."

Lord Montgomery refuted the 
suggestion that he once said in a 
speech that Falkland Islanders 
should not have the right to deter
mine their own future. "Self deter
mination is an important factor," he 
said. "That is how the independ
ence ofall British Colonial Territo
ries came into existence. I believe 
entirely in self-determination - that 
is what has happened in Argen
tina."

peers encc to the Argentines and felt that 
it would be, "much more conven
ient for the Falkland Islandstohave 
good relations with their nearest 
neighbour."

"The worry seems to be," she 
went on, "that it is thought that 
people are trying to give you to 
Argentina in some way. And that is 
so far from being the case that I find 
it hard to believe."

On the subject of commercial 
relations with Argentina Lord 
Montgomery felt that because of 
the Islands' dependence on, and the 
fragility of, fishing stocks, the Falk
lands should be, "working harder 
at obtaining agreements. Your 
councillors should be going over 
there, you should be inviting their 
politicians here. You need to accel
erate the amount of dialogue - not 
reduce it."

He said the same was true of the 
sovereignty issue. "Councillors 
have to go there (to Argentina) and 
discuss sovereignty. Islanders," he 
said, "who have been there have 
suddenly found they have been pre
sented with a platform from which 
to present their views to a wide 
audience."

Both Baroness Hooper and Lord 
Montgomery said in their opinion 
the Argentine sovereignty claim 
was, "purely historical."

page

a Wireless’ Internet Service

Service will be launched on 15th

Public Launch of Horizon - the
He denied, though, that it was in 

opposition to the FIA. "The FIA 
puts out an enormous amount of 
information that isn't always en-Cable & Wireless is pleased to announce that the Internet 

December 1997.

We will be connecting those customers who have applied, as 
us a few days to process all of the orders.

To coincide with the launch, Cable & Wireless is offering a number of special cone 

enable customers to familiarise themselves with the Internet.

Asked again if he believed Falk
land Islanders should have the right 
of self-determination he replied, 
"We should differentiate carefully 
between two different things. They 
have limited self-government, but 
this is a dependent territory, and 
dependent territories have obliga
tions as well as enjoying all the 
privileges of being a British de
pendent territory. There may be 
greater interests in the United King
dom."

Falkland Penguins during an El Nino year? 
by Mike Bingham: Environmental Research 

Unit Report

quickly as possible, but it may take

AS Mike Harris noted a couple of 
weeks ago. the 1982/83/:/M/lo had 
little noticeable impact on the Falk
land Islands, and there is little evi
dence so far to suggest that the 
1997/98 El Nino will be any dif
ferent.

. All Customers, who apply before 15th December 1997, will receive a credit worth one hour of

usage to their account. , 1QQ8
• Customers will not be billed for the monthly Access Charge until 1 e ruary , 

providing the equivalent of an additional 2Vi hours of free usage.
• The registration fee of £20.00 will not be billed until February 1998.

This year's fieldwork by the En
vironmental Research Unit has 
shown population increases 
amongst the Falkland penguins, 
with Jackass and Rockhoppers up 
an average of 12%, and Gentoos up 
by around 10%.

For the last two seasons, the En
vironmental Research Unit has also 
monitored penguin colonies in 
Chile, in order to compare popula
tion trends of Magellanic and 
Rockhopper Penguins on both sides 
of the water. I have recently re
turned from my second such cen
sus in Chile this season, during 
which I censored Isla Magdalena in 
the straits of Magellan. This island 
which has an area of less than one 
square kilometre, currently holds a 
population of around 41.000 pairs 
of Magellanic Penguin, an increase 
of around 15% since last year.

By contrast however. Humboldt 
and Magellanic penguins on the 
Pacific coast of Chile and Peru, 
have been hit hard by severe 
weather. Breeding was abandoned 
at Algarrobo in Chile when most 
of the burrows were washed out by 
heavy rains and severe ocean 
swells. Similarly, about 80% of the 
Humboldt penguin burrows were 
destroyed by flooding at Punta San 
Juan in Peru, during the first rains

He agreed that the Falkland Is
lands situation was not inhibiting 
the build up of commercial links 
between Britain and Argentina, 
then added, "but it might."

Baroness Hooper expressed her 
opinion that it made little differ-

Hatchcd area indicates breeding 
range of Magellanic penguins

since 1990. These freak weather 
conditions are being attributed to 
El Nino.

The differing fortunes of the At
lantic and Pacific coasts are not sur
prising when one considers that El 
Nino originates in the Pacific. 
Changes to the oceanic ecosystems 
upon which penguins rely, are 
therefore likely to be the strongest 
along the Pacific coast of South 
America rather than the Atlantic. 
Nevertheless, disruptive weather 
patterns are still able to cross over 
the continent, making heavy rains 
along the Atlantic coast a possibil
ity (but not a certainty).

One final point to bear in mind 
is that the number of penguins 
breeding in the Falklands now, is a 
reflection of conditions during last 
year rather than the coming year. 
El Nino usually peaks around 
Christmas time, and it will be the 
number of chicks we see at the end 
of January that will ultimately tell 
us how much effect/:/Nihoh<xs had 
upon the Falklands. Hopefully we 
can all look forward to that 
hosepipe ban next March.

Prices for additional services have also now been developed.

• For private customers, with a single account, additional E-mail addresses for family members 
will be provided for an annual charge of £5.00 per E-mail address.

• For business customers requiring additional E-mail addresses, under a single account, the cost 
per E-mail address will be £2.00 per month.

We would like to thank those customers who applied in advance of the launch, and to all those 
who attended the preview at the Parish Hall.

We hope that local access to the Internet will provide Government, the business community and 
the general public of the Falkland Islands with new opportunities to gain from the Information 
Age.

Some Points to Note

Pressure on Gibraltar., continued from front page
In a story from Graham Bound for verging on aggression, to pressu- 
Merco Press, however, the Span- rise the Gibraltarians, to the obvi- 
ish Ambassador to London, inter- ous shock of the interviewer, said 
viewed live on BBC Radio yester- Spain could not give any such as- 
day, (Dec 11) and asked to confirm surance. The Gibraltarians, sug- 
that Spain will no longer blockade gests the reporter, will almost cer- 
Gibraltar or use any other methods, tainly interpret this as a threat.

The soccer scene from Patrick Watts
the ball in the area.Globe 5 Victory/PWD 1 

THE newly formed Globe Tavern 
team have gone to the top of the many of Stanley's best young play -
Stanley Services league following ers, went ahead with further goals 
their 5-1 win over their nearest by Wayne Clement, Colin

Buckland and Bowles to establish 
a healthy 4-1 lead. On two occa
sions the referee, well positioned, 
awarded goals after the ball had

The Globe team, which features

challengers Victory/PWD.
Welcoming back 1st teamer 

Martyn Clarke, following his tri
als in Britain, the Globe took an
early lead when captain Troyd only just crossed the line.
Bowles scored, but the injury hit 
Victory/PWD equalised when ing an injury, Curtis took over and 
Jimmy Curtis, still carrying a knee saved well before being beaten by 
injury, scored from the penalty spot the impressive Jamie Peck who ran 
after Colin Buckland had handled through a mesmerized defence be

fore slotting the ball into the net.

With goalie Neil Clifton carry-Passwords are for your protection. You must not give your passwords to others. If you think 
others may know your passwords, contact Cable & Wireless immediately.
The Internet can be accessed from any telephone line. Do not permit anyone to use your 
telephone line, unless you have reached an agreement with them regarding payment of 
connection charges.
Try to spread your access to the network over the day. Remember the Internet is available 24 
hours per day. If everyone tries to access the network at the same time, congestion may occur. 
At times, the responses from sites may be slow. This is often due to the volume of enquiries 
to that site. This is particularly so during the U.S. business day, as many of the sites are 
located within the USA.

A SEISMIC SURVEY will commence in the area shown below on 
December 7 and is expected to take approximately two weeks

1. Vessel Details: Name: MVL'Espoir. Int Call Sign: PFPY. LOA: 66.3 metres. Beam: 10.6 metres. Draft: 
5.0 metres. GRT: 1168 tonnes. NRT: 350 tonnes. Hull colour: Navy Blue. Superstructure colour: White. 
The area in which this survey will be conducted is bounded by the following co-ordinates:

North West corner 49-45 south 59-28 west 
North East corner 49-45 south 59-24 west 
South West corner 49-48 south 59-28 west 
South East corner 49-48 south 59-24 west

The vessel will be towing a single seismic streamer, the end of the cable will be marked by a raft or a buoy 
bearing a radar reflector and white flashing light. The vessel, while surveying, will display signals in ac
cordance with the International Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea, Rule 27(b)"
Securite messages will be broadcast at least twice daily at 0930 local time and 2130 hrs local time on HF 
frequency of 4066.1 KHz by the seismic survey vessel.
If fishing or steaming in the vicinity of the seismic survey vessel, a good listening watch should be kept on 
VHF Radio Channel 16.
The MV L'Espoir should be given a wide berth by all other vessels. Note Rule 18 of the International 
Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea. For further information please contact the Fisheries 
Liaison Officer, Stanley Services Ltd. Tel: 22622.

Redsox 2 Victory/PWD 12
Beleaguered Redsox went 

down heavily again losing 12-2 to 
the Victory/PWD. Jeremy 'Spurs' 
Henry hit five, while Bill Chater 
chalked up three. Douglas Clarke 
two, Jimmy Curtis and an own goal 
adding to the total. At the other end 
Migs Cofre scored both for 
Redsox.

The return of Alan Steen and 
Andrew Newman will be wel
comed by Redsox, although the 
youngsters currently playing de
serve credit for their courage and 
skill despite the heavy losses.

This Sunday Stanley play the 
Resident Rapier Squadron - Kick
off at 4.30.
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Cape Pembroke Half
and Eneland international Green and Wintripp but aM »k 

F<«iner with the huge athletic tal- were well clear of the rest ofthe 
' indelibly stamped h.s author- Held. rCSl of lhe
etn,l’and his name, on this year’s Veteran, David Fyfe mem 
Cape Pembroke Half Marathon while perhaps suffering still from 
/cinday December 7) in a record the effects of 
wreaking performance that shat- 
tered Richard ‘Speedy’ Thomas's 
t\vo year old event best by more } 
than two minutes.

The weather was 
enough to cause the organisers,
Stanley Running Club, a few early 
ripples of unease as the 85 com
petitors registered at the Leisure 
Centre prior to making their way 
to the start at the Totem Pole on 
the Airport Road for the 11 am gun 

The race for the walkers had 
started at 9.30 the same morning 
with a brisk South Westerly wind 
at their backs and some fairly 
heavy showers dampening their 
anoraks if not their enthusiasm.

Flint dominated the race almost 
from the start, dragging along a r 
leading group including Support jp 
Squadron team mates Dave Green 
and Clive Wintripp. More than 
four hundred metres separated first 
and last as the runners approached

Stanley Leisure 

Centre■f
in some circles as unbeatable on 
the Cape Pembroke course.

Flint s domination of the event 
was underlined by the margin be
tween his winning time and that of 
second placed Dave Green in lhr 
18m 22s. Clive Wintripp 
never in danger of losing his third 
place and came in in lhr 19m 35s. 
The men’s veteran

completing the 
stamina sapping Commando Chal- was

prize went to 
Tony Burnett who finished eighth 
overall and also set a new veterans 
record of lhr 26m 6s. taking al
most four minutes off his 
record.

Public Opening Hours
Tuesday 9th December 1997- Monday 12th January 1998

Day 
Monday

uncertain

own

Tracy Porter confirmed her sta
tus as the Falklands outstanding 
female athlete taking first pi 
1 hr 39m 50s (missing out on a new 
record by seconds) from two mili
tary' competitors, Lt Nicky Bell 
(lhr 45m 50s) and Vicky Hope- 
Smith (lhr 47m 23s). Megan 
Eggling confirmed her early prom
ise in the race, running brilliantly 
to defy the years and deservedly 
win the women’s veteran prize in 
1 hr 56m 49s. Another performance 
worthy of note in the ladies race 
came from Fran Biggs who 
knocked an incredible sixteen min
utes off her previous best for the 
event to record 2hr 4m 30s.

The senior team competition re
sulted in a runaway victory for the 
Supply Squadron from MPA; they 
had the first three places and were 
backed up by C Parkinson who fin
ished in ninth giving them an ag
gregate score ofjust fifteen points. 
The under-sixteens team trophy 
was secured by two sets of broth
ers - Daniel and Kyle Biggs and 
William and Andrew Normand.

The race finish, on Victory 
Green, took on the air of a sum- 

picnic as more runners and 
walkers crossed the line and re
laxed in the sun, most staying on 
to cheer in the later finishers.

Since its inception earlier this 
decade, the Cape Pembroke Half 
Marathon has established itself as 
the premier athletics event in the 
Falkland’s racing calendar. The 
challenges it presents to competi-

Pool
12am-lpm Lanes 
2pm - 4pm Public 
5pm - 7pm Public 
7pm - 8pm Adults 
10am - 11.30am OAP 
12am - lpm Lanes 
2pm - 4pm Public 
5pm - 7pm Public 
7pm - 8pm Ladies 
12am - lpm Lanes 
2pm - 4pm Public 
5pm - 7pm Public 
7pm - 8pm Adults 
3pm - 7pm Public 
7pm - 8pm Adults 
12am - lpm Lanes 
5pm - 7pm Public 
7pm - 8pm Adults 
10am - 4pm Public 
4pm - 5pm Adults

Courts
1 lam - 2pm Public 
3 - 9pm Public

r
ace in

Jj ^1
Tuesday 10am - 1 lam Public 

12am - 2pm Public 
3pm - 9pm Public

Veteran Kevin Ormond relaxes 
on Victory Green after the race 

tors with its multi-terrain course 
make it one of the toughest races 
of its kind in the world.

.41
V?

Wednesday 1 lam - 2pm Public 
5pm - 9pm Public

joi.
5BRv>

. ■ - ,3?Ladies champion, Tracy Porter
lenge (as did Peter Biggs, Trudi 
Clarke and Miranda Cheek), had

Thursday

Friday

12am - 2pm Public 
5pm - 9pm Public 
1 lam - 3pm Public 
5pm - 9pm Public

10am - 6pm Public

relinquished his leading civilian 
^ position to another veteran, Tony

Burnett, who began the race slowly 
before making up a lot of ground 
in the middle and later stages.

The weather, now, had become 
a factor in a different way. Cloud 
cover had dispersed and despite the 
still healthy south-westerly the 
temperature was going up making 
the twin dangers of dehydration 
and sunburn distinct possibilit 

By the halfway point most of 
the leading positions in all the dif- 
ferent classes were more or less 

v.vT; settled, Mark Flint eventually fin- 
ishing in the remarkable time of 1 

C ; hr 10m 25s - more than two min-

y

g . -.AI• 'if.Saturday & Sunday M■ •

|prjT ?

For information and court bookings telephone: 27291

Summer Holiday Activities 1997/98
Day
Monday
Monday

merTime
10 - llam 
2 - 3pm

ies.Age Group
7-11 
11 - 15

Location Activity
Sport
Sport

Play Session 
Sport

Sport
Children only swim 
Half price courts

Parent & Children
Sport
Football
Sport
Football

$4 SBGym
Above: Surely the happiest 

competitor, Jane McGill 
beaming as she crosses the line 
Below: Competitors, spectators 

and officials mingle on sun
drenched Victory Green

Gym mm V:Kr <
Tuesday
Tuesday

11 - 12am 
2 - 3pm

4-7 Gym 4 r -V.' /. utes quicker than the record set by 
. ;V: Richard ‘Speedy’ Thomas two 

years ago, which was thought of

11 - 15 Gym
10 - llam
11 - 12am 
2 - 5pm

Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

7- 11
8- 15 
8-15

Gym
Trudi Clarke finishes in 2hr 14m 51
the Surf Bay tum-off.

*hind lh's leading group other 
ftl tn'vvere sorting themselves 
m ‘ . l strong MPA presence 
ocn"tthAfirstdozen Places were 
thpcJ516' , y m*l‘tar>' personnel in 
vj|ianekar!y stages, the leading ci- 

lan being David Fyfe with Pe- 
lS8s twenty five yards off his

Pool
Gym

10 - 12am 
2 - 3pm
2 - 3pm
3 - 4pm 
3 - 4pm

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

Under 7 
11 - 15 
7-11 
7-11 
11 -15

Gym
Gym
Football Pitch 
Gym
Football Pitch ter Bi 

pace.

backl !1 by a flu virus. Further 
taken a !!! ^egan E88lin8 had 
closelv fru^riSe fourth position 

by ^an Biggs.
Miraada Cheek McGi,! and
lighth^Mcf Bme be reached the 
,ishedaPn Flint had estab- 
for the lnn« ead and’as he turned 

S rtin into the wind back

10 - llam 
10 - 11.30am 
2 - 3pm

8- 15 
Under 7 
8-15

Friday
Friday
Friday

Gym Half Price Courts 
Parents & Child 
Children Only 
swim
Half Price Courts 

ns will commence

Pool
renPool

3 - 5pm 8-15Friday Gym

Except for the Christmas period (Monday 22 nd December - Sunday 4 th January), the sessio 
Tuesday 9th December and finish on Monday 12th Ja * on_____nuarv

All sessions will be charged at 50p per person, except for the half price gym courts, which will be ch
to membership status. ■ mmmSMmmurged according



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
VACANCYNOTICESFORSALE

CABLE & WIRELESS 
Tech bn ici an/Watch keeper 
Joining a small team of experi
enced engineers, this is a real 
opportunity to enter the telecom
munications industry without the 
need for specific formal qualifi
cations. The position enables the 
individual time to acquire the nec
essary skills through on the job 
training including, in due course, 
the possibility of overseas train
ing for the right candidate. 
Duties include monitoring the 
operational status of the telecom
munications network, respond
ing to fault repsorts, maintenance 
of records and assisting the engi
neering staff on a variety of tech
nical tasks. The nature.of the job 
does require some shift working 
for which generous allowances 
arc paid. In addition the normal 
competitive Cable & Wireless 
pay and benefits package is avail
able. Tfie package is negotiable 
for the right candidate Formal 
qualifications to GCSE standard 
as well as basic computer skills 
would be an advantage However, 
a pleasant personality, good tel
ephone manner and a willingness 
to co-operate and learn with your 
colleagues is the major require
ment
forwarded to the Manager, Fi
nance and Administration. Cable 
and Wireless pic, PO Box 179, 
Stanley. The closing date for 
applications is Friday 19th De
cember 1997.

One CZ semi automatic pistol 
9mm Para. Hardly used Approx 
200 mds. With spare mag. bell 
mag holder and holster - offers. 
Also one sharp IQS 100 transla
tor English/German and Spanish 
included. With carry' case and 
instruction manual £25. Call 
21663 evenings

White Suzuki Jeep, purchased new 
1996. 3,200 miles £7,000 ono 
Electric kettle £5 
Toaster £5
Portable Sharp music centre £50 
Vacuum cleaner £30 
Single electric cooking ring £10 
Contact D. Ho watt 2l 3 8 5" eve
nings

Arriving for sale early January' a 
5-piece Premier APR drum set 
c/w cymbals and stool. Colour 
black diamond. In stock now, 
Premier and Tama drumsticks, 
and Premier CL extra drumheads 
Contact Pete on tel/fax 21451

New potatoes for Christmas. Will 
be delivered on 23/24 December. 
Freshly dug. Please phone Keith/ 
Avril 31191

Ford Escort 1.3 5 door 1988 
model with radio-cassette, in good 
condition reasonable offers in
vited.
Gateway 2000 P-120 Multi-me
dia PC Hewlett Packard Colour 
Deskjet printer and 33.6 internal 
modem. Ideal for the internet. 
£1.200 ono
Sony Playstation with two 
joypads and 8 games £500 
If interested in any of the items 
above please contact Ian on 21624 
during weekdays after 6pm or at 
weekends. The sellers do not bind 
themselves to accept the highest 
or any offer

Various two piece suits in both 
wool and mixed fibres. Sizes to 
suit waist 34", inside leg 30", 
chest 40". prices from £40 each. 
PC Software - Retribution. First 
Encounter, Big Red Adventure. 
This Means WAR, Autosketch 
for DOS, X Wing, Terminator 2, 
Curse of the Enchantia, Lure of 
the Temptress, Code Red and Are 
You Ready and Alert - add on discs 
for C&C Red Alert, 3D house 
modelling, Windows 95, on mixed 
VA” and CD-Rom discs, prices 
from £10 each. Some 5/" disc 
based programmes available. 
Ring 22478 Andy or Kay after 
5pm.

Three door Landrover 110 with 
good tyres, almost new jack and 
spare battery, metal ramps, 
shovel, tow' rope and a variety of 
tools. Available w.e.f. Christmas 
Eve, £2,850 ono Contact David 
Jeremiah on 22327

"HOG WASH!" at theTrough 
this Saturday (13th)! Tickets 
from Phyl - phone 21324

MOTO CROSS THIS 
\\ EEKEND

This Sunday is the next round of 
the 1997/98 Moto Cross season, 
the races will be held again at 
Keith Grimmcr’s land at Fitzroy 
Ridge just off the MPA road. 
Practice starts at 10.00am racing 
at 11.00

"Helens"
Opening Saturday 13th 

December 10am 
Ladies and Childrens shoes and 
clothing, also Christmas ideas 

and selection box's 
Opening Times:

Tucs - Friday 1.30 - 4pm 
Saturday 10am - 12am, 2pm - 

4pm situated in Beauchene 
Shopping Complex 

All enquiries to Helen 
Chapman on 21322 Camp 

orders welcome

You were so cute, what happened? 
Happy 21st Birthday Dear, for 
today 12th December - love you 
loads. Mum Dad & Marie, Jonathon 
& Bronwen, Nichola, John & 
Dominic

Brother Jock and family and daugh
ter Joan and family of Southamp
ton. UK, also Billy in Stanley, 
would like to thank everyone who 
sent floral tributes and messages of 
sympathy regarding the late Geor- 
dic Thompson Please accept this 
as our personal thank you

ARE YOU A SHEARER? 
The next Golden Shears World 
Championships will take place 
on 5, 6 and 7th June 1998 in 
Ireland. FIG have kindly agreed 
to pay passages for two local 
shearers to attend, and selection 
will be at the Estancia Shearing 
Competition on 29 December 
courtesy of Tony and Ailsa 
Heathman. Details of the cham
pionship in Ireland can be ob
tained from the Farmers Asso
ciation office.

STANLEY NETBALL CLUB - 
UP-COMING EVENTS 

A Disco is being held for under 
15's in the FIDF Hall on the 12th 
December from 7pm to 9.30pm. 
This will be followed by a disco 
for over 15’s from I lpm until 
lam. The admittance fee for 
under 15's is £1.00 and over 15's 
£2.50 Please note that no alco
hol will be allowed on the 
premises.
On Saturday the 13th December 
there will be a cake stall in the FIC 
West Store entrance, commenc
ing from 9am. Why slog over a 
hot stove!!!
On Sunday the 14th December, 
the club will be holding a netball 
tournament commencing at 
11am. Spectators are warmly 
welcome! Food will be available 
at £2.50 per person

FLYING SANTA 
Flying Santa wants to visit Camp 
and requires donations to buy 
presents for camp children (ages 
0 - 11). Please send donations to 
"Flying Santa" c/o KEMH. Con
tact Sue or Miranda for details 
27375 or 27418

Good home wanted for tabby 
kitten approximately four weeks 
old - tel: Helen or Fraser 21632

Results of Whist Drive held on 
the 3rd December. Ladies 1st Mrs 
D Clarke 2nd Mrs E Vidal Booby 
Mrs I Finlayson 
Gents: 1st D Pettersson, 2nd C 
Clifton, Booby T Pettersson 
Wednesday 17th Dec, will be the 
last Drive before Christmas. Whist 
will recommence on the 7th Jan

Applications should be
NOTICES

Cable & Wireless will be starting a 
trial of new opening hours for the 
Public Counter at the Ross Road 
OfTices.
From 2nd January 1998 the Public 
Counter will be open at the follow
ing limes:-
08.00 - 12.00 and 13.15 - 16.30
Monday to Thursday
08.00 - 12.00 and 13.15 - 16.15
Friday
The Public Counter will be closed 
as usual at Weekends and on Public 
Holidays. Phonecards will still be 
available out of Public Counter 
Hours until 10pm daily, as at 
present. Cable & Wireless would be 
pleased to receive any comments 
from customers on the new hours 
in due course.

KMZ electronics/
ELECTRICAL has a vacancy for 
an experienced electrician in the 
field of electro-mechanics, indus
trial electricity, electronics and 
domestic installations. Must be 
fluent in Spanish and English. For 
further details contact Mario on 
Tel 22349

BEAUCHENE VESSEL 
MANAGEMENT 

The Company wishes to contract 
a qualified person for the post of 
Operations Manager. All appli
cants should satisfy the following 
conditions. 1. To preferably have 
educational qualifications in ac
countancy or book-keeping. 2. At 
least three years experience in the 
fishing/agcncy business. 3 Be able 
to communicate and write in Span
ish. Preference would be given to 
persons fluent but not essential. 
Salary will be paid according to 
experience and qualifications. The 
successful applicant would be ex
pected to take up this post as early 
as possible in the New Year. All 
applications to be in writing at
taching C.V., addressed to the Di
rectors, Beauchene Fishing and 
Trading Co. Ltd. to be received no 
later than December 31st 1997

Pre-Xmas Auction Bridge on 10th 
Dec Prize Winners: 1st Mrs J 
Middleton & D Pettersson 2nd 
Mrs V Malcolm & T Pettersson 
Booby Mrs J Bound & Mrs C 
Blackley.
Drives will recommence on 14 Jan

WANTED
Gas cooker. Contact Paul Brickie 
on 22277 or Lucy Ellis on 27355

EVIE & JIM ELLIOT are looking 
for a furnished house/fiat to rent 
for about 6 weeks from 28 Dec 97. 
Please contact Anya on 21857

Postscript - From the Baha'is
At times we may well forget how very different is the age we live in from 

any previous period in the 2-3 million-year history of mankind.
Just learning to use fire, shape stone, and grow crops took hundreds of 

thousands - even millions - of years. Progress speeded up somewhat in the last 
6000 years, but by the 1840's man's speed of travel had still not exceeded that 
of a fast horse.

Then something totally new happened. Inventions suddenly piled on one 
another, speeding travel and communications, among other things. Today, 
barely 150 years later, we jet about the world, rocket to the moon, Internet 
between all continents. In almost the blink of an eye we have become 
physically, geographically united.

Why this sudden change?
Baha'is can suggest an answer.

For Sale Tel: 21398 
5 HP Rally Rotarv Tiller Model 
FY850C. New £450.00

Need an Electrician?
Call Graeme on 32555. All types 
of industrial and domestic instal
lation and repairs. Qualified per
sonnel. No. 1 Electrical (Falk- 
lands) Ltd. P.O. Box 643, Stanley, 
Fax: 32555

Tom Mike -d S,u.n Wnl.acc
Trusters
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Composer seeks" song7 for the SouthNews in brief
Visiting to the Falklands this week, 
on Ins way to Antarctica in search 
of musical inspiration, was com-
poserand conductor Peter Maxwell- ml? T-
Davies. Mr Maxwell-Davies who S||yr
was commissioned by the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra to write a .
symphony about theexlreme south-
ern region was accompanied by the 4£ >■ > v,

Beck> Ingham, of Falklands w
Conservation, told Penguin News . : -
that they were asked to show Mr
Maxwell-Davies something of
Falklands wildlife during his two ":'^y m•
days in the Islands. Me was ex- Composer Peter-Maxwell-Davies inspired by the Gentoos at Bertha's Beach. 
tremely impressed by what he saw. thought the scenery' was similar to vessel James Clark-Ross, and will
said Becky, w ho accompanied him that of his home in the Orkneys. then move to a more remote camp,
to Bertha's Beach to see a Gentoo The composer went on to travel He will leave the Antarctic on a
colony and to Gypsy Cove, and to Rothera in the Antarctic on BAS Dash 7 aircraft in early January.

7-V

Argentine Minister 
sends literature for 

Christmas
PERSISTENT Argentine Foreign 
Minister. Guido di Telia, adopted 
an informative theme in his choice 
of Christmas gifts to Falkland Is
landers this year, by sending an 
assortment of literature on the sub
ject of Argentina to most residents.

he books include stories about 
nfe in the region by W. Hudson, 
Paul Theroux. Bruce Chatwin and 
Gerald Durrcll.

In a letter accompanying each 
book, the Minister included the 
emotive (and what may be viewed 
as controversial) comment. "It hurts 
me to see how much you still dis
trust us. But some time in the future 
I'm sure we will be able to over
come these shortcomings."

In general, however, Islanders 
appeared indifferent to the mass 
arrival of the parcels, although a 
few are reported to have immedatcly 
discarded them on receipt.

Cheap swimmming 
for youths

AT the Standing Finance Commit
tee meeting on Friday December 
12, it was agreed to reduce the 
swimming pool fee for all pe 
>• | -Wtaking full time education to 

| Fper session. This will take ef
fect immediately and will continue 
for a trial period until Tuesday, 
June 30, 1998.

In Legislative Council last Fri
day. Councillor Birmingham com
mented that he hoped to see fewer 
youngsters on the streets and more 
in the pool.

New Magistrate
REPLACING Senior Magistrate, 
David Jeremiah, will be Keith 
Watson, a Deputy District Judge in 
the North East of England. He is a 
partner in a firm of solicitors. Mr 
Watson is married with children 
and will arrive on January 17. He 
will later be joined by his family

Prison sentence 
for local youthAddis search group 

to arrive January CHARGES of actual bodily 
harm brought against a local 
youth were dismissed in Court 
earlier this week, the Magis
trate declaring the evidence pre- 
sented as unreliable. Also 
charged with common assault 
the youth was given a condi
tional discharge for two months; 
and for a charge of assaulting 
police officers received two two 
month prison sentences to run 
concurrently.

However, because the young 
man had already served 22 days 
on remand, he will be released 
on January 7, 1998.

CONTINUING the search for the Islands Police, are really just those 
body of disappeared Marine, Alan that warrant a second look, "once 
Addis, fifteen years ago, Sergeant searched, we can then rule them 
Mick Swindells and a search crew out."
will arrive in the Islands on January Professor Hunter is to head the 
9, 1998. search team, and accompanying the

Arriving in advance of the team group will by a TV crew interested 
(due to the need for six weeks quar- in the scientific aspects of the search,
antine) will be a sniffer dog, trained 
in searching for bodies. The team 
will bring special ground radar 
equipment to search those areas of 
North Arm designated as suspect group, Customs and Immigrations',
areas. The suspect areas, said a Bemie Eccles, will be caring for
spokesman for the Royal Falkland the dog until their arrival.

The search will begin on Janu
ary 12, and the team are scheduled 
to leave the Islands on January 24. 

As a personal favour to the

rsons

Stanley FC return to Form From a report by Patrick Watts
STANLEY Football team returned self but was thwarted by some fine relaxed somewhat and found them- 
to winning ways, after their recent goal-keeping. selves under pressure from the de-
5-0 thrashing by HMS Endurance, However, his efforts were re- termined visitors, but it was Stanley 
to defeat the RAF Resident Rapier warded when he found Jeremy who found the net again when the
Squadron (RRS) by 3 goals to 2 last Henry, wide on the right, who de- busy 'Spurs' Henry shot from the

livered a pinpoint cross for Martyn edge of the penalty area.
Stanley took the lead when Clarke to net with a powerful div- RRS came back strongly and 

James Peck eased his way past sev- ing header. snatched two goals from set pieces;
eral defenders before slotting the After the break, and with a 2-0 a brilliantly taken free kick and a
ball into the net. Peck went on to lead and influential mid-fielder Bill penalty, but Stanley held on to their
create several more chances for him- Chater carrying an injury, Stanley one goal lead to the final whistle.

weekend.

Pevtyuivi TiecM, inctude4,
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Chilean prize not just for

[ WAS surprised on reading the name.of the SCI IOLAR 0, , ,
account of the Prize Giving at the THhR SEX, selected f0rsr prasr“ - -..«*._ sssrasa-** JSttxs'agsp.««»«“ ftmtkmg* v*!* *»• j; “S" zstsszst cysst&j*

DUE to the frantic activity in the rengum Sews oftice this wttkas a nfi ^Chilean Community Shield shields for that year"
result of a desperate bid to include a large: proportion of LegislamtCoun- school And. to avoid re- Reference to the Chilean r
cl coverage in the newspaper before Christmas. Hind mysUl vvith as j |f wi|| rcpcat a para- munity Shield should ihere 'n T
little time to concentrate on my editorial as some of our councillors ap- pea X . the then without mention nf >,orche
peared lo have had in contemplating their recent speeches. Embittered graph o my iuter o th - then u to ten ton oh>ev , e I, ,R
and uncharitable as that statement may seem - although, admittedly there lleadmistre s. ; i.-cr PRoi'irirNrv il 11(11 *'
were interesting moments in many speeches-I could not prevent a twinge occasion of m> presentisit R° ICILNCY IN SPAN-
of irritation that one or two Honourable Members appear to view their School of the i ar> o •
allowed time in the spotlight as a chance to meander at length (as they for the Girl Scholar wi l ie lig i
are perfectly entitled lo) but in a frustrating!)' vague manner, through est proficiency in Spanish
their pel subjects. While 1 would not for a moment argue that our repre- 1 he following was published at
sentatives should not be given time to "get things off their chest." -as the that time by both Penguin News
speeches to the Motion for Adjournment were justified to me by one and MBS.
councillor -1. probably like many others, lost count of the times 1 felt the MARY BOO 111 MEMORIAL
urge to wave, hysterically, my transcription of the speeches (or perhaps SHIELD: "1 his has nothing to do

with the shield donated by the

Service and 

compassionGeod will 

gesture
THE General Purposes Commit
tee have decided that Councillor’s 
Norma Edwards and Mike Sum
mers are to attend the South At
lantic Council’s Falklands Update 
at the Royal United Services In
stitute in February.

"One of the dangers of boycott
ing these things," Councillor Sum
mers said, "is that you get a group 
of people who are not sufficiently 
knowledgable about the Falklands, 
and who start telling themselves all 
sorts of things which are not nec
essarily correct and then start be
lieving them. It’s important from 
our point of view to keep feeding 
the truth to these organisations and 
make sure they understand the po
sition from our point of view."

It was also decided that Coun
cillor Jan Cheek will attend the 
party political conferences instead 
of Bill Luxton, while Councillor 
Sharon Halford will be the only 
Falklands' delegate at the annual 
Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association conference in New 
Zealand in October.

Rm\ RiuJ.Nunln.rjD.Liml l\UmK • lelrphanr: 3!tS4*Fa\: HIM’ I'rn LriiU> • Prkr. b»p

AT 2.00 pm last Saturday we re
ceived some devastating news. By 
4.30 pm that same day Interna
tional Tours and Travel had my 
wife on a flight home.

Service of that calibre, and the 
compassion shown, is deserving of 
public acknowledgement.

Thank you Jennie Forrest and

FOR several years I have been 
reading the weekly edition of the 
Penguin News and I want to con
gratulate the editors for the excel
lent and independent newspaper it 
has become, publishing its own 
opinions in the editorials and the 
readers' opinions as well.

I will appreciate very much if 
you could publish this letter in ref
erence to Bill Luxton's letter about 
Mr Di Tella's possible visit to the 
Islands. Bill Luxton is right. Ar
gentina has changed so much in the 
last ten years that many people 
could rightly think that this is an 
hallucination, a dream or a fantasy.

Actually it is not. Argentina is 
now a stable, democratic country 
with a stable currency, growing at 
8% per year, and it has the most 
liberal foreign minister it ever had 
who is even ready lo visit the Falk

lands on a foreign passport to lis
ten to the Islanders' wishes. Argen
tine - British relations are excel
lent, and even President Menem 
has been invited on an official visit 
to London later in 1998.

Many people in Argentina are 
against such a visit and also against 
Di Tella's visiting the Islands on a 
foreign passport saying that such 
a visit could mean a de facto rec
ognition of British sovereignty.
Some people on the Islands are 
also against such visits - perhaps 
for exactly opposite reasons.

1 think positive attitudes from 
both sides should be welcome. A I WOULD like to express my sin- 
visit by Mr Di Telia would make cere gratitude to Marvin Clarke for

the organisational skill and effort 
he put into the "82 Yomp". With
out his enthusiasm and help our 
Trust would not be able to help so 
many people.

Also a big thank you to the 
back-up teams who put enormous 
effort into this event.

Many thanks go also to to all 
the participants for their tremen
dous efforts - civilians and mili
tary7 alike.

c to 
°n both

staff.
Jeff Mclnnis 

Stanley
It might sound nice -

the boys and another for the gids 
- but I most certainly object to 
what could be

Trust is 

gratefulattempt to 
change the objective of the Chil
ean Community Shield, and thus 
deprive the girls from qualifying 
for that Shield.

a n

in your case, the radio) and cry . "tell us something we don't know!"
Lessons in stating the obvious apart, (and, as 1 feel obliged lo provide Chilean Community. That shield 

an example, may I cite Councillor Halford's comment that 'what we must was clearly donated to record the 
bear in mind is that capital priorities depend on money and manpower...') 
it was reassuring to note the opportunity was also used to express a well
timed and studied calm with regard to the ’Far East factor.' and an inter- Copy of a letter sent to Councillors 
esi in taking ’more responsibility for their portfolios' - as a result of the THE programme that had been ar- 
latter we may all now anticipate the next LegCo with gleeful excitement. ranged, including calls on Govern-

Lord Montgomery was of course treated to the occasional mention. ment Departments and excursions 
and I note thankfully the recent refusal by most of our representatives to into Camp, was quite fascinating 
tug their caps in that particular gentleman's direction.

On the subject of Montgomery, however, while the general 
sus in the Islands appears to be that we should welcome the chance to 
challenge (or rather optimistically - change') the opinions of such peo
ple. I feel I must pass on an alternative view from a visitor to this office 
who asked. "What 1 want to know is when are we going lo slop kowtow
ing to people like him?" His argument being. I think, that having invited 
the gentleman to the Islands to swap views with ourselves we may have 
given him even greater reason to believe that his own opinion of our 
political situation is actually of some importance.

In fact, having attended the recent public meeting with intention of 
listening to our visitors with an open mind, my good resolutions quickly 
faltered when it appeared that Montgomery's arguments for negotiations 
with Argentina were strongly based on the oddest of premises^ By this I 
mean that whilst he knew full well that the Islands' government believe 
the optional links he advocated were against our interests, he indicated 
that we somehow owed it to Britain to go against our own judgement 
Call me cynical, but does this 'experienced' politician truly believe it 
sensible for one government, as it were, to ignore its own instinct for seif 
preservation, out of a sense of loyalty to another. To do so would make 
us a very' rare species indeed!

Ultimately, we do not feel closer links with Argentina are presently 
in our interest, just as Britain does not, at present, feel it is in her inter 
ests either (or it seems obvious that they would have brought greater 
pressure to bear.) Thus the question I am certain you are all asking is 
exactly whose interests is Viscount Montgomery attempting to serve'’ ’

To return to LegCo, (and my apologies for wandering, councillor- 
like, from my intended subject) I cannot let this moment pass without 
asking why it took Councillor Edwards and the Chief Executive at lens 
ten minutes to come to no satisfactory' conclusion regarding the question

years time farmers may not need governmental support To be fair to 
Richard however. I am aware that to be a happy farmer in the Falklands 
one must also be an optimistic one. nas’

Joe Booth 
Stanley

Falklands visit was interesting and informative
ate the extent of the Islands 
their natural beauty - especially 
when the sun shone.

All the conversations - whether 
there was agreement or not - were 

and most comprehensive. The Bat- most interesting and informative, 
tie Day events and celebrations 
were moving and superbly ex
ecuted. 1 felt at the end of my visit 
as it. together with the various re
ceptions and parties, I must have 
met at least half the population, and all. 
probably more! I particularly en
joyed the opportunity to appreci-

no harm to anyone and should be 
welcomed for what it is, a good 
will gesture.

Conrado Etchebarne 
Bullrich

Student allowance 
increase declined

THE estimated 12,000 or so tourists expected to be thronging the 
streets of Stanley this season from visiting cruise ships will find 
ing ashore a simpler and safer exercise following the replacement of 
the old, and dangerous, metal steps on the public jetty> by new, wider 
timber steps with a solid handrail. The picture (below) shows the 
Public Works Department putting the finishing touches to the 
steps which look several days to instal. Dave and Carol Eynon of 
South Atlantic Marine Services assisted with the underwater work.

com-

A REQUEST to increase allow
ances paid to student attending 
Loughborough was declined by 
GPC last week. Councillors con
firmed maintenance of the exist
ing policy for students who choose 
not to attend Peter Symonds Col
lege.

consen- I am extremely grateful to you and 
your colleagues for making this 
happen.

With very best wishes for 
Christmas and New Year lo you

new
June Besley-Clark 

Stanley

Camp Santa 

to fly again
Viscount Montgomery of 

Ala mein Food for thought
CHILDREN attending the school 
hostel are to get a better balanced 
'dietary' provision' after councillors 
noted what Councillor Lewis 
Clifton described as 'disparities 
between meal allowances for the 
school hostel and the hospital.
An unusual visitor to Stanley 
Harbour last week was this soli
tary King Penguin who came 
ashore on the beach 200 metres 
west of the old Beaver Hangar.

Falklands Conservation say 
lone king penguins are some
times observed in rookeries of 
other breeds. They are rarely 
seen in Stanley Harbour.

^ ^ & IT'S official! Santa will be flying 
around Camp this Christmas, as he 
has done in recent years, though 
he may not reach quite as many 
settlements as before.

Health visitor, Miranda Cheek, 
and speech therapist. Sue Wilks, 
have stepped into the breach left 
by departing David Harding-Price 
and have co-ordinated this year's 
effort so that children in Camp will 
not be disppointed.

Unfortunately Santa will be re
stricted to only one day's flying 
this Christmas and so will reach 
only a dozen settlements. These 
will be: Albemarle, Fitzroy, North 
Arm, Port Stephens, Fox Bay East, 
Hill Cove, Saunders Island, Peb
ble Island. Blue Beach, Little 
Creek, Salvador and the Murrell.

Other Camp children needn't 
despair, though. Miranda and Sue, 
aided by Lorraine McGill and 
Robin Goodwin, hope to be able 
to send a present, through the gen
erosity of FIGAS, to every Camp 
child up to Year Six age.

Miranda and Sue are especially 
grateful to 78 Squadron for their 
help in the exercise, and to all who 
contributed financially to their ap
peal for funds. Anyone who would 
like to contribute but hasn't yet 
should contact Miranda or Sue as 
soon as possible.

v -w~j.

International Tours & Travel Ltd
Tel 22041 Fax 22042

We wish all our customers 

a Merry Christmas 
ond a Happy New Year

We will be closed 
25 & 26 December 1997 

and
1 January 1998

a
C
q

Moffat's 'machine' is plasterboard wonder
LOCAL entrepreneur turned 
inventor, Jimmy Moffat, has 
developed a manually oper- 
ated machine that makes 
plasterboarding a ceiling 

: ^ child’s play - or almost. Cer
tainly it allows the job to be 

i done single-handed.
; Jimmy told Penguin News

he conceived and built the 
machine when he was in the 

Kj process of plasterboarding 
the vast ceiling of his new 

$ house on Ross Road East. 
j, Now he has applied for pat- 

ents on the machine and is 
loo kin g for a manufacturer to 
h elp It im develop th e idea into 
a commercial product.

ey

f

4 kREADERS should be aware

Finally, J would like to take this opportunity to thank Ton 
Pettersson and his team, all our advertisers, and last, but dpr.n^i
Christmans"°Ur readerS ^tHeir SUPP<>rt °Ver ‘hePas‘y“ar!Merry

•i

"G0 WITH THOSE WHO KNOW" . 1
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Archivist Jane Cameron finds her Utopia in Tristan da Cunha 
FALKLAND Islanders arc well used 
to hearing such words as isolated, out
lying. solitary and peaceful, when visi
tors to these shores describe our exist
ence, however, local archivist, Jane 
Cameron discovered new meaning to 
these words when, after four years of 
preparation, she fulfilled her ambition 
to visit our neighbouring British De
pendency, the tiny Island of Tristan da 
Cunha Lying Northeast of the Falk- 
lands, but closer to South Africa, the 
Islanders live on the only (half mile 
wide) flat area' of what is little more 
than a steep mountain protruding from 
the sea In a temperate climate, the Is
landers live an almost self sufficient 
existence, highly dependent on pota
toes. fish, mutton and less so on the 
relatively expensive imported goods 
brought in by very occasional ships.
Apart from those visits the only recip
rocal communications are via a radio 
station in Cape Town, or the extremely 
costly, and thus little used, telephone/ 
fax link in the Administrator’s office.

Jane’s primary reason for visiting, 
she explained, was pure curiosity 
which grew when she became friends 
with Tristan Islanders. Jimmy and Fe
licity Glass, during their time in the 
Falklands seven years ago. Having 
been invited to visit, she was also de
lighted to be asked by the Adminis
trator if she could, “help with the ar
chives." Eventually she was able to 
arrange travel to the Island on the sci
entific research vessel the Agulhas. 
with the intention of leaving with 
Jimmy and Felicity, when Jimmy was 
due to travel to UK to attend a course.
Unfortunately, the Agulhas was de
layed two months. By the time Jane 
had arrived, Jimmy and Felicity had 
had to leave for Cape Town.

Undaunted (and delighted by the 
warm hospitality of the Islanders) Jane

N .
was able to spend a few weeks learn
ing about a fascinating lifestyle which, 
said Jane, to some extent echoed parts 
of life in the Falklands many years ago. 
By this she meant the great extent to 
which the local people arc dependent 
on each other. “If a couple get mar-

VJC

STANLEY SERVICES LTD Rtfi" 4

ried,” explained Jane, "and there are 1AN0Y
no houses available, then they simplyNEW STOCK BEING OPENED FOR CHRISTMAS request a piece of land from the gov
ernment (for no cost) and the commu
nity help build them a house." Each LONG BLUFF

3CAC"household is given as many potato »»*
vj»' POINTpatches as they are able to work, and in"

TRYPOT® m
Groceries - Walls Ice-cream - Beer, Spirits and Soft Drinks for 

your Festive Parties - Charcoal for the Barbecue. We have also a 

wide range of vehicle accessories which make ideal Christmas 
presents for the motorist.

retain eight breeding sheep, three cows J7*
and a black and white dog. If an Is-

■r-----------lander is ill or has to leave Tristan for
some time, a relative (everybody is re- Q f ACM »
lated) will look after their potato 5TONYMIIL Pr
patches until they return. In fact, said TRISTAN pa NIB A
Jane, this was just what the Uncle of * T»t 6* At’.*** CWwrj»Q1JjjTj_||,

Jimmy Glass, Ken Rogers, was doing
Above: Tristan da Cunha. The map clearly illustrates the steepness 
of the cliffs around the Island and the peak (on which some sheep 
are retained). Because of the steep Peak, Islanders can only live in

! for his nephew and wife while she was
on the Island.VISIT THE SERVICE STATION AND SEE FOR YOURSELF. Asked what it was about the Island

the settlement of Edinburgh on the North coastal plain.that had made such an impression onI
her Jane talked of how Tristan da

Customers please note that there will be no Fuel deliveries made 

between the 25 and 29 December.

Cunha is one of those rare places where
strength and endurance are not only
highly respected but an absolute ne
cessity. Islanders are very fit, and many
are strong swimmers and climbers right
into old age The late Joseph Glass
(who worked in the Falklands. at Port
Louis, in the 1950’s) is almost a folk

Christmas opening hours for the 
Sendee Station.

legend on the Island Many years ago
when a dinghy capsized in rough seas
trying to reach a mail boat, Joseph
swam out. rescued two men, took the
dinghy to the ship and returned with

Sun 21 Dec 

Mon 22 Dec Normal 
Tue 23 Dec Norma!
Wed 24 Dec Normal 
Thu 25 Dec 
Fri 26 Dec 
Sat 27 Dec 

Sun 28 Dec 
Mon 29 Dec 

Tue 30 Dec Normal 
Wed 31 Dec Normal 
Thu 01 Jan

02 Jan Normal 
[ Sat 03 Jan Normal

The staff of Stanley Services Ltd take this opportunity to thank 

our customers for their support during 1997 and wish them a 
Very Merry Christmas and a Happy and prosperous 1998.

the mail. Joseph disappeared one day
0900-1200
0830-1700
0830-1700
0830-1700

never to be seen again and Islanders
are convinced he must have been eaten
by a shark, because they cannot believe
him capable of having simply drowned
or fallen from a cliff'. reach the Island due to the severe

Also, extremely notable, said Jane swell, and Islander, Ken Rogers, told
is that everyone is on an equal foot- Jane they were forced to live only onBelow: Anderson Green who 

once worked on Pebble Island 
in the Falkands.

CLOSED ing. Everybody works for the govem- fish. Sometimes they would have no
ment. so, as such, there are no bosses food all day until they brought the

1700-1800
1700-1800
0900-1000
0900-1000
0830-1700
0830-1700

and no social differences. Everyone is catch home.Below right: A Tristan wedding respected for what they can contribute Whatever the hardships, however.dance. to the community. the Islanders live a happy, healthyFar right bottom: A small shed 
at the base of the Peak. 

Right: Margaret Swain, widow 
of Sognaes Swain. 

Right above: The Administra
tor's Office

The Islanders have a past which has existence, their social lives revolving
comprised many hardships. Vessels around weddings, funerals and births.
carrying necessary supplies have often the 300 residents (comprising only
had to pass by the Island (and still do) seven family names) pulling together
if the weather has been too bad to ap- to make a lifestyle truly work in a way
proach the dangerous cliffs. Once, dur- which left Jane almost nostalgic for
ing a potato blight, ships could not the 'old Falklands.’

The seven Tristan family names: Glass, Green, Rogers,CLOSED Hagan, Swain, Lavarello and Repetto.Fri
0830-1800
0900-1300

1
;
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IIClub
SUPPLEMENTSTANLEY SWIMMING CLUB ARE HOLDING A “BIG CASH PRIZE” SWEEPSTAKE. 

THIS IS TO RAISE MONEY TO SEND OUR SWIMMERS TO THE ISLAND GAMES IN 

GOTLAND IN 1999, AND THE ISLE OF MAN IN 2001.
1997 is almost done. All the the joys, the heartbreaks, the tragedies and the triumphs of another year are slipping quietly into history. In this 
brief Review Penguin News relives some of the moments - good and bad and comical - that have made 1997 commercially, technologically and 
politically a year to remember. A busy year and lack of space mean we can only include highlights. Read - and remember 1997.

The RAF once again demon- courtesy of the Shackleton Fund, litical feathers were said to have
strated their flying skills by rcscu- in search of inspiration in South been “ruffled’at the news of a visit
ing broken-legged BAS scientist Georgia. to Falkland House in London of
Barry Heyward in difficult condi- New arrivals included David an Argentine trade delegation,
tions at Cape Dolphin; and ru- Higgins, a pleasantly unassuming FIGO representative, Sukey
mours of financial problems for man from the English Midlands Cameron, said the decision to al-
DAP were denied. who came to inject a new and more low the visit came from Stanley.

On the sporting front Stewart open management ethos into the Despite much verbal thunder- 
‘Tooty’Morrison was Champion Community School; and Russ ing over 60% of the 470 Hay Man-
Jockey; Stanley’s footballers had Jarvis, a Dorset born career civil agement acceptance forms had
a good month defeating the Resi- servant who replaced Craig been returned signed by the end of
dent Rapier Squadron, the Supply Shelton as First Secretary and As- the month. Only four civil servants
Squadron and the Irish Guards but sistant Commissioner for South apparently deciding not to accept
going down 4-3 to a strong Tri- Georgia and the South Sandwich the “new deal’,
services team; Derek Jaffray had Islands.
established a lead of 31 points over Visitors to the Islands included 
second placed Jonny Summers in the controversial figure of Colin
the ongoing Molo Cross champi- Smith of DS & Co whose running
onship; and MPA won the South battle with government over dif-
Atlantic Ashes in one of the wet- fering wool freight rates was to run
test cricket matches ever played. and run; Dr Alan Low the tree spe- 

Weather wise January was re- cialist who postulated the possibil- 
ported as being wetter, warmer and ity of 20,000 trees being planted 
duller than usual with gales in the Islands within two years; 
occuring on nine days in the month FIGO representative, Sukey

Cameron; and a production team 
J. • "x A • ?.

January
THE main headlines in early Janu
ary predictably heralded news that 
spilled over from late December. 
Politics featured strongly, the 
month beginning with Michael 
Portillo’s visit to the Islands to re
assure us that there would be, "No 
reneging on Tory committment.” 
His assurances that the Islands 
were safe had the ring of irony 
when, five months on. he found 
himself on the political scrapheap. 
This was the month in which

THE PRIZES ARE AS FOLLOWS:-

2 X 1st PRIZES - 30% OF BALANCE, UP TO A MAXIMUM OF £540.00 EACH.

2 X 2nd PRIZES - 20% OF BALANCE, UP TO A MAXIMUM OF £360.00 EACH.

3 X 3rd PRIZES -12.5% OF BALANCE, UP TO A MAXIMUM OF £150.00 EACH.

Councillors said, “‘no” to British 
Government requests to agree an 
oil formula and the Chevening 
“non’ talks became public knowl
edge.

40 RUNNERS-UP PRIZES OF £10.00 EACH. ------ A- ■•r?:
A

A:TICKETS ARE ON SALE IN THE SHOPS AND PUBS AROUND STANLEY, THE LEI
SURE CENTRE AND FROM SWIMMING CLUB COMMITTEE MEMBERS.

THE DRAW WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE VICTORY BAR ON FRIDAY 9th JANUARY. The scene outside the FIDC 
offices, post fire

Fire swept through the FIDC 
offices on Airport Road, forcing- a new record high.

(BBT them to move to temporary quar- 
‘ ters in the revamped Parish Hall, 

while a second fire, at Walker 
■ft Creek, destroyed a workshop/ 

store. More assurances that DAP 
was not “finished’ were made; an 
arrest warrant was issued for 

, Leopoldo Galtieri implicating him 
i7t ‘n l^c ^eat^s a Spaniard and his
I J I two sons in Rosario; vet Andrew 

Coe as a manically pneumatic 
Dame hijacked the show in 
FIODA’s seasonal pantomime of
fering of Bumper Jack and the 
Beanstalk; and Joe and Gladys 
King celebrated their Golden Wed
ding Anniversary.

"An outstanding achievement” 
was how one reporter described the 

Some of the members of the(Hit Squad\ Jane Cameron, Matt victory by a team of budding jour-
Burnett, Daniel Fowler and Debbie Summers nalists from the Community 

February from the television seriesIFw/z You School in the overseas section of
February began with two mari- Were Here led by broadcaster John the Times Educational Supple-

time stories. The trawler, Saint Carter. ment's annual Newspaper Day
Denis, struck a reef in the Sea Lion . It was a busy month on the competition. Three team members
Islands and was towed to safe sporting scene. In soccer Stanley subsequently travelled to UK to
mooring by the tugboat Indomita- steamrollered the Royal Engineers receive the award in a presentation
ble, while on a smaller scale in a 6-1 victory, and followed that at the Houses of Parliament.
American sailor, Karen with a 4-1 win over Endurance, Alistair Lack, head of English 
Thorndykc, was rescued by HMS then went down 1-0 to theTri-serv- programmes for the BBC World 
Norfolk suffering from angina and ices. Robert Titterington once Service, visited; New Zealander
dehydration. Four of the crew again claimed the Stanley Open Colin Horton was appointed Man-
sailed her yacht, Amelia, back to Golf Championship; and fifteen aging Director of Falkland

year old Matthew McMullen laid Landholdings; and psychiatric 
claim to being the youngest ever nurse David Harding-Price de
winner of horse racing’s Gover- parted.

Stanley Leisure Centre
Christmas period opening times

Day/date - ^
Mon 22 Dec 97

Bffi
-JSJflPAI

The ladies sack race with Zoe 
Luxton and Debbie Summers.

Stanley Sports 
Stanley’s firefighters success

fully controlled seaborne blazes 
aboard Baltic Prosperity and a 
fishing vessel PI ay a da Coba; a 
new CBFFI, Brigadier Iain 
Campbell arrived; local artist 
Jamie Peck returned to the Islands 
following a sell-out exhibition in 
Buenos Aires; the New Year Hon
ours List awarded Siggy Barnes the 
CBE; a flu epidemic saw more than 
a hundred people treated at 
KEMH; the Adi.x, 62 metres of 
three masted seaborne opulance 
spent three days in Stanley Har
bour; fire in a gorse bush on the 
west end of Victory Green closed 
Ross Road temporarily; and long 
time, if reluctant. Stanley visitor 
Thunnus (now renamed 
Jacqueline) finally returned to sea.

Courts
Ham - 9pm Public

Pool J
12am - 1pm Lanes 
2pm - 8pm Public 
12am - 1pm Lanes 
2pm - 7pm Public 
7pm - 8pm Adults 
12am -1 pm Lanes 
2pm - 5pm public 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed
1 lam - 5pm Public
1 lam - 5pm Public
Closed
Closed
Closed
1 lam - 5pm Public
I lam - 4pm Public 
4pm - 5pm Adults
II am-4pm Public 
4pm - 5pm Adults

k Wr « IA

<0Tues 23 Dec 97 11 am-9pm Public

L &Wed 24 Dec 97 1 lam-5pm Public

Closed
Closed
Closed
I lam 5pm Public
II am-5pm Public 
Closed
Closed
Closed
Ham-5pm Public 
11 am-6pm Public

Ham-6pm Public

Thurs 25 Dec 97 
Fri 26 Dec 97 
Sat 27 Dec 97 
Sun 28 Dec 97 
Mon 29 Dec 97 
Tue 30 Dec 97 
Wed 31 Dec 97 
Thurs 1 Jan 98 
Fri 2 Jan 98 
Sat 3 Jan 98

the Falklands while Karen was 
hospitalised.

Stock marketeers suffered as 
Hogg Robinson blamed the strong nor’s Cup. The humour and flexibility of
pound for the crash that wiped 25% March the Medical Department was am-
off the value of their shares, and Modern protest methods ply demonstrated when Kasia, 
investors in Shandwick saw their emerged in the Islands as ‘home- Dennis Middleton’s trusty steed,
shares falling in value with the res- less’ Lucy Ellis pitched her tent in plodded uncomplainingly through
ignation of four of their key execu- Government House paddock in an the KEMH to be X-rayed after be- 
tives. Artist Jamie Peck departed, effort to highlight her plight. Po- inS found lame.

i

Sun 4 Jan 98
Jonny Summers demonstrates 
perfect technique at the Bodie 

Creek meet in January
:
'
;
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fu0ndsefbr0cCeantCmpcra>urc
News made and the r*'3* more different. The first was Brit- Games in Jersey. Our shooters picked
pearances - this tin U5 sPoradi> ain’s hand over of Hong Kong to up a handful of bronze medals and
cal attention to ,'Vdraxv>ng > china which drew mey.table 
pnre nn tui K Ph°nc-in p 1,r'- narisons with the Falklands •9 Mrtnl ,^e proposed newairC|°nfer- tion. The second detailed the row

iJ t . ".deo and Sao Paula ' ln^o over the presentation of an athletics
^ CJlaraclcrs Iike,-I»wa^iri- medal to convicted murderer. Rod

indy Turbot, Johnny U'o/yJ P11^ Newell, currently incarcerated in a
'Qlkland Islands Jersey prison. ning yet another gold medal; and our

rln PTU °A ■' Nort" andil?1" Ending months of speculation netball girls enjoyed a triumphant
The start of the Tumbledown Run, a sporting highlight in March stin not known'^ °flhc publ>< chile had finally^e™ deal with

May There were two notable military
This was the month in which the achievements: the completion of the 

story that shocked the Falklands new all-weather air-strip on Sea Lion 
broke. Government and public alike Island and the superb effort by the
were outraged by revelations that two FIDF teams in beating the re-
foreign seamen were being tortured nowned Gurkha s into third place in 
aboard fishing vessels in Falklands’ the March and Shoot competition, 
waters but that police were helpless Other news: The cost of Tristar 
under current international law. flights rose by 3%; the Education 

In stark contrast was the heart- Board recommended a new school 
warming story of prematurely bom year after a referendum of parents 

. Ryan Neil Watson. Some fifty peo- indicated 88% approval; FCO big-
I he month began with a storm of pie (RAF, KEMH and Fire Brigade) wig, Peter Westmacott, visited the

protest over the announcement that were combined their efforts in a Islands and confirmed Labour’s
ere would be no more DAP 727 mercy dash that saw baby Ryan and commitment to the status quo: Cara
ig s to the Islands, and ended with mother, Ruth Watson, evacuated to Ross made a "‘stunning” May Queen,

Brltaln vfa'uruguay anc^Brazil*h*d Montevideoforspecialisttreatment, with Matthew McMullen being
been proposed by Mike Summers 
and aviation consultant Adrian 
Noskwith.

Penguin News 1997 Review SupplementTop sports story was the return 
from Chile of Stanley’s footballers 
after an almost fairy' tale tour there. 
Their record was won one. drew one. 
lost one. Other sporting notables in
cluded the triumph of the Penguin 
News team (the Deadliners) in the 
first of a series of netball tourna
ments: Derek Jaffray's domination of 
the Moto Cross scene having 
amassed 400 points to Jan Clarke's 
284 in second; and the twin victo
ries by Marty Barnes and Claire 
Kilmartin in the annual Tumble- 
down Run.

k
two silvers eclipsing other, and much 
larger, national teams. !

com-
situa-

Still overseas Derek Jaffray and j. 
Jonny Summers had a good show
ing in the British Enduro Champi
onship in Scotland with Derek win-

v • •••
the first jet aircraft due to arrive at

Kelly Moffat earns the top female swimtper award inthe August Gala
prospective councillors would only 
be able to stand for the constituency 

Heidi Blake in action (See June) in which they lived because of the

consistent Alistair Ceballos took the
men’s award; and Paul Riddell over
powered Andrew Gurr in the final of

erroneous ommission of one item in the 1997 Open Short Tennis Tour
nament - incidentally the first sport
ing event to be broadcast live by

Lucy Ellis and her des res tent tour of Northern England. More lo-
the Amending Order to the Consti-I cally, Colin Smith won his eighth 

Governor’s Cup.April tution.
Overseas Dr di Telia began talk

ing publicly about his wish to visit
KTV.Current affairs stories included

the specially convened ExCo meet- Septemberthe Islands; a Chilean court coning from which HE the Governor News that the results of the De-demned Lan Chile and other airlinesemerged to say the proposed air link pendent territories Review would be.*-1 to Montevideo and Sao Paulo had
JJ team across a stone run in their been squashed, “ft is an idea,” he 

successful bid to beat the Gurkhas in May’s March and Shoot said, “whose time has not yet come.” 
u >]nuP01?' 0ur Moto. Cross bo>s MPA on August 2. 
held their heads high in the notori- There was good news, too, at a 
ous Welsh Enduro event. Derek more local level. The first ten East 
Jaffray claimed first place in the Stanley houses were completed and 
Clubman Class, Jonny Summerslak- handed over; baby Ryan Watson, 
ing third in the 250cc Class. Less accompanied by Dad, Paul, and 
energetically Colin ‘Tootie’ Ford Mum, Ruth, arrived safely back in 
beat Tim Bonner into second place the Islands courtesy of RFA Grey 
in a nail biting final of the Johnny Rover: and Andrea Clausen adopted 
Walker Darts Championship: the title of "Doctor' after successfully 
Maggie Barker taking the Ladies completing her PhD at Bango Uni- 
tournament.

for what it called ‘non-competitive 
practices’ which effectively damaged 
minnow airline DAP; and the South

Capt. Peter Biggs leads the ~FIDF~A published in February 1998 was 
completely eclipsed at the beginning 
of the month by the untimely death 
of Princess Di, the Peoples’ Princess, 
in a traffic accident in Paris which 
sparked worldwide demonstrations 
of mass mourning.

Another death which held par
ticular significance for Islanders was 
that of long-time Falklands’ cam
paigner, Bill Hunter-Christie.

More prosaically, the fourteen 
candidates for election to Legislative 
Council were named and the 
speeches began; Chilean tourist of
ficials issued a guide to visitors fol
lowing the spread of the rodent car
ried hantavirus; there was early clo
sure for the loligo Fishing season and 
a warning that the ozone hole was 
more elliptical this year and would 
therefore have more effect on the 
Falklands; an oil leakage from a stor
age tank at Hill Cove allowed some 
22,000 litres of deisel to escape into 
the sea; Amerada Hess announced 
they had signed a three year deal with 
Dolphin Drilling Limited for the drill 
rig Borgny Dolphin to begin drilling 
in Falkland waters in May 1998; and 
the Socio-Economic study of the 
Falklands by Coopers and Lybrand 
became available to the public.

Proving the silly season is, in fact,

tA
HP? - ;

• •’* 7 ♦'$ tsa IS L-/&is 14’V X* versity.
ft was a big month on the sport

ing front with a 24 strong team rep
resenting the Falklands at the Island

Stanley’s footballers in high spirits jj
after their return from Chile |

In between came the news that the | 
venture involving luxury longliner 
Island Queen had failed and she was f 
returning to Iceland; the Cape Dol
phin link road was completed and
officially opened by HE the Gover- ^ Ryon Watson, the three and a half • , , L
nor; around 40 pilot whales were Politically we were coming to voted Prinh°l{Pound rmracle baby
stranded on a beach near Chartres terms with a new Labour government Sacked! 5rhaJ?,In8; and Albert
Settlement; and HMS Leeds Castle in Britain after almost two decades AwaH ' °n the Customer Service 
was boarded by pirates as she hosted of Tor>' rule. Sir Michael Shersbv took the ‘Hlt Squad’ who
a party for the children of Stanley. MP, described as a staunch friend of * d P ace‘

British newspapers carried head- the Falklands, died at the age of 64 June
lines proclaiming the Falklands a Alerter to Penguin News from Coun- i °dd Weather conditions early in
Death Star' posting responsible for cillor Bill Luxton, in which he w?Vcaused a telecommunications

causing a mass brawl at MPA; while P°»nted out only 50% of councillors P!ack?ut for some parts of Camrv
Councillors once again reinforced concurred” with the renewal of the tS?1? Por* Lou's changed hands 
their unequivocal political stance by Chief Executive’s contract for a fur- M®I.anie 311(1 Peter Gilding finally’

Sds,o, pay homage <o,heir war ^ ban-

There was sad news on the 7th Prestigious Open Wo^H^nSr m
with the^death ofstaunch Falklands’ Championships in New ZeTlandf

WhitB^ig|S^S<^W£l™ dje^rsTdmft1^of throng awaUcd^
proving to be unbeatable overshoner Was Sowdfof document

distances, Shako and Sandown also WSM ,0r Magistrate n!!i\scrutl.ny; Sen
showing well in the longer races. c»sed FIG’s fail.,J?d ,m,ah> criti-
Stanley squared the soccer series ‘sting outmoded nrknnT3C,e -he CX"
against Tri-services by winning 2-1 UN's Committee^rS? fac!llt.ies; the
on April 6, and then lost 4-2 in the the Islander’s a a<.gain ‘Snored
final match to allow the visitors to to self-determiner3 for the right
take the Veteran’s Trophy. In Mail ran a the DailyFinally, the month was much sun- eight year old Tri/J^I*6*11? suggesting exnL?Vthe ^ddis
nier than the average April but was estimatedfour or fivedoJ?^ °n now conffdenuhpv^0™,were
also the windiest (along with 1996) */i Stanley ConJnon iSfaBSL mis*ing mtine’s bod? flnd the

; aJuly
The tw'o stories that jostled for 

public attention could not have been
Mav Queen Cara Ross with Prince Charming, Matthew McMullen

7m.f. A %&fv
V SV 'J

Sr*
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V' David Peck and Graham Didlick relish the moment they receive their 
silver medals at the Island Games in Jersey 

Atlantic Council sent their now no
torious ‘memo’ to Foreign Minister, 
Robin Cook.

Other stories included Katie 
Diggle’s remarkable achievement in 
gaining an "A’ grade in each of the 
four A levels she studied; CFL Pio
neer became the first vessel to be 
fully owned by a 100% Falkland Is
lands’ fishing company; Stanley cou
ple Rene and Billy Duncan cel
ebrated their Golden Wedding; Gov
ernment House was ripped apart - by 
workmen preparing to modernise the 
interior; progressive boss of KTV, 
Mario Zuvic-Bulic, announced a new 
deal that would provide up to eighty 
TV and 30 radio channels for sub
scribers to his service; broadcaster 
Myriam Booth celebrated the tenth 
birthday of her long running radio 
show, Pot Luck; and the Chief Ex
ecutive resigned as a director of 
Falkland Landholdings.

Sport, and Kelly Moffat gained 
the top female swimmer award in the 
Stanley Swimming Club Gala. Ever

• v

lmm Much comment, written and oral, 
was also generated by the inclusion 
with Penguin News of an ‘Immigra
tion Discussion Document’; and in a 
landmark case the owners of the Ty
phoon were fined £2,000 for allow
ing oil or oil residue to escape into 
Stanley harbour.

k
A\ hi

'A: iapt' j,■>*

S' ' August
August developed into a politi

cally active month with the an
nouncement of October 9 as the date 
for the General Election. Initial con
jecture over potential candidates was 
further excited by the revelation that
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%case 5" Buttons (Alex Birmingham) 

comforts Cinders (Katy Teggart) 
in the Infant and Junior SchooPs 

August production of Cinders

Si;"

Midwinter madness as 220 turn 
up to take the Surf Bay plungemT
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in this house, and I hope that one of believe that visitors to the Islands
these days we might well be able to are actually good news for us.
visit the house where she holds Whether or not they agree with our
state and look forward to meeting opinions is irrelevant. I think it
heragain.

I feel I should mention the crisis see who we are, what we are, and I
right and proper that the Constitu- jn Korea, ^ we au know there is a am sure they all go away far better
lion is reviewed during the term of crjsjs jn Korea which does affect informed,
this council, and that it should at the Falkland Islands quite consid- I would also like to thank the 
some point embody the recom- erably, because a lot of our income Commander for his interventions
mendation ot the belect Commit- comes from the Illex fishery through and the discussions we have had

the Korean fishing boats. And with from time to time, and the part he
the crisis we might be affected, but has played at ExCo. I wish him and
I can assure this house and any his wife all the best in their new
person who is listening to me, I will posting,
not be driven into making a panic
knee-jerk reaction similar to what our portfolios (well I'll certainly 
we had a few years ago. I think it have to have my voice here) I sus- 
was 1992 when it appeared we had pect when we come back next time,
a similar crisis. I think we have to (due to being responsible for PWD,
approach this very carefully and a rather large department) I am sure
sensibly, and not make any instant I am going to have most of the
decisions which could affect our Honourable Members having a good

. capital programmes and the run- go at me, or certainly areas of that
amalso very conscious of the need njng 0f tjiis country for quite a portfolio. I was reminded earlier
of this Council to promote greater considerable time. this week that PWD does form one
transparency, and already within Regarding Camp I believe that ofthe largest spending departments 
the council there is some agreement we are stjn going to have to con- within the whole of the Govem-
to move a long way down that road. t jnue t0 make every effort to start ment network. Earlier this week as
It would take a little time to do so,

Speeches to the Motion 

for Adjournment does anyone good to come here and
Speech by the

Honourable Lewis Clifton 
TODAY I would wish to bid a 
special welcome to Baroness 
Hooper, who is here with us, for 
that thank you very much. The 
other guest a number of evenings 
ago was Viscount Montgomery and 
there was a robust debate, as is well 
illustrated in the Penguin News 
today. Viscount Montgomery's 
views are not necessarily good news 
for a great many folks here, but 
nevertheless I think the opportu
nity extended to both he, and Bar
oness Hooper, to visit the Falk- 
lands, can do nothing else but cause 
a Falklands' view to be heard, and 
indeed in part, to be taken to an
other place. I know the Viscount 
admitted several times that he was 
a little bruised from his encounters 
with some folk, but so be it, that is 
the spirit of democracy. I believe it 
is important that we continue to 
invite Parliamentarians from all per
suasions to these Islands, because 
there is nothing like seeing a place 
for yourself, and I say this also in 
some respect for other visitors, not 
least Major General and Mrs 
Pennefather who also visited at the 
same time. Equally, it is important 
for Councillors to undertake visits, 
and I say this by making special 
mention of the very good visit pro
gramme the Commander British 
Forces afforded councillors shortly 
after the election, and I very much 
welcomed that, and I wish to extend 
a thank you for that. I think it is 
important that we continue to en
sure that visitors come to these 
Islands - they might not necessarily 
accept our views, but I think that 
over the time of a visit views tend 
to change, and I have seen that 
through a considerable number of 
Parliamentarian visits that I have 
been closely involved in myself. 
We must not become complacent 
that the Falkland's view is the only 
view, because there are a great 
number of other views, and we need 
to be sure that we hear those and try 
and persuade them there is a differ
ent picture.

The only other significant point
I would like to reflect upon is the 
motion today by the Honourable 
Councillor Mike Summers. I be
lieve this is a necessary step in the 
right direction. I see it as necessary 
because I believe it is important for 
the Constitution to be under con
tinual review, and I believe it both

tee, and that those recommenda
tions are written into, that is, they 
are enshrined, in the constitution.

In my own questions to the 
Chief Executive today I did pose 
the name the Falkland Islands Gov
ernment. There was a very good 
reason for that as I am only a very 
recent member of the Falkland Is
lands Government, so I wish to be 
sure that the electorate who listen 
to this broadcast are well aware of 
what those decisions were. But I

As for taking responsibility for

the Camp roads programmes both a group we were discussing our
but I personally hope that by the jn t^e south 0f the East, and south capital priorities, and I think what
end of the tenure of this council 0fthe West, as soon as possible. I wehavetobearinmindisthatallthe
there will be full accountability of know it is going to cost us a lot of capital priorities are all dependent
the councillors who hold their own money, I know it causes all sorts of on money, but equally as impor-

man power problems, but I think tant, also dependent on manpower,
we have to address these problems And I think we realise now that in

I think I am duty bound to do today. ^ get on wjth ft \ think it is many areas we are in a kind of
I will be guided whether the time is essential for the development of chicken and egg situation. We know
correct to do this, and if it is may I the Camp to get these roads started, we need certain things but we can-
proceed. It is I believe my honour Agricultural assistance is an- not do them because we do not have
on behalf of all councillors to make other matter which is very close to housing, and housing seems to be a
a presentation to Commander Brit- my heart, and I believe we are core problem in many areas. I am
ish Forces who is nearing the end of aireacty starting with the Agricul- sure with the 60 man accommoda-
his tour in the Falklands. I person- tUre Department looking for ways tion camp being built the situation
ally would like to thank him for the (jn agricultural assistance) of turn- will be eased in certain areas,
few weeks in which he has often ing from just helping to keep farm- Getting back to roads, I sup-
tended advice to me as a councillor. ers'heads above water, to aiming pose I will be criticised by two
I realise it is the end of his tour but towards making the farms more members who are going to speak
I would wish to express those profitable, and hopefully ease the later from the West. Having lived 
thanks, and if he would be so kind situation to a point where they do on the East all my life 1 had always
as to except this small token of our not reqUjre assistance. I look for- considered that the East Falkland
gratitude. ward t0 ^\s happening within the land was awful, thus we needed

I support the motion. next tw0 or three years. roads more quickly than they did
The previous speaker men- on the West (as their land was 

Speech by the tioned accountability. I wish to see absolutely wonderful). However,
Honourable Richard Cockwell us become much more, or fully having been over there recently I
YOUR Excellency, Honourable accountable in lots of ways for our still think their land is absolutely
Members - In rising to support the portfolios, and I hope by the next wonderful, but I do believe they
motion I too would like to express Legislative Council that questions need roads equally as much as we 
my gratitude to the Commander for oral answer will be answered by do.
British Forces for the support and t^e portfolio holders, and not en- Strange as it may seem, one of 
advice he has given me in the few tirdy by the Chief Executive. the worst things I came across on
short weeks that I've been on Coun- Your Excellency, I wish to sup- the West when driving around was
cil, and I wish him well wherever he port the motion. their ditches, fortunately I did not
is travelling to from here. I have manage to get bogged in one, but
been assured by my colleagues on Speech by the they are much wider and deeper, or
Council that I should be brief (as Honourable Sharon Halford they appear to be, than those on the
they know, I am always brief) but MR President, Honourable Mem- East, and when it comes to their
I think I should mention that I fully bers. j too wouid ijke t0 welcome mountains and hills, I can assure
associate myself with the previous Baroness Hooper, and of course you I would not like to drive
speaker's remarks regarding the visit Lord Montgomery, who has now 
ofBaroness Hooper. I welcome her g0ne Like Councillor Clifton I too

individual portfolio.
There is only one other matter

a

Continued over page
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from building more in the future jt
is up to us, when we have the repon 
expected on housing needs, to keen 
that housing programme rolling 
alongside other capital projects It 
should not displace others, it should 
not be displaced by others. But like 
the roads, housing should be an 
ongoing project.

Something else with which I 
have been concerned, and which 
has been very interesting to work 
with, isthe new immigration policy, 
which we hope to have in place 
before long (and there may possi
bly be legislation required to match 
that new policy).

I agree that we continue with the 
trickle of immigrants, but as in 
other areas we need to show that 
the system is transparent and fair, 
and I am hoping that the policy that 
we finally come up with will do 
this, whether we adopt a points 
system, or modify a points sys
tem, or however we do it.

Moving on to my own particu- 
larinterest, education, Ijust wanted 
to take this opportunity to thank 
my fellow councillors for the ease 
with which they have supported all 
the recent demands which have been 
made on behalf of education - in 
new teaching staff, a temporary 
building to relieve some of the im
mediate pressure on the Junior 
School, and a recognition ofthe high 
placing educational establishments 
needs on our list of priorities.

Finally 1 would like tojoin other 
members in saying farewell to the 
Commander of British Forces, as 1 
understand this is his last meeting 
of LegCo. and also to his wife - our 
best wishes to both.

Speech by the Honourable 
Norma Edwards 

YOUR Excellency, Honourable 
Members. Can I mention medium 
wave transmission in the Falklands, 
which is very bad andalotofplaces 
are not able to receive this at all. It 
really is rem iss of us that we cannot 
broadcast to our own people the 
local news, announcements and 
weather forecasts, and I think it is 
time we looked to providing a proper 
transmitter on perhaps Mount 
Maria - which would reach all parts 
ofthe Islands - rather than having a 
transmitter down to the east end of 
the Island; that would perhaps solve 
the problem. It is not good enough 
in this day and age, when we have 

wonderful phone system now, 
well sort of, and television every
where, plus satellite television, and
we cannot get our own local news 
in certain places. I think we must 
look to solving that ourselves, and 
look at having it controlled from 
Stanley. At the moment the mili
tary can pick up our local news 
beautifully, which is not a lot of 
good to them I am sure, and our own 
people cannot. So, perhaps we can 
look into that in the future.

I mentioned the Camp phone 
system. It is better, a whole lot 
better than it was, but it is not 
perfect, and can I mention yet again 
that when we refused the original 
Camp phones system it was agreed 
then that we would have an inde
pendent person look at the system
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ifSESSSSthat, I think we will have to wait and building equipment, instead ofhard will be reduced to p.
see as to whether or not we can currency. Monday, for anybody in full time
actually afford to progress two road We are halfway through the education. Thus we would nope to
gangs at the same time, desirable as summer, half way through yet an- see fewer people on the streets ana
it may be. Listening to the Chief other year, and the oil is still there more in the pool.
Executive's replies earlier, he, I be- at Albermarle - or a fair bit of it. I I would like to say farewell to 
lieve, said that the earliest these would be interested to know what, the Brigadier, and wish him well lor
roads could be started was October if anything, is going to be achieved the future - and his wife, and hope
next year, whether they both will this year. he goes away with some reasonable
be or not (I'm talking about the The Stanley Services monopoly memories and happy thoughts. 
Lafonia and Port Stephens ones) still causes irritation to many retail- I would also welcome Baroness
obviously we will have to wait and ers, who still insist that Stanley Hooper here, and hope that she has
see- Services use theirsubsidy, (in some had a reasonable week.

I somewhat lost the drift on the ways it is) the money they get from I would like to end with a plea
Hay Question, but I believe what I their fuel monopoly, to subsidise to taxi drivers around the town,
was trying to get at was whether or their retail sales. At some point this Would you please stop and pick
not, once we go into this system, is going to have to be sorted out, it up people quietly. Believe it or not
we would be paid on the same levels cannot real ly continue the way it is. people are irritated by your con-
as people are paid in the UK. As I On the subject of The Dependent stant tooting of your horns,
understand it, when we first set up Territoriesreview-Iexpect(I hope) Sir. I support the motion,
the whole Hay idea, it was realised there will be full consultation with
there was a great difference be- the elected members of this Coun- Speech by the
tween what people were paid here cil. I know some people are con- Honourable Jan Cheek
andelsewhere, therefore wecouldn't cemed, but Ijust cannot believe YOUR Excellency, Honourable 
atwKCi.peo C 10 COme in' !S*0W’ lbat under New Labour there will Members. In rising to support the
with the Hay process we will be be any imperial decrees, as has motion, I too would like to wel-
Ku^i. ii a!,S pa,d el,selwhere> happened in the past. come Baroness Hooper to this
m Jtrh^ 1?ec:essar.I1,y have t0 I would like to say something meeting, and note how welcome
Honefi i Jwi ?;h,CC WI bef?,Vrs- abo_ul Battle Day-1 went to church have been the other parliamentary
Hopefully we will manage still to on Battle Day, I like to go as it is an guests we have had this year.

I think we can all leam from the

ment, after Cable and Wireless had for your wife rr iS |1[befuture Phased that at least we have made our input into what is proposed, 
installed it. This happened and the eniov vour short ho?e you some pro8ress with the planning We did manage to extract a promise 
system was refused, Cable and sion ^ reak in Ascen- process, and that will give us a from Donald Anderson, M.P. last
Wireless then said they would up- rw ,u:no ,uat r a-a r clearervision to where we are going week that we would have the op-
grade it so that it would be a work- mention andl cho„ Li ,?ct,t0 w,th our economy> and what re- portunity of commenting on the
able system - that happened and I and rmsurethpthnnd^of,{.hankS’ sou.rceswe do have to devote to the draft report, but there will be very
would like assurance that we are pie in foe Pamn ^ S projects lhat we 3,1 would ,ike 10 litt,e time available, so what we
going to have an independent per- fo befogMe E r ^ COmp,ecte in the next four or f,ve muSt do is encourage 3,1 our sup’
fon look at the system when it is television Itrl d-ay l™*' continue with 3,1 Porters t0 make sure that if they
finallv in place, and advise us on and its ujpi C3Jy S ralhe.r mfe haste with the economic aspect of have any influence at all over the
whether we should accept it or not mnmi! °fy l0„gei up in tbe the planning process and make sure process of the Dependent Territo-
WMi a ve'oa i douta 101 o?m onevan d k r8^^3 y:findoutwhat that we are clear about what we are ries Review, that foe message is
^would be a Erem shaTe ir 2 'SahvapPe"lngal'hebeglnning°flhe able to devote resources to now, given that we must be ablem re
system did not work again at the end of the day" Wa'tin8 Unt'' a"d 'I13' We might haVe ‘° Tr!' Sp0nd ‘° “y proposals lhal “*
Ia installation V . . pone. I am a great supporter of the put.

en Fishine revenue has been men- s,r support the motion. Campers as everybody knows,and I also managed to see Bruce
. pdinamnndahoiitwav-mm-iv/ c , , it is nice that there are at least four George who is foe Chairman of foe

!l° anH how unwisHt J Speech by the Honourable Westers in the Council to be able to Defence Select Committee, and he
u0TQ H ^nr'oocinfo'V.3! «»D D William Luxton support the Camp. I was quite made some similar remarks in re-
bav® ♦ a 11 rtur 1 ^ifo^Pooco Prcs|dent, Honourable Mem- amused at lunch time today toopen spect of the Defence Review. We
basket All our Loligo eggs are in the bers. I am pleased with the reaction the latest edition of the Wool Press have been told in foe past that we
Spanish basket, so that might bear from my colleagues as far as the and see a very black faced hairy ram are not affected by foe Defence
thinking about. Camp is concerned. There is a good that sold for £85,000 recently in the Review, that is clearly not foe case.

Regardmg Baroness Hooper and deal of support, I think, for assist- UK auction, so perhaps all is not Again, there are certain strategic
Lord Montgomery - it was very ance to the farming community, lost, particularly around the North generic issues to the Defence Re-
nice to see them both down here. 1 and it was also good to hear the Arm way. view that are bound to affect us,
am pleased they were able to come. Chief Executive say that we are There are a number of priorities depending on what decisions foe
I hope they have enjoyed it, and I looking to start the roads on the that we have been setting for our- Labour Party make, and once again
hope Lord Montgomery now un- south ofthe West and East in Oc- selves in the last few days, and we did manage to get a promise that
derstands why perhaps people are tober 1998. Councillors recently some ofthem have been mentioned once there was a draft to be read we
not as friendly towards the South discussed this at length and I think around the table already, particu- wouldbeabletoseeitandcomment
Atlantic Council as he thought they this is what we would like to see, larly completion of foe immigra- on it, and I welcome that,
were. I hope it has been a useful andlhopeitwillbeinthenextyears tion process, or the immigration I very much accept foe corn-
visit for them, and it is very nice of budget, and that we will insist that mechanics. ments the Commander made when
them to take the trouble to come all itdoeshappen. I realise there might I must just mention once again we made our tour of Mount Pleas-
this way to see us. be some financial constraints, but it the importance of completing the ant the other day, that there is a real

We have had a hospital review, is also good to hear all from coun- legislation on protection ofwildlife need to determine foe long term
for want of a better word, and that cillors that they do not intend to and the environment. Weare enter- future of Mount Pleasant, both for
is being acted on at the moment. A panic, and have a repeat of the ing a critical time with oil explora- people who are managing our de-
new manager will be appointed to situation some years ago. It is inter- tion, the focus will be upon us, if we fence at Mount Pleasant, and for
oversee all the hospital day to day esting to note that there are only do not have modem up-to-date leg- ourselves to determine what foe
running problems, which will free two councillors who were on that islation for the protection of the long-term future is going to be at
the doctors to do what they are council who are both back here, environment, we are open to some that site. Ifthere is a long term plan,
supposed to be doing, and what whodid not panic. We have enough criticism. One other element of leg- then more people in foe private
they do very well, I believe, which money in the bank to tide us over islation that we have determined sector can look at opportunities
is to look after the medical’side of any temporary shortages, and even that we would like to see moving there, but on the short term basis it
things. We always talk about the if the revenue drops considerably fairly quickly is a new harbours bill is very difficult,
hospital, and people say the hospi- for one or two years, (which I -anotherarea in which there isgoing Ialsowhilel was away had foe 
tal needs this and the hospital needs believe it is all its likely to be) we to be substantial movement and opportunity of going down to Pe- 
that. What we are really talking have more than enough in reserves activity in the next couple of years ter Symonds College and looking at
about is that the whole ofthe health to continue with our planned level - and we need to bring that up to the facilities there, and of course
care ofthe Falkland Islands comes of expenditure. date. most of us have seen them now, and
underthis little enclave Soalthough I, too, would like to welcome I am sorry that I missed some of think they are marvellous. I was
some people may think it is unwise Baroness Hooper to this house, the more exciting parts of the Bar- given the honour ofdigging up foe
to increase the numbers, the very and it is good to have seen her, with oness Hooper and Lord first sod for the construction ofthe
fact that the way hospita adminis- Lord Montgomery, and our recent Montgomery visit, but unfortu- new Falkland Lodge to which we
trationsareruninthisdayandage, Parliamentary visitors. We always nately I was elsewhere but did contributed a very significant
combined with the expectations that try to change their minds and hope have the opportunity of meeting amount of money. That construc-
patients now have (which have they will go away as friends. I fear with some other Parliamentarians tion has now started and is prom-
changed over the years) means that we might have failed to change the during my visit, lam disturbed ised to be finished within 3 6 weeks,
it ic nAno V • ; ctaff mind of at least one of our recent about the way the Dependent Ter- so I think we look forward to a
and "e?essary to increase the staff mind ol 11 ^ t^ ^ ^ ha$ a ritories Review has been handled, it splendid new facility there.

I W«V| a beitfr r'L Hon clear view of what Falkland Island- is difficult to say whose fault it is And one final word on constitu-
ourlhlp^W0 ers^iink'and feel. Ido not think I because I think the Foreign Office tional development, there are a
CamD a^d ^drC°C^o limafion haveany thing else to comment on, were rather taken by surprise by it, number of issues that everybody is
anTfoaftw a fanTg SnaII anart fromto fhank the Commander and it is still not exactly clear who aware of that we are considering in
and that the Agriculture Depart- apart is reviewing what, to be honest terms of constitutional develop-
and thafh ng V° f?k® arli?verlleari here I am sorry it will be his last with you. But there are some ge- ment. There will be more activity
tim^ufi h°pefully m thre(r rouncji no doubt he will wear that neric issues to do with the Depend- by councillors I think m their port
al'*® ,WI U not.need “Ca S with’Dfide I hope. I wish you ent Territories that will affect us folio areas. We will continue to
I JnnlH b°PK he IS Vght' Yarp and vour wife well, mid perhaps we and it certainly is not true to say encourage more public activity in
still at tK y lS t.hC r° PtICC will see vou back here one day. that we will not be affected by the foe Government of the Falklands,
still at the same level as last year, in y^nDa,: the motion. Dependent Territories Review. and I would just like to say that in
ome cases I think they've been Sir pp 'j*|ie discussions on foe manage- this process of change there will be
ower. Whether they will rise again he Honourable ment of foe Dependent Territories some tensions created, there will be
n January remains to be seen - so spee y „ jn future, items to do with foe some difficulties for some people.

stiI! thuere’ and MR President Honourable Mem- appointment of governors, and But I think we all have to accept and
time tIW1 1 be l^re ,n th[etyfrarf w/ft is traditional for foe last other management matters of foe acknowledge that foe development
ime Thus I would say on behalf of bers,.^p 9rnuri(\ the table to com- Dependent Territories and most offoe government of foe Falklands
he farmers, yes, we would really "]e?Jbehr t h in£ nothing left to particularly constitutional status is in foe hands of foe elected mem-
>ke a review, sooner rather than pla " ab°u^atV0'ngiuou. and constitutional development, bers, and they must be able to
ater, of foe whole situation this say but ny shgries reVenue could well affect foe Falklands, but determine how it is that they want
be^ndSOmeasslstancemayS“ financial problems in Korea what we do not know is in what tocany thegovemmentoftheFalk-
be necessary. ^id the financial proo ^ {om {he report go|ng t0 5e pre. lands forward> j very much
bye io r0RFPiU Tdh lketOSaHSOv°ndn matter that we are going to have to sented, and whether we are going to look forward to developing that
X rernm and see^s? perhaps ^ W particular attention to, but lam have the opportunity of putting process. Sir, I support the motion.

keep eveiyone happy.
Sir, I support the motion.

historic day. But I was a little con
cerned that there was very little visits - of course we hope that we 
said about the actual battle. Ifwedo can influence them while they are 
not continue to teach the young- here, but I am sure we can leam a lot
sters of today what the particular from those people as well, 
holidays are all about, then eventu-

Speech by the 
Honourable John

Birmingham People mentioned panic -1 ex- 
MR President, Honourable Mem- ally the knowledge will just fall by perience a particular kind of panic
bers, I would like to speak on the thewayside. Ithinkreally weshould when faced with a microphone-so
Far Eastern cash crisis, which will stick with the idea of Battle Day, in my last speech at Legislative
affect us to some extent. I would and any other Falkland Islands Council I omitted a very important
also like to echo the Honourable holidays, so that we can teach peo- tribute I wanted to pay to Bill
Richard Cockwell, and say that I pie coming through that there is Hunter Christie, thus 1 think it is
would not be part)' to any repeat of something there, and it is not just appropriate that I pay it now. We
foe panic of 91/92. another a day off. stillhaveonthetableherethewine

If I recall correctly, in the Soviet With my Youth, Leisure and coasters that he handed to my late
days, when they had their cash Sport hat on, I would like to thank husband when Bill Christie 
problems, they paid in all manner the Honourable Members who to- was

given the freedom of Stanley - he 
hoped that we would be reminded 
of him by those coasters. W e would 
possibly not be here around this 
table but for people like Bill 
Christie, and I think we should 
never forget that.

Moving on, the economy has 
been mentioned by some people, 
and foe possible knock on effect of 
the rumblings in foe Far Eastern 
economies, not just Korea although 
Korea is the worst affected. It does 
raise the question, (and of course I 
must declare an interest whenever 
mentioning anything associated 
with fishing) why we had so many 
eggs, so to speak, in the Korean 
basket. And, perhaps we should 
spread our risks more widely. How
ever, that said, we all view the 
situation very seriously, but I agree 
with my colleagues, it is not a time 
to panic, it is merely a time to take 
note, and to take care and try to 
avoid such situations in the future.

Moving on to more local mat
ters, I asked questions about hous
ing because so much of our devel
opment hinges on foe availability 
of housing at foe moment. Things 
are actually being held up because 
of lack of housing. I know it is an 
emotive subject, especially the al
location, foe waiting list. We have 
be to sure that we are making best 
use ofthe housing we have. Apart

A Seismic Survey will commence in the area 
shown below on 24th December and is expected 

to take approximately one week.
1) Vessel Details
Name - M V L Espoir
Int Call sign: PFPY
LOA: 66.3 metres Beam: 10.6 metres
Draft: 5.0 metres
GRT: 1168 tonnes
NRT: 350 tonnes
Hull colour: Navy Blue
Superstructure colour White
The area in which this survey will be conducted is bounded by the following 
coordinates.
North West corner 49-54 south 
North East corner 49-54 south 
South West corner 49-57 south 
South East corner 49-57 south 
The vessel will be towing a single seismic streamer, the end of the cable 
will be marked by a raft or buoy bearing a radar reflector and white flashing 
light.
The vessel while surveying will display signals in accordance with the 
International Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea, Rule 27

59-22 West 
59-18 West 
59-22 West 
59-18 West

a

(b).
Securite messages will be broadcast at least twice daily at 09.30 local time 
and 21.30 hrs local time on HF frequency of 4066.1kHz by the seismic 
survey vessel.
If fishing or steaming in the vicinity of foe seismic survey vessel, a good 
listening watch should be kept on VHF Radio channel 16.
The MVL Espoir should be given a wide berth by all other vessels. Note 
Rule 18 of the International Regulations for foe prevention of Collisions 
at Sea.
For further information, please contact foe Fisheries Liaison Officer, 
Stanley Services Ltd. Tel: 22622

L_
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I WOULD just like to echo the 
warm welcome that has been ex-

Secrctary's speech at the Depend
ent Territories Conference, which I' 
know some ofyou intend to attend, 
may be more in the nature of a trailer 
for the final Report than the occa
sion for unveiling the Report itself.
I hope you will indeed make a 
contribution to the thinking which 
is going on in the United Kingdom 
in the British Government in this 
whole context.

My last point really is to do 
with Government here. May I just 
say, seeing this is a sort of end of 
year moment. I have been very 
impressed, with the very business
like and positive and constructive 
and purposeful approach of the 
members of this Legislative Coun
cil, both of Legislative Council and 
Executive Council, again no com
parisons are being made with pre
vious Council, but this is particu
larly a purposeful one, and 1 think 
that the people of the Falklands are 
in good hands with all of you in 
Office today. I welcome, and I think 
the British Government would 
welcome, the greater accountabil
ity that you want to take on your
selves. I think that is a very good 
move. I am a bit surprised you did 
not want to take more on your
selves earlier than this, but I wel
come that you are doing it now. I 
note what Councillor Summers said 
about possible friction at times, I 
am sure everybody here has the 
Falklands people, economy and 
interests, most at heart and will 
therefore subordinate any personal 
feelings about this to the greater 
good of the Falkland Islands and its 
future.

Speech by the Financial 
Secretary

IN rising to support the Motion for 
Adjournment I am particularly- 
pleased that the Pensions Scheme instance, at the mercy of a foreign an extremely agreeable house guest.
Bill was passed today. There are economy which is way outside our if I may say so. Also Lord
many countries who would be en- influence, we can have no slight Montgomery, he probably feels a
viousofour existing and generous impact upon the Korean economy bit battered and bruised, but he too
Retirement Benefit System and the as things stand, and we are also I was an entertaining and stimulating
way it is funded and protected. The would suggest at the mercy of El guest, I think, in the Falkland Is-
introduction of another Island Wide Nino. We do not know what the lands. I suspect the members here
Pension Scheme which is flexible, effect of this is going to be. but it are right in saying he went away
transferable, fully funded and prop- could some forecasters say have a with quitea lot of food for thought,
erly regulated will provide oppor- very- substantial impact, not upon even if it was a bit bitter in some
tunities for an added bonus in re- the economic ability of people to cases. Although they have gone it
tirement. Although we must be come here and take squid, but upon would be wrong of me not to say
concerned about the Far Eastern the squid themselves. And so it what a pleasure it was for us all to
financial crisis I confirm that it will emphasises, I think, our vulnerabil- have Major General David
not result in a panic crisis here. It is ity which we have always main- Pennefather and his wife down here
important that we have healthy tained when we talk about the vul- as our special guests for Battle
cash reserves and asensible balance nerability of fishing and its volatil- Day, particularly given the very
of investments, both local and over- ity, and it brings that lesson home long standing warm and affection-
seas. We must be careful not to to all of us.

illustrates to us that we are not 
alone in this world. They say no 
man is an island, I think no island is tended by all members of this body
an island, in our case. We are, in this to Baroness Hooper, who has been

ate link between the Royal Ma
rines. and the Falkland Islands.

I would like to say formally
As far as Councillor Edwards 

concrete. The proper economic contribution was concerned I would 
planning should ensure that this assure her I will be discussing the (also personally and very- warmly)
does not happen. We will always radio transmission situation with farewell and thankyou to you. Iain,
need cash and ifwe do not have the the Broadcasting Officer in the near (and BB also) for an immensely
cash reserves we do not get the future. I hope something will come successful and important reign as
income, and we would not be able out of that, but I would also advise Commander down here. One does
to use bits of road and so on to pay her that this issue of having an sensethat there has been a quicken-
for our expenses.

During question time the matter the Cable and Wireless microwave of purpose at MPA under your
of maintenance of Camp roads was system is somewhat inappropriate command, and that is not making
raised, and I would support the in the light of the way we con- invidious comparisons with pred- 
suggestion of the setting up of road tracted this particular enhancement, ecessors, but it is something I have 
maintenance gangs in the Camp. It We have to bear in mind that we found very encouraging. And if it
would represent economic diversi- only paid for half of this enhance- has indeed, resulted in an improve-
fication and should help to reduce ment - Cable and Wireless them- ment in the morale, particularly of
the levels of subsidy that are needed selves paid for the other half. There people who come down on short

is in fact no mechanism in that term unaccompanied tours, then I
situation for withholding cash. The think we must all welcome that. In

Speech by the Honourable mechanism is that the performance any case thank you very much
Chief Executive characteristics of this system are indeed for your comradeship ad-

MR President Honourable Mem- clearly specified in the contract, vice and assistance and for the con-
bers: I too would like to thank and if the performance does not tinued security that you and your
Baroness Hooper for her time and match that which is specified, then men and women provide for this
for her intelligent interest during we have every right to get them to rather far flung Dependent Terri-
her visit. I am sure Ma’am that you match it or better it. And that is a tory of the United Kingdom,
will take back positive thoughts matter of fact, not a matter of sub- May I pick up on one or two 
from your time with us. jective judgement, and we will of other last points. On the Depend-

There are one or two important course ensure that those param- entTerritoriesReviewIrathersym-
issues raised by Councillors in their eters are met by the new system. pathisewith Councillor Summers 
summing up, and I believe the one I have to confess I agreed with slight sense of mystification about 
that probably was most prevalent almost everything, well, everything what it all means, what it might 
was this business of 'don’t panic, CouncillorLuxton said, and Coun- mean, where it is all coming from, 
don’t panic,' and I certainly share cillor Summers did us the honour of where it is going to. I suspect that 
that. It is worth looking at what the talking about the environment and he may actually be ahead of me in 
total assets of Government were in oil and I would like to just comment what he knows about this as he has 
1992, between £60 and £70 million on the success of the environmental just been in London and I have not. 
and what they now, about £140 forum held in Stanley yesterday I am confused because there was an 
million. And just the difference on chaired by Professor McIntyre, and assurance that the Falklands and 
the interest earned, or the interest thank the Environmental Planning Gibraltar were explicitly excluded 
earned on that difference, will al- Officer for the work he put in in from the ambit of the Review, but 
most certainly be more than any organizing it. That is a very impor- I am now informed that the generic 
potential loss which we might suf- tant forum for us, as far as oil issues will have some implications 
fer in any one year. So, even if there exploration is concerned, and I think for us. I do not think we need to be 
was a logic forthe activities in 1992, to be able to house that kind of alarmed, that would be my mes- 
which I do not believe there was, it forum with eminent people coming sage, because I think that the funda- 
certamly does not exist now in the down is something that we should mentals of British policy will re
economy we have at the moment. I be justly proud of main; and the fundamental thrust
look forward very much to the next I would also like just to give a willremain unchanged. Ihaveyetto
Legislative Council andthesightof point of information to councillors see any indication to the contrary, 
brickbats being fired in front of me by way of a signing off that the taxi I find it very hard to believe that 
rather than at me. I was glad too to drop off point legislation has been there will be a reversal of the trend, 
hear of Councillor Halford's very drafted and we now only await the in relation to the Falklands, ofyour 
robust approach to her portfolio signage before the whole thing can taking more and more responsibil- 
within Public Works Department, actually be in place, so congratula- ity for your own affairs, indeed to 
and I look forward to that. tions to my learned colleague, The the point where you have virtually

I can assure Councillor Binning- Attorney General. all, or 99%, responsibility for your
ham that the Albemarle issue is own affairs, your own budget and
actually out to tender at this mo- Following a speech by the so on. I cannot see that being re-
ment, under the steady hand of the Commander British Forces, versed. I do understand however
Environmental Planning Officer. Brigadier Iain Campbell, H.E. that the magic target date of the 4th

I believe that what Councillor The Governor spoke to the 
Cheek said about the potential panic House

convert too much of our cash to

independent person to advise us on ingand agreater definition and sense

at present.

And on the Korean and Far 
Eastern financial instability. Yes, it 
is a problem. 1 would simply like to 
echo and warmly applaud the re
marks that have been made by peo
ple around this table today. There 
arenogroundsforpanic. Weshould 
not overreact, and to the extent that 
I can help in this area, I will make 
sure that we do not. We have got a 
good cushion, we have got much 
bigger reserves, as has been pointed 
out. However, we do need to sus
pect that this will be a spur to even 
greater prioritisation in our spend
ing, and I think it is echoing the 
valedictory remarks of my pred
ecessor.

I applaud the tangibly more rig
orous and conservative (with asmal I 
c) approach to spending by all of 
you, because although we have got 
plenty in the bank it is amazing how 
quickly it could go if squandered. 
So I think that is an extremely 
responsible position you are all 
taking. I now declare this house 
adjourned.
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Christmas and the New Year
December20 -January08

CHURCHSERVICES LIBRARY
Monday -"Friday
10.00am -12.00 and 
14.45- 17.45
Saturday: 10am - 12 noon 
14.00- 17.00pm

TIDES AROUND THE ISLANDSCATHEDRAL
SUNDAY: 8am Holy Commun
ion, 10am Family Communion (first 
Sunday every month - Family Serv
ice) 7pm Evening Prayer

The times and heights of high and low tides (in metres) at 
Stanley. Time given is Stanley time.
For Camp, make the 
following changes: 21 0508
FoxBay+2hr30m SUN 1129 1.3
RoyCove+4his30m 
PotlHowaid+3hi519m 
Teallnlet+3hrs30m 
SeaLionIs.+lhrl5m 
PortStephens 
+3htsl5m 
HillCove+4hrs 
BericeleySound+lhrl lm 
Port San Carlos 
+2hr55m
DrnvhHarbour-56rn 
December
2 0 0413 0.8

1032 1.4
SAT 1705 0.6

2346 1.3
Sunrise 0429 
Sunset 2110

24
0 8 WED 0225 1.3

HOSPITAL PHARMACYTABERNACLE- free church 0848 0.7
Sunday meetings: 10am and 7pm, 
ARK Bookshop: Saturdays 2- 
4pm Minister: Mike Mitchelmore 
21787

Mornings 10am 12 noon 
Monday/Thursday

1503 1.21757 0.7
2052 

Sunrise 0431 
Sunset 2112

0.80035 
Sunrise 0430 
Sunset 2111

1.3
2.30pm - 4.30pm 
Wednesday 
1.30 - 3.30pm 
Tuesday/Friday
3.00pm - 5.00pm

25
St. MARY’S
SUNDAY: 10am (MPA 6.30pm). 
Week days: 9am; Sat. also 5pm

St. CUTHBERT'S (MPA)
SUN: 8am Holy Communion; 
10.30am Eucharist/Morning wor
ship; 6.30pm Holy Mass;
MON: 6.30am Mass
WED: 7.30pm Holy communion;
8pm Bible Study Tel: 74350

THURS i0317 1.422 0617
MON 1237

0.8 0942 0.61.3 1605 1.31854 0.7
2142 0.8 MUSEUM

Sunrise 0430 
Sunset 2111

Tuesday - FridaySunrise 0432 
Sunset 2112 1030-12 noon/2.00 - 4.00pm 

Sunday
10.00 - 12 noon
TREASURY
Monday - Friday
8am-12 noon/1.15-3.00pm

23 0129
TUE 0737

1.3OA 26 0401
FRI 1027

1.4
0.51351 1.2

1656 1.31954 
Sunrise 0431 
Sunset 2111

0.8 0.82226 
Sunrise 0433 
Sunset 2112

BAHA'I FAITH
For information on meetings please 
ringTel: 21957 (evenings)

Your BFBS Television programmes from 20/12/97 - 9/1/98
2.45 VANESSA
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with JAY'S WORLD
3.45 KIPPER
3.55 ART ATTACK CHRISTMAS CRACKER
4.25 BLUE PETER
4.50 THE BIG BREAK CHRISTMAS SHOW
5.20 ANIMAL HOSPITAL
5.50 EMMERDALE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 SCENE HERE REVIEW OF THE YEAR
7.25 CORONATION STREET
8.15 EASTENDERS
8.45 PANTOLAND
9.10 AN AUDIENCE WITH ELTON JOHN
10.25 FILM: SOMMERSBY (1993,15)
12.15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
12.25 TARTAN EXTRA
CHRISTMAS EVE - WEDNESDAY 24TH DECEMBER 
7.30 TELETUBBIES
7.55 THE SILVER BRUMBY
8.20 CHUCKLEVISION (Repeat)
8.40 SNOW WHITE - A WOLVES, WITCHES & GIANTS 
SPECIAL
8.50 THE WISH THAT CHANGED CHRISTMAS
9.15 THE LITTLEST PET SHOP
9.40 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
10.00 FILM: TO DANCE WITH THE WHITE DOG (1993.U)
11.25 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS
12.10 WINGS OVER BRITAIN
12.35 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
1.00 JOY TO THE WORLD
2.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER
2.10 THE CLOTHES SHOW
2.45 COUNTDOWN
3.10 ROOM 785 Starting with THE ENCHANTED LANDS
3.20 CONAN THE ADVENTURER
3.45 SNOW WHITE - A WOLVES, WITCHES & GIANTS 
SPECIAL

10.25 THE SILVER BRUMBY (New)
10.50 CHUCKLEVISION (Repeat)
11.10 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
11.30 NEWS HEADLINES AND BFBS WEATHER
11.35 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS (New)
12.20 WINGS OVER BRITAIN (New)
12.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE (New)
1.10 THE RIDDLERS Followed by BFBS Weather
1.30 NEWS
1.55 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 NAME THAT TUNE
2.45 HOLIDAY
3.15 COUNTDOWN
3.40 ROOM 785
3.50 FUN HOUSE
4.20 RECORD BREAKERS
4.45 THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO AN ALTERNATIVE 
CHRISTMAS
5.10 A QUESTION OF SPORT
5.40 TOP GEAR
6.10 EMMERDALE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 CORONATION STREET
7.45 THE BILL Hitting the Nerve
8.10 THE COOK REPORT
8.35 BLOOMIN' MARVELLOUS 
9.05 SOLDIER, SOLDIER
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 CLIVE ANDERSON ALL TALK
11.00 CRIMELINE
11.10 FILM '97
11.40 THE RUGBY CLUB
12.20 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA 
TUESDAY 23 RD DECEMBER
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS HEADLINES
10.00 TELETUB BIES 
10.25 THE SILVER BRUMBY
10.50 CHUCKLEVISION
11.10 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
11.30 NEWS HEADLINES AND BFBS WEATHER RE- 3.55 HOW 2 
PORT
11.35 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS 
12.20 WINGS OVER BRITAIN
12.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
1.10 THE SLOW NORRIS
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 FOOD AND DRINK

SATURDAY 20TH DECEMBER
9.00 TITCH
9 10 WOLVES, WITCHES AND GIANTS
9.25 NEIL'S ART ATTACK SCRAPBOOK
9.45 OUT OF SIGHT
10.15 LIVE AND KICKING
1.15 GRANDSTAND
6.15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.25 TOP OF THE POPS
6.55 BEST FRIENDS
7.05 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
7.30 DAD
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 CASUALTY
9.40 HAVE 1 GOT NEWS FOR YOU
10.10 TOUCHING EVIL
11.05 ALL RISE FOR JULIAN CLARY
11 35 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
11.55 FOUL PLAY
12.45 MATCH OF THE DAY 
SUNDAY 21ST DECEMBER
9.20 MATCH OF THE DAY
10.30 DEAR MR BARKER
10.45 CLARISSA EXPLAINS IT ALL
11.10 BLUE PETER 
11.35 WISE UP
12.05 SONGS OF PRAISE
p 40 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
OCEAN RACE
1.10 THE CHART SHOW
2.00 NEWS
2.05 BROOKSIDE
3.15 THIS IS YOUR LIFE
3.45 CARTOON TIME
3.55 JOBS FOR THE BOYS
5 00 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP
6.50 ANIMAL PEOPLE
7.20 BLIND DATE
8 15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
8.25 HEARTBEAT
9 20 FILM: UNDER SIEGE (1992,15)
10.55 JACK DEE'S SUNDAY SERVICE
11 20 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
11.35 RUGBY EXPRESS
12.25 TOTP2
MONDAY 22ND DECEMBER 
7 00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
10.00 TELETUBBIES

4.15 SMART
4.40 A QUESTION OF SPORT 
5.10 EMMERDALE
6.00 AIRPORT
6.30 EASTENDERS
7.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
7.15 BALLYKISSANGEL
8.30 EASTENDERS
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•?5 HOME AND AWAY 
<'45 DICK EMERY - A LIEF. ON THE BOX 
ai5 EMMERDALF.
Ijo NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6 55 CORONATION STREET
7 45 THE BILL Thicker than Mud
g'lO DOVER (New)
8 35 SPARK (New)
9 05 SOLDIER. SOLDIER
1000 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10 30 I'M ALAN PARTRIDGE (New)
1100 MATCH OF THE DAY
1145 NOBODY DOES IT BETTER. THE MUSIC OF 
JAMES BOND
TUESDAY 6TH JANUARY 
7 00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
10.00 TELETUBB1ES
10.25 GIVE US A CLUE
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING
1 15 THE SLOW NORRIS Followed by BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 READY. STEADY. COOK
2.45 VANESSA 
3.10 COUNTDOWN 
3.35 ROOM 785
3.45 KIPPER
3.55 ROGER AND THE ROTTENTROLLS 
4.05 ITLL NEVER WORK (New)
4.30 BLUE PETER
5.00 BYKER GROVE
5.25 HOME AND AWAY
5.45 AUNTIE'S SPORTING BLOOMERS
6.15 EMMERDALE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 SCENE HERE 
7 25 EASTENDERS
7.55 FULL CIRCLE WITH MICHAEL PALIN

8 45 WORLD IN ACTION
9 10 DARK SKIES
lft ™ BFBS WITHER REPORT10 30 THE COMEDY STORE 
10 55 CUTTING EDGE 
1145 TARTAN EXTRA
" EDNESDAY 7TH JANUARY 
7 00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS 
10 00 TELETUBBIES 
10 25 GIVE US A CLUE
10 50 KILROY
11 30 THIS MORNING
I 15 TOTS TV Followed by BFBS WEATHER 
I 30 NEWS
1 50 NEIGHBOURS
2 15 HOME FRONT
2 45 THE CLOTHES SHOW
3 10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with BANANAMAN
4 40 THE ENCHANTED LANDS
3 50 CONAN THE ADVENTURER
4 15 HOW 2 
4.30 SMART
5 00 BYKERGROVE
5 25 HOME AND AWAY
5.45 TW TIME MACHINE (New)
6.15 EMMERDALE
6 40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
6.55 CORONATION STREET
7 45 THE BILL
8 10 YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED
8.35 CRIME BEAT
9 05 PEAK PRACTICE
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10 30 FILM NATIONAL LAMPOON S LOADED 
WEAPON 1 (I993.PG)
1145 MARC BOLAN - DANDY IN THE UNDERWORLD 
THURSDAY8THJANUARY 
7 00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS 
10 00 TELETUBBIES
10 25 GIVE US A CLUE 
10.50 KILROY
11 30 THIS MORNING iiiriT1IPI1
1115 RIDDLERS Followed by BFBS WEATHER 
I 30 NEWS
1 50 NEIGHBOURS
2 15 THE ANTIQUES SHOW
2.45 VANESSA
3 10 COUNTDOWN

3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with WIZADORA
3.45 BERNARD S WATCH (New)
4 00 GET YOUR OWN BACK
4 30 BLUE PETER
4 55 THE PHOENIX AND THE CARPET (New)
5.25 HOME AND AWAY
5.45 CALL MY BLUFF
6.15 EMMERDALE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6 55 VETS IN PRACTICE (New)
7.25 EASTENDERS
7 55 CONFESSIONS
8 35 STRANGE BUT TRUE (New)
9.00 MEN BAHAVING BADLY
9.30 HOTEL (New)
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 THE LAKES (New)
11 55 LATER WITH JOOLS HOLLAND 
FRIDAY 9TII JANUARY
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
10.00 TELETUBBIES
10.25 GIVE US A CLUE
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING
1.15 POTAMUS PARK Followed by BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 CAT CRAZY (New)
2.40 COMEDY CLASSIC: DAD'S ARMY 
3.10 COUNTDOWN
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with ARTHUR
4.00 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
4.25 MR WYMI
4.40 THE WEEK ON NEWSROUND
5.00 THE WARD
5.25 HOME AND AWAY
5.45 GLADIATORS (New)
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT 
6 55 SCENE HERE
7.25 EASTENDERS
7.50 DES O'CONNOR TONIGHT
8.45 DANGERFIELD
9.35 THIRD ROCK FROM THE SUN
10.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.30 CHALK
11.00 THIEFTAKERS
11.50 TFI FRIDAY

1 10 HOGMANAY
NEW YEAR'S DAY-THURSDAY 1ST JANUARY
9.00 TELETUBBIES
9.25 THE SILVER BRUMBY 
9 50 RUGRATS 
10.10 KABLAM'
10.35 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
11.00 NEWSROUND REVIEW OF THE YEAR '97
11.30 CARTOON TIME
11.35 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS 
12 20 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
12.50 BALLS TO AFRICA
1 50 THE SINGING KETTLE NEWS
2.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
2 10 COUNTDOWN
2.35 FILM GRUMPY OLD MEN (1993,12)
4 15 THE CANTERVILLE GHOST
5 35 JOANNA LUMLEY IN THE KINGDOM OF THE 
THUNDER DRAGON
6 45 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
7.00 THE WORLD S STRONGEST MAN
8 00 AUNTIE'S NEW WINTER BLOOMERS
8.30 BEFORE THEY WERE FAMOUS II
9 05 FILM TRUE LIES (1994)
11.20 DAME EDNA KISSES IT BETTER
12.15 NEWS
12 30 AND FINALLY RORY BREMNER 
FRIDAY 2NDJANUARY
9.00 TELETUBBIES
9.25 THE SILVER BRUMBY 
9 50 SOOTY & CO
10.10 KABLAM!
10.35 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
11 00 BRAMBLY HEDGE WINTER STORY
11.30 NEWS HEADLINES AND BFBS WEATHER
11 35 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS
12 20 WINGS OVER BRITAIN
12.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
1 10 OUR HOUSE
1.35 NEIGHBOURS
2.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
2 15 COMEDY CLASSIC. DAD'S ARMY
2 45 COUNTDOWN: THE GRAND FINAL
3 20 ROOM 785 Starting with ARTHUR
3.45 HURRICANES
4 10 MR WYMI
4 30 THE BLUE PETER - HAPPY NEW YEAR
5 00 THE WARD
5 25 FROM GRANGE MILL TO ALBERT SQUARE AND 
BEYOND
6.05 GAMESMASTER
6.30 EASTENDERS
7 00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
7.15 THE WILDLIFE SPECIALS
8 05 DES O'CONNOR TONIGHT
9.00 THE LOCKSMITH
9.50 FILM: FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL 
(1994.15)
11 40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
12.00 FLEETWOOD MAC - THE DANCE 
SATURDAY 3RD JANUARY 
9.00T1TCH
9.10 WOLVES. WITCHES AND GIANTS
9.25 NEIL'S ART ATTACK SCRAPBOOK
9 45 OUT OF SIGHT
10 15 LIVE AND KICKING
1.15 GRANDSTAND
6 15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.25 UNPLUGGED
7.15 VETS SCHOOL: THE UPDATE
7.30 A PRINCE AMONG MEN (New)
8.00 NOEL'S HOUSEPARTY
8.50 COLD ENOUGH FOR SNOW
10.20 THE UNIQUE DAVE ALLEN (New)
10.50 POND LIFE
11.00 ALL RISE FOR JULIAN CLARY
11.30 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
11.50 MATCH OF THE DAY 
SUNDAY 4THJANUARY
8.15 MATCH OF THE DAY
9.30 BREAKFAST WITH FROST
10.30 DEAR MR BARKER
10.45 MEN IN BLACK (New)
11.10 BLUE PETER
11.35 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
OCEAN RACE
12.05 THE CHART SHOW 
12.55 FA CUP ROUND 3
2.50 BROOKSIDE
5.10 FILM: BEETHOVEN'S 2ND (1993 U)
6.30 BLIND DATE
7.25 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
7.45 MICHAEL FLATLEY: LORD OF THE DANCE - A 
SOUTH BANK SHOW SPECIAL
8.40 MIND THE BABY MR BEAN (Repeat)
9.05 FILM: IN THE LINE OF FIRE (1993, 15)
11.10 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
11.25 RUGBY EXPRESS
12.15 TOTP 2
MONDAY 5THJANUARY
7.00 BBC BREAKFAST NEWS
10.00 TELETUBBIES
10.25 GIVE US A CLUE (New)
10.50 KILROY
11.30 THIS MORNING Including ITN News Headlines)
1.15 TOTS TV Followed by: BFBS WEATHER REPORT
1.30 NEWS

9 40 FILM: TERMINATOR II JUDGEMENT DAY 
(1991.15)
12.00 JACK DEE'S SUNDAY SERVICE 
MONDAY 29TH DECEMBER
9.00 TELETUBBIES
9.25 THE SILVER BRUMBY
9.50 CHUCKLEVISION (Repeat)
10.10 KABLAM! (New)
10.35 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
11.00 THE WORLD'S STRONGEST MAN
11.30 NEWS HEADLINES AND BFBS WEATHER RE
PORT
11.35 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS
12.20 WINGS OVER BRITAIN
12.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
1.10 THE SINGING KETTLE NEWS
1.20 THE RIDDLERS Followed by BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.40 CARTOON TIME
1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 NAME THAT TUNE
2.40 HOLIDAY
3.10 LAND OF THE LION
3.35 ROOM 785 Starling with WIZADORA
3.45 THE PARKIES
3 55 THE ADVENTURES OF PADDINGTON BEAR
4.05 FUN HOUSE
4.30 NO SWEAT SPECIAL
4.55 SPICE GIRLS ON TOP OF THE POPS
5.25 THE GREAT ANTIQUES HUNT CHRISTMAS SPE
CIAL
6.10 999 LIFESAVERS
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 CORONATION STREET
7.20 BIG BREAK CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
7.50 CASUALTY
9.05 BLOOMIN' MARVELLOUS
9.35 THE WOMAN IN WHITE
10.45 NEWS
11.15 THE FREDDIE STARR SHOW
12.05 NATIONWIDE FOOTBALL LEAGUE EXTRA 
TUESDAY 30T11 DECEMBER
9.00 TELETUBBIES
9.25 THE SILVER BRUMBY
9.50 CHUCKLEVISION (Repeat)
10.10 KABLAM!
10.35 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
11.00 THE WORLD S STRONGEST MAN
11.30 NEWS HEADLINES AND BFBS WEATHER RE
PORT
11.35 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS
12.20 WINGS OVER BRITAIN
12.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
1.10 THE SINGING KETTLE NEWS
1.20 WIZADORA Followed bv BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.50 NEIGHBOURS
2.15 FOOD AND DRINK
2.45 VANESSA
3.10 LAND OF THE LION
3.35 ROOM 785 Starting with JAY'S WORLD
3.45 KIPPER
3.55 SOOTY & CO
4.15 DENNIS THE MENACE
4.40 BLUE PETER REVIEW OF THE YEAR
5.10 ANIMAL SANCTUARY
5.40 LAST OF THE SUMMER WINE
6.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.55 SCENE HERE REVIEW OF THE YEAR
7.25 EASTENDERS
7.55 THE DETECTIVES
8.45 PANTOLAND
9.10 THE WOMAN IN WHITE
10.15 WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY
10.40 NEWS
11.10 MERRY MIND THE BUZZCOCKS
11.50 FILMS OF THE YEAR
12.40 TARTAN EXTRA
NEW YEAR’S EVE - WEDNESDAY 3IST DECEMBER
9.00 TELETUBBIES
9.25 THE SILVER BRUMBY
9.50 GARFIELD AND FRIENDS
10.10 KABLAM!
10.35 PRINCE OF ATLANTIS
11.00 THE WORLD'S STRONGEST MAN
11.30 NEWS HEADLINES AND BFBS WEATHER
11.35 THE ANTIQUES INSPECTORS
12.20 WINGS OVER BRITAIN
12.45 THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
1.10 THE SINGING KETTLE NEWS
1.20 WIZADORA Followed by: BFBS WEATHER
1.30 NEWS
1.50 LAND OF THE LION
2.15 ROOM 785 Starting with ENCHANTED LANDS
2.25 CARTOON TIME
2.35 SMART
3 00 FILM: THE PRINCESS AND THE GOBLIN (1992)
4 20 NOEL'S CHRISTMAS TELLY ADDICTS
4.50 REVIEW OF THE YEAR
6.10 CORONATION STREET
7 00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
7.15 EASTENDERS
8.10 FILM: SHADOWLANDS (1993.U)
10.15 SPICE UP YOUR CHRISTMAS
11.05 HALE AND PACE: 10 YEARS HARD 
12.00 THE END OF THE YEAR SHOW
1.05 THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY

9.00 FILM: THE FUGITIVE (1993.15)
11.00 DES O'CONNOR TONIGHT
11.55 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
12.15 MIDNIGHT MASS FROM SALISBURY CATHE
DRAL
CHRISTMAS DA Y - THURSDAY 25TH DECEMBER
7.30 SANTA'S FIRST CHRISTMAS
7.55 THE BEARS WHO SAVED CHRISTMAS 
8.20 NODDY
8.50 CARTOON TIME
9.00 SOOTY CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
9.15 SMASH HITS POLL WINNERS' PARTY 
10.35 BLUE PETER
11.05 CHRISTMAS AT THE CASTLE
12.05 THE MASK
12.25 THE SIMPSONS
12.50 ALL THE BEST FOR CHRISTMAS
1.40 EMMERDALE
2.10 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
2.15 FILM: FREE WILLY (I993.U)
4.00 HM THE QUEEN
4.10 NOEL'S CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
5.10 FILM. THE FLINTSTONES (1994)
6.30 ANIMAL HOSPITAL
7.00 AUNTIE'S NEW FESTIVE BLOOMERS
7.40 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
7.50 CONLEYS CRAZY CHRISTMAS
8.45 FILM: SPEED (1994.15)
10.45 HARRY ENFIELD AND CHRISTMAS CHUMS
11.25 CHRIS DE BURGH IN CONCERT
12.25 NEWS
12.35 ALL RISE FOR JULIAN CLARY CHRISTMAS 
BOXING DAY - FRIDAY 26TH DECEMBER
7.30 POTAMUS PARK
7.40 ZZZAP! CHRISTMAS ANNUALS
7.50 THE LITTLE DRUMMER BOY
8.15 OLD BEAR'S CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
8.50 TO ME TO YOU
9.15 GET YOUR OWN BACK
9.40 FATHER CHRISTMAS
10.10 UGLY DUCKLING
11.30 THE WIZARD OF OZ ON ICE
12.20 THE NATURAL WORLD
1.10 EMMERDALE
2.00 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
2.10 TOP OF THE POPS
3.15 FILM: BACK TO THE FUTURE PART III (1990.PG)
5.20 THE SNOWMAN
5.50 FINAL SCORE
6.10 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.20 CORONATION STREET
6.45 FILM: THE MASK (1994)
8.15 EASTENDERS
8.45 ONE FOOT IN THE GRAVE
9.55 MEN BAHAVING BADLY
10.40 NEW'S AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
10.55 THEY THINK ITS ALL OVER
11.30 FILM: IN THE COMPANY OF DARKNESS 
(1992.15)
SATURDAY 27TH DECEMBER
9.00 ZZZAP! CHRISTMAS ANNUAL
9.10 WOLVES, WITCHES AND GIANTS
9.25 THE DEMON HEADMASTER TAKES OVER TV
10.15 ALMOST LIVE. DEFINITELY KICKING
12.15 PETER AND THE WOLF
12.45 THE TWO RONNIES AT CHRISTMAS
1.30 TOP GEAR
2.00 MERRY CHRISTMAS MR BEAN (Repeat)
2.25 NEWS
2J0 JIM DAVIDSONS CHRISTMAS GENERATION 
GAME
3.30 CHRISTMAS COMEDY CLASSIC: ARE YOU BE
ING SERVED
4.00 THE ROYAL VARIETY PERFORMANCE
6.15 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
6.25 BLANKETY BLANK
7.00 FILM: HOME ALONE II (1992. PG)
8.55 CASUALTY
9.50 SHOOTING STARS CHRISTMAS
10.20 TOUCHING EVIL
11.15 THE MRS MERTON CHRISTMAS SHOW
11.45 NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
12.05 THE POLICE IN CONCERT 
SUNDAY 28TH DECEMBER
9.00 ZZZAP! CHRISTMAS ANNUAL
9.10 THE TREACLE PEOPLES CHRISTMAS 
925 DEAR MR BARKER
9.40 NEIL S ART ATTACK SCRAPBOOK
10.05 RECORD BREAKERS 
1030 WISE UP
10.55 SONGS OF PRAISE: THE GOSPEL ACCORDING 
TO CLIFF
11.40 TWO FAT LADIES' CHRISTMAS
12.10 THE WORLD'S STRONGEST MAN
12.40 THE WHITBREAD: THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
OCEAN RACE
1.10 PAUL MCCARTNEYS STANDING STONE: THE 
DOCUMENTARY
2.00 NEWS
2.05 BROOKSIDE
3.15 MEMORIES OF DIANA
4.00 JOBS FOR THE BOYS
5.00 BLIND DATE
6.00 FA CARLING PREMIERSHIP
7 JO NEWS AND BFBS WEATHER REPORT
8.05 HEARTBEAT
9.00 THE VICAR OF DIBLEY

with SPOT

The up to date schedule can be found on the Teletext 
service of BFBS TV and also on BFBS Radio

YOUR PROGRAMMES FROM F.I.B.S.
5.30 A deal with disease
6.00 Houseproud in Zero G
6.30 Memories are make of this - with Tony 
Burnett
7.30 News and Sport
7.35 Weather. Flights, Annos
8.00 Pot Luck with Myriam
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt weather and Flights
9.30 Cont. with Pot Luck
10.00 News BFBS 
FRIDAY December 26
10.03 Morning Show
12.00 News & Sport from B.F.B.S.
12.06 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements.
12.30 BFBS Programmes 
5.02 The Archers
5.17 The later afternoon show 
5.45 Calling the Falklands
6.00 News Magazine
6.30 In Concert - Jamaroquai
7.30 News & Sport from Five live 
7.35 Weather, Flights Annos
8.00 Announcers half hour
8.30 Country Crossroads
9.00 News Desk from the BBC 
9.28 Rpt Weather and Flights
9.30 News Magazine rpt.
10.00 News B.F.B.S.
All programmes arc subject to change. 
Any changes will be broadcast on FIBS

9.00 News desk from the BBC
9.28 Rpt Weather & Flights
9.30 Repeat News Magazine
10.00 News BFBS 
WEDNESDAY December24 
10.03 Morning show
12.00 News & Sport from BFBS 
12.06 News Midday
12.09 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements
12.30 BFBS Programme 
5.02 The Archers
5 !7The late anemoon show
5.45 The Folk Show Rpt
6.30 Just a minute - Christmas edition 
7.00Divided by a common language 
7.30News and Sport
7.35 Weather,Flights,Annos
8.00 Classics Hour
9.00 News Desk from BBC 
9.28 Rpt. weather & flights 
9.30Masqueradc
9.45 Music Fill
10.00 News from BFBS
T11URSDA Y Decent ber 2 5 
10.03 Morning Show
12.00 News & Sport fromB.F.B.S. 
12.06 News Midday
12.09 Music Fill
12.15 Lunchtime Announcements
12.30 BFBS Programme 
5.02Tlie Archers
5 17 The late afternoon show

•SATI RDAYDcccmher 20 l2.06Ncws Midday
<mi News BFBS 12.09 Music fill
6.03 Music Fill 12 15 Lunchtime announcements
630 Children's Comer 12.30 BIBS Programmes
7.30 News and Sport from five live 5.02 rhe Archers
7.40Weather.Flights.Announcements 5.17 The late afternoon s tow

£» S Sj survive them
J-30 Dessert Island Discs 7 00 The Goons CD collection

IV°"' BliC 77:]?ScrnF.,SeEAn„oU„cc„,c,uS

'ri, " ,COmcdy>T,'c A8em 9 oo S tSm the BBC 
10.00 News BFBS 9.28Rpt Weather and Flights
§ll*PAY Der,.,i.Knr ■) 1 9.30Aunt Julia & ihc scnptwntcr
5 00 Ncws; BFBS 10.00 News BFBS
^•03 Music fill
$&!nlan<luisc5
7 On ruCal''.cr’ p'ghts. announcements
8 oovv . $* Service-Cathedral
815 FntL.^' Album Special
8 30 d° k ^us‘c Show with Fiona DidlickS
9 28 £CVVS D«k 
930 pSh,WCra!hcr &Flieh,s 
9.45 Music^°p.Inspiration with Clive Lloyd

MnvwCWs BpBS T?Tftr?pXPecemher22 
1L00 • Hermina■— C2LS and Sport RFBS

TUESDAY December23

10.03 Morning Show 
12.00 News and Sport Bi ns 
12.06 Music Fill
12 15 Lunchtime announcements 
12.30 BFBS Progtammes
5.03 The Archers 
5.17The late afternoon show
5 30 News from St Helena 
s 45 Calling die Falklands 
6-OONcws Magazine
6 30 In Concert -Bush

aSSSsssr-
Diva & her career

XO B.F.B.S.AND OVER
Weekend Gold 2100 News & Pressure 
& London Tonight 
MONDAY0000London tonight continuedO 100News & In Concert 
0200News & Rockumcntary 0300News & Connect UK 
0500 News & Early Breakfast 0600 News & Breakfast 
Show 0900 News & GoldlOOONews &F1BSMorning 
Show 1200Ncws &Announcementsl230 Jamie Gordon 
Live from BFBS UK 1300News&AtlemoonShow 1600 
News &Connect 1800 News & Goldl 900 News & 2200 
News & The Rockshow 2200 London Tonight

TUESDAY01 OONcws& Force's Finest0300-2000As Monday2000 
News & Steve Mason 2200 News & London Tonight

WEDNESDAY

0100 News & John Peel 0300 - 2000 As Monday 2000 
News & Force's Finest2200News & Santa Alton's Non 
Stop Xmas Eve Party 
THURSDAY
0100 News & Cox & Bumfrey's Big Xmas Noise 0300 
- 1200 As Monday 12 - 1400News & Cox & Bumfrey's 
Big Xmas Noise 14 - 1600 Connect Uk 16 - 1800Craig 
Charles 18 - 1900Xmas Gold 1900News & John Lennon 
Special 2200News & JSanta Alton's Non Stop Xmas Day

FRIDAY0100 News & David Rodigan0300 - 1200 As Monday 
12 - 1400Richard Allinson’s Most Wanted of 199714 - 
1600 Connect Cyprus 16 - 1800Craig Charles 18 -1900 
Boxing Day Goldl9 -2200News & Friday DanceSpecial 
2200 News & Drum N Bass

&AY

°300 Nell pSleve Mason0200 News & Rockumentary 
0700 New? * Spons N al1 OSOONews & Me Mark Page 
Show lona<r Wcekend Gold0800 News & Breakfast 

nal1 1200 News and David Rodigan 
I800 New* * £Mark Pagd 600 News & Forces Finest 
n0d'gan 9iSv?ockumcntary 1900 News & David 
o,chard An- Ncvvs & Steve Mason 2300 News & SUNo All,„s„n

S Pre*suNreS n Sorthine for theWcekend 0300 News 
tn^s & Rftri °p040° News & Damian Watson 0700 
\j00° News 7 c mentary 0800 News & Weekend Gold 
A^s&SunH?0rthinS r°r the Weekendl200 1200 
A ,nson lfinn £Lunchlime Livel400News & Richard 

News & Damian Watson 1900News &

Drop2200News

Party



THE FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY LTD

CHRISTMAS OPENING HOURS

FOODHALL
FLEETWING

GALLERY
PASTIMES HOMECARE

DECEMBER

9 A.M.-5 P.M.SUNDAY 21 10 A.M.-3 P.M. 10.A.M.-3 P.M.

8.30 A.M.-8 P.M.MONDAY 22 8.30 A.M.-6 P.M. 8.30 A.M.-6 P.M

8.30 A.M.-8 P.M.TUESDAY 23 8.30 A.M. -6 P.M. 8.30 A.M. -6 P.M.

WEDNESDAY 24 8.30 A.M.-8 P.M. 8.30 A.M.-6 P.M. 8.30 A.M.-5 P.M.

THURSDAY 25 CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED

FRIDAY 26 CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED

SATURDAY 27 4 P.M.-6 P.M. CLOSED CLOSED

CLOSEDSUNDAY 28 CLOSED4 P.M.-6 P.M.

CLOSED CLOSEDMONDAY 29 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

8.30 A.M.-6 P.M. 8.30 A.M.-5 P.M.TUESDAY 30 8.30 A.M. - 8 P.M.

8.30 A.M.-6 P.M. 8.30 A.M.-5 P.M.8.30 A.M.-8 P.M.WEDNESDAY 31

JANUARY

CLOSED CLOSEDTHURSDAY 01 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

8.30 A.M.-6 P.M. 8.30 A.M.-5 P.M.FRIDAY 02 8.30 A.M.-8 P.M.

Yl/^anayement & Sta^ take tliid 

opportunity to wish ail our customer 6 a

(dhridtm,a6 and jPeace^ul Yjeiv iyjc
ear.
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Argentina
Please note: the following 

extracts are translations. 
LANACION 8/12/97

Claim concerning the 
British embargo

creignty of the Falklands’ Defence 
Ministers George Robertson, from
the United Kingdom and Jorge the political gesture and the meet- 
Dominguez from Argentina will ing was the result of a period. It is 
today (Monday) meet in London also important to have officially 
with the intention of improving brought up the lifting of the em- 

1 he Argentine Defence Minis- bilateral relations in the military bargo. Of course I did not expect a
ter Jorge Dominguez will today area. positive decision, during the meet-
(Monday) carry' out the first offi- Dominguez arrived yesterday ing, for the issue. It has been ad- 
cial visit to London in the defence (Sunday) in the English capital city equatcly received.”
area since the Falklands war in from Israel and will meet Will the embargo be lifted 
1982. He will meet with his Brit- Robertson for dinner tonight before President Carlos Menem 
ish colleague George Robertson. (Monday) official sources in- visits in the second half of
after which there will be a press formed. 1998?
conference. ^ Also they indicated that, “these “It is not a matter which both-

Dominguez’s visit to London practical meetings are a good ex- ers us from an operational point of 
has as a principal aim obtaining the ample of the success of diplomatic view. We are interested from a po
licing of the arms embargo the work in the defence area.”
British government has maintained
in place against Argentina since the Carlos Menem, will visit the
military confrontation. United Kingdom during the sec- symbolic aspect such as this.”

This measure includes the pur- ond half of next year, following an But it is a matter which is
chase from British factories of the official invitation from the British

the embargo?
“The most important thing was Contents

Page 1:
International media 

comment on the 
Falkland Islands

Page 2-3: 
BBC daily press 
review ofBritish 

newspapers

News from South 
America

Page 4:
litical point of view. It has abso- 

The Argentine President, lutely nothing to do with the presi
dents’ visit which is well above a

News continued from 
Page 1

are not long term ones.”
Since 1995 the United King- 

politically important... dom has maintained a policy of
spare parts the Armed Forces need government, who re-established “The lifting of the embargo is continual exceptions to the em- 
for numerous pieces of equipment diplomatic relations with Argen- important to Argentina from a po- bargo. This was because of the
from the country. tina in February 1990, following litical point of view and to many affair known as “tiger operation”

Argentina re-established diplo- negotiations which took place in English companies who would like (Operacion Tigre), which thanks
matic relations with Great Britain Madrid. to participate in the sale of equip- to the intervention of MI6, two
following negotiations with the A British defence delegation ment or in high-tech programmes destroyers built in Great Britain
United Kingdom, in February recently visited Buenos Aires, to with Argentina.” during the 70s and known as

Are British companies type 42 (one of them is theanalyse the improving bilateral
relations, in spite of the on-going interested in the radar project? Hercules) and four Mekoclass
British military' arms embargo to “Yes, they want to be included frigates constructed in Germany,

Dominguez will go to this historic our country, the English govern- as sub-contractors. Four groups but with Rolls Royce-Tyne en- 
meeting - which precedes the visit ment recently provided vehicles have presented themselves. In gines, were able to participate in
Carlos Menem will make to the which were used in peace keeping some of the groups there is special naval exercises with the United
United Kingdom next year - to missions ins Cyprus. interest with equipment which States navy,
improve bilateral relations in the CLARIN 9/12/97 comes from England. The radar
military' area, within the context The English arms embargo project is going ahead very well, 
that both States have formed part continues Firms from the United States,
of peace keeping missions in Cy- The British Defence Secretary, France and Italy have shown inter- 
prus. George Robertson,yesterday ruled est. I told the British defence sec-

Robertson. speaking to the out the possibility of announcing retary that there are British firms SkyhawkA4-C of the Argentine
press yesterday (Sunday) said that the hypothetical lifting of the arms interested in being sub-contractors. Air Force was destroyed yester-
hc was happy that this long awaited embargo which it has maintained It is positive that they participate.” day (Wednesday) when it fell to
meeting will take place and assured against Argentina since 1982 dur- And the airport privatisa- the ground on a farm near Villa
that the Armed Forces of both ing the meeting he yesterday tion? Reynolds, but the pilot was not
countries, “have worked together (Monday) held here with Defence “I understand that there are hurt because he was able to get 
with peace in mind in Cyprus,” and Minister Jorge Dominguez. British parties interested in partici- out in time, the Air Force offi-
recently the Endurance carried out The meeting had raised hopes pating in the privatisation of the daily informed, 
a successful visit to Buenos Aires, in this respect because it was the airports, but not if it is done by The head of the Air Force’s

“These contracts represent a first meeting of defence ministers decree. They consider that if that office informed that the plane
fine example of the success of dip- from both countries since the Falk- is so there is not sufficient judicial crashed at 9.30 am, “due to rea-
lomatic work concerning defence,” lands war and following several security. sons which have yet to be estab-
added Robertson. United Nations peace-keeping LA NACION 9/12/97 lished, when it was carrying out

As far as discussing the sover- missions together. London will lift the arms a training flight “ordered by a
eignty of the Falklands is con- Following the meeting embargo superiority.”
cerned, sources in the local defence Dominguez told Clarin that the The arms embargo which is in The plane, a Douglas
ministry' told La Nacion that the lifting of the embargo would be, place against Argentina will be Skyhawk A4-C crashed in Villa
matter is not on the agenda of mat- “very clear political progress,” and gradually lifted. That is what reli- Mercedes in San Luis (Province)
ters to be discussed between both said that some British firms are able sources at the British Defence and the pilot was not hurt be-
officials. “This issue will not be interested in the embargo coming Ministry informed /ygentine and cause he was able to eject,
discussed,” they assured. to an end, for example he men- British defence ministers George History

Dominguez will hold a dinner tioned the case of Rolls Royce who Robertson and Jorge Dominguez. The Skyhawk’s A4-C were
at the Argentine embassy in Lon- is interested in carrying out a “That was the impression we incorporated into the Air Force
don for British officials, for mem- “joint-venture” with Argentina. got from the talks with Mr in 1976. They were designed by
bers of the House of Commons, The following is a summary of Robertson,” Dominguez would Douglas at the end of the 50s,
business men and representatives the interview this paper held with later say. “There is the willingness following the Korean war and in
of associations connected to Latin Jorge Dominguez, who was both- to eliminate the restrictions little by the United States they replaced
America, specifically in the de- ered by questions connected to little. The dialogue was very posi- the Sabre F-86. The A4-C is a
fence area F Alfredo Yabran, the airport priva- tive and lived up to our expecta- subsonic plane - 870/900 kph

EL CRONISTA COMMER- tisation, and possible military par- tions.” which can only reach subsonic
ClAL 8/12/97 doning, and refused to comment Asked if the limitations could speeds if it descends with its nose

Dominguez will today meet on them. disappear before President Menem down and at maximum velocity,
the British defence minister What was the most impor- visits London at the end of 1998, Although the “bodywork” is the
A little more than 15 years af- tant part of your visit, because Dominguez was cautious to men- same, the A4-M which the Air

ter the armed conflict over the sov- you did not obtain the lifting of tion dates but believes, “the dates Forced acquired from the US

1990, in Madrid.
Historic meeting 

It was officially informed.

AMBITO FINANCIERO 
11/12/97

A plane which was in the 
Falklands fighting crashed 

A fighter plane Douglas
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press is dominated by the photoeranh. 
of 14 teenagers, whom the paper de 
scribes as ‘the new barbarians’ Th' 
youths were all members of a street 
gang which committed three high-pro 
file crimes - the murder of a school 
headmaster, the rape of a tourist and a 
knife attack on the husband of
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into a new confrontation with Europe 
after the Agriculture Minister, Jack 
Cunningham, imposed a unilateral ban 
on imports that do not meet the safety 
standards required of British meat. 
And in spite of Dr Cunningham s con
fidence in the legality of the move,77k? 
Times says that in Brussels there are 
legal doubts. The Daily Telegraphsays 
the Government’s ban raises the fear 
of a new beef war. The mass circula
tion Sun tabloid, in its editorial, ac
cuses Europe of being two-faced 
meat. It says Europe is banning Brit
ain exporting its beef, while postpon
ing a decision on whether to bring in 
its own anti-BSE controls to match 
those in the United Kingdom. The Sun 
says Europe is more concerned with 
its own economic welfare, than what 
it describes as ‘the injustice of Britain 
being discriminated against’.

to keep falling in spite of the winter in 
the Northern Hemisphere.

The oil exporting countries deci
sion to increase their quotas and the 
prospects of Iraq joining the market 
with its 2 billion dollars food for oil 
agreement currently being discussed 
with the United Nations have cooled 
all expectations of any jump in inter
national prices.

ated Fisheries Department under the 
Secretary of Agriculture and not the 
Ministry of Economy as established in 
the bill.

FOREIGN CONSULTANTS 
Experts from South Africa, Canada, 

New Zealand and Iceland, contracted 
by the Argentine government to make 
an assessment of Argentine fisheries 
and fishing policies have delivered 
their first preliminary review.

One of the consultants, Andrew 
Payne from South Africa, said that Ar
gentina faces a serious problem of hake 
over fishing, but also underlined that 
with the adequate, tough policies and 
close co-operation between govern
ment, industry and the vessels licensed 
to capture, it is possible to recover the 
fisheries.

“We managed it in South Africa, 
beginning in 1977/78 with a combina
tion of individual and transferable quo- 

_ „ tas split among a total allowable catch,”
17.87% (non valid), that is interpreted said Mr Payne. According to Mr Payne 
as a general displeasure of public

Britain’s leading law officials. The 
Express says the gang members were 
united by a warped sense of tribalism 
and an obsession with martial arts. The 
fact that they were so young, the pa
per continues, is a shocking indictment 
of a system which allows juveniles to 
roam around after dark like a pack of 
wild animals.

ARABS DISTRUSTS 
JAPANESE BANKS 

Saudi Arabia’s oil corporation has 
been rejecting since mid November 
guarantee certificates from many Japa
nese banks. The decision was taken by 
ARAMCO, Saudi Arabian Oil Co., 
following an increase in the risk grad
ing for many Japanese financial insti
tutions that are loaded with debts or 
non reimbursed credits. According to 
Japanese financial sources Aramco 
only makes deals with those banks that 
have the highest international credibil
ity and reputation.

Given this situation and the fact 
that there’s a “Japan Premium” for 
operations with Japanese banks, Japa
nese companies have begun to work 
with foreign financial institutions.

over

News from South 

America
British press 

Headline stories: 

Dec 12 - Dec 18
BRITISH GULF WAR 

VETERANS TO RETURN 
MEDALS

The Independent leads on a plan 
by some of the British veterans of the 
1991 Gulf War to return the medals 
they were awarded. The paper de
scribes it as the ‘ultimate gesture’ in 
their campaign for an independent in
quiry into Gulf War Syndrome - a 
range of unexplained illnesses suffered 
by some veterans of the conflict. The 
Independent says the mass protest is 
believed to be unprecedented in the 
history of the British armed forces and 
will underline the sense of abandon
ment felt by many of those who have 
become ill since serving in the war.

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
THURSDAY 18 DECEMBER 1997

provided by Mercopress
BRITISH ECONOMY

n. 11 i ■— 11 iJ The Guardian and the Financial
papers report that David Trimble, the Times carry front-page stories on a pre
leader of the Ulster Unionist Party, dieted weakening of the British 
which draws its support from the Prov- economy next year. The Guardiansays 
ince’s Protestant majority, may hold a British Ministers are bracing them- 
face-to-face meeting with Gerry selves for economic bad news as the 
Adams, the leader of Sinn Fein, the mounting financial crisis in Asia.

Apart from extravagant photos of political wing of the IRA. The Times higher interest rates, and the delayed
the Queen's tears at the de-commis- said such a meeting would be‘unprec- impact of a strong British currency
sioningofthe Royal Yacht, Britannia, edented’, and follows weeks of accu- combine to produce a slowdown in
one story dominates the front pages: sations from Sinn Fein that Mr growth,
the meeting between the British Prime Trimble's party was not seriously en-
Minister Tony Blair and Sinn Fein gaged in the ongoing peace talks be- IRAQ DISCUSSIONS
leader Gerry Adams at Number 10 ing brokered by the British and Irish FRUITLESS
Downing Street. It acts like a prism, governments. The move comes just a An editorial in The Times looks at
splitting the papers into their place in few days after Geny Adams met the the latest round of talks in Baghdad
the political spectrum. Prime Minister, Tony Blair, at his resi- over United Nations weapons inspec-

In a leader column headlined dence in Downing Street - the first tions. There has been no resolution
‘Adams has no business at Number such meeting for three-quarters of a over the UN’s demand that its inspec-
10'. The Times says the fact that Mr century. tors have access to any suspected
Adams is now being feted as a free- weapons site, and The Times describes
dom fighter - or, as The Times puts it, GEOFFREY ROBINSON more discussions yesterday as “fruit-
a Gaelic Nelson Mandela - is enough Another prominent story involves less’.It says Saddam Hussein is at least 
to sicken those who recall the carnage the millionaire businessman and Gov- as dangerous now as he was before his
he has excused and encouraged. The emment Minister, Geoffrey Robinson, forces were routed by the Allies: he
Times says this can be lived with only who is under increasing pressure to has to be convinced that at least
if Mr Adams can commit his follow- explain his links to an off-shore finan- members of the international commu-
ers to settle for less than a united Ire- cial trust of which he is a potential ben- nity have the stomach to take him on
land in the immediate future. The pa- eficiary. The mass circulation?!//* tab-
per’s down-market stable-mate The loid is not alone in noting that there is DIANA, PRINCESS OF
Sun brands it a stomach-churning pub- a contradiction in a Minister who in- WALES
licity stunt. Its political editor warns traduced a scheme putting a limit on Finally, the Independent carries a 
Mr Adams that unless he takes some tax-free savings, whilst himself enjoy- story that the death of Diana Princess
prizes back to Belfast to appease the ing the benefits of a tax avoidance of Wales, in August was actually good
hard-liners in his own movement, he mechanism. The Daily Telegraph re- for some people’s health- according to
could end up like his hero Michael sponds that the Deputy Prime Minis- psychiatric clinics the tragedv led to
Collins, the last Republican leader to ter, John Prescott, admitted that Mr a significant decrease in Britons seek-
visit Number 10, who was killed by Robinson could be accused of hypoc- ing help for depression The DaDer savs
an IRA assassin’s bullet 75 years ago. risy - a statement which fatally weak- one explanation is that’the public mit

The Financial Times says the ens Mr Robinson’s defence according pouring of grief for Diana helped pco-
grandstanding Mr Adams indulged in to The Guardian. pie release their own deeply buried
should make ministers in Ireland and emotions. y J u
Britain uneasy, and urges them to dem
onstrate that talks about the future of

HMS BRA VE IN MONTEVIDEO
After a whole week of rest and re

covery in Montevideo, HMS Brave 
should be back patrolling in Falklands’ 
waters by the time these lines are pub
lished. In spite of a few days of unex
pected bad weather, the 250 crew, in
cluding 25 ladies, had a good time en
joying Uruguayan beer, and steaks, 
visiting the beaches of Montevideo, 
and in the evening some of the new 
pubs. It was also a chance to go shop
ping in the Christmas decorated malls 
and to get ready to return to routine 
and the windy South Atlantic.

George Coleman from Birming
ham, and HMS Brave Leading Radio 
Operator was enthusiastic about his 
visit to Montevideo and for a very spe
cial reason. “I’m making up in Mon
tevideo, because 1 already know I’ll 
be on duty for Xmas.” said Coleman, 
who nevertheless is quite proud of a 
recent achievement of HMS Brave. To 
celebrate the centenary of the world’s 
first permanent Marconi Wireless & 
Telegraph Station in Alum Bay at the 
Isle of Wight, HMS Brave managed to 
successfully join in a worldwide 
airwaves link with Royal Navy ves
sels around the globe, some of the most 
famous ships such as RMS Queen 
Mary at California and RMS Elizabeth 
II in the Bahamas, plus other famous 
land wireless sites.

“It was a fascinating experience 
and we managed it from the Falk
lands,” stressed Coleman.

LAND ROVER IN BRAZIL
Land Rover Ltd., an affiliate of the 

British group Rover, which belongs to 
the German consortium Bayrische 
Motorenwerke, (BMW), will invest 
150 million US dollars in Sao Paulo, 
Brazil, to set up a factory.

A spokesperson for BMW made 
the official announcement in Munich 
and added the factory is expected to 
begin production at the end of 1998. 
The goal is to produce 5,000 Land 
Rovers of the different models annu
ally, which it is believed will be am
ply absorbed by the Brazilian market.

The new factory will create 800 
new jobs according to BMW head
quarters.

BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR 
FRIDA Y12 DECEMBER 1997 the recovery is slow starting but 

opinion towards government and poli- it gets moving it escalates. “In spite of 
tics in general. In the previous ‘93 and the fact that the new system is effec-
‘96 by-elections that percentage was tive since it makes industry and fish-
below 10%. ing vessels more responsible and aware

This 17.87% is actually higher of the importance of conservation, a 
since it’s estimated that one million constant monitoring of catches is still 
potential voters, (between the ages of essential,” indicated Payne.
18 and 24), didn’t bother to register
for the polls. Also for the first time in FIGHTER PLANES FOR
a quarter of a century and after a po- ARGENTINA
Jitical ban of 17 years, the Com- The first five of 36 fighter bomb- 
munist Party managed 7% of the to- ers purchased by the Argentine Air 
tal votes. Force from the US Navy will be arriv-

The Conservative parties who jng in Argentina this week. The A4- 
back or respond to former dictator AR Fightinghawks refurbished in one 
Augusto Pinochet retained the suffi- 0f Lockheed-Martin’s main plants in 
cient votes in Senate to veto any con- California will be flying to El Palomar 
stitutional reform. Since Chile recov- base accompanied by a Hercules C-130 
ered democracy in 1990, progressive and an F-28 with stops in Mexico, 
parties have been campaigning Panama, Peru and Bolivia, 
strongly in favour of eliminating the Another three A4-AR are expected 
significant military influence in the next May, while the rest will be refur- 
present Constitution. bished in the former Argentine Air

Force aircraft manufacturing facilities 
CHINA AFTER jn Cordoba that have been taken over

URUGUAYAN WOOL by Lockheed-Martin.
China promised to keep purchas- Although the Fightinghawk is an 

ing wool from Uruguay, that has be: upgrade of the Sky hawk, a fighter
come the third supplier of China be- bomber the US began manufacturing
hind Australia and New Zealand. in the seventies, the aircraft delivered 

During a visit to Montevideo of a to Argentina have last generation soft-
numerous delegation of Chinese busi- ware and radar, 
nessmen and officials, Yu Fujun, CEO in December 1994 Argentina 
from the Chinese Textile Council signed a 284 million US dollars agree- 
praised the quality and versatility of ment to purchase 36 aircraft to replace 
Uruguayan wool, which he said those lost fifteen years ago during the 
“makes it cheap compared to Austral- South Atlantic conflict, 
ian prices.”

Yu Fujun added that the Chinese 
wool industry is not concerned about 
man made fabrics. China has become

once

MEETING BETWEEN THE 
PRIME MINISTER AND GERRY 

ADAMS

COMMON CURRENCY AND 
PASSPORTS FOR MERCOSUR

Strang messages to the United 
States and Europe, the integration of 
Chile to the decision making bodies 
and the commitment to start working 
for a common currency and passport, 
ended the Mercosur presidential sum
mit held in Montevideo chaired by 
Uruguayan President Julio Maria 
Sanguinetti.

Presidents’ Carlos Menem of Ar
gentina, Henrique Cardoso of Brazil, 
Carlos Wasmosey of Paraguay, 
Eduardo Frei of Chile and Hugo 
Banzer of Bolivia, and hosting 
Sanguinetti, agreed that Mercosur is 
ready to start talks with the United 
States on a Free Trade Association of 
the Americas next April in Chile.

The summit also agreed to accel
erate the process of creating a free 
trade area with the European Union, 
and that the framework document 
should be ready for the Mercosur-Eu- 
rope summit to be held in early 1999. 
Manuel Marin, vice president of the 
European Union, was present at the 
meeting held in Montevideo.

Argentine president Carlos 
Menem, who will be chairing July’s 
summit in Buenos Aires, said that a 
common currency and passport for 
citizens of Mercosur is the goal for the 
group.

WELFARE STATE REFORM 
Government plans to reform Brit

ain’s welfare state continue to preoc
cupy several newspapers. The Times, 
the Independent, the Guardian and the 
Financial Times all report that the 
Prime Minister, Tony Blair, has told 
his back-bench MPs that their parlia
mentary resistance to his proposals to 
cut benefits to single mothers won’t 
make him change his mind. And the 
papers say he warned of even tougher 
reforms to come.

some

WILLIAM HAGUE 
NUPTIALS

The lighter side of British politics 
is not neglected though. The leader of 
the opposition Party, William Hague, 
is getting married on Friday and sev
eral papers carry pictures of him deal
ing with a friendly ambush by strip
pers as the couple arrived at a pre-wed
ding party.

DEFINITIVE XMAS FOR 
CUBA?

The Cuban Catholic Church ex- 
Uruguay’s main client for wool and pects that the government’s decision to 
together with Hong Kong so far this declare Christmas a holiday, will be- 
year has purchase has purchased 44% Come permanent in a not too distant
of the 98,000 tons of the 97/98 wool 
clip.

WINNIE MANDELA 
WITHDRAWS FROM ANC 

ELECTION
The main foreign news story \nThe 

Times is a report on what it describes 
as the ‘joy’ of the African National 
Congress that Winnie Madekizela- 
Mandelahas withdrawn from the con
test for the party’s deputy leadership. 
The Times describes a photo of Mrs 
Mandela embracing the successful 
candidate, Jacob Zuma, as her snatch
ing a publicity victory from the jaws 
of certain political defeat.

KOREA
Korea’s financial problems remain 

a big preoccupation. As voters choose 
a new President, the Independent re
ports that anti-foreign feeling is grow
ing because of plummeting national 
self-esteem.

WELFARE BENEFITS CUTS
Also under pressure, according to BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR

Northern Ireland can succeed with or the Independent, is the Government’s WEDNESDA Y17 DPCFuupdi^', 
without Sinn Fein. In a leader entitled policy on plans to cut welfare pay- 
‘Terror in Downing Street’, the Daily ments to the disabled. The paper warns
Telegraph says the demeaning en- that Tony Blair’s administration could 
counter sent out terrible signals about be under threat from a growing band
the British Government. It says con- of rebels within his own party who 
cessions, even of a symbolic kind, oppose the cuts, 
demonstrate to the ITA the validity of 
force. At the other end, The Guardian

Contrary to what was expected 
neither Mexico nor the Andean coun
tries were associated to Mercosur since 
discussions on tariffs remain unfin
ished.labour mp on sleaze 

CHARGE
The main stop in Wednesday’s 

newspapers is the arrest warrant issued 
for the Labour Member of Parliament

Finally, the Financial Times says was aware thaTh^ was etine^h16
gives praise to both men for taking that growth in the world’s leading charged, and is exDecteH « t0 be
risks, saying the main enemy of peace economies could be nearly one per voluntarily at Glasgow ‘?hi°froear
now is the strange coalition of hard- cent lower next year as a result of fi- later today Accordinot,,,^" Lourt
liners drawn from both sides. The nancial turbulence. A report by the Sarwar triggered the *?liUlePaPer> Mr 
Guardian urges them to follow the Organisation for Economic Co-opera- ment’s first sleaze erkief nf -ve™'
example of the mother of a soldier shot tion and Development says that the election victory in M»v kl0wipg its
by an IRA sniper. It says Rita heaviest impact of recent market trou- tions were made that hJk^heIIa lega‘
Restorick gave Mr Adams not abuse bles will be in Asia, btu that there to bribe an election rival a™mpled
but a Christmas card. would be knock-on effects for the points out that Mr lhJ Sun

whole -*»■ describes as'a
BBC PRESS REVIEW FOR wrang-ddng^uL the^11'6*1 any

TUESDAY16 MEMBER 1997 whole8 affidrfeaS*
BRITISH GOVERNMENT ment to the Labot?S22.fc?*a,Sss‘

IMPLEMENTS BEEF BAN fought the election «?2?h,p! *h,ch
The issue of beef dominates the ticket. °n 3,1 •HMeaze

British newspapers today. The Times 
process in Northern Ireland. Several reports that Britain has been plunged

future. After having banned Christmas 
as a non working holiday for over 
twenty years, Fidel Castro’s govern
ment following a personal request from 
Pope Johnn Paul II, who will be visit- 

The Argentine Secretary of Agri- jng the island next January, declared 
culture, Felipe Sola, anticipated that December 25th 1997, an “exceptional” 
President Carlos Menem will veto festivity. In a public release the Church 
several articles of the Fisheries bill expresses its satisfaction with Castro’s 
that finally passed the Senate during announcement and hopes that the day 
last week. when all Christians world wide cel-

The new bill creates the concept ebrate the birth of Jesus will become a 
of individual transferable quotas, definitive festivity in the Cuban calen- 
stresses the importance of conserva
tion, establishes stricter fines for over Castro said the “exceptional” deci- 
fishing and poaching, but also creates sjon was a gesture towards the Pope and 
two new bodies that dilute the author- all Christians, 
ity of Sola, giving the five Patagonian 
provinces a share of the fishing li
cences revenue.

Other important understandings 
were reached concerning social secu
rity rights; a common policy to iden
tity and combat dumping from third 
countries; the opening of the financial 
and insurance markets; incentives for 
scientific research and to avoid the loss 
of talented professions.

Finally the six presidents stressed 
the significance of the incorporation 
of associate member Chile to the ex
ecutive boards, and pointed out that 
Mercosur is in a strong position to face 
the international financial and stock 
exchange crisis that started in Asia.

“Mercosur has shown it can act 
rapidly and effectively when specula- 

. tors attacked Brazil. We will resist any
. According,oMrSo.abefore.997 Uris^S 
IS over the Argentine government will spot market. The barrel of Brent crude said President Mencm lo ao so’
veto some of the powers of the new reached 17.4 dollars during the second 
Council, and will keep the newly ere- week of December ‘97 and is expected

VETO TO ARGENTINE 
FISHERIES BILLWORLD ECONOMIES

CHILEAN COALITION WINS 
The government coalition of Presi

dent Eduardo Frei managed to main
tain its majority in the Chamber of 
Deputies and the right wing parties 
also confirmed their strong holding in 
the Senate according to the final re
sults of the Chilean legislative elec
tions.

dar.
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DUCHESS OF YORK 
The Daily Mirror, Daily Mail ana 

Daily Express say the Duchess o 
York, divorced ex-wife of The 
Queen’s second son, Prince Andrew - 
is having tests to determined whether 
a lump under her arm might be can
cerous.

OIL PRICES AT ITS LOWEST
NORTHERN IRELAND 
PEACE PROCESS

The coalition obtained almost 51% 
of votes, the opposition 37% but there 
was also a strong “rejection” vote of

Dominating the front pages is news 
of a possible breakthrough in the peace TluffiJSi^ GA?G CRIME

The front page of the Daily Ex-
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Navy and which are re-powered against a country whose demo- are, in a modern world, commercial 
m Cordoba and the United States cratic credentials are still not sure, transactions ruled by pragmatic in- 
by Lockheed, the technology is It also seems clear the priority terests and deeply linked To the eco- 
state-of-the-art. which concerns the Argentine nomic activity. The volume of opera-

This fighter plane A4-C people at the moment: The eco- lions which could take place between
which crashed in San Luis is a nomic development, the moderni- the Argentine armed forces and some
superior model to the A4-B: be- sation of the country, the western British suppliers - we apparently as-
cause it can fly for longer peri- alliance. Great Britain is much sume - are really limited. In reality
ods (it can be refuelled in flight) stronger than Argentine militarily the issue has little importance to the
and was used the first time in the as well as in the world of interna- military but on the other hand has a
war against the English in the tional relations: our diplomats determined political importance and
Falklands in 1982. It was these must travel along a wide road to with this in mind it should be valued
planes and their Argentine mili- harmonise priorities, but at the and appreciated,
tary pilots who damaged and same time not forget such a clear The disappearance of this em- 
sank several of the British frig- objective of our national identity bargo would be the equivalent of an
ates and support ships. such as the Falklands. undoubtable sign that the two coun-

As far as the accident is con- LA NACION 12/12/97 tries are not enemyies, even more so,
they inspire mutual trust and that the 
supplying of certain elements has no 

The recent visit to Great Brit- other importance than that of conven-
ain of defence Minister Jorge ience which stem from economic

which caused the accident/'said Dominguez, was an extremely sig- conditions agreed between the two
the press release from the Con- nificant event, 16 years following sides.
dor building (Air Force Head- the conflict between Argentines From something which issosim- 
quarters) and the English in the South At- pie you can guess the result of the

lantic. At the moment, reassumed prolonged hard-work whose end can
and normal the relations, strength- be seen: The possibility of recover-
ened by economic links, also the ing a degree of normal consideration,
re-establishment of friendly con- which is not obtained because of pure

During the recent visit of tacts between the respective mili- British generosity but - mainly - as a
Dominguez - our defence minis- tary chiefs and President Mcnem's result of the generalised international 
ter - to London, the Falklands is- forthcoming visit to London, it is guarantee achieved by Argentina in
sues, according to the corre- only news if each day that goes the last few years. The arms embargo
sponding newsagency report, by a new step in the mutal recon- has been a stage, a period defined by
was not mentioned. This seems ciliation between the two coun- isolation and bitterness. Itsdisappear- 
to be what President Menem will tries, which many factors join to- ance (sic) is a notable indication that
do at a yet undertermined future gether, take place, in spite of the the world has changed, that the
date: The serious idea of not historic difference which separates Argentines and English have
touching upon the matter, we them.
assume is not because of lack of From the conversations 
willingness but because of Brit- Dominguez maintained with Brit

ish authorities - or the close rela-

it needs without difficulty but say 
any investment would be highly 
speculative.

'‘They’ve got everything to 
prove. All there is so far is some 
seismic." said Alan Marshall of 
Robert Fleming Securities.

Considerable investment in in
frastructure would also be needed, 
given the islands remoteness. 
There is also expected to be sig
nificant opposition from environ
mental groups.

FINANCIAL TIMES 18/12/97
Amerada Hess, Saga 

writedowns
Amerada Hess, the US oil com

pany, and Saga Petroleum of Nor
way warned yesterday they would 
make big write-downs on the value 
of their interests in the Durwald 
and Dauntless oil fields in the U.K. 
sector of the North Sea.

Saga, which has a 23.5 per cent 
stake in the fields said a "realistic" 
writedown would be in the $50 - 
$60m while Amerada Hess, with a 
28 per cent share, said it would take 
a charge of up to $60m in its 
fourth-quarter accounts. The other 
partners in the fields are DSM En
ergy, British Borneo Petroleum 
Syndicate and Seafield Resources.

Durward and Dauntless, which 
are operated by Amerada Hess, 
began production last August, 
Amerada Hess said early produc
tion information showed that re-

cemed. the Air Force informed Advances in the relations 
with Londonyesterday of the, “immediate 

start of the accident investigation 
council, to establish the causes

LA PRENSA: 11/12/97
Falklands: The ‘impasse’ 

continues

changed, in both cases for the belter. 
THE FINANCIAL TIMES 

MONDAY 15 DECEMBER 1997

serves were probably, "toward the 
bottom end of the range originally 
anticipated." The partners said ad
ditional work would be done on the 
fields to increase access to what is 
in place.

ish reserve. Falklands explorer aims for 
£10mThe Argentine opinion has tionship with them - will stem the

not put pressure on the govern- decision to lift the embargo
ment, nor has the opposition put against the sale of arms which formed to explore for oil and gas off
any logs on the fire referring to London placed against our coun- the Falkland Islands, is planning to
the omissions: up until now, very try in 1982. Leaving formalities come to Aim in February. It hopes to 
few voices have been heard con- concerning the opportunities and raise £7m-£10m, with up to £3.5m
ceming the issue. The country way of such an announcement to of this coming from existing share-
has sought to direct the fight for one side, the restriction is in full holders whose investments are partly-
the recovery of the archipelago diminution and maintaining it dur- paid,
through peaceful means, a peace ing the last couple of years seems
which seems to exclude the dip- to have been more symbolic than man, said extra funds were needed
lomatic tough-talk: In that as in anything else, which has permit- as the company and its partners were
other areas we are victims of a ted the repairing of diverse pieces preparing to begin drilling,
past which left us isolated inter- originally supplied by Great Brit-
nationally and which is obliging ain. 
us to compensate for this with ex
tremely wise positions. In this

Desire Petroleum, the company
WOOL REPORT WEEK 

ENDING 12.12.97 from Falkland 
Islands Wool Marketing

Australia; Sales held this week in 
Sydney/Melboume. Merino fleece 19 
- 21 micron closed up to 1% cheaper 
with 22 micron and broader up to 1% 
dearer and 23 to 25 micron closed 
slightly dearer.

Crossbred types 25 to 27 closed up 
to 1% dearer with 28 to 32 microns 
unchanged.

Good general competition with 
Japan and western Europe main buy
ers. Eastern market indicator closed 1 
cent lower at 698 cents. Western mar
ket indicator closed 1 cent higher at 
644 cents.

New Zealand
Offerings at Napier and 

Christchurch on Dec 11th totalled 
29824 bales with 17% withdrawn at 
Growers reserves.

Merino fleece up to /2% cheaper 
with halfbred fleece types unchanged.

Crossbred types 37 micron & finer 
unchanged to up to 2% dearer. West
ern Europe, local mills and China main 
buyers.

Colin Phipps, executive chair-

The Falkland Islands are seen as 
among the world’s last potentially 

The way in which Minister large, unexplored oil provinces. Ex- 
Dominguez was received tacitly ploration was held up by Argentina’s 

way it seems to be a State policy, shows the development in the at- seizure of the Islands in 1982.
if it is correct that the Falklands titude towards our country. Over- Desire - named after the vessel
are being claimed they are being coming the conflict, burying not that discovered the islands in the 16th 
claimed with a different content, the causes for the discrepancy but century - was one of the most suc-

Let us see. The British argu- those of the offence, the greatness cessful bidders in the first licensing
ment is based on force: We in- which the relations between the round held last year, securing inter-
flicted a military defeat in the war two countries are step by step ests in the equivalent of30 North Sea
theatre and another diplomatic reaching, comes before the inevi- blocks, 
one on the Security Council, table time when the arms embargo 
where naturally the one that had will become a mere historic refer- tranches C and D which are operated
to win was the one supported by ence. However, the fact that the by Lasmo, the UK independent, and
the majority of permanent mem- arms embargo could be revised in has 100 per cent of tranches I and L
bers and by the abstention of the the middle of negotiations which which are together equivalent to 15
others, given our clumsiness with are naturally being handled with North Sea blocks, 
which the area was prepared - or the reservations imposed by diplo- Amerada Hess, the operator on
better said not prepared - the di- macy and the insinuations which tranche A, is expected to drill the ar-
plomacy of the Process. It is are undoubtedly alive in both sides ea’s first well in March or April, fol- 
backed up by a slogan, which, of the countries opinion sectors lowed by Lasmo on tranche C in May
even though it is refutable, does they are taking; fortunately, the or June.
not sound bad to foreigners ears, waters have calmed and the Detailed seismic work has already 
that is the respect of the popula- wounds that fight caused are heal- been done on C and D and Mr Phipps
tion of the Islands. It appeared ing. said the results were very encourag-
like Saint George protecting the Also, contracts and invest- ing, showing structures similar to
dragon of a military dictatorship ments of mutual benefits and com- those of large North Sea fields,
which was constantly complain- mercial advantages are being Analysis expect the company - 
ing to the international human voiced. At the end of the day, the whose flotation is being arranged by
rights organisations and now purchases of military equipment Societe Generale - to raise the funds

It has a 25 per cent interest in

The overall market indicator 
closed down 8 NZC at 429 cents/kilo.

General
This being the last week for sale 

in Australia for the Christmas and New 
Year recess Keith and I would like to 
take this opportunity of thanking all 
our clients, both present and future for 
their support and we wish you all in 
the islands a very Merry Christmas and 
a happy and prosperous New Year.

The next market report will be Fri
day 9th January 1998.

Should you have any questions or 
instructions during this period please 
contact me either at the office or on 
my home telephone number: 0113 257 
6065i

1 A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO 
YOU ALLi

i
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ter memorandum urging Britain to 
maintain its traditional support for 
the Islands. The FIA also honoured Legislative Council - December 12,1997

Questions for oral answer

twelve months long, it 
ported in UK that the shipwrecked 
Schinas’ who sheltered in the Is
lands after their yacht Maamari 
capsized last year, will put to 
yet again, perhaps to venture once 
more into the Southern Ocean.

was re-

Velma Malcolm for her many 
years of dedicated help to the As- up and somebody actually getting der recruitment for which no quar- 

an award, that will be a decision ters have yet been identified and a 
which is made on an annual basis further 10 for which recruitment 

n„„, s , • . . by elected members. has not yet commenced. The prior-
^?,K8VuPay 15 a vcry ity for the allocation of quarters is-I-"Qo*%tn.?-23of 'tsssssnx-sx- r an be used manage- 97 by the social cases and 3, other residents.

heU,^haS Hnnnurahlp Mr« T Within the other residents category
csuibl.shed that something like a MOIlOliraDle Mrs J returning students/trainees are

0 onus is actually required to L Cheek given priority and specifically to
i lva can individual on average. Will the Chief Executive olease tbc allocation of the Murray

And of course we're not talking Heights Park Homes.
°tu [ncrcments or anything like reacbed jn planning for tbe new Councillor Summers 
at. However, the question asks, p0jjce Station and Prison President, Could the Chief Ex-

when .s this performance manage- Chief Executive ecutive tell me whether he has this
mutt coming in, and that is my 7th Mr presjdent Honourable time got a date from the Environ-
next momh with^senL heads3 of Members: The capital estimates ap- cental Planning Officer as to when 
departments. P-ved by the Budge Select Com-
f°the linkage to pay until it is ^ "id" Slou^g“qK-
fu'ly operational throughout the ™ ™10,Zn® ‘ooo 98 ments of the Falklands.
yeaVrlfromlJuly1?999°to JuneMOtf 99 £250,000 99/2000 £890,000 and Chief Executive

r*JndSss*,RSrrrmean there will not be enhanced priority of Cateeorv 2 Droiects and vide Honourable Members with 
remuneration for excellent per- although initial Considerations the date at the earliest possible 
formance in the intervening pe- would |Uooest a desien and buiTd opportunity.
wmb^nycmU'r^oflhere^ proj.c.W.hichpoliceslalionsare Question No. 25

of 97 by The
department will be making recom- 1' The aPProved s,te t0 the soulh/ Honourable MrsSad "'!hi artn.8abo°an- h'S
...... r r been suggested as the area in which
ticipate the process of perform- the new administration building Will the Chief Executive please 
ance management will be begin- ancj the new PWD building should give the total cost to date of the 
ning to prove itseit be located Clearly some detailed services of the Hay Management

Councillor Haiiora thinking is required regarding utili- Group, and any future costs to
Thank you for that reply. You lie$ in this ^ 2. The Esti- which the Falkland Islands Gov- 

mentioned that future pay increases mates approved by tbe Select Com- emment are committed? 
are linked to the index.rises in the ™ /ed ^ guide f Chief Executive
UK. One assumes that ifthatdidn t ures . at t£is sta ge. Mr President, Honourable
rise there would be no rise here. Councillor Cheek Members: The total cost to date is
But then you further stated that we I thank the Chief Executive for around £775,000. Additional re-
would as a group look at it annu- his anSwer. Obviously from his quirements are solely to do with 
ally as well. So presumably there answer be wjh not be aware yet pensions and performance man- 

two chances here of a rise per that councillors have moved it agement issues, and the total that 
year and not one. You first indi- somewhat higher in the priority may well be incurred there, but we 
cated that it would be risen in the j cannot be specific about that obvi-
index in the UK, if that rose then Chief Executive ously because we have not yet com-
that brings the levels up here. gf course Mr President, I am pleted negotiations about the total-

£hie£ Exe5utive w . , not aware of that, and of course ity of the exit path which could
Mr President, Honourable when that happens something else well be in the region of 80 to 100 

Members. If I can explain that inevitabiy drops down the priority thousand pounds, 
what I said was that the actual >■ t y Councillor Clifton
grades will be ratcheted up as the A Id af May i ^ die Chief Executive
index goes up, that doesn't mean V^UCSilOIl IxO. L'* ui does the Falkland Islands Govem-
that we necessarily follow slav- 97 by the ment believe it has had value for
ishly what happens within the „ V,, myj t money during this exercise?
grades. Councillors will have the HOIlOUraDl© iVlrS J Chief Executive 
option oflooking at the three vari- T f^heek Well Mr President, Honourable
ables, that is how much the grade . Members: The Falkland Islands
has gone up, how much inflation . Will the Chietbxec P Government of course includes the
here has gone up and how much 8iye tbe number ot p P Honourable Members here, in fact
inflation in the UK has gone up, rently on the bpus‘n8 wa‘ they actually dictate the policy,
and members will make recom- and mdic^e who has pri ty and the initial beginning of all this
mendations based on those three what are the criteria tor Was a policy decision, however I
aspects. To illustrate that point, for toothers?
instance if the grade was ratcheted Mr President, 
up 5% lets say, because that is what Members: There are currently 52
has happened in the UK, but infla- names on the local list ot applica
tion here is lets say 3% then there ti°ns for FIG accommodation. In
would be a very good rationale in addition to this there are 8 on tne the future Secondlyj We have t
actually not keeping people at that *lst returning s f rid of a very major social injustice
position in the grade. If they were twerseas and an additional to at Qne stepj namely the
at the bottom of the grade clearly who are overseas 8 ... unestablished have become per-
they'd fall out of the grade, if one m^nt is committed to pro } g manent employees,
didn't give them 5%, but neverthe- accommodation, thus maKing a
less there is no specific linkage total of 64. In addition to this there Continued on
between the grade being ratcheted are currently 6 contract posts un- flex/ page

sea sociation; BFBS began broadcast
ing same day television pro
grammes. and in another advance 
in communications Cable and Question No. 22 of 

97 by the 
Honourable 

Mrs S Halford

Wireless’ new earth station went
into full operational status.

Sir Rex Hunt visited the Islands
along with ex Ryder Cup Captain,

NOW the majority of Civil Serv
ants are working under the new 
Hay Conditions and annual incre
ments are no more, will the Chief 
Executive please tell me when the 
performance management will be 
brought into being, and when will 
all the levels of the service first 
benefit from it, or not, as the case 
may be?

Mr President, Honourable 
Members. The Honourable Mem
ber may be wrong in concluding 
that annual increments are no more, 
and I believe that she may also be 
taking a far too remuneration fo
cused view of performance man
agement. I shall attempt both to 
explain and answer the question.

1. During June of each year the 
UK Industrial and Services Index 
will be ratcheted according to re
ported fact. Thus all grades given 
positive inflation will rise in money 
value terms. 2. At that time. Coun
cillors will be given the option, 
well in fact the policy option will 
be at the time of the Budget Select 
Committee earlier in the year, of 
considering the recommendation 
of the officials regarding inflation. 
We will be taking into account 
inflation here, inflation in the 
United Kingdom and the Indus
trial and Services Index in the 
United Kingdom. 3. At the time of 
decisions with individuals on the 
Hay Issue an undertaking was given 
that salaries would be reviewed on 
an annual basis, and the procedure 
above was outlined. Clearly that 
promise will be kept. 4. With re
gard to the other element of any 
potential increase, that is move
ment upwards within a grade, im
mediately prior to the Hay Review 
we had two significant problems. 
Firstly the system lacked discipline 
and secondly the vast majority of 
civil servants were in fact at the top 
of the grade already, which was a 
wholly unsatisfactory situation. It 
was agreed by Honourable Mem
bers that this progress within a 
grade should be linked to progress 
within ajob. It was also agreed that 
the major objective of the Hay re
view was actually to change the 
culture of the civil service, from 
that of being administratively ori
entated, to being customer service 
orientated. And thus the prime ben
efit of the whole Hay process was 
not in fact internally focused to
wards civil servants, but externally 
focused towards the users of the 
services we provide, and it was 
proposed to achieve this, a. by 
having an equitable structure, 
which indeed we have achieved 
and, b. by focusing on perform
ance in a way that would be quite

John Henry is definitely not well United, the debt troubled ownersBiggest news of the month was
rested after a sleepless night on the appointment of a Stanley com- of the Falkland Islands Company,

FIDF exercise in September pany, Stanley Services CSM, as the had announced restructuring plans
October onshore logistic contractor for the prior to the FIC being listed on the

Early October was dominated pending oil exploration activity. London Stock Exchange,
by the General Election and the Other local firms were then invited Natural phenomena news in- 
publication, pre-election, of a let- to tender to supply specific serv- eluded claims that the ‘ozone hole’

though still immense is smaller 
Works, Mike Forrest. The election, Politically it was a quiet month, than its peak in 1992: and much 
itself, held few surprises. Out went the main item of interest being speculation on the widespread ef-
Eric Goss, Richard Stevens and President Menem’s invitation, fects of El Nino.

ter written by Director of Public ices.
I.;

II; Wendy Teggart (who did not from the British Government, to 
stand) and in came Richard visit Britain.

Visitors included six Parlia- MT-ir.-.M
mentarians - five MP’s and the Earl R fi £*

There was a mild TB scare of Northesk; and the unusual, al- «#*“■*****■**»“»■
Clifton. Registrar General, John when some‘suspicious boils’were most bizarre, Jumber Lezhava, a 58 H&
Rowlands mounted a comprehen- discovered in a wild steer imported year old Georgian who is cycling
sive voting service with mobile to Stanley from Keppel Island. Vet round the world and holds a
polling stations visiting remote set- Andrew Coe was quick to reassure number of world records to do with

push-ups.

: CockweH, Jan Cheek and Lewis'
!:Sl;

■ J L CheekIan Dempster at the ‘Proms ’ in 
October

The Moody Brook Challenge Bernard Gallacher; the Gurkha’s 
saw Mark Flint race to victory in won the Commando Challenge 
25m 33sec. Tracy Porter predict- event; and the weather was as glo- 

, M ably took the honours in the La- rious as it should be for the Battle 
dies race. Day parade.

Cricket and the newly formed In soccer Stanley fell to a su- 
Stanley CC went down fighting to perbly organised Endurance team, 
a strong MPA team in cold, blus- while in the league newly formed 
tery conditions. Globe won three out of three to

take a deserved lead.
At the Stanley Leisure Centre

:
■—- --^-: * fe?

. V:

m
’».

a -n December
The year finished as it began 

with political visitors to the Islands 
high on the list of interests. Bar
oness Hooper proved to be charm- 
jng and incisive while Lord 
Montgomery failed to see the Is-

The amazing, unique, mobile aquatic polling station! Pete Biggs 2^iew* . ,
and Mike Luxton head North to collect votes in the general election CPn(J C°St °f I ex Ii"

tlements by air and landrover. consumers there was no danger rean fkhinoV M 10 ass,st Ko"
On a lighter note the Town Hall however, butcher Ben Bemtsen de- sufferinp * rn^Panie? .cu.rre"tly

had a busy month hosting the cided not to sell the beef and the countrvMhe f2their
Kings Division Normandy Band as infected carcases were buried. «oria»Sl« fa , and kjaneb As-
they presented a Last Night Of The It was reported that Anglo lantic rn.mrn? -l th-e South At“
Proms concert followed, a week » . M .. , Council by issuing a coun-
later, by FIODA’s interpretation of ™y restdents believed this was a genuine incident but it
Noel Coward’s Blithe Spirit. Lo- was just fast response training for Stanley’s emereenev
cal children enjoyed the arrival in 
the Islands of some miniature 
horses brought in by Ian and Susie 
Hansen of West Falkland

It was a quiet month for sport 
with dentist David Fyfe coasting 
home in Stanley Running Club’s 
Fun Run in 7m 24s. Sarah Allan 
was the first lady in 9m 42s. Mark 
Flint, RAF, won the Snakes and 
Ladders Race, Tracy Porter taking 
first place in the women’s event.

Jan Clarke emerged as the man 
to beat after the season’s first Moto 
Cross meeting on the Traveller’s 
Rest track.

arem...
■< •

i

Honourable am very happy to answer on behalf
of the administration. What I be
lieve this study has done for us: 
Firstly, nobody now is in fact worse 
off as a result of this, nor will be in

Remembrance Day sentries at 
the Cross of Sacrifice 

Open Swimming Gala, Alistair 
Ceballos and Debbi Robson
emerged as the top male and fe
male competitors.

And, finally, the Cape 
Pembroke Half Marathon was won 
in a new course best of 2 hrs 10m 
by Mark Flint of the RAF, while 
Tracy Porter easily took the wom
en s title in the same race.

November
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• ver Members: I believe it would be 
and fine particles, fine for rapid snag with merely tarm wrong of me to give that assurance
meltineand slow dissolving coarse the top of even good concrete anu because lhis is a matter within
particles for continued action, it is the levels because it will mean w ^ ^ ^ as far as advice is
Complies with British Standard that the drains arc in t S concerned of the Transport Advi-
3247 1991. Then we come to, I place and that the kerbs . , Committee. And 1 believe we
think, the statement which may wrong place and oinemu P * are all aware the seriousness with
have caused the misunderstand- ot attention to that, in cc ‘ which the DP W takes the advice of
ing. Before using on concrete sur- in Stanley it is possible, in others ^ commjUee. 
faces refer to supplier for further isn't 
information. Naturally this was 
doneand naturally thesupplier con
firmed that there was no problem 
in using this on concrete roads, as 
salt does not corrode concrete. packet before using

Councillor Edwards W Would the Chief Executive ad-
all the thinking of that came out of an > ™df, c jj, do an^thini, t0 lhc person contacting them, that vise us if it is the intention of the
the Hay Review Fourthly, we have bul5, jus1 there is no problem. PWD to advertise locally Tor peo-
tn fact now. just about in place, a ”bonder whether vou have any sue- Chief Executive pie to maintain the main roads and
fully funded flexible private sector f’ ^hvm Ihe vear 1997 Mr President. Honourable the Camp and would they consider
linking pension scheme, which is a fvhi h particularly bad win- Members. No. because the whole employing members of the farm-
major advance on anything )vehad Stanley roads suddenly decided point of putting that was on so it ing community part time when they
before. Fifthly, we have a fair grad- disintegrate in a few short wouldn't be used on structural con- are available for this purpose,
mg structure, within which all em- thcre were a fcw crete. The corrosion as car owners Chief Executive
ployeesare fitted Sixthly, we have cracks and! can’t disccmnt the fact willknoxvisactuallyonmetal when Mr President. Honourable
the ability to adjust w»hm that (hat ,here was a |01 of salt thrown sah gets at it. not concrete, and so Members. All Public Works De
structure accordingtoperformance about !ast winler and the areas that ifthereismetalreinforcinginstruc- panment vacancies are advertised
and according to changes in jobs. have disintegra,ed most|v seem to tural concrete and the salt perco- locally in accordance with govern-
foeInnextem"al situationas Tha?e be the place! where most salt was lates through the concrete on to the menl policy. The PWD already
to an external situation as i na\e u$ed perhaps you've got an an- structural metal, the actual strength have a number of farmers on their
already explamed. swer for that. ~ ofthat member can be affected and road teams on East Falklands work-
chnnpe nfcidiure lhatwe alfset oul Chicf Executive, that apparently is the reason for the ing full time, organising their farm
“L'K^innino I ! Well. I can make some com- warning on ihc bag. work to suit Part-time workers
ing from the administrative wav of menls on lhal Mr Prcsidcnl and Question No. 27 of have been used on a number of
doing things to the customer'fo- Honourable members One of the _ . . °CCahS,?nS in lhc paStlhandr 'Vl11 n0
cused wav of doing things and we worst areas is cited as that opposite V/ Dy ine doubt be engaged in the future,
have of course the mechanisiTi per- Beauchenc Store in John Street Honourable Mrs Councillor Edwards:
formance management to do that, and in fact no salt was used m that FHwarHs ■ ? han,k lor >hal answcr- but
Now this has Sot been an easy area- s° " '^t always that corro- 1>. FOWarOS „ doesnt quite answer my ques-
process, it has been open to all s,on relales f° the salt. But it does Could the Chief Executive ad- tion. Will they in future be adver-
sorts of criticism and it has not seem from discussions that we have vise us when the men employed as tising for maintenance men to re-
been a cheap process, we have to bad on lb's l0P'c lbe mosl lunda' the flying squad will be returned to pair the main roads on the West
admit that The nripinal estimate mental cause, and there are sev- the job they were originally en- which the flying squad has been
from Hay was £1,000 per head. We eral, 1 think, is actually the quality gaged to do. namely repairs to doing until now, and this is an
had some 620 positions in the civil tbe concrele- because when you Camp tracks, and not maintenance opportunity as 1 see it for farmers 
sendee that have been dealt with analyse the concrete that has w ith- w ork on the main road, and it feels in their spare time to a) cam a bit of
and so that would add up. ofcourse. stood the ravages of the weather it like 1887 since we had them back money and b) be able to give a bit
to £620.000. however during the bas ?*earLv becn iai d ua dcr bctteJ there. of service to the roads. The answer
process councillors specifically quab*>' conlrolled conditions and chief Executive I've always had is there aren't men
requested Hay to cam-out the indi- with better management of the proc- Mr President, Honourable available when we talk about main-
vidualonetooneinten'iewsthem- ess, and I do agree with the DPW Members. The flying squad on tenance teams, and it would be nice
selves and I'm informed that that that lhat does seem 10 bc tbe maJor West Falkland will be returning to to hear an advertisement go out to
added another £ 120.000 to the bill. cause- We ha^e rea1f3n 10'hopc lhal Camp track works immediately af- say if any farmers are available to
Thus making £740.000. and addi- the concrete that is being done now. ter Christmas at the very latest. The do this work they would bc wel-
tional visits have accounted for the and the bit I wasdri^vmg past every question of them working on main- come to do it.
extra £35,000 thus making a total day seen\ed 0 tak* a ,ong J™**® lenance instead ofCamp tracks was Chief Executive
£775.000 that I referred to earlier do, nevertheless, it seems to have addressed by the Transport Advi- Mr President, Honourable
on in my original answer to the beeb done very thoroughly and I sory Committee at their meeting Members:! think that thcjobcomes
question*^ And what is left is the do be,|eve the quaity is now a lot 0n October 31st 1997 and it was first and the advert second. 1 be-
performance management to use om^HonnuraWe Mem aSreed then that they should carry lieve what I said at the beginning
Hay's term, roll-out, which I know roads last usout, Honourable Mem out essential works within this time was that all vacancies in the PWD
we all look forward to. rf-nunrillnr Frlwards sca£ •„ v . . are advertised locally, and in ac-

n„pcfinn Nn 7(s Councillor Edwards Councillor Edwards cordance with government policy,
Question INO. ZO I’ve^been impressed to see that What I would like assurance on so it would be an inevitable consc-
of 97 by the lhe bad b nL^ndw^hblack tZ 15 n0W lharthey are g?mg 10 bfgin quence of lhat’ that a">' farmers

u rV | being mended and with black top- again on Camp tracks that there seeing the advertisement would bcHonourable Mrs p,ng and 1 wondered whether It will be a continuance of that, it is more than welcome to apply for
N Fdwards would be possible, I suppose its sensible for them in the winter the position. PP y

not within the DPW s remit at the months to do maintenance work
Would the Chief Executive con- moment, but if it would be possible around and about, but in the sum-

firm that salt bearing a label on the l0 black top all the roads in Stanley, mer months anyway in my opinion ment for maintenance onno fnrthp
bags advising that it should not be on t0p 0f lbe cement which would jt js sensible for them to do repairs main roads The wnrt- thot hoc

Stanley roads last winter. the future. roads being built because a lot of link roads to their properties etc..
Chief Executive these places are going to wait a but the actual main road mainte-

w . , . „ftn Mr President Honourable great length of time for any roads, nance has been done bv the flvine
MemberKs:1 ^ grate^110 tbe Hon; Members, that is a solution indeed, and can we be assured that they squad on the West I caiVt tell vou
ourable Member for Camp forrais- that has been considered and in one will continue this work, that it won't on the East ’ y0
ing this matter, as there have been ortwo cases we are seriously think- be just a quick programme this Chief Executive 
some ill founded rumours regard- ingof doing that. The patches that summer and then back to the old
ingthisissue.Ihavethelabel.nl are there are the moment arc really business of two years off doing
may read it to you. It says: Espc- nQ more than lhat and the serious something else. Will this be an on-
cially developed for use as a de- advice is that it is not long lasting, going programme every summer9
frosting agent for highway winter nevertheless at the moment they do chief Executive
maintenance. So far so good. Con- t0 be in particularly good Mr President, Honourable
tains a suitable balance of coarse condition, but there is one major
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Legislative Council questions for oral 
answer - continued from page 8

Mr President: If the Honour- well aware that farmers are more 
able Member is asking me to create than capable of carrying out this 
vacancies I'm not sure I can give an work and it would have released 
assurance about lhat, in this forum, the flying squad to do the work

they are supposed to be doing. 
Chief Executive

Legislative Council 
questions for oral 

answer - Continued 
from page 7

We have dealt with the ques
tion of the pension inequities, with 
the question of our inequities, with 
the question of holiday inequities 
and all the other inequities that 
were there in the system. Thirdly, 
we have instituted an island wide 
passage scheme. Now that is not 
directly related to the work that 
Hay have done, but nevertheless

Motion 3 of 1997 proposed by Councillor 

Summers (summary of responses)
IN Motion 3 of 1997 Councillor conclusion "
Summers asked that I he Legis- The purpose, he said, provides Councillor Summers 
lative Council establish a Select proper protection for the public. Docs the Chief Executive ac- 
Commit ee consisting of all councillors, officers and members cept that whilst he cannot give such 
elected mem ers o ic Council of public committees. The current assurances about creating vacan-
to be ^a0'vlJ‘ as. e k om niittee on rules, he said, were not adequate cics could he assure us that he will those discussions with the DPW I
Ethical Be aviour and Stand- and not acceptable. The task for the discuss with the Public Works the will be more than happy to do that 
ards in I ublic i e, the functions Select Committee would be to de- possibility of creating a contract and report back, 
of wh ich shall be: first of all to vise a disclosure system suitable for for farmers to carry out this work, 
examine and make proposals to the special circumstances of this under a proper government con- 
the Council in relation to any is- society, so that people are pro- tract, and advertise that. We are all 
sues and procedures it considers tectcd. but not discouraged, from
necessary to ensure and preserve standing for public office or involv- the run up to the General Election "we don't in the future," and, "it 
ethical behaviour and standards ing themselves in work on the pub- but also in terms of developing the makes life easier for everyone to 
in relation to the performance lie's behalf. Constitution and the political sys- have a completely transparent sys-
and discharge of their functions The Motion was Seconded by tern perse in the Falkland Islands, tern." He supported the Motion,
by members of the Council, Councillor Sharon Halford, who Councillor John Birming- Councillor Edwards also rose 
members of the Civil Service and said that because of the Islands be- ham in rising to support the Mo- to support the Motion saying it was
persons who arc members of ing such a small community, con- tion noted that anyone outside the needed for the future, even though
public committees, and secondly, flicts of interest, "would at times Islands listening to the programme she did not believe there had been
make proposals for the modifi- arise." and thus felt there should be might think that the Islands had a any corruption in the past. She
cation of the Standing Rules and clearly defined guide lines with serious problem, saying, "I cer- notedthattheMotionwasparticu-
Orders of the Legislative Coun- regard to declaration of interests.’ tainly don’t think we do." As an larly necessary as clear rules
cil and of General Orders for She went on to say that not only example of'doing the right thing' should exist particularly regarding
FIG employees and for the mak- was it necessary for, "the person to he referred to the Chief Executive's the oil regimes which would be in
ing of a code of practice for per- know that what they are doing is decision to resign as Chairman of place in the future,
sons who are members of public correct, but for members of the Stanley Services. Councillor Bir-

public to know that it is correct., mingham suggested this was done the Motion noting that she had
The proposer. Councillor There should bc no grey areas." She because Stanley Services/CSM raised the matter in her by-election

Summers spoke first saying that added, "where there are rules, pen- achieving the oil logisitics con- speech several years ago. The most
this was an issue raised in his by- alties should be imposed on those tract, and the Chief Executive be- important point for her was, "not
election address approximately 14 not adhering to the rules." 
months ago, and he was happy to Councillor Lewis Clifton sup- tee. 
be able to propose this Select Com- ported the motion saying it was a 
mittee in the hope that it would very necessary step to take, not 
bring the matter to "a fairly rapid only in terms of recent events in

Question No. 28 of 
97 by the

Councillor Birmingham 
I thank the Chief Executive for 

his answers there. Would he agree
.ha. if i, says on ihe*deoffte Honourable Mrs N

I’m sure Honourable Members 
arc aware if they want me to have

Edwards Further questions will be 
included in Penguin News - 

January 9, 1998

Councillor Cheek supported
committees.

ing Chairman of the Oil Commit- only that people are doing what
they should, but that public percep- 

The Chief Executive was sur- tion is that they are doing that." 
prised by Councillor Birming
ham's comment, and replied that to see," she went on, "that no one 
he never felt there was, "any ethi- is hiding anything and that no one 
cal conflict ever in those situa- is working to their own ends." 
tions," and said he would discuss 
it with the Honourable Member clear the Motion had the unani- 
outside. mous support of the House, and re-

Councillor Birmingham ob- corded his own support for the 
served that he felt there was a con- Motion and for the impetus behind 
flict of interest, adding that he was it saying, "I suspect that it would 
not alone in that belief. be a bit complacent to say that there

The Chief Executive said that is no problem whatever." He added 
perhaps the establishment of the that he felt there was certainly a 
Committee in question would 'sort perception that there was a prob
it out’, but went on to say that there lem even if in reality there was not. 
were some concerns regarding the The Governor felt that if there was 
wording of the Motion and wished a perception then it was right that 
to propose an amendment, saying the rules should be reviewed. He 
he felt it would add to the quality also wished to associate himself 
of the Motion itself. The Chief Ex- with the belief in the concept of 
ecutive went on to say, "You will governmental transparency, 
notice the Motion has two Clauses The Governor noted that a cer- 
undemeath it and in fact we be- tain amount of work had already 
lieve that the second Clause some- been devoted to the subject by the 
what limits the scope of the first. Attorney General in producing a 
The Committee, it is believed, paper on Standards in Public Life, 
needs to look at how to achieve and hoped that that work could 
the objectives and it should not be now be included in the work of the 
pre-empted by indicating a certain Select Committee, so that they 
methodology as how it is to be would not be working from 
achieved; which is in fact what the "ground zero, as it were, 
second Clause does." He felt the Councillor Summers wound 
amendment proposed should be up the discussion by saying he un
inserted between the two Clauses, derstood as the proposer of the Mo- 
and should read, "Without restrict- tion he would be Chairman of the 
inp the Committee’s ability to Select Committee, and asked that 
makeany proposals it might make all of the papers with the Chief Ex
in pursuance of the paragraph ecutive (that were submitted from 
above the Committee should con- members of the public when asked 
sider making proposals for...." to react to the Attorney General's 

The amendment was accepted proposal) were passed on to the 
by the proposer. Committee. He also felt there

Councillor Luxton spoke to should be one more, quick round" 
the Motion saying he also felt, "we of consultation with the public, be- 
did not have a problem," in the Is- fore concluding the matter fairly 
lands, but it was good to ensure, speedily.

"It should be easy for everyone

H E the Governor said it was

FANCY SOMETHING TASTY?!
Tried Mero (Falklands Sea Bass)? 
A great tasting, easy to cook fish 

v available from
Consolidated Fisheries Ltd 

Atlantic House, Stanley 
Tel: 22277, Fax. 22211 
and now available from 
selected retail outlets

Mero Lomos (Neck fillets) with orange sauce - from Sheena and 
Martin's kitchen

Ingredients
500 grammes of Mero Lomos 
For poaching the Mero 
3/4 cup of water 
3/4 cup of white wine
1/4 cup of unsweetened orange juice once.
Itbsp of soy sauce 
1/4 tsp of powdered ginger 
For the Orange Sauce 
l orange (can be substituted with 
approx. 1/4 cup of extra orange 
juice)
l cup of unsweetened orange juice cup of juice into a shaker and mix

thoroughly. Slowly stir in the 
cornflour and juice mixture to the 
hot orange juice. Stirring all the 
time, bring the orange sauce to the 
boil then simmer for a couple of

approximately 25mm (I ") thick.
When the poaching has 

to the boil, place the fish into the 
liquid and poach for approxi
mately 7-10 minutes, turning only

come

Councillor Edwards
There hasn't been an advertise- In a saucepan place the juice 

and grated rind of the orange and 
the unsweetened orange juice. 
Bring it all to the boil. While you 
are waiting for this liquid to boil, 
place the cornflour and extra 1/2Chief Executive 

Mr President, Honourable 1/2 cup of extra orange juice for 
mixing with cornflour 
I 1/2 tbsp cornflour

Method
Combine all the ingredients for minutes,

poaching together in a frying pan 
and put on the stove to heat. While the orange sauce poured over it 
the poaching liquid is coming to the and garnish with a sprig of mint, 
boil, cut the Mero into slices Quick, simple, refreshing!

Serve the Mero on a plate with
Continued on 

page 9

I
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FI. Office: P.O. Box 150, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands.
Tel: (500) 22664
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Falkland Islands Fishing & Trading Co. Ltd. Especially lor Helen. Dave. 

Hannah and Abbie. Hope you all 
have a great Christmas and New 
year. Will be thinking of you all. 
Lots of love always from Mum. 
Tony. Jax, John, Nikki and 
Dominic xxxxxx

Especially fur Una and Dave 
Hope you both have a great 
Christmas and New Year. Will he 
thinking of you. Lots of love always 
from Mum and Dad xy.y.v

To all family and friends. Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. 
Love Mally. Ian and Wayne

To Johnny McLeod. Hope you 
haw a nice white Christmas and 
Happy New Year Thinking of you 
Low Mai. Tosh, Wayne and Jax.

To one and all. A Merry Christ
mas and a I lappy New Year. From 
Nora k Smith

Jan, Lard. Ian and Paul wish all
their relations and friends a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Mary, Shirley and Zanc wish all 
family and friends in Stanley and 
the Camp a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy and Prosperous New Year.

To all family and Friends. Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year 
(sorry no cards this year) from 
Caroline. Pete. Megan and Len.

As 1 will not be sending Christmas 
cards this year, I would like to wish 
everyone a very Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year. Susanna 
Binnic.

Chicken Drumsticks 2.5Kg 
Chicken Thighs 1.5Kg 
Breaded Chicken

Chickens 1.9Kg 
Chicken Quarters 2.5Kg 
Garlic Chicken Breast

lb Wendy. Pickles, Dolly and John 
I funking of you all at Christmas 
Love Dolly, Lewis and Marcus.

To Aunt I leather and Uncle Jonny in 
Wales, thinking of you both. Hope 
you have an excellent Christmas 
Love from Doreen. Lewis and 
Marcus.

lo Aunt Marina, Uncle Raymond, 
Graham. Angela and Julie-Ann. 
Merry Christmas and a very Happy- 
New Year Thinking of you all. Loads 
of love Doreen. Lewis and Marcus.

To all friends and relations. A Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. 
From Arthur and Rhoda

Merry Christmas and a Happy and 
Prosperous New Year to all friends 
and relatives. Ginge and Bill.

To all friends and relations. Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. 
Love Mini and Colin

Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
)ear to all our family and friends love 
Dave and Liz.

To John McLeod AST. PERTH. Wish
ing you a Very' Merry Christmas and a 
Happy and Prosperous New Year.
1 hinking of you as always. Loads of 
love. Mum. Dad. Ian James, xxx

To relations and all friends. Merry 
C hristmas and a Happy New Year. 
From Doreen and Ronnie.

To relations and all friends. Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
From Ellen Middleton.

To relations and all friends. Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
From Cyril Middleton.

Christmas Greetings to all my relations 
and friends. William D Morrison.

Chips galore
Jolly Roger Pie 
Footy Fish 
Chickenburgers

Fish Fingers 
Baked Bean Boats 
Lincolnshire Sausages

Cheeseburgers x 4 
Neapolitan and Chocolate Icecream

Christmas and New Year Opening Hours
Christmas Eve: Normal opening hours 

Christmas Day: - Closed 
Boxing Day: 3pm - 7pm 

Saturday 27th: 3pm - 7pm 
Sunday 28th: Normal Hours 

Monday 29th: 3pm - 7pm 
Tuesday 30th: Normal Hours 

Wednesday 31st: Normal Hours 
Thursday 1st: Closed

We would like to wish all our customers in Stanley and Camp a Very Merry
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

To all our family and friends in the 
Falklands and overseas: A very 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year love from Zachary. Katrina, 
Jason and Dylan.

To all relations and friends. Christ
mas and New Year greetings. From 
Albert and Sally.

Veronica. John. Rachael and 
Daniel Fowler send Seasonal 

greetings to all friends in Stanley. 
Camp and abroad.

Joan Porter wishes all family and 
friends a Happy Christmas 

and New Year

%
To all friends and relations. Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year 
from 17 and Ronnie.

To all my family and friends in 
Stanley and Camp. A Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year 
Sorry no cards this year. Love 
Mary Faria.

To Lynne and Chris in Essex. 
Merry Christmas Thinking of you 
both. All our love Amanda and 
Paul.

To all my relations in the Falklands and 
overseas - Christmas and New Year 
greetings. God bless you all. Fran.

A very Merry' Christmas to you Scott, 
keep smiling, it is almost over... THA 
GAOL AGAM ORT. Forever Karen.

To all friends and relations in Camp 
and Stanley - A Merry Christmas and 
a Happy New Year. Low Thora.

To all relations and friends. A very 
Merry Christmas and a I lappy New 
Year With love from Jan and Len.

All at Leifs would like to wish our 
customers a very Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year.

Merry Christmas Nannies and 
Grandads, love Jake AAA

To lunt Marina. Uncle Raymond. Graham. Angela. Julie-Ann. Aunt Heather 
and Uncle Jonny. Thinking of you allot Christmas. Loads of love Priscilla 

and Owen.

Merry Christmas to all family and 
friends, no cards this year. From 
Amara. William and Imojen.

Christmas and New Year 
Greetings to all my relatives and 

friends, and thank you for the 
cards and good wishes. Maud 

Watson.
To Aunty Wendy. Pickles. Dolly 
and John. Merry Christmas. Have 
a pigs delight on us. Wish we could 
be with you. All our love Priscilla 
and Owen.

To John Mcleod at Ast in Perth. 
Merry Christmas ole chap!! Think
ing of you. Lots of love Priscilla 
and Owen.

To all friends and relations in the Falk
lands. Best wishes for Christmas and 
New Year, and to bring joy and pros
perity throughout 1998. Stan Smith.

Christmas Greetings to all family 
and friends in the Falklands and 

UK. Hilary and Romeo

To all relatives and friends and eve
ryone else wherever you are. Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. 
Les Whitney. A

Special offers from today Friday 19th Christmas Cards and Crackers 1/3
off selling price

All advent calendars half price
.

Summary of the Executive Council Meeting -11 December 19971 ^ Christmas Period Local Services 

Opening Hours
Jhe Scafish Chandlery will bo open every afternoon Irom 1 30pm till 5.00pjii 
Muding Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday 22nd. ?3rd and 24th December 
rhc shop and office will close at 5.00pm on Wednesday 24 December and will 
not re-open until Wednesday 7th January 1998. A Merry' Christmas to all our
customers.

exploratory oil rig. I should empha
sise that this will not be at the expense 
of any of the existing users. We also 
agreed some expenditure on essential 
work to bring FIPASS up to the requi
site Health & Safety standards.

In the area of infrastructure, ExCo 
noted that bids had been received for 
the construction of a much needed ac
commodation camp so that we can get 
in the workers we need to build vari
ous projects in our capital programme. 
We are still aiming to get this camp 
up by June 1998. We discussed the 
problems caused by the delay in re
leasing plots in the East Stanley 
project. I know this is causing frustra
tion to people who have ordered kit 
houses but can't start putting them up 
yet, and we are seeing if there is any
thing Government can do to alleviate 
the problem. ExCo also reviewed the 
problem of the housing shortage in 
Stanley as far as contract staff are con
cerned. Until we can build more hous
ing, we simply cannot bring in all the 
people we need with the expertise we 
ourselves lack.

Next, we approved a plan to ac
quire additional classroom space next 
to the Infant and Junior school to alle

viate overcrowding there. It is not We also approved funding to up- 
much use saying now that we could grade the Government computer net- 
have avoided this rather piecemeal way work - essential if we are to cope prop 
of deahng w,th the problem if we had erly with the demands of the future.
h M 1 L i ,T and ,dcc!dedt? Finally, ExCo heard that elected 
but d a completely new school, with Councillors have accepted an invita-

n„S theerneed’ nn 2 ne'v SjtCe tl0n rrom the Foreign Affairs Commil- 
°n,e.of th.e. Councillors raised the tec ofthc House ofCommons to con- 

difficultics which a few people in camp tribute views as part of the Dependent
LaHweeXaPnedsnsvr0,Ve|ra?'0reCepli0nni Territorics R«iew which hu been 
ami we and SS VC are looking into this, commissioned by the British Govem-

One of the proposals flowing from ment Although the Falkland* are ex- 
the Coopers and Lybrand report was eluded from the ambit of the review 
that, wherever possible, Government certain generic issues in it are hkelv to 
activities should be transferred to the have implications for the Falk land Is” 
private sector. Obviously if this hap- lands, though the fundamental British

"transfer of undertakings" legislation8 a onedayconfoeSy t's^At 
and authorised consultation with the lantic Council around thensswsssaaeta"JaBtaassau^. sar.ttsfeis?the Attorney General showed us the happy Christmas and New Yelr and I 
firet volume of a new revised edition look forward to returning to the Falk-

THE last ExCo meeting of the year 
took place in the temporary Govern
ment House offices on the morning of 
Thursday 11 December, with all mem
bers present except Pete King, who 
was otherwise engaged. As I think I 
mentioned in my last ExCo broadcast, 
the convention is that in the Decem
ber ExCo, we deal with only pressing 
business which cannot wait until Janu
ary. So our agenda was short, and this 
report will be correspondingly short.

Without question, the most impor
tant issue before us was the implica
tions of the financial crisis in the Far 
East for our Illex fishery. Clearly the 
Korean fishing companies in particu
lar are struggling, and this is bound to 
affect our revenue stream from fish
ing. We will be discussing this further 
to see whether there are any further 
prophylactic measures we should take. 
At this stage I simply want to say that 
there are no grounds for particular con
cern, nor should we overreact; we are 
fortunate in having built up a good fi
nancial cushion.

On oil, we approved some plans 
to make an area of hard standing near 
FIPASS available for the heavy mate
rial which will need to go out to the

Christmas Greetings
l. To all our friends throughout 

the Islands East and West 
from

W Maria, David and Charles Oakley. 
"Thank you for your business during 1997" 

_________ * * * * * *_________

Oakley Motor Units Ltd.
(Oakley Marine)

Edward Street, Brighton, UK.
Rock bottom prices on: Marine Engines, 
Water Pumps, Generators, Spare Parts, 

Inflatable Boats, Chandlery etc. etc. 
FAX us your requirements for an 

immediate response
Fax 44-1273-571216 Phone 44-1273-603322 

’’Serving the Islands for over 20 years"

LeifsW i . Christmas opening hours:
■fh December: open 7.30am - 5am 
r, urs 25. Fri 26. Sat 27. Sun 28. Mon 29 December: Closed 
Tucs 30 and Wed 31 
fnurs 1 Jan: Closed
ri 2 Jan: Open normal hours - 7.30am - 5pm

Dec: Open 8am - 1pm

MondaydjaFnarmC-s wil1 bc closcd from 5Pm on Wednesday December 24 until

fn,anda;d Chartered Bank would like to advise all customers that the follow- 
24th nangCments wd* apply in relation to the Christmas and Nc 
25 h %?Smbcr» 1997 Closcd 12 Noon
30th’n6 h’ 2,9lb December, 1997
3lit nCCCmbcr’ 1997 

1st December, 1997 
January 199» pi i

We iak-J '!lS.mess hours will resume on 2nd January 1998. r. . an(j a
HaPPykNewSY°cPa?0rtUnily l° wish a11 our cuslomers a Mcny Ch

Closed
Usual business hours 
Closed 12 Noon



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
________

PERSONALFORSALE NOTICES
VACANCY - CLERk/TYPIST 
Applications arc invited by the 
Falkland Islands Company Ltd 
for the position of Clerk/Typist 
This position will be based at 
FIPASS and is immediately avail
able
Duties will include general office 
administration.
A knowledge of administrative 
procedures and word processing is 
essential.
Applications for this position are 
to be submitted to the FIPASS 
Manager c/o Falkland Islands 
Company Ltd, Crozier Place

The Falkland Islands Company 
have the following vacancies 
within their Shipping Agency.
Clerk - to commence duties as 
early as possible in the new near. 
Duties of the post include typing, 
filing, radio operation and other 
general office duties. A valid driv
ing licence and word processing 
skills would be an advantage. Sal
ary is dependant on the successful 
applicants educational qualifica
tions and experience.
Temporary Agent 
mence duties as early as possible 
in the new year. Duties of the post 
are numerous and applicants 
should be enthusiastic individu
als, who have the ability to get on 
well with people of different na
tionalities and be physically fit, 
literate and numerate. The basic 
working week is 40 hours but in 
practice it does involve longer 
hours and alternate weekend work 
- applicants should be adaptable 
to meet demands. A valid driving 
licence is essential. Salary is ne
gotiable. As the post is tempo
rary, until approximately 30th 
June, it may suit a student just 
having completed University or 
someone taking a year out.
For further details and to arrange 
an interview, please contact 
Shccna Ross on 27631 or 27630

The Falkland Islands Com
pany Ltd wish to interview per
sons for the position of Personal 
Assistant to the Directors in the 
Stanley Office.
This is a position requiring a pro
fessional office background with’15' 
secretarial experience and will 
suit a person who is self confident 
and self motivated and enjoys 
working in a challenging, busy 
and friendly environment. Ex
cellent office skills are required 
including comprehensive use of 
computers and shorthand or 
speed-writing. The ability to com
municate well with people is es
sential as is a high degree of con
fidentiality.
If you feel you are the person who 

fill this position please apply 
in writing with details of your 
background and experience to Mr 
Terry Spruce, Director, The Falk
land Islands Company Ltd., Cro- 
zier Place, Stanley.

To Daddy. 
Happy 
Birthday

Yellow Metro City. Comes with 
Spares, in good running order, 
ideal town run around. CR250 
Husqvama in an as seen condi
tion. Both offers to June on 21536 
after 4.30pm
Fiat Uno needs attention to gear 
box - parts from Fiat Panda are 
compatible. To view, ring Paul/ 
Alison Howe 21230 (evenings) 
also 3 childrens' bikes age 5-8 
Phone 21230
Gateway 2000 P-120MHz 
Multi-media PC with Hewlett 
Packard Deskjet Colour Printer 
and 33.6 Internal Modem. Ideal 
for the internet. £1,200.00 ono. 
Sony Playstation with two 
joypads and 8 games £500.00 
Any of the items above are ideal 
for a Christmas present.If inter
ested in any of the items above 
please contact Ian on 21624 dur
ing weekdays after 6pm or at 
weekends
For sale in Sutton, Surrey 
Flat, fully centrally heated, com
prising of 3 bedrooms. 2 bath
rooms, spacious dining/living 
room, modem fitted kitchen, fully 
carpeted and partially furnished, 
large loft and private garage.. 
Location: 3 storey block of flats 
off the Brighton Road in a quiet 
one way street across from the 
Devonshire Primary School, 
placed within 5 minutes walking 
distance is the Royal Marsden 
Cancer Research Hospital, Sutton 
British Rail Station and High 
Street Shopping Centre. 
Conveniently situated between 
London Gatwick & Heathrow 
airports. 30 minutes by British 
Rail to London Victoria Station 
15 minutes by bus from St Helier 
Hospital and 20 minutes from 
Morden Station, Northern Line 
Tube. Ideally placed for access to 
Wimbledon and Epsom. Avail
able March 98. Serious offers and 
enquiries only, to Carol Stewart- 
Reid Tel: 21282 Fax 21284 
1 Glass door display unit 
£120.00 1 Buffet unit £25'0.00. 2 
comer units £70.00 each. 1 Video 
unit £30.00, 1 Hi fi unit £50.00. 
all in mahogany, 1 3 piece suite 
pink £1,200.00, 2 Teak ward
robes £40.00 each, 1 Teak com
puter desk £40.00 1 12 inch col
our TV £100.00, 1 Thomas the 
Tank Duvet cover, light shade, 
bed side light and chest of drawers. 
£60.00 the set.
Contact Violet Clarke Tel 21685 
For sale Honda CR80 Ideal 
first bike. Good engine. Champi
onship winning machine £500.00 
Stanley Services Ltd has for 
sale a Secondhand Rear Cab for a 
Mitsubishi L200 Double Cab 
Pickup. This cab is to be sold on 
an as seen basis and offers should 
reach us in writing by Tuesday 
23rd December

The competition on Sunday 14 Dec 
was for the 1st stage 300 yards cham
pionships together with a Christmas 
lamb which was kindly presented by 
Neil Ford. Shooting over 300,500 and 
600 yards. Highest possible score be
ing 150. 1st T. McCalium 141. 2nd C 
McCallum 138,3rd D Pettersson 138, 
4th T Petlersson 137,5th K. Aldridge 
136. Competition for Sun 21 Dec will 
be the Christmas hamper shoot and 
1st stage 500 yds championship.

Cable & Wireless will be starting a 
trial of new opening hours for the 
Public Counter at the Ross Road 
Offices. From 2nd January' 1998 
the Public Counter will be open at 
the following times:- 08.00 - 12.00 
and 13.15 - 16 30 Monday to 
Thursday 08.00 - 12.00 and 13.15 
- 16.15 Friday The Public Counter 
will be closed as usual at Weekends 
and on Public Holidays. 
Phonecards will still be available 
out of Public Counter Hours until 
10pm daily, as at present. Cable & 
Wireless would be pleased to re
ceive any comments from cus
tomers on the new hours in due 
course.

thefor
24th old 
fellow. One 
more year 
and you’ll 
need a walk
ing stick! 
Lots of love 
Codey and
J2

To Robin 
y Happy 50th 

Birthday for 
» today, 
fg where has 
§1 all the hair 

gone to? All 
my love 
Dianne 
XXX

There will be another car boot sale 
and barbecue at the Chartres turn 
off on Sunday 28 December You 
will be able to buy your lunch and 
anything else that takes your fancy. 
All proceeds will go to the Fire 
Appeal. All are very welcome - 
bring all your unwanted goods for 
sale. All enquiries to 41006

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS 
COMPANY LTD has for rental 
the property known as 5 Crozier 
Place, Stanley. This property has 
recently been fully refurbished in
side and comprises 7 offices giving 
in excess of 160 M2 of office space 
together with a kitchen and toilet 
facilities. Conveniently situated in 
Central Stanley these offices can 
be available fully serviced with 
office furniture and equipment. 
Interested parties should contact 
Roger Spink on 27600 for further 
details.
The Falkland Islands Company 
Ltd. has available for rental 
Darwin House a modern two- 
storey detached building, double 
glazed and insulated. To the ground 
floor there is a large reception hall, 
dining room, lounge bar, lounge, 
kitchen, utility room, conserva
tory and 3 toilets. There are 7 
bedrooms with 2 bathrooms and a 
shower room. The house is set in 
around 40 acres with water front
age and stunning views of Mount 
Cantcra and Mount Usborne and 
has been recently upgraded as a 
hotel. The property is fully fur
nished with all catering, kitchen, 
laundry, freezer equipment and bed 
linen etc. complete with the fol
lowing main features: Full central 
heating 2 x Lister HR2 Generators 
2 x Esse Sovereign Cookers. The 
property includes garage, power
house and storage Portacabin. 
Darwin is situated 62 miles from 
Stanley and 25 miles from Mount 
Pleasant and is accessed by an all- 
weather road. The property is 2 
miles from Goose Green.
For further details or an appoint
ment to view contact Roger Spink 
on 27600. Charles Darwin, the 
naturalist and explorer, is thought 
to have spent the night camped in 
one of the valleys which is part of 
the property.
Stanley Nursery School 
Don't forget the Christmas Party 
on Monday 22nd December at the 
Nursery School starting at 4pm. 
See you there, Love Adison. P.S. 
Could mums or dads bring a small 
plate of party food. Thank you
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To Amelia and Shane - Good 
luck for tomorrow. Here's to 

your future together, all our love 
Priscilla and Owen 

XXX
to com- ITo all relations and friends. A 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year - from Leona and Keith

NOTICES
LIFESTYLES hours of business 
during Christmas holidays. Closed 
25th Dec until 4th Jan inclusive. 
Normal hours from 5th Jan 98. We 
wish all our customers a very Happy 
Christmas and we look forward to 
being of service to you in the New 
Year.
There will be a service of les
sons and carols in the Taber
nacle on Sunday December 21st 
at 7.00pm, followed by mince 
pies and coffee. Everyone is 
very welcome.
STANLEY SERV ICES LTD 
Would Camp customers please note 
that all future orders for shipment 
on MV Tamar, should reach us 2 
days prior to the Byron Marine 
cargo closing date. Thank you for 
your cooperation.
Baby Clinic is 9.30 - 11.30 on 
Mon 22nd not Tues 23rd in Day 
Centre. Baby Clinic Tues 30th 
9.30-11.30 in the Day Centre 
THE PINK SHOP 
sends Christmas greetings to 
everyone in the Islands and 
looks forward to your custom 
in 1998.
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Christmas Services at Christchurch 
Cathedral. Sunday, December 21st: 
10.00am Christingle Service 
7.00pm Nine Lessons and Carols 
Christmas Eve, December 24th: 
11.30pm Midnight Communion. 
Christmas Day, December 25th: 
10.00am Family Service.
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Postscript from the Cathedral

grace once and for all, God entered into a vibrant, ongoing relationship with her. He 
prepared her for the awesome task of being mother of Jesus and continued to bless her as 
she earned it out In a world of uncertainty, the feast of Christmas is an anchor. Whatever is 
to happen in the future, God has become man. He wants us to know his Son Jesus in

___ ______—--------.----------------- --------- . _ q warm and living relationship.
Wanted - reliable but cheap off-road vehicle. Contact benny Prayer: O God, as we busy ourselves with Christmas preparations help us to remember 

flf the YMCA (25 1 1 6) ,h<" ,hc cenlrc °/ Christmas is the gift of your Son to us. Amen

Trustees: Mike Rendell. Susan Morrison. Janet Pompcrt-Robertson, Tom Blake and Stuart Wallace
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